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Around the University

40th
Commencement
Exercises

Creative
Arts Festival

Brandeis' 40th annual

Commencement exercises

on May 26 featured a

distinguished group of

honorary degree recipients,

including Interim President

Stuart H. Altman. The
Commencement address was
delivered by another

honoree, Daniel Bell, scholar-

in-residence at the American
Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

Bell has had an impressive

academic career as a

sociologist, educator and
philosopher. He has taught at

the University of Chicago,

Columbia University and
Harvard University, from
which he retired in 1990 as

the Henry Ford II Professor of

Social Sciences. He has

written several books and
papers, including The End of

Ideology. The Coming of

Post-Industrial Society, The
Cultural Contradictions of

Capitalism and The
Reforming of General
Education.

In addition to Bell and
Altman, the University

presented honorary degrees

to Milton Babbitt, critically

acclaimed composer, scholar

and educator who teaches at

Princeton University and has
won such awards as the

Joseph A. Beams Prize, a

Pulitzer Prize Special

Citation and the George
Peabody Medal,- Harry
Belafonte, consummate
musician, actor, producer
and human rights activist;

physicist Marvin Goldberger,

director of the Institute for

Advanced Study in

Princeton, New Jersey, and
former president of the

California Institute of

Technology; Maxine Hong
Kingston, award-winning
author and professor of

English at the University of

California at Berkeley;

Oluwatope A. Mabongunje
'63, a former Wien
International Scholar who is

chief of surgery at the King
Fahd Specialist Hospital in

Buraidah, Al Gassim, Saudi

Arabia; Philip Roth, author

of such books as Goodbye
Columbus, Portnoy's

Complaint, The Anatomy
Lesson and Patrimony-, and
Michel P. Roux, president

and chief executive officer of

Carillon Importers, Ltd.,

distributors of Grand
Marnier, Absolut Vodka and
Bombay Gin, who is widely

known for his marketing
prowess and philanthropy.

Airman's Honorary Degree of

Doctor of Humane Letters

recognizes his many years of

service to Brandeis and his

national role in health and
education. For 14 years he
has served as dean of The
Florence Heller Graduate
School for Advanced Studies

in Social Welfare and has

ably guided the University as

Interim President. On
Saturday at the traditional

Phi Beta Kappa induction

Vice President and General

Counsel Greggory Keith

Spence delivered the

address. (For additional

Commencement and
Reunion Weekend news, see

Alumni section.)

Pop art legend Roy
Lichtenstein and avant-garde

theater director and visual

artist Robert Wilson were
among the nine recipients of

the 35th annual Brandeis

University Jack I. and Lillian

L. Poses Creative Arts

Awards. Held at Brandeis,

the awards ceremony, hosted

by entertainer Joel Grey,

capped a two-week campus-
wide Creative Arts Festival,

which included more than 30
events hosted by students

and faculty and by

professionals in dance,

theater, creative writing and

Harry Belafonte

Daniel Bell
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music. All over campus
different colored banners,

each color representing a

separate field of art,

were hung in celebration.

Participating in this year's

festival were Yevgeny
Yevtushenko, one of the

Soviet Union's most
respected literary figures who
read his famous poem
decrying anti-Semitism,

"Babi Yar," and Andre Watts,

renowned pianist who
performed works of

Schubert, Chopin and Ravel

in a benefit concert for

the Lydian String Quartet,

celebrating its 10th

anniversary in residence at

Brandeis. The concert was
part of a mini-campaign to

raise an endowment of $2

million in two years, needed
to support the Lydians'

residency.

According to the festival's

organizer Andrea Leskes,

associate dean for

humanities, arts and social

sciences, the feedback was so

positive, she hopes to make
the festival an annual event.

In addition to Wilson and
Lichtcnstein, Creative Arts

Awards were presented to

the improvisational dance
troupe Urban Bush Women,
choreographer Annabelle
Gamson, dancer Elizabeth

Streb, writer Lorrie Moore
and conceptual artist Joseph
Kosuth. A Special

Recognition Award was
presented to Guy Davenport,
novelist and English

Robert Wilson
Andre Watts

professor at the University of

Kentucky. Chosen by a jury

of their peers, the award
recipients are selected from
four of the foUowmg
categories: painting,

sculpture, architecture,

fiction, nonfiction, poetry,

music, dance, theater arts,

film and photography.

Within each category, one
medal for lifetime

achievement and one
citation for artists in

midcareer are awarded.

Lichtcnstein, a painter and
sculptor, received a medal for

painting in recognition of his

bold two-dimensional
pictures based on advertising

illustrations and comic strip

characters. His stylistic

imitations and distortions

are seen as effective forms of

commentary on the banality

of commercialism and the

throw-away life. The
alternative and
multidiscipline creative art

forms medal was presented

to Wilson, whose
interdisciplinary stage epics

have earned international

acclaim. He uses the theater

to tell stories through design,

time and gesture rather

than via conventional means
of realism, language and
psychology.

Gamson, the remaining
medal winner, is a powerful

solo dancer and interpreter of

Isadora Duncan. She has

succeeded in resurrecting and
replicating not only

Duncan's work but the

spontaneity and passion that

defined this legendary

dancer. The founder of a

dance company. Dance
Solos, Gamson has received

awards from the National

Endowment for the Arts and
the Guggenheim Foundation.

Among the citation winners,

the Urban Bush Women
provide a powerful cultural

and historical mix of modem
and jazz choreography with

Caribbean and African

rhythms, tribal chants,

gospel testifying and urban

beats. Through dance and
song, they address issues

surrounding homelessness,

oppression and survival.

Another citation winner,

dancer Elizabeth Streb, a solo

performer, has pushed the

boundary of modem dance.

She and her five-member
company often work in

situations of extreme risk: on
a tilted platform, in an area

confined by 15-foot high

walls or suspended from a

single cable — creating

spectacular nonstop

movement masterpieces.

Moore, a professor at the

University of Wisconsin and
a contributor to The New
York Times Book Review, is

the author of several short

story collections including

Like Life and Self Help.

Kosuth, the founder and
director of the Museum of

Normal Art, brings

philosophical and linguistic

premises to his artwork,

which transcend

conventional categories of

painting, sculpture and
photography while
borrowing elements from
each. The Special

Recognition Award
presented to Guy Davenport
recognizes his work as a

translator of Greek, critic

and novelist.
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1991 Rosenstiel
Award Recipients

1991 Guggenheim
Fellowship Awards

The 1991 Lewis S. Rosenstiel

Awards were presented to

two British biologists,

Richard Henderson and

Nigel Unwin, for their

pioneering use of the

electron microscope to see

the arrangement of atoms in

biological membranes. The
recipients, both on the

Scientific Staff of the

Medical Research Council

Laboratory of Molecular

Biology, Cambridge, England,

were honored at a dinner at

Brandeis, following their

lectures on electron

microscopy. The speaker for

the occasion was Sir David

Phillips, a distinguished

structural biologist and
professor of molecular

biophysics at Oxford

University since 1966.

Huxley Picked
for Top Research
Honor

"Taken together, the work of

Henderson and Unwin
exemplifies the kind of path-

breaking research for which
the Rosenstiel Award was
conceived," said Hugh
Huxley, director of the

Rosenstiel Basic Medical

Sciences Research Center at

Brandeis.

Established in 1971, the

Rosenstiel Award has been

bestowed upon outstanding

life scientists for discoveries

of particular originality and

importance to basic medical

research. Award recipients

are chosen on the advice of a

panel of experts in the

Boston-area biomedical

community. A $10 thousand

prize accompanies each

award. Among the previous

winners are nine scientists

who later won the Nobel
Prize.

Allen Anderson, assistant

professor of music, and James
T. Kloppenberg, associate

professor of history, have

been awarded 1991-92

Guggenheim Fellowships. A
total of 143 fellows were

selected from 3, 100

applicants in Canada and the

United States to receive the

one-year grant, which awards

an average of $26,500 to

promising and distinguished

artists, scholars and
scientists for uninterrupted

work in their field.

Kloppenberg plans to use his

grant to complete the first

draft of his second book, a

350-year thematic overview

of the theory and practice of

democracy in Europe and the

United States. Anderson

will use his grant to compose
works of contrasting

magnitude and
instrumentation. One piece

Hugh Huxley, director of

Brandeis' Rosenstiel Basic

Medical Sciences Research

Center, received the Electron

Microscopy Society of

America's highest honor, the

Distinguished Scientist

Award for the Biological

Sciences. Presented armually

since 1975, the award
acknowledges
internationally recognized

research accomplishments
and distinguished

contributions to electron

microscopy. Huxley was
presented an engraved silver

medal at the EMSA's 49th

annual meeting in San Jose,

California.

Described by his peers as one
of the most influential

biologists of the 20th

century, Huxley has done
pioneering work in the areas

of X-ray diffraction and
biological electron

microscopy, which he has

used in his many years of

research focused particularly

on the mechanism of muscle
contraction. He is perhaps

best known in the worldwide

science community for

proposing and proving the

sliding filament theory of

muscle contraction,

originally put forward in

1954 with Jean Hanson. He
has been recognized for

his innovations in physical

techniques for specimen
preparation for electron

microscopy, in particular

his development and use

of ultrathin sectioning and
negative staining and
high intensity synchrotron

radiation for X-ray

diffraction.

The EMSA award is Huxley's

third major honor since he

joined the Brandeis faculty in

September 1987. In 1990, he

won the Franklin Medal
from the Philadelphia-based

institute named for another

respected innovator,

Benjamin Franklin, and in

1987 he was chosen for the

World Cultural Council's

Albert Einstein World Award
of Science.
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Allen Anderson (left)

lames Kloppenberg

will be a series of solo guitar

pieces titled "Villa" and the

other, "Palmetto," will be

double variations for an

orchestra.

Anderson has been a full-

time instructor at the

University since 1981 and
taught here part-time four

years before that. In 1984 he

received his Ph.D. from
Brandeis in composition. A
founding member of Boston's

Griffin Music Ensemble,

Anderson has received

commissions from the

Koussevitsky Foundation,

Chamber Music America and
the American Music Center.

His compositions have
received prizes from the New
England International

Society for Contemporary
Music, the Washington
Square Contemporary Music
Society and the New Music
Consort. In 1987, Brandeis

recognized his talent with a

Bernstein Faculty Fellowship

for a one-semester leave.

Kloppenberg received a

Bernstein Faculty Fellowship

in 1985, the year he began
research for his book. With
six years of research behind
him, he estimates that he
needs three more years of

writing.

In 1987, Kloppenberg's first

book. Uncertain Victory:

Social Democracy and
Progressivism in European
and American Thought.
1870-1920, was nominated
for a Pulitzer Pnze and he
received the biannual Merle
Curti Award from the

Organization of American
Historians for the best book
in intellectual history, an

award coveted by scholars in

his field. His new book
examines democracy in the

United States, England,

Germany and France from
1640 to 1990. It also offers a

comparative study of

political cultures and
addresses such issues as the

rise of social democracy and
the welfare state.

A member of the faculty

since 1980, Kloppenberg
currently chairs the graduate

program in the history of

American civilization. A
two-time recipient of the

Mazer Fund Faculty

Research Grant and a former
Danforth and Whiting
fellow, he recently was
honored with an invitation

to serve as visiting professor

at the Ecole des Hautes
Etudes en Sciences Sociales

in France.

Senior Wins
$13,000 Fellowship

Senior Amy Cohen has been
awarded a SI 3,000 Thomas J.

Watson Fellowship to

determine how low-tech

assistance devices are used

by the elderly in the United
Kingdom. The implements,

designed to help older adults

maintain independence,

include such apparatuses as

hand rails, large-diameter

spoons for arthritis sufferers

or phones with large buttons.

A psychology major from
Silver Spring, Maryland,

Cohen was one of 75 winners

from among 203 nominees
for the prestigious

fellowships. She said she

became intrigued by the

subject of her study during

her junior year abroad as an

intern at a hospital in

Scotland where the devices

are widely used. Cohen left

for the United Kingdom in

July and will spend up to one

year there interviewing the

elderly, government officials

and general practitioners. "I

am interested m empowering
the elderly and keeping them
within the community if

they desire," said the former

coordinator of the Waltham
Group's Companions to the

Elderly Program who plans a

career in social work and

public health specializing in

gerontology.

The Watson Fellowship

Program is a national

competition that supports

independent foreign research

and travel for recent college

graduates. It is administered

in cooperation with 55
United States private

colleges and universities.

Last year two Brandeis

students were awarded
Watson Fellowships. This
year, Brandeis senior

Monique Thormann was
chosen as an alternate fellow.
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Faculty
Appointments and
Promotions

The appointment of noted

Boston historian Sam Bass

Warner, Jr. as the Jack

IVleyerhoff Professor of

American Environmental

Studies in the American
studies department has been

approved by the Board of

Trustees.The Board also has

approved the promotion of

eight faculty members to

associate professor and
granted them tenure:

William Flesch, English and
American literature; Andreas
Teuber, philosophy,- Eric

Jensen, physics; Kari

Vilonen, mathematics; Gary
Jefferson, economics; Marty
Krauss, The Heller School;

Sidney Milkis, politics; and
Richard Parmentier,

anthropology.

Warner is a founding father

in the field of American
urban history. He is the

author of a number of path-

breaking books, including

Streetcar Suburbs: The
Process of Growth in Boston
1870-1900; The Private City:

Philadelphia in Three

Periods of its Growth,
winner of the Bancroft and
Beveridge prizes; The Way
We Really Live: Social

Change in Metropolitan

Boston since 1920: and The
Urban Wilderness: A History

of the American City. In all

his books, he is highly

critical of the insistence on
private prerogative and a

corresponding weakening
sense of the public in shaping
the human landscape.

Warner received his

bachelor's and Ph.D. from
Harvard Umversity and his

master's from Boston
University, where he has
been the William Edwards

Huntington Professor of

History and Social Science

since 1972. He has had
Guggenheim, Rockefeller

and National Endowment for

the Humanities Fellowships.

Flesch's area of scholarship is

Renaissance English

literature. Cornell University

will publish his book.

Generality and Extremity in

English Renaissance
Literature, which relates the

themes of grace, faith, will,

gift-giving and generosity in

George Herbert, Shakespeare

and Milton with notions

such as radical skepticism,

evidence and knowledge in

the work of several

philosophers. At Brandeis, he
has been awarded the

Michael Walzer Award for

Excellence in Teaching and a

Bernstein Faculty

Fellowship.

Teuber's teaching and
research interests are

aesthetics, 19th-century

social and political

philosophy and the

philosophy of law. He has

held Woodrow Wilson,

Fulbright and National

Endowment for the

Humanities Fellowships and
won the Walzer and the

Kermit Pcrlmutter Awards
for Excellence m Teaching at

Brandeis. In addition to

philosophy, Teuber
participates in the European
Cultural Studies and Legal

Studies Programs.

Jensen is a solid state

physicist who utilizes the

photoemission technique to

study the energy levels of

electrons in solids and on
surfaces. He is a member of

the Users Committee, which
oversees light source use by
the scientific community at

Brookhaven National

Laboratory. Analog Devices

gave Jensen its first Career
Development Award for a

physicist. He oversees the

undergraduate electronics

laboratory and coordinates

the Engineering Physics

Program.

Vilonen works in

intersection homology and
perverse sheaves, an area of

mathematics that bridges

such subfields as

representation and
singularity theory, linear

partial differential equations

and other algebras and
geometries. Before coming to

Brandeis, he held both the

Pierce Assistant

Professorship at Harvard and
the Moore Instructorship at

MIT. He has been awarded
an American Mathematical
Society Fellowship for 1991-

91. Vilonen's new course on
chaos will be introduced next

year to students in the

University Studies Program
in science and mathematics.

Jefferson investigates how
economic systems in non-

market economies —
especially China, in which
market activity, material

incentives and forms of

ownership have been
severely constrained —
respond to the relaxation of

these constraints. His work
has been supported by the

National Science

Foundation, the Ford, Mellon
and Luce foundations and
the American Council of

Learned Societies. The World
Bank has named him director

of a major collaborative

research project on industrial

reforms and productivity in

Chinese enterprises. Jefferson

chairs the Lemberg Advising

Program and teaches courses

in macroeconomics,
industrial organization and
comparative economic
systems.

Krauss investigates a variety

of policy, programmatic and
social issues that impact
service delivery to families

affected by mental

retardation. Her research

challenges conventional

wisdom about needed
services and family stability

of the retarded at different

ages. She was just awarded
the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr.

Foundation Future Leaders in

Mental Retardation Award
and is the director of The
Heller School's Nathan and
Toby Starr Center for Mental
Retardation. She is the

coauthor of Aging and
Mental Retardation:

Extending the Continuum.

Milkis IS an authority on
regulatory and presidential

politics. He is the coauthor
of The Politics of Regulatory

Change: A Tale of Two
Agencies and The American
Presidency: Origins and
Development. 1776-1990.

His work seeks to explain

the interrelations among
broad ideological currents,

government structure, the

political process and the

strategies of major political

actors. At Brandeis, Milkis

has held both Dana and Olin
Faculty Fellowships. He
offers courses on government
and business, the presidency,

interest groups and public

opinion and voting behavior.

Parmentier's (appointed

associate professor in 19891

principal areas of interest are

the ethnography of the

Pacific and symbolic

anthropology, or semiotics.

He is the author of The
Sacred Remains: Myth,
History and Policy in Belau,

which presents the Belauan's

own rather than the Western
interpretation of the island's

history, and Semiotic

Mediation: Sociocultural

and Psychological

Perspectives, which
examines various classes of

signs and symbols and their

relationships. He teaches

courses on communication
and media, methods,

contemporary theor>',

kinship and inequality and
social and cultural

anthropology.
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1991-92 Ttiition

Announcements
Zoil Receives
Distinguished
Service Award

National Women's
Committee
Honors Sachar and
Totenberg

The Board of Trustees has

approved a 6.9 percent

increase in undergraduate

tuition and room and board

charges and a 20 percent

increase in student financial

aid for the 1991-92 academic

year. Tuition will be $16,085

and room and board under

the 14-iTieal plan will be

$6,080, a total of $22,165. A
comparable total for the

current academic year is

Brandeis' Legal Studies

Program has introduced an

innovative academic track

that examines the impact of

law on the American health

care system, with a focus on
issues of quality, access and
cost. When implemented
this fall, the track, "Law,
Medicine and Health
Policy," will offer students

planning a career in law,

medicine, nursing, social

work, public administration

and other fields exposure to

health' care issues from the

perspective of physicians,

patients, managers and
especially the underserved

and undermsured. The aim is

to provide students with a

perspective on law and our
present health care system,
which graduate school does

$20,730— $14,940 for

tuition and $5,790 for room
and board.

To help offset this increase,

the undergraduate financial

aid budget will increase from
$12.7 million to $15.3

million. This will enable

Brandeis to continue its

"need blind" admissions

policy under which
applicants are admitted
without regard to their

ability to pay. Approximately
40 percent of Brandeis

imdergraduates receive

financial support from the

University.

New Track
Examines Law and
Medicine

not offer, and encourage

them to participate actively

in shaping health care policy

throughout their professional

lives.

Open to all undergraduates,

the track consists of courses

and internships already being

offered separately and
reflects the program's liberal

arts approach to the study of

law. Completion requires a

core course in health law and
policy; three electives from
other departments; a seminar
in law and medicine; and an
internship.

Internship sites include the

Boston City Hospital, the

Lahey Clinic, the

Massachusetts Hospital

Association and the Board of

Registration and Medicine.

Electives, drawn from eight

departments, include courses

such as Human Disease

Ecology (anthropology). Law
and Economics (economics),

Biomedical Ethics

(philosophy) and Aging in

Society (sociology).

Brandeis presented Samuel E.

Zoll, chief justice of the

District Court Department
of the Trial Court of the

Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, the Brandeis

Distinguished Service Award
for his many years of public

service. Zoll was honored at

a reception and convocation

on May 14 to mark the 10th

anniversary of the

University's Humanities and
the Professions Program,

which Zoll was instrumental

in creating. Before his career

on the bench, Zoll served as

mayor of Salem,

Massachusetts, a member
and president of the Salem
City Council and a state

representative. Paul J. Liacos,

chief justice of the

Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court, delivered an
address titled "Does
Justice Have a Future in

Massachusetts?"

Established in 1980, the

Humanities and the

Professions Program has

given judges an opportunity

to reflect on their roles in

"doing justice" as well as the

complex social, moral and
ethical issues involved in

their work. The initial

seminars for judges proved so

successful that the program
was expanded to include

other aspects of the law,

medicine, education, social

work, business and other

areas. Through the years,

some 5,500 men and women
have participated in nearly

300 programs conducted in

30 states, the District of

Columbia and several foreign

countries.

Thelma Sachar, wife of

Abram L. Sachar, founding

President of the University

and chancellor emeritus, was
honored by the Boston

Chapter of the National

Women's Committee for her

service to the Brandeis

community at a Gala
Luncheon on May 23 in the

Grand Ballroom of the Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Proceeds

from the lunch will

help the National Women's
Committee meet the

National Endowment for the

Humanities Challenge.

Sachar was graduated Phi

Beta Kappa from Washington
University. Since coming
to Brandeis in 1948,

she has hosted thousands of

students, faculty and
distinguished visitors from

riiclnui Sacliai

Nina Totenberg
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Obituaries

around the world and
represented the University

throughout the United States.

In June, the Women's
Committee honored Nina
Totenberg, the award-

winning legal affairs

correspondent for National

Public Radio and public

television's MacNeil/Lehrer
News Hour, as its 1991

Sachar Award recipient.

Established in 1968 to honor
Abram L. Sachar, the award
recognizes a woman who has

made outstanding

contributions to public

education and awareness.

Heard regularly on NPR's
"All Things Considered,"

"Morning Edition" and
"Weekend Edition,"

Totenberg is known for her

reporting on the Supreme
Court, the Department of

Justice, the judiciary

committees of the House and
Senate and her ability to

clarify the intricacies of the

law for lay audiences. In

1988, she received the

prestigious Alfred I. duPont-

Columbia University Silver

Baton for her coverage of

Supreme Court nominations.
She has also been honored
six times by the American
Bar Association for

continued excellence in

reporting. A former

Washington editor of New
Times Magazine and legal

affairs correspondent for the

National Observer, she has
published and written for

other major newspapers and
magazines.

The National Women's
Committee is the largest

"friends of a library" group in

the world. It has contributed
more than S42 milhon in

support of the Brandeis

Libraries since its founding
in 1948.

Stephan Berko
The Brandeis community
mourns the death of

physicist Stephan Berko,

who died May 15 m his sleep

at his home in Wellesley,

Massachusetts. A May 17

memorial service led by
Rabbi Albert Axelrad was
held in his honor at Spingold.

Berko, the William R. Kenan,

Jr. Professor of Physics, was
bom December 16, 1924, in

Oradea, Romania, and spent

his youth in Sighet, a small

town on the northern

frontier of Transylvania, now
part of Romania. In the

spring of 1944, Berko and his

entire family were
transported together with
Sighct's large Jewish

population to Auschwitz. He
was transferred to a small

camp built on top of the

ruins of the bombed-out
Warsaw Ghetto and finally

to Dachau and was the only

one of his immediate family

to survive the Holocaust, in

1946 in Munich, he helped

organize a Jewish Student

Union for surviving victims

of World War H.

After moving to the United
States via a Hillel-sponsored,

student-faculty relocation

program, Berko attended the

University of Virginia where
he received his B.A. and
Ph.D. in physics in 1950 and
1953. He was a fellow at the

Bohr Institute of Theoretical

Physics in Denmark from
1958-59 and taught at the

University of Virginia from
1951-61. Known in the

international science

community as a pioneer in

the study of positron

interactions with matter,

Berko joined the Brandeis

faculty as a physics professor

in 1961. He twice chaired the

University's physics

department from 1965-67

and 1971-74.

Stephan Berko

Berko was named a fellow of

the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences in 1977
and was elected a member of

the National Academy of

Sciences in 1988. Other
honors and awards include

Sloan, National Research

Council and Guggenheim
Foundation Fellowships. The
author of numerous research

papers, he is best known for

his role in producing the

positron-electron atom
positronium in vacuum and
his ground-breaking work
using positrons to investigate

electronic structure and
defects m solids.

At the memorial service.

Counselor to the President

Saul Touster, the first

eulogist, brought

condolences on the part of

Interim President Stuart

Altman, who was in England

at the time. Touster also

offered his own thoughts by
reminding the mourners that

Berko "had survived the

Shoah." Herman Epstein,

biophysics professor

emeritus, underscored three

of Berko's salient

characteristics —"his caring,

his integrity and his dignity."

Silvan S. Schweber, professor

of physics and the Richard

Koret Professor in the

History of Ideas, recalled that

he "first met Steve when he
visited Brandeis in the spring

of 1961. At the time, the

department was in the

process of expanding the

experimental physics

program and was looking for

a person to anchor it. His

reputation had preceded him.

He was characterized as a

very fine physicist, a superb

experimentalist, highly

imaginative, extremely
energetic and mercurial. All

these attributes proved to be

accurate. He made Brandeis

into a world-renowned
center of positron physics,"

said Schweber.

Eli Wiesel, author and
educator, who grew up with
Berko in the same village,

told the congregation that

Berko's death came,
astonishingly, exactly 47
years to the day that the last

transport of Jews bound for

the concentration camp left

Sighet. "And you were in it,

and so was I. And so were
our parents, and their

children, so many children.

A coincidence? You know,
Steve, we don't believe in

coincidences. And then

throughout the years we
often spoke about the

necessity, the imperative to

bear witness," said Wiesel

addressing his remarks to his

departed friend.

Jack S. Goldstein, professor

of astrophysics and a close

friend and colleague, spoke
about Berko's personality and
also stressed his place in the

world of physics. "...He has

brought us much credit and
helped to make Brandeis

internationally known. He is

regarded as one of the most
imponant pioneers in the

field that was important

from the beginning and is

increasingly so today. ...In

honor of Steve's 60th

birthday, nearly 70 scientists

8 Brandeis Review



Sports Notes

from around the world

convened at Brandeis for a

full day's symposium in his

honor. Like his election to

the National Academy,
that's the sort of tribute that

is offered to very few."

Rabbi Axelrad remembered
Berko's sense of compassion.

"He made time for everyone.

He made time for little

people, even for children.

And especially for people

who hurt, who were
troubled, who themselves

felt torment within. He
understood that very

well. ..and despite his

torment, he never lost his

passion, and he never lost his

wit."

Berko leaves his wife, Ellen,

and three daughters, Barbara

Berko of Lawrenceville, New
jersey; Deborah Shayman of

Ann Arbor, Michigan; and
Jacqueline Beckerman of

Rochester, New York. The
physics department is

accepting donations for the

"Stephan Berko Memorial
Prize" to be awarded
annually to a graduate

student for outstanding

research in physics. Checks,
payable to Brandeis

University, should be mailed
to the department, attention

lames M. Sheets.

Sol C. Chaikin
Brandeis mourns the death of

Sol "Chick" Chaikm, a

Fellow of the University

from 1976 to 1980 and
member of the Board of

Trustees since 1980, who
died of heart failure at the

Long Island Jewish Medical
Center in Queens, New
York. He was 73 years old.

Chaikin, chair of the board of

overseers of The Florence

Heller Graduate School for

Advanced Studies in Social

Welfare and benefactor and
friend of Brandeis, was an

internationally respected

labor leader and human
rights advocate who spent

virtually his entire career

with the International Ladies

Garment Workers' Union.

Chaikin joined the ILGWU
in 1940 after he graduated

from Brooklyn Law School

and rose through several

union posts to become its

president m 1975. He served

the union for three terms and
in 1977 was also elected vice

president and member of the

executive council of the AFL-
CIO. He was the first chair of

the AFL-CIO's American
Council of Education, aimed
at improving relations

between the labor movement
and the academic
community, and was a

national figure in the areas of

health and education. At
Brandeis, these interests

were acknowledged through

the creation of the Sol C.

Chaikin Chair in National

Health Policy at The Heller

School. His other interests at

Brandeis included the Rose
Art Museum and the study

of politics, law and social

policy.

There's No Place Like
Home?"
Although construction of the

new Joseph F. and Clara Ford

Athletic and Recreation

Complex prevented the

Brandeis men's and women's
basketball teams from
playing games at home, the

teams recorded two of the

most impressive seasons in

the University's history. The
men played their games at

Babson College, Wellesley,

Massachusetts, while the

women played their games at

Regis College, Weston,

Massachusetts.

The men's team, coached by
Kevin O'Brien, won 1

7

games, the most wins for a

Brandeis team since the

1977-78 season, including a

win over the University of

Rochester, the defending

NCAA Division m
champions. In the final

stretch of the season, the

Judges won 1 1 of their last 13

games, earned a number two
seed in the ECAC Division

m New England tournament
and narrowly missed an

NCAA tournament bid. With
an overall record of 17-10,

they placed third in the

University Athletic

Association and were fifth in

the NCAA's ranking of New
England teams.

Three juniors, forward David
Brooks, guard Steve

Harrington and forward

Andre James, scored one

thousand points, while

senior forward Everardo

Greenaway just missed the

same feat by seven points.

James led the team in scoring

with a 1 7. 1 average and in

rebounds with 10 per game.
Harrington averaged 16

points. Brooks 13.2 points

and 7.7 rebounds and
Greenaway 12.6 points.

The women's basketball

team, coached by Carol

Simon, tied the University's

single-season record with 1

8

victories. The team finished

8-6, winning the regular

season title in the New
England Women's Eight and
recording their best finish in

the UAA. They just missed a

tournament bid in ECAC
Division m.

Junior forward Racheal Perry

earned first team all-star

honors by the UAA and was
also honored as a NEW 8 all-

star. She led the team in

scoring, averaging 13.2 points

per game, and in rebounding,

averaging 9.5 rebounds.

Other key players on the

team were senior captains

Kara Romanelli and Jessica

Bergman. A four-year varsity

player, Bergman had career

high averages in points (8.8)

and rebounds (3.4).

Romanelli, regarded as one of

New England's top defensive

players, averaged 9 points

and 5.2 rebounds per game.
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leasuring

by Brenda Marder

"He has travelled far beyond

rts of the world
and in mind and spirit traversed

the boundless universe."

Lucretius

The Nature of the Universe

David Hall Roberts would blanch at the

suggestion that he is travelling iar

beyond the flaming ramparts of the

world." Nothing so flamboyant for this

space-age cosmologist. He even

disdains for himself the lofty

designation of cosmologist, although

he has to admit that when scientists

deal as he does with large-scale

structures, they are by definition

cosmologists. "I prefer to be called an

astrophysicist," he says.

"Tinker, tailor, cowboy. ..doctor..." and

now— in the age of technology —
cosmologist. When we as children

chanted this rhyme, cosmologists were

rare. Before World War II only about 30

scientists might have been categorized

as cosmologists. Today, however,

worldwide over one thousand

astrophysicists are engaged in

cosmology, scanning the heavens for

clues of the origin and fate of the

universe. As a science, cosmology is

the study of the large-scale structure of

the universe, but more broadly

construed, this boundless task is a joint
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Colleagues working with

David Roberts on

developing a new way to

measure the universe:

Bernard F. Burke, professor Jacqueline N. Hewitt is

of physics at the assistant professor of

Massachusetts Institute of physics at the

Technology, earned his

B.S. and Ph.D. degrees

from that institution. He
received the Helen B.

Warner Prize of the

American Astronomical

Society and is a member of

the National Academy of

Science. Burke, whose
primary research interest is

extragalactic radio

astronomy, served as

president of the American
Astronomical Society from

1986 through 1988.

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. She received

her B.A. from Bryn Mawr
College and her Ph.D. from
MIT. The recipient of the

Annie Jump Cannon
Award in Astronomy of the

American Association of

University Women, she
currently holds both Alfred

P. Sloan and Lucile and
David Packard
Fellowships. Her primary

research interest is

gravitational lensing.

Joseph Lehar is a graduate

student in physics under
Professor Bernard F.

Burke at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. An alumnus of

Brandeis University, he

was graduated with

highest honors in physics

in 1985, his honors thesis

directed by Roberts.

enterprise of science, philosophy,

religion and the arts. For

astrophysicists, cosmology is a study of

cosmic phenomena such as time and

space, of the primary cosmic

constituents and of the expansion of

the universe. Clearly, these scientists

must be well grounded in physics,

mathematics and astronomy.

For the last decade Roberts, along with

three colleagues, has been caught up

in a project of cosmological proportions

that has produced a new method of

measuring the universe, a

breakthrough that advances our

understanding of the expansion of the

universe. But when he talks about his

work, don't expect Lucretius-like

metaphors. A spare, energetic man in a

flannel, plaid shirt with a headful of

graying, curly, unruly hair a la Einstein,

his eyes crinkle with enthusiasm as he

asserts, "Physics is simple. There is

only one kind of universe: it has a

certain age — how old and how big are

the same thing — and a certain mass.

If we ask when the Big Bang took

place, we are posing the same
question as how big is the universe.

You can either match what you've

observed or you can't. Biology is much
more complicated. One reason physics

appeals to so many people is that it's

so simple."

He doesn't intend to be glib. He's trying

to drive home a particular scientific

point — that physics is based on a few

simple principles. Although Roberts is

steeped in the technicalities of this

project (and others just as significant),

he has not lost the capacity for wonder

at the spectacular architecture of the

universe. His classroom lectures keep

students riveted. f\yiuch to his credit, he

can excite nonphysics majors in the

basic astronomy class he teaches,

while doing research on the cutting

edge of his discipline. The dream of

every research university is to have

faculty members who place classroom

commitment on the same level as

research.

Basically, what he teaches students is

the history of astronomy and the Big

Bang theory, which for the last few

decades has served as the standard

model: the universe began in a single

exploding moment between 10 and 20

billion years ago and since then it has

been expanding — the galaxies

speeding apart. If they are racing apart

now, the theory dictates, then early on

they must have been close together.

The Big Bang theory taken to its logical

conclusion posits that all cosmic

material in the beginning was
compressed to a point of infinite

density — a state called a singularity —
before the Big Bang.

While some theoreticians ponder the

universe's first minutes when energy

was converted into matter and study

the essence of the invisible matter that

is thought to make up nearly all of the

universe, Roberts, an observational

astrophysicist, is concentrating, (for this

project), on building a scale. "If you

believe that one key to understanding

the universe is to determine its age/

size, then you have to fix the value for

the Hubble constant," claims Roberts.

Hubble's constant, he adds is the "holy

grail" of cosmology.

Edwin P. Hubble, almost all

astrophysicists agree, made the most

important discovery of the 20th century

when in 1929 he rang the death knell

for the static universe theory. He
demonstrated that the universe was
expanding, that space stretched

uniformly in all directions and that the

galaxies' light shifted to the red end of
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Contour Plot

Contour plot of ttie

radio image of the

double quasar shown
on the front cover.

Like a topographic

map, bright (high)

regions are

surrounded by many
contours while the

faint (low) parts have

few. The two quasar

images (A and B)

and the galaxy that

form the gravitational

lens are indicated.

the wavelength spectrum as they sped

away: the more distant the galaxy, the

stronger the redshift. Hubble concluded

that the distance of each galaxy from

the observer was proportional to its

recessional speed. For example, a

galaxy twice as far as another galaxy

was racing outward twice as fast.

The cosmological reason that scientists

like Hubble and now Roberts and

others try to gauge the size of the

universe is not only to understand what

happened in the beginning but also

predict what the future will bring.

According to current models, the future

is governed entirely by the amount of

matter in the universe since the amount

of matter determines the force of

gravity. The galaxies apparently are

moving away from us and the furthest

galaxies are receding faster, which

suggests a universe that is expanding

against its own gravity. If there is

enough matter in the universe, then

gravity will eventually halt the

expansion and the universe will

collapse back on itself. If there is too

little matter, the universe will expand

forever. The amount of matter required

to stop the expansion depends on the

size of the universe described by

Hubble's constant.

The standard cosmological model

carries fonward the Copernican

principle that the Earth is not at the

center of the universe. Mathematically,

the model consists of solutions to the

field equations of general relativity. "We

4
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require observations of the expansion

of the universe to provide the two basic

parameters of the model," clarifies

Roberts. "First the Hubble constant H,

which gives the overall size of the

universe and second the deceleration

parameter q, which determines the

ultimate fate of the universe. If q > 1/2,

the universe will stop expanding and

then collapse on itself in the Big

Crunch; otherwise it will go on

expanding forever. Together these

parameters also tell us the age of the

universe."

Astronomers, says Jack Goldstein,

professor of astrophysics at Brandeis,

have to be able to measure two things:

the speed with which the galaxies are

moving away from each other and how
far apart they are. "What Roberts' work

will do is establish a scale so that if you

know one distance then you will know
all distances of the universe. If I give

you a map of Massachusetts you have

no idea how big the state is simply from

looking at the map. If I give you a scale

you can figure out all distances."

In his quest, Roberts looks back to

Hubble who was a trailblazer in the

realm of measurements. Not only did

he determine that the universe was
expanding, but he also gave us the first

measurement of the constant H, which

tells how fast a galaxy is moving at a

given distance. (H is the ratio of

velocity to distance.) Since Hubble's

time, astronomers have been able to

pin down H only to within a factor of

two. Now Roberts and his colleagues

have come up with a technique that

provides a new measure of this basic

yardstick.

Roberts began work on the project in

1979 after a trio of astronomers from

the University of Arizona sighted a

"twin quasar," dubbed 0957+561 , on the

outer reaches of the visible universe.

This double quasar appears to

observers on the Earth as two distinct

quasars separated on the sky by the

very small angle of 6 seconds of arc

(equal to 1 /300th of the angular

diameter of the moon). Detailed study

of these two quasars revealed that their

properties were identical and
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Image A

Quasar

Image B

Geometry

The arrangement of

quasar, galaxy

and Earth. The light

that passes the

galaxy is deflected

and reaches the

Earth by two distinct

paths, one on either

side of the galaxy.

Thus an observer on

the Earth sees two

images of the quasar

instead of one.

Light Path

astronomers suggested that they were

not two separate quasars at all but an

illusory doubling of a simple object,

caused by a gravitational lens. They

hypothesized that 0957+561 was really

two images of the same object

produced when a large concentration

of mass located about halfway between

the quasar and the Earth bends the

light streaming from the quasar. Later,

observations made at the Palomar

Obsen/atory in California and the

University of Hawaii detected the

galaxy that acts as the gravitational

lens, verifying the hypothesis. The
proper designation, explains Roberts,

for 0957+561 is gravitational lens

image.

Radioastronomer Bernard F. Burke,

professor of physics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

applied for observation time on the

Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope

in New Mexico. Roberts, at the time a

postdoctoral scientist, was working

under Burke's direction. "I went to New
Mexico to do the first observation of the

double quasar in June of 1979 and
we've been observing it ever since —
almost 1 00 times in the past dozen
years," says Roberts. "Now," he

explains, 'lechnology is so

sophisticated and the computer
program so well worked out that we
simply receive tapes once a month

from the telescope giving us all the

data." The tapes are analyzed at

Brandeis by MIT graduate student

Joseph Lehar, Class of 1985 at

Brandeis. who wrote the program

under Roberts' supervision and will

receive his Ph.D. in physics this

September under Burke.

The double quasar is used to

determine the scale of the universe as

follows. The paths of light that form the

two quasar images are of different

length, and the light that comes closest

to the lens galaxy is slowed down by

the gravity of the lens, so the two

images take different times to reach

the Earth. The difference between the

times of arrival of the two images is

called the time delay. By combining

detailed information about the lens and

the two images, scientists can predict

the magnitude of this time delay as a

function of the distance of the quasar

from the Earth. In other words,

measurement of the time delay gives a

direct measurement of the distance to

the quasar.

Earth
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The standard way to determine d (the

distance) for an object such as

0957+561 is from Hubble's law. This

states that for any cosmoiogically

distant object d is related to the

recession velocity v in the expanding

universe by v = H d, where H is

Hubble's constant. Because we can

measure d independent of Hubble's

law from the time delay in 0957+561

and because the recession velocity of

the double quasar is known,

measurement of the time delay in

0957+561 determines Hubble's

constant. Since the Hubble law applies

to the whole universe, this one

measurement serves to determine the

distance scale for the whole universe.

Physicists have known something

about gravitational lenses almost since

the beginning of the century. Einstein,

in his theory of general relativity, had

predicted that light is deflected as it

passes a massive body. In 1919 that

prediction was dramatically verified

when Sir Arthur Eddington measured

the bending of light as it passed the

limb of the sun during a solar eclipse.

Astronomers had suspected that this

effect could produce a kind of cosmic

lens, a "gravitational lens." If a large

mass such as a galaxy happens to lie

almost directly in our line of sight to a

more distant object such as a quasar,

the light from the object will be

deflected on its way to us. And if the

arrangement is just right, the result is

that we see two or more images

instead of one. "Think of it this way,"

says Roberts. "When you see the

headlight of an oncoming motorbike, at

the same time you can see its

reflection from a wet road. In each

case, the light from a single source is

reaching you along different paths.

Whether they are lights from distant

quasars or headlights, most of their

properties — colors, spectral lines,

redshifts — would be identical. In each

example, however, both the brightness

of the image and the time it takes to

arrive can be different."

How do astronomers measure the all-

important time delay? In the double

quasar, the time delay is determined by

observing the brightness of the two

images. Should the real quasar

suddenly brighten, the two images will

also bnghten, first one and then after

an interval equal to the time delay, the

other. Roberts and his colleagues have

been measuring the intensity of the two

images almost every month since the

middle of 1979. For the first four years

both images grew fainter and fainter.

Although this paling was too gradual to

yield a time delay, it did show that the

quasar was variable and that the

scientists would be able eventually to

measure the time delay. Then in 1983,

the excitement began. "The A image

stopped declining in brightness and lo,

after about a year and a half, the B
image also stopped declining," Roberts

recalls. For five more years, the two

images held steady. But in late 1988.

the A image brightened strikingly.

When the B image also brightened in

early 1990, the scientists were able to

analyze the data and pinpoint the time

delay, which turned out to be 1 .4 years
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Antennae of the

Very Large Array

in New Mexico,

used to observe

extragalactic radio

sources

Correlation

Function Plot

The time delay

between the arrival of |

the A and B quasar

images is found by

cross-correlating their)

light curves. This is a

plot of the correlation

function; the location

of the maximum
shows that time delay

is about 1 .4 years.

with an uncertainty of about 0.1 years.

When the astrophysicists combined
that result with models of the

gravitational lens that form the two

images of the double quasar, they

found that Hubble's constant must be

between 40 and 80 kilometers per

second per megaparsec. (A

megaparsec, an astronomer's unit of

distance, equals 3.26 million light

years.)

Roberts' and his colleagues' estimate

of the scale of the universe is

completely independent of techniques

that astrophysicists traditionally use to

determine the Hubble constant. These
other techniques consist of a

complicated series of steps that lead to

values in the range of 50 to 1 00

kilometers per second per

megaparsec. "Since these other

independent measures of the Hubble



Time lag tor B (years)

constant agree with our

measurements, we have gained even

more confidence that we know the

scale of the universe," Roberts says.

To grasp what the values mean in

terms of the expansion of the universe,

1 00 indicates a relatively fast rate of

expansion putting the age of the

universe at about seven billion years.

The slower rate of 50, makes the age

of the universe twice as old. The
scientists hope that some day the

Hubble Space Telescope can study the

lensing galaxy and help significantly to

pin down the value of Nubble's

constant. However, the telescope

cannot accomplish that feat until 1993,

when its blurred optics are corrected.

But colleagues like Goldstein and John

Wardle, professor of astrophysics at

Brandeis who is a partner with Roberts

on another project (actually one that

Roberts claims is his most important),

affirm that Roberts is a careful and

excellent scientist and his work ought

to be considered a real breakthrough.

Goldstein says, "Roberts is an

extremely good scientist and other

scientists will have to take this work

seriously. It is unlikely that Roberts and
his group have made any mistakes."

However, Lehar, whose specialty is

gravitational lenses and who has

worked on the project for five years, is

cautious of its deficiencies. "The

measurement is only as good as our

understanding of the gravitational lens

and unfortunately we do not know it

very well. So our measurements can

only be considered as merely one other

to throw in with all the others." "One
thing you have to remember," adds
Goldstein, "is that Roberts is not just

giving us a new number. He is offering

a brand new technique and this will

open other areas of investigation for

astronomers."
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Roberts is well aware of the

uncertainties of establishing the Hubble

constant from measurements of the

time delay. "The uncertainties in the

measurements that are used to make
the mathematical models of the

gravitational lens plus the uncertainties

in the determination of the time delay

itself lead to a 25 percent uncertainty in

Hubble's constant, " he claims. And he

agrees that "our lack of knowledge

about the lensing galaxy and our

doubts about its total mass is another

limitation." Thus while Roberts' favored

value for the Hubble constant is about

45 kilometers per second per

megaparsec, "This last uncertainty

leaves room for values as high as 80 or

90," he adds. "Everyone who has

looked at our data is convinced that we
haven't made a mistake — we have

measured the time delay. The
uncertainty is how you turn it into a

value for the Hubble constant. The last

two months we have been writing a

paper to estimate all of the

uncertainties and characterize them

carefully so that we don't mislead

people."

David H. Roberts was
graduated magna cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa
from Amherst College. He
earned his doctorate at

Stanford University. As a

postdoctoral fellow in

astrophysics at the

University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign,
Roberts w/orked on
problems of pulsars and
galactic X-ray sources. He
then moved to the

University of California at

San Diego where he
explored theoretical and
observational problems in

extragalactic astronomy.

His transition to

observational

astrophysicist was
completed as a research

scientist at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology from 1978 to

1979, where he worked
with Professor Bernard F.

Burke on aspects of radio

astronomy. In 1979

Roberts left MIT to teach

and do research at

Brandeis, where he is now
professor of astrophysics.

Roberts' primary research

interest is the study of

active galaxies. Ordinary

galaxies like ours (the

Milky Way), which consist

of hundreds of billions of

stars orbiting each other

under the influence of their

mutual gravitation, shine

primarily in the visible light

emitted by their stars. At

earlier times in the history

of the universe, however,

some galaxies were quite

different. A small number
were spectacular,

containing in their centers

(galactic nuclei) brilliant

sources of X-ray, visible

light and radio waves.
These "active nuclei"

occur when gravitational

energy is released as

matter falls "down hill"

toward a giant black hole

located at the center of the

galaxy. While the black

hole itself does not radiate,

the infalling gas is heated

and compressed, and
before the matter is

swallowed up, it radiates

more light than all of the

stars in the surrounding

galaxy. By some
mechanism that is not well

understood, some of the

infalling material is flung

away from the nucleus in

long, narrow "jets" of

energetic particles visible

to radio telescopes.

Looking back in time to

see galaxies in their active

phases means looking out

to great distances. As a

result most active galaxies

are very far from the Earth,

so their study requires the

highest angular resolution

possible. By combining the

outputs of radio

telescopes located at

different observatories

across the Earth, radio

astronomy provides

resolution one thousand
times better than any other

technique. The power of

this remarkable technique,

called Very Long Baseline

Interferometry (VLSI), says

Roberts "is equivalent, if

one can extrapolate, to

enabling us to recognize

Lincoln on a penny located

on the Golden Gate Bridge

as we stand in Boston!

With the fantastic detail

visible to VLBI, we can
study jets and follow them
back toward their mysterious

central power source."

At Brandeis, in collaboration

with Professor of

Astrophysics John Wardle,

Roberts has developed new
ways to study the jets in

active galactic nuclei. By
extending the VLBI

technique to measure the

polarization of the

radiation as well as its

brightness, they are able

to study the magnetic

fields of the jets. This has
already led to new ways of

distinguishing classes of

active galaxies and unique

Insights into the processes

that form them. The
construction by the

National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) of the

Very Long Baseline Array

(VLBA), a dedicated array

of 10 VLBI antennas

located across the United

States from New

• • •

• • •
• • ^
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Hampshire to Hawaii, is

currently underway. This

new instrument will enhai

their ability to study

the inner workings of active

galaxies in the same way
that the Very Large Array

(VLA) revolutionized

their ability to observe them
on scales one thousand
times larger. Finally, the use

of a radio telescope in

Earth orbit will significantly

increase the resolution

of VLB!, giving them
an even better look at active

galaxies.

Roberts teaches a variety of

graduate and
undergraduate courses.

Ph.D. students recently

trained by the Brandeis

Radio Astronomy Group,

headed by Roberts and
Wardle, are working at the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

NRAO and Penn State

University. Roberts has
served on a number of

National Science
Foundation, NASA and
NRAO committees.

Currently, he is a member of

the Project Science Group
for Orbiting VLB!, which
oversees the United States

participation in the

RADIOASTRON (USSR) and
VSOP (Japan) space VLBI
missions to be launched in

the mid-1990s, and the

Management and
Operations Working Group
for the Infrared/Radio

Branch of the Astrophysics

Division of NASA.

• •

"Still the singular aspect of this project

is that as far as Roberts and
colleagues know, they are the first to

have reliably measured the time delay

with a radio telescope," says Wardle.

"Having been the first people to

measure the time delay with the best

available technology means that we
are the first to make a reasonable

guess for the Hubble constant," says

Lehar. He claims that his team would

like to continue observations for

another 20 years because "the more
you observe the features on the light

curve, the better your time table."

With the publication of their work in a

July issue of Nature, one of the most

prestigious and widely read journals,

Roberts and his team anticipate that

scientists around the country and

abroad will evaluate it in light of other

principles and investigations. No doubt

stimulating discourse will ensue.

Physicist Steven Weinberg, in his

enlightening book. The First Three

Minutes: A Modern View of the Origin

of the Universe, offers a philosophically

startling perspective on the significance

of such investigations.

...this present universe has evolved

from an unspeakably unfamiliar early

condition and faces a future extinction

of endless cold or intolerable heat The
more the universe seems
comprehensible, the more it also

seems pointless.

But if there is no solace in the fruits of

our research, there is at least some
consolation in the research itself. Men
and women. ..build telescopes and
satellites and accelerators, and sit at

their desks for endless hours working

out the meaning of the data they

gather. The effort to understand the

universe is one of the very few things

that lifts human life a little above the

level of farce, and gives it some of the

grace of tragedy.

Weinberg's message is much more
sobering than Lucretius'. The grace of

tragedy does not seem to be what the

Roman philosopher had in mind when
he talked about traversing the

boundless universe in mind and spirit.

Roberts appears to be in another camp
altogether. Filled with scientific

curiosity, he simply finds his work

exciting.

• • •
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White Dwarfs and
Blu&Straaaleis • • • •

• • • •

Astrophysics Quiz

The nearest star to planet

Eartli is

a Alpha Centauri

b Proxima Centauri

c Rigel

d none of the above

Tlie star Betelgeuse in the

constellation Orion is red (Go

look at iti), while the sun is

white-yellow (Do NOT look at

it!). This is because

a Betelgeuse is further away

b Betelgeuse has a different

chemical composition

c Betelgeuse is cooler

d Betelgeuse is heavier

The distance to

the Orion constellation is

a 30 light years

b 300 light years

c 3,000 light years

d none of the above

The sun is rotating and

does a complete

revolution in about

a a month

b a day

c a year

d it can't be rotating or it would

fly apart

If a shuttle astronaut drops

a wrench overboard, it will

a fall down to the Earth

b fall into the sun

c orbit the Earth right beside

the shuttle

d drift off to interstellar space

Geostationary (synchronous)

communications satellites

hover over the same

spot on the surface of the

Earth because

a they are so far away from the

Earth that they can stay still

b they orbit the Earth at

exactly the same rate as the

Earth rotates

c they have little booster

rockets that keep them in the

right place

d they are orbiting around the

poles rather than the equator

The age ofthe Earth is

a about 6 thousand years

b about 6 million years

c about 4.5 billion years

d about 45 billion years

The name Betelgeuse is a

corruption of

a the French for "a foolish goose"

b the Arabic for "armpit of the

central one"

c the Sanskrit for "sword of

the hunter"

d the Old English for "a grey insect"

Stars twinkle because

a they are intrinsically variable

b your eyes are unsteady at

faint levels of light

c turbulence in the atmosphere

bends the starlight back and

forth

d dust in the atmosphere gets

in the way

18 Brandeis Review



It is colder In winter because

a the Earth is farther away from

the sun

b the sun is fainter

the tilt of the Earth's axis makes

the sun's rays more oblique

d the oceans are colder

Jupiter is a poor location

for a colony in space because

a it is too cold

b it is nearly all gas

c the atmosphere is toxic

d all of the above

Which of these planets has

rings?

a Saturn

b Jupiter

c Uranus

d all of the above

13

The sun is located

at the center of the Milky Way

b at the outer edge of the

Milky Way

c about halfway between

the center and the edge of the

Milky Way

d about halfway between the

Milky Way and the

Andromeda galaxy

The Milky Way is located

a at the geometric center of the

universe

b at the center of expansion of

the universe

c at the center of a giant cluster

of galaxies

d in a small group of galaxies in

no special location

19

Black holes

a are just an interesting theory

b are impossible to observe

because they are invisible

c may be quite common in our

galaxy, and we have seen

objects that are very likely to

contain black holes

d cannot exist in our galaxy

because they would swallow

up all the stars

Gravity

a is the weakest known force in

the universe

b is the strongest known force

in the universe

c only works near the surface of

the Earth

d only works inside the Solar

System

When the shuttle is in orbit,

the astronauts are weightless

because

a gravity only works near the

surface of the Earth

b the pulls of the Earth and the

moon exactly cancel

c the astronauts are in free fall

towards Earth

d the astronauts have no mass

in space

When Galileo discovered

four moons orbiting Jupiter,

the authorities were shocked

because

a they thought only the Earth

had a moon

b it was proof that not

everything rotated around the

Earth

c it showed that Jupiter rotated

around the sun

d they thought Jupiter was a star

From inside a black hole

a matter cannot escape but

light can

b matter and light cannot

escape but radio waves can

c nothing can escape

d matter could escape if it

were travelling near the speed

of light

Most of the atoms

in an ordinary star are

a hydrogen

b helium

c we have no way of knowing

because we never visited one

d the same mix of elements that

we find on Earth

All of the heavy atoms

(carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,

calcium, etc.) in your body

were made

at the creation of the universe

b evolved over time on Earth

c their origin is still a mystery

d in nuclear reactions

inside massive dying stars

The stars we see

a were created in the Big Bang

b were created when the Milky

Way was formed

c were created billions of years

ago

d include new stars being

formed in front of our eyes

23

Stars

a shine forever

b shine until they run out of fuel

c have mostly stopped shining,

but their light is still travelling

through space towards us

d evaporate over billions of years

Red giants, white dwarfs and

blue stragglers are

a characters in a Brothers

Grimm tale

b regiments in Napoleon's army

c stars in our Milky Way

d planets

Some stars are

very compact and dense.

The densest stars are

a red dwarfs

b white dwarfs

c stars like the sun

d neutron stars
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We believe that the

whole universe is expanding

because

a Einstein's theories predict it

b distant galaxies appear to

be getting fainter and smaller

c the Solar System is getting

bigger

d the light from distant

galaxies is stretched to longer

wavelengths by

motion away from us

The Big Bang theory for the

beginning of the universe

a has direct observational

evidence in support of it

b is just a theory with

no consequences we can

observe now

c must be true because of 26

d is only believed by biblical

creationists

Far in the future, say another

20 billion years, the universe

will

a still be expanding

b look pretty much as it does

now

c have collapsed back to a

dense state (the Big Crunch)

d we don't know

Astronomers believe there

may be much more matter in

the universe that we can see

in the form of visible

stars and galaxies, because

a galaxies are spinning

so fast they should fly apart

b clusters of galaxies

should rapidly disperse

c it is difficult to understand

how galaxies form from the

modest amount of

material we can actually see

d all of the above

Poets and lovers lil(e to say

that on a clear night "you can

see a million stars." Intact,

how many individual stars

can you see on a clear night?

a about 300 million

b about 300 thousand

c about 3 thousand

d 7,143

Who said (roughly) the

following? "Pity the poor

astronomer, who,

wall(ing along a country lane

with his eyes upon the

heavens, is seduced by

his lower parts into a ditch."

a Jonathan Swift

b SamuelJohnson

c Charles Dickens

d William Herschel

The most obvious thing about

the night sky is that it is dark.

In1846, HeinrichOlbers

pointed out that if the

universe is unending, then

every line of sight will

eventually intersect a star.

Therefore every direction

should be as bright as the

surface of a star. So

why is the sky dark at night?

This quiz was constructed by

Professor John Wardle, to

whom all errors should

be attributed, with help from

Professor Jack Goldstein,

Professor David Roberts and

graduate student IVIichael Ochs.

Wardle was born in England and

was an undergraduate at Corpus

Christi College, Cambridge. He

obtained his Ph.D. in radio

astronomy at the University of

Manchester, using the giant 250

foot radio telescope at Jodrell

Bank. In 1969, he came to the

United States to take up a

research appointment at the

National Radio Astronomy

Observatory in Charlottesville,

Virginia. In 1972 he came to

Brandeis, where he is professor

of astrophysics.

His research interests are in

extragalactic astronomy, in

particular making radio

observations of quasars and

active galaxies. Other interests

include X-ray astronomy,

cosmology and elementary and

high school education.

(For project he is doing with

colleague David Roberts, see

page 10.)
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Answers

26 to 32 As a red giant, you ought

to consider a rewarding career

ctiange (modest pay but

great fun). We are looking for

good graduate students

to join our research group.

16 to 25 As a white dwarf
,
you are ready

for our astrophysics course

for physics majors, Physics 25b.

13
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by Carl Belz

Carl Belz is

director

of Brandeis'

Rose Art

Museum.

Roy Lichtenstein visited the Brandeis campus
on April 25 to receive a Creative Arts Award
medal in painting. During his visit, he devoted
his afternoon to students in the fine arts

department, critiquing their work and eating

lunch with them. For more information

about the Creative Arts Festival, see page 2.
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I was a graduate student at Princeton

in the early 1960s when the art world

changed: Pop Art happened. And it

happened overnight, or so it seemed.

At the time Abstract Expressionism

ruled the day, as it had since artists

such as Jackson Pollock, Willem de

Kooning, Mark Rothko and Franz Kline

had come to maturity and begun to

show their work in the late 1 940s and

early 1950s. They inspired legions of

followers, and by the close of the

Elsenhower decade. Abstract

Expressionism enjoyed hegemony in

the United States and abroad. Painters

sought the High Road, the projection of

personal visions that would transcend

the commonplace experiences

associated with life outside the

meditative confines of the studio.

Heady stuff, unquestionably serious,

inspirational, even intimidating; such

was art as we learned it at the feet of

the Abstract Expressionists, the artists

of the first generation of the New York

School.

Of course there were exceptions, alien

sensibilities that did not fully subscribe

to the Abstract Expressionist ethos,

visual clues hinting that there might be

alternatives to the esthetics of

brinkmanship. In 1959, for instance, an

exhibition titled "Sixteen Americans"

took place at the Museum of Modern
Art In New York, one that included.

along with the bravura abstractions of

Alfred Leslie and Richard Lytle, a

series of more worldly statements by

Jasper Johns and Robert

Rauschenberg. Johns was represented

by paintings of targets, numbers and

the American flag, Rauschenberg by

what he called combines, painting/

sculpture constructions In which

gestural marks collided with discarded

old rags, funky stuffed animals and

related detritus that had been rescued

from the city streets. An irreverent aura

emanated from the work of both artists

in the acceptance of the commonplace,

in their shunning of the vaunted Ideals

of purity and eloquence. Still, both

artists looked more Idiosyncratic than

revolutionary, a wrinkle In a larger

fabric that remained otherwise Intact.

Pop Art changed everything. Within a

couple of years following "Sixteen

Americans," a new sensibility was
everywhere in evidence, supplanting

Abstract Expressionism's brooding

morality with a brash and youthful

energy that seemed determined to

return art from its Olympian perch.

Claes Oldenburg produced sculptures

of hamburgers, toilets and gigantic
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Abstract Expressionism had become

gloomy and oppressive and
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electrical outlets: Andy Warhol's

images featured cans of Campbell's

Soup and paint-by-number

landscapes; James Rosenquist

contributed pictures that looked like

collages of billboard fragments; and

Roy Lichtenstein created paintings

based on comic strips, Benday dots

and all. The spectacle was at once

disarming and exhilarating. Could

these people be serious? Could this be

art? Many were skeptical, critics and

artists and collectors among them, and

the complaint was voiced that genuine

art didn't stoop to the level of

supermarket displays, crass

advertising and pulp fiction, the worst

of American kitsch that was thought

only to pollute inspired creativity. At

their moment of triumph, the moment
when New York had finally eclipsed

Paris as the capital of the international

art world, our artists were turning their

backs on the most notable

achievement in their country's cultural

history.

Yet, just as many critics and artists and

collectors enthusiastically embraced

the new art and found it liberating.

Abstract Expressionism had become
gloomy and oppressive and grown too

serious. Pop Art provided a welcome

antidote; it was fun and refreshing.

Moreover, it was rooted in the real

world, the encounters we all share on a

day-to-day basis. After all, hadn't we all

grown up eating burgers and fries and

tomato soup, reading love and

adventure comics and seedy tabloids

and cruising around in a '49 Merc or a

'57 Chevy listening to rock 'n' roll? Pop

acknowledged and celebrated those

experiences, it sanctioned the

vulgarities we loved but had previously

kept closeted.

In the early 1960s, Pop artists seemed
to appear on every street corner, each

contributing something different to the

iconography of the new esthetic. Along

with flags and fast food, pulps and

tabloids, came images of pinups and

movie stars, motorcycles, traffic signs,

even parking meters in series showing

time running out. That was neariy 30

years ago, and by the close of the

1960s the situation had again changed

dramatically. A wave of still newer

movements had appeared— Op Art,

Minimalism, Earthworks— and many
of the artists initially associated with

Pop had either moved into more

conventional stylistic territory or simply

vanished from public awareness,

becoming, like one-shot rockers, the

subject of trivia questions. Though Pop

Art seemed at first to undermine quality

distinctions with its anything-goes

attitude, value judgments nonetheless

persisted, meaning some artists were

looked upon as being able to grow

within the idiom and expand upon it

while others were not.

Roy Lichtenstein belongs to and

defines the former category. This was

already evident by the middle of the

1 960s, only a year or two after he had

initially engaged our attention with

paintings based upon comic strip

images of fighter pilots and broken-

hearted lovers. From there he had

moved quickly on: a cubist bust in the

manner of Picasso, a geometric

abstraction ci la Mondrian, a series of

Abstract Expressionist brushstrokes

that seemed to have been lifted
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Roy Uchtenstein (left), visiting

the Rose Art Museum during

the Creative Arts Festival,

chats with Carl Belz in front of

his painting. Forget It!

Forget Me!, which the museum
acquired in 1975
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straight from the master of gestural

painting, Willem de Kooning — all

executed with Lichtenstein's

characteristic signature, the Benday
dots that are embedded in mass media
reproductions.

The pictures based on modern masters

such as Picasso and Mondrian were

provocative and amusing, paintings of

paintings mediated by textbook

illustrations, but to many of us the

brushstrokes were truly edgy. They
were great to look at, one or two

sweeping marks, including the

requisite drips and spatters that had

been audaciously enlarged and frozen

in primary colors, but our response was
equally linked to the "subject matter,"

which was culled not from art's more
distant, canonical history but from the

an we had been looking at just the day

before, the art of the first generation of

the New York School and the art that

Lichtenstein himself had practiced

during the 1950s. The paintings

seemed to embody everything that Pop
was about: the ironic distancing of

unbridled passion, the codification of

the inspired gesture, pulling the rug out

from under the feet of Abstract

Expressionism and looking at the

movement with cool detachment,

utterly demystifying it and bringing it

down to earth, yet wryly celebrating it

at the same time. The brushstrokes

were cathartic.

I bought a print of one of them for my
wife on the eve of our marriage in

1968, a symbol of the period that still

resonates in our lives, and we also

welcomed as a wedding present a set

of Lichtenstein dishes. This was
another "print" that was issued at the

time, an edition of place settings of

black and white china, three-

dimensional realizations of two-

dimensional images, the kind we see in

newspaper ads for supermarket

giveaways— works of art that were

really functional.

When Lichtenstein first showed his

paintings based on comic strip images,

their art status was questioned in terms

of invention and creativity; they

couldn't be art because they were

merely enlargements of picture frames

that someone else had drawn.

Defenders of the work hastened to

point out that this was not the case and

described how the artist invariably

edited his sources, adding details here

'......

.

. . . .

.

...

'

and there, removing figures,

condensing what they were saying and

generally simplifying, a complex and

subtle process whereby he made the

images his own. In the decades since

those questions were raised, we have

seen artists base their work on

precisely what Lichtenstein was
wrongly accused of doing, that is,

appropriating preexisting images

without altering them whatsoever. In

relation to this postmodern

phenomenon, Lichtenstein's work

could be considered inadvertently

prophetic— a variation on the theme
of creative misunderstanding for which

there are many examples in the history

of modern art— but for those who
were skeptical about his inventiveness

in the 1960s, his art since then

provides undeniably strong evidence to

the contrary.

The paintings inspired by Picasso and

f^ondrian signaled the concerns that

Lichtenstein has pursued since 1970, a

period during which he has explored in

depth the entire range of 20th-century

styles and movements, thereby

personalizing just about every phase of

modern art's dynamic history. Cubism,

Futurism, Purism, German
Expressionism, Surrealism, all have

given hse to extensive series of

paintings in which the artist dissects

and rearranges past masterpieces,

wildly conflating his sources and

regularly blending into them his own
art's history as well, a tearful girl, a

newspaper ad, a fragment of a

brushstroke now hovering as a cloud

above a romantic landscape. The
result is a breathtaking world of art-

about-art, a world created by an artist

who has confronted and personalized

the larger modernist tradition in all its

richness and variety, which is to say

Lichtenstein has since the late 1960s

stretched enormously our

understanding of what we initially

thought was Pop Art.

When Pop Art appeared, critic Clement

Greenberg, a formidable champion of

the first generation of the New York

School, remarked that the new
movement represented a phenomenon
in the history of taste, thereby implicitly

limiting it from any serious relationship

to the history of art. Lichtenstein's

achievement belies this contention.

While he may at the outset have

located his vision in the popular arts, in

comic strips and newspaper ads, and

while he may have retained from them

their vigor and directness, he has since

demonstrated the amplitude of that

vision and its ability to embrace the



larger picture. Starting with the humble

and unlikely foundations of the

commonplace, Lichtenstein has

constructed a world that is rare in its

inspiration. His is a major contribution.

Here at the Rose Art Museum we are

regularly reminded of that contribution

by the 1962 painting, Forget It! Forget

Me!. The picture came to the collection

the same year it was completed, one of

23 works of art acquired by Sam
Hunter, the first director of the Rose, as

part of the Gevirtz-Mnuchin Purchase

Fund. When it was exhibited the

following year along with works by

Andy Warhol, James Rosenquist,

Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg,

Claes Oldenburg, Robert Indiana and

Jim Dine— all Gevirtz-Mnuchin

acquisitions— it helped to provoke on

the Brandeis campus the same
controversy that had buzzed around

Pop Art when the new movement
appeared in New York a year or so

earlier. Members of the University

community were outraged. This stuff

wasn't art! How could the museum
squander its resources! Students

needed scholarships, faculty needed
salaries! Hunter must be out of his

mind! And so forth. Such was the

cultural atmosphere nearly 30 years

ago, but the dust has long since

settled, and Forget it! Forget Me! has

in the interim acquired a very different

patina. The painting has been included

in numerous exhibitions that have
taken place throughout the country, it

has been reproduced as often in

textbooks and articles and it has

assumed the status of a contemporary

masterpiece. Certainly, it is one of the

cornerstones of the permanent
collection.

My own introduction to the painting

took place in the summer of 1968 when
my wife and I arrived at Brandeis

where I was to begin teaching in the

Department of Fine Arts. One of our

first destinations was the Rose Art

Museum, then directed by Bill Seitz,

who had been one of my teachers at

Princeton. I had heard about the

museum's adventurous program and
collection, but I was nonetheless

astonished by what I saw: Dines Red
Bathroom, Johns' Drawer,

Rauschenberg's Second Time

Painting, Rosenquist's Two 1959
People, Lichtenstein's Forget It! Forget

Me!, all classics. Wow, what a

museum! It was unlike any college or

The paintings inspired by Picasso and

Mondrian signaled the concerns

that Lichtenstein has pursued since

1970, a period during which he has

explored in depth the entire range of

20th-century styles and movements,

thereby personalizing just about every

phase of modern art's dynamic history.
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university museum I had ever

encountered. It dealt with living art, it

offered a full program of changing

exhibitions, it collected the art of our

time— all of that compared to the

institutions I knew that owned a few

examples representing the different

periods in the broad history of art, hung

them in installations that rarely varied

from year to year and disdained

involvement with artists who were

active participants in the current

situation. I was impressed, proud to be

associated with such a distinctive

institution.

Forget It! Forget Me! has not paled in

the more than 20 years that I have

known it. Like all of Lichtenstein's

paintings, whether early or recent, it is

a high voltage image that comes at us

with decisiveness and authority, its

impact almost confrontational. The
artist learned early on one of the

fundamental strategies of the popular

arts and mass media, and he has used

it effectively throughout his career

regardless of the subject matter he has

concentrated on at any given moment:

make the statement bold, direct and
riveting, able to compete with the

plethora of statements around it that

equally want our attention. Thus, the

protagonists in the picture are pushed

right up to the surface, the primary

colors project electrically toward us

and the black outlines lock everything

unambiguously in place.

At the same time, the blacks, which

also describe the figures' anatomical

features and clothing, lead a

captivating life of their own, darting and

curling across the picture surface,

suggesting a nose, an eyebrow, a lock

of hair. In a comic strip such

articulations generally go unnoticed,

they represent the schematic devices
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whereby commercial artists routinely

depict the visible world, and we accept

the codified information they provide

without questioning it. When scaled up

in Lichtenstein's painting, however,

they become weirdly disembodied and
free-floating, unhinged from the

realities they nominally describe. As
such, they remind us of the experience

observed by William James of staring

at an isolated printed word and

repeating it until it becomes unnatural,

its meaning that we had always taken

for granted disarmingly stripped away.

Isolated, the marks in Forget It! Forget

Me! likewise become perplexing and

abstract, causing us to wonder about

their significances and if the artist's

own brushstroke paintings weren't

inspired by the comic strip series as

well as by de Kooning and Abstract

Expressionism. Odd, too, but at the

same time mesmerizing, are the

myriad red dots that simulate the

process of commercial printing. They
dance around, intense in some places,

more faint in others, an optical dazzle

that provides another harbinger of

things to come in the 1960s. In a few

areas the dots are even a little

splotchy, representing imperfections

that Lichtenstein would avoid in later

paintings as he learned to streamline

his technique. But I've always liked

those "flaws" in Forget It! Forget Me!.

They strike a poignant, fragile note,

they touch the subject of the painting

nicely, they reflect the realities of our

dream lovers.
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From Iron Curtain

to Green Tapestry?

by Richard A. Liroff '69

As these economies
become more
consumer-oriented, will

they repeat the

mistakes of excessive

packaging and one-

time use that have
characterized

the United States

consumer economy
and contributed to the

solid waste crisis?

Two large buildings highlight the skyline of

Warsaw. One, The Palace of Culture, is a

bulky concrete structure given by the Soviets

to the Poles after World War II. It is jokingly

said that the top of the Palace of Culture
offers the best view of the city, because you
can't see the ungainly Stalinist-style palace

beneath your feet.

The other, the glass-sheathed Warsaw
Marriott, completed in the late 1980s, stands

a few blocks away. Relaxing in its lobby, you
might be in a Marriott in Anytown, USA,
surrounded by English-speaking men and
women who will dine in pasta and steak

houses off the building's lobby. The Palace of

Culture and the Warsaw Marriott symbolize
the old and new in Central and Eastern

Europe, reminders of the legacy from the

past and the transition to market-oriented

economies.

As director of the Central and Eastern

Europe Program of World Wildlife Fund
(WWF), I've been scrutinizing the

environmental issues of the old and new in

Central and Eastern Europe since early 1989.

My major tasks include developing programs
to train environmental groups, providing

advice to environmental ministries and local

officials and encouraging environmentally-

sound Western investment. I meet with
activists and government officials who are

determined to leave a better environment for

their children than the scarred Earth they

inherited; many of them complain that

environmental pollution is a companion of

the moral pollution they have suffered for

the past 40 years. Along with creating a new
civil society, they are striving to establish

new principles for humankind to exist more
harmoniously with nature.

Before the wall crumbled, the environment
had become an important cause in the mid-
to late- 1980s around which to organize

opposition to the old regimes. The most

visible manifestation of this occurred in

Hungary where over the objections of the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the old

regime started to construct the Nagymaros
Dam along the Danube Bend. In response,

activists escalated their tactics from
circulating critical articles to signing

petitions and then organizing a protest of

more than 20 thousand people. The regime
eventually fell and plans to construct the

dam were dropped.

The environmental movement played a

similarly powerful role in ousting the old

Bulgarian regime. In late 1989, the old

regime decided to host an environmental
meeting of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, best known for its

stewardship of the Helsinki human rights

accords. During the meeting, the

independent group Ecoglasnost organized

marches where several thousand
demonstrators expressed their anger against

the government for its miserable record in

many sectors; the regime fell a few weeks
later.

The sudden collapse of the Iron Curtain
revealed a horrific environmental legacy: the

central planners of Central and Eastern

Europe had been as environmentally callous

as the worst private-sector managers in

market-oriented economies. Throughout
much of Central and Eastern Europe air and
water are seriously polluted, forests ravaged,

coastal areas despoiled and human lives

damaged and shortened. In Poland between
the late 1960s and early 1980s, the

proportion of rivers classified as suitable for

municipal water supply dropped from 33
percent to six percent. About 60 percent of

the Vistula River, which runs past Krakow
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These pictures

were exhibited at

Poland's oldest

national parl<,

showing the Poles'

awareness of the

fragmenting and
destruction of nature

and Warsaw and empties into the Baltic, is

unfit even for industrial use. In hundreds of

Hungary's villages and towns, the water is

laden with nitrates: young children must be
supplied with bottled water. In Budapest, a

clean-burning car, one that is not emitting
blue fumes, is more the exception than the

rule; a large portion of Budapest's

automobile fleet uses East German two-
stroke engines that burn a combination of oil

and gasoline. The leaded gasoline used in

Budapest's cars contributes to dangerous
blood lead levels in inner city children.

Heavy reliance on burning poor quality coal

causes much of the region's environmental
problems, especially in the former German
Democratic Republic, Czechoslovakia (now
known as the Czech and Slovak Federated
Republic) and Poland. These three countries

are among the world's largest emitters of

sulfur dioxide, commonly associated with
acid rain. The forests of southwestern
Poland, the southern German Democratic
Republic and northern Bohemia in

northwestern Czechoslovakia have been so

devastated that this area is labeled the

'sulfur triangle of death." Within the Polish

part of the triangle are several officially-

designated "ecological disaster areas." In the

northern Bohemian city of Teplice, where
visitors take the mineral waters for

medicinal purposes, blackened buildings

stand as a testimony to the dirty air. A sad

irony: the waters of Teplice heal while its air

kills.

The environmental problems have deep roots

in the economic and political systems
established in Central and Eastern Europe
following World War II. The Communist
regimes emphasized the development of

heavy industries, especially metals and
chemicals. At present, many of these

industrial technologies are obsolescent,

consuming much more energy and water per

unit of output than those in developed
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An evergreen forest

along the Czech-
German border

savaged by
chemical rains (left);

This guard tower on
the Czech-Austrian

border stands in a
no-man's land

that, because of its

lack of human
habitation, is

ecologically rich (right)

economies. At the same time, the regimes'

central planners placed a very low priority on
controlling pollution. Heavy subsidies and
the lack of real pricing of goods undercut any
meaningful role for fines, discharge fees and
other economic tools for environmental
protection.

Since maximizing output was the guiding
principle, state environmental functionaries

generally had little success policing state

industrial enterprises, a case of the fox left to

guard the chicken coop. To muffle public

dissent, governments treated statistics on
environmental health as state secrets,

suppressed unfavorable environmental
reports by official state bodies and restricted

activities of environmental groups.

The economic transition from the centrally-

planned economies to a market economy
will yield environmental benefits, as

industrial dinosaurs are shuttered and cease

their poUutmg discharges. On the other

hand, economic reform and accompanying
political and social reform may also prove

damaging to the environment. For example,
McDonald's golden arches now loom off the

prime auto-free shopping area in the heart of

downtown Budapest. Nearby streets are

litter-frec; paper and plastic packages are

deposited neatly into trash cans. Yet
McDonald's raises a larger issue. As these

economies become more consumer-oriented,
will they repeat the mistakes of excessive

packaging and one-time use that have
characterized the United States consumer
economy and contributed to the solid waste
crisis?

And along the northbound road from
Budapest to the scenic, historic Danube
Bend, one passes a dozen billboards from a

Viennese company bearing an English-

language message: "I am a billboard...! sell

your product." In the United States

environmentalists have struggled for decades
to reduce the visual intrusiveness of

billboards and other signs. One can only
hope that the Central and Eastern European
countries will move quickly to avoid our
mistake and protect their scenic corridors

before it is too late.

As politics become more democratized in

Central and Eastern Europe, the

environmental movements may lose their

edge. With the evolution of multiparty

systems providing various legitimate

vehicles for expressing dissenting opinions,

the movement has lost the support of people
who had exploited it for broader purposes of

political protest. In Czechoslovakia, many
key leaders of the movement have now
entered the new environmental ministries,

switching, as one of them put it, "from
opposition to position." Not only must they
operate within the evolving governments,
but the groups they abandoned must nurture

and be nurtured by new leaders.

In the jockeying for position within the

environmental groups that do not field

candidates for elections and nascent Green
Parties that do, lies a more pernicious

problem. People who risked opposing the old

regime are suspicious of others who held

positions in or close to it. This is especially

evident in Hungary. Hungarian
environmentalist Judit Versarhelyi notes

that the uncomplimentary term
"watermelon"— green on the outside, red on
the inside — has been coined to symbolize
former Communists who saw the ecological

movement as a way of salvaging their

political careers.

The hunt for villains took an unfortunate

turn in Czechoslovakia when the highly

respected minister of environment of the

Czech Republic, Dr. Bedrich Moldan, was
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forced from office. Moldan is the author of

more than 300 scientific articles on the

environment. As a member of the Ecological

Section of the Czechoslovak Biological

Society, he and his colleagues produced
much of the information leaked to the West
during the mid-1980s about the appalling

environmental conditions in

Czechoslovakia. But Moldan also had
contact with the secret police. Earlier this

year, government investigators concluded
that Moldan was neither an agent of the old

secret police nor an informer, but was
susceptible to blackmail. Moldan, his

character besmirched, replied that he had
nothing to hide and had always been quite

candid about his limited contacts with the

secret police. The environmental movement
in the Czech Republic rallied to Moldan's
support, but to no avail.

Perhaps the greatest challenge facing the

new environmental movement is the

public's overriding concern with economic
hardship. Although the old economic order

was highly inefficient — workers would joke

'they pretend to pay us and we pretend to

work"— it offered a degree of economic
security. But that security has evaporated.

Notably in Poland, but in other countries as

well, fuel and food prices have soared and
economic restructuring has cost thousands
of jobs. The frayed social safety net of these

countries and scarce financial resources

weaken the case for spending money on or

giving top priority to the environment. In

1990, former Polish environmental minister
Bronislaw Kaminski spoke passionately of

the importance of environmentalist
participation in government decision-

making. And under Dr. Bedrich Moldan, the

ministry of environment of the Czech
Republic reached out aggressively to

environmental groups, stating at one point

that it would present all its major plans for

review to a "Green Parliament" of

environmental groups representatives.

The environmental movements of Central
and Eastern Europe are hard-pressed to

respond to such invitations. Many resources

that Western environmental movements
take for granted — a ready flow of

information, easy access to computers, faxes,

telephones, funding from foundations and a

reasonably economically secure public — are

largely absent from Central and Eastern

Europe. Western environmental groups,

including WWF in the United States and
sister WWF organizations in Europe, are

providing equipment, training and
information but are satisfying only a

minuscule portion of the need.

Because Western public attention to Central

and Eastern Europe's environment has

focused on the extreme cases of industrial

pollution, most observers are unaware that

the lifting of the Iron Curtain has also

revealed a more positive legacy. For 45 years

the "no-man's lands" of international

borders were protected by soldiers, mine
fields and fences: several of these areas

remain rich in ecological value. Now that

the soldiers, mines and fences are largely

gone many of these regions are vulnerable to

both public and private development
pressures. Also at risk are other ecologically

valuable lands that lie wholly within

countries. With national economies opening
up and tourism increasing, both public

authorities and private developers are eyeing

the money that can be made from
transportation, lodging and other

investments in and around these vulnerable

places.

How can the new regimes place their

countries on a path of environmentally
sustainable development? Not without great

commitment. First they must clean up the

old messes, move immediately to preserve

the natural amenities that have not yet been
blemished or destroyed and make sure that

the environment is not disregarded in the

quest for fresh investment capital from other

developed countries. Toward these ends,

hundreds of billions of dollars are required

for cleaning up industrial dischargers,

treating sewage from many of the region's

major cities, reducing sulfurous emissions

from power plants and addressing other

problems. Concern over liability for these

clean-up costs reportedly is a significant

deterrent to new Western investment in

existing industrial facilities.

Restoring environmental quality must go

hand in hand with rebuilding national

economies. As noted earlier, the

environment should benefit significantly

from the restructuring of Central and Eastern

Europe's industry. As the government
reduces subsidies for energy and other

production materials, unprofitable state

enterprises will fail and pollution will

diminish. This outcome already is evident in

the former German Democratic Republic:

where large portions of the outmoded

Notably in Poland, but

in other countries

as well, fuel and food

prices have soared and
economic restructuring

has cost thousands
of jobs. The frayed

social safety net

of these countries and
scarce financial

resources weaken
the case for spending
money on or

giving top priority to the

environment.
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The Gabcikovo

Dam in Czechoslovakia,

part of a larger

uncompleted

project that, if

finished, will

endanger a portion

of the Central Danube

chemical industry have been shut down,
discharges are estimated to have tumbled by

50 to 60 percent. In Poland, large emission

reductions are reported as economic
restructuring continues.

Industries that remain in operation can

change their manufacturing processes to

prevent pollution, enhance economic
competitiveness and reduce stress on the

environment. For example, a Norwegian
environmental official cites a Polish paper

plant that uses only 30 percent of a log and
discharges the rest as waste. With a

relatively small investment, the plant's

processes can be changed to double or triple

the use of each log while reducing the

amount of energy consumed. The
investment pays for itself in two to four

years.

In a related vein, investing in increasing

energy efficiency often makes more
economic and environmental sense than

investing in increasing energy supply.

Central and Eastern European governments
should search out ways to save energy before

they invest their scarce hard currency in new
energy production facilities, especially in the

nuclear plants that Western vendors are so

eager to sell. As Czechoslovakia moves
forward on its nuclear program, the deputy

minister of economics recently noted that

financing for nuclear energy is more readily

available than financing for energy

conservation: "No programs or partners exist

yet to invest in energy efficiency. But getting

a loan for a nuclear plant poses less of a

problem...." In Hungary, where the French-
owned Electricite de France has proposed
building two nuclear reactors, the French
government would finance 70 percent of the

cost and Hungary would deliver electricity to

France for the next 15 to 20 years.

To help overcome this apparent bias toward
financing nuclear energy, WWF is helping to

fund new Energy Efficiency Centers in

Prague, Warsaw and Katowice (Poland). The
centers are conducting research on energy

efficiency and will promote non-nuclear

joint ventures in efficiency technology and
services.

Aware that the quality of life is dependent on
a global approach, developed nations in the

West and elsewhere have committed nearly

$750 million so far to address Central and
Eastern Europe's problems. The funds pay for

pollution control, monitoring equipment,

training of national and local officials and
such institution building as drafting of

legislation and design of environmental
programs. National governments and
multilateral lending institutions like the

World Bank, the new European Bank for

Reconstruction and Development, the

European Investment Bank and the Nordic
Investment Bank are teaming up to tackle

regional problems that do not respect

national boundaries.

The most dramatic example of cooperation is

the cleanup of the Baltic Sea. For this project,

banks and national governments are jointly

studying several major Central and Eastern

European rivers emptying into the Baltic to

identify investment priorities for pollution

control. In response to Central and Eastern

European transboundary environmental

matters, a number of multilateral

agreements have been signed, but moving
from analysis to action will depend heavily

on the availability of funding.

Compared to the cost of cleaning up
industrial pollution, an ambitious nature

protection program is relatively inexpensive.

One starting point has been developed by a

consortium of about 40 European
environmental groups, including WWF-
Austria and WWF-International in

Switzerland. The plan, called the "Ecological

Bricks for Our Common House of Europe,"

identifies 24 noteworthy natural areas,

mainly former "no-man's lands" that deserve

protection. These include, for example, the

Danube Delta, Europe's largest marshland

that lies at the intersection of the great

European bird migration routes, and the

Rhodope Mountains and adjoining areas in

Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Turkey,

where several different climatic zones
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Richard A. Liroff '69 is

director of the Central

and Eastern Europe
Program at World
Wildlife Fund (WWF) in

Washington, D.C. He
began his environmental

career while attending

graduate school at

Northwestern University

in 1970, fashioning a

curriculum that included

law, economics and
engineering. From
Northwestern University,

he received a Ph.D. in

political science in 1976.

Since then, he has
worked at The Brookings

Institution, The
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Institute and WWF. The
author and editor of

numerous books, articles

and reports, he
cofounded a bicycle

advocacy group and a
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national offices in the

Brandeis Alumni
Association. Last month
he appeared on Charles

Kuralt's "Sunday
Morning" program on
CBS, discussing the

problems cited in this

article. He told the

Brandeis Review that the

most satisfying part of

his work is his

"friendships v/ith activists

in Central and Eastern

Europe who have
struggled in the most
difficult political

circumstances to protect

the environment."

overlap. This area contains 60 percent of all

European flowering plant species. The
environmental groups supporting the

program are callmg for a moratorium on
development of the "bricks," so that the

areas can be surveyed and studied more
thoroughly.

Environmentalists and governments are

attracted to so-called "debt-for-nature

swaps" as vehicles for funding both pollution

management and nature conservation. While
these exchanges come in many varieties,

their underlying concept is relatively simple.

In exchange for having their hard currency

debt forgiven or reduced by banks and
creditor governments, heavily-indebted

nations would commit their local currencies

to an environmental protection agenda.

Debt-for-nature swaps traditionally have

been "north-south," with northern creditor

banks swapping the debts of southern

tropical debtor nations, but the concept is

about to shift to an east-west direction. The
United States, together with other major
creditors nations, recently agreed to reduce

Poland's debt by 50 percent. Another 10

percent will be forgiven by the United States,

and perhaps by other countries as well, in

exchange for Poland's committing its local

currency to a new foundation that will fund

environmental projects. The lessening of the

debt burden will remove a major stumbling
block to Poland's economic recovery. And to

the extent these funds are used to convert

former "no-man's lands" to national and
international parks, they will help transform

the Iron Curtain into a green tapestry.

Government assistance to Central and
Eastern European countries has drawn
considerable public attention, but the private

sector can play a powerful role in promoting
environmentally sound development. For

example, in the United States, McDonald's
just announced a series of initiatives aimed
at reducing the waste from its restaurants by

more than 80 percent within a few years.

This plan — a classic example of

economically and environmentally sound
pollution prevention — was developed by a

task force of company officials and solid

waste experts from the Environmental

Defense Fund. If McDonald's brings these

concepts to Central and Eastern Europe (and

moves away from the foam containers it was
using in Budapest in 1990), the fast-food

chain can set an example for the general

public and other companies doing business

there.

The case of McDonald's offers a more
important lesson, namely that Central and

Eastern Europe can leapfrog many Western

nations in finding solutions to problems. In

the United States, we're only just getting

serious about recycling, after allowing our

solid waste problem to grow to crisis

proportions. We've been slow to recognize

that some of our traditional approaches to

environmental regulation are cumbersome
and ought to be supplemented by wider use

of taxes, fees and other economic incentives.

It has taken nearly 20 years to reorient most
regulators and producers away from

pollution control towards pollution

prevention. Because they have so much to

do, the governments of Central and Eastern

Europe have the opportunity, as they reform

their economic and environmental

management systems in tandem, to learn

from the mistakes we have made and teach

us a few lessons in return.

World Wildlife Fund
works to preserve the

diversity and abundance
of life on Earth and the

health of ecological

systems by protecting

natural areas and wild

populations of plants and
animals, promoting
sustainable use of

natural resources and
encouraging more
efficient use of resources

and energy and the

maximum reduction of

pollution. With one
million members in the

United States, WWF is

part of an international

family of 27 WWF
organizations throughout

the world.
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Associate Professor Karen

Klein has pursued a dual

career as a teacher of

literature and a visual artist.

Trained as a medievalist,

she earned her M.A. and
Ph.D. from Columbia

University and has taught at

Brandeis since 1964. She
continues to teach the

earliest period of English

literature but has, over the

years, widened her focus to

include courses in women's
studies and in the University

Studies Program in the

Humanities. She now
instructs a class on the

20th-century political novel

and next year will develop a

writing course for students

whose thinking patterns are

spatial and simultaneous

rather than linear and
sequential.

As an artist, she has

exhibited her prints and
drawings in both solo

shows and group shows in

the Greater Boston area

since 1971. Her lifelong

involvement with books has

eventuated in ner maKing

one-of-a-kind artists' books

that present words in a

complex, three-dimensional

and sculptural format. She
says, "These books

represent a union of the

previously disjunctive visual

and verbal parts of my life

and work."

Body Sketches; A Personal

and Political Act

by Karen Klein
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Crouching Man III Somersault
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About the drawings

In my drawings I worl<

almost exclusively with the

human figure. This choice is

both a personal and political

act for me. Focusing on the

body emphasizes its

importance as the ground of

our being, its beauties and
energies in motion and in

repose, its plea to us to

honor and protect the bodies

of others as well as our own.

Although the images in my
drawings are recognizable,

they are not strictly

representational. No attempt

is made to give a context for

the figure— a floor, a chair;

the context is in the mind

and involves the mind/body

relation.

In making the drawings, I

work with a model, a partner

in the enterprise, and draw

freehand, very rapidly with

India ink flowing from a

nozzle. I have to work on a

flat surface and although the

actual process of ink

drawing is from one to five

minutes tops, the pieces

have to dry for a long time,

often overnight. Those
needing a shape of color, I

tack up on the wall, study

them and allow the lines to

dictate the placement of

color. Other drawings I leave

with just the ink.

photography of drawings

by Robert Lepson '88

Untitled Reverse Crouch

1986
India ink

21 X 14 1/2

Collection

Susan Norton

1989
India ink

28 1/2x22 1/2

Collection the artist
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Collection the artist
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India ink
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Collection the artist
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India ink
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Time, Space and
Silence:

Aharon Appelfeld

Transcends
the Holocaust

by Gila Ramras-Rauch

The intense horror of the Holocaust experience often

warped the perceptions of time and space for those

who suffered in it. The distortion of spatiotemporal

perception also affected the writing of fiction — at

least for Aharon Appelfeld— long after the events had
receded in time.

Appelfeld was born in Czernowitz, Romania, in 1932.

His mother was killed by the Nazis when he was eight

years old, and his father was imprisoned in a labor

camp. The boy escaped from a camp and spent three

years hiding in the forests. When he was 1 1, he was
rescued by a Russian army unit and became a kitchen

boy. At war's end he found himself in a displaced

persons' camp in Italy. In 1946, aged 14, he arrived in

Palestine under the auspices of a Jewish organization,

promoting youth immigration. In 1960, he was finally

reunited with his father in Israel.

Appelfeld has rejected the characterization of himself

as a "Holocaust writer." In a New Yoik Times (11/15/

86) interview, he stated:

Mainly, I write Jewish stories, hut I don't accept the

label Holocaust writer. My themes are the uprooted,

orphans, the war. I write about the Holocaust because
I grew up in that time. Ofmy 20 books, perhaps one-

third are on the Holocaust period, one-third on Israel

and one-third on Jewish life in general. One of my
interests is the Jewish intelligentsia, the Jews who lost

their culture in Eastern Europe and became
vulgarized. I am not a politically oriented writer. I

have my say in fiction and I think I say a lot. I find

that fiction is more permanent than other forms of

writing. Literature is endangered when it becomes
only a trumpet.

Born in Israel, Gila

Ramras-Rauch, Ph.D.,

lecturer with rank of
associate professor of

Near Eastern and fudaic

studies, received her

M.A. from Hunter
College of New York and
her Ph.D. from Bar-Ilan

University in Israel. She
has taught at Bar-Ilan

University, the

University of Texas and
Ohio State University.

Her books include a

study, in Hebrew, of the

early 20th-century

novelist, f.C. Brenner. In

English, she published

The Protagonist in

Transition on the mam
characters in the works

of Dostoyevski, Thomas
Mann, Henry James,

Franz Kafka and others

and The Arab in Israeli

Literature, for which she

received a National
Endowment for the

Humanities grant to

research the book. She
also coedited and wrote
the introduction for an
anthology of

contemporary Israeli

writing on the Holocaust,

Facing the Holocaust. Her
latest book on the Israeli

novelist, Aharon
Appelfeld, published by
Indiana University Press,

will appear in 1 992.
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For Appelfeld, Hebrew is an acquired language, and

although he found his narrative voice in that language

and is regarded as one of the finest stylists among
contemporary Hebrew writers, he can also be seen as

belonging to the unique category of Central-European

Jewish writers — such as Kafka, Bruno Schulz and

earlier writers of the period of the Austro-Hungarian

monarchy, including Italo Svevo, Arthur Schnitzler

and Jakob Wassermann. Like Elias Canetti and Elie

Wiesel, Appelfeld writes in a language other than that

of his birthplace.

Appelfeld's writing is deeply stamped by the

Holocaust experience. He weaves highly sensitive

tales about individuals in the pre- and post-Holocaust

worlds. His characters have been affected by the

Holocaust in a fundamental way: they are fragmented

human beings, roaming through his tangential and

fantastic narratives, depleted and mute. Appelfeld

consciously suspends the framework of historical as

well as endured time of the Holocaust experience to

raise it to a plane of mythic narrative. Thus the

Holocaust is, for him, an apocalyptic rupture in the

very fabric of being. With the suspension of the

temporal frame of reference, the theme of the new Fall

of Man emerges, a fall wherein humanity has been

stripped not only of its usual categories of

understanding, but — even more profoundly— of its

accustomed self-image qua human, as though
thrusting the individual back to an elemental,

precognitive state of existence.

In Appelfeld's early narratives, the traumatized

individual is rendered naked, as someone devoid of

memory or desire. As both these faculties involve

temporal and spatial parameters, the individual is

deprived of all attachment to a past or a future, to a

history or a continuous social structure. As a further

result, time is divorced from selfhood itself— a

connection of the most intimate sort under normal
circumstances. Driven inward by the hostility of the

external world, the individual would at least have had
the temporal dimension of memory as the basis for

self-identification; but even this is suppressed now.

This elemental individual defies historical time — he/

she relates to the seasons, to the changes in nature

whose cyclical quality echoes his/her own aversion to

change, to novelty or to any cumulative memory. On
the other hand, the suffering itself— repeated and
intensified as daily experience— does occur in a span

of time. The clash, therefore, between time denied and
time manifested has the effect of placing individuals

in a [temporally] permanent situation wherein they

become "durations of uncertainty." Time and self

have been severed by the unnamed horror in the outer

world, and thus the individual retreats to an insular

existence: oblivion, inaccessibility, silence — within

an opaque and tenacious existence.

In speaking of the fantastic as a literary category, the

literary theorist Tzvetan Todorov has said:

In a world which is indeed our world, the one we
know,. ..there occurs an event which cannot be

explained by the laws of this same familiar world.

The person who experiences the event must opt for

one of two possible solutions: either he is the victim

of an illusion of the senses, or a product of the

imagination — and the laws of the world then remain
what they are; or else the event has indeed taken

place, it is an integral part of reality— but then this

reality IS controlled by laws unknown to us. Either

the devil is an illusion, an imaginary being: or else he
really exists, precisely like other living beings.... The
fantastic occupies the duration of this uncertainty.

In Appelfeld's stories, the fantastic is a quality of the

individual, a quality of his torn psyche. For this

reason, the fantastic is not a realm of myth for these

characters; it does not belong to the imagination or the

supernatural. Instead, the impossible has actually

become possible. The "duration of uncertainty" — in

the sense of having to choose disjunctively between
the real and the imaginary (as the explanation of an
event) — cannot be applied to the Holocaust. It is all

too real, yet it cannot be explained by the laws

pertaining to the familiar world. The effect of this is

shattering and is internalized by Appelfeld's

characters. They therefore become "durations of

uncertainty" — but in a new sense. There is an

element of certainty here, inevitable as death, in

connection with the impossible that has become a

reality, an entire engulfing world. That world is a

betrayal of the former one — and with the realization

of that betrayal, the self turns back upon itself as an

insular entity.

With the suspension of the consecutive unfolding of

time, space gains central importance in Appelfeld's

fiction. The depiction of outwardly and inwardly

passive individuals (by now lacking a past or a future)

is enhanced by trying to encapsulate the solipsistic

individual within an airless bubble, a nunc stans or

"standing now." His early characters do not regularly

occupy a habitable space. As if in a fairy tale, their

"space" has been carved out for them, and it ceases to

exist once we leave the purview of their house of

fiction. Appelfeld has recognized the fact that silence

can signify not only acquiescence but strength. And if

verbal expression reflects an order, then silence would
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1he Age ot Wonders
Aharon Appelfeld

Badenheim 1939

a novel by the author of

Badenheim 1939

a novel by

AJiaron Appelfeld

involve chaos. Thus, for his verbally impaired

characters, he creates a narrative "space" where
silence gains significance in the light of the impending
disaster. Their relation to objects is fragmented, partial

— just as no character is given a complete or

reconstructible past. The "space" of the past is related

to the way one constructs — or reconstructs—
objects.

Often, one of Appelfeld's characters will relate to

activity or objects in such a way that the activity or

object gives the character his/her tangible existence.

Bertha (a character in a short story) knits constantly

and unravels as she goes along, not wishing to

introduce anything new into her existence: change

prompts self-appraisal and the questioning of the

present in such a way as to admit the full scope of

horror.

In Appelfeld's world, clearly, there is no common
space for the reader and the character to share. The
"space" the characters move in is a stylized space.

There is little or nothing of the familiar that might
decrease the distance between narrator and reader.

Instead, it is his aim to defamiliarize and thus to

expand the distance between reader and text. This

defamiliarizing is both a thematic and a rhetorical

element whereby Appelfeld creates some ambivalence
in the reader's relation to the text. The "distance" was
a characteristic feature of the epic or saga, where

pathos or emotionality is kept to a minimum. But how
is the modern reader to come to terms with
Appelfeld's unique form of narrative? Here a question

presents itself: can the literature of the Holocaust
retreat into the fantastic?

In regard to the literature of the fantastic, the

suspension of disbelief is a matter of volition. In regard

to the Holocaust, there is nothing volitional: just as

we cannot suspend believing that its horrors

happened, so no fictive suspension is applicable.

Nothing here happened "once upon a time."

Everything happened at a definite time and a definite

place. Nor is there a fictive refuge for the characters;

the reality allowed no escape. Yet the writer of

Holocaust literature can make use of the fantastic by
transcending the flow of narrative and inserting a

different reality within it, thus suspending realistic

time and placing within it an insular character. But

there is no suspension of disbelief directed at the

impossible. On the contrary, the actualization of the

inconceivable serves to dispel our hesitation

between the real and the imaginary in the terms

Todorov spoke of.

Appelfeld's fiction has evolved in its treatment of

characters. His early stories comprise three or four

characters, but no main protagonist at the center of

the unfolding tale. It is the typical, not the unique that

occupies him, so that his protagonist, if there is one,

might be called a collective protagonist. In Appelfeld's

post-Holocaust world, we do not know his characters'

feelings about the world. They are cognizant of their

situation but rarely verbalize it. Their dialogue is

sparse, laconic and deals with the minutiae of

existence. There is no questioning as to "why?" and
'why me?" The reader has a limited view of their

existence, and they in turn do not conceptualize the

world they live in.

Appelfeld's stories and novels create a singular world

in the age of the Holocaust, without depicting its

direct horrors. He conducts an ongoing dialogue with

the Holocaust, yet he does not bring it to the center.

Instead, he is concerned with the fate of people before

and after. Dialogue and language itself are of

diminished importance. In his Hebrew prose, he

avoids Yiddish and Russian words (although he is

fluent in both those languages). But on a rare occasion

he will employ a word such as rucksack and

(like Proust's madelame) use it to evoke a world of

memories, sights, sounds and smells.

For him, the Holocaust is a mythic experience beyond

time and place, although it is all too definitely moored
in specific times and places. The ontological explosion

marks a Fall — not from divine grace but into an

elemental vulnerability. The historical cycle is

suspended to be replaced by a mythic timelessness and

endless winter with no chance for spring or revival.
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In this framework of timelessness, Appelfeld's fiction

depicts two movements: the narrative of assimilated

Jewish society before the war, the excessive

cuhivation and intellectualism brought to the point of

atrophy; and the narrative of the hollow survivor,

reduced to an elemental state of nature, with
suspended memories and no desire. In the depiction of

prewar Jewish urbanism, the decline of the family is

matched by a Chekhovian rootlessness, while the

gentile farmer is shown to be still connected to nature

and its temporal cycles. Any attempt on the part of the

Jew to leave the cycle of culture and join that of

elemental nature proves inevitably tragic.

In the 1970s and 1980s, Appelfeld centers his fiction

around one individual. In his earlier writing,

characters reflect off one another in an inarticulate

situation. But throughout, it is rare to find self-search,

confession or self-laceration. Instead, his typical

character is caught up in a process that cannot be

evaded, however much it portends change. There is no
private time to his characters; and in the post-

Holocaust narratives there is no anger, revenge,

spitefulness or self-consciousness. All this gives his

fiction its spatial rather than temporal quality.

Frequently, the actions of his characters can be

interpreted as immoral. But this is because Appelfeld

has placed his characters beyond the range of accepted

morality, as reflected in the truncated dialogue and
inane words his characters use, as though Appelfeld

were avoiding the presentation of a complete
individual. In some of his short stories, one can take a

character from one narrative and place him or her in

another without upsetting the plot. This possibility

reflects an epic dimension, but it widens the gap
between real time and the duiee Appelfeld achieves.

This enables him to depict hollow men and women in

various stages of vulnerability and in a world beyond
the ordinary divisions of good and evil, so that the

reader is asked to suspend ethical judgment.

As a writer in the (qualifiedly) fantastic mode,
Appelfeld transcends the here-and-now of the

Holocaust experience in order to extend it to

universality. The breach with the "normal," the

separation from the normative ethical categories, is

reflected in the emblems he uses. Yet language is no
longer the conventional thoroughfare of

communication with others. Many of his characters

have blocked that route for themselves and opted for

an existence with a limited verbal expression. Meager
existence suffices where projections for the future are

no longer a part of the character's makeup, leading to a

deformity of personality in his characters. Yet there is

nothing here of the pathetic or the melodramatic. His
drama is made up of unheroic people, although all

contribute to creating a myth-like tale.

Appelfeld moves his narratives by means of

pictoriality, occasionally even by means of a pointillist

play of lights and shadows, with undefined essences

flowing through the shimmering air. His narrative is

in no hurry to disclose plot or depict characters. An
excerpt from his story, "Bertha," will reflect this

quality:

The street gradually filled with rich colors. The
shadows, dumb and cautious passed across. Dark
circles whirled at its end. When he turned his head
back, he saw the thick redness strangled by damp
powerful arms. ...Now, he was already in the realm of

forms. Reality, as it were, shed its skin; all he felt was
a kind of familiarity, as if he were being drawn— he
did not know toward what.

Concern with inner motivations and intentions is not

a part of his methodology. The stream-of-

consciousness technique, had he employed it, would
have given his characters a rich inner life based on
memory and internal "time." Yet Appelfeld's typical

character is flawed in precisely that faculty. "Kitty,"

an early story, tells of an 1
1 -year-old girl who finds

herself in a French convent toward the end of the war.

She is devoid of both language and memory. For her,

"Memory was inaccessible. It had sunk to the darkest

recesses." She emerges from her insulated, autistic

state through a series of revelations. She discovers her

life through her senses, and this synesthetic

"conversion" lifts her from an elemental, subverbal

creature to someone who relates to the world through

her body. In her growth, she opens to touch, to sight. A
surging and expansive sense of life fills her, but while

opening up she continues to weave her unique and
enclosed self. With puberty she acquires language and
asks questions as she loses her innocence. The silence

of the convent, which protected her like a womb, is

burst open by encroaching reality. As the Germans
approach, she discovers her Jewishness and confronts

anti-Semitism and greed. Yet she maintains her own
world of fantasy, of epiphany. As the war draws to a

close, she is shot by the Germans; "She was led along

narrow paths behind the fence. How marvelous it all

seemed— like floating in space. Now all the people

were gone. Angels embraced her arms and when the

shot was heard, she stood for a moment marveling at

the miracle revealed."

If Appelfeld can be said to depict the "Jewish

archetype" before and after the war, he is also

concemed with the fragmentation of that archetype.

His short novel, Badenheim 1939, reflects a slow

process in the cultural stripping-down of the Central-

European assimilated Jew, his/her deterioration and
disintegration before the Holocaust. The Jewish

archetype or assimilated Jew moved in a cultural

milieu that was perishable because of its rootlessness,

although he had worn something of that hollow guise

for generations.
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THE
MEALER

The process of change and disclosure affects the town
of Badenheim itself: from an exclusive spa and resort,

it gradually becomes a transit/detention camp. The
transition is a change from illusion to reality, yet the

visitors delude themselves in trying to maintain the

illusion. A feeling of ethereal weightlessness leads the

assimilated Jew, in that last spring in Badenheim, to

search for his or her Polish/Jewish roots. People had
usually come to Badenheim to rejuvenate themselves.

Yet the air is now saturated with a cultural malaise.

The almost mythical drama festival, once the central

event in the resort's season, now bears the seeds of the

impending catastrophe. Death appears slowly, like the

gentle fall of blossom petals. The Jews seeking their

Polish ancestors book seats on a train that they think

will take them home. The bitter irony appears in the

concluding passage:

An engine, an engine coupled to four filthy freight

cars, emerged from the hills and stopped at the

station. Its appearance was as sudden as if it had
risen from a pit in the ground. "Get in!" yelled

invisible voices. And the people were sucked in. Even
those who were standing with a bottle of lemonade in

their hands, a bar of chocolate, the headwaiter with
his dog— they were all sucked in as easily as grains

of wheat poured into a funnel. Nevertheless Dr.

Pappenheim found time to make the following
remark: "If the coaches are so dirty it must mean that

we have not far to go.

"

Again, the Holocaust per se is not mentioned.

With The Age of Wonders, Appelfeld's writing marks a

radical departure: the use of the nonautobiographical
first-person narrative. The first-person narrative told

by the 12-year-old son of an Austrian Jewish writer

before the war is found in the first (and untitled) of the

book's two parts. The second, told in third person, is

entitled "Many Years Later When Everything Was
Over" and relates the son's return to Austria from
Jerusalem. In the first, we are shown a thoroughly
assimilated family, identifying itself wholeheartedly
with German culture. The father, who is a novelist,

moves in the circles of Stefan Zweig, Arthur
Schnitzler and Jakob Wassermann. Some members of

the family do identify themselves as Jews; others

reject such ties. Once again, as in Badenheim 1939,

the train is the symbol of transition and rootlessness.

The first part of Age of Wonders opens with mother

and son on a homeward journey from their summer
retreat, when the world seemingly is still

comprehensible and in order; it closes with the

ominous words: "...we were on the cattle train

hurtlmg south."

In the second part he is 30 years older and traveling on
a train, returning to the Austrian town. He meets a

former Jew, turned Gentile, who is not at all pleased at

his visit: "Ever since you arrived, things have been
stirred up. Jews again. All that old nightmare again.

Isn't it over yet?" After many ambiguous and/or

hostile encounters with people who remembered his

family, the son is at the station, waiting for the train

that will take him away from the town.

Appelfeld's fascination with the cultivated European
Jew is brought forward in the novel, The Healer. One
aspect that makes his work distinctive is the way he
creates a complex world with its own inner laws. The
logic of that world, and of his characters, is an internal

logic not accessible outside his narrative domain. His
world is mutable, fugitive in its reality, just as his

characters. His work is dotted with repeated images:

smoke, trains, eating, sleep, illness. And through all

this the irreversible process of disintegration prevails:

the collapse of cultural and individual identity and the

subsequent deracination. The subject of this novel is

the succession of unfulfilled hopes, the failure of the

attempt to return to one's roots, the attempt to find

the meaning of experience, the loss of direction.

The family of this novel has a sick daughter, Helga,

whose illness moves the four members to journey

from Vienna to the Carpathian mountains in search of

a cure from a Jewish holy man. The illness is

represented as mental— and incurable. There is a

corresponding spiritual illness in the other family

members. The father, Felix, who lacks faith, regards

the trip as pointless and sees the village healer as a

charlatan, a witch doctor. But where must the faith

come from, to counteract this phoniness: from the

'doctor" or the patient? "For what is a physician, sir? A
savior? A redeemer? Merely flesh and blood. Without
faith in the meaning of life, in its victory, he is merely

a trickster, a sorcerer." These are the words of a

converted Jewish physician.
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Aharon Appelfeld,

professor of modern
fewish literature at Ben-

Gurion University,

Israel, was author-in-

residence at Brandeis

during the fall semester,

1990. While he was at

Brandeis, his novel. The
Healer, appeared for the

first time in English. Its

appearance received

national attention and
became the subject of

discussion on campus. In

this stark allegory,

Appelfeld confronts the

problems of an

assimilated fewish
Austrian family just

before World War II. (The

Brandeis Review, winter

1991 issue, published the

first chapter of The
HealerJ The author made
himself accessible to

students, faculty and
staff and delivered a

public lecture on images

of the Holocaust in art

and literature sponsored

by the Tauber Institute

for the Study of European
fewry. A gifted teacher.

he taught a course called

'The Bible and the

Writer." An
internationally known
figure who has garnered

several prizes, he has
written approximately 30
novels, short stories and
essays, all in Hebrew:
eight of his novels have
been translated into

English as well as many
other languages. In

addition to The Healer,

his other books include

Badenheim 1939, The
Age of Wonders, To the

Land of the Cattails and
For Every Sin.

The Healer touches on the tragedy of the middle-class

Jew who lacks roots in any genuine cultural source.

The mother's response to Helga's illness is to return to

her home. Her own mother had come from the

Carpathian mountains and she had always wanted to

return. Helga's illness is connected with the loss of

language; the problem of finding the right word is the

key to the finding of oneself. When they ask the holy

man what they are to do, he answers:

The holy letters bring us closer to our home— like a

person returning to his home village after years. The
smell of the trees and the grass drive foreign parts

away from him. We have a great many foreign parts

vnthin us, do we notl But we, thank God, have a

home. We can return home. Do you understand, my
childi

Language has become a central protagonist here. The
disintegration of the family is expressed in external

words, words that do not touch, but that the members
address to each other, just as their conversation thins,

leaving gaps. The peasant who takes Felix and his son

to the tram to return to Vienna does not understand

why city Jews do not speak Yiddish. When Felix argues

that German is a more elevated language the peasant

answers, "German is the language of the Germans,
right?" Helga and her mother remain in the mountains
among pious country Jews, near the holy man. Felix,

aware of the emptiness of his life, returns to Vienna.

Against the imminence of the Holocaust, a painful

question is asked regarding the curative power of

words.

And all this must be said against the background of

what cannot be said, the imponderable experience of

the Holocaust. If words cannot encompass it, how can

words heal? If words must fail, so that the experience

condemns to silence all who would attempt to

encompass it, what can possibly be said? These

questions still haunt Appelfeld. In an interview with

Philip Roth, accompanying the New York Times

review of Appelfeld's The Immortal Bartfuss,

Appelfeld remarked:

The Holocaust belongs to the type of enormous
experience which reduces one to silence. Any
utterance, any statement, any "answer" is tiny,

meaningless and occasionally ridiculous. Even the

greatest of answers seems petty.

But that situation in no way minimizes the effect of

the experience:

My book offers its survivor neither Zionist nor

religious consolation. The survivor, Bartfuss, has

swallowed the Holocaust whole, and he walks about

with it in all his limbs. He drinks the "black milk" of

the poet Paul Celan, morning, noon and night. He has

no advantage over anyone else, but he still hasn't lost

his human face. That isn't a great deal, but it's

somethmg.
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Bookshelf

Faculty

Ann Olga Koloski-Ostrow
adjunct assistant professor of

classical studies

The Sarno Bath Complex
L'Erma di Bretschneider

Because the ancient cities of

Vesuvius, particularly those

parts excavated more than
100 years ago, are

deteriorating at an alarming
rate, it is imperative to

rescue unpublished or ill-

published sites. The Sarno
Bath Complex describes a

fascinating building in the

southern part of Pompeii,

which includes three floors

of private apartments over an
elaborate, small bathing

establishment occupying the

two lowest levels. The
building is significant for the

history of Roman
architecture and the social

history of Pompeii. The
author surveys the

19th-century excavation

and publication records and
provides a thorough
examination of the

architecture and architectural

history of the complex with
illustrations of floor plans

and 125 photographs. She
also discusses the wall

decoration and pavements
from the complex with
regard to dating Pompeiian
walls, the methods of

Pompeiian wall painters and
the interpretation of

decorative schemes within
given contexts. Lastly, she

considers the complex
within the broader

framework of Roman
architecture and explores the

two architectural types of the

building in its final phase:

the msula or apartment
house and the balneum or

bath. The author utilizes

ancient texts and
comparative archaeological

materials for interpreting the

function of the building's

different parts and
highlighting its architectural

details.

Roy C. Macridis and
Steven L. Burg
Macridis is professor

emeritus of international

cooperation and Burg is

associate professor of politics

and dean of the college.

Introduction to Comparative
Politics: Regimes and
Change, second edition

HarperCollins Publishers Inc.

Around the world political

regimes are changing at an
alarming rate. This radically

revised second edition

continues to focus on
institutions — commonly
agreed patterns of behavior
— and also attempts to

analyze and describe the

processes by which regimes
undergo transformation. The
authors provide a general

framework for the study of

modem political regimes;

democratic, authoritarian

and totalitarian. They
emphasize the institutional

structure within these

regimes and their cultural

and socioeconomic
foundations. The book also

includes an examination of

contemporary democratic
regimes particularly England,

the United States and France,

targeting the changes that

have occurred in the last

THE SARNO BATH
COMPLEX

T'ME

BRITISH fi]

MLEStli T£
THE MANDATORY GOVERNMENT & THE
ARAB • JEWISH CONFLICT 1917-1929

5EC0ND EDITION

decade; discussions on
authoritarian and totalitarian

(Communist) regimes that

focus on the current trend

toward democracy and the

crises these governments
face in retaining power in

changing times; and a

comprehensive coverage of

the factors accounting for

crisis and change in

democracies and the Soviet

Union, Eastern Europe, the

Mediterranean and Latin

America.

Bernard Wasserstein
acting dean of the graduate

school, associate dean of the

faculty and professor of

history

The British in Palestine: The
Mandatory Government &)

the Arab-fewish Conflict

1917-1929, second edition

Basil Blackwell

By exploring the origins of

the Arab-Jewish conflict in

Palestine, this book focuses

on the crucial years between
the British occupation of

Jerusalem in 1 9 1 7 and the

bloody riots of 1929. During
this time the shape of the

Palestine conflict was set in

molds, institutional and
psychological, which were to

endure until the eve of World
War n, and in some respects

until the present. Rather
than providing a

straightforward narrative

history of Palestine between
1917 and 1929, the author
analyzes the nexus of

communal relationships that

developed during this

formative period of British

rule. He also recognizes the

significant role of British

officials in Palestine, whose
opposition to pohcy in

Westminster and Whitehall
created a tension between
policymakers in Jerusalem

and London that exacerbated

the Arab-Jewish conflict.

Special attention is given to

the positions of Arab and
Jewish officials of the

government of Palestine;

torn between conflicting

loyalties to their

backgrounds and office

duties, they illustrate the

loss of authority, legitimacy

and morale of the mandatory
administration. Instead of

creating an integrated

political community, the

Palestine government threw
into relief the growing power
and separateness of the Arab
and Jewish communal
institutions. By 1929, the

political initiative was being

passed from the mandatory
regime into those of the rival

Arab and Jewish quasi-

govemments jostling for the

succession. That process is

an underlying theme of this

book.
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Alumni

Philip Brown, Ph.D. '79

and Edwin J. Mikkeisen
Brown is an associate

professor of sociology at

Brown University and
lecturer in sociology at the

Harvard Medical School

Department of Psychiatry.

No Safe Place

University of California

Press

When residents of Wobum,
Massachusetts, realized that

leukemia struck their

children at exceedingly high

rates, they decided to trace

the outbreak's origin. In a

case that attracted national

attention, they initiated a

civil suit agamst Beatrice

Foods and W.R. Grace

Company for contaminating

the municipal well water

and spent more than a

decade debating with the

corporations, the

government and even local

opposition. The authors, a

medical sociologist and a

psychiatric consultant to the

plaintiffs in the Wobum case,

probe the dynamics of the

citizens' struggle against

corporate malfeasance and
explore the larger social

context of the Wobum
residents' situation — their

experience of death, illness

and the transformation of

family and community
relationships. By examining
the Wobum experience in

light of similar cases such as

Love Canal, the book shows
that toxic waste

contamination reveals

fundamental flaws in the

corporate, governmental and

scientific spheres. Wobum
also shares a valuable

example of popular

participation in health

controversies surrounding

toxic wastes and laypersons'

communication of health

risks to scientific experts and

government officials.

Nancy F. Cott, M.A. '73,

Ph.D. '74

Cott is a professor of

American studies and history

at Yale University.

A Woman Making History:

Mary Ritter Beard Through
Her Letters

Yale University Press

As a historian, social

reformer and women's
suffrage campaigner, Mary
Ritter Beard (1876-1958) was
one of the most prominent
intellectuals of her day. She

coauthored with her husband
Charles A. Beard such

landmark works as The Rise

of American Civilization and
founded the modem field of

women's history. Ironically,

Beard, who led the World
Center for Women's
Archives and was
instrumental in setting up
the two largest collections of

American women's history

(the Schlesinger Library at

Radcliffe College and the

Sophia Smith Collection at

Smith College), destroyed

most of her own personal

papers. Nevertheless, the

author has collected 141 of

Beard's letters spanning the

years 1911 to 1955 from the

files of more than 30
correspondents, arranged

them chronologically and
added commentary to

i
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Faculty Notes

REWEAVIlte
THEWORLD
The Emergence oj Ecofeminism

conflicting and dissatisfying

experiences that they cannot

apprehend, stop or alter. This

book offers insight and
understanding of female

strengths to all women who
grapple with changing

themselves and the

constrictions the culture

places on women. The
author assures women that

success in the workplace

does not require denial of

their complex, inner female

world.

Andy Rose '76 and
Christie Balka, eds.

Rose is director of

the National Jewish AIDS
Project in Washington, D.C.

Twice Blessed: On Being

Lesbian or Gay and Jewish

Beacon Press

Jews in 15th-century Spain

were ordered by the

Inquisition to either convert

or leave the country. Many
Jews, called converses,

converted to Christianity

publicly but continued to

practice Judaism in private.

Just as the converses

concealed their religious

identities, many gay and
lesbian Jews hide tlieir sexual

identities. Until recently

numerous gay and lesbian

Jews exiled themselves from
the Jewish community,
convinced that they were
unwanted or did not belong.

In Twice Blessed, over 25

authors share their personal

testimonies, essays and oral

histories on being gay or

lesbian and Jewish. The
essays suggest methods for

bringing gay and lesbian

experience to bear on family,

community life and Jewish

history and tradition. They
include a mother's story of

accepting her son's gay

identity, a lesbian rabbi's

painful reflections on her

still-closeted life and a

description of Jewish lesbian

parenting.

Barbara Motenko Stone
'73 with Mary Abbott
Hess, M.S., R.D. and
Anne Elise Hunt
Stone is a professional recipe

developer who lives in

Chicago.

A Healthy Head Start: A
Worry-free Guide to Feeding

Young Children

Henry Holt and Company

Wanting their children to

become good eaters is a

concern that all parents

share. As a comprehensive
resource with nutritional

guidelines, this book
provides parents practical

suggestions, real-life feeding

experiences and easy-to-

prepare recipes. The authors

discuss essential dietary

guidelines for the four basic

food groups and tough

nutritional choices like sugar

and sweeteners, fiber,

additives and fats and oils for

growing one- to five-year-

olds. Helpful advice on when
and where to offer snacks

and meals, how to determine

if children are eating enough
or too much, how to deal

with food jags and how to

teach children proper

mealtime behavior is also

shared. The book concludes

with over 200 recipes for

healthful, easy-to-prepare

meals such as "Popeye
Soup," "Undercover Poultry"

and "Lamb Choplets",

created to fit into busy
family schedules.

Allen Anderson
assistant professor of music,

delivered a lecture on his

music at the University of

Pittsburgh and was named a

fellow of the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation, 1991-92. He will

be working on two pieces.

Villa for solo guitar and
Palmetto for orchestra.

James R. Bensinger
professor of physics, was
named the principal

investigator for a research

and development grant

received jointly by Brandeis,

Harvard and Tufts

universities from the Texas
National Research

Laboratory Commission. The
commission funds work
related to the

Superconducting Super
Colhder (SSC), a high-energy

physics research facility now
under construction in Texas.

The grant is to develop a

system for tracking muons,
or "heavy" electrons, which
are a signature for other

fundamental particles

produced in proton collisions

in the SSC.

Martin Boykan
Irving Fine Professor of

Music, was honored by the

University of California on
his 60th birthday with a

concert featuring two works,

Trio and Piano Sonata no. 2,

and was invited to lecture on

his work. His Fantasy-

Sonata was accepted for

publication by C.F. Peters,

New York.

Seyom Brown
Wien Professor of

International Cooperation,

addressed the Canadian
National Defense College,

Kingston, Ontario, on
"Global Perspectives from the

United States."

Eric Chasalow
assistant professor of

composition, had
his Winding Up for horn
premiered by Bruno
Schneider of the Orchestre

de la Suisse Romande in

Lausanne, Switzerland.

Flutist Patricia Spencer of

the Da Capo Chamber
Players performed his

composition. Over the Edge,

for flute and electronic

sounds at recitals in

St. Louis and Minneapolis.

Sandra Dackow
performing artist-in-

residence, conducted the

Tennessee All-State

Orchestra as well as leading

student festival orchestras in

Hamilton, Ontario, Kansas,

Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Albany and Oklahoma City.

She is the recipient of a 1990
American Society of

Composers, Authors and
Publishers Award for her

arrangements for young
orchestras. In addition to

directing the Brandeis

University Symphony
Orchestra, she is music
director of the Ridgewood
Symphony Orchestra in

New Jersey.

Margot Fassler

assistant professor of music,

had her paper, "The Great

Entrance of the Bishop: The
Liturgical Context of the

Chartrian Introit Tropes,"

accepted for presentation at

the National Meeting of the

American Musicological

Society, Chicago.

Lawrence H. Fuchs
Meyer and Walter Jaffe

Professor in American
Civilization and Politics, has

assumed responsibility for

evaluating the Ford

Foundation's programs
dealing with immigration

and refugee matters in

relation to policy and
recommending a course of

action for the future. He also

served as a consultant and
referee for the Woodrow
Wilson Center for Scholars in

Washington, D.C,
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in the selection of its fellows

and he continues to serve on

the Governor's Commission
on Immigrants and Refugees

for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Ruth Gollan
adjunct associate professor of

Near Eastern and Judaic

studies and director, Hebrew
and Oriental language

programs, served on a team
appointed by the American
Council on Education to

establish academic credit

recommendations for foreign

language courses offered at

the Defense Language
Institute, Monterey.

Gila J. Hayim
associate professor of

sociology, was appointed to

the Research Committee on
the History of Sociology of

the International Sociological

Association. She also had her

essay on Hegel's critical

theory published as the

leading article in Philosophy
and Social Criticism, an

international

interdisciplinary quarterly.

Edward K. Kaplan
professor of French and
comparative literature and
research associate at the

Tauber Institute for the

Study of European Jewry, led

a discussion on "The
Prophetic Theology of

Abraham Joshua Heschel" at

a Tikkun conference held at

Boston University. He
presented two papers, "The
Gestation and Birth of

Baudelaire's Prose Poems" at

the Northeast Modem
Language Association

meeting and "Abraham
Joshua Heschel: Jewish Roots

in American Soil" at a

conference on "Jews in

America" sponsored by the

Hebrew Union College-

Jewish Institute of Religion

and the Joseph and Ceil

Mazer Institute for Research

and Advanced Study of

Judaica, Graduate Center of

the City University of New
York.

Karen Klein
associate professor of

English, had one of her

plexiglass books, Emerson,
chosen for the juried exliibit

Bookworks 1991 at the Brush
Gallery in Lowell,

Massachusetts.

Ann Olga Koioski-Ostrow
adjunct assistant professor of

classical studies, delivered

an invited lecture, "Between
the Earthquake and the

Eruption: Bathing m Ancient
Pompeii," in the

Archaeology Colloquia Series

of Montclair State College,

New Jersey.

Martin A. Levin
professor of politics and
director, Gordon Public

Policy Center, announced
that University of Chicago
sociologist William Julius

Wilson is this year's

recipient of the Burton
Gordon Feldman Award for

outstanding contributions in

public policy. According to

Levin, "Over the past decade

no one has done more to

illuminate the nature of

chronic poverty in the

United States than William

Julius Wilson." Levin also

published his commentary,
'Move Over, Policy Analysis;

It's Management That
Counts," written with M.
Bryna Sanger, in Governing,

a publication of

Congressional Quarterly Inc.

Lydian String Quartet
artists-in-residence, were
named "Artists of the Year,

1990" and their recording of

the Ives Quartets was named
"Best Chamber Music
Recording of 1990" by the

Boston Globe. They signed

an exclusive recording

contract with Harmonia
Mundi and their first disc

will include the quartets of

Puhtzer Prize winner John
Harbison. They also were

awarded a consortium
commissioning grant with
the Bang on a Can series in

New York for a new quartet.

The grant was from Chamber
Music America.

Michael Macy
assistant professor of

sociology, presented a paper,

"Cooperation without
Foresight: A Learning-

Theoretic Solution to

Iterated Prisoner's

Dilemma," at the national

meeting of the Public Choice
Society, New Orleans. He
also served as a discussant

for the session on historical

applications of rational

choice theory.

Robert L. Marshall
Louis, Frances and Jeffrey

Sachar Professor of Music,

presented a preconcert

lecture on the Celebrity

Series at Boston's Symphony
Hall.

Charles B. McClendon
associate professor of fine

arts, presented a lecture,

"The Character and
Contribution of Carolingian

Architecture," at the 26th

International Congress on
Medieval Studies, Western
Michigan University,

Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Rachel McCulloch
Rosen Family Professor of

Economics, delivered invited

lectures on United States

trade policy and United
States - Korea relations at the

Bank of Korea, Korea

Development Institute and
Korea Institute for

International Economic
Policy, Seoul. While in Seoul,

she also met with

government officials

responsible for formulating

and implementing Korea's

negotiating position in

current bilateral and
multilateral talks on trade

issues. In Kwangju, Pusan
and Taegu, she addressed

groups of business people,

journalists and university

faculty. Her trip was
sponsored by the American
Participants Program of the

United States Information

Agency.

Sarah Mead
artist-in-residence in music,

taught a duet workshop at

Brandeis sponsored by the

New England Chapter of the

Viola da Gamba Society of

America.

Robin Feuer Miller

associate professor of

Russian and comparative
literature, delivered lectures

drawn from her book in

progress, Dostoevsky:

Transformations and
Conversions, at the

University of California at

Berkeley, Stanford University

and the University of

California at Los Angeles.

Jessie Ann Owens
associate professor of music,

was awarded a National

Endowment for the

Humanities Fellowship for

1991-92 to complete a book
on compositional process in

Renaissance music.

Gila Ramras-Rauch
lecturer with rank of

associate professor in Near
Eastern and Judaic studies,

published her article, "A.B.

Yehoshua and the Sephardic

Experience," m World
Literature Today, a literary

quarterly of the University of

Oklahoma.

Shulamit Reinharz
associate professor of

sociology, was appointed

director of women's studies

for a three-year term. She

coedited a book. Looking at

Invisible Women: An
Exercise in Feminist

Pedagogy, University Press

of America, with EUen Stone,
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a graduate student. The book

is comprised of students'

papers from her course,

Women and Intellectual

Work. Students edited each

other's work, divided the

contributions into sections

and wrote prefatory material

to the sections. Oxford

University Press is also

publishing her latest book,

Social Research Methods,

Feminist Perspectives, a

study of methodological

controversies in feminist

research. She presented a

paper on the "Influence of

the Chicago School of

Sociology on the Formation

of the Brandeis Department
of Sociology" at a

symposium at the University

of Georgia on post-World

War n sociology.

Jonathan D. Sarna
Joseph H. and Belle R. Braun
Professor of American Jewish

History, published "Jewish

Identity in the Changing
World of American Religion"

in Jewish Identity in

America. His article on
recent writings in American
Jewish history appeared in

Modern Judaism's 10th-

anniversary special issue.

Susan Shevitz

adjunct assistant professor of

Jewish education, was
scholar-in-residence at the

annual study retreat for

school principals sponsored

by the Board of Jewish

Education of Metropolitan

Chicago, where she led

sessions on the culture of the

Jewish school.

Carmen Sirianni

associate professor of

sociology, coedited Working
Time in Transition: the

Political Economy of

Working Hours m Industrial

Nations, Temple University

Press, with Karl Hinrichs and
Wilham Roche. His book.

Workers Control and
Socialist Democracy: the

Soviet Experience, Verso,

was translated into Turkish.

He presented a paper,

'Democratic Theory and
Participation," to the

Political Theory Colloquium
of the Depanment of

Political Science at Yale

University and has been
cochairing the Labor and
Industry Study Group at the

Minda de Giinzburg Center

for European Studies at

Harvard University.

Ibrahim K. Sundiata
associate professor of African

and Afro-American Studies,

published Equatorial

Guinea: Colonialism. State

Terror and the Search for

Stability, Westview Press,

1990.

Kari Vilonen

associate professor of

mathematics, was awarded a

Centennial Research

Fellowship by the American
Mathematical Society. The
appointment carries a

stipend, expense allowance

and membership in the

society for one year.

Stephen J. Whitfield

Max Richter Professor of

American Civilization, spoke

on "The Cold War and Civil

Liberties" as part of a lecture

series on the history of the

Bill of Rights at the

University of South Florida.

Yehudi Wyner
professor of composition,

was invited by the Leningrad

Union of Composers to

attend and perform in a

concert of his works, teach

masterclasses and make
television presentations on
American music. He
performed as pianist at

Tanglewood Music Festival

and participated in American
Music Week in Berlin as

composer and performer in

three premieres: Dragon
Choruses, Passover Offering

and Dances of Atonement.
While he was composer-in-

residence at the American

Academy, Rome, his

composition, Changing
Time, commissioned by the

Da Capo Chamber Players

for their 20th-armiversary

concert, premiered at the

92nd Street "Y," New York
City; and his Trapunto
Junction for brass and
percussion, commissioned by
the Boston Symphony
Chamber Players, premiered

in Boston. He also recorded

John Harbison's November
18th. 1828 with members of

the Lydian String Quartet.

Harry Zohn
professor of German,
received the 1991 art prize of

the Wolfgang Altendorf

Cultural Foundation in

Germany. He spoke at an

associated symposium on
international education held

in his honor at Freudenstadt

on the German-Jewish
heritage at Brandeis. He
contributed to the St. James
Guide to Biography,

Bostonia, Modern Austrian

Literature, Immei ist Anfang
and the Helmut Amtzen
Festschrift.

Irving Kenneth Zola

Mortimer Gryzmish
Professor of Human
Relations, published his Leo
Reeder Award lecture,

"Bringing Our Bodies and
Ourselves Back In —
Reflections on Past, Present,

and Future Medical

Sociology," in fournal of

Health and Social Behavior.

The Leo G. Reeder Award for

Distinguished Service to

Medical Sociology is

sponsored by the Medical

Sociology Section of the

American Sociological

Association. His essay on the

work of Nancy Mairs,

"Toward Our Innermost

Parts," was pubhshed in

Kaleidoscope: International

Magazine of Literature. Fine

Arts and Disability and his

short story, "Is It All Right

To Be Sad?" has been
accepted in the Western
fournal of Medicine. His
home, which has been
renovated to create a barrier-

free environment for persons

with disabilities, was named
House of the Week in the

Boston Globe.

Staff

Albert S. Axelrad
Jewish chaplain, was
honored with a plaque for his

25 years of quality leadership

as Brandeis' Hillel director at

the banquet of the annual
International Conference of

Hillel Directors, Glen Cove,

New York. He also taught

Hebraica and Judaica in

Minsk, Byelorussia, and
lectured at the Jewish

community in Stockholm. In

celebration of his 25 years of

service at Brandeis, an album
entitled A Gentle Giant: 25

Years With Rabbi Albert S.

Axehad at Brandeis

University has been
published by the Brandeis

Hillel Advisory Council. The
album contains accolades

from colleagues, students,

alumni, staff and
congregants.
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Alumni

Commencement

On May 26, basking in the

sunshine of their success,

752 undergraduate and
188 graduate students,

families and guests joined

members of the Brandeis

Board of Trustees, facuhy,

alumni, administration, staff

and friends in this emotional
and jubilant rite of passage.

With the first strains of the

processional, the

University's 40th graduating

class, the pride of the

hundreds of spectators who
lined the slopes of the

Ullman Amphitheatre,
strode to their seats. It was
the largest graduating class

since the University's

founding in 1948.

Daniel Bell, a sociologist and
scholar-in-residence at the

American Academy of Arts

and Sciences, delivered the

keynote address. "Wisdom is

the tears of experience," he
told the audience, "the bridge

of experience and
imagination over time. It is

the listening heart, the

melancholy sigh, the

distillation of despair...."

Bell, an author, educator and
philosopher, was awarded a

Doctor of Humane Letters

degree.

Other honorary degree

recipients were Stuart

Altman, the Sol C. Chaikin
Professor of National Health
Policy and dean of The
Heller School, who served as

Interim President of Brandeis

this past academic year;

Milton Babbitt, composer,
educator and scholar and

currently the William
Shubael Professor Emeritus
at Princeton University, who
cofounded and is a member
of the Committee of

Direction of Columbia-
Princeton Electronic Music
Center and a faculty member
at The lulliard School; Harry
Belafonte, musician, actor,

producer and human rights

activist, who is a recipient of

the Dag Hammarskjold

Interim President Stuart

Altman being honored at

Commencement with a

Doctor of Humane Letters

Oluwatope Abimbola
Mabogunje '63. who
attended Brandeis as a Wien
Scholar, being hooded
by Provost and Dean of the

Faculty Robert Sekuler '60
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Author Maxine Hong
Kingston receives her hood

from Provost and
Dean of the Facuhy Robert

Sekuler '60

D. Jeremy Pressman
dehvers the senior address

Louis Perhuutter '56, chan uj

the Brandeis Board of

Trustees, expresses his good
wishes to the graduates

A nicni[)Li 111 lLl {_..,..... ..;

1991, Shen Tongwasa
student leader in the

Tiananmen 1989 uprising.

He is shown here with

his mother, Li Yi-Xian, who
travelled from China for

Commencement

Peace Medal and the Martin

Luther King, Jr. Peace Prize,-

Marvin Goldberger, a

theoretical physicist, who is

the director of the Institute

for Advanced Study in

Princeton, New Jersey, and

served from 1978-87 as

president of the California

Institute of Technology;

Maxine Hong Kingston, an

award-winning author

and professor of English at

the University of California

at Berkeley, who received

the National Book Critics

Circle Award for The
Woman Warrior: Memories

of a Girlhood Among Ghosts

and won the 1 98 1 National

Book Award for China Men-,

Wien Scholar Oluwatope
Abimbola Mabogunje '63,

chief of surgery at the King

Fahd Specialist Hospital in

Saudi Arabia; Philip Roth,

award-winning author who
received the Aga Khan Prize

for fiction and Guggenheim
and Rockefeller Fellowships;

and Michel Roux, president

and chief executive officer of

Patrice M. Some (left),

who received his Ph.D., and
Bernard M. Wasserstein,

acting dean of the

Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, lead the

graduate students in the

processional

Carillon Importers, Ltd., who
is known for his

philanthropy and marketing

skills.

The senior address was
delivered by D. Jeremy
Pressman, who exhorted his

classmates to improve
conditions for the

disadvantaged, and Harry

Belafonte led the audience in

singing his signature

"(Day- O) Banana Boat" song.

Interim President Stuart

Altman urged the graduates

to "Get involved. Stay

involved. Don't give up.

Society has given you a lot.

Now it is your turn to give

something back."
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Reunion

Brightly colored banners

fluttered along the peripheral

road and major walkways on
Reunion Weekend to greet

the nearly one thousand
returning alumni and their

families. For the first time, a

variety of academic offerings

enhanced traditional

activities. Alumni College
'91 was held on Friday,

attracting more than 100

alumni to lectures and
discussions of world

problems and featuring

Brandeis professors and
alumni experts who
addressed "Priorities for the

Planet." Honorary degree

recipient Oluwatope
Abimbola Mabogunje '63,

M.D. of Nigeria was keynote
speaker. The day culminated

in a lively panel discussion

on the ever-changing status

of Israel and the Middle East.

The Class of 1966
incorporated a "Humanities
and the Professions" literary

discussion session into its

weekend activities, providing

intellectual as well as social

components to Reunion.

A welcome back dinner on
Friday evening included a

standing rendition of the

Brandeis alma mater to

serenade guests Dr. and Mrs.

Abram Sachar. On Saturday,

class discussions occupied

the morning. The Ralph

Norman Emeritus Family
Barbecue, as always,

attracted the largest crowd to

campus. Classes held dinner

parties at nearby locations.

Several alumnae were
honored over the weekend at

Phi Beta Kappa and
Baccalaureate ceremonies.

Bathsheba Finkelstein

Freedman '61, Rachel

Finkelstein Ranis '56 and
Marilyn G. Rose '56 were
inducted into the Mu
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.

Rachel Ranis delivered the

Phi Beta Kappa address. At
Baccalaureate, Community
Sanctity of Life Awards were
presented to Grace Davidson
Radin '56 and Margot
O'Toole '73. Radin received

the award for her work with
the mentally retarded and as

head of a nonprofit

organization dedicated to the

development of affordable

housing for low and
moderate income families.

Rev. Leonard Copeland,

Catholic chaplain, presented

the award to O'Toole for her

courage and self-sacrifice

when she jeopardized her job

and career by acting as

"whistleblower" and standing

up for truth in academic
research in the well-

publicized data fraud case

dealing with the genetics of

the immune system.

The Friends of Brandeis

Athletics Breakfast honored
the undefeated women's
basketball team of 1956. The
coach, Anna Nichols, and
many team members were
present to recall their

championship court days.

Ruth Porter Bernstein '57

spoke of the team's

accomplishments. FOBA
President Maurice Stem
presented each of the

members with a framed team
photograph. He also

presented FOBA's
Distinguished Achievement
Award to Alumni Term
Trustee ludith Brecher

Borakove '58. Bill Orman '57

was inducted as the new
president of the Friends of

Brandeis Athletics. Following

Commencement, Milton B.

Wallack '60, chair of alumni
giving, presented Interim

President Stuart Altman
with a mock check for

$1,261,962.87, representing

the total reunion class gift as

of May 26.

Two Susans enjoy a reunion
chuckle
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Alumni choose sun or shade

for the Ralph Norman
Emeritus Family Barbecue

Michal Regunberg '72.

director of the Institute for

Democratic Communication
at Bostoii University,

addresses "Politics, the Press

and the Electoral Process" at

Alumni College '91

Professor of Economics
Barney Schwalberg Ikft) and

ven L. Burg, dean of the

- •ilege. discuss the "Soviet

Disunion " at Alumni
College '91

Subagb K.iiu Winkclswiii

Subagh Snigh Winkelstern
'66 and Richard H. Fertel '66

(left to right) renew old

friendships

Lawrence Wangh 'i

"Planned Planethood
panelist, at

Alumni College '91

Bonnet and boater protect

two generations from the

noonday sun
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The Loneliness of
the Long Distance
Producer

by Stanley M. Brooks '79

On January 2 I left Los
Angeles for Austin, Texas, to

begin the final stages of

preproduction on Another
Pair of Aces for CBS. It was
the fifth time I had left home
for an extended production
trip since starting out on my
own as an "Indie Prod" in

late 1988. Having been an
executive for the first seven
years of my career, I found
that leaving home was a

major adjustment for me and
my new wife back in 1988.

But like most things in life,

repeated trips made each
location journey easier.

But this trip was destined to

be different. For one, my wife

was four months pregnant

with our first child.

Secondly, our country was
poised for war in the Middle
East just eight days into our
schedule and my only sister

was eight and one-half

months pregnant, living in

Tel Aviv, Israel. Regardless

of how the filming turned

out, this would certainly be
one production I would never
forget. I have learned from
the past that being on
location creates feelings of

both excitement and fear.

The stimulation of a new
place, new people, new
challenges. The dread of

isolation, of wanting to share
experiences with loved ones
from whom you are

separated.

Another Pair of Aces is a

sequel to the highly

successful CBS movie-for-

television Pair of Aces,

which aired last January and
starred Willie Nelson and
Kris Kristofferson. Willie

portrayed a safecracking con-

man and Kris a Texas
Ranger. Nelson, Kristofferson

and Rip Tom were returning

from the original cast,

joining new love interest for

this movie Joan Severance
(from "Wiseguy" fame). The
shooting of Pair of Aces, the

first film for my new
company, Once Upon A
Time, had proven to be an
enormously rewarding and
pleasurable experience and I

was anxiously awaiting the

chance to repeat it.

We had lined up nearly the

same crew and were
planning on using several of

the same locations. As the

cast and crew began arriving

m the first few days of

January, the atmosphere was
more like a family reunion
than preproduction. Warm
hugs and smiles filled the

production offices as we
came together and prepared
for the first day of

photography on January 7.

A production unit on a

movie becomes your
surrogate family. You work
14-hour days eating,

laughing, fighting and
playing together for six days
in a row. As the producer, I

assumed the role of father.

My surrogate brothers

became Willie and Bud
Shrake, the cocreator of the

first film and the coexecutive
producer of this one. My
surrogate sisters became Joan
Severance and Annie
D'Angelo, the makeup artist,

and the rest of the crew were
my kids. The long hours and
separation from friends and
family quickly created these

makeshift bonds.

Filming began on schedule
on January 7 and the first

week was filled with the

usual problems and
challenges of location

filming. The axiom, "It never
rains in Austin in January,"

proved to be a fallacy. As we
watched, the heavens opened
up and showered us for 10
days straight. With the

combined help of writers

Rob Gilmer, Bud Shrake and
Gary Cartwright, we shifted

locations, rewrote scenes for

drier environs and fought

back against the elements.

We were buoyed through the

first weekend by the

excitement of the first

week's work. My wife came
for three days and my
feelings of isolation vanished
for the time. Most of the

crew went shopping,

attended a movie or just

stayed home and watched
football. No one was
thinking of the tough
schedule that lay ahead or

the January 15 war deadline

that would arrive on
Tuesday.

January 14 was the first day
of week two. The happy
family returned to its work,
its home away from home.
Willie and Kris departed

early to perform a special

inaugural concert for Texas
Govemor-elect Ann Richards
(who was escorted by none
other than our own Bud
Shrake). By now, politics

crept into the lunchtime
chatter, as fears of war in the

Middle East surfaced.

Kristofferson, a well-

respected peace activist and
former Rhodes scholar, began
to speak openly about his

displeasure with our
government's role and
responsibility in world
affairs.

l\iis Kristofferson (left) and
Willie Nelson staned
together in Another Pair of

Aces, the sequel to the

successful Pair of Aces

Stanley M. Brooks '79 is

founder and president of
Once Upon A Time, an
independent production
company for television

movies, pilots and feature

films. In addition to his B.A.

from Brandeis, he holds an
M.F.A. from the American
Film Institute Center for

Advanced Film Studies. He
is a member of the Board of
Governors of the Academy
of Television Arts and
Sciences and a lecturer at

the American Film Institute.

As the former president of
the Guber-Peters Television

Company, Brooks helped
some of the most prominent
television writers and
producers move into

features: most notably Barry
Morrow of Rain Man. which
was originally developed by
Brooks, who brought it to

Peter Guber and Jon Peters.

Brooks has won numerous
awards as a producer
including the Gold Special

fury Award from the
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January 15 came and went
without incident as many of

us attended several of the

inaugural balls for Governor
Richards after we finished

shooting for the day. As the

Middle East tensions rose,

the discussions on and off set

were centered on the

possibilities of war.

My wife flew home early on

the morning of January 16.

This was the day to shoot the

film's complicated action

finale, involving an intricate

party sequence with over 100

extras, followed by a chase

through the halls of the

hotel, housing the

headquarters of our villain.

The chase then is capped by

a daring stunt requiring a

jump onto the top of a

moving elevator from the

ninth-floor railing, a leaping

tackle from the top of the

elevator and a punch that

sends the villain through a

10-foot piece of plate glass.

Obviously, a challenging

undertaking for one day.

Although the party sequence

took much longer to shoot

than expected (always a

headache for a producer), we
launched into the chase and
stunt sequence. We
successfully accomplished

the elevator stunt and the

leaping tackle and were
preparing to end the long day

by sending a stuntman
through the giant plate glass.

I had been in the hotel lobby

discussing the camera angles

with director Bill Bixby. As I

sat lost in thought, one of the

character actors approached

me from the elevators. I

don't remember what I

expected him to say, but it

wasn't what I heard.

"We're at war. We just sent in

the planes." Short. Concise.

Overwhelming. This wasn't

scripted dialogue. It was real.

Hundreds of thoughts raced

through my head. Was my
sister safe' Did my wife's

plane arrive in Los Angeles'

Should I tell the director and
the crew? How would the

news impact the show? What
a quixotic and disturbing

jumble of reactions. What
was best for the show versus

what was important in the

real world. Art versus life.

What absurdity. Here I was
gaping at make-believe

violence while men were
facing war on the other side

of the globe.

As I looked up. Bill Bixby

was making the

announcement of war to the

crew. Everyone looked at

each other in disbelief. Our
makeshift family needed to

comfort itself, so those of us

not involved with the shoot

moved to an adjacent hotel

bar to watch the news. I ran

to a phone and called my
wife. She was fine. I called

my mother. She was out. I

tried reaching my sister: the

circuits were busy to Israel.

The bar was filling up
quickly with hotel guests

eager to see the news as

several crew members also

floated in. Joan Severance sat

at the bar nursing a beer

while I stood behind her.

Houston Film Festival and
the Golden Reel Award from
the Motion Pictures Sound
Editors. Once Upon A Time
has produced such made-for-

clevision movies as Pair of

Vces and its sequel, Another
Pair of Aces, starring WiUie
Nelson and Kris

Kristofferson, and Angel of

Death, starring fane

'^cymour and Greggory

Harrison, all for CBS. He
worked on his first feature

film. Rules of the Game,
starring Arye Gross and
Kevin Pollack, with two
fellow Brandeisians, feff

Silver '77, line producer, and
Caroline Baron '83,

coproducer. The movie will

be released to theaters in

early fall.

Brooks' relationship with

Silver started at Brandeis

when Silver, film chair of the

Brandeis Student Film
Committee, chose him as

the assistant chair. They
were responsible for running

all films on the Brandeis

campus. Today, they

produce feature films and
each owns his own
production company. Silver

is co-owner of Outlaw
Productions, which teamed
up v\rith Once Upon A Time
to make Rules of the Game.
Brooks met Baron, a

producer and production

manager at Outlaw, when
she worked as Silver's

production manager. Silver

and Baron have collaborated

on many of the same
projects including the ABC
series "The Wonder Years,"

for which Silver won an
Emmy award for producing,

and the motion pictures,

Shag, fohn Frankenheimer's
Fifty-two Pick Up and
Norman Mailer's Tough
Guys Don't Dance.
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glued to the screen. NBC was
on and we were watching

correspondent Arthur Kent

hve from Saudi Arabia. Wc
could hear incoming missiles

and watched a frightened

Kent don his gas mask and
hold his position, despite

urgings from Tom Brokaw to

run for cover. At the height

of this tense moment, the

transmission from Saudi

Arabia went dead. We all

gasped. A woman in the bar

screamed. Brokaw turned

white.

Joan turned around crying.

She had cousins stationetl in

the Gulf and she was
frightened for them and for

our country. I put my arms
around her: she needed the

comfort, but so did 1. 1 told

her about my fears for my
sister, as tears welled up in

my eyes. The set production

assistant tapped me on my
shoulder and told me I was
wanted on the set to settle

some complicated questions

that had arisen. Should we
serve a second meal? Should

we set up TVs for the crew to

watch while eating? Should

we care?

We should care, and we did.

The whole crew broke for an

unscheduled meal in front of

the five monitors we had
provided for everyone to

watch the news. The room
was very quiet as we each

tried to deal with the surreal

nature of these moments.

My beeper went off and I

read the number on the

lighted dial — my wife's

number at work. My heart

pounding with fear, I ran to a

pay phone and called. She

answered excitedly, "I've got

your sister on the phone and
I have your mom

conferenced in as well." We
all spoke at once, grateful to

be hearing Pam's voice. My
father got conferenced in too.

The wonders of technology

that allowed Los Angeles,

New York, Austin and Tel

Aviv to give each other a

global hug. My sister tried to

comfort us by explaining

how prepared they were for

an Iraqi attack. She and her

husband both possessed gas

masks and had sealed the

spare bedroom to use against

a possible gas attack. I wasn't

comforted, but it was a relief

to hear her voice and her

laugh.

At 11:00 pm, we finally

wrapped up production after

a very long day and went to

bed. I couldn't sleep. Instead

I flipped back and forth

between Peter Jennings and

CNN. I longed to be in my
own bed with my wife.

These are the hardest times

for a location producer, alone

with the relentless whirring

of the air conditioner in the

hotel room at bedtime. They
write country songs about

this kind of loneliness.

January 1 7 didn't present

such a tough schedule. A half

day's work finishing the

finale at the hotel and then

off to an abandoned
warehouse that we intended

to blow up in a giant fireball.

It was the third act ending, a

critical break for television

movies. The special effects

guys had been there for

several days and our two
stunt doubles for Willie and
Kris were preparing to crash

through a second-story

window just as the building

explodes.

I went up to my room to

gather my wet-weather gear.

I turned on Peter Jennings

the minute I entered the

room. When I heard the

ominous words "Israel has

been attacked," I sank to the

bed. The reports were just

coming in and nobody knew
if it was a chemical attack or

not. I flipped around the

stations frantically. Dan
Rather was speaking live to

the CBS Tel Aviv
correspondent who was
wearing a gas mask. He
knew nothing. I called my
wife, who conferenced in my
mother and then tried to

reach my sister.

Pam answered. She sounded
like an undersea character

from The Abyss, speaking to

us through her gas mask
from her sealed room. Her

voice trembled as she tried to

make light of the situation.

"I have to go to the bathroom,
but I can't leave this room!"
she laughed as she and her

husband huddled in the

comer, listening to reports

from Israeli radio. We were
getting better reports from
CNN. We told her what we
knew, editing out the

frightening speculation of a

chemical attack. Finally,

everywhere but Tel Aviv
received the "all clear" to

emerge from the sealed

rooms. We stayed on the

phone with her, laughing and
joking, trying to convince
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In Tel Aviv, an elderly

^||k woman sits on the rains of

her house, which was
destroyed in an Iraqi Scud
dttack

ourselves that this wasn't

the worst thing wc had ever

lived through.

It was as if I had two minds,-

one was staying intensely

focused on being strong and
keeping Pam calm and the

other was watching all of

this from a distance, failing

to believe that this horror

was really happening— that

this wasn't just a remake of

Fail Safe or the drama
version of Dr. Strangelove.

Do people in the shoe

business, for example, see

life as good and bad remakes
of films, or is it just me?
How could I be entertaining

both these thoughts so

intensely and
simultaneously' Over the

phone, we could hear the all-

clear siren scream in the

distance. We sighed

collectively and said

goodbye.

When I arrived at the

warehouse set around
7:00 pm, Annie D'Angelo
came over and gave

me a big hug. No words,

t .m. im.--'^f^'-
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just comfort. Everyone on
the crew by now knew about

my sister and that Israel had
been bombed. They all

wanted to know it I had
spoken to her and if she was
okay.

The war personally had
touched our movie and the

crew all felt it. They sensed

that their "dad" was in pain.

In other circumstances, I

might have felt my privacy

invaded. But alone in a wet
JVIarch, beside a bleak

warehouse outside of Austin,

thousands of miles from my
wife, mother and sister, I

appreciated having someone
care. We were supposed to

shoot a stunt and explosion

at night, but the heavens

opened up in a torrential

downpour so we stopped

early and left the remaiiung

work for the next night.

I slept very little during the

night, leaving the lights and
television on as a companion
against the solitude.

Periodically I would wake up
and scan "Headline News"
for any new developments.

Hearing the same stories

soothed me.

The next day at nightfall as

preparations were being

made for the stuntwork, all

was calm in Israel. The
filming was going along

effortlessly, while the war
had been woven into the

fabric of daily life. Somehow,
the intense work
monopolized my mind,
while my anxieties remained
filed away until I became too

weary to keep them locked

up. Everything seemed
normal until certain quiet

moments; in the shower,

waking up in the morning,
riding back in the van at

night, when the dread would

Caroline Baron '83 (left) and
Jeff Silver '77 have worked
tofiether and with Brooks on
various productions

push through the cracks of

denial and I would remember
how frightened I was. How
alone I felt.

On the set, everyone cheered

the larger-than-life stunt

guys who performed
perfectly. As we began
preparing for the big

explosion of the warehouse,

one of the real Texas
Rangers, Captain Maurice
Cook, who served as a

technical advisor for the

film, asked if I had heard tl

Israel got bombed again. M
heart sank. I ran to Willie's

bus (the famed Honeysuckle
Rose) where the television

was blaring. Israel had,

indeed, been bombed again

but this attack did involve

casualties. No more news
than that. I called my
mother. Like me, she had
gone to bed watching CNN,
and figuring everything was
fine, fallen asleep. From a

pay phone I dialed Pam's
number in Israel. Busy
circuits. I tried again. And
again. And again. Like a

machine, I redialed and
redialed. I got through.

She was okay. She even
seemed more calm than the

last night. She said, "We are

getting used to it." Getting

used to hearing the

imminent sounds of their

potential fate. She, once
again, wore her gas mask. I

could hear the screech of

ambulances and the warning
sirens in the background.

How could this really be

happening? Our talk was
briefer this time. We had
somehow found a shorthand

for solace. The all-clear siren

came on so she slipped off

her gas mask and I went back
to work.

On the set, a couple of

members of the special

effects team, munitions
experts who had seen action

in Vietnam, were planting

real-life explosives for make-
believe events. Normally, I

--nT

enjoy the special effects and
stunts as much as any part of

the filmmaking process. As
Orson Welles said, "Making
movies is the finest set of

electric trains a kid could
ever have." But on this cold

night, I had a foreboding as I

watched this enormous
fireball explode into the

black sky. The sound of the

explosion buried itself deep

in my soul and replicated the

boom of the exploding

missiles in Tel Aviv.

Halfway around the world
my only sibling was
witnessing a similar sight.

Only her explosions were not

make-believe.

The second production week
ended mercifully without

further anxiety. Saturday's

work went smoothly and we
all collapsed into Sunday. I

found refuge at Bud Shrake's

house watching football and
discussing politics, music,

satellite TV and anything

else that wasn't about our

movie. Bud's big Texas smile

and frame complement his

boundless compassion and
wisdom. Since making the

first Pair of Aces together,

Bud and I continually move

back and forth between a

father/son and good friend

relationship. Another one of

the ambiguities of location

families.

The movie finished on time
and on budget, despite the

rain, despite the rewrites,

despite the war. The
impromptu family members
bid farewell to each other

with a rousing "wrap party"

that included the Super

Bowl, visits from the real

Texas Rangers, a surprise

hour of music from Willie

and his band and an
astonishing visit from
Governor Ann Richards.

Emotions ran high. It's

always tough to say goodbye
to family.

As the father of this

makeshift brood, it was
especially difficult for me to

say goodbye. This clan had
softened the emotional roller

coaster ride of the last few
weeks. Together we made a

great film and supported each

other through a very tough
time. Now we would all

leave this world of make-
believe and return to our

own real worlds, but we
would never forget this short

period of our hves.

To Bud, Willie, Annie and
Joan and the rest of my
Another Pair of Aces family:

I miss you. Write if you get

work. I love you. Dad.
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Association
Nominations
Sougiit

Class Notes

The Nominating Committee
of the Brandeis University

Alumni Association seeks

nominations for the

position of member-at-large

for the 1992 ballot. Four

members-at-large will be

elected to three-year terms.

Nominations may be sent

to the attention of

nominating committee chair,

Charles S. Eisenberg '70,

c/o the Office of

Development and Alumni
Relations, Brandeis

University, P.O. Box 9110,

Waltham, MA 02254-91 10.

Deadline for member-
at-large nominations is

September 15, 1991.

Alumni Auditor
Program
Continues

Alumni interested in

auditing most regularly

scheduled undergraduate

courses at Brandeis this fall

may call or write the Office

of Alumni Relations,

Brandeis University,

P.O. Box 9110, Waltham,
MA 02254-91 10, Telephone:

617-736-4100, for a course

list, available in mid-July,

and registration materials.

Auditors are expected to do
the readings and are allowed

to participate in class

discussions but will not be

required to hand in papers.

No evaluations, grades or

continuing education units

will be granted under this

unrecorded audit program.

A $50 registration fee per

class, per semester is charged

to cover administrative

costs. Full library privileges

are available for dues-paying

members of the Alumni
Association.

Due to lead time for production of

the quarterly Brandeis Review,

some class notes may not appear

for as long as six months after

submission. Thank you for your

patience in awaiting their

publication.

'52
Phylis Levins Acker, Class

Correspondent, 205 Event Avenue,

Hewlitt, NY 11557

Helen (Penny) Peirez Abrams says

of her recent move from St.

Thomas to the gulf coast of

Florida, "It's never too late to start

something new. Like growing

plants, we all have to be repotted

from time to time." She has

published some short pieces of

fiction and is seeking a publisher

for her illustrated children's book

on tropical flora and fauna, The

Calabash Tales. Stanley F. Chyet

IS professor of American )ewish

history and director of the Edgar F.

Magnin School of Graduate

Studies at Hebrew Union College's

Jewish Institute of Religion in Los

Angeles. A poet, he has also

written and edited many books,

contributed to several reference

volumes and translated poetry

from Hebrew. Joyce Posner

Fishman has left Marshfield, MA,
where she has lived "on the farm"

for almost 40 years and now lives

in Hypoluxo, FL. She and Syd now
have more time for playing tennis,

swimming, biking, reading and

enjoying time with the

grandchildren, who are, she says,

"the center of the universe." Carol

Radovsky Green works for GTE
Laboratories in Waltham, MA, and

loves her job. Carol says her

children, Kenny and Vicki, live

nearby and give her much joy.

Eileen Dorfman Kessler works

with a property management
company that manages
condominium complexes and
handles sales and rentals of

individual units. Since her

husband's passing nine years ago,

her family of four children, their

spouses and 1 1 grandchildren (ages

1-9) have given her untold

pleasure. Max J. Perlitsh was

graduated from Tufts University

Dental School in 1956; was U.S.

Navy dental officer in Antarctica;

married Hilda, a social

psychologist; has two grown
daughters, Rachel and Suzanne;

and cannot believe that the 40

years have gone by so last. He
looks forward to meeting "old"

friends at Reunion. Evelyn Singer

Simha is executive director of the

new Dibner Institute for the

History of Science and

Technology/Burndy Library, a

research institute and library made
up of a consortium of MIT,
Harvard, Brandeis, Boston

University and the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Located at MIT, the institute

should be in full swing in 1992.

'53
Norman H. Diamond, Class

Correspondent, 240 Kendrick

Street, Newton, MA 02158

Norman H. Diamond, assistant

professor of orthodontics, was
recently honored for 25 years of

teaching at the Tufts University

School of Dental Medicine,

Postgraduate Department of

Orthodontics Joan Hamerman
Robbins returned to campus in

March and spoke to a group about

her recent book, Knowing Herself:

Women Tell Their Stories in

Psychotherapy, as part of Women's
Month activities. She wrote the

book in part, she says, to describe

therapy as an experience, bring it

out of the closet and allow women
to ask for help.

'54
Miriam Feingold d'Amato, Class

Correspondent, 62 Floyd Street,

Winthrop, MA 02152

^AK

Arnold Razin remembers reading

Benny Freidman's scrapbook and

collecting tickets at the 1950

Harvard-Yale game while working

at Buildings and Grounds.

Recently retired from the U.S. Post

Office, he studies astronomy.

'55
Judith PauU Aronson, Class

Correspondent, 767 South Windsor

Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90005

Natalie Kantor Warshawer began

her career in art when her

youngest daughter entered school.

She paints in acrylics on paper and

canvas and does hand-colored and

aquatint etchings of familiar places

in the Boston area. In April she

was part of a two-person art show
entitled "Places and Spaces" at the

Depot Square Gallery, a

cooperative gallery in Lexington,

Richard Wernick

MA, of which she is a founding

member. Richard Wernick,

renowned composer of solo,

chamber and orchestral works, as

well as vocal, choral and band

compositions, had the world

premiere of his String Quartet No.

4 performed by the Emerson String

Quartet m April at the

Philadelphia Chamber Music

Society, which commissioned the

work. His works have been

performed by the Philadelphia

Orchestra, the National Symphony
Orchestra and the Los Angeles

Philharmonic among many others.

In addition to a Pulitzer Prize in

music, Wemick has been honored

with awards by the Ford

Foundation, Guggenheim
Foundation, National Institute of

Arts and Letters and the National

Endowment for the Arts and

commissions from many other

music foundations. He serves as

consultant for contemporary

music to Riccardo Muti and the

Philadelphia Orchestra and is the

Irving Fine Professor of Music at

the University of Pennsylvania.

'56
Leona Feldman Curhan, Class

Correspondent, 6 Tide Winds
Terrace, Marblehead, MA 01453

Donald Gropman read from his

new narrative work-in-progress,

"The Train Station," at the Medford

Public Library, Medford, MA, in

February at the preview of "In

Search of the Lost Ohiect," his

wife's, Gabrielle Rossmer '59, art

installation which explores the

fate of one German Jewish family

in Nazi Germany. He has

published several books, including

Say It Ain't So, joe and The First

Step: A Guide to the New Jewish

Spirit. His literary work has

appeared in The Best American
Short Stories, The Best of Yankee
Magazine 2 938- i 988 and other

prize anthologies. Myrna Milgram
Weissman, professor of

epidemiology in psychiatry and

director of the Department of
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Myrna Milgnini Weissman

Clinical and Genetic Epidemiology
at the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Columbia University,

received the Anne Pollock Lederer

Foundation for the Study of

Depression in Young Adults

Research Award and the NARSAD
Senior Investigator Award- Last

year she and her husband, Dr.

Gerald Klerman, received the

Research Award of the American
Suicide Foundation. She also

received an NIMH Merit Award
for her genetic studies and was
elected an honorary fellow of the

American Psychiatric Association.

'57
Carole Wolfe Berman, Class

Correspondent, 5 Heritage Lane,

Lynnfield, MA, 01946

Still living the good life in

Lynnfield, MA, I'm an instructor

in geography at Daniel Webster
College and continue working in

the travel industry. Love being a

grandma to year-old Chet.

Delighted with the response from
our classmates- Keep those cards

coming. See you at Reunion next

May.

Charles Affron coproduced a

videocassette version of the 1913

epic Italian film Cabina with

Mirella Affron and Kino
International Marsha Finkle

Becker reports that her oldest

daughter, Bonnie '80, received her

doctorate in clinical psychology

and her youngest daughter, Ruth,

married an Israeli and lives in

Netanya, Israel. Cynthia Rich

Berland was promoted from
director of adult education to

director of special events and
membership for the Heller lewish

Community Center in Chicago, IL.

Vivian Meltz Bregman reports the

marriage of her daughter, Sharon.

Dick Cooper is president of Sentry

Property Management Corporation
in Boston and looks forward to the

35th Reunion. He reports he feels

35 and acts 14; he loves it! Janet

Cohen David was interviewed

about familial and cultural aspects

of anorexia and bulimia on

"French Toast for Breakfast," a

radio program on WNWK 105.9 in

New York. In May she gave a

workshop about "Eating Disorders

m the High School and College

Age Population" at the American
Anorexia Bulimia Association in

New York, She also presented a

paper at the Inter-American

Congress of Psychology in Costa

Rica about "Eating Disorders: A
Bicultural Perspective." Jerry N.

Friedland has been practicing law

for many years with the firm

Friedland and Diamond in

Roseland, NJ. He and his wife,

Roz, have two boys, Bernard, 10,

and Alex, 4. Based upon the

children's ages, Jerry says, he

anticipates retiring in the year

2020! He and his family reside in

South Orange, N|, where he still

plays a decent game of tennis. He
maintains a close and personal

relationship with Stephen R.

Steinberg David Graubard gave up
his clinical practice of orthopedic

surgery in October 1988 and says

that it feels rather nice not to have
to go out at the wee hours of the

moming any longer. He looks

forward to the next big reunion.

Paulina Smith Green received her

M.B.A. in 1985 at Northwestern
University and currently works as

a financial analyst for Shawmut
Bank. She and her husband, Ted,

have five daughters. Sandra Malkin
Greenberg says she has become a

grandmother for the first time! She
reports that she also visited former
roommate. Rose Sherwindt
Weinberg, in Jerusalem. Incredibly,

when the missiles of the Gulf
attack first landed in Israel, they

were roommates once more, this

time in a sealed room, wearing gas

masks and tuned to the radio.

James F. Hooks is chief

psychologist at Nottoway
Correctional Center in Burkeville,

VA, and celebrated his 25th
wedding anniversary. David L.

Kline is still a rabbi in the deep
South, teaching the Bible at

Northeast Louisiana University.

His son and daughter are both in

college. Diana Kurz had a solo

show of her paintings at the

Thomas Center Gallery in

Gainesville, FL. Last summer
some of her paintings were
exhibited m a group show at the

USSR Artist Union Gallery in

Moscow. Rita Roth Levine was
appointed chief planning and
development officer of the

Community Renewal Team of

Greater Hartford, Inc., a S20
million community action agency.

Diane Colb Lindner has become a

first-time grandmother this spring.

She also works hard in her private

therapy practice and provides staff

development programs for agencies

and hospitals on the diagnosis and
treatment of multiple personality

and other dissociative disorders.

Vicki Schildkraut Mazel is office

manager for her husband, Alan,

who is an orthodontist in

Manhattan and Great Neck, NY,
She reports that two grandchildren

are on the way. Frances Morrill-

Schlitt had a midlife career change
at 45 by becoming a mom to son,

David, nine years ago. Now,
besides making school lunches and
carpools, she continues doing
clinical social work, consultation

and some teaching. She says that

she, her husband, Jacob, and David
remam busy, healthy and content.

Gayle Rubinstein Posner (now
GoldbergI married Ed Goldberg in

1982 and a year later went into her

own law practice, specializing in

civil appeals. She and Ed took a

six-month "See America" trip last

year, travelling by car and staying

in B&.B's. "Fantastic!" she says.

Ann Wertheimer Rich reports that

soon only she and her husband,
Don, will be at home when her

second son goes away to college

next year. Her family, work, home
and community activities occupy
her time Elsa Brisk Silverman is a

librarian for the federal

government and has been living m
Bethesda, MD, for 15 years. She
has three children, two boys in

college and a daughter, 13, who
will begin high school next year.

She says it would be nice to

believe her daughter keeps her

young, but her daughter, on the

other hand, feels she has very old

parents! Leo J. Surette is a

subcontract specialist for the

Raytheon Company in

Massachusetts, where he and his

wife, Joanna, live with their

children, Stanley and Ainanda.
Audrey Astrin Tell and David Tell

became grandparents to Andrew m
July 1990 and are awaiting the

birth of their second grandchild.

"It's the greatest," Audrey says. He
is practicing law in Manhasset,

NY, while she is teachmg first

grade at a neighborhood school.

'58
Barbara Zemboch Presseisen has

coauthored a new book, Learning,

and Thinking Styles: Classroom
Interaction, which suggests

answers to basic questions

concerning school reform. She is

director of national networking at

Research for Better Schools, an
educational laboratory in

Philadelphia. Her major
responsibilities involve

coordinating collaborative projects

among several federal laboratories

and related organizations and
developing school improvement
materials and staff development
programs in the areas of critical

thinking and higher order skills.

Barbarii Zemboch Presseisen

'59
Sunny Sunshine Brownrout, Class

Correspondent, 87 Old Hill Road,

Westport, CT 06880

Gabrielle Rossmer Gropman
exhibited a preview of her

sculpture work, "In Search Of The
Lost Object," an art mstallation

that explores the fate of one
German Jewish family in Nazi
Germany, at the Medford Public

Library in February. She, her

husband, Donald Gropman '56,

and filmmaker Luther Price

collaborated on the project. The
complete version of this

installation will premiere in the

Art Museum of Bamberg,

Germany, in November and will

also be shown at the Cathedral of

St. John the Divine in New York
City next year. She has exhibited

her work at Harvard University

and the Berkshire Museum and has

had one-person shows at several

galleries. Her awards include two
artist-in-residence grants from the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts

and Humanities. Simon A.

Sargon's Symphony No.l.

Holocaust was premiered in the

spring by the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra and represents his

artistic response to the destruction

of Europe's Jews during World War
II. His work is written for a large

orchestra, male chorus and
baritone soloist. An associate

professor of music at Southern

Methodist University, he is also

music director of Temple Emanu-
El m Dallas. His concerto for horn
and orchestra, Questwgs. was
premiered at the International

Horn Symposium, University of

North Texas and he is presently at

work on an opera, Saul King of

Israel, commissioned by the

Meadows Foundation, Dallas. He
also was one of the featured

composers at the Rockport
Chamber Music Festival and was
commissioned to write a new
work to celebrate the 10th

anniversary of the festival in June.
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'61 '66

luditb A. Tiaub

[udith Leavitt Schatz, Class

Correspondent, 139 Cumberland
Road, Leominster, MA 01453

Judith A. Traub was elected state

senator of Mmnesota last

November. She says it was an

unexpected victory as she is a

Democrat in one of the most
Republican districts in the state as

well as a political newcomer. She

loves her new position.

'62
Ann Leder Sharon, Class

Correspondent 13890 Ravenwood
Driver, Saratoga, CA 95070

Stanley B. Bernstein, formerly

United States bankruptcy judge for

the Eastern District of Michigan,

has joined the Boston law firm of

Foley, Hoag & Eliot as a partner.

He is concentrating his practice in

the area of bankruptcy,

reorganizations and workouts. A
frequent lecturer and author on
bankruptcy matters, he has been

an adjunct professor at Wayne
State University Law School.

'63
Miriam (Mimi) Osier Hyman,
Class Correspondent, Robinson,

Silverman, Pearce, Aronsohn &
Berman, 1290 Avenue of the

Americas, New York, NY 10104

Miriam Osier Hyman has recently

returned from Sao Paolo and Rio

de Janeiro, where she met with
many bankers and businessmen;

her firm, Rokinson, Silverman,

Pearce, Aronsohn <lk Berman,
represents their interests.

'64
Rochellc A. Wolfe, Class

Correspondent, 113 Naudain
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19477

Michael D. Bender has been
promoted to clinical professor of

medicine and family and
community medicine at the

University of California's School

of Medicine in San Francisco.

Barbara Benjamin Pepper, Class

Correspondent, 305 Clayton Road,

Scarsdale, NY 10583

Ruth H. Jacobs (M.A., Ph.D. '69|

has published her sixth book. Be
An Outrageous Womun - A RASP.
A Remarkable. Aging. Smart
Person, about how an older woman
can discover a sense of belonging,

how she can fill her days with

(riends and how she may find love

in a world that discourages

community among older women.

'67
Hermine Stem Leiderman, Class

Correspondent, 2896 Twin Oaks
Drive, Highland Park, IL 60035

Stephen Z. Bendicb is a

psychologist in private practice

and a therapeutic preschool for

inner-city children in New York
City. He teaches part-time at New
York University. He says he would
like to hear from old friends by
mail or phone. Diane Lowe
Bernbaum has been living in

Berkeley, CA, with her husband,

Edwin, and her two sons for the

past 10 years. She runs Midresha,

an intercongrcgational Hebrew
high school and hopes to arrange

next year's schedule so that its

graduation does not conflict with

the reunion. Melissa Roth Bloch
still lives in Nashville, TN, with

her husband, Frank S. Bloch '66,

and their two daughters. Eric M.
Epstein realized after rereading the

paragraph for the 1987 Reunion
that not much has changed since

then. He is still an attorney in the

same law firm and a husband and
father to the same woman and
children. However, he does realize

that he has made an effort to focus

more on relationships than

business. He and his family have
added a chocolate Labrador puppy,

who IS slowly destroying the house
by eating everything in sight.

Michael L. Friedmann has been
teaching music theory and
musicianship at Yale University's

School and Department of Music
since 1983. Last fall he was
Valentine Visiting Professor at

Amherst College and his book. Ear
Traming for 20th-century Music,

was released by the Yale Press. He,

his wife, Deborah, and their son.

Ell, live in New Haven, CT. Neil

H. Golder has been residing in

Ithaca, NY, since 1968 and living

in a cooperative household since

1972. He works as an advocate for

prisoners at Prisoner's Legal

Services of New York and serves

on Ithaca's Common Council as

alderperson. He reports that he

spent time in jail four years ago for

protesting against U.S. policies

regarding Nicaragua Steven M.
Goldstein has been promoted to

full professor at Florida State

University College of Law,

Tallahassee. He is also special

counsel to the Volunteer Lawyers
Resource Center of Florida that

provides pro bono support and
counsel to death-sentenced

individuals in collateral

postconviction proceedings. His
most recent law articles include

"Expediting the judicial Review
Process in Capital Cases: An
Examination of Recent Proposals"

(19901 and "Chipping Away at the

Great Writ: Will Death-Sentenced
Individuals Be Able To Utilize

Change of Law Decisions" |1991).

Ellen Gould has finished writing a

three-character, one-woman show
called Bubbe Meises, which she

performed in New York City. Her
upcoming concerts include an
evening of klezmer & lazz with
Dick Hyman and George Feigman,

also in New York City. Warren H.
Handel is living in suburban St.

Louis, MO, and teaching at

Southern Illinois University across

the river in Edwardsville, IL. He
has been a single parent for nine

years and feels less "mommy-
tracked" and closer to full career

activity in writing. To his relief he

finds that there is an attention

span after children. Fred M.
Hayward says contrary to

expectations and reputation he is

capable of long-term commitment
and successful relationships: he

celebrated his ninth anniversary

with Killer, his rabbit. He is still

raising consciousness about

sexism, doing about 100 broadcast

interviews, speaking at

universities and conferences

around the country and writing for

large and small publications. Larry

A. Hirschhorn is a partner in a

management consulting firm

specializing in issues of strategic

planning, organizational

development and technological

change. He says he loves his work
because he gets to experience

changes in many sectors of the

economy and works closely with

managers and workers in different

settings. He recently published a

book on psychodynamics of

organizational life. The Workplace
Within. Anne Reilly Hort and

Robert U. Hort have two of their

three children, Benjamin and

Daniel, enrolled at Brandeis.

Robert lectured at the Wharton
School and addressed a graduate

entrepreneurial class on "Skating

to Where The Puck Will Be." Elise

B. Jackendoff celebrated her 1 5th

anniversary with husband, Ray,

and 15 years with the |ackendoff

Duo with a concert of inostly

American works for clarinet and
piano at the Longy School of

Music in Cambridge, MA. She
coaches chamber music and
teaches sight-reading and piano at

Longy, where she performs

frequently. Susan Schulak Katcher

earned a j.D. at the University of

Wisconsin Law School and became
assistant director of the East Asian
Legal Studies Center at the

University of Wisconsin Law
School. Among other

responsibilities, she teaches legal

research and writing for foreign

students. Her children "are

enduring their respective

adolescent years fairly OK," she

says. Jay Lichman has been in the

practice of radiology for the past 15

years in Newport Beach, CA,
where he lives with his wife,

Barbara Shenson Lichman, and
their three children. Howard V.

Lifshitz has been living in Buffalo

Grove, IL, with his wife, Gail, and
two daughters for the past 10

years. He reports that he loves the

community and finds his work as a

rabbi at Congregation Beth |udea

most rewarding. Jonathan J.

Margolis has moved back to

Boston after more than a three-

year sojourn in New York, He is

trying to retire from the practice of

law and is working to finish a

novel. He also has withdrawn from
a career as a theatrical producer,

but if there is a terrific script

anywhere, he says please send it

along Deborah Dash Moore
teaches at Vassar College, edits a

series on the Modem Jewish

Experience at Indiana University

Press and the YIVO Annual, gives

papers at professional conferences

and writes articles for publication

"so she won't perish." MacDonald
S. Moore completed a Ph.D.,

published a book, Yankee Blues:

Musical Culture et) American
Identity, and is building a

business: New York Digital

Recording, Inc. The company
specializes in providing high

quality recordings for the classical

music business but also includes

some jazz and occasional pop
mixes. In the last year he has

turned his interests to film and
video, exploring ideas for audio-

for-film Yona Nelson-Shulman
says that she has nothing dramatic

to report except that she still has

not attained the overly ambitious
goals of her youth by middle age.

She lives in New Jersey with her

husband. Herb, and two daughters.

Jeffrey W. Rubman practices

medicine in Burlington, VT, and is

associate professor at the

University of Vermont Medical

School. One of his four children,

Amy, will be graduating from
Brandeis in 1992. He is the owner/
CEO of Appletree Bay Medical
Center, a mortage service/

brokerage company and real estate

company that manages several

complexes. In his spare time,

Jeffrey coaches a select youth
soccer team and competes in a city
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News Notes

'68

what have you heen doing

lately? Let the alumni office

know. Wc invite you to

submit articles, photos (black

and white photos are preferred)

and news that would be of

interest to your fellow

classmates to:

Office of Alumni Relations

Brandeis University

P.O. Box 9110
Waltham, MA 02254-9110

Name

Brandeis Degree & Class Year

Address

Phone
Home Work

Please check here if address is

different from mailing label.

If you know of any alumni
who are not receiving the

Brandeis Review, please let

us know.

Name

Class

Address

Phone
Home Work

Due to space limitations, we
usually are unable to print lists

of classmates who attend each

other's weddings or other

functions. News of

engagements, marriages and
births are included in separate

listings by class.

league basketball team. Michael H.

Segal IS a government, public

affairs and political campaign
consultant. From 1976 to 1988 he

was a political columnist, editor

and publisher in Massachusetts. In

1987 he coauthored the

unauthorized biography, Dukakis:

The Man Who Would Be
President. Anne Balsam Terry still

lives in Taunton, MA. Chava
Weissler, a tenured associate

professor of religion studies at

Lehigh University, was appointed

the Philip and Muriel Berman
Chair of Jewish Civilization.

Steinat Westin was appointed

professor of community medicine

at the Department of Community
Medicine and General Practice at

the University of Trondheim,
Norway. His doctoral thesis was
entitled, "Unemployment and
Health: Medical and Social

Consequences of a Factory Closure

in a Ten-Year Controlled Follow-

up Study. A Study from General

Practice. " Marilyn (Merri) Lishnoff

Wind lives in Bethesda, MD, with

husband, Gary, and their two
children. She is the director of the

Division of Poison Prevention and
Scientific Coordination at the

Consumer Product Safety

Commission. In lune 1990, she

completed two years as president

of her synagogue and in December
she was installed as the first

woman president-elect of Seaboard

Region of United Synagogue of

America. Through her

involvement with United
Synagogue of America and the

Board of lewish Education of

Greater Washington, she has been

in contact with many classmates
— an added bonus to her

involvement in the lewish

community Phyllis Rebell

Yaverbaum has completed a

master's degree in health advocacy

and works as a patient

representative at Memorial Sloan-

Kettering, a cancer center in New
York. Robert J. Zweben reports

that life for him is fine. In April

1990 he was elected to a fourth

term as city attorney, a part-time

position. He swims to stay in

shape. He says that internally he

"struggles to create a balance

between needs for emotional

security and desire for

independence. Some call it a

midlife crisis " ludy Zwerdling

Zwelling has taught and performed

as a member of the piano faculty at

the College of William and Mary,

Williamsburg, VA, where she and
her husband, Shomer, and their

three daughters live. She

cofounded a grassroots action

group. Citizen Action for a Safe

Environment. Its special focus has

been the on-going safety hazards of

the Surry Nuclear Power Plant, as

well as issues of pesticide sprayuig

and air pollution. She says she

would love to hear from friends.

Roger S. Gottlieb (Ph.D. '75| was
promoted to professor of

philosophy at Worcester

Polytechnic Institute in Worcester,

MA. He is a prolific writer of

books and articles that reflect his

wide-ranging teaching and research

interests in social and political

philosophy, Marxism,
existentialism, the philosophical

implications of the Holocaust and
Oriental, feminist and religious

philosophy. Ronald Kronish is

director of the Israel office of the

American Jewish Committee [AJCl

in Jerusalem. He writes a weekly
"Memo from Jerusalem" entitled

Insight Israel, which is sent to AJC
chapters in 30 cities each week.

'70
Carol Stein-Shulman, Class

Correspondent, 7 Stonehenge,

Great Neck, NY 1 1 023

Paul Fleishet has published two
books: Looking Inside, a picture-

book journey into the inner

workings of many familiar objects

such as a clock, a frozen yogurt

machine and an electric iron; and

Tanglers: Cooperative Problem-

Solving Puzzles, a collection of

puzzles designed for classroom

use. He teaches gifted students at

Binford Middle School in

Richmond, VA. His other books
are Secrets of the Universe,

Understanding the Vocabulary of

the Nuclear Arms Race and Write

Now.' He also has designed and
written several packages of

educational computer software.

Tina Wolk is assistant to the

director. Southern Environmental
Law Center, Charlottesville, VA.

'71
Mark L. Kaufman, Class

Correspondent, 28 Devens Road,

Swampscott, MA 01907-2014

Cafer T. Barkus, supervisor of the

teacher training program at

Perkins School for the Blind in

Watertown, MA, and Robert A.

Levin '72 are members of the

reading committee for a basic

skills test that the Educational

Testing Service of Princeton, NJ, is

developing to certify beginning

teachers for licensing. Bruce P.

Harnett finished medical school,

obtained an M.B.A. from

Pepperdine University and has

been living in the San Fernando

Valley for 12 years with his wife,

Rebecca, and two sons, Robert and

Michael, and building a medical

corporation called Family Medical

Group. He writes on business and

medicine, including a monthly
column, "The Healthy Traveler,"

that appears in Highways
magazine. Thomas S, Crow, Jr. is

designing tattoos for Tattoo
Archive in Berkeley, CA. Richard

S. Sacks coauthored a book,

Paraguay: The Personalist Legacy,

which was published in lanuary.

Robert Shekatoff, partner with
Zalkmd, Shekatoff, Wilson,

Homan, Rodriguez &. Lunt,

represented the defense in a mock
trial, "Was It Rape?" presented at

Brandeis by the Office of

Residence Life as part of Women's
Month activities on campus.

'73
Hamida A. Abdal-Khallaq is in her

second year of law school at Texas
Southern University, where she

also teaches modem, ballet and
jazz dance classes. She and her son,

Kari, a junior at Prairie View A&M
University, love living m Texas.

Thomas C. Atwood was promoted
to executive editor of Policy

Review, the quarterly journal of

analysis and opinion published by

The Heritage Foundation, a public

policy research institute. He
served as managing editor since

1987, as controller for Pat

Robertson's presidential campaign
exploratory committee and as vice

president of the National

Perspectives Institute. Meyer B.

Jackson has left the biology

department of University of

California at Los Angeles to accept

a position as professor of

physiology at the University of

Wisconsin at Madison.

'74
Elizabeth Sarason Pfau, Class

Correspondent, 80 Monadnock
Road, Chesnut Hill, MA 02167

Allan M. Tepper maintains a joint

pnvate practice in law and forensic

psychology, plays drums in a rock

band, "Private Practice," and
wonders if they still have those

chocolate chip cookies at the

student union.

'75
Leslie Penn, Class Correspondent,

Beamhouse Leather Corporation,

43-45 Wooster Road, New York,

NY 1 00 13

Michael L. Leshin, director of the

Office of Career Plaiming and

Placement at Boston University

School of Law, has compiled and
annotated the Compendium of

Massachusetts Family Law, a fully

indexed resource for lawyers and

other professionals who handle

family law matters, providing

access to key statutes, leading

cases, procedural rules, IRS

provisions and court guidelines

needed to represent family law

clients.
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Marriages

'76

Class Name Date

1978

1980

1981

1983

1984

1986

1987

1988

1989

1991

Jill B. Kagan to Gary Keith Whitmyre
Janet Scharfstein to lay Posklensky

Suzanne Oestetreicher to Jeffrey Freudberg

iMartlia D. Lemer to Ricfiard J. Byrne

Daniel Kolin to Sharon Kohn
Michael G. Lenett to Miriam Stem
Shari E. Mogel to David Lewis
Corinne E. Gelfand to Jesse A. Lipnicl(

Bruce D. Sabot to Linda L.

Lederkramer '88

Andrea L. Saperstein to Barry L. Gropman
Karen M. Edwards to James B.

Merod II '86

Susan E. Frost to Jay Byrnes

Jill M. Lenett to Paul S. Keller

Melissa B. Rabinowitz to

Steven Goodstein
Lori J. Shapiro to Cary L. Goldenthal

Allyson T. Abrams to Matthew S.

Bergman
Shari A. Elfant to Jonathan Gross
Deborah M. Katz to Adam H. Stone

Lisa P. Schnell to Kenneth I. Fields '87

Dawn M. Sziabowski to Michael J.

Nathanson
Sarah D. Fallowes to Andrew E. Kaplan '87

Beth J. Gordon to Alex S. Paley '90

Septembers, 1989

March 9, 1991

October 14, 1990

August 19, 1990

October 13, 1990

May 29, 1988

November 4, 1990

June 3,1990
Novembers, 1989

Jtme 24, 1990

July 21, 1990

February 9, 1991

July 14, 1990

June 30, 1991

Jtme 16, 1991

May 26, 1991

June 24, 1990

July 1, 1990

October 14, 1990

August 19, 1990

August 5, 1990

June 16, 1991

Engagements

Class Name

1973

1979

1982

1983

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Ellen L. Alorgan lu Lawrence C. Lodgen
Eric D. Cohen, M.D. to Robin Katz
Lisa S. Fiaikow to Michael Levine
Donna S. Tucker Esq. to Ray Butler

Judith A. Kirschenbaum to Serle Levin
Melissa B. Spiel to Nicolas Cornelius

Jennifer Bollinger to David M, Goosenberg
Jodi B. Shendell to James Kaye
David A. Spiler to Suzy Glazer '87

Daphne S. Barak to Paul Horowitz
Francine Helen Esrig to Adam Deutsch
Alan D. Halperin to Wendy Greenwald
Keith E. Realander to Leslie K. Arfine '88

Jessica A. Schwartz to Greg Goldstein

Lori (. Shapiro to Car>' L. Goldenthal
Beth A. Sperling to Mark J. Landau
Beth MacDonald to Paul L'Claire

Gloria G. Perelman to Gregory J. Schneider
Brenda A. Berger to Robert S. Faberman
Francine N. Genn to David Saperstein

Elizabeth W. Roth to Craig Mondschein
Marni A. Smith to Stuart M. Katz '89

Beth Pearlman Rotenberg, Class
- Correspondent, 2743 Dean

Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55416

Elissa K. Halperin recently joined

Warner-Lambert Company as

assistant counsel to the consumer
products group. Previously, she
wrote a monthly column on art

law for Art Information, a

newsletter for art collectors.

Richard Halperin '74, her husband,
joined the management consulting

practice of Deloitte & Touche as a

manager, after having served as

vice president at Salomon
Brotfiers, Inc. in New York City.

Richard, Elissa and their

daughters, Jyra, six, and Perryn,

four, live in South Orange, NJ.

Victoria Kantek, law clerk to the

Honorable Roderick L. Ireland of

the Massachusetts Appeals Court,

is pleased to report that she passed

both the Massachusetts and New
York State bar examinations. Gary
D. Zaetz worked as a volunteer m
Senator Jesse Helms' reelection

campaign last year and is a

member of the leadership group of

Wake County, North Carolina,

Right-to-Life Committee.

'77
Randall S. Rich, Class

Correspondent, 6620 Ivy Hill

Drive, McLean, VA 22101-5206

Michael W. Bien has established a

new law firm, Rosen, Bien &
Asaro, specializing in complex
litigation in the areas of civil

rights. First Amendment and
• employment litigation, as well as

commercial litigation, particularly

in antitrust, RICO, unfair

competition and trade practices.

her own business, Edna Luther &
Associates Inc., a marketing,

research and consulting firm in

Lexington, MA. She was formerly

a vice president at Yankelovich,

Clancy & Schulman and a director

of research at Wang Labs.

Hadassafa (Dassie) L. Orenstein is a

physiatrist, a doctor of physical

medicine and rehabilitation, in

Great Neck, NY. She and her

husband, Eddy Barth, announce
the birth of their sixth child,

Zohara. She joins brothers Amitai
and Yoav, and sisters, Talya,

Naomi and Kayla. Randall S. Rich
became a partner at the law firm of

Bracewell and Patterson in

Washington, DC Barbara J. Waters
was recognized by the Greater

Boston YMCA at its 16th annual
Black Achievers Awards banquet
in January for her outstanding

contributions at work and to the

community of Boston. Barbara

manages large, diverse

departments of admission at

University Hospital, Boston, that

operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a

year. She supervises over 25 people

and interacts with over 100

Barbara J. Waters

physicians and 30 head nurses.

David S. Weiss was inducted as a

fellow and associate member of

the American Academy of

Orthopedic Surgeons during

ceremonies at the academy's 58th
annual meeting in Anaheim, CA.

Michael W. Bien

He reports that his law firm

provides an irresistible opportunity

to found and manage a new firm

and develop his own practice

without the institutional

constramts of a large firm. Jerry A.

Laskin writes of his assignment to

the 10th M.A.S.H. unit in Saudi

Arabia. Before the Gulf War, Jerry

was at Fitzsimmons Army Medical

Center in Denver as a staff plastic

surgeon. Edna C. Luther started

'78
Gregg D. Bedol, a specialist in

information systems and
operations for retailers and direct

marketers, has been appointed a

principal in the retail systems

group of Kurt Salmon Associates,

management consultants. He lives

in Atlanta, GA, with his wife, Jan,

and their infant daughter. Jill B.

Kagan was appointed deputy staff

director of the Select Committee
on Children, Youth and Families

of the U.S. House of

Representatives. Juan M.
Marcelino was the featured
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Births

will finish his rabhinic studies in

New York City Corinne E.

Gelfand is completing her Psy.D.

in clinical psychology at the

Ferkauf Graduate School of

Psychology in New York City. Her
husband, Jesse A. Lipnick '85, is a

fourth-year medical student at

Washington University in St.

Louis, MO Lori B. Goldblatt

completed a year as president of

the student government of Wright

State University School of

Professional Psychology in

Dayton, OH, received the

Academic Excellence Award for

her dissertation, "Psychometric

Differential Diagnosis of

Alzheimer's Disease," and was
elected to the executive board of

the Graduate Student Organization

of the American Psychological

Association. She began a

predoctoral internship at Dutchess
County Department of Mental
Hygiene in Poughkeepsie, NY.
Tamira A. Goodstein is an

organizational consultant at the

Student Organization

Development Center at the

University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor, where she does leadership

and personal development training

and is an advisor for over 400
student organizations on campus.

Andrea Saperstein Gropman is

entering her fourth year as medical

student at University of

Massachusetts Medical School,

Worcester, MA, and was recently

awarded the American Society of

Clinical Pathologists' Award for

Academic Excellence and
Achievement, given to a second-

year medical student from each

medical school who completed the

year with the most outstanding

performance in pathology. She also

received the Anna and Ida Reiss

Memorial Scholarship for the

study of medicine by a Jewish

woman as well as the National

Heart, Blood and Lung Research

Fellowship. She and her husband,

Barry, a Bentley graduate and
software engineer, spent their

honeymoon in Maui. Richard E.

Hiiscb is earning his master's

degree at the [. L. Kellogg Graduate
School of Management at

Northwestern University.

Jonathan (Jay) D. Kerness was
graduated from Harvard Business

School and has joined Leo Burnett

Advertising m Chicago. Danielle

E. Klainberg is studying for her

master's at the Columbia
University School of International

& Public Affairs. Her younger
brother, Joshua F. Klainberg, is

starting his second year at Brandeis

in August Richard S. Klein left his

job as a reporter for US News e^

World Report and is pursuing his

master's at Georgetown

University's National Security

Studies Program, specializing m
counterterronsm and national

security policy. His articles

recently appeared on the op/ed

pages of The Washington Post and

the Dalhis Morning News. Richard

N. Krinsky was graduated from the

New York College of Osteopathic

Medicine and is completing a one-

year internship at Peninsula

Hospital in Far Rockaway after

which he intends to pursue a

residency in internal medicine. He
would really love to hear from any

Brandeis people from the old days.

Mark B. Leider was graduated from
the University of Miami School of

Law and works and lives in New
York City. Daniel J. Merita, who is

an editor and sound technician for

Cable News Network (CNN),
covered Amman, Jordan, Baghdad,

Iraq, Kafji, Dhahran and Jadda,

Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War.

He was chosen from among 500
loumalists for combat pool duty,

which meant he had to practice

putting on a gas mask, helmet, flak

jacket, backpack strap, canteen

belt, goggles, gloves and boots, a

gear that weighs several pounds, in

less than nine seconds. He also

volunteered to cover U.S. troops

on the Kuwait front. Since the war,

he has been on assignment in the

Far East Richard J. Pogach was
graduated from Temple University

Medical School in Philadelphia

and began a combined residency in

pediatrics and mtemal medicine at

the Medical Center of Delaware.

Glenn M. Reicin moved to New
York to work for a small venture

capital firm after graduating from
Harvard Business School. Bruce D.

Sabot received his High Tech
M.B.A. from Northeastern

University. Jodi B. Sbendell was
named a presidential scholar in the

M.F.A. program in theater

management at the Columbia
University School of the Arts.

Stephen R. Silver regrets that he

will not be able to join the 5th

Reunion since he will be receiving

his M.B.A. from the Johnson
School of Business at Cornell

University on the same weekend.
He sends his best wishes to all for

a wonderful reunion and also to

Illyse Shindler who will carry on
as class correspondent in his place.

David A. SpUer is the development
director lor the Tourette Syndrome
Association and the vice president

for MQFM Sports Alliance, a local

youth association in Queens. He is

also a part-time student at Hofstra

University in pursuit of his M.B.A.

degree. His fiancee, Suzy Glazer

'87, is community relations

coordinator for Cancer Care in

New York. Sonya Starr is a

member of a three-person team of

the new Spiritual Development
Program of the Philadelphia

College of Textiles and Science,

Class Brandeis Parent(s) Child's Name Date

1972 L\ nil Wasserman Scheps

1974 Steven B. Gerber
Pamela Sacks Weil

1977 Hadassah L. Orenstein
Martin I. Orner
Randall S. Rich

1979 Naomi Levenson Schaffer

Cynthia A. Zabin
and David S. Wean

1980 Scott L. Corwin
1981 Sara Adler Darnell and

Glenn H. Darnell '80

Leslie-Ann Furie-Penner

Judith Dickert Shapiro

and Richard A. Shapiro '80

1982 Deborah Davis Paiashnik

and Eli Patashnik '83

1983 Lauren Weiss Cohen

Jennifer Pordcr Gurvits

and Eugene Gurvits '81

Diane Cohen Nataf

Arnold B. Wilson
1984 Michael G. Lenett

Dina Grossman Markowitz
and Gat>' D. Markowitz

1986 Barbra Barth Feldman
Amy D. Travis and
Timothv J. Blackman '83

1987 Mark I. Miller

helping to develop the spiritual life

of the campus community. An
adjunct professor at Cabrini

College, she teaches an

introductory course on the Hebrew
Bible. She was a student rabbi at

Knesset Israel in Philadelphia,

where she led Rosh Hashanah, Kol

Nidre and Yom Kippur services for

the hearing impaired. She is

pursuing a master's in Hebrew
Letters at the Reconstructionist

Rabbinical College in Wyncote,

PA. Helene A. Steinberg is

receiving her M.B.A. from St.

Joseph's University in Philadelphia

this summer. She is employed by

ARA Services as catering manager
at Abington Memorial Hospital.

Amy D. Travis works as a

technical writer for Bolt Beranek

Newman in Cambridge and
composes in her spare time.

Kenneth L. Wolf, a senior account

supervisor for Hill & Knowlton
Public Affairs Worldwide, manages
issues campaigns on the federal,

state and local level out of offices

in Washington, DC, and Florida.

He formerly served as an aide to

U.S. Senator Lawton Chiles. Gary

S. Zel was promoted to circulation

manager of Scientific American.

Matthew Scott

Adam Jeremy
Jesse Samuel
Melissa Frances

Eric Benjamin
Zohara Eliana

Dana Sarah

Cory
William Adam
Julia Rose

Harrison Alexander
Madalyn Hope

Matthew Aaron
Sharon Amy

Micah

Yarden
Tal

Alexander Matthew

Yoel Shimon
Aaron Benjamin
David Philip

Aron Benjamin
Richard Samuel

Samantha
Sophie Miriam

Rachel Lindsay

August 23, 1990

August 23, 1990

March 10, 1991

October 16, 1990

October 16, 1990

December 27, 1990

February 19, 1991

September 29, 1989

September 27, 1990

October 30, 1989

January 29, 1991

July 16, 1990

February 20, 1990

October 8, 1990

July 16, 1990

January 10, 1989

October 24, 1990

January 26, 1990

October 2, 1990

Januarys, 1991

April 15, 1990

April 15, 1990
November 29, 1990

March 19, 1990

November 14, 1990

June 7, 1990

'87
Christopher Becke, Class

Correspondent, 2401 Arlington

Boulevard, Apt. #77,

Charlottesville, VA, 22903

1 am a summer intern with Pepsico

Food Systems in Dallas, where I

report to the director of

procurement. 1 will return to

complete my M.B.A. at University

of Virginia in the fall. Hard to

believe our 5th Reunion is less

than a year away.

Alan H. Antin is in his first year of

business school at Carnegie

Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA.

Brian D. Ash is still supervisor of

the Committees Department for

Legi-Slate, Washington, DCs
leading on-line data base covering

Congress. In his spare time, Brian

sings with a political satire group.

The Capitol Steps. Daphne S.

Barak is finishing her fourth year

in medical school. Deborah E.

Borsky earned a master's degree in

communications at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst and
has returned to Boston. Roberta E.

Brown is touring in Austria with
Vienna's English Theater. She is

playing Beulah in Thorton Wilder's

The Happy lourney 350 times.
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Next year she will be fight director

as well as acting in a new play

called Richard Lionhean. She says

her biggest challenge has been

finding a good Chinese meal. Nina
M. Bruder is director of fewish

Community Information and

Referral, a telephone mformation
service of the [ewish Community
Federation of San Francisco where
she has been employed for three

years Paula Cammett-Blivin and
her husband, Steve, were

transferred to upstate New York
from San Diego. Earlier in the year,

they had an awesome six-week tnp

in the South Pacific/Orient. David
L. Collins finished his first year at

Northeastern University School of

Law and is writing his first novel,

a semiautobiographical account of

law school, an international chess

competition and minor league

baseball entitled The Ultimate

Thplespeak. Howard A. Creed is

happily toiling away as a network
manager for Penton Publishing in

Cleveland, OH. He says he dreams
of Israel, as always, Jonathan S.

Edelman joined the Navy in

February 1989 and is attached to

the Naval Mobile Construction

Battalion 133 out of Gulfport, MS.
Karen M. Edwards and James B.

Herod '86 are living in Moravia,

NY, and invite all friends to visit.

Phillip M. Ellison works for

Madison Square Garden Network
as a videotape librarian and
production assistant, Corrin M.
Ferber, Gail S. Miller and Brenda

P. Steinfeld were graduated from
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of

Law last fune and all passed the

New York bar examination in July

1990 Kenneth L Fields and Lisa P.

Schnell '88 had an exotic

honeymoon in Tahiti. Kenneth has

finished his last year of medical

school at Albert Emstein College

of Medicine m New York. Robert

M. Friedlander is graduating from
Harvard Medical School and will

begin his residency in

neurosurgery at Massachusetts
General Hospital Jennifer Gallop

was graduated from New York
University Law School and hopes

to work in New York City

government. David E. Gray is

assistant vice president and sales

manager of Cushman <S. Marden,
Inc., which converts cotton fabrics

for the shoe, bookbinding and
associated industries. From 1988

to 1990, he played professional

baseball with the Boston Red Sox.

He married his wife, Patti, in 1989

and has a daughter, Alyssa. Nadine
A. Hollander was graduated from
Bosn)n University School of Law
m May 1990 and is an associate of

Cohen, Shapiro, Polisher,

Shiekman and Cohen in

Philadelphia, PA. Jeffrey A, Honig
says "Hi" from sunny L.A. Paul S.

Keller is a senior research analyst

for Economics and Technology,

Inc., a Boston-based

telecommunications consulting

firm. His wife, Jill Lenett Keller,

works in the development office at

Brandeis. Karen B. Kliegman is an

auditor with the United States

General Accounting Office,

Washington, DC. Brian L. Levine

is senior writer for internal

communications at Sony
Corporation. His responsibilities

include speechwriting for the

chairman and other members of

the executive committee and
writing articles for Sony's

numerous internal publications.

He is also a member of Sony's

environmental task force, a group

created to inform employees about

recycling and other beneficial

programs. Robert C. Liflander

attends Columbia Business School.

Wendy J. Mandel is an attorney in

New York. Adam Miller is a law

student at Golden Gate University

in San Francisco, CA, and reports

that he is having "tons of fun," He
says he would love to hear from
any wayward types who wander
out to California. Steven D.

Najarian passed the bar

examinations m Maine and
Massachusetts. David K. O attends

the Yale School of Management.
Following graduation, he was an

associate at Shearson Lehman in

New York City for three years.

Richard C. O'Reilly was graduated

from New England School of Law,

passed the Massachusetts Bar

examination and is working for

Fahey and Menton in Watertown,
MA. Melissa B. Rabinowitz passed

the New York bar examination
and is an associate with Scheffler,

King and Casper in Mt. Kisco, NY.
Keith E. Realander is a software

development programmer at B.C.

Harris Publishing, Inc. in White
Plains, NY. His fiancee, Leslie K.

Arfine '88, is in her second year at

Pace University School of Law in

White Plains Reuben D. Rotman
is a planning associate with the

fewish Federation of Metropolitan

Detroit, MI. He received two
master's degrees from Brandeis,

one in fewish communal service

from the Benjamin S. Homstein
Program and one in human service

management from The Heller

School. Jessica A. Schwartz is a

research librarian at Time/Wamer
in New York City after receiving

her master's in library science.

Beth A. Sperling is an associate

with the Chicago law firm of

Cassidy, Schade and Gloor. Simcha
[formerly Steve) Wachtel and Sarah

Tropper '85 celebrated their first

anniversary by repaying all their

high interest student loans. They
plan to make aliyah in another

couple of years. Yale A. Zoland
works in his family-owned
diamond iewelry business in New
York City.

Susan I. Tevelow, Class

Correspondent, 268 Grove Street,

Apt, .S, Aubumdale, MA 02166

Allyson T. Abrams is enrolled

part-time at the American
University Business School in

Washington, DC, while employed
by the Federal National Mortgage
Association. She is studying for

her master's degree in real estate

and urban development. Her
husband, Matthew S. Bergman,
was graduated from the National

Law Center at George Washington
University and is an associate with

the law firm of Porter, Wright,

Morris and Arthur in Washington,
DC. Shari E. Elfant teaches first

grade in East Orange, NJ, and is

working toward her M.A. m
mathematics at Rutgers

University. Lisa S. Jaffe was
graduated from the University of

Pennsylvania with a master's in

architecture and received a grant

to study m Italy last summer.
Deborah M. Katz and her husband,

Adam H. Stone, are living in

Minneapolis, MN, where she is

pursuing her Ph.D. in astrophysics

at the University of Minnesota,

while he is a staff writer for the

American fewish World, a weekly

publication serving the Twin
Cities Jewish community. Lisa A.

Morse received an M.S.W, from
Boston University and is a

therapist at a drug rehabilitation

clinic in Brighton, MA. Gloria G.

Perelman received an M.A. in

international economics and
finance from the Lemberg program
at Brandeis and is now in her

second year as an associate in sales

and trading at Citibank in New
York. Asher Petlin is a second-year

law student and member of the

Law Review at the University of

Florida College of Law. He is a

clerk for the Miami law firm,

Valdes-Fauli, Cobb, Petrey and

Bischoff. Julie C. Rosenblatt

received an M.S. in education from
Wheelock College and teaches

fifth grade in Beverly, MA. David
M. Rosenblum is in his third year

at Villanova University School of

Law, where he is the chair of the

Court festers, a musical theatre

group, and an active member of

the Public Interest Law Society.

He works at the Philadelphia office

of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. Gregory

J. Schneider received an M.A. in

Jewish communal service from the

Benjamin S. Homstein Program at

Brandeis and is a graduate student

in public policy at Harvard

University's John F. Kennedy
School of Government. Lisa P.

Schnell works for the New York
City Partnership as manager of

special projects, which includes

special events and annual giving

campaigns. Pamela S. Warman
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attends Columbia University

where she will receive an M.S.

degree in occupational therapy in

1992.

'89
Hedy R. Cardozo reports that her

grandfather, Edgar W. Cogut, spoke

to the Brandeis University

National Women's Committee in

April in Great Neck, NY, on the

life of Judah F. Benjamin, the first

Jew to be elected to the U.S.

Senate, the first attorney of the

Confederacy and secretary of state

in lefferson's cabinet. Eve L.

Lewinger returned to Boston from

Israel, where she worked and

studied for eight months. She will

be attending a master's of science

program in the fall. Alison K.

Palmer received her M.A. in

foreign affairs from the University

of Virginia and plans to pursue a

Ph.D. in the same field. Elizabeth

W. Roth is a second-year law

student at Brooklyn Law School.

She is also an alumni interviewer

for the Brooklyn area. She plans to

marry Craig Mondschien, a

graduate of the University of

Rochester and president of his own
company. Cooperative Companies
of America. Michelle Weisberg, a

second-year student at Emory
University School of Law, was
elected to the position of editor-in-

chief of The Emory Law Journal.

She is a summer associate at Paul,

Hastings, (anofsky &. Walker in

New York City.

'90
Alex S. Paley will receive a

master's degree in health services

from Boston University's School of

Public Heath at the end of this

year Barbara E. Scharf reports she

is alive and well and living in San

Antonio, TX. She claims she has

begun her ascent to the Supreme
Court as she completes her first

year of law school at St. Mary's

University.

Grad
Howard Adelman (Ph.D. '85) was
promoted to associate professor of

Jewish studies at Smith College.

Wendy B. Gray (Ph.D. Heller '85)

has joined the health and welfare

consulting practice of Ernst &
Young as a managed health care

consultant. She specializes in

evaluating quality in health care

and strategic plarming for

employee benefits. She has been

consulted by and cited in The Wall
Street Journal. The New York

Times. The Financial Times of

London and Business Insurance.

She was recently named to the

editorial board of Employee
Benefit News. Barbara W.
Grossman (M.A. '70) has written a

book. Funny Woman: The Life and
Times of Fanny Brice. Her study
explores Brice's material and

Wendy B. Gray
I /•:he B. Lamport

method, her uniqueness as an

entertainer and her important

place in American theater history.

She serves on the advisory board of

the American Repertory Theater,

two visiting committees of

Boston's Museum of Fme Arts and

the board of the Harvard Theater

Collection. She owns a picture-

framing shop in Boston. Leslie B.

Lamport jM.A. '71, Ph.D. '72), a

member of the research staff at

Digital Equipment Corporation's

Systems Research Center m Palo

Alto, CA, was among a group of 77

engineers recently elected to

membership in the National

Academy of Engineering. Election

to the academy is among the

highest professional distinctions

accorded an engineer. Academy
membership honors those who
have made "important

contributions to engineering

theory and practice, including

significant contributions to the

literature of engineering theory

and practice" or those who have

demonstrated "unusual

accomplishment to new and
developing fields of technology."

He has been a member of the

research staff at the Systems
Research Center since 1985 and

his research has encompassed
most areas of concurrent

processing. After early work on
array and vector processing, he is

now concentrating on
asynchronous concurrent systems.

He is being cited for

"contributions to the theory and

practice of concurrent and fault-

tolerant computing." Cheryl

Walker (M.A. '70, Ph.D. '73)

became the first occupant of the

Richard Armour Chair in Modem
Languages at Scripps College, a

member of the Claremont
Colleges, CA. She has served as

jirofessor of English, chair of the

English department and chair of

the humanities faculty at Scripps.

She is the author of two books and
many articles on American women
poets. Sam Weisman (M.F.A. '73),

J member of the board of overseers

of the Brandeis theater

department, made his opera debut
as stage director for the Boston

Lyric Opera's production of

Rcgma, Marc Blitzstein's opera

based on Lillian Hellman's play.

The Little Foxes. He has won
Emmy Award nominations for

directing television episodes of

L.A. Law," "Moonlighting" and
Family Ties." His most recent

series, "American Dreamer,"
premiered on NBC last fall.

Obituaries
Richard M. (Rick) Cohen '70 died

on January 27 from complications

nf AIDS. He died at home with his

lover, Michael Phillipson, and his

father present. After graduation

from Brandeis, he endured a brief

stint in law school then moved to

San Francisco to enjoy the freedom

of that city. Chance propelled him
into real estate where his talent for

working with people served him
well. He became a founding

partner of Hartford Properties, one

of the largest and most successful

real estate agencies in his

community. For many years he

sang tenor with the San Francisco

Symphony Chorus. On February 2,

his west coast friends recognized

his passing at a special memorial

service at Grace Cathedral where

the Symphony Chorus performed

the music he loved. He gave

generously to his friends and to

causes he believed in. He provided

financial assistance for meals and

home care to others with AIDS
who did not have his means. We
loved him for his kindness, his

humor and for his exuberance; he

never let us down. In another time

his charisma would not have been

his tragedy. As it was he lived his

dear life well and we miss him.

Submitted by Michael Lederman
•70 and Tina Wolk '70 Daniel R.

Ginsberg '72 died in April in a

glider accident in Wurtsboro, New
York. An experienced glider pilot,

he was the son of the late Morris

Ginsberg, a shipping executive

who bought the Exodus and other

vessels that carried 33,000

Holocaust survivors from Europe

to Israel in the late 1940s. He held

dual American and Israeli

citizenship and fought in the 1973

Yom Kippur War. He attended

Boston University Law School,

was a member of the Manhattan
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law firm of McLaughlin, Stem
Ballen & Ballen and president of

the Mansfield Capital Corporation,

national commissioner of the

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

B'rith and a member of the New
York Holocaust Memorial
Commission. He is survived by his

wife, the former Karyn Rapoport; a

daughter, Jessica of Greenwich,

CT, and a sister, Susan Snider of

Brookline, MA. Selma Bell Gross
'56 died in April in a Chicago
nursing home after a long battle

with cancer. Her husband,

Theodore, is president of Roosevelt

University. She led the office of

college and career planning for the

New York City high schools from
1985 to 1988, supervising 114

college advisors and securing

scholarship funds. She was the

author of four books, and at the

time of her illness, was working on
her doctoral thesis on Chicago
school reform at Columbia
University's Teacher's College.

She held a master's degree from
New York University. She is

survived by her husband, a

daughter. Donna, and a son,

Jonathan Linda Silverman King
'68 passed away in February in

Washington, DC. Word has been
received of the death of Francis

Arick Kolb '58 who passed away in

January following a lengthy illness.

Ellen K. Ostby (M.M.H.S. '87), a

graduate of the Heller School,

passed away suddenly in

December.
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Are all

airlines

the same?

They all have

nuts and bolts.

And wings.

And seats.

But do they

all have pilots

trained by the

Israeli Air Force?

The best

Kosher cuisine?

The most

nonstops to Israel?

The best business

class to Israel?

35 destinations

from Israel?

A history of

bringing

immigrants from

all over the

world to Israel?

Next question.

The Airline of Israel.
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Meet Samuel O. Thier:

Sixth President
of Brandeis University

President Thier on the eve of his

taking office shares some
thoughts with the Brandeis Review
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Around the University

Thier Begins
Presidency

Samuel O. Thier, M.D.
marked the start of a new era

in Brandeis history when he

began tull-timo work as the

University's sixth President

on September 3. In an

interview, Thier, 54, said his

first priorities are to work
with facuhy to encourage

interdisciphnary scholarship

and recruit a senior

development and alumni
relations officer. He appeared

enthusiastic and optimistic

in his Brandeis office as he

settled m to begin his new
assignment.

During July and August,

before he assumed office,

Thier visited campus several

times to meet with faculty

and staff, and he spoke to

incoming students at the

freshman convocation. In

September he scheduled

special meetings with the

faculty and the Board of

Trustees to give his

preliminary assessment of

the University's needs and
opportunities.

Since 19cS5, Thier has served

as head of the National

Academy of Sciences'

Institute of Medicine, where
he earned a reputation as a

responsible and effective

voice for health policy issues

and a fund-raiser. His
leadership as an academician
and medical expert is

credited with having
strengthened the Institute of

Medicine and Yale

University's Department of

Internal Medicine, where he
was a faculty member and
chairman.

Thier's appointment was
approved by the Board of

Trustees on May 5, after a

nine-month, nationwide
search. (See Brandeis
Review, spring 1991.) In

announcing the selection.

Board chairman Louis

Perlmutter '56 called Thier

an influential player in the

national public policy arena

and said he has

"demonstrated cxtraordinai^

energy and leadership in the

fields of health and
education."

His inauguration is expected

to be held April 10 in the

new sports and convocation

center. He succeeds Evelyn

E. Handler. Stuart Altman,
dean of The Heller School,

served as Interim President

before Thier's appointment.

Senior
Administrative
Appointments

A number of senior

administrative appointments
were made over the summer,
including the naming of

Stanley Rumbaugh as

permanent executive vice

president for finance and
administration and Arthur
H. Reis, Jr. as acting provost

and dean of the faculty. In

addition, Michael Swartz's

earlier appointment as

interim vice president and
treasurer was made
permanent, and Susan Tamar
Hajian was named acting

general counsel. John Hose,

who became acting vice

president for development
last spring, has taken on the

added duties of executive

assistant to President

Samuel O. Thier

Samuel O. Thier. A search

lor a permanent development
vice president is underway.

Rumbaugh has held several

positions at Brandeis since

his arrival in 1984, including

that of vice president and
treasurer and, since August
1990, interim vice president

for finance and
administration. Before

coming to Brandeis he held a

variety of teaching and
administrative positions in

the public sector. He is a

graduate of Wheaton College

in Illinois and earned his

Ed.D. from the University of

Illinois.

Reis was named acting

provost and dean of the

faculty following the

resignation of Robert

Sckuler, who has

relinquished his

administrative duties and
returned to the faculty to

revise and update a book. A
graduate of Cornell College,

Reis earned his Ph.D. in

chemistry from Harvard
University. He came to

Brandeis in 1979 and has

held a number of positions in

academic administration,

including, most recently,

associate provost. President

Thier has named a

committee to search for a

permanent provost.

Swartz, a 1971 graduate of

Brandeis, earned a law degree

from Suffolk University. He
came to Brandeis in 1987 and
has served since then as
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Physics Professor
Named Fellow of
AAAS

assistant treasurer and
interim treasurer. He earned

an M.P.A. from Syracuse

University.

Hajian, an attorney in the

general counsel's office since

1988, became acting general

counsel after Vice President

and General Counsel
Greggory Keith Spence left

the University to join the

corporate legal staff of the

Campbell Soup Company in

Camden, New Jersey. She is

a graduate of Wellesley

College and Boston College

Law School and received her

L.L.M. from Boston

University School of Law.

Hose, who served as

executive assistant to former

president Evelyn E. Handler
from 1983 to 1990, is a

graduate of Middlebury

College and holds a Ph.D. in

history from Columbia
University.

Physics Professor Silvan S.

Schweber, the Richard Koret

Professor in the History of

Ideas, has been named a

fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and
Sciences in recognition of his

distinguished contribution to

the humanities. Founded in

1 780, the academy brings

together leading figures in

arts and sciences to exchange
ideas and promote
knowledge for the pubhc
interest.

After earning his Ph.D. from
Princeton in 1952, Schweber
joined the Brandeis faculty in

1955. He has had a lifelong

interest in the philosophical

foundations and implications

of physical theories and was
instrumental in the creation

of the Dibner Institute for

the History of Science and
Technology in 1989, a

consortium of universities

devoted to scholarship in the

history and philosophy of

Schweber recently finished a

book on the history of

quantum field theory, the

branch of physics concerned
with describing the

fundamental entities of

which matter is composed.
He IS presently at work on a

biography of Hans Bethe, a

Nobel laureate and a

towering figure in 20th-

Biology Professor
Leading
International
Research Team

century physics. Since the

end of World War II, Bethe
has been an influential

advisor to the government on
defense policy and one of the

most forceful spokespersons
for arms reduction.

In addition to Schweber, 25

Brandeis faculty members
including 7 professors

emeriti are AAAS fellows.

They include members of the

biochemistry, mathematics,
biology, physics, history and
Near Eastern and Judaic

studies departments.

Eve Maider

An international team of

scientists led by Professor of

l^iology Eve Marder has

received funding from the

Human Frontier Science

Program to conduct research

1 m brain functions. Brandeis

faculty member. Professor of

Biology Jeffrey Hall, is also

on a team of scientists

selected by HFSP for funding.

The $677 thousand grant to

Marder for three years was
announced by HFSP in April

at Its headquarters in

Strasbourg, France. The
agency's secretary general.

Sir James Gowans, cited

"international quality,

innovative programs,

interdisciplinary approaches

and intercontinental

collaboration" in announcing
a total of 32 research grants

(13 percent of apphcants)

for I99I.

Marder's consortium
consists of nine research

groups: one from Japan, five

from the United States, one
from Switzerland, one from
Germany and one from
France. They will work
together on "modulation of

oscillatory neural networks:

cellular mechanisms to

behavior." The HFSP said its

1991 awards continue the

program's focus on frontier

research in brain functions

and molecular level

approaches to biological

functions. The agency's

council of scientists this year

also awarded 90 long-term

fellowships (26 percent of

applicants), nine short-term

fellowships (19 percent of

apphcants) and support for

related workshops.

The HFSP is an initiative

taken by the Japanese

government at the 1987

Economic Summit. This year

HFSP will spend S23 million

(U.S. dollars) on its scientific
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New TVustees

Several new members have

been elected to the Brandeis

Board of Trustees, including

Stuart Eizenstat, a

Washington, D.C., attorney

who served as assistant to

the president for domestic

affairs and policy under the

former President Jmimy
Carter. Also elected by mail

ballot was Christie A.

Hefner, 74, president and

chief executive officer of

Playboy Enterprises, to a

five-year term as Alumni-
Term Trustee. Attorney

Bruce Litwer '61, president of

the Alumni Association, and

Marsha Stoller, national

president of Brandeis

University National

Women's Committee, will

serve on the Board during

their terms as presidents of

their respective

organizations.

ludith Herzfeld, professor of

biophysical chemistry, has

been elected to serve as a

faculty representative. Other

awards. Japan is providing

the main funding with

significant support from the

French government, the

Region Alsace and the city of

Strasbourg, as well as from

Germany, Italy, the

Commission of the European

Communities and the

HFSP's newest member,
Switzerland.

Marder, a Boston resident

and 1969 magna cum laude
graduate of Brandeis, uses a

combination of

physiological,

pharmacological and
biochemical approaches in

her investigation of the

neural networks that control

behavior. In particular, she

and others of her group are

studying the way neurons
and networks are modulated
to help the animal adapt to

varying environmental
situations.

Stuart Eizenstat

Christie A. Heffner 74

faculty representatives are

Jeffrey Abramson, professor

of politics, and David Gil,

professor of social policy. A
fourth faculty member will

be named this fall. Graduate

student Martha J. Denney
will serve along with two
undergraduate students, a

junior and a senior, who will

be elected this fall.

Eizenstat is a partner in the

Washington, D.C., -based law

firm of Powell, Goldstein,

Frazer & Murphy. His many
civic and philanthropic

activities include serving on

the board of directors for

Marder joined the Brandeis

faculty in 1978. Before then,

she was a Helen Hay
Whitney postdoctoral fellow

at the Ecole Normalc
Superieure in Paris. She

earned her Ph.D. in biology

at the University of

California, San Diego. At

Brandeis, Marder teaches

courses in neuroscience.

Hall, who joined the Brandeis

faculty in 1974, teaches

genetics, neurogenetics and
behavioral genetics.

Both Marder and Hall are

participants in the National

Center for Complex Systems,

which focuses on research

related to the brain and
intelligence. Faculty

members from six different

departments in two schools

at the University — science

and social science —
established the center's

academic and research

program. Brandeis hopes to

begin the first phase of the

center's construction by

January 1, 1992.

Hercules Inc., Israel

Discount Bank of New York,

Near East Research Inc.,

Woodrow Wilson Center for

International Studies, The
Jerusalem Institute of

Management, The National

Jewish Center for Learning

and Leadership and The
Washington Institute for

Jewish Leadership and
Values.

He is a member of the

National Foreign Trade

Council's International

Trade Committee, fellow of

the National Academy of

Public Administration,

fellow of Center for

Excellence in Government
and chairs the Advisory

Committee of the Institute

for American Jewish-Israeli

Relations.

Hefner was graduated

sunima cum laude from
Brandeis and is a member of

Phi Beta Kappa. She is former

director of the Direct

Marketing Association, the

Magazine Publishers

Association and the Playboy

Foundation. She is also a

member of the Young
Presidents' Organization, a

President's Councilor at

Brandeis and a life member
of the National Women's
Committee.

Litwer graduated from

Columbia University School

of Law in 1964. He is a

member of the American Bar

Association, Florida Bar

Association and the New
York Bar Association. A
President's Councilor at

Brandeis from 1985-89, he is

a Fellow of the University.

Litwer served as president of

the South Florida Chapter of

the Alumni Association from
1981-84 and was elected to

the following positions on
the Alumni Association's

board of directors: secretary,

1984-85; member-at-large,

1985-87; and vice president

for two terms, 1987-89 and
1989-91. For the Alumni
Annual Fund Leadership

Cabinet, he has been chair of

the Southeast Region for the

Justice Brandeis Society and
decade vice chair for the

1960s.

Stoller, who lives in New
York City, was elected

national president of the

National Women's
Committee in June, after

years of involvement with

the organization. She has

served the Women's
Committee in a number of

capacities as a national board

member, national director,

national vice president and
president of the Baltimore

Chapter. Her community
activities include serving as a

volunteer in the Border Baby
Program at Beth Israel

Hospital's Neonatal

Intensive Care Unit, N.Y.;

chair of the library book fair

at the Browning School,

N.Y.; member of the board of

directors of the Central

Scholarship Committee,
Baltimore; and member of

the Theatre Benefit

Committee of the New York
Legal Aid Society; Sisterhood

of Temple Emanu-El, N.Y.;

National Council of Jewish

Women; and Hadassah.

Her professional career

included work as a speech

pathologist and audiologist

in Baltimore County, Md.;

supervisor of clinical

practice. Department of

Speech and Hearing, Mt. St.

Agnes College in Baltimore;

and director of public

relations for Tatar and Kelly,

architects and planners, also

in Baltimore. She earned her

bachelor's and master's

degrees at the University of

Maryland and is a Phi Sigma
Sigma alumna.
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Appointment
off New Faculty
Members

The Board of Trustees has

approved the following

appointments of faculty

members with tenure,

effective in the 1991-92

academic year.

Silvia Arrom, Associate

Professor of Latin American
History on Jane's Chair and
director of the Latin

American Studies Program,

comes to Brandeis from the

faculty of Indiana University.

Her interests include Latin

American women's history,

social history of 19th-century

Mexico, Mexican family

relations, poor law and social

welfare in the period of

transition from colony to

nation. Her book, The
Women of Mexico City.

1790-1857, received the

Bolton Prize honorable

mention for best book on
Latin American history.

Arrom received her Ph.D.

from Stanford University.

She serves on the editorial

boards of SIGNS: Journal of

Women in Culture &> Society

and the board of editors of

the Hispanic American
Historical Review. She has

received fellowships from the

American Council of

Learned Societies and the

National Endowment for the

Humanities. She spent last

year at the Bunting Institute.

Alan Mintz, Joseph H. and
Belle R. Braun Professor of

Modem Hebrew Literature,

specializes in modem
Hebrew and comparative

literature. At the University

of Maryland, he served as the

Robert Smith Professor of

Hebrew Literature and
director of the university's

Meyerhoff Center for Jewish

Studies. His books include

George Eliot and the Novel

of Vocation, Hurban:
Responses to Catastrophe in

Hebrew Literature and
"Banished from their

Father's Table": Loss of
Faith and Hebrew
Autobiography. Mintz
received his Ph.D. from
Columbia University. He is

also the founder and coeditor

Knster Stendahl

of PROOFTEXTS: A fournal

of Jewish Literary History

and a former recipient of an
American Council of

Learned Societies Fellowship.

Jacqueline Jones, Truman
Professor of American
Civilization, received her

Ph.D. from the University of

Wisconsin. She was a

professor at Wellesley

College and spent the last

two years as Clare Boothe
Luce Visiting Professor at

Brown University. Her
research interest is American
social history, bringing

together African-American,
women's. Southern and
working-class history. Her
books include Soldiers of

Light and Love: Northern
Teachers and Georgia

Blacks. 1865-1873 and Labor
of Love. Labor of Sorrow:

Black Women. Work, and
the Family from Slavery to

the Present. The latter won
several prizes including the

Bancroft Prize in American
history and diplomacy, the

Gustavus Myers Prize for

best book on racial

intolerance, the Brown
Memorial Prize for best book
on black women's history

and was chosen as a Pulitzer

Prize finalist for history.

Jones also received Woodrow
Wilson, National

Endowment for the

Humanities and American
Council of Learned Societies

Fellowships.

Ibrahim Sundiata, associate

professor of African and Afro-

American studies, is an
authority on Liberian and
Spanish West African

studies, roots of African

despotism, cultural factors

shaping U.S. foreign policy

toward Africa and African

diaspora in the United States.

Before coming to Brandeis,

he was an associate professor

at the University of Illinois.

A Woodrow Wilson fellow

and a two-time Fulbright

fellow, he received his Ph.D.

from Northwestern
University. Sundiata has

written two books. Black
Scandal: The United States

and tlie Liberian Crisis of

1929 and Equatorial Guinea:
Colonialism. State Terror,

and the Search for Stability.

He is the fonner president of

the Liberian Studies

Association and has been a

member of the board of

directors of the African

Studies Association.

In addition to these faculty

appointments, the

University has also named
Krister Stendahl, former dean

of the Harvard Divinity

School and former bishop of

the Church of Sweden, as the

first Robert and Myra Kraft

and Jacob Hiatt

Distinguished Professor of

Christian Studies. The
appointment of Stendahl, a

noted biblical scholar and
authority on relations

between Christians and Jews,

marks the beginning of a

unique joint program in

comparative religion at

Brandeis and the College of

the Holy Cross in Worcester,

Massachusetts. The program
is designed to heighten

awareness of shared values

among students of diverse

religious backgrounds, help

overcome societal prejudices

and foster scholarship and
dialogue. Endowed through
gifts to the two schools from
Jacob Fliatt and his daughter

and son-in-law, Myra '64 and
Robert Kraft, the program
provides for the appointment
of a scholar of Christian

studies at Brandeis and a

scholar of Jewish studies at

Holy Cross, each of whom
will teach at both
institutions.

Stendalil, 70, was bom and
raised in Stockholm and
educated at Uppsala
University. He was ordained

in 1 944 and served as parish

pastor and chaplain to the

University. He finished his

doctorate with a thesis on
the Gospel of Matthew and
the Dead Sea Scrolls and
joined the Harvard Divinity

School faculty where he
remained for 30 years,

including 1 1 as dean. In

1967, Stendahl became a

citizen of the United States.

Stendahl's writings center on
biblical studies and issues of

theology, history, the arts of

ministry and contemporary
problems in church and
society. Beginning with his

doctoral thesis, he has

pondered and sought to

redefine the relation between
Jews and Christians. From
1975 to 1985, he chaired the

work on The Church and the
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Rose Art Museum
Deaccessions
Paintings

Jewish People in the World
Council of Churches. He has

also written about the role of

women in the Bible in such

works as The Bible and the

Role of Women, Holy Week,

Paul Among lews and
Gentiles, a collection of

essays called Meanings and
Energy for Life. In 1988

Stendahl received the first

Distinguished Service Medal
from the Association of

Theological Schools and,

together with Dr. Gerhart

Riegner, the Second
Ladislaus Laszt International

Ecumenical Award from the

Ben-Gurion University in

Israel.

For other promotions and
faculty appointments, see

Brandeis Review, summer
1991.

Brandeis
Welcomes Class
of 1995

The Rose Art Museum this

fall plans to deaccession 14

pre- 1900 paintings, mostly
European, that are not

considered central to the

museum's mission as a

center for the display and
study of 20th-century art.

They are scheduled to be sold

at a series of public auctions

at Christie's in New York.

Proceeds of the sales will

create an endowment that

will be used to acquire future

works that are germane to

the museum's focus, to

conserve the existing

collection and to expand the

educational role of the

museum within the

Umversity, according to Carl

Belz, director of the museum.

The decision to deaccession

up to 18 carefully selected

pieces was made in close

consultation with the

museum's board of overseers.

University officials and the

individuals who had donated
the paintings, Belz said.

The 14 paintings to be

auctioned this fall include

three works by Pierre-

Auguste Renoir —
I'Alphabet, Nature morte
aux peches and Portrait de
vieille femme [Mme. Le

Couer]; two by Honore
Daumier— The Bathers

[Baigneurs] and Passants

{I'Attente a la gare], the

latter was completed by
another hand; and two by
Edouard Vuillard — Madame
Vuillard a table and le

Chocolat.

The others are Vieillard a

celeyran by Henri de

Toulouse-Lautrec; Quai avec

marins et pecheurs by
Eugene-Louis Boudin,- Deep
Red Roses [Vase des roses] by
Henri Fantin-Latour; Study
[Etudes] by Berthe Morisot;

Petit village by Odilon
Redou; The Confab by
Jonathan Eastman Johnson;

and Autumn Landscape by
Alexander H. Wyant.

ST

Members of the Class of

1 995 arrive on campus

Amidst the twin threats of a

sharp decline in the number
of secondary school

graduates and a sluggish

national economy, Brandeis

has attracted another

impressive first-year class.

'Students in the Class of 1995

will carry on the Brandeis

tradition of very high

academic preparation

coupled with a sensitive and
active concern for the people

and communities around

them," said Dean of

Admissions David Gould.

Nearly 70 percent of the 760

entering students live

outside New England. For

the first time, California is

the fourth largest source of

matriculants. Forty-four

states, territories and the

District of Columbia are

represented in the first-year

class as well as 35 foreign

countries.

The entering students were
chosen from among 3,827

applicants. In the face of

declining applicant pools

nationally, the high

academic quality of Brandeis

has kept the size and
composition of the

applicants strong. The
opportunity to work with an

outstanding faculty in small

class settings continues to be

the most important factor in

attracting students to

Brandeis, according to Gould.
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Cohen, Cunningham
Awards Presented

Sports Notes

A number of Brandeis

undergraduates have been

honored by the University for

their outstanding

accomphshment in research

and writing. Three won Doris

Brewer Cohen Awards for

original research projects and
six were given I.V.

Cunningham Awards for

Excellence in Writing.

Named for J.V. Cunningham,
the distinguished poet and
scholar who taught at

Brandeis from 1953-80, the

awards recognize well-written

and insightful undergraduate

papers and essays for courses

other than University Studies

in the Humanities or senior

thesis courses. Submissions

are made by faculty members.

Obituary

Peter Davidson '94

The Brandeis commumty
mourns the death of 19-year-

old varsity soccer player

Peter Barrett Davidson, who
had just completed his first

year at Brandeis when he was
killed in an automobile

accident in Raymond, N.H.,

in Tune. Bom in Brattlcboro,

Vt., he was a graduate of

Brattleboro Union High
School, where he was captain

of the varsity tennis and
soccer teams and was
selected as a member of the

1989 Vermont State All-Star

Team in soccer.

Brandeis men's soccer coach,

Michael Coven, said, "Quiet,

with a dry sense of humor,
Petey was perhaps the most
popular teammate." Of his

soccer abilities. Coven
commented that despite his

petite stature Davidson
played "rugged — his heart

was bigger than his body."

The 1990-91 J.V.

Cunningham Award winners

are Tom Amrine '92, Eric

Duryea '92, Steven Hatch
'91, Sequoia Miller '92, Linda

Schlossberg '92 and Robin
Weigert '91. Milton Komield,

associate dean of the college,

presented each student with
a SlOO prize and a certificate

of achievement.

The Doris Brewer Cohen
Award is given annually in

memory of the late wife of

Brandeis Professor Saul G.

Cohen to academically

outstanding undergraduates

who undertake original

research projects in various

disciplines. It carries a $500
prize. This year's winners are

Quinton Gopen '92, Jonathan

Marwisa Chanetsa '91 and
Jonathan Shapiro '9 1

.

Coven added, "He was a

bright student and I believe

he would have left his mark
at this school both

academically and
athletically." In honor of

Davidson, the annual most
improved freshman soccer

player award has been
renamed the Peter Davidson
Memorial Award and Rod
Crafts, Jr., dean of student

affairs, has sent his game
jersey to his parents.

Davidson is survived by his

parents, older brother and
maternal grandmother.
Donations in his memory
may be made to the Neil

Sather Scholarship Fund,

c/o Sharon Steidle, Green
Street School, Brattleboro,

Vt. 05301.

Women's Track Team
Runs to Victory
Celebrating its 17th

anniversary season, the

1991-92 Brandeis women's
track and cross-country

team, pioneers of the sport in

New England, are on the

verge of becoming one of the

strongest NCAA Division HI

teams in the country. Unlike
the 1974 founding team,

consisting of only two
players, the 1991-92 team
totals 28 athletes and
features two returning

Ail-Americans.

•v^F 7" s^.

Bienda Huid Ecsedy '78

The first women's track

athlete m Brandeis history

was Mona Millstein '78. In

the fall of 1974, she

approached Norm Levine,

the men's track coach who
has guided the Brandeis track

program for the past 27

seasons, about the possibility

of beginning a women's track

program. Levine took her to

a series of Sunday
invitationals for amateur
runners and in her third race,

she ran to a first-place finish.

After reading about

Millstein's triumph in the

Justice that same fall, Brenda
Hurd Ecsedy '78, an

outstanding runner who had
competed nationally in high

school, expressed her desire

to try out for track. Hurd and
Millstein became the first

women to run in

intercollegiate competitions

in New England. Because

there were no women's
teams, they competed
against area men's club and
junior varsity teams. Hurd
even ran m the men's varsity

meet at the Greater Boston
Championships.

Following Brandeis's

example, other colleges in

New England initiated

women's track programs in

1976. The Division I schools,

by offering athletic

scholarships, attracted the

top women runners in the

region and eventually

surpassed Brandeis's track

and cross-country program.

However, as the team enters

the 1991-92 season, it is now
regarded as one of the best in

the nation.

The team is coached by
Mark Reytblat, the head
coach of the women's team
for the past six years, who
brings considerable

experience with sprints and
jumps; Assistant Coach Lisa

Welch-Brady, a six-time

Division I Ail-American,

who trains the middle- and
long-distance runners; and
Levine, whose men's teams
have been traditionally

among the best nationally,

lends his expertise to the

throwers and supervises the

middle- and long-distance

training.

The latest step in Brandeis's

climb to national

prominence occurred last

spring when the Judges

overcame two days of cold.
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The 1990-91 top athletic

award winners, (top row,

left to right) Michael

Novaria '91, Andrew Wenger
91, Kenneth Forde '91

rainy weather to win the

1991 University Athletic

Association Outdoor Track

Championship at the

University of Rochester.

Brandeis won the title by

scoring an impressive 143

points, defeating number two
Emory by 38 points.

Recording 32.5 points, junior

June Parks was named the

meet's outstanding

performer for the second

straight year. Parks won the

400-meter dash in a time of

1:01.8 and was also on the

winning 400-meter relay

team. She took second place

in the long jump (16 feet, 1/2

inch), 400 intermediate

hurdles 1 1:09.57) and triple

jump (32 feet, 7.5 inches).

Parks also placed fourth in

the high jump (4 feet, 8.25

inches), earning her most
outstanding distinction.

Freshman Paige MacTavish
won the shot put (38 feet,

1/12 inch) and teammates
Pia Strother [ii feet, 7 1/2

inches) and Sandy Maddocks
(32 feet, 6 1/2 inches)

finished fourth and fifth.

Maddocks also won the

javelin (104 feet, 9 inches).

Maddocks, a freshman, came
in second in the 100 hurdles

(17.67). Strother and
MacTavish took third and
fourth in the discus, hurling

109 feet, 4 inches and 104

feet, 9 inches, respectively.

Junior Jean Olds, who won
the UAA Cross Country
Championship in fall 1 990,

set a new UAA record with
her time of 36:29.76 in the

10,000-meter race and
teammate Genevieve Hale
placed seventh with her time
of 40:48.8. Parks was joined

by Robyn Goby, Tina
Mowrey and Becky Pettengill

in winning the 400-meter
relay with a time of 5 1 .9 1

.

Goby (13.32) and Mowrey
(13.62) were third and fifth in

the 100-meter dash. That
duo also took second and
fifth in the 200-meter race

with times of 26.89 and
27.79; Pettingill nailed down

and Paul Ranis '91; (bottom
row, left to right) Robert
Blanchard '91 and Carmen
Bumgarner '91

sixthat 28.10. Olds and
Theresa Patten were thud
and fourth in the 3,000-meter

race, finishing at 10:48.40

and 11:18.95, respectively.

With the entire team
returning this year, Levine is

optimistic. "June Parks is a

seven-time All-Amcrican

and Jean Olds is a three-time

All-American," said Levine.

"Parks should be the top

quarter- and half-mile ainner

in Division III next year and
Olds will be the top distance

runner."

Senior Plays in

Pan-American Maccabi
Games
In July, David Brooks '92

(Newton, Mass.) competed in

the Seventh Pan-American
Maccabi Games in Uruguay
as a member of the United
States team that won the

gold medal. The team
featured the top college

players in the country. Last

season. Brooks led Coach
Kevin O'Brien's squad to the

ECAC Division HI

tournament and a 17-10

record. He averaged 13.2

points per game, shot .512

from the field, topped the

team with 63 blocks and was
second on the team m
rebounding with a 7.7

average. As a sophomore, he
ranked ninth in NCAA
Division II in rebounding
with an average of 1 1.4

boards per game and was a

first-team University

Athletic Association All-

Star. He also led the team in

scoring with 16 points per

game that year. Brooks was
one of three juniors to pass

the prestigious one-thousand
point mark last season. He
will join classmates Andre
James and Steve Harrington

as cocaptain of next season's

squad.

Swim Team Achieves
Academic Honors
The men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
have been named to the 1990
All-Academic Team for the

fall semester by the College

Swimming Coaches
Association of America. The
men's team was ranked
second in the country with
an overall grade point

average of 3.25. The
women's team qualified for

the honor by posting a 2.95

GPA. It was the second
consecutive season that

Coach Jim Zotz's squads

were honored for their

academic achievements.

Brandeis University
1990-91 Athletic Award
Winners
The winners of the top

1990-91 athletic awards were
honored at the Athletic

Recognition and Awards
Banquet held in May. A pair

of senior soccer players,

Michael Novaria and
Carmen Bumgarner, received

the Harry, Joseph and Ida

Stein Award and the Max
Silber Award, respectively,

for their academic and
athletic achievements.

Novaria (Brunswick, Me.)

ranks third on the

University's all-time scoring

list with 50 goals, 23 assists

and 123 points. Bumgarner
(Norman, Okla.) is only the

third woman at Brandeis to

be named an Ail-American

Other award recipients

include Bob Blanchard

(Windsor, Conn.), a four-year

member of the baseball team
who won the Morris J.

Sepinuck Sportsmanship
Award; and Andrew Wenger
(Miami, Fla.), who won the

Charles Napoli Scholar-

Athlete Award, presented

annually to the top scholar-

athlete. A two-time captain

of the swimming and diving

team, Wenger qualified for

the New England Division HI

championships four times

and finished in the top 10

three times. Paul Ranis, a

four-year tennis player, was
awarded the Markson Award,
given annually to the student

with the highest GPA in the

humanities.

The Jim McCully Award,
presented each year to a

senior who best exemplifies

the character, dedication and
good sportsmanship of

McCully's Ail-American
soccer career, was presented

to cowinners Novaria and
Ken Forde (Cambridge,

Mass.). Forde was an Ail-

American in the 800 meters
(indoors) in 1988 and last

spring he earned his second
All-American honor in the

800 meters (outdoors).
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by Brenda Marder

Meet Samuel O. Thier:

Sixth President

of Brandeis University

Samuel O. Thier became the sixth President

of Brandeis University on September 3. On
August 22, one of his several spring and
summer visits to the campus, he talked with
the editor of the Brandeis Review about his

background and some of the topics he had in

mind on the eve of assuming the presidency.

Marder: You are moving back to the

Boston area. Professionally and
personally, you must be quite happy
about that.

Thier: Yes, I'm very glad to be back.

I spent the better time of a decade
here in the 1960s, a very formative
time for my wife and me. When we
arrived, we had been married for

two years and had a three-month-
old baby. I started my internship at

Massachusetts General Hospital.

We stayed for two years, spent the

next two years in Washington at the

National Institutes of Health and
returned to Boston for another five

years, a total of seven years out of

nine. The two youngest children

were bom here, the oldest two
started school here and we had our
first home here. During this time, I

moved from an internship position

to the faculty at Harvard and to a

position of responsibility at Mass.
General where I was head of the

renal section.

Marder: I'm sure that this must be
like a homecoming for you and that

you have a number of friends here.

Thier: We do have a large number of

friends: more close and long-term
friends than any other place, which
makes the idea of coming back so
much fun for us.

Marder: You are a ranking renal

specialist and will want to keep
current in your specialty. Will you
be able to keep up in your specialty

considering the kinds of duties

you'll have as President of Brandeis?

Thier: It's difficult to keep right up
to the moment in the way that a

physician can who is devoting full

time to it. But I've had years of

experience in that area of medicine.
I read the major journals and attend

the renal meetings. I also do internal

medicine and in the recent past I

participated regularly at The John
Hopldns Medical School, where I

made the teaching rounds with the
residents and the students. I have
been offered the opportunity here in

Boston to do the same sort of thing
and will be active in one or two
medical institutions while I'm at

Brandeis.

Marder: While you were with the
Institute of Medicine you were not
only at Johns Hopkins but you were
also clinical professor of medicine at

The George Washington University.

Will you be teaching locally in other
fields beside medicine?

Thier: Yes, I plan to teach at

Brandeis. I have been appointed
University Professor and look
forward to interacting with both
undergraduate and graduate

students in the classroom.

Marder: Are there ways you can
move into the curriculum and offer

some of your expertise?

Thier: When I was at Penn, I taught
human biology to undergraduates
and at the Wharton School. At Yale,

I met with undergi'aduates, not in a

formal teaching situation but in

discussion groups and other

informal gatherings. I can teach at

Brandeis where there seems to be a

fit. For instance, as Brandeis

develops its interdisciplinary

program in law, medicine and
pubhc poHcy, I should be able to fit

into it.
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enjoy a collegial atmosphere in an
institution where it is possible for

all faculty members to know each

other. As I thought about Brandeis, I

was greatly attracted to its Jewish

heritage. You don't get all of these

ingredients in one institution very

often.

Marder: Why at this point in youi

life did you seek a university

presidency?

Thier: I didn't seek it. It came
visible. I had thought about a few

university presidencies over the last

three years. My colleague Bart

Giamatti was the first person to

suggest that I think about a

university presidency. Bart was
smarter than I. He knew me before I

knew me. I have been intrigued by
research universities and the role

they play in the country's

development.

In the past few decades, presidents

have come under siege and people

talk about university presidencies as

if they were something to be

shunned. It seemed crystal clear

that the way to deal with the

problems in higher education is to

engage them — not to retreat from
them. My experience the last six

years as president of a policy

institute showed me that policy-

based questions require

interdisciplinary approaches. I

became impressed by the

intellectual power of that kind of

strategy. It struck me that

universities have become fixed in

their ways of operating, in their

structures, in their departmental

orientation. My sense is that in

almost all fields now, the pace and
direction of scholarship are

outpacing the ability of the

university to adjust. Figuring out

how to make the universities more
flexible while focusing on the

content of scholarship are the lands

of matters that are important. What
an interesting set of challenges. So I

thought about the perspectives I

might bring to the university — and
if not now, when?

Marder: Why Brandeis? What was
the specific attraction to this

University?

Thier: First, Brandeis is a private

institution and as such has more
freedom to address problems than a

state university. Second, I was
searching for a research institution,

because my experience has taught

me that literally every policy-

related question has a research

component. Third, I wanted to join

a school that was small enough to

achieve, without too much
difficulty, some degree of flexibility.

Theoretically, the fewer people you
have to convince, the more easUy

you can effect change. One can

Marder: You have visited the

campus several times this spring

and summer. What did you hope to

accomplish in these visits?

Thier: I wanted to understand the

University from the vantage point

of sitting down with people in their

offices and laboratories, seeing

where they live academically,

getting an idea of their

environments, talking to them
about their backgrounds, their

academic interests, what draws

them to Brandeis. This was a good
opportunity to get acquainted before

I really got into the tough decision
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Paula D. Thier:

Member of the Team

making that will occur over the

next few years. I've also started

meeting with the Trustees.

At the first faculty meeting in

September, a few days after I've

begun work, I want to engage the

faculty in a discussion. I will tell

them my sense of the institution,

what I had envisioned here and then

what I actually found here, what I

believe we ought to be thinking

about and how we ought to proceed.

I have spent too httle time at the

University to comprehend fully the

complexities. On the other hand, I

know enough about institutions to

fathom some of the issues. Any
plans that lead to strengthening

Brandeis must include the

wholehearted agreement of the

faculty.

Marder: Brandeis traditionally has

had an activist campus. Medical

students or perhaps even the

students at the Wharton School

may not take to the barricades with

quite the gusto that Brandeis

students display. Are you looking

forward to dealing with younger

students who are prone to activism?

Thier: I was on the student/faculty

committee at Harvard Medical

School during the strikes in the late

1960s. I assure you that medical

students can get roiled. One of the

attractions to Brandeis, actually, is

its history of activism. I'm in favor

of students being involved in and
excited about the world around
them. That is a central part of their

education. What I resist is activism

that is expressed as intolerance or

lack of civility. I'm all for civil

discourse.

At her new residence in

Newton, a short ride from

the campus, Paula D. Thier

expressed to the editor of

the Brandeis Review her

enthusiasm for coming to

Brandeis as the wife of the

sixth President.

Paula Thier, who has a

bachelor's degree in

biology from Cornell and
an M.B.A., is leaving her

job at the National Trust

for Historic Preservation

in Washington to move
with her husband to the

Boston area. At the

National Trust— a 230

thousand member
organization that

encourages public

participation In the

preservation of buildings,

objects, sites and districts

significant in the history

and culture of the nation

— she had created an

interesting niche for

herself as membership
coordinator. Her new job?

Spouse, helpmate,

member of the team of

Thier & Thier. "Sam and I

have always worked
together. In the beginning

at least, people at

Brandeis will be getting to

know us as a team, as we
learn about the University

and get acquainted with

the people. I would like the

spouses of the faculty and
staff to think of me as a

friend. I would like to

attend as many functions

as I can."

Although she is happy to

act solely in the capacity

of spouse for the first

year, in the long run,

though, she will want to

return to doing something

on her own. 'Actually, it

could turn out that what I

want to do on my own
might even be Brandeis-

connected." But she's not

prepared to think about

the second phase yet.

"Right now I just want to

help," she says.

Mrs. Thier has worked as a

volunteer as well as in

paid positions. One of her

most rewarding jobs

started as a volunteer

project but developed into

a paid position. While her

husband was at Yale, she

joined the Holocaust

Survivors Film Project

where she volunteered as

the project's film

coordinator, newsletter

producer and volunteer

supervisor. Later, the

project was taken over by

Yale as the Video Archive

for Holocaust

Testimonies, and she

became part of the

professional staff.

Being the wife of a

university president will

be an experience quite

different than anything

she has done. "I will be
interacting with so many
constituencies and
meeting people with such

a tremendous variety of

expertise. We have worked
with people who were

active in medicine and
health and related fields,

but life at a university

spans even more fields of

Interest.

"

The Thiers have raised

three daughters: the

oldest, a mother of three,

edits an environmental

magazine; the second is a

lav\/yer; and the youngest

has just received a

master's in public health.
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Marder: You have been on the

Washington scene for a number of

years. What sort of a Hnk can you
forge between government and
higher education and what role will

you play between Brandeis and the

national capital?

Thier: I've worked for the last six

years with people in the

administration and Congress and
have some sense of how
Washington works, although no one
ever lives long enough to grasp fully

how Washington works. From my
experience with government, I

know that university presidents

need to work on two levels. On one
level, they should cooperate with
their own congressional

representatives of their districts and
states: Massachusetts is a state rich

in first-rate educational institutions,

so the representatives have a

common cause with university

presidents. Both groups want to

enhance the position of these

institutions. At the second level,

presidents can work at such vital

issues as student aid, affirmative

action, questions of research

support, challenges to indirect

support, by working in concert with

colleagues at other institutions,

rather than free-lancing. Brandeis is

a member of the Association of

American Universities, which
represents the 59 or so leading

research institutions in the country.

I can participate in this organization

and other similar consortiums,

which have clout at the national

level.

Marder: I noted that the histitute of

Medicine has a global reach. What
kind of global interest should

Brandeis cultivate-

Thier: There are some issues that

just naturally have global

implications: science, literature,

standards of analysis,

environmental matters, certain

areas of health and social policy,

particularly aging, health care and
diseases like AIDS. I am interested

in using our resources effectively to

do things in other countries. Two
examples come readily to mind. I

have been involved over the years

with some institutions of higher

learning in Israel — Ben-Gurion
University and Hebrew University

Hadassah Medical Center. I think

Brandeis should be able to develop

some creative programs jointly with
Israel's institutions of higher

learning because of the very natural

alliances.

Another geographical area that has

attracted my attention is the

Caribbean. We worry about health

care in Africa or Asia or other

distant places, but what about our

nearer neighbors in the Caribbean?

They have some very capable, well-

trained individuals who possess

scant resources, but are trying

desperately to do a good job. It

would take very little, given the size

of the population, to make an
enonnous impact. I serve on the

Caribbean Commonwealth Medical
Research Council and will continue

to do so.

By the way, I have learned about the

Wien Program and am very

impressed with it. It attracts some
superb people who go on to do very

important things around the world.

It's a splendid model and it would
be nice if we could afford to expand

Marder: Do you have any official

functions planned to greet the new
students and to launch the fall

semester, the first of your
presidency?

Thier: I plan to meet with minority

students, to be present at the

General Orientation and to meet
with representatives of the

Graduate Student Association, to

greet the new parents and to address

the New Student Convocation.
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Would such restrictions violate the basic

right to freedom of expression

guaranteed by the Bill of Rights?

Questions of this kind were raised at an

extraordinary forum at Brandeis in

iconnection with a film that has recently

found its way to an archive on the

Brandeis campus. Rather than

pornography, campus hate speech,

homoerotic photographs or sexist and

racist lyrics, the forum took as its point

of departure The Eternal Jew, one of

several virulent, antisemitic films

produced by the Nazis now in

possession of the National Center for

;
Jewish Film (NCJF).

Nestled in the basement of Brandeis's

jLown School of Near Eastern and
judaic Studies, in offices barely large

enough to hold over seven thousand

;cans of film that line every available

iinch of shelf space, the NCJF is an

archive and research facility dedicated

;to the preservation and study of Jewish

culture as documented through film.

NCJF, an independent, nonprofit

organization associated with the

University and the American Jewish

Historical Society, began in 1976 with

the acquisition of a private collection of

30 Yiddish feature films. Today it

houses the world's largest collection of

ifititelish language feature films and a

le collection of films from early

ilefits with Jewish comics to feature

ilms . Film footage depicting the

caust, postwar displaced persons'

jjs, Jewish life in Europe before

World War II and Jewish life in Israel

land around the world is also part of the

archive.

Since its founding, the NCJF has
pressed forward with a sense of

urgency to collect all available material

on Jewish life in Europe before and

euring World War II. Unfortunately,

,

lany of the documents on Jewish

culture had either disappeared or been
destroyed during the war. Nearly all the

extant footage of European Jews during

this dark period of Jewish history was

[iij|i2j|i»jj||2fjiig£

disappearing because of the rapidly

deteriorating nature of nitrate film, the

film stock generally used prior to 1950.

In an attempt to gather the Nazi films,

produced under the supervision of

Joseph Goebbels, Hitler's minister of

propaganda, the NCJF and the official

archives of the Ministry of Interior of the

Federal German Republic entered into

prolonged negotiations.

Most of the films and newsreels

produced during the Third Reich period

had been seized by the Allies as

captured war property; these materials

remained under the control of the

American government until the early

1960s when President Kennedy's visit

to the Berlin Wall prompted the return of

the materials and all rights to the West
German government.

Negotiations to acquire the films began

in 1983 when Sharon Pucker Rivo '61

and Miriam Krant, codirectors of the

NCJF, used the occasion of the Berlin

Film Festival's screening of The Light

Ahead, one of the NCJF's restored

Yiddish films, to meet with government

officials in Bonn. They argued their right

to ownership of films, produced by

exploiting the Jews of Eastern Europe,

as well as their right to control use of

the films in the United States to prevent

further harm to the Jewish community

that could occur through pirating and
misuse. In 1985 the NCJF secured

prints and exclusive distribution rights of

a number of the major Nazi-produced

films, among them two of the most
infamous and insidious antisemitic films

ever made: the"documentary," The
Eternal Jew (Der ewige Jude), and the

fictional feature, Jud Suss.

Released in Germany in 1 940, The
Eternal Jew draws upon brutally

degrading and demeaning footage of

Jews and Jewish life taken in the

ghettos of Poland shortly after German
occupation to "document," according to

the film's German prologue, "the Jews
as they really are, before they conceal

themselves behind the mask of the

civilized European." Images and

,n together conspire to depict

s filthy, lazy and cunning

creatures, who live in dirty, infested

surroundings and engage in haggling

and usury. Clips from other films are

used to depict Jewish avarice and

bloodthirstiness; maps and statistical

charts to identify their prominence in

international crime and international

banking; and graphic scenes of

allegedly kosher butchering to

demonstrate the sadism and brutality of

Jewish ritual practice. The message of

the film is clear: Europe must rid itself of

"this people of parasites." The Jews, like

the rats to whom they are visually

compared, must be exterminated.

Widely used as part of the Nazi

campaign to alter German
consciousness and persuade ordinary

people of the necessity for the massive

murder of Jews, The Eternal Jew \s

regarded as a masterpiece of

propaganda. It represents a case study

that illuminates how moving images can

be used to perpetrate lies and control

public opinion, and, more particularly,

how the Nazis employed the mass
media to prepare the German nation

and its occupied peoples for Hitler's

"final solution to the Jewish question."

Thus the prologue to the English-titled

version of the film prepared by NCJF
reads:

We present this English-titled version to

acquaint contemporary viewers with the

persuasive power of dangerous visual

images as well as to foster critical

viewing and a deeper understanding of

antisemitism, the Nazi regime and the

Holocaust.

The dilemma for the NCJF, however, is

the fear that acquainting contemporary

viewers with the persuasive power of

dangerous images may put people

under the influence of those images. In

tact, viewing the film could help

persuade some members of today's

audience, that Jews are a vile and

villainous people. The central question

is: What consequences might
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result from circulating a film in which

Jews are portrayed as ugly, cowardly,

filthy, sadistic corrupters of the world? Is

it not possible that the inflammatory,

virulent content of the film might create

or reinforce negative stereotypes?

Troubled by this question, the NCJF
submitted a proposal to the National

Endowment for the Humanities seeking

funds to study the effects of the film on

viewers so as to develop policy and

procedures for proper usage of this and

other Nazi films they had acquired. In

Germany, these films are under the tight

control of Transit Films, a quasi-

government agency. To see the films

one must apply for permission and

prove that it is for the purpose of

academic research. Permission is

granted or denied by Karl Werner,

president of Transit Films. A similar

provisional policy has been adopted by

the NCJF, where Sharon Rivo in

consultation with other staff and

members of the NCJF board decides

who can screen the film. The
contractual agreement by which the

NCJF secured copies of the Nazi film

from the German government stipulates

that the NCJF is "to supervise carefully

the use of the film, distributing it to

educational and cultural organizations

for educational use only."

The NCJF's proposal came to the

attention of the Massachusetts

Foundation for the Humanities, which

recognized in this particular dilemma
the same essential elements of the

controversy over racist or sexist speech
plaguing colleges and communities

across the country. As the controversy

has escalated, so too have the passions

on both sides. Ironically, much of the

current debate over free speech is

conducted in ways that undermine the

sort of thoughtful discussion and
dialogue free speech is intended to

promote, and as Justice Louis B,

Brandeis, the modern architect of free

speech theory, observed in his famous
1927 opinion in Whitney v. California:

Those who won our independence

believed... that the freedom to think as
you will and to speal< as you think are

means indispensable to the discovery

and spread of political truth; that without

free speech and assembly discussion
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would be futile: that with them,

discussion affords ordinarily adequate

protection against the dissemination of

noxious doctrine: that the greatest

menace to freedom is an inert people:

that public discussion is a political duty:

and that this should be a fundamental

principle of the American government.

As part of its ongoing interest in

improving the quality of public discourse

on the issue of censorship, the

Massachusetts Foundation for the

Humanities, whose current president is

Joyce Antler, associate professor of

Amehcan studies at Brandeis, proposed

a public forum that would address the

issue by focusing on The Eternal Jew. a

film that had consequences, caused

harm. and. as Sharon Rivo believes,

may yet cause irreparable harm if

allowed to circulate freely. The forum,

planned in conjunction with the NCJF
and Brandeis's Tauber Institute for the

Study of European Jewry, was
designed to enable participants to

articulate and examine the values

behind their immediate responses to

the film and propose solutions

regarding its use, and thereby gain a

deeper understanding of the moral

scope of the controversy over offensive

speech.

Over 250 people attended the forum

titled "Dangerous Images/Difficult

Decisions: Screening Film Documents."

Moderated by Jeffrey Abramson,

professor of politics at Brandeis and a

lawyer who is an expert on

constitutional law, the evening's panel

included Sharon Rivo; Representative

Byron Rushing of the Massachusetts

House of Representatives; Orlando

Bagwell, a filmmaker: Jules Chametsky,

director of the Institute for Advanced

Study in Humanities at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst; and Judith

DeCew, associate professor of

philosophy at Clark University. Articles

on the forum subsequently appeared in

newspapers across the country.

The forum began with a short screening

of two segments from The Eternal Jew.

The grotesquely offensive visual

images left the audience stunned,

though panelist after panelist

(all of whom had seen the entire film

prior to the forum) noted that the

whole was far more diabolical than the

segments shown.

But while all the panelists were in

agreement about the noxious quality of

the film and found the questions it

raised extremely troubling, there was no

general agreement on how to deal with

such a film — whether to restrict access
and prevent unnecessary encounters

with its hate-filled message or allow free

access and encourage critical and

responsible viewing.

For Representative Byron Rushing, the

question of the evening was "Should we
look at evil?" and the answer was an

unequivocal "Yes." "We have to look at

evil," Rushing argued. "We have to see

how it can be portrayed — how evil

people can say evil things — so that

when they say those things in ways that

are not this obvious, we will notice

them."

Rushing's position recalls both John

Milton's rejection of "a cloistered virtue"

in Aereopagitica and John Stuart Mill's

insistence that the strength of one's

convictions resides in the ability to

withstand opposition. As Mill wrote in

his classic defense of free speech, "On

Liberty":

The peculiar evil of silencing the

expression of an opinion is. that it is

robbing the human race: posterity as

well as the existing generation: those

who dissent from the opinion still more
than those who hold it. If the opinion is

right, they are deprived of the

opportunity of exchanging error for truth:

If wrong, they lose, what is almost as

great a benefit, the clearer perception

and livelier impression of truth,

produced by its collision with error

Those who are concerned with the

dangers of allowing The Eternal Jew \o

be shown fear that the truth may not be

clarified through confrontation with

error; they do not assume that error or

evil can be recognized and resisted.

Jules Chametsky in this regard

recounted for the audience his

experience 1 5 years earlier when, as

director of a University of

Massachusetts exchange program in

Freiburg, Germany, he and his wife,

along with several hundred, mostly

university students, attended a showing

of the film. "We were utterly appalled at

the film's apparent power to move these
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Nazi posters circulated to

advertise tlieir films

young people." What moved them,

Chametsky recalled, was not the

pernicious nature of Nazi ideology or

the invidious nature of Nazi

propaganda. No one pondered the

manipulative use of images. Rather the

question period was devoted to such

questions from the audience as "Do

Jews really employ such barbarous

slaughter techniques?" and "Is there

really such a preponderance of Jews in

the banking profession?" The German
audience responded to the film, not as

propaganda, but as documentary. And

documentaries, as Orlando Bagwell, the

filmmaker on the panel, noted, "have a

way of making you feel that, yes — this

is real."

Rivo suggested this particular problem

might be dealt with by burning the

words "Nazi propaganda film" into every

frame. A more significant danger, as

she saw it, is the potential power of

these flagrantly antisemitic images to

inspire prejudice and generate

discrimination. Though she

acknowledged the difficulty of

establishing genuine connections

between people seeing images and the

harm that results, Rivo argued that, in

the absence of data on the film's impact

on viewers, we are not in a position to

determine whether the film can

effectively educate against stereotyping

and racism.

Rivo's position was challenged by other

panelists who argued that even if it

could be shown that the film creates

negative stereotypes, this would not

justify suppressing the film or restricting

access to it. In explaining their position,

they focused on two related dangers

commonly invoked in defense of free

speech. The first, commonly known as

the "slippery slope," sees the

suppression of one opinion or work as

inevitably leading to the suppression of

others. The problem of debasing and

degrading depictions that promote

antisemitism, racism, sexism or any

other form of group hate is obviously not

limited to this film. If we suppress The

Eternal Jew. why not suppress BIrtii of a

Nation, the "profoundly evil,

propagandistic anti-African film" that,

as Byron Rushing noted in his opening

remarks, like Ttie Eternal Jew,
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Gail Twersky Reimer is

associate director of the

Massachusetts Foundation

tor the Humanities, the state-

based program of the

National Endowment for the

Humanities. She earned her

bachelor's degree at Sarah

Lawrence College and her

Ph.D. at Rutgers University in

English and American

literature. From 1979 to 1988

she taught literature at

Wellesley College, where in

1987 she was awarded the

Penanski Prize for Excellence

in Teaching. She has been

the recipient of several

awards, including fellowships

from The American

Association of University

Women and The Bunting

Institute at Radcliffe College.

Her husband. Joseph Reimer.

is assistant professor in the

Benjamin S. Hornstein

Program in Jewish Communal
Service at Brandeis.

Sharon Pucker Rivo '61 is

the executive director of the

National Center for Jewish

Film (NCJF). After

graduating from Brandeis.

she earned her master's

degree in political science

from the University of

California at Berkeley. In

1963 she began her media

career at WGBH-TV where

she became one of the first

women public affairs

television and film producers

for National Education

Television (NET preceded
PBS).

Sixteen years ago. Rivo

along with Miriam Krant.

founded the Rutenberg and
Everett Yiddish Film Library,

which soon expanded into

the NCJF. Located on the

Brandeis campus. NCJF is

an independent, nonprofit

organization associated with

the University and the

American Jewish Historical

Society. NCJF is the largest

film archive of material

relevant to the Jewish

experience, outside of Israel.

Its collection of over seven

thousand cans of film

contains diverse images of

Jewish life from Birobidzhan

to Sao Paulo, from the

Lower East Side to Calgary.

Alberta, from the shtetis of

Lithuania to bungalows in

the Catskills.

Rivo received the First

Annual Jewish Cultural

Achievement Award from

the National Foundation of

Jewish Culture in 1990 and
the Best Discover/

Rediscovery Award for The
Dybbuk from the Boston

Society of Film Critics in

1989. She is a member of

the National Plan Task

Force to create the National

Plan for Moving Image

Preservation and a media

curriculum consultant for

"Facing History and
Ourselves: The Holocaust

and The Future. " She
lectures widely on Yiddish

cinema. Jewish images in

early American film, images

of Jewish women in cinema

and Nazi film propaganda.

Sharon Rivo '61 (left) and Gail

Reimer look over films in the

archive

She is the cocurator with J.

Hoberman and Adrienne

Mancia (The Museum of

Modern Art) of the

retrospective, "Yiddish

Cinema: Between Two
Worlds. " opening at MoMA
on November 14, which runs

for eight weeks.

"rewrites history very cleverly for people

who have no idea what that history

was?" How do we draw the line

between acceptable and unacceptable

offense?

An even more troubling problem, as

Judith DeCew noted, is, if a line is to be

drawn, who should draw it? If, as

Orlando Bagwell reminded us, what

one person finds offensive, another

finds fine, who should make the choice

or set up the guidelines of what counts

as offensive? The Eternal Jew itself,

with its unrelenting insistence that '1he

Jew is the corporeal demon behind

man's decay" and its insidious

suggestion that the destruction of the

Jews is a noble cause, is ample

testimony to what is at stake when a

group of decision makers is

empowered to decide what and who is

acceptable or undesirable.

If for some, the repressive ideology and

policies of the Nazi regime, under

which the film was produced, stand as

a clear warning of the dangers of

censorship, for Rivo and others the

atrocities committed in the name of that

regime demand that we look beyond

issues of censorship. The usurpation of

the legal as well as the moral rights of

those depicted in the film raise

important issues.

The serious violation of human rights

involved in both the production of the

film and the uses to which it was put in

its own time must, argued Abramson,

be weighed against the rights of others

to have access to the film. "There are

things that are too horrible, too

demeaning, too insulting, too violent, to

be honored under a system of free

speech," he stated. Referring to one of

the segments screened at the start of

the forum, Abramson asked the

audience to consider the coercive,

nonconsensual and undoubtedly

violent tactics used on captives to

make the film. He noted the strong

likelihood that the people who
appeared in a sequence of juxtaposed

images showing men with beards and

kaftans, who then reappeared shaven
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and more conventionally attired

(according to the narration to "conceal

their racial origins" and "infiltrate

Western civilization"), were first forcibly

shaven then made to smile for the

camera and finally sent to die in the

camps. "The film is a step in the

process, not just of verbally demeaning

people, but of exterminating them —
triggering through its own force, the

politics and conditions which sent those

people to their death. ...No one has a

moral claim to see a film made by

these kinds of tactics, by filmmakers

that are so closely bracketed with

killing their subjects," Abramson said.

Similar concerns, Abramson noted,

animated the Supreme Judicial Court

of Massachusetts when in 1967, it

placed TIticutt Follies. Fred Wiseman's

documentary film on Bridgewater State

Hospital, under a partial ban. (The 24-

year-old ban that prohibited the film

from being shown publicly was just

lifted this past August.) The film was
banned, in part, because of a

sequence that shows nude inmates in

barren cells being mocked by sadistic

guards. It was the opinion of the court

that in this and other sequences,

Wiseman had taken advantage of

involuntary subjects and the state of

Massachusetts had the legal

responsibility to protect the rights of its

inmates.

One member of the audience

suggested that it might be worth asking

whether the rights of the inmates were

indeed served by having TIticutt Follies

suppressed and not allowing wide open

viewing of a film that clearly exposed
the failure of the state to maintain its

inmates in even the minimum
conditions of human dignity. In the

same vein, he continued, we should

ask ourselves whether the rights of

those who perished in the Holocaust

are best served by suppressing The
Eternal Jew and not allowing wide

open viewing of a film that clearly

exposes the genocidal intentions of the

Nazi regime and the workings of the

Nazi propaganda machine. At a time

when even some people in academic

positions are questioning whether the

Holocaust ever happened, suggested

another audience member,
suppressing primary evidence

potentially abets efforts to rewrite a

history in which even the memory of

Jewish suffering and death at the

hands of the Nazis would be erased.

Isn't the setting of such a precedent

especially dangerous now? Shouldn't

the concern of the NCJF be with

disseminating these documents rather

than with restricting access to them?

With the raising of these questions, the

notion that truth is best served in an

open marketplace of ideas reasserted

itself, though in an historically specific

rather than abstract principled form.

While the panel and audience did not

learn until after the forum that copies of

the film are available on the open

market and can be purchased from a

videohouse specializing in military

history, in her opening remarks Rivo

noted that pirated copies of the film do

exist. Advocacy for wider showing of

the film took a more practical turn when
someone in the audience commented
that given the existence of these

pirated copies, the NCJF can't really

prevent the film from falling into the

wrong hands. This being so. the NCJF
should support, possibly even promote,

public screenings where falsehood

could readily be exposed. Whereas
suppressing the film or restricting

access to it may be an exercise in

futility, the audience member argued,

promoting access and responsible

viewing may be the best method of

damage control.

With this last argument, the value of

public discussion and debate, so

eloquently defended by Justice

Brandeis in the opinion cited earlier,

reasserted itself. "No danger flowing

from free speech," wrote Brandeis,

"can be deemed clear and present,

unless the incidence of the evil

apprehended is so imminent that it may
befall before there is opportunity for full

The Massachusetts
Foundation for the

Humanities is the state-

based program of the

National Endowment for the

Humanities. By providing

grants to fund community-
based projects and
initiating its own projects

throughout the state, the

foundation seeks to

encourage greater use of

the humanities— to foster

critical inquiry, to further

understanding of our

diverse cultural heritage, to

engage fundamental

questions of value and
meaning and to examine
public issues.

discussion. If there be time to expose

through discussion the falsehood and

fallacies, to avert the evil by the

processes of education, the remedy to

be applied is more speech, not

enforced silence."

The public discussion that began at

Brandeis has sparked national dialogue

on the issues in the media, in letters to

the NCJF from forum participants and

others who heard about it and in

subsequent public forums. The NCJF
took heed from the voices raised and

has been actively seeking venues to

screen the films where participants are

asked to react and suggest guidelines

for use. Most recently the film was
discussed at a faculty summer seminar

at Wellesley College and a public

forum at the Museum of Modern Art in

New York.

The concrete challenge to cherished

beliefs about freedom of speech posed

by The Etema/ Jew enabled

discussants to recognize that there are

many sides to the issue of censorship

and to reflect on the reasonableness

and comprehensiveness of their own
positions. If. for the moment, that has

complicated the formulation of policy at

the NCJF, we need not worry. For the

policy that is finally developed

promises to be stronger, fairer and

better than any that might have been

developed without public discussion.
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Judge Barbara

Dortch71:
A Judicial

Temperament

by Brenda Marder Barbara Dortch '71, a transplanted

Southerner, would probably concur

with most attorneys, that there is

something distinctive about

practicing law in Boston. The
atmosphere of the Massachusetts

capital exudes The Law.

Ubiquitous, old courthouses stand

stolidly beside the glassy modem
and postmodern skyscrapers. The
gritty, form-follows-function "New
Courthouse," where I interviewed

Judge Dortch, was erected in 1939

but is still dubbed "new" to

distinguish it from its adjacent

neighbor, the "Old Courthouse,"

built in 1890. To add to the almost

palpable presence of The Law, the

Boston area is home to six law
schools to include the oldest one in

the country — Harvard — founded

in 1817. The number of Boston

attorneys who have stamped their

impress on the national scene is

remarkable. To cite an illustrious

example, the University's

namesake, Louis D. Brandeis, also a

transplanted Southerner, earned his

law degree from Harvard, founded

his law firm in Boston and was
selected from Massachusetts by
Woodrow Wilson in 1916 to sit on
the Supreme Court.

Judge Dortch, who came to

Massachusetts in 1967 to study at

Brandeis, stayed on after graduation

to earn her J.D. at Boston College

Law School in 1974. When she took

the bar here, she joined the most
historic and— despite some grave

structural problems — one of the

most prestigious judicial systems in

the United States. Her career

became even more meshed with her

adopted state when in 1984, after

lav^ryering for several years in the

public sector in Boston, she

accepted her first judgeship in the

Boston Municipal Court (BMC). In

1989, the respected judge climbed

another rung and was swom in as a

Superior Court justice.

The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts' judicial system
traces its history in an unbroken
line from 1630 to this moment.
While the English common law
traditions, on which the first

settlers in the commonwealth
relied, have been Americanized
through the centuries, the basic

structure of the court system has

remained strikingly consistent for

nearly four centuries.

The commonwealth's claim to

historicity rests in yet another

imposing fact. Massachusetts

possesses the oldest written

constitution (1780) still governing in

the world. Among the first

instruments to declare the natural

rights of man, it served as a basis for

the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court in 1 783 to make the

commonwealth the first state to

declare slavery imlawful.

While Dortch launched her career in

a state that boasts a constitution

opening smartly with a Declaration

of Rights: "All men are bom free

and equal, and have certain

unalienable rights," her state of

birth, Tennessee, claimed a legal

ethos of an entirely different nature.

Dortch was bom in 1949 into a

world of segregation. As a black

child, she attended segregated

schools. Her father died when she

was 13, but she was blessed with a

strong, independent mother.

Although her mother worked hard

to support her two children and
their great-grandmother, the family

remained poor. But her mother
raised her with middle-class values

that stressed a college education.

Dortch was graduated from high

school at the top of her class and
was accepted at Brandeis, where she
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hoped to major in biology. But the

assassination of Martin Luther King,

Jr., in 1968, her freshman year,

changed the course of her career.

The University was a hot bed of

poUtical activism; the country in

turmoil. She switched her major to

politics to prepare herself for a role

in affecting social justice.

"I decided as Commencement drew

near that I wanted an education in

the law. At that time, I understood

that law was an instrument for

social change. I wasn't even sure

that I would practice, but I wanted
the advantage of having a law

degree, " Dortch says.

When Dortch was sworn in as a

Superior Court justice, she, too,

created an historical fact. She was
the first black woman to sit on the

bench of that court, making her the

highest-ranking black woman in the

Massachusetts judiciary. Out of a

total of 334 judges in the state's

system, only 53 are female. In the

Superior Court, out of a total of 75

judges, 13 are female.

Dortch would hardly find it

daunting to work in an

environment where the number of

men predominates. Self-confident is

an adjective that describes her

admirably, and attorneys who have
stood before her in court have
remarked on her masterful presence.

Yet she does admit that it is

difhcult for a female judge not to

have female peers. "I think it's

always hard when you are in such a

distinct minority— be it a racial or

gender minority. The lack of female

peers is not difficult in the day-to-

day functioning. But there really

does exist a bond among women
judges and when we get together

there is a certain openness, a sharing

of problems that occurs. Women
bring a different nuance to the trial

court. That's not to say that many
of my male peers are not coUegial.

Of course, many are."

• *

"^y of

'ft9.

A Report to the

delegates of

the Massachusetts

Constitutional

Convention:

the final draft was
adopted in 1 780

Gender bias, however, has been a

concem within the Massachusetts

court system. Searching for a

remedy, the Supreme Judicial Court
established a Gender Bias

Commission a few years ago, and
Dortch cochaired one of its

subcommittees. From its

investigation came another

Massachusetts first: an eight-page

Court Conduct Handbook, issued

in 1989 to court employees,

including judges, clerks and court

officers, that offers a standard for

nonsexist behavior. It states

explicitly that stereotypes have no
place m the courts and that equal

treatment must be granted to

everyone in courthouses across the

commonwealth. This is the first

comprehensive set of guidelines in

the country that have the force of

the Supreme Judicial Court behind

it. "Court employees must obey it,"

says Dortch, "or be singled out for

discipline." In a system where a

decade ago it would not be unheard

of for a judge to turn to a female

attorney and say, "What do you
think, young lady?" the handbook
reflects a shift in courtroom
etiquette.

In another effort to ensure that the

courts serve out justice with an
even hand, the Supreme Judicial

Court's Commission to Study

Racial and Ethnic Bias has been

awarded a grant to conduct research

on racial and ethnic bias in the

courts and develop a pilot cultural

awareness training program to

educate court personnel. Dortch,

who sits on the commission, will

oversee aspects of a preliminary'

report on the findings, due out this

fall, and aid with the printing of a

full report later next year.

Dortch's energy, intelligence and
integrity have earned her an

enviable reputation. The respect her

colleagues hold for her was
demonstrated when, in an unusual

move, the executive council

suspended the seven-day waiting

period and investigation and
confumed her as a state Superior

Court judge immediately. She had
impressed the legal community, and
the public as well, during her five

years on the bench at the BMC,
which has jurisdiction similar to

that of a district court. The BMC's
territorial jurisdiction stretches

from downtown Boston to adjacent

neighborhoods and is famous for the

toll it exacts on judges and litigants

who face the overwhelming
problems of today's American cities.

If you can perform judiciously, and
balance compassion and respect for

the law in this infemo; if you can

emerge from this Dantean circle

(one young lawyer remarked to me
that a sign ought to be placed above

the entrance, "Let All Who Enter

Abandon Hope") with stability and
dignity, you have demonstrated the

indispensable quality that all wise

judges must possess — judicial

temperament.
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The "New
Courthouse", a

"modern"

structure of 1939

(illuminated).

dwarfs its sister

house of law, the

"Old Courthouse

"

(shaded).

constructed in 1890

To those of us who are famiUar with

her reputation, it appears that

Dortch has registered a score of

successes in the course of her hfe.

But it seems fair to ask her: When
an ideahstic student turns to a

career in the law, how does she

herself evaluate that decision a

decade and a half later especially

after a bruising five years in district

court?

Within a half hour or less in

Dortch's company, you realize you

are not talking with a judge who has

been shaken by the searing cases

she heard in district court or ground

down by a less than perfect system.

She converses warmly, often

breaking the mood of a deadly

serious subject with a brush of light

humor and a smile, as if even in

conversation, she were seeking to

strike a balance. Sitting with her in

her chambers, a small, dark, austere

room tucked beside the courtroom,

during the sunset hours of a broiling

summer day, I spot a rusting Rube
Goldberg air conditioner, obviously

defunct, set into a grimy window. I

cannot help but compare the

cheerless, substandard quality of

these dreary appointments to the

high technology and sleek decor

that enhance the glittering office

buildings across the way. If she is

wilting in the oppressive humidity,

she does not betray discomfort. She

is wearing a crisp white dress and
talking animatedly, as she evaluates

her career in terms of her

expectations as a young woman.

"On the whole, I feel that I have been

able to take part in the delivery of

social justice. In the BMC, because

it is on the district level, I could

accomplish quite a bit. BMC has a

large constituency — so I was
always interacting with any number
of citizens on a given day. In cases

with criminal defendants who were
found guilty, I could fashion

sentences that were a little more
creative than incarceration. As a

judge, I was more confident about

taking a chance with these

defendants because they were in an

early stage of criminal involvement

and the statutes available allowed

me to treat first offenders differently

than long-term offenders with

shabby records." Often, particularly

in drug possession cases,

'defendants came back to me to

report that they had undergone a

change for the better because of

treatment recommended by me or

the court psychiatrist," she says.

Because of the desperate

circumstances of most defendants

and the enormous caseloads of the

judges at the BMC, Dortch admits

that the environment there is

draining. "The BMC was busy and
interesting and occasionally, even

fun, but some of the matters are so

recurring and depressing that you
soon grasp as a judge, you cannot

effect great changes: you often see

the same troubled people over and
over. Their crimes, for the most
part, reflect societal ills — as

opposed to the more serious cases at

Superior Court that are more often

attributable to the offenders'

misconduct. You can get very

discouraged at the BMC if you don't

keep a perspective." Yet, in a

certain way, Dortch did derive a

great sense of personal satisfaction

from her work in the BMC.

Still, she finds there is much to gam
by working in the Superior Court.

The cases in Superior Court are

much more intellectually

challenging for the judge — "the

issues have wide-ranging

implications for society-at-large.

Class actions, environmental issues,

consumer protection matters —
these are the kinds of problems that

concern large segments of the

public. There is so much at stake,"

she says. "As to criminal matters,

the Superior Court cases have a

significant impact on the safety of

the community as well as on the

lives of the defendants who are

charged with the crimes."

She had to adjust to the fact that a

judgeship does change the role of

the individual in society. Judges for

obvious reasons of propriety cannot

lend their names to political

organizations and cannot enter the

lists of social activism. These
drawbacks work to narrow one's

compass of social commitment.
"The danger exists, if you are not on
your guard, that you can become
isolated," says Dortch, "removed
from trends and issues. Any judge

needs to be a well-rounded,

connected individual, a person who
has a keen sense of what's going on
in the community. I miss those

kinds of activities." To ward off

isolation, she makes a special effort

to keep connected in the ways that

are open to her, among them
involvement in educational

institutions and nonprofit,

charitable organizations.

If Dortch fears being sealed off from
the wider world, she can at least

enjoy the benefits of a collegial

community: the 75 judges in the

Superior Court are well known for

their comradeship. Although it is

true that the bench is a lonely place,

"I can reach any number of

colleagues on an emergency basis

and discuss with them a particular

thorny issue I happen to confront,"

Dortch explains. "Of course no one

can tell you how to decide a legal
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issue, but it's sometimes helpful to

talk." This spur of the moment
reaching out is rare. "Usually we
wait until lunchtime and sit around

the table to talk about what's going

on in trial and elicit feedback from

one another. In this forum, you
might hear a variety of opinions,-

you might hear more points of view

than you want to hear," she adds

smiling. "But only you see the

evidence in front of you, so

colleagues can offer you only their

reactions to what you tell them or

present similar circumstances they

have encountered. They can help,

also, for example, by sharing with

colleagues their files on certain

matters that occur only rarely and
on jury instructions they may have
given. Resources like these you
can't get from other places." Such
interactions are greatly encouraged.

When lawyers prepare to go to

court, one of the principal factors

they take into consideration is the

demeanor and characteristics of the

judge. In this respect, Dortch's wide
exposure to the Boston legal

community makes her a known
quantity. By her own admission, she

tries to put people at ease. "I like

the atmosphere, the court

proceedings, to be conducted in a

formal manner but I want the

parties to feel at ease and calm — an

atmosphere in which the

proceedings seem to flow." For

people who might mistake her

search for calm as a signal for

timidity, beware! Dortch can mete
out stiff sentences when defendants

deserve them.

At this juncture, the Massachusetts

trial court is passing through a

critical stage. The consulting firm,

Harbridge House, last April issued

its report on court reorganization

titled "Justice Endangered: A
Management Study of the

Massachusetts Trial Court." It

recommended that the

commonwealth's inefficient seven

trial court departments be unified as

they are in approximately 33 other

states. The unification, the

President of the Massachusetts Bar

Association Leo V. Boyle recently

stated, "will streamline and
coordinate administration by
eliminating duplicative

administrative structures, enabling

uniform computerization of all

courts, and functions, ensuring the

efficient deployment of money,
personnel and other resources to the

neediest courts, and creating a

distinct — and sorely needed —
'chain of command' for the entire

trial court."

Side by side with the problem of

fragmentation is another vexing

structural problem. Presently, the

legislature allocates the funds and
eannarks them for specific purposes

within the system; but most judges

believe that they should have the

authority to redistribute the funds

within the system, a function that

is currently denied them by the

legislature. In October, as the

Brandeis Review went to press, the

legislature's Judiciary Committee
was expecting to issue a bill on
court reform.

Dortch feels that change is

necessary in the current structure.

"When you move from one county to

the next, you see how resources are

haphazardly granted. It is

heartrending to see some
ramshackle courts such as

Dorchester's, where court business

is actually conducted in trailers,

while some affluent communities
have underutilized courthouses that

glow like palaces compared to the

one in Dorchester. Certainly, there

is a dire need for a more equitable

distribution of funds and for the

flexibility for the transfer of

personnel so that the courthouses

are efficiently and reasonably

staffed."

As the highest court in the land

completes its shift to the right, will

the decisions at the state level be

affected? Dortch looks to the

Massachusetts Declaration of

Rights to safeguard individual

rights. "The Declaration of Rights

has been construed more broadly

than the U.S. Constitution,-

therefore, in cases that raise the

issues of individual liberties, those

litigants who seek relief under our

Declaration of Rights, may be more
successful than when they are

entirely dependent on the U.S.

Constitution. The real influence of

the Supreme Court will be on public

opinion. The atmosphere generated

by a conservative U.S. Supreme
Court bodes negatively on all states

because public opinion will be

shaped by its conservative bent and
jurors, necessarily selected from the

public-at-large, will view issues of

individual liberties more
restrictively. And conservative state

legislators will respond to these

winds of public opinion, " she

explains.

Dortch is fully immersed in the life

of the Superior Court. When asked

where she wants to go next, she

says that she is not looking beyond
the moment because she doesn't

feel that, after only two years, she's

finished learning what the Superior

Court has to teach. "There is a

tremendous variety of civil and
criminal cases here. Some day I'll

pick my head up from my caseload

and as a prudent person ask myself:

'What shall I do next?'"
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Deep Inside

the New Europe

by George Ross

George Ross is Morris

Hillquit Professor of Labor

and Social Thought in the

sociology department at

Brandeis, senior associate

of the Harvard Center for

European Studies and
chair of the Council for

European Studies. He has

written or edited

numerous books on
European politics and
industrial relations, his

latest, Seaiching for the

New France, edited with
Brandeis Assistant

Professor James Hollifield.

Ross spent the first seven

months of 1991 on
sabbatical as a participant

observer on the staff of

European commission
president Jacques Delors

under the auspices of a

fellowship from the

German Marshall Fund of

the United States. The
product of this experience

and research will be a

book on the poUtics and
pohcy-making of the

Delors presidency of the

European Commission as

it confronts the tasks of

going beyond 1992. The
excerpts from his

Researcher's Diary, edited

for the Brandeis Review,

communicate some of the

excitement of Europe in

the making.

r.

The European Community

(E.G.) — now Belgium,

Denmaric, France,

Germany, Greece, Ireland,

Italy, Luxembourg, the

Netherlands, Portugal,

Spain and the United

Kingdom — grew out of

efforts to unite Europe in

the wake of World War I!;-

The most important of .

i

these efforts, the Treaty of

Rome in 1957, which sqi

up the European Corry^on

Market, played an / > '

important role in bringing

prosperity and growth to

Western Europe.

Precipitated by the two oil

shocks of 1973 and 1979,

economic difficulties in

the 1970s broke the

Community's forward

momentum. By the early

on =^

4

1980s, with the E.C.

sinking ever deeper into

stagnation, talk

was rife about terminal

"Eurosclerosis"
*"

and "Europessimism."

A new team took over at

the European Commission =^

in Brussels in 1985,

however, led by Jacques
'

Delors, the former French

finance minister who had

been largely responsible

for introducing economic

realism into Socialist

Frangois Mitterrand's first

years in power. This team

very quickly produced a

"White Paper" proposing

that all remaining internal

barriers to the free

movement of goods,

capital and people be

removed. This program,

with its list of several
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measures to form the

E.C.'s 12,^eparate

national markets into one

"Europe without frontiers"

^y the end of 1992,

was duly enacted into law

1?.^bv the Sincjie

^ropean Act of 1 986.

-Jr/1992 became a symbol of

renewed Western

BBfGurop^an econoiT)ic

nivaand political dynamism.

II

1 992 —?fhe determination of the ^
European Community to create a

unified European market — has

signaled a new European will to

transcend national differences. The^,,

1992 program came jvist in time to

make the E.G. 12 a magnet for

newly democratizing Eastern

European societies. Although the

invocation of the year makes it

sound apocalyptic, as if some great

event will happen, little of

momentous significance remains to

occur in 1992, since by now almost

aU necessary steps have either

already been taken or are in the

works. Now the real test of the new
Europe's mettle is what it wdll

devise for "after 1992." Only then

will we know whether the 1992

process has been simply a brief affair

with market deregulation or the

beginning of a new dynamic of

integration. "After 1992" is being

thrashed out right now, in fact, as

excerpts from my Researcher's

Diary will communicate.

January The President

I had my first long talk with "M. le

President" late on a dark, snowy
Brussels evening. Jacques Delors
was elegant and fresh as he
welcomed me into his office, with
its privileged view over the city,

European flag at the comer of the

desk— 12 gold stars on a field of

blue — and television set that, I was
to leam, he watched as much to

catch up on late-breaking sports

scores as world events. Hardly had
we exchanged politesses, however,
before he launched a monologue as

stormy as3he weather. "Europe is in

great danger...Crisis can come from
anywhere and destroy what we've

tried tobuild." After listing

potential disaster areas — the

divisive effects of the Gulf war, the

sordid but important conflict

between the French and Belgians

about the ultimate location of the

new Europe's "seat" or the Uruguay
Round conlhct over agriculture

with the United States — the

president of the European
Commission poured out his

thoughts and fears. To be sure, the

Community had its recent

successes. The 1992 process had
reenergized the E.G. But most of the

1992 program had been enacted. It

was a question of going beyond it.

The danger was in stumbling and
stalling now. "All you need to do is

to think about the Community's
history...six or seven years of

progress, five years of crisis and 19

years of stagnation...," complained
Delors.

Jacques Delors is legendary for ups
and downs. Here I was, practically

fresh off the plane, in the middle of

a classic example of his "downs."
Initially I felt it my duty to respond,

to accentuate the positive. Inspired

by the persistent silence of Pascal

Lamy, Delors' chef de cabinet,

whose own verbal skills were
legendary, I finally grasped that we
were not there to help the president

out of his black hole. Instead, we
were spectators while he thought

through the situation. The E.C. was
at a delicate and precarious juncture

and there were great dangers. But
his gloomy descriptions always
ended with oracular

pronouncements. "We have to lay

low for awhile and wait for our

moment. ..But when the right time
comes I'll throw some new ideas

into the pot and we'll see what
follows." Delors was psyching
himself up to take on his

difficulties, like an athlete before a

championship match.

February The Cabinet

My job is to track the strategies of

the Delors presidency of the

European Commission, with special

reference to the workings of Delors'

cabinet. With its exclusive power to

propose poHcy, the European
Commission is the E.C.'s

'=^

"government." But it resembles no
government anywhere. Composed
of 1 7 equal commissioners — two
appointed by the governments of

the five largest members, one each
from the others— it is officially a

"college" without majority or

minority. Its decisions are made
after round table discussions aimed
at producing consensus. Each
commissioner has a specific

portfolio of policy responsibilities,

but collegiality means that each

also has to debate intelligently the

specialized policy proposals of 16

other colleagues. This is where
cabinets come into the picture.
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February The Chief

Each commissioner needs a

dedicated staff to follow what other

commissioners are doing in order to

understand and influence the course

of events. In fact these cabinets do a

great deal of the Commission's
business. In the days before each

meeting of the Commission, formal

and informal meetings among
cabinet staff take place to hammer
out deals on policy. What officially

comes before the Commission every

Wednesday involves matters to

which the cabinets could not agree

earlier. A visitor from another

planet — or from the United States

— could easily conclude that

Europe's future was being decided

by a polyglot gaggle of 40-year-old,

male cabinet members.

The Delors cabinet is a special case.

Constitutionally, Jacques Delors is

only primus inter pares, one
colleague among 1 7, whose major
official duty is to preside. Delors is a

very strong president, however,

perhaps the strongest — and most
successful — in E.C. history. His

cabinet's work helps explain the

great gap between the official

description of Delors' limited role

and its powerful reality: the cabinet

is collectively responsible for

ensuring that the Commission
decides what the president wants.

Each of its members has a huge
portfolio of policies to keep track of

in order to persuade, argue, cajole,

intimidate and otherwise make
other cabinets, the Commission's
administration and the Commission
itself, accomplish things that they

are not institutionally required to

do. For cabinet members 14-hour

days and six-day weeks full of

stressful, intense work are the rule.

Talent and diligence, however, are

not the most important reasons for

their success. They are all fierce

believers in Delors' and the

European federalist cause. Each one
describes his credo in virtually the

same language. "Delors is an

extraordinary person. This is a

pivotal moment, an historic

moment, for building Europe, and I

thought that I could contribute. I

jumped at the chance, even though I

knew that I'd have to pay a big

personal price, because this isn't

easy, conditions are difficult and the

president isn't the easiest man in

the world to work for...but it is

worth it."

The cabinet dominates the "house"
— as the Commission is described

in Brussels jargon — in much the

same way that Delors dominates

the Commission. Cabinet members
are superior technicians who know
their briefs, can prepare and run

meetings to get what they want and
pull hard on the strings of the E.C.

networks that count. But it is their

ethos that makes the difference.

Cabinet members are convinced

that Delors bears a world-historical

mission. "We win because we make
it a point to be a length ahead of

everyone else. We don't neglect any
details, but we never forget the big

picture, the president's strategy,

Europe tomorrow and in the years

ahead," as one of them said to me.
"I have a sense that if I don't do

everything, and then some, to get

this through the way the president

wants it, an important piece of what
we are trying to achieve will be

missing. And since it all hangs

together, the missing piece might

just be the one that keeps us from
succeeding."

In the face of the cabinet's strong

political "lines," sophisticated and
clear cases, ferocious energy,

tenacity and mgenuity, other

Commission players don't stand

much of a chance. They call the

cabinet respectful-resentful names
— "a gang," "commandos,"

"parachutists," "kneecappers,"

"Bonapartists."

I seek out Lamy only when I've

accumulated a set of important

questions. Usually the chef de
cabinet has time for me only in the

early evening. By then he has

replaced his suit jacket with a navy
blue sweater emblazoned with

"Team 92." I looked everywhere for

one like it, but by now I think that

there may be only one that, quite

rightfully, belongs to the real leader

of "Team 92." Lamy has been
Delors' right hand and alter ego for

nearly a decade, since the early days

at the French Ministry of Finance.

The two men are so close that it is

really difficult to know who is

demanding what. Lamy "runs the

house," organizing the

Commission's workflow and
agenda, and is capable, in a brief

phone call, of sorting out the most
complicated matters. The press calls

him Delors' "Exocet." Slim, wiry-

strong and athletic, Lamy does

everything with a constant glimmer
in his eyes, revelling in the constant

calcuh of power. He never wastes a

word or a gesture.

This evening I've brought a

particularly enormous list of

questions. Once again Lamy
provides frank, sophisticated and

clear answers to all of them. He
explains things in less time, using

perhaps half the number of words
than anyone else I've ever Icnown —
I can't take notes fast enough to

keep up. Despite strenuous efforts

on my part to improvise new
questions, we finish early.

Afterward we walk down the

corridor to the elevator together.

Lamy also walks twice as fast

as I do.

Lamy built the cabinet. Delors

needs lots of private space,

information and intellectual

sustenance to think things through.

Surprisingly for such an ambitious

man, Delors doesn't like public
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conflict very much. The cabinet

feeds the president intellectual

materials he needs, an endless

stream of sharply-crafted concepts

and fact-filled notes, and it protects

him, in particular, by taking on an
important part of the Commission's
conflict. The cabinet as a whole
meets together rarely. The only

official occasion, in fact, is a weekly
lunch meeting, more social than

work oriented. The food, and the

discussion, dominated by Lamy, are

very good!

One of the cabinet's members
describes its organization as

"militarized self-management." Each
cabinet member works alone on the

battle lines, responsible for specific

parts of Delors' strategy. At the

same time everything comes
together around Lamy. He filters

everything that goes up toward the

president, and what comes back
down is usually decided by him as

well. The organization works
through paper. Each cabinet

member has his or her portfolio of

files, while Lamy has duplicates

that he reads and digests, then
decides what to pass to the

president and how to proceed.

Because he can keep track of and
assimilate everything, he stands

between everyone and Delors and
controls all the levers. He barks out

commands on the intercom — they

can be sent at any moment of the

day and demand instant response —
and reacts to the written "products"

of his team in sharp, cryptic,

marginal remarks. He is also the

president's closest advisor on
international matters and his

"sherpa" — the term for advance
negotiator used on the global circuit

of heads of government — for major
international meetings. But woe
betide the importunate who doesn't

have a good reason to see him or

comes unprepared. He sees a steady

stream of diplomats, high E.G.

officials, business leaders and, not
least, key journalists to whom, he
notes, he must "sell his product."

Jacques Delors was bom
in Paris in July 1925. His
father was a modest
employee of the Banque
de France. Delors, with a

strongly reHgious family

background, was
influenced by Catholic

youth movements, the

wartime Catholic

resistance movements and
- the progressive

"personalism" of the

Catholic writer

Emmanuel Mounier.
These influences resulted

in early commitments to

pliu-alistic and democratic
dialogue among different

social groups, particularly

between employers and
workers, and the provision

of decent social services to

all. Instead of attending a

university, Delors

followed his father into a

career at the Banque de

France. By the late 1950s,

he had climbed the internal

ladder of the Banque,

specializing in international

financial matters, and also

become a respected

Catholic trade unionist. In

the 1960s he served as the

social affairs specialist of

the French Economic
Planning Commission.
From 1969 to 1972 he was
social affairs advisor to

Gaullist Prime Minister

Jacques Chaban Delmas,
responsible for reforms in

public sector collective

bargaining and an
innovative job retraining

program. A latecomer in

joining the Socialist party

in the mid-1970s, he
nonetheless was named
minister of finance by
newly-elected President

Francois Mitterrand in

1981. In this position, he
worked hard to shift

French socialist

governments from their

statist and somewhat
Utopian point of departure

toward the quite

successful realism they

subsequently adopted. In

1985, Delors became
president of the

Commission of the

European Community.
Since then he stands as

the symbol of

regeneration of European
integration. Should
circumstances be

favorable, he would like to

run for the French
presidency in 1995.

courtesy, European Community Deiegalion, Washington, D,C.
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Delors on a visit to

the White House

March The Agriculture

Mess

We are going to Bordeaux. Delors

will deliver a speech to a

'convention on the future of the

rural world." The atmosphere on
the plane is tense. Delors constantly

v^rorks issues over in his head. His

speeches can be elegant and filled

with parsimonious nuggets backed
by formidable, sophisticated

argument. When he has succeeded,

he feels most at ease in his preferred

role as pedagogue — he would have

been a wonderful professor—
constantly repeating the lesson

imtil everyone understands. But

sometimes he has to give speeches

before he has completely sculptured

his conclusions, and Bordeaux is

one such occasion. There is even a

draft speech on paper whose
margins he filled in as we flew. But

everyone on the plane knew that

Delors was still uncomfortable.

The Common Agricultural Policy

(CAP) is Europe's main
"Community" policy and the biggest

item in its budget. Designed decades

ago to help modernize a backward
agricultural sector, it has done its

job too well. ..and perversely.

Everyone subsidizes farmers, of

course, but there are subsidies. ..and

subsidies. The CAP's system of

income maintenance through price

supports leads to gigantic surpluses,

intensified farming that damages
the environment and distortions to

world trade. And, despite the CAP's
huge annual cost, most farmers get

poorer every year.

By winter 1991 the European
Commission was ready to try

reforming. When enacted, its new
U.S. -style system of "deficiency

payments" and land set-asides

rather than price supports should

move European and world market
prices closer, reduce overproduction

and intensification and also allow

adequate income support for most
farmers. Alas, it is easier for the

Commission to propose than to

dispose. Any proposed changes

threaten somebody important.

Moreover, farmers can drum up
political support far greater than

their actual numbers. Thus when
the Commission outlined its plans

m January, a fonnidable "front of

refusal" immediately surfaced.

Delors got testier and testier. He
knew that the reforms had to

'marinate," as he put it. But he was
not happy.

The president likes to give speeches

and did a good job for the assembled
cieme of the French rural world.

Where he was sure of himself,

particularly in outhning the

Commission's CAP reform

proposals, he was powerfully

convincing, an important stroke,

since the French were the major

beneficiaries of the existing system
and the most obstinate opponents of

change. But when he tried out his

newest pet idea — that farmers

should not be seen only as

producers, but as essential features

of the "European model of society,"

key agents in the struggle against

the "desertification" of the

European landscape and activists for

a better environment — he wasn't

convincing enough. Farmers would
not be dispossessed by the CAP
reforms, he claimed, but would be

given a nobler mission and new
subsidies to carry it out. It sounded
romantic and uneconomic. One
listener commented that the

president wanted to turn farmers

into museum curators.

Afterward we had lunch at the

Bordeaux city hall with assorted

bankers, vintners, bishops, judges,

functionaries and journalists

assembled by Mayor Jacques

Chaban Delmas. I discovered that

Chaban's maiiie has one of the best

wme cellars in the world — what a

sauteme with dessert! The president

enjoyed it as well, relaxing hke an

athlete after a difficult match. After

lunch he asked me how I'd enjoyed

the wine. My positive response

pleased his patriotism. Then he
asked his press aide, Bruno
DeThomas, who has a very sharp

political ear, for comments on the

speech. DeThomas went straight to

the point. It "wasn't quite there

yet." Delors agreed.

For the first part of the flight home,
the president read I'Equipe, France's

Sporting News, mastering the

details of soccer and cycling with
the same voracious thoroughness as

he did everything else. When he
finished he came back to talk with
DeThomas and myself. He was
curious about my observations on
his presidency to this point, which I

timidly began to offer, but his mind
was really on other things.

Comparing himself to the Bordeaux
mayor, whose aide he had once been
when Chaban was prime minister,

Delors averred that "He is very

intelligent, but he doesn't work very

hard. I'm no smarter than any of the

others, but I do my work." Delors is

a Catholic, but it is surprising to

discover how Protestant, almost

Calvinist, his form of Catholicism

really is — Jansenism, my
cultivated friends claim.
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April Industry and
Europe's
'Organized Space'

Watching cabinet member Jean-

Charles Leygues run a tense

meeting to finaUze the

Commission's position paper on the

problems of European electronics is

a treat. The European computer
industry is in deep crisis and doesn't

know quite where to turn to ward
off the threat of Japanese

competition. The atmosphere on
the issue has been poisonous. Every

week since January there have been

a redrafted paper and acrimonious

long meetings when it often seemed
that whoever could sit longest, get

closest to the word processor and
talk loudest got the last word.

Among commissioners, leaders of

the E.G. administration and cabinet

members tempers flare, dark stories

of betrayals circulate, name calling

reverberates and resignations are

threatened. The final draft is a

committee-produced, ungainly

document, which nonetheless gives

the Commission some mandate to

pursue an industrial policy for

electronics, along the line that

Delors sought.

Leygues has been unflappable and
untiring, talking on the phone,

calling micromeetings, conciliating

ruffled feathers, presiding over big

conferences that always teeter on
the edge of open conflict and, in

general, keeping the machinery
from grinding to a halt. The final

paper, whose minute details the

meeting tortures, exists largely

because of him. Despite sturm und
drang, or perhaps because of his

supreme ability to tack through it,

Leygues is completely respected.

He has a portfolio which, anywhere
else, would be divided among five

good people. He is a "fixer," with
enough intellectual agility, energy,

networks, political astuteness and
determination to square

mstitutional circles. He is

indefatigable and tough. Of late he

has looked unusually tired. I ask

him whether it is because of the

electronics imbroglio. No, it isn't

that at all, he says. "The president

and Lamy asked me to prepare a

working paper about the big

budgetary reform that we'll try to

push next year. So I've been getting

up between 3:30 and 5:30 every

morning to work on it."

The electronics dossier displays the

political differences that lie under

the surface of the E.C.'s new
success. 1992 is a gigantic deal

between neoliberals on the one side

and Christian Democrats and
moderate Socialists on the other,

groups that ordinarily detest each

other. Although the deal goes far to

explain the success of 1992,

disagreements inevitably surface.

The neoliberals see the removal of

barriers to internal E.C. trade as an

end in itself. The others, including

Jacques Delors, see it as an essential

first step toward a European
"organized space" where a distinct

"European model of society" can

flourish. Divisions between strict,

liberal free marketeers and
"organizers" exist at all levels of the

Community, but they are becoming
a daily staple in the Commission.

In electronics, European firms are

relatively small and have
historically worked in comfortable

national markets. Globalization is

now the game, however. To be a

player you need gigantic resources

and the Japanese are way ahead in

this respect. The European firms

know they are in trouble but are

less than clear about what to do

about it, even as they knock on the

E.G. president's door in search of

help. Should they muscle the E.G.

and their governments for an old-

fashioned bailout? Should they

"organize" in a European way?
Should they seek new alliances with
American and/or Japanese (senior)

partners? Or should they pack up
and leave the field to their non-

European competitors?

Every one of these solutions has

advocates within the Commission.
The neoliberals, whose abiding

purpose is to remove any political

intervention in the market, say that

it doesn't matter who actually

makes computers and chips as long

as the European consumer can buy
them at world prices. On the other

extreme, interventionists strive to

throw E.G. money at the industry.

Then a third camp, steeped in

sectoral analyses, proposes

arguments about "market
imperfections" that might justify

E.G. intervention. The president's

team is way beyond old-style French

interventionism but fears that a "let

the market rip" approach would
mean disastrous deindustrialization.

The problem, intellectually and
politically, has been to find a middle
ground that the Commission would
accept. The solution, in the final

paper that Leygues has managed to

tease out, proposes a variety of E.C.

policies to coax firms to reorganize

on a European level but leaves

ultimate choices to the firms

themselves.

The position paper gave Delors the

opening he wanted. Quickly he

invited industry leaders to a secret

meeting at a three-star restaurant in

Saulieu, France. Francois

Lamoureux, the deputy chef de

cabinet, was playfully incensed by
this venue at lunch this week,
commenting that "they would have
done us much better if they'd met
downstairs in the cafeteria." The
good food and drink apparently

tempted the firms to reflect upon
plans for European cooperation,

particularly in semiconductors, that

Delors hoped for. We won't know
until mid-fall how far their

reflections have gotten. In the

meantime, however, Leygues and
colleagues will have plenty to do,

since virtually the same problems
have emerged in automobiles and
high-definition television.
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Late June Halfway Through

The Intergovernmental Conferences

on "Economic and Monetary
Union" (EMU) and "Political

Union" are the centerpieces of

Delors' "after- 1992 strategy." The
president realizes that time is brief

to cash in the elan of 1 992 for

important new steps toward

European integration. A flood of

new members are standing in the

wings — Austria, Sweden and
others who will be followed,

eventually, by the Eastern

Europeans. Integrating new
members into existing routines will

"freeze" the E.G. for a time, while

the kinds of problems that will

occur when 20 countries try to work
within institutions designed for six

are not hard to imagine. EMU, if the

president's plans work out, will

knot the economic and monetary
fates of E.G. members so tightly

that they can't unravel. "Political

Union" will assure an independent

E.G. posture in intemational affairs,

give the Gommumty a wider range

of policy responsibilities and
democratize Community
institutions.

Joly Dixon, the president's

economic and financial advisor and
the only Englishman m the cabinet

(other than Dixon the only non-

French cabinet member is German),
follows the EMU negotiations.

Rather more verbally parsimonious

than his Gallic colleagues, Dixon
did good work in the arcane world
of central bank governors and
finance ministers to help prepare

the "Delors report," which is the

basis of the EMU Conference. He
and Delors hope to instigate a quick

transition to EMU with its

European Central Bank and
Common European Currency.

Dixon is an old pro at negotiating

and is guardedly optimistic about

the EMU Conference. "I've seen

these things before. At first

everyone tosses all they can think of

onto the table and you get all kinds

of static. Then, after a bit, the

differences that really count come
clear. Finally, in the last few
sessions, they'll split these

differences and we'll have a text."

The disagreements have certainly

come clear. There is the matter of

political controls over the new
Central Bank. The Germans want
the "Eurofed" to be politically

independent, like their

Bundesbank. The French want the

opposite: political controls to loosen

up existing German control over

European monetary policy. Then
there is the issue of timing. The
French want to implement EMU as

fast as possible. The Brits don't

want to implement it at all and
Delors has had to invent a way for

them to sign on without really

accepting EMU in order to keep

them from sinking the whole
Conference. This helps now, but

later it will give the British space to

slow EMU down. The Germans
seem to want EMU but also want to

slow down its coming, which
makes them sometimes allies of the

British. Delors worries that slowing

it down too much will prevent it

from happening ever.

The debate on economic
convergence is equally tricky. Some
argue that EMU is undesirable

unless everyone's economy is

performing in similar ways and at

the same levels. This position really

reflects veiled opposition to the

whole idea of EMU, since such

perfect convergence is quite

impossible. Everyone agrees,

nonetheless, that there have to be

strong immediate efforts to get

different economies to converge.

But the great differences between
richer and poorer E.G. members
mean that EMU will have to be a

"two-speed" affair, with some

Members of the

European

Commission; Delors

is seated midright

countries in and others out. Last,

but not least, there are payoff issues.

The Spanish, after behaving meekly
in the few years since joining the

Community, are now throwing

their weight around, insisting on a

commitment to much greater

redistribution of resources from
richer to poorer E.G. countries. In

cruder terms, they are submitting

their bill for signing off on EMU.

EMU is a marvel of clarity

compared to the conference on
'Political Union." Francois

Lamoureux worked like a demon to

produce a host of new Commission
proposals. Lamoureux, who was
central in drafting the Single

European Act, is a gifted legal

thinker. Watching him rush each of

his "Political Union" clauses

through the Commission has been
one of my great pleasures. He can

out-argue anyone in town on both

legal and political grounds and
when his passion cuts loose, for he

has a mercurial temperament,
others run for cover. It is not his

fault that "Pohtical Union" is a

mess. The conference was called

very late in the game and there has

been little time for the

Commission's positions to

circulate. E.G. member
governments themselves do not

really know what they want and
most of the issues arising in the

talks are explosive.
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July Summer
Holidays?

Delors wanted a treaty base for an

E.G. foreign and defense policy.

Some, the United Kingdom in

particular, want nothing to do with

a supranational foreign policy.

Others, like the French, want one

but with heads of state calling the

shots. Small countries, however
they feel about common foreign

policy, rightly fear that this will

allow the big E.G. members to roll

all over them.

Differences on defense are even
greater. The Gommunity's
"Atlanticist" members, the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands and
Portugal, want nothing to dilute or

compete with NATO. Their case

has been supported by American
officials touring Europe uttering

dark threats. The French want to

develop a strong European defense

identity while the Germans, who
started with this position, have
retreated. Other areas are in similar

disorder. The Germans, along with
the European Parliament, want to

increase Parliament's powers; the

British and the French do not. When
matters of new Gommunity "areas

of competence" were raised, such a

flood of suggestions poured forth

that the new treaty would have read

like the telephone book if they'd

been taken seriously. And then the

British, particularly worried that

"social Europe" — a set of programs
proposed by the Gommission to

enhance the rights and health and
safety of workers — might undercut
the "victories" of Thatchcrism,
reared back and tried to block every

extension of E.G. power.

Finally the Luxembourgers, who by
luck of the draw held the E.G.'s

rotating presidency through June

and thus ran the negotiations,

produced a summary of the

negotiations that proposed dividing

the Community into three different

and unconnected "pillars" — the

Gommon Market, foreign affairs and
such miscellaneous matters as

policing. Delors, the cabinet and
most of the Gommission were
incensed. The president went on the

stump and cabinet members hit the

phones to restore E.G. unity, with
some success. In the process,

however, they persuaded

Luxembourg to introduce the

notion of Europe's "federal

vocation" into the draft that did

explicitly commit the E.G. to a

federal destiny. This provoked, in

turn, an Homeric debate m Britain

about the evil "F-word."

The president and the cabinet were
pleased to see the back of the

Luxembourgers, who turned over

the presidency to the Dutch on
July 1 . Lamoureux, who is perhaps

the most vocal profederal voice in

the cabinet, has taken to

fulminating about how un-European
most Europeans are. "It's really

appalling. The British are really

Ajnericans, as are the Portuguese,

two-thirds of the Dutch and half the

Italians. The French are European...

Lamoureux is French ...but

they want to run Europe all by
themselves. The Germans are the

best, but they're traumatized by the

Gulf war, unification and Helmut
Kohl's bad opinion polls. And the

Spanish. ..well all they seem to care

about these days is getting a big

check in the mail."

The story of "after 1992" is

only half over. On the last days

before summer vacation I see

Lamy and Lamoureux. Lamy is

optimistic. Things look difficult

now, he says, but there will be a

great heave of negotiating in

November when the French and
Germans will come to terms and
push the Intergovernmental

Gonferences forward. Lamoureux
is pessimistic. "They're going to

push everything off until 1996, I

can see it already." This may be

fatigue talking — a year's worth
of 14-hour days takes its toU and
both of my interlocutors need
some time away.

Delors himself is setting out for his

summer house on the edge of

Burgundy. The president is hardly

one for lawn chairs and detective

novels, however. Two years ago he
claimed to have read 10 thousand
pages of European history on his

vacation — "from the fourth

century to the present" — to

prepare a speech responding to Mrs.

Thatcher's strident anti-

Europeanism. This year's topic is

the history of Central and Eastern

Europe to order his thoughts about

expanding the E.G. Three gigantic

suitcases full of dossiers go out the

door with him. The president

knows now that he will not achieve

all that he desired. I'm willing to bet

that he'll get more than anyone now
thinks he will.
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Robert L. Marshall, Louis,

Frances and Jeffrey Sachar

Professor ofMusic, joined

the Brandeis facultyin

1 983 and is currently

chair ofthe Department

ofMusic. A native ofNew
York City, he earned his

bachelor's degreefrom
Columbia Universityin

1 960and his doctorate

from Princeton University

in 1 968. He was on the

faculty ofThe University

ofChicagofrom 1966-83.

ProfessorMarshallhas
served as vicepresident of

theAmerican
Musicological Societyand

as revieweditor ofthe
society's journal He has
also been chair of the

American Bach Society.

In 1 984he was appointed
the first Harold Spivacke

Consultant to the music
division ofthe Library of

Congress.

An authorityon the

music ofJohann
Sebastian Bach and the

|

author ofnumerous
publications about the

composer, his two-volume

monographThe
Compositional Process of

J.S. Bach: A Study of the

Autograph Scores of the

VocalWorks , received the

Otto Kinkeldey Prize of

theAmerican
Musicological Society as

the best musicological

book by anAmerican
author. His recent
publication. The Music of

' Johann Sebastian Bach:
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the Significance, received

the 1990ASCAP-Deems
Taylor awardfor excellence.

In recent years, Marshall
has turned his attention to

the life and works of
Mozart. His recently

completed volume, Mozart
Speaks: Views on Music,
Musicians, and the World,
has just beenpubhshed by
Schirmer Books.

When Mozart died at

12:55 on the morning of

Decembers, 1791, the

score of the Requiem lay

unfinished on his desk. In

addition, the torsos of

more than a hundred
further unfinished works
were scattered

somewhere in his Vienna
apartment. Some of these

musical fragments are the

briefest jottings; others

represent substantial

portions of incipient

masterpieces. Among
them one finds not only

church compositions, but
virtually every

compositional genre of

the late 18th century:

German and Italian

operas, concert arias,

lieder, symphonies,
chamber music,

concertos, sonatas and
pieces for a colorful

variety of instrumental

combinations and
soloists. Many of these

works would certainly

have been completed, had
Mozart lived.

Mozart's early death was
probably the most tragic

single event in the

history of music. It is

understandable that

music lovers, in their

more morbid and
whimsical moments, not

only bemoan Mozart's

early demise but also

wonder: what if he had
lived! Scholars, however,
for obvious reasons, are

less likely to permit
themselves to entertain

speculations on a

question of that kind. But
what if one were to take

the question seriously for

a moment? Doing so not

only has its idle

fascination but also its

share of surprises and
ironies.

To get things started, let

us first consider another
intriguing hypothetical

proposition, in fact the

exact converse of our
chosen question, namely:
what if Mozart had died

even earlier, say, when he
was Franz Schubert's age?

Here there is no need for

speculation. Franz
Schubert (January 31,

1797 - November 19,

1828) died two months
before his 32nd birthday.

If Mozart had died at

Schubert's age, he would
have departed this world
in November 1787. His
last work would have
been Don Giovanni, K.

527, completed October
28, 1787. This means that

the last 100-plus

compositions listed in the

standard Kochel
catalogue of Mozart's

works would never have
been written: among
them the operas Cosi fan
tutte, La Clemenza di

Tito and The Magic Flute,

also the Clarinet Quintet,

the Clarinet Concerto,

the last two piano

concertos, the so-called

Prussian String Quartets,

the last three symphonies
(including the great

G-minor and the fupiter]

and, of course, all of the

Requiem. The moral here

in this bicentennial year

commemorating Mozart's

death: we should take

consolation in the

knowledge that things

could have been
considerably worse for

music lovers and the

history of music.

On the other hand: what
if Mozart had lived on? It

so happens that we have
some concrete data to

work with in attempting
to answer responsibly

this manifestly

unanswerable question.

Needless to say, certainty

about Mozart's likely

activities in his

"afterlife" is greatest for

the period immediately
after his death and grows
ever more tenuous as one
peers further into the

following years. The first

thing Mozart would have
done, of course, was
complete the Requiem.
He had the strongest

incentive to do so: a firm

commission with the

prospect of a lucrative

fee, apparently of 100
ducats (the same amount
that he had received lor

the composition of The
Marriage of Figaro and
Don Giovanni and the

equivalent of about $9
thousand in today's

currency). Mozart had
presumably received a

down payment (most
likely of 50 ducats), with
the balance payable upon
completion.

Before he had retired to

what was to be his

deathbed on Sunday,
November 20, 1791, the

composer had invested

some five weeks of

concentrated work on the

Requiem. During that

time he had managed to

finish entirely only the

first of the 15 projected

movements of the work.
But he had almost
completed the second and
had also entered the

principal vocal and
instrumental parts of

seven further movements
into his working score.

Mozart's score breaks off

after eight measures of

the Lacrimosa section.

The last five movements
of the work, from the

Sanctus to the end, were
written down by Mozart's

pupil, Franz Xaver
Siissmayr. But the two
concluding sections, in

accordance with Mozart's

instructions, make use of

the music of the opening
movements. Whether any
of the musical substance
of the Sanctus, Osanna,
Benedictus and Agnus
Dei movements derives

from Mozart has been a

simmering controversy

for the past 200 years.

Given Mozart's pace, he
would, had he lived,
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Goethe

doubtless have completed

the Requiem in less than

four weeks — that is, well

before his 36th birthday

on January 27, 1 792.

With the completion of

the Requiem we exhaust

what can be asserted with

virtually complete
certainty about Mozart's

posthumous activities.

But it pays to carry on. In

December 1 790, the

impresario Johann Peter

Salomon traveled to

Vienna from London with

a double objective. In the

words of an obituary for

Salomon published in

London:

He determined to engage

Joseph Haydn and
Mozart, not only to write

exclusively for him, but to

conduct their

compositions in person.

For this purpose he went
to Vienna, where after

I
several interviews with

'I
both these great

; musicians, it was
mutually agreed that

Haydn should go to

London the first season

[i.e.. 1 791] and Mozart the

next lie.. 1792]. They all

dined together on the day
fixed for the departure of

the travellers; Mozart
attended them to the door

of their carriage, wishing

them every success, and
repeating, as they drove

off, his promise to

complete his part of the

agreement the following

year.

Mozart had long wished to

travel to England. He had
spent 15 enjoyable and
productive months there

as a child (from April 1764

to August 1765), almost

the entire time in London.

And he made it clear on
several occasions in later

years that he harbored a

great fondness for the

British, describing himself

at one point as "an out-

and-out Englishman." (He

seems, incidentally, to

have sympathized with
the British at the time of

the American Revolution.)

In the early 1 780s Mozart
had taken some English

lessons; and during the

years 1786 and 1787 he

began to form serious

plans, through the agency

of some English friends, to'

visit England and to

secure either an opera

contract or a concert tour

in London. In short,

Mozart must have
accepted Salomon's

invitation with great

enthusiasm.

As it tumed out, Haydn
was asked to stay on in

London for a second
season; and the absence of

any communication
between Salomon and
Mozart during the course

of the year 1791 suggests

that no firm plans for

Mozart to visit England

during 1 792 were ever

developed. Mozart's long-

sought visit, then, had
been postponed; but we
can be quite certain that it

ultimately would have
materialized. Presumably,

Mozart, had he not died in

the meantime, would
have been invited for the

1 793 season, as was in fact

Haydn, perhaps only

because Mozart was no
longer alive. And as in the

case of Haydn, perhaps,

the deteriorating political

situation in Europe at the

time, owing to the shock

waves of the French

Revolution, would have
impelled Mozart, too, to

postpone his visit until

1794.

In the meantime, Mozart
would have begun to reap

the benefits of the colossal

success of his last opera.

The Magic Flute (Die

Zauberflote). The Magic
Flute had had its premiere

on September 30, 1791,

with Mozart conducting.

Although its initial

reception was lukewarm,
the Singspiel soon gained

enonnous popularity. By

November 1792, it had
had its 100th performance

(its 200th by October

1795). We can be sure that

the librettist of The Magic
Flute, Emanuel
Schikaneder, who was
also the enterprising

managing director of the

Theater auf der Wieden,
the house where The
Magic Flute was
performed, would have
been keen to capitalize on
the success of The Magic
Flute and would have
contracted with Mozart
for a series of Singspiele

for the ensuing seasons,

surely one per year at the

least.

The German Singspiel

was the operatic genre of

the future in Vienna.

Among other things the

range of its subject matter

was gradually expanding

to embrace serious as well

as comic themes. Italian

comic opera, for its part,

continued to maintain its

popularity, even its

supremacy, in Vienna. But

it is unlikely that Mozart
would ever again have

written another old-

fashioned Italian opera

seria after La Clemenza di

Tito. The latter, in any
case, had been composed
for a special occasion: the

coronation in Prague,

September 1791, of

Emperor Leopold EI as

King of Bohemia.

It seems safe to assume
that Mozart would have
collaborated with
Schikaneder on an annual

Singspiel over the
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following five or six years

(interrupted, of course, by

his trip to London at some
point during the mid-

1 790s), while continuing

to produce other

Singspiele as well as

Italian operas whenever

an attractive commission
came his way. As for the

subject matter of these

compositions, at some
point in the mid- or late-

1 790s, Mozart would have

composed The Magic
Flute, Part Two with none

other than Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe as

librettist. In 1794 Goethe

had heard a performance

of Mozart's The Magic
Flute in Weimar (where

the poet served as director

of the Court Theater and

Opera) and soon thereafter

set to work on a sequel.

During the years 1 795-96,

he prepared a draft of Dei
Zauberflote zweitei Teil

and tried, without

success, to stimulate

interest in it among
composers in the years

immediately following.

Mozart, of course, would
not have shared their

problem of following in

the footsteps of the

composer of The Magic
Flute.

Eventually Mozart would
have composed a serious,

or "heroic," Singspiel

similar in character to

Beethoven's Fidelia,

which premiered in 1805.

The text would have been

another work of Goethe's:

this time, Faust. In later

years, Goethe lamented

the fact that he could find

no composer adequate to

the task of setting Faust

to music. He once

remarked to his

amanuensis, Eckermann,

who had urged him not to

despair of finding

appropriate music for his

masterpiece: "It is

absolutely impossible....

The music has to be in the

character of Don
Giovanni; Mozart would
have had to compose
Faust." We may safely

postulate that had Mozart

lived, Goethe would have

prevailed upon him to

compose a Singspiel on
Faust within, say, a year

or two following the

publication of Part One of

the immortal drama in

1 806— the performance

taking place either in

Schikaneder's Theater auf

der Wieden in Vienna or,

more likely, at Goethe's

Court Theater in Weimar.

S^^
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"I should like to write a

book, a short introduction

to music, illustrated by

examples," wrote

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart in 1782. Although

he never wrote that book,

Mozart did manage to

express his views not only

on musical issues but on a

colorful variety of other

topics as well. His

comments are preserved

in his letters and
elsewhere. And they are

enough to fill a book.

Professor Robert Marshall

told the Brandeis Review

that the purpose of his

book, Mozart Speaks:

Views on Music,

Musicians, and the World,

is "to help' Mozart

present his views on a

large variety of topics,

among them: his aesthetic

philosophy; his

colleagues (the good, the

bad, the indifferent, the

magnificent and the

miserable); peoples and

places; his amusements
and pastimes (from

acrostics to Zoroastrian

riddles, from sign

language to scatology);

and finally, his

philosophy: honor and

happiness, love and death,

religion, society, even

Infant feeding."
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We have to reckon, then,

with the loss of a Faust

opera with music by

Mozart (as well as a sequel

to The Magic Flute with a

text by Goethe).

Moreover, at some point

Mozart would almost

certainly have composed
an opera on a

Shakespearean theme.

First of all, Mozart was an

admirer of Shakespeare.

He alludes to Hamlet
more than once in his

letters, and his wife wrote

that "Mozart was
fond of reading and well

acquainted with
Shakespeare in

translation." More
significantly, Italian

operas and German
Singspiele based on
Shakespeare had been

popular in Vienna for

quite some time.

A successful Singspiel

entitled Romeo und Julie,

by the important

composer Georg Benda,

was presented in Vienna

in 1783, i.e., early in

Mozart's Viennese period.

In December 1 786, an

Itahan opera, Gli

Equivoci, based on The
Comedy of Errors, was set

to music by one of

Mozart's Enghsh friends,

Stephen Storace. The
Ubretto was by Lorenzo

Da Ponte, the librettist of

Mozart's The Marriage of

Figaro, which
premiered in Vienna
earher that same year.

The enthusiasm for

Shakespeare held

throughout the following

decade. In 1799 Antonio
Salieri offered an operatic

version of Falstaff. We are

justified, then, in

lamentmg the loss of a

Shakespearean opera from
Mozart's pen.

To return to Mozart's

postponed Enghsh
journey. Had Mozart gone
to London, he would, no
doubt — like Haydn—
have been commissioned
by Salomon to compose,
among other things, six

new "London"
symphonies, on the

grandest scale. Moreover,

had Mozart gone to

London specifically for the

1 794 season, it seems
quite possible that Haydn,
then 63 years old and
weary, would not have
undertaken (or even been

invited for) his second

London tour of 1794-95,

during which he
composed six more
symphonies. Had Mozart
lived, it is altogether

possible that posterity

would not only have

inherited six additional

symphonies by Mozart,

but also six fewer

"London" symphonies by
Haydn.

The interconnected affairs

of Mozart and Haydn
would have been altered

in another respect. In

April 1787, the 17-year-

old Beethoven had arrived

in Vienna to study

composition with Mozart.

In fact he had an audition

with Mozart on that

occasion. But before he

could arrange for lessons,

the young student

suddenly had to return to

Bonn to attend to his sick

mother. Beethoven
returned to Vienna in

November 1 792 and
remained there for the rest

of his life. Since Mozart
was dead, he arranged to

take composition

instruction from Haydn
and studied with him for

about a year, i.e., until

Haydn set off in January

1 794 on his second

London tour. At all

events, Mozart, in April

1787, had been especially

impressed with
Beethoven's improvising

abilities. He allegedly

remarked to a friend at the

time, "Keep your eyes on
him; some day he will

give the world something
to talk about."

It seems safe to conclude,

therefore, that Mozart
would have agreed to take

on Beethoven as his pupil;

moreover, as in the case of

another of Mozart's

particularly talented

pupils, Johann Nepomuk
Hummel, Mozart may
have offered to Beethoven

an opportunity to live in

his home where (as

Hummel's father reported

in his son's case) he would
"have everything free,

lessons, lodgings, food."

Beethoven's lessons with

Haydn were less than

altogether successful.

Whether he would have

fared any better with
Mozart — and whether
that experience would
have done his own
compositional

development good or ill —
will never be known.

Mozart's excursion to

London could well have

led to the composition of

other major works beside

the symphonies. One of

the lingering questions

concerning Mozart's

"afterlife" is whether he

would ever again have

collaborated with Lorenzo

Da Ponte, the brilliant

librettist of The Marriage

of Figaro [U86], Don
Giovanni (1787) and Cosi

fan tutte (1790). At first

blush, the answer would
seem to be "no." For Da
Ponte, who had settled in'

Vienna in 1783, had
become involved in

various scandals and was
dismissed from his

position as Imperial Court

Poet by order of the

Emperor and, in the spring

1 79 1
, was obliged to flee

Vienna.

Following his dismissal

from the Viennese
imperial court in 1791, Da
Ponte traveled about

Europe but finally settled

m New York m 1805.

After helping to introduce

Italian opera to the New
World (among other

things he produced Don
Giovanni there in 1825),

The beginning of the

Lacrimosa from the

Requiem. The last two bars

are in the hand of Mozart's

pupil, Joseph Eybler
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Da Ponte ultimately

became the first professor

of Italian language and
literature at Columbia
University.

Now, between his

departure from Vienna in

1791 and his arrival in

New York in 1805, Da
Ponte spent most of his

time in London where he

continued to produce

serious and comic opera

libretti. Among them was
La scuola di maiitati,

based on Shakespeare's

The Taming of the Shrew,

set to music in 1795 by
one of the leading

composers of the time,

Vicente Martin y Soler.

In London Mozart would
undoubtedly have

renewed contact with his

old English friends, the

composers Thomas
Attwood (his former pupil)

and Stephen Storace,

Storace's sister, Nancy,

who had created the role

of Susanna in the 1 786

premiere of The Maniage
of Figaro, and the

Irishman, Michael Kelly,

who had created the role

of Don Basilio in the same
opera. All these

individuals were engaged

at the time at the King's

Theatre. With these

connections Mozart surely

would have endeavored,

and succeeded, in securing

an opera commission. If

so, there is every reason to

believe that he would
have collaborated once

again with his greatest

librettist. Da Ponte, on
another opera. (Perhaps

this would have been

Mozart's Shakespearean

opera— an opera buffa, of

course. It would have been

Da Ponte's third libretto

drawn from the works of

the Bard.)

For the rest, Mozart in

London, like Haydn before

him, would have
deepened his acquaintance

with, and his admiration

for, the oratorios of

George Frideric Handel
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Vienna, where Mozart

died at the early age of

35 (top); London, in

Mozart's time, with the

Royal Exchange in the

foreground (bottom)

with similar

consequences, no doubt,

for his later activities.

Perhaps, too, he would,

like Haydn, have received

an honorary Doctor of

Music from Oxford

University.

Mozart would probably

have been back in Vienna
well before the end of the

1 790s. Throughout the

decade, except for the

journey to London, he
would have continued to

compose instrumental

music and also— more
intensively than at any

time since he had left

Salzburg— church music.

That Mozart cultivated a

lifelong interest in church

music is amply attested.

Constanze claimed that

'church music was his

favorite genre," and
Mozart himself had once

remarked that choral

music was "my favorite

type of composition."

Until recently it seemed
that Mozart had virtually

abandoned church

composition once he had
settled in Vienna in 1781.

It turns out, however, that

several unfinished church

compositions that had
always been assumed to

belong to the Salzburg

period, actually date from
late in the Vienna years:

the period after 1787.

hi 1 790 Mozart
emphasized his skills as a

church composer in

support of a petition for an
appointment as second

court Kapellmeister, and

just one year later he

offered his services to the

municipal council of

Vienna as an (unpaid)

assistant to the ailing

Kapellmeister of St.

Stephen's Cathedral,

Leopold Hofmann. In

1 798, upon Hofmann's
death, Mozart would
fmally have succeeded to

the position of

Kapellmeister of St.

Stephen's and finally

begun to indulge his

talents as a church

composer.

His efforts in this respect

would have been
stimulated further by his

exposure to Handel's

oratorios in London. And
it seems virtually

inevitable that Mozart,

too, at just this time

(1798), would, like Haydn,

have been commissioned
to compose secular

oratorios on the

Handelian model. After

all, the texts for both

Haydn's The Creation

[179%] an^ The Seasons

(1 80 1) had been prepared

by Baron Gottfried van

Swieten, the director of

the imperial library in

Vienna and one of

Mozart's patrons. In 1782

and 1 783 Mozart had
become acquainted with

the music of J.S. Bach and
Handel at musicales held

every Sunday at van
Swieten's home. Later on,

van Swieten

commissioned Mozart to

prepare modem
orchestrations of several

of Handel's oratorios,

including Messiah ( 1 789).

As for instrumental

music, Mozart's brilliant

career as a piano soloist

had reached its zenith in

Vienna in the mid- 1780s
— specifically in the years

1784 to 1786, during

which he had composed
no fewer than 12

extraordinary piano

concertos. During the

remaining five years of his

life, however, only two
further piano concertos

followed. It is unlikely

that Mozart would have

composed many more in

later years. The Vienna
public, as had been
predicted, had tired of him
in the role of piano

virtuoso. (Moreover, he

had tired of it himself.)

But Mozart certainly

would have composed
more chamber music. In

1789 he had been
commissioned by King

Friedrich Wilhelm of

Prussia to write six string

quartets. He had only

managed to complete

three of them by the time

of his death: the Quartets,

K. 575, K. 589 and K. 590.

Since Mozart allegedly

was paid 100 Friedrich

d'or (the equivalent of

about $2 thousand) for the

first of these, he would
surely have completed the

commission. In fact,

sketches for further

quartets belonging to this

series survive. Similarly,

of six piano sonatas

commissioned by the

Prussian Princess
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Friederike at the same
time as the string

quartets, Mozart had
completed only one: the

Sonata in D, K. 576.

Again, though, there is

evidence that he had
begun to compose others.

Whether Mozart would
have composed further

symphonies after the

Jupiter Symphony —
beyond the six he would
have written for London,

of course! — is not clear.

Haydn wTote no further

symphonies after his

return to Vienna from
London, although he
continued to compose for

another eight years and
lived for another 14.

Moreover, with the

exception of the last three

symphonies, all written

during the summer 1788,

Mozart had composed no
symphonies at all during

his Vienna years

specifically for Viermese
performance. The so-

called Haffner Symphony
( 1 782) was written for

Salzburg, while the Linz

(1783) and Prague (1786)

Symphonies were
composed for the cities

from which they derive

their nicknames. On the

other hand, Mozart's last

three symphonies are

thoroughly innovative

works that signal a

significant departure in

his stylistic development,
one which we imagine he
would have wanted to

pursue. And there is no
telling how Mozart would
have responded to the

symphonies of his

formidable former pupil

Beethoven, which had
begun to appear in the

year 1800.

We have been able to

construct a scenario that

reasonably postulates

some of Mozart's likely

activities for barely a

decade following his death
in December 1791. Soon
after the turn of the new
century Mozart would
have just turned 44. His
mother (1720-78) had

hved to be 58, his father

(1719-87), 68, his sister

(1751-1829), 78. Had
Mozart, like his father,

Uved to be 68, he would
have died in 1824, just

three years before

Beethoven, and would
have heard and been
influenced by the latter's

music. Conversely,

Beethoven would have
heard (or at least studied)

and, just as likely, been
influenced by Mozart's

compositions of the

1790s, 1800s, 1810s and
early 1820s. What the

effects of this mutual
stimulus would have been
on the work of both artists

we cannot begin to

imagme. More piano

sonatas from Mozart,

perhaps; perhaps more
operas from Beethoven. In

1819, Mozart, along with
Beethoven and several

dozen other prominent
Viennese composers
(including Franz Schubert
and Franz Liszt), would
have been invited by
Anton Diabelli to

contribute a variation for

piano on a waltz theme of

Diabelli's for a projected

publication. Mozart (like

Schubert, Liszt and all the

others) would surely have
composed one, not Hke
Beethoven, 33.

And the twilight of

Mozart's "afterlife"? It

will be recalled, Mozart
was one of the most
widely traveled

individuals of his time. It

has been precisely

calculated (by someone
else) that of the 13,097
days of his hfe (35 years,

10 months, nine days),

3,720 (10 years, two
months, eight days) were
spent traveling. He visited

— or at least passed some
time in — no fewer than
202 towns and cities,

extending alphabetically

from Aachen to Zurich,

and geographically from
Amsterdam in the north

to Pompeii in the south,

London in the west and
Vienna in the east. But for

all the obvious

discomforts in the 18th

century, Mozart
proclaimed his need to

travel — that it was, in

fact, a necessary stimulus
to his talent. He once
confessed (while he was
living in Paris): "A fellow

of mediocre talent will

remain a mediocrity

whether he travels or not;

but one of superior talent

(which without impiety 1

cannot deny that I

possess) will go to seed if

he always remains in the

same place."

By the end of the first

decade of the 19th century
Mozart would have
essentially remained in

the same place, Vienna,

for close to 30 years.

Perhaps it is not

altogether outlandish,

then, to imagine that at

some point around, say

1810 or 1811, the 55-year-

old composer and
Freemason — long since

disgusted with the ever-

more intolerant, more
repressive, political

atmosphere in Vienna and
the ever-more alien social

and cultural climate in

postrevolutionary

Napoleonic Europe —
would receive an
invitation from his old

acquaintance and his best

librettist, Lorenzo Da
Ponte, asking him to join

him in the New World
and help him establish an
Italian opera in New York
and that Mozart would
accept the invitation!

Perhaps, like Da Ponte, he
would have decided to

remain there, and— once
again like the clever poet

— enter the groves of

academia, becoming Da
Ponte 's colleague at

Columbia University and

respectably ending his

days as a professor of

music. His first regular

job."

Because of Mozart 's

untimely death, this last

portrait of the composer,

painted by Joseph Lange,

remains unfinished (top);

Portrait of Lorenzo Da
Ponte (unidentified artist)

(bottom)
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Salvation was in enormous demand in

the United States during ttie cold war,

though the 1950s did not constitute

another Great Awakening. The

Reverend Norman Vincent Peale and

his confreres promised their fellow

Americans peace of soul and mind, not

convulsive frenzy. Few religious

passions were unleashed, few lives

transformed by the imperatives of faith,

few works composed that enlarged and

ennobled the heritage of Christendom.

What was revived was not so much
religious belief as belief in the value o^

religion. The benefits of devotion were

not seen as mystical and metaphysical,

nor existential, nor even psychological

or ethical, but rather as political and

social.

The United States was unique among
Western nations in experiencing a

dramatic upsurge of postwar piety in

the 1 950s. Certain traits — familiar to

historians of American religion —
reasserted themselves, such as the

national proclivity to equate faith with

individual success and prosperity, and
the assumption that the well-being of

the United States was a sign of divine

approval. What intensified such beliefs

was the need to combat a foreign

political system that was, above all,

defined as godless. Church

membership and a very favorable

attitude toward religion became forms

of affirming '1he American way of life,"

especially since the Soviet Union and
its allies officially subscribed to

atheism. Conspicuously active church

membership became the most effective

shield against the suspicion of

subversiveness. Reverence was so

irreproachable that even the junior

senator from Wisconsin, Joseph R.

McCarthy, could insert in his 1950

Wheeling, West Virginia speech — the

birth certificate of the movement
that bore his name — a reference to

the "final, all-out battle between

Communistic atheism and

Christianity. ...The war is on...." The
American Legion also sponsored and

organized a "Back to God" movement
and Jews shared in such professions of

faith as well. In 1953 the historian

Daniel J. Boorstin tried to convince the

House Committee on Un-American

Activities of his repudiation of youthful

communism by affirming support of the

Hillel Foundation at the University of

Chicago.

Religious affiliation was indeed rising.

In 1910 and 1 920 church membership

in the United States had held steady at

43 percent of the population. By 1940 it

had risen to 49 percent, then 55

percent by 1950, 62 percent by 1956,

69 percent by the end of the decade

and then fell again to under 63 percent

by 1970. In the 20th century, formal

church affiliation had never been as

high as it was in the 1950s, and never

would be as high again. Though no

decennial census had ever inquired

into particular religious beliefs or

practices, the Current Population

Survey of 1957 discovered that 75
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drives everything before it, casting out

fear, hate, sicl<ness, weakness, moral

defeat. ..restrengthening your life with

health, happiness, and goodness." The
problems that Peale claimed could be

solved through prayer did not stem

from the failures or injustices of society

itself. Such evasions were

characteristic of the 1950s.

percent of those professing a religion

were Protestant, approximately a

quarter were Catholic and 3.2 percent

were Jewish. When pollsters asked

which segment of the population was
"doing the most good for the country,"

the answers lifted religious leaders

from third place in 1942 (after

government and business leaders) to

first in 1947. The proportion of

Americans who thought that clergymen

were the most useful citizens went up

from 32.6 percent to 46 percent over

the next decade. Churches were by far

the most trusted institution in American

life — ahead of schools, the media and

government itself. When the Revised

Standard Version of the Bible was
published in 1952, a staggering 26.5

million copies were sold within a year.

The prestige of religion was so

elevated that this particular best-seller

was listed under the category of

nonfiction, though such a status was
dubious even by the most indulgent

historical and scientific criteria.

In an era when over a billion

tranquilizer pills were annually

consumed, the most popular therapist

of the age of anxiety was a man of the

cloth: Norman Vincent Peale. His

Guide to Confident Living was the

number 10 best-seller in 1947. Five

years later came Tfie Power of Positive

Ttiinliing— probably the most popular

nonfiction book of the decade (other

than the Bible itself). Peale's volume

was number six on the charts in 1952

and rocketed to number two for the

next two years (right behind the Bible).

By 1 955 Tlie Power of Positive

Tliinl<ing had skidded to third place

(with the Revised Standard Version still

first). But in 1957 Reverend Peale was
back, offering the perfectly sound

advice to Stay Alive All Your Life; it

ranked third that year. He assured his

readers that "a Higher Power. ..can do

everything for you. ...This power is

constantly available. ...This tremendous
inflow of power is of such force that it

Peale's success as an author was
hardly freakish in an era that began

with Joshua Loth Liebman's Peace of

/W/nd(1946), an inspirational work by

the rabbi of Boston's Temple Israel.

Liebman's guide to the perplexed was
the leading nonfiction best-seller in

1947. The most popular novels

included Fulton Oursler's The Greatest

Story Ever To/d (1 949), Henry Morton

Robinson's The Cardinal (^ 950) and

Thomas B. Costain's The Silver

Chalice (1952), and readers were

especially drawn to works of spiritual

biography like Thomas Morton's The
Seven Storey fvlountain (1 948),

Catherine Marshall's A Man Called

Peter (1952) and Jim Bishop's The Day
Christ Died {^957). 1 959 was the first

year in which no religious books

reached the top 10 in either fiction or

nonfiction.

One of the curios on the shelves of

religious works of the 1 950s, though

not a best-seller, was The J. Edgar

Hoover You Ought to Know, written —
as its cover announces — by "His

Pastor," Edward L.R. Elson. Himself a

Presbyterian, the director of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation had

informed a conference of Methodist

ministers in 1947 that crime was
ultimately caused by secularism, of

which the terminus was — no extra

credit for guessing correctly—
communism. Its danger to America,

Hoover had concluded by 1953, "lies

not in the fact that it is a political

philosophy but in the awesome fact

that it is a materialistic religion,

inflaming in its adherents a destructive

fanaticism. Communism is secularism

on the march. It is a mortal foe of

Christianity. ..the two cannot live side by

side." In his own formidable best-seller.

Masters of Deceit {^ 958), Hoover

urged regular attendance for children at

church and Sunday school and
dreamed: "Suppose every American

spent a little time each day. ..studying

the Bible and the basic documents of

American history, government and
culture? The result would be a new
America, vigilant, strong, but ever

humble in the service of God. ...All we
need is faith, real faith." The
criminologist, who had earlier

turned to science to stalk evil, became
a sermonizer in the 1950s. According

to Hoover's biographer, Richard Gid

Powers, "The nation's no. 1 G-Man had

dropped his machine gun and picked

up the cross," switching from public

defender to defender of the faith.

Signs of spirituality were everywhere.

When Nathan Pusey became president

of Harvard in 1953, he announced as

his top priority the revival of the Divinity

School and quickly raised $5 million for

the study of God. By early 1952 even

hard-boiled novelist Mickey Spillane

had found religion. Leaving his fictional

detective Mike Hammer with a body

count of 45 corpses in six novels, this

purveyor of pulp mayhem became a

Jehovah's Witness. Seen handing out

tracts and participating in baptisms by

immersion, Spillane stopped writing for

nine years. When he made a

comeback in 1961, his piety had not

ruined his popularity. Hollywood also

tried to cash in on holiness. In M-G-M's
The Next Voice You Hear () 950), a

fractious family in a California suburb

tunes in on the radio to hear God's

recommendation to the squabbling

relatives to appreciate the blessings of

middle-class America. The family

becomes harmoniously whole. The
deity even chooses sides in the cold

war in a United Artists movie entitled
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Red Planet Mars (1 952), speaking on

the Voice of America to Russian

peasants who are so inspired by an

abbreviated version of the Sermon on

the Mount that they rip their portraits of

Stalin from their walls. A rebellion

follows, as Christians in the Soviet

Union replace the Politburo with a new
government. Churches are reopened,

while the Western alliance pays

homage to "a nation finding its soul."

Clergymen often warned that America

risked the loss of its own soul,

however. A God-fearing nation could

not view with equanimity the shocking

rise of juvenile delinquency, for

example. Wild ones revving up their

motorcycles and tearing up a town, as
well as the teenagers' rock 'n' roll that

seemed like spasms of libidinous

abandon, provoked a religious

response — including an effort to coopt

the new age of rock for the "Rock of

Ages." In 1958 Paul Anka, George
Hamilton IV and Johnny Nash recorded

a song entitled "The Teen
Commandments," a 10-point "code for

today's teens." Its couplets included

instructions to "Be humble enough to

obey: you will be giving orders yourself

someday" and "Choose a date who
would make a good mate." Here is how
Time magazine described 1 9-year-old

Tommy Sands, who starred in "The

Singing Idol" on NBC in 1957 and 20th

Century-Fox's Sing, Boy. Singl'm 1958:

"As uncomplicated as most of the songs
he sings. Tommy neither drinks nor

smokes, lives with his mother in a four-

room Hollywood apartment, drives a

red Ford convertible and, he says,

reads philosophical and religious books
'to find out what makes people tick.'

Tommy explains, his brown eyes
watering, 'I think all religions are the

greatest.'" Pat Boone, who was
marketed as a square rival to Elvis

Presley, refused for religious reasons

to kiss his leading ladies on screen,

thus deflating the romantic power of

films like April Love (1 957) and

Bernadine (1957). Even Presley cut a
Chnstmas album and the kinetic Little

Richard, whose raunchy songs got on
television only because the network

censor could not understand the

enunciation of the lyrics, repudiated

"the devil's music" after a religious

experience.

The faith of the 1 950s took its cues not

only from Tin Pan Alley or Hollywood

but also from Washington, D.C., where
religion was promoted as virtually

synonymous with American
nationalism. "Piety on the Potomac"
was irresistible to conservative

politicians, who tended to imagine the

deity as a Republican anyway. God
could also be decidedly hawkish, as

when Senator Edward Martin (R-Pa.)

argued for a peacetime draft on the

Senate floor in 1950 by proclaiming

that "America must move fonward with

the atomic bomb in one hand and the

cross in the other." Nuclear weapons
could be rattled at the USSR: but what
America lacked, future Secretary of

State John Foster Dulles wrote in 1950,

was a "righteous and dynamic faith."

Liberals joined in too. In his 1952
campaign. Democratic candidate Adiai

E. Stevenson urged the electorate to

adopt a militant faith, because
communism "seeks even to dethrone

God from his central place in the

universe. It attempts to uproot

everywhere [that] it goes the gentle and
restraining influences of the religion of

love and peace."

With such stark conceptions of how the

Soviet threat was to be defined and
resisted, it was not illogical for a

leading District of Columbia clergyman

to call an American atheist "a

contradiction in terms." One
consequence of intolerance was the
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legal discrimination to which

nonbeiievers were subjected. A dozen

states barred atheists and even

agnostics from serving as notary

publics, and In many other states

agnostic couples were not allowed to

adopt children. Religious agencies

were given the responsibility of

screening refugees and determining

their suitability for entry. Though public

life had earlier contrived to find a place

for those who did not believe in God,

such as Justice Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Jr. and the famed defense

attorney Clarence Darrow, "free

thinkers" had disappeared by the

1950s. When Judge Irving Kaufman
sentenced Julius and Ethel Rosenberg

to death In 1 951 . their "devoting

themselves to the Russian ideology of

denial of God" was apparently held

against them, as though unbelief were

itself shameful. The following year even

the ornery liberal Justice William 0.

Douglas observed In Zorach v. Clauson

that Americans were "a religious

people whose institutions presuppose a

Supreme Being."

Evangelist Billy Graham (right) visits

with President Eisenhower



Senator Joseph McCarthy at a Senate

Investigations Subcommittee meeting

was put on a red. white and blue eight-

cent postage stamp, the president as

well as Secretary of State Dulles put in

a public appearance to celebrate the

occasion.

[sic] repeat a similar pledge to their

hammer-and-sickle flag in Moscow with

equal solemnity. Russia is also a

republic that claims to have overthrown

the tyranny of kingship. Russia also

claims to be indivisible." Docherty

therefore suggested the addition of

"one nation under God" — a slight

paraphrase of Lincoln's hope at

Gettysburg "that this nation, under

God. shall have a new birth of

freedom." Congress was aroused to

action: 17 new bills were swiftly

dropped into the hopper.

Representative Louis Rabaut (D-

Mich.). the first congressman to

propose the expansion of the Pledge of

Allegiance, reminded his colleagues

that the Soviet Union "could not. ..place

in its patriotic ritual an acknowledgment

that their nation existed 'under God."'

Senator Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.)

added that "this modification of the

pledge is important because it

highlights one of the real fundamental

differences between the free world and

the Communist world." And though

such a theological declaration would

exclude millions of American

nonbelievers. Ike signed the Pledge bill

into law on Flag Day. June 14. 1954.

He expressed satisfaction that

schoolchildren would henceforth be

affirming daily "the dedication of our

nation and our people to the Almighty,"

especially in a world where so

many others were "deadened in mind

and soul by a materialistic philosophy

of life."

Although the Senate Judiciary

Subcommittee on Constitutional

Amendments eventually rejected the

proposal of Senator Ralph Flanders (R-

Vt.) to add explicit constitutional

recognition of the law and authority of

Jesus Christ, a nonsectarian prayer

room was constructed on Capitol Hill in

1955. A year later all first- and second-

class mail had to be cancelled with a

die bearing the nondenominational

request to "Pray for Peace." Also in

1956. Congress ordained as the

nation's official motto a phrase used on

coinage since the end of the Civil War:

"In God We Trust." When the phrase

In the fervor with which public forums

were expected to offer such formulaic

reverence, it is hard to miss a note of

anxiety, however. Beneath the surface

lurked a contradiction of which the

devout politicians of the era seemed
unaware. Consider, for instance, the

conclusion of Billy Graham's

enormously successful Washington

revival in 1952, when he warned that

Americans were "a desperately wicked

people" whom God was about to

destroy (unless they repented), since

the Lord could not "long abide our sins

of materialism." Yet it was the very

cornucopia of material goods, pouring

out and advertised in such alluring

ways, that the Republican

administration was promising the

citizenry. (To certify the importance of

maintaining prosperity, Eisenhower

granted a fixed weekly appointment to

only one official: the chair of the

Council of Economic Advisors, who
was, ironically, an unobservant,

foreign-born Jewish professor named
Arthur Burns.)

An administration pledged to taking

care of business did not offer self-

sacrifice or abnegation that religion has

historically demanded but increasing

creature comforts. If. as Eisenhower

told Reverend Graham. "Billy. I believe

one reason I was elected president

was to lead America in a religious

revival." why provide further

temptations to sin? The chief executive

never explained how endless

consumer products were adding to the

spiritual strength of the United States.

So obvious a contradiction helps to

explain why the quest for divine

blessing was so conspicuously

pursued, and why the evidence for the

superiority of the American creed was
so eagerly sought in an era that— for

all its quaintness — foreshadows our

own time, when the alliance of cross

and sword was reforged to solidify

Republican and conservative political

victories in the 1980s and beyond.
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Joyce Antler

with Sari Knopp Biklen, eds.

Antler is associate professor

of American studies.

Changing Education:

Women as Radicals and
Conservators

State University of New
York Press

In 1985, a conference,

"Change in Education:

Women as Radicals and
Conservatives," was held in

Boston to investigate the

historical and contemporary

roles of women as actors in

educational change from
loosely-defined feminist,

multidisciplinary and
multicultural perspectives.

Following the conference,

the editors worked with

conference participants and
others to develop the 1

7

essays that compose this

text. Changing Education:

Women as Radicals and
Conservators is primarily

concerned with explaining

how the multiplicity of

women's actions have

shaped, redefined and, on
occasion, transformed

educational institutions,

patterns and ideas and how
they may, in the future,

recreate our systems of

knowledge. Although the

essays do not reflect any
single definition of

feminism, they share critical

perspectives common to

feminist theory and probe

the roles of women as active

agents of change,

conservators resisting change

or objects and victims of

change.

Sissela Bok
professor of philosophy

Alva Myrdal: A Daughter's

Memoir
Addison-Wesley Publishing

Company, Inc.

Diplomat, feminist, winner
of the Nobel Peace Prize, one
of the founders of the

Swedish Welfare State and
known to an admiring public

as "the most modern woman
in the world," Alva Myrdal
(1902-86) exemplified both

the triumphs and trials of

women in our time. As
ambassador to India and a

major figure in international

affairs, the Swedish
government and the United

Nations, Myrdal also became
known as the conscience of

the disarmament movement.
Building a family, a marriage

and a career during a time of

war, radical social change

and life on three continents,

she experienced the tug

between work and
motherhood that women
know so well today. Bok's

memoirs reveal her mother's

achievements as well as their

poignant cost as she

struggled to make the world

a better place for other

generations of mothers and
children.

James F. Hollifield and
George Ross, eds.
Hollifield is assistant

professor of politics and Ross

is Hillquit Professor of Labor

and Social Thought.

Searching for The New
Fiance

Routledge

By the early 1960s, France

underwent a process of

modernization set in motion
by the state planners of the

Fourth Republic and ratified

by Gaullism in the Fifth

Republic, which transformed

French society and economy.
Today, the country remains

in a state of deep
uncertainty. France redefined

its cultural, pohtical and
economic framework to keep
pace with an ever-changing

world but, claim the authors,

the new France does not

resemble its forebear of a

quarter century agO; it is

more like its European
neighbors. Searching for the

New France provides an in-

depth, historical account of

the changes that have swept

France over the past three

decades and explores the

political challenges that face

the country today.

Contributing two essays

each, Hollifield and Ross join

eight other distinguished,

international authors in

providing a look at France as

it assumes a new identity.

David Jacobson
associate professor of

anthropology

Reading Ethnography
State University of New
York Press

Anthropologists generally

define ethnography as the

description of behavior,

typically resulting from
fieldwork, in a particular

culture. But ethnography, the

author explains, is more than

a simple account of a people,

society or culture. Unlike

reading a documentary, it

requires interpretation and
includes a selection of data,

made more or less explicit

within a theoretical

framework. The picture of

the people, society or culture

that the ethnography

A Daughter 'j Memoir

BY SISSELA BOK

presents must be understood
from the perspective of the

question or problem that it

addresses, the answer,

explanation or interpretation

it provides, the data it

includes as evidence for the

problem and/or the

interpretation and the

organization of these

elements into an argument.
The author examines a

limited number of well-

known ethnographic cases,

which were selected to

illustrate basic theoretical

frameworks and modes of

analysis. By doing so, he is

able to share an extended

exploration of each case,

clarifying the central points

about the nature of

ethnographic argumentation.

His goal is to provide a

model of analysis that can be

applied to other

ethnographies.

Carmen Sirianni

with Karl Hinrichs and

William Roche, eds.

Sirianni is associate professor

of sociology.

Workmg Time in Transition:

The Political Economy of

Working Hours in Industrial

Nations

Temple University Press

In advanced industrial

nations, the work day is

shifting away from standard

hours toward more flexible

and diverse schedules. This

shift has major implications

for industrial relations

systems, the relative power
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EQUATORIAL
GUINEA

Colonialism. Slate Terror, .111

J

the Search for Stabililv

Thinking

in Henry James

llirahim K. Sunduit.i

of employers and unions and

the politics of labor markets

and gender equity. The broad

significance of these cross-

national developments in

Europe, the United States

and Japan is explored in this

book. Essays by various

contributing authors

examine technological and

market changes that place a

premium on greater

flexibility, the successes and

limits of trade union

campaigns for shorter

standard hours in response to

employment crises m the

1970s and 1980s, the impact

of reducing standard work
hours upon leisure time, the

increasing diversity of

employee preferences and

the decline in the male
norm's influence on working
time and working life.

Developments in part-time

and temporary work, as well

as more innovative policies

in parental leave, job sharing

and flexible retirement are

also analyzed. Working Time
in Transition exposes the

underlying structural and
political conflicts that lead to

changes in the working time

regimes in Western nations

and Japan.

Ibrahim K. Sundiata
associate professor of African

and Afro-American studies

Equatorial Guinea:
Colonialism, State Terror,

and the Search for Stability

Westview Press

Equatorial Guinea,

comprising Rio Muni and the

island of Bioko, is one of the

smallest African states and
among the newest
postcolonial nations. During

the 20th century. Spam
gained control of the

territory and converted Bioko

to a monocultural economy
dependent on cocoa. In the

period after World War U,

Franco statist policies

guaranteed Bioko planters a

degree of aftluence — a

prosperity shared by the

Bioko cocoa cooperatives but

not the peoples of the

mainland. Therefore, when
the country achieved

independence m 1968,

economic development was
skewed in favor of the island.

But independence also

brought with it the militant

and opportunistic

government of Macias

Nguema causing thousands

to flee their homeland and
seek refuge elsewhere. In

August 1979 the government
was overthrown by

Nguema's nephew. Colonel

Teodoro Obiang Nguema
Mbasogo, who changed the

formerly anti-Western

orientation of the

government and encouraged

an infusion of foreign capital.

Yet, despite international

aid, the economy remains

depressed. Equatorial

Guinea's troubled history

reflects, in many ways, the

history of other developing

African nations. Sundiata

traces the state's path from a

colony to an independent

nation, outlimng its crises

and advances and noting the

obstacles that today prevent

the country from being

completely seU-sufficient.

Alumni

Sharon Cameron '73

Cameron is the William R.

Kenan, Jr. Professor of

English at The Johns

Hopkins University.

Thinking in Henry lames
The University of Chicago

Press

Cameron challenges the

widely-held belief that James

writes the psychological

novel par excellence. She

identifies what is genuinely

strange and radical about

James's concept of

consciousness: the idea that

it is not reducible to a single

subject and may not always

be situated within this or

that person but rather exists

outside or "between" in

some transpersonal place,

and the idea that

consciousness may have or

be thought to have power
over things and people

outside the thinker.

Examining these and other

counterintuitive

representations of

consciousness, Cameron
asks: How do we make sense

of these conceptions of

thinking; Why in James's

work IS consciousness,

something inner, connected

to manipulation, something
outer? Why in the late fiction

do thoughts appear to have

communicative power, as if

thoughts were overheard? In

examining the experience of

thought as represented m the

novels rather than as

described in his prefaces,

Cameron's book attempts to

rethink the question of

Henry James's psychological

reahsm.

Sharon Cameron

Edward Friedman '59,

Paul G. Pickowicz and
Mark Selden
Friedman is professor of

political science at the

University of Wisconsin at

Madison.

Chinese Village, Socialist

State

Yale University Press

This detailed portrait of

social change in the North
China plain depicts how the

world of the Chinese peasant

evolved during an era of war
and revolution and in turn

shaped the revolutionary

process. After spending a

decade interviewing villagers

and rural officials, exploring

archives and villages with

diverse resources and
cultural traditions, the

authors describe both the

promise and the human
tragedy of China's rural

revolution. Investigating the

decades before and after the

establishment of the People's

Republic in 1949, they trace

the growing economic
desperation and cultural

disintegration that led to the

revolution, the reforms

undertaken by the

Communist leadership that

initially brought economic
gains and cultural healing

and the tensions that soon

developed between party and
peasantry'. They also show
that the Communist
antimarket and coUectivist

strategies, which culminated

in the imposed
collectivization of 1955-56

and the disastrous Great

Leap Forward of 1958-60,

clashed with cherished

peasant cultural norms and
economic aspirations.

Eventually the party's attack

on peasant values and
interests, the authors

discover, produced a rupture

that threatened both
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developmental and socialist

goals and destroyed the

democratic potential of the

revolution at its best.

Barbara W. Grossman,
M.A. '70

Grossman, formerly assistant

professor in theater history at

Boston University, currently

owns a picture-framing

company in Boston.

Funny Woman: The Life and
Times of Fanny Brice

Indiana University Press

Fanny Brice was a popular

entertainer whose manic
mimicry and exuberant

buffoonery won her a

following in almost every

branch of American show
business. During her colorful

four decades as a performer,

she appeared m burlesque

and vaudeville, drama and
musical revues (including

nine Ziegfield Follies

between 1910 and 1936), film

and radio. Toward the end of

her long career, Brice became
Baby Snooks, the precocious

radio brat, for whom she is

most often remembered. Yet

Snooks was only one of

Brice's many roles and,

ironically, was not her most
noteworthy. Grossman's
study, based on a

comprehensive review of the

newspaper and magazine
articles of the period,

photographs, scrapbooks,

sheet music, recordings, four

extant films and whatever
script material had managed
to survive the ravages of

time, explores Fanny Brice's

uniqueness as an entertainer

and her place m American
theater history.

Barbara Z. Presseisen '58

et. al.

Presseisen is director of

National Networking at

Research for Better Schools

in Philadelphia.

Learning and Thinking

Styles: Classroom
Interaction

National Education

Association

American education has

entered a period of major

reform. Faced with an

increasingly competitive

world, national leaders hope

to restructure educational

bureaucracies to make
schools more effective. In

Learning and Thinking
Styles, respected educational

theorists, who view
children's development and
learning in different ways,

address issues concerning

student learning and
problems of current

schooling. One theorist is

intrigued by individual

differences in the classroom

and claims that learning

depends on students'

intellectual styles or "how
they prefer to use theory

intelligence." Two others

focus on the students'

acquisition of skills through

different developmental

pathways. Another theorist

presents his theory of

cognitive modifiability. In

the final chapter, Presseisen

analyzes each theorist's

position and examines
practical aspects of cuiTcnt

education and schooling.

Changes in curriculum,

instruction and assessment

are also considered and
compared to these

theoretical positions. She

also presents social and
philosophical implications of

the emerging paradigm
change in education.

Laurence Abbott
professor of physics, spoke at

meetings on neural networks
held on the island of Elba and
in Trieste, Italy. The Elba

meeting concemed the

application of neural network
ideas to high-energy particle

detectors while the Trieste

meeting involved studies of

various complex, including

biological, systems.

Eugene C. Black
Ottilie Springer Professor of

History, published "The
Anglicization of Orthodoxy:

the Adlers, Father and Son" in

From East and West: fews in

a Changing Europe 1 750-

1870.

Marc Brettler

assistant professor of Near
Eastern and Judaic studies,

was the recipient of a stipend

from the National

Endowment of the

Humanities to work on a

book concerning the

relationship between history,

ideology and literature in

biblical historical texts.

Mary Campbell
assistant professor of English,

received the third annual

Perlmutter Fellowship Award
for excellence in teaching.

The Perlmutter Fellowship

Award is awarded each year

to a junior faculty member
who, in addition to scholarly

accomplishment, has

demonstrated excellence in

the classroom and been
involved in student life

outside of the classroom.

During her sabbatical, she

will continue her research in

the literatures of travel,

fantasy and anthropology

from 1492-1726.

Kay Carney
artist-in-residence in acting,

staged the reading of a new
play. The Man With the Killer

Pen, by Elizabeth Karlin at

New Dramatists in New York
City.

Peter Conrad
professor of sociology,

presented an invited paper on
"Consumers and Effectiveness

Research" to the

congressionally-mandated

agenda-setting conference on
medical effectiveness

research. He also presented a

series of invited lectures to

medicine and sociology

departments in Sweden.

Sandra Dackow
artist-in-residence in music,

has been named music
director of the Hershey
Symphony Orchestra,

Pennsylvania. She also

continues to serve as music
director of the Ridgewood
Symphony Orchestra, New
Jersey.

Stanley Deser
Enid and Nathan S. Ancell

Professor of Physics, was
appointed to the scientific

boards of the National

Institute for Theoretical

Physics, Santa Barbara,

California, and the French

Institut des Hautes Etudes

Scientifiques, which is the

European equivalent of the

Institute for Advanced Study

in the United States. He also

became a member of the

editorial board of Annals of

Physics.

Thomas Doherty
lecturer with rank of

assistant professor of

cinematography, has been
named a fellow at the

Heritage Foundation's Henry
Salvatori Center for

Academic Leadership.

During his two-year term
with the Washington, D.C.,

think tank, he will

participate in an Academic
Leadership Program, meet
with political figures and
attend conferences and
workshops on educational

issues.

Margot Fassler
assistant professor of music,

published her paper,

"Representations of Time in

Ordo representacionis Ade,"
in Contexts: Style and
Values in Medieval Art and
Literature (a special issue of

Yale French Studies].
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Sylvia Fishman
adjunct lecturer in the

Homstein Program, was
awarded the Samuel Belkin

Memorial Award for

Professional Achievement by
Yeshiva University at

ceremonies held in New
York City last May.

Chandler Fulton
professor of biology, visited

Australia and the South

Pacific during his sabbatical.

He lectured at the Ludwig
Institute of the Royal

Melbourne Hospital in

Melbourne and the

Australian Centre for Water

Quality Research in Adelaide

on "Molecular Biology of

Cytoskeletal Proteins During

the Quick-Change Act of

Naegleria." In Adelaide, he

also did experiments that

depended on being in the

southern hemisphere and
ones that eUminated the

"Coriolis force" as being

responsible for a remarkable,

consistent directionality of

rotation of Naegleria cells

diuing their differentiation

from amebae to flagellates.

Ruth Gollan
adjunct associate professor of

Near Eastern and Judaic

studies and director, Hebrew
and Oriental language

programs, presented a paper,

"Developing the Modem
Hebrew Curriculum: A
Cooperative Effort," at the

Intemational Conference on
University Teaching of

Hebrew Language and
Literature, Atlanta. She also

was one of four invited

panelists who led a

discussion on "The
Objectives of Teaching
Hebrew: A Reassessment."

Karen Hansen
assistant professor of

sociology, has been
appointed a 1991-92 fellow at

the Mary Ingraham Bunting

Institute of Radcliffe College.

Forty-five women were
chosen from the United
States and six foreign

countries.
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Michael Harris

professor of mathematics,

spoke on "Lambda-adic
Representations Attached to

GL(2) of an Imaginary

Quadratic Field" at the USA/
USSR symposium on
"Algebraic Groups and
Related Number Theory" in

Minsk. He lectured on the

same topic at a conference on
"Group Theory" in Paris,

where he spent a month at

the invitation of the Ecole

Normale Superieure. He also

talked about "Hodge-de

Rham Structures and Periods

of Automorphic Forms" at

the American Mathematical
Society Summer Institute on

"Motives."

Erica Harth
professor of French and
comparative literature,

directed a summer seminar

for college teachers

sponsored by the National

Endowment for the

Humanities at the Mary
Ingraham Bunting Institute

of Radcliffe College. The
subject of her seminar was
"Gender and Narrative in

Early Modem France."

James B. Hendrickson
Henry F. Fischbach Professor

of Chemistry, spent three

weeks in France working on
a U.S. -France collaborative

research project to evaluate

organic synthesis routes. He
also joined the editorial

boards of Journal of

Chemical InfoimaUon and
Computer Science and
Organic Preparations and
Procedures International.

Ray Jackendoff
professor of linguistics,

delivered invited lectures on
"What is Reality?" at the

Congress "Infolutie '91,"

sponsored by BSO, a Dutch
company in Amsterdam, and
"Word Meanings and What It

Takes to Learn Them" at the

annual meeting of the Jean

Piaget Society, Philadelphia.

He also delivered the

Presidential Address "Is

There a Faculty of Social

Cognition?" at the annual

meeting of the Society for

Philosophy and Psychology.

Gary Jefferson
associate professor of

economics, is research

director for the World Bank
research program, "Industrial

Reforms and Productivity in

Chinese Industry." His

research is supported by the

Ford Foimdation, National

Science Foundation and the

Henry Luce Foundation and
has required several trips to

China in the last year.

William A. Johnson
Albert V. Danielsen Professor

of Philosophy and Christian

Thought, delivered an

invited lecture at the

Intemational Conference of

the History of Religions,

Delhi University, New
Delhi, India. He also visited

academic institutions in

Jaipur, Agra, Lucknow and
Benares, in northern India.

Benjamin Kaplan
assistant professor of history,

received a Fellowship for

Recent Recipients of the

Ph.D. from the American
Council of Learned Societies

enabling him to devote the

spring of 1992 to complete
his book. The Origins of

Dutch Religious Tolerance:

Calvinists and Libertines in

Utrecht. 1578-1618.

Kenneth Kustin
professor of chemistry,

chaired the session, "Spatial

Behavior," at the Gordon
Research Conference on

"Oscillations and Dynamic
Instabilities in Chemical
Systems," Salve Regina

College, Newport, RJiode

Island.

Arthur Lewbel
associate professor of

economics, spent part of last

summer at the University of

Bonn, where he participated

in a workshop on aggregation

in economic theory. He also

took part in a conference at

Neuve-la-Louvain on
"Discrete Choice Modeling"

and presented papers in

Montreal and at the

American Economic
Association meeting in

Washington, D.C.

Michael Macy
assistant professor of

sociology, is the principal

investigator for an

Instrumentation and
Laboratory Improvement
Grant from the National

Science Foundation that will

be used to expand the

laboratory for the social

sciences, a computer-based

research facility for

undergraduate instruction

located in the Goldfarb

Library at Brandeis.

Robert J. Maeda
Robert B. and Beatrice C.

Mayer Professor of Fine Arts,

gave a public lecture titled

"Shen Quan and His Influence

on Japanese Bird and Flower

Painting" at the Arthur M.
Sackler Museum, Harvard

University m conjunction

with an exhibition, "Hentage
of the Brush: The Roy and
Marilyn Papp Collection of

Chinese Painting."

Harry Mairson
assistant professor of

computer science, was
awarded a Bernstein Faculty

Fellowship for the 1991-92

academic year. Bernstein

Faculty Fellowships are

awarded to assistant

professors in their fourth or

fifth year of appointment

who, upon departmental

recommendation, have been

granted a leave of absence to

complete an important

research or wnting project.

During his leave he wlU
research programming
languages, types and logic.

James Mandrell
assistant professor of Spanish

and comparative literature,

was awarded a Bernstein

Faculty Fellowship. During

his leave he will study the

poetry and lyric prose of Luis

Cemuda.



James D. Olesen
associate professor of music,

was appointed music director

of the Master Singers, a

chamber choir that performs

a concert series in Lexington,

Massachusetts, and an

annual Boston concert.

Peter Petri

Carl Shapiro Professor of

International Finance and
director, Lembcrg Program in

International Economics and

Finance, spent the fall of his

sabbatical working at the

World Bank on a study of

trade reforms in

COMECON, the trade bloc

of socialist economies. In the

spring he worked in Japan at

Keio University and the

Ministry of International

Trade and Industry's

Research Institute on a study

of the integration of

production in East Asia.

Joseph Reimer
assistant professor in the

Homstein Program, delivered

the keynote address, "A
Cooperative Focus on the

Synagogue School," at a

citywide conference of

rabbis, educators and
synagogue lay leaders in

Philadelphia. As a result of

the publication of his

monograph, "The Synagogue

as a Context for Jewish

Education," by the

Commission on Jewish

Education in North America,

he was invited to speak on
the topic "Does Jewish

Education Belong in the

Synagogue?" at the

convention of the Rabbinical

Assembly, the body of rabbis

of the Conservative

Movement.

Jehuda Reinharz
Richard Koret Professor of

Modern Jewish Fiistory and
director, Tauber Institute,

coedited The Jewish

Response to German
Culture: From the

Enhghtenment to the Second
World War with Walter
Schatzberg, published by
Clark University Press/The

University Press of New
England.

Shulamit Reinharz
professor of sociology and
director. Women's Studies

Program, published an essay

on Mirra Komarovsky in

Women in Sociology: A Bio-

Bibliographical Sourcebook,

an encyclopedic volume on
female sociologists.

Bernard Reisman
professor of American Jewish

communal studies and
director, Hornstein Program,

spent one month speaking,

lecturing and consulting

with lay and professional

leaders of Jewish

communities in Glasgow,

Scotland, and the English

communities of Liverpool,

Leeds, Manchester and
London. Three alumni of the

Homstein Program who now
work as community
professionals in Great Britain

coordinated his trip: Daphne
Ruth Moshayov '84 in

Glasgow, Michael Steinberg
'90 in Liverpool and Michael

M. Mial 'H3 in London.

David Roberts
professor of astrophysics, and
his colleagues, published

"The Hubble Constant from
VLA Measurement of the

Time Delay in the Double
Quasar 0957+561" in Nature,

one of the most prestigious

scientific journals. (For more
information on their method
of measuring the universe,

see the Brandeis Review,

summer 1991.)

Myron Rosenblum
Charles A. Breskm Professor

of Chemistry, delivered

invited lectures at Clark

University, the University of

Rhode Island, Boston

University and Case Western
Reserve University on "Face-

to-Face Metallocenes:

Synthesis, Structure and
Properties of Monomeric and
Polymeric Materials."

Jerry Samet
associate professor of

philosophy, delivered a

paper, "Autism and Other

Minds: Philosophical

Perspectives," at the

Workshop on Autism and
Other Minds held at the

Society for Research in Child

Development, Seattle.

Jonathan D. Sarna
Joseph H. and Belle R. Braun

Professor of American Jewish

History, delivered the first

Kappa Beta lecture at the

State University of New
York, Albany and presented a

paper at the annual meeting
of the American Jewish

Historical Society, Hartford.

He also wrote the cover story

"The Rise of Islam in

America: How Will This

Change Jewish Self-

Identification?" in Moment
magazine.

Susan L. Shevitz
adjunct assistant professor of

Jewish education, presented a

paper, "Writing for 'Sesame

Street,' Directing Traffic or

Saving Souls: Jewish Family

Educators Describe Their

Practice," at the annual

conference of the Research
Network in Jewish

Education. Her research on
Jewish school enrollments

and characteristics in the

Boston area was published by

the Bureau of Jewish

Education of Greater Boston.

Barry B. Snider
professor of chemistry,

delivered invited lectures on
"Mn(ni)-based Oxidative Free-

Radical Cyclization" at the

University of Toronto,

Washington University m St.

Louis, Iowa State University,

Columbia University and the

Universite de Montreal.

Susan Staves
recently-named Paul

Prosswimmer Professor of

Humanities, delivered a

plenary lecture on "English

Property" for the

southeastern meeting of the

American Society for

Eighteenth-Century Studies

at the University of

Alabama. She also presented

a paper, "Married Life,

Venereal Disease, and

Therapeutic Optimism," at a

session on "Male
Libertinism" at the society's

national meeting in

Pittsburgh.

Thomas R. Tuttle, Jr.

professor of chemistry, and
Sidney Golden, professor

emeritus of chemistry,

coauthored an invited

research article, "Solvated

Electrons: What is Solvated,"

published in the Journal of

Physical Chemistry.

Bernard Wasserstein
acting dean of the graduate

school, associate dean of the

faculty and professor of

history, delivered the Joseph

Strelitz Lecture, "The British

Mandate in Palestine: Myths
and Realities," at the Moshe
Dayan Center for Middle
Eastern and African Studies

at Tel Aviv University. He
also lectured on "Historical

Pathobiography" to the

Division of Psychiatry, Guy's
Hospital, University of

London.

Leslie A. Zebrowitz
Manuel Yellen Professor of

Social Relations, gave invited

lectures on "Differentiating

and Evaluating Same vs.

Other Race Individuals" at

the Sixth International

Conference on Event

Perception and Action in

Amsterdam and the

European Society of

Experimental Social

Psychology meeting on
"Changing Stereotypes" in

Paris.

Patricia Zipprodt
adjunct professor of costume
design, received her I Ith

Tony Award nomination for

her work on Shogun. She was
assisted on the project by
Lucy Gentry, M.F.A. '90 and
Dana Woods, M.F.A. '91. She
has also designed the

costumes for the current

New York productions of

Sleeping Beauty and the

revival of Fiddler on the

Roof.
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Natalie Kantoi Wazshawez
55. whose etchings appear in

this issue, has shown her

work at numerous invited

and juried shows including

ones at the Copley Society of

Boston: the Rose Art

Museum. Brandeis

University-, the Cambridge
Art Association: and
Francesco Anderson Fine

Arts. She is also a member of

the Copley Society of

Boston, Cambridge Art

Association, Boston Visual

Artists Union and president

of the Wellesley Branch of

the National League of

American Penwomen. A
multitalented woman.
Warshawer is ait art teacher

at Lexington Arts and Crafts

Society, special seminar
instructor at Simmons
College. Boston, and
founding member of Depot
Square Gallery, Lexington,

Massachusetts. Her
commissioned works are

owned by the Massachusetts
attorney general, the chair of

the MIT Corporation, the

Wellesley Cable Access
Company and many private

collectors.

Warshawer began etching IS

years ago and has since

built a studio above her

garage to house her etching

press. The inspiration

for the etchings comes, she
says, from her fascination

with the relationship

between "the old and the

new. " Although also an
accomplished painter, she

says of her etchings, "They
are my signature.

"

Displayed here are some
hand-colored etchings of the

Boston area.

fiflBPlfS
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Alumni Star in

Student Recruiting

A coalition of alumni,

faculty and students is

helping Brandeis meet the

stiffest competition for

freshman in its history, as

the smallest cohort of 18-

year-olds seeks college

admission for 1992. Nearly

one thousand alumni
volunteer for the Alumni
Admissions Council (AAC)
on the national and
international scene, and 40
faculty members, several of

whom arc alumni
themselves, regularly contact

high-ability applicants to

attract them to the

University. To add to the

effort, some 200 Brandeis

students lead campus tours,

host overnight visitors and
spread the word about

Brandeis in their

hometowns. These groups

augment the efforts of the

professional staff in the

Office of Admissions, telling

prospective students about

the excellence of

undergraduate teaching and
research opportunities at

Brandeis University.

Despite the smaller pool of

applicants nationally.

Director of Admissions
Michael Kalafatas '65

remains optimistic about the

future. "Six of the 10 schools

with which Brandeis shares

the most applicants are in

the Ivy League. It's good
company to be in," Kalafatas

remarks. "Brandeis has an
outstanding faculty and a

number of nationally-ranked

departments. Also, the new
athletic facilities will

increase its appeal to the

scholar-athlete and young
men and women who have a

strong interest in

recreational sports."

A large number of Brandeis

alumni have careers in the

professions of law, medicine,

teaching, social work and
community service,

Michelle Lydeen '90,

assistant to the director,

Evelyn White Tate 77,
executive director of the

AAC, and Michael Kalafatas
'65, director of admissions,

(left to right) make plans for

a new year

Kalafatas notes. They provide

good role models for today's

applicants who are "the most
service-oriented applicants I

have seen in a generation of

professional life in

admissions," says Kalafatas.

"We have applicants today

who are working with AIDS
victims, in soup kitchens,

patterning autistic kids,

solving environmental
problems, volunteering with
Students Against Drunk
Driving— an incredible

variety of service activities.

It is not surprising that these

applicants resonate well to

Brandeis alumni whose
social concern and
conscience are demonstrated

in their professional lives and
after-hours activities," he
said.

"The greatest gift a

Brandeisian can make to his

or her alma mater is the

referral of an outstanding

applicant," says Evelyn
White Tate '77, executive

director of the AAC. In this

respect, the admissions office

relies on the Alumni
Association to encourage all

alumni to take an active role

m student recruitment. Two
North Dakota students won
prestigious merit

scholarships at Brandeis

precisely because of such
referrals and personal

attention from Michelle

Lydeen '90 and her family in

Bismarck. Alumni assistance

in the form of hosting a

spring reception for accepted

students or a summer party

for matriculating freshmen is

also appreciated. Alumni are

welcome to send names of

their own teenagers: the

office is always pleased to

speak to potential "second-

generation" Brandeisians.

Presently 950 members
strong, the AAC is growing,

according to Tate. In August,

a task force committee of

council members met with
admissions professionals on
campus to define ways that
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prospecting and recruiting

can be strengthened over the

next five years. There are

presently 7i area councils,

including 16 international

ones, ranging in size from

one to nearly 90 members.
Each member reports to a

local chair and also

communicates directly with

the Office of Admissions.

Council members represent

Brandeis at local college fairs

in the fall, perform off-

campus alumni interviews in

January and February, file

reports evaluating the

candidates, telephone

accepted students in late

March and attend or host

receptions for accepted

students in the spring and
matriculating students in the

late summer. Council

members are expected to

attend one training session

each fall in major
recruitment areas.

Alumni interviews offer an

opportunity to discover more
about the student, but also

for the student to learn more
about Brandeis from an

infomied and enthusiastic

alum, Tate says. "They
provide the opportunity to

update an application if a

new honor for a research

paper or science fair project

has been bestowed on an

applicant since he or she

applied. Alumni interviewers

also help us discern the

applicants' sense of

commitment to their

community and to the

greater world, as well as their

level of intellectual curiosity

and academic potential."

The AAC especially likes to

recruit recent alumni
because of their current

knowledge of the University;

graduating seniors receive

letters encouraging them to

join. So far, about 50 men
and women from the Class of

1991 have responded. For

balance and outreach

purposes, Tate encourages

more men, alumni of color

and international alumni to

contact her.

Judith Paull Aronson '55,

director of education. Shir

Chadashi New Reform
Congregation, and
southern Cahfornia area

chair of the AAC

AAC volunteers often find

their work the most
satisfying form of service to

the University. Veteran

Judith Paull Aronson '55 has

been involved in recruiting

and delivering the best

student applicants in

southern California. "We are

competing for students who
have been accepted into the

top University of California

schools," Aronson said.

Historically, Brandeis has

had low visibility on the

West Coast, Aronson noted,

but word is getting around.

It's not an accident that this

year Los Angeles has become

The best way to a man's
stomach. ..NordicTrack.

"The World's Best
Aerobic Exerciser."

"

With NordicTrack you can burn
more calories in les.s time than with

most other kinds of exercise

machines. Up to 1,100 calories per
hour, according to fitness experts.

Meanwhile you can strengthen

your heart, tone your muscles and
improve your stamina.

NordicTrack duplicates the

mention of cross-country skiing, the

most efficient and effective way to

get exercise.

NordicTrack helps you lose

weight and keep it off. Permanently.
It's more effective than dieting. And
it's a lot less stressful on the body
than high-impact sports.

This is the way to look
as good as you feel.

NordicTrack boosts your produc-
tivity and creativity and lowers your
stress. All while helping ycju lose

weight.

NordicTrack provides a
total-body workout.

Unlike most in-home exercisers,

NordicTrack works all the major
muscle groups including the amis,

legs, buttocks, shoulders and yes,

.stomach.

It's time to change
the spare tire.

So what are you waiting for?

Call NordicTrack today.

Mordicfrack
Call or Write for a

FREE VIDEO
& Brochure

1-800-328-5888 VilKl
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Prospect
Referral Form

I am pleased to recommend
the following promising

high school student to the

admissions office:

Student's Name

Address

Telephone

area code

High School

city year of graduation

Academic Interest(s| or Talent(s)

Extracurricular Interest(s)/Talent(s)

Referred by

class

phone (home) (work)

Date

May we use your name when
contacting this student?

n Yes n No

the fourth largest source of

matriculants m the country
after Massachusetts, New
York and New Jersey. "This
year California sent 57

students to Brandeis,"

Aronson reports. "And our

minority recruitment efforts

are paying off too." Our AAC
members are really

committed, she said, citing

alumni like Tsilah Solomon
Burman '80 and Jeffrey

Burman '79 who hosted their

third party for incoming
freshmen this summer.

David Bell '71, assistant vice

chancellor for academic
affairs for the state-run

University of Houston
System, has been that

region's AAC chair for nine

years and a member since

1972. He likes to talk at

college fairs about his alma
mater, some two thousand
miles away. "In this setting

you have a real chance to

counsel students about the

virtues of a liberal arts

curriculum — small class

size, serious faculty

feedback, close faculty-

student relationships, a

residential environment and
broad opportunities for

leadership in campus
organizations," he says.

Bell advises students that a

liberal arts school equips its

students with analytical and
critical thinking skills that

last a lifetime, pointing out

that English may be a better

choice than journalism for an
aspiring writer, for example,

or economics than business

for a future entrepreneur.

"Our council is trying to

communicate the

applicability of Brandeis's

curriculum to the long-term

career interests of

prospective students. We
want to make Brandeis

better-known in this area—
one of the few in the country

that has not experienced a

decline of college-bound

young people," he said.

Attorney Elizabeth Kagan
'85, chair of the AAC in

Boston, assigns tasks to a

group of 40 volunteers. "I

wanted to give something
back to the school that did so

much for me," she said. "I

enjoyed going to college fairs

in Arlington, Massachusetts,

where I grew up; it was an

David Bell '71, assistant vice

chancellor for academic
affairs for the University of
Houston System and area

chair of the AAC

^

interesting way to connect
my childhood and college

ties. It's very satisfying to

meet some of these young
people and their parents at a

reception for entering

freshmen and know you had
something to do with their

decision making."

The Office of Admissions is

on the lookout for

academically-talented

students with a variety of

skills, leadership qualities

and potential for service,

Kalafatas states. The staff

seeks a balance of leadership

styles in every class — from
the obvious campus-wide

tiiZLifcth kdgan So, a

corporate lavryei and Boston
area chair of the AAC
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Brandeis Day

January 12, 1992

Alumni Directory
Now in Production

organizers to the students of

quiet merit who reach out to

others and make dormitory

hfe more civihzed and

caring. Through the use of

merit scholarships, ranging

from five to 12 thousand
dollars per year, the

University is able to attract

some students of towermg
ability whose strength of

intellect ignites the

classroom, stimulating

learning for professors and
classmates alike.

Sophisticated market data

available through the

Enrollment Planning Service

of the College Entrance

Examination Board enables

the admissions office to send

35 thousand individual

letters, targeting the specific

talents and interests of the

applicants. Michelle Lydeen
'90, assistant to the director

of admissions, deploys a

network of professors, who
are members of a Faculty

Admissions Committee, to

draft personal letters to

potential applicants who
have demonstrated

extraordinary abilities in

their respective fields. "This

personal outreach on the part

of professors shows that they

care," says Lydeen. Professor

Stephen Whitfield, Ph.D. 72
chairs the 40-person

committee that includes

alumni faculty members
Tzvi Abusch, M.A.'64, Marc
Brettler 78, Ph.D. '86,

Timothy Hickey 77, John
Lisman '66 and Shulamit
Remharz, Ph.D. 11.

Alumni are strongly

encouraged to forward the

names, addresses, phone
numbers along with notes or

newsclips about the

accomplishments of

outstanding local scholars,

athletes, scientists and poets

to the Office of Admissions.

(See prospect referral form on
page 54.)

Catherine R. Fallon

The Brandeis University

Alumni Association is

sponsoring the first Brandeis

Day, an occasion recognizing

40 years of the Alumni
Association's existence. The
occasion will be celebrated at

a series of gatherings in

many areas of the country

and abroad during the

weekend of January 12, 1992.

Faculty members will be

present in many chapter and
nonchaptcr areas to talk

about their own research and
writings and bring campus
news to alumni in this first

multisite Alumni
Association celebration.

Other regional Brandeis Day
events will feature athletic

events and family-oriented

programs. Watch the

upcoming issue of the

Bnindeis Alunmi
Connection or your chapter

newsletter for more
information about Brandeis

Day events in your area.

The 1992 40th anniversary

edition of the Brandeis

University Alumni Directory

is in Its final stages of

production. The
comprehensive directory will

be a compilation of the most
current data available on
over 22 thousand alumni.

The book will have
biographic, geographic and
class-year sections and, for

the first time, will include

occupation codes as well as

graduate school codes.

Separate listings of Heller,

Hornstein and Wien alumni
will also appear at the end of

the class-year section.

The publisher is now in the

process of final editing and
proofreading. Contents
include the results of two
sets of questionnaires that

were mailed during the

summer 1991 to all alumni
for whom the University has

a current address.

Distribution to alumni who
reserve a copy will take place

early in 1992.

Questions about ordering a

directory may be sent to the

Customer Service

Department, Bernard C.

Harris Publishing Company,
Inc., 3 Barker Avenue, White
Plains, NY 10601. The
publisher's toll free number
IS 1-800-877-6554.

UNIVERSITY
MAGAZINE
NETWORK
REACHING AMERICA'S
EDUCATED ELITE

Brandeis Review

Carnegie Melloti Magazine

CWRU: The Magazine of

Case Western Resen'e

Duke Magazine

Johns Hopkins Magazine

New York Uniuersity Magazine

Pitt Magazine

Rutgers Magazine

Washington University Magazine

Our 809,55U subscribers

1.5 million readers

have a median age of

42.8, an average

household income of

S8 1,200, and are loyal

readers of their alumni

magazines.

To inquire about advertising

please contact:

FOX ASSOCIATES, INC.

347 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1307

New York, NY 10016

New York: (212) 725-2106

Chicago: (312) 644-3888

Detroit: (313) 543-0068

Atlanta: (404) 252-0968

Los Angeles: (213) 487-5630

San Francisco: (415)989-5804
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Class Notes

'52

Phylis Levins Acker, Class

Correspondent, 205 Event Avenue,

Hewlitt, NY 11557

Save the weekend of May 22-24,

1992 for our first-ever 40tfi

Reunion!

Eli Factor, D.D.S. and Rhoda
Lemeltnan Factor '53 have three

grown children. He has an active

full-time general practice of

dentistry and she has been

principal of a Hebrew School for

over 20 years. She received a Keter

Torah Award from the Bureau of

Jewish Education for her

contributions to Jewish education.

Helene Dembitzer Lambert is

enjoying the beauty and cultural

excitement of a charming New
England college town. She is a

reference librarian at Amherst
College, a medical librarian at

Northampton State Hospital and a

realtor. She is involved with a

homeless shelter for women and

the Unitarian Society of Amherst
and invites friends for a tour of

Emily Dickinson's house.

'53
Norman Diamond, Class

Correspondent, 240 Kendrick

Street, Newton, MA 02158

Natalie Hittner Coch reports that

Leah J. Mainzer '52 attended the

weddmg of her older son, Michael-

Laurent, to Leslie Miriam Franco

last June. Connie K. Goldstein is

taking courses at the New School,

celebrated 37 years of marriage to

Allen J. Goldstein and has two
married daughters, Susan and

Nancy. Richard M. Hirshberg

practices neurosurgery, is affiliated

with the University of Texas and
Baylor College of Medicine and is

also on the governing board of St.

Joseph Hospital in Houston, TX,

where he served as chief of

medical staff. He is married to

Jacklyn Sonnier Hirshberg and has

a 13-year-old daughter, Eva. Anita

KomaroK Kantor teaches at the

State University of New York,

New Paltz. The second edition of

her World History Study Guides
has been published. She and her

husband, Martin, are celebrating

37 years of marriage, three sons

and a grandchild. Edna-Ann Katz,

Ph.D. enjoys her varied life in

Keene, NH, where her practice of

psychotherapy and stress reduction

keeps her busy as does her long-

distance running. She ran her first

marathon in September 1990. She

also enjoys painting, vegetable

gardening, animals, friends and
travel. David L Kaufman sends

greetings from Royal Oak, MI,

where he practices law. Sanford A.

LakoH is professor of political

science at the University of

California, San Diego in La JoUa.

His latest book with Herbert F.

York, A Shield in Spaced, was
published by the University of

California Press; his latest article,

"Autonomy and Liberal

Democracy," appeared in the

Review of Politics. In 1990, he
received the Outstanding Teacher
of the Year Award from the senior

class at Warison College, UCSD,
and was hooded as a Brandeis

Fellow Adele Segal Levenson is

celebrating her 10th anniversary as

an employee of Baybank
Southeast. She was president of

Temple Beth Ann from 1987-89

and chair of the board of directors

from 1989-91. Her husband, Al, is

division leader at the Quality

Assurance Department, C.S.

Draper Laboratories, Cambridge,

MA. She has four daughters:

Joanne, Dawna, Amy and Beth R.

Levenson '79. Lois Lindauer

reports that love and work
continue to go well, and love now
includes two grandchildren and

another on the way. She says,

"The Diet Workshop still offers the

opportunity to live up to my
potential by providing a challenge

each day," Barbara K. Raisner was
a teacher and professor at State

University of New York and City

University of New York before she

retired; she is now an education

consultant for Charlesbridge

Publishing in Watertown, MA. She

IS very close to her three young
grandchildren and is much
involved with travel, opera and
gardening. Lois S. Robblee reports

that in the 38 years since

graduation, there have been six

children, three grandchildren, one
Ph.D., a lot of fun, hard work and
sweat. She and her husband, Bill,

celebrate their 39th anniversary

this year Barbara Kreis Ruskin is a

social studies teacher at BOCES,
Southern Westchester Regional

Alternative High School. Her
children are grown, three are

married and she has six

grandchildren. She is proud of her

family of two sons, a doctor and a

lawyer, and two daughters, an

editor/art historian and a chemical

engineer with an M,B.A. Naomi
Sack-Sogoloff remarried last year

after eight years of widowhood and
has begun a new life. After many
years in real estate, she has

returned to her original career of

teaching Hebrew school. Rose
Tiplitz Sobol works part-time in

materials management at a local

hospital m Miami, FL, and

coauthored a book with her

husband, Donald. They celebrate

the return of their son, Eric, an Air

Force A- 10 fighter pilot, from
Saudi Arabia. She is expecting her

first grandchild m November.
Rozeiin Berger Spielman and her

husband, Rabbi Bernard Spietman
'54, live in Wakefield, MA. She is

director of the Flint Memorial
Library in North Reading; they

have three children and two
grandchildren. Rev. Alfred T. K.

Zadig completed his Ph.D. in

psychology in August 1990 and
baptized his first grandchild, 1-

year-old Jessica Elliott, at a solemn
high mass. He and his wife,

Kathleen, are "moving west" to

Westfield, MA, where she is

executive director of the Westfield

Area Mental Health Clinic. He
expects to join a team of Episcopal

priests and assist in an area parish.

'54
Miriam Feingold d'Amato, Class

Correspondent, 62 Floyd Street,

Wmthrop, MA 01252

Rima Drell Reck, Ph.D., research

professor of comparative literature

at the University of New Orleans,

has been named editor of

Modernist Studies, a unique series

of interart books published by
Louisiana State University Press.

The series will include work

Rima Drell Reck

in a wide range of interrelated

fields such as literature, art

history, architecture, photography,

urbanism and cultural

anthropology.

'57
Carole Wolfe Herman, Class

Correspondent, Five Heritage

Lane, Lynnfield, MA 01946

Save May 22-24, 1992 for our

35th Reunion.

Harry Morrison, Ph.D. has been
the chair of the Department of

Chemistry at Purdue University

for four years. He and his wife,

Harriet Tburman Morrison '58,

enjoy traveling and squash.

'58
Marjorie Greenfield has been

conducting a campaign against

homophobic elements in the

forthcoming 10th edition of the

International Classification of

Diseases. She has been a

professional librarian in various

medical settings for 27 years and
for the last 19 years she has been a

lesbian activist. Martin J. Raff,

M.D., with his wife Patricia

Donnelly, M.D. and their three

youngest children, will be in

Maizuree Tgsan on sabbatical,

teaching medicine at a University

of Kyoto affiliated hospital and
investigating the lapanese medical
educational system. They are both

on the faculty at the University of

Louisville School of Medicine.

'60
Abby Brown, Class Correspondent,

Four leffrey Circle, Bedford, MA
017,?0

Martin Levine, UPS Foundation

professor of law, gerontology,

psychiatry and the behavioral

sciences at the University of

Southern California, was elected

president of the USC Faculty

Senate, reappointed director of the

Oxford-USC Institute of Legal

Theory and elected to associate

membership in the American
Psychoanalytic Association.

'61
Judith Leavitt Schatz, Class

Correspondent, 139 Cumberland
Road, Leominster, MA 01453

Shaion Pucker Rivo can't believe

It's been 30 years since we stood

on the steps of Gryzmish and sold

freedom ride tickets to Thurgood
Marshall and Hubert Humphrey.
She has been happily married to

Elliott Rivo for 25 years. She is

executive director of the National

Center for Jewish Film located on
the Brandeis campus and invites

everyone to visit this unique
archive of film material relevant to

the Jewish experience.

'62
Ann Leder Sharon, Class

Correspondent, 13890 Ravenwood
Drive, Saratoga, CA 95070

Only a few months until our 30th

Reunion. Plan now to join us May
22-24, 1992 for a wonderful chance

to reconnect and celebrate.

Susan Plotnick Myers, a national

vice president of the American
lewish Congress, was honored by
the Pennsylvania Region of the

American lewish Congress upon
completion of four years as

president. Linda Levy Peck, Purdue

University history professor, was
one of 37 fellows chosen from 561

applicants to study for a year at the

prestigious National Humanities
Center of Research Triangle, NC,
where she will study "Britain in

the Age of the Baroque." The
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News Notes

Linda Levy Peck

National Humanities Center is the

only major mdependent institute

m the United States dedicated to

advanced study m all fields of the

humanities.

'63
Miriam Osier Hyman, Class

Correspondent, 140 East 72nd
Street, Apt. 16B, New York, NY
10021

Nancy Lichman Braganti

published The Traveler's Guide to

Middle Eastern and North African

Customs and Manners, her fourth

book in a series of guides for

tourists and business people: The
first three books dealt with

Europe, Asia and Latin America.

Barbara Beck Castro received her

master's degree in Spanish and
would like to teach bilingual

education at a community college.

Elizabeth Mehler Cohen reports

that since graduation she has

married David M. Cohen, a

physician in Atlanta, raised a

family of three and is now active

in community service and fund-

raising. She was previously a

residential real estate agent and is

a life member of the Million

Dollar Club of the Atlanta Board of

Realtors. Rita Brickman Et'fros is

an immunologist on the faculty of

University of California at Los

Angeles Medical School. She and
her husband, Ed, will be on
sabbatical at Berkeley next year in

the molecular biology and
mathematics departments,

respectively. Their children,

Rachel and Steve, arc on their own
and she and Ed are "left with the

dog. " Amy Gold Fitzpatrick has

been running layme Products, a

premium company founded by her

father, since 1987 and has been
with the firm for 12 years. She
married Brian Fitzpatrick in 1984.

Ruth W. Friedman became a

member ttf the law firm of Szold &.

Brandwen, P.C. on Wall Street

where her practice encompasses a

broad range of banking, real estate

and other commercial matters

including representation of

financial institutions and middle-

income housing cooperatives. She

is also a member of the New York
and New lersey bar associations.

Robert Fromer "scrounges a

living" as a free-lance audiovisual

producer and journalist at a "low
level of money and ambitions." He
lives with his partner in an
intentional community in the

Malvern Hills in the English

Midlands. He regrets the absence

of baseball in England, so he

devotes a lot of his time to Softball

instead. Charles Giuliano is a

correspondent for ARTnews
Magazine, an editor of Art New
England and contributor to other

periodicals in addition to teaching

at Boston and Suffolk universities.

He is a frequent curator whose
latest show, "The Obiect: Found,

Ohsei'ved, Imagined," was on view

in spring 1991 at the Fitchburg Art

Museum. He is currently

developing contemporary shows
from Amsterdam and Vienna, and

in October he had a one-man show
at Gallery 28, Boston. Marcia

Kiosk Graydon ran into Steven P.

Cohen and Kenneth D. Kemper
while they were having brunch m
Greenwich Village. She has a

growing solo general law practice,

a son who just graduated from the

University of Colorado, Boulder, a

daughter getting her Ph.D. in child

psychology in New York and a

wonderful second marriage now in

its 1 1th year. Larry S. Greenberg
works as a solo practitioner in law,

with his office in Bethesda, MD.
He reports that his 2 1/2-year-old

general practice has brought him
anxieties and longer hours at work,

but also increased knowledge, use

of psychology and more
satisfaction Susan W. Greenman,
a small-business counselor at the

Ben Craig Center m Charlotte,

NC, plans to enter an M.B.A.

program. She has a degree in

business data processing and has

worked previously as a

programmer. She is married to

Max Greenman, M.D., an

ophthalmologist, and has three

children; Herb, David and Rachel.

Michael Kaplan, assistant

professor of architecture at the

University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, received the 1991

American Institute of Architects

Education Honors Award for the

development of a special seminar
entitled "Architecture as Power."

Beth Rosenthal Katz is still

following her dreams, being an

artist, painter and printmaker by

day and, occasionally, a nurse at

night. She is an avid birdwatcher

and hiker. She is married to Steve

Tokar, a radio producer, and
invites friends who visit San
Francisco and are interested in the

arts, politics and ecology to get in

touch with her. Michael Kligfeld,

M.D. is the proud father of a

Brandeis alumna, Jennifer E

Kiigfeid '91 Toby M. Kravet is a

vocational rehabilitation specialist

with the Division of Industrial

Safety and Worker's

Compensation, City and County of

Honolulu. He is active in local and
national professional

organizations, is one of 16

commissioners of the National

Commission on Rehabilitation,

and has counselor certification. In

his words, he is "50 years old,

single and living and working in

paradise." Peter D. Magnus and his

family left Oregon and he is

working in clinical and preventive

medicine on a small Sioux Indian

reservation in the "dead center of

the United States," near

Chamberlain and Pierre, SD. They
have no TV, no VCR, no home
telephone jail by choice! and live

on the Missouri River where "it's

quiet, scenic and desolate, without

traffic." Theresa (Terri) Casteiiana

Orr IS assistant dean for student

affairs at Harvard Medical School,

where she has been director of

student financial aid for 1 1 years.

Dimitri Procos, professor on the

faculty of architecture at the

Technical University of Nova
Scotia, Halifax, Canada, was listed

in Who's Who m the World. He
was chair of the Passive and Low
Energy Architecture Conference

(PLEAI in Halifax in 1990 and

international advisor of the 1989

PLEA Nara, lapan and 1992 PLEA
Auckland, New Zealand

conferences. He also was a visiting

professor at the Sorbonne in

Paris for two years and will be a

visiting professor at the

University of the Aegean in

Greece next year. This year he is a

visiting scholar at the Urban
Land Institute in Washington,

DC Judith Shapiro is in her fifth

year of serving as provost of

Bryn Mawr College, where she is

also professor of anthropology.

Joel B. Sheffield is chair of the

Department of Biology at Temple
University, Philadelphia, PA
Alix Altaner Weiss-Sharp, Ph.D., a

social worker and certified

psychoanalyst, has been in private

family therapy practice since

1972. She has been enioying life m
the "slow lane" of Nashville for

the last eight years with her

husband, Vernon, a psychiatrist,

and their daughter, Monica.

'65
Daphnah Sage, Class

Correspondent, 1435 Centre

Street, Newton Centre, MA 02159

Elliott Richelson, M.D., director

for research at Mayo Clinic,

Jacksonville, FL, has been named
one of only 1 1 Mayo Distinguished

Investigators by the Mayo

What have you been doing

lately' Let the alumni office

know. We invite you to

submit articles, photos |black

and white photos are preferred)

and news that would be of

interest to your fellow

classmates to:

Office of Alumni Relations

Brandeis University

P.O. Box 91 10

Waltham, MA 022.54-91 10

Name

Brandeis Degree & Class Year

Address

Phone
Home Work

D Please check here if address is

different from mailing label.

If you know of any alumni
who are not receiving the

Brandeis Rcvie'w, please let

us know.

Name

Class

Address

Phone
Home Work

Due to space limitations, we
usually are unable to print

lists of classmates who attend

each other's weddings
or other functions. News of

engagements, marriages and
births arc included in

separate listings by class.
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'69

Elliott Richelson

Foundation, an honor recognizing

his achievements in making
significant contributions to Mayo
research activities. He joined

Mayo, Jacksonville in 1989 to

begin an Alzheimer's disease

research program. He, his wife,

Linda, and their three children live

in Ponte Verda Beach, FL.

'67
Hermine Stem Leiderman, Class

Correspondent, 2896 Twin Oaks
Drive, Highland Park, IL 60035

Impossible, but true. In a few

months we'll celebrate our 25th

Reunion. Plan now to be a part of

this benchmark in our lives —
May 22-24, 1992.

Alixandra Naftalin Kolbe still runs

a business doing paperwork for

elderly and handicapped people.

Her husband is a financial planner

with IDS/American Express. They
recently attended a family reunion

in Israel, h 1985, Howard R.

Lipson, Ph.D. founded Lipson &
Co., an executive recruiting firm

in Century City with offices in

Tokyo and San Diego. The
company specializes in the

broadcasting and entertainment

industries. He is still single. Jane

C. Parnes, Ph.D., married William

Persi, Ph.D. in 1988 and is director

of Counseling and Psychological

Services at California State

University, Fullerton. Her two
daughters, a senior and a freshman,

both attend Stanford University.

Lois Ann Halle Rose works part-

time as a clinical psychologist, is a

volunteer of the board of the free

medical clinic o( Cleveland and is

third vice president of the board of

the Cleveland Chamber Music
Society. Her hobbies include

perermial and vegetable gardening,

piano, horseback riding,

photography and cooking. She and

her husband, Douglas B. Rose '68,

have two sons, Joel and Stephen.

Jo Anne Chemev Adlerstein, Class

Correspondent, 76 Glenview Road,

South Orange, NJ 07079

Lee A. Adlerstein, Esq. became a

member of the law firm of Szold &
Brandwen, P.C., where he practices

in the areas of commercial and

general litigation, bankruptcy and

white collar defense. James A.

Koufman, associate professor of

otolaryngology at the Bowman
Gray School of Medicine, received

the Casselberry Award of the

American Laryngological

Association for his pioneering

work in the surgical treatment of

vocal chord paralysis. This award

has been presented only 20 times

in this century. Joel D. Schwartz,

an environmental epidemiologist

at the Environmental Protection

Agency, is the first-ever federal

career employee to be selected by

the John D. and Catherine T.

MacArthur Foundation to receive a

MacArthur Fellowship. His

pathbreaking analysis of the health

and environmental effects of

airborne pollutants revealed a

likcK L.uis.il relationship between

loel D. Schwartz ii:,. .

Ronnie Levin '73

daily mortality rates and
elevations in airborne pollutants.

His wife, Raanana (Ronnie)

Levin '73, also works for the EPA
in the Office of Technology
Transfer and Regulatory Support.

'70
Carol Stein Shulman, Class

Correspondent, 7 Stonehenge,

Great Neck, NY 11023

David B. Adier, attomey-at-law,

announced the opening of his

general practice law firm in March.

Before he began his career in 1982

as a private attorney, he was a

senior trial attorney with the U.S.

Department of Justice in the areas

of civil rights and criminal

prosecution and represented the

U.S. government in numerous
federal jurisdictions throughout

the United States. Jonathan L.

Fitch has settled permanently in

Washington, D.C., and has

established his own practice in

landscape architecture. The Fitch

Studio, after having spent many
years working in large firms in Los

Angeles, Boston and Washington,

D.C. He is married to Roz
Davidson and has a 4-year-old son,

Eli. Howard H. Goldman, M.D.,

Ph.D., professor of psychiatry and
director of mental health policy

studies at the University of

Maryland School of Medicine, won
the APA/PLA Foundation Senior

Investigator Award for Research

Development in Hospital

Psychiatry. Supported by the

Psychiatry Institute of America
Foundation, the award was
established in 1986 to honor
outstanding research in hospital

psychiatry. Gerald D. Silk,

associate professor of history of art

at Tyler School of Art, Temple
University, was named to the

editorial board of Art lournal as

well as the National Advisory

Board of the Center for the Study

of Art and Culture, Craft and Folk

Art Museum, Los Angeles. He
received a 1991 summer research

award from the National

Endowment for the Humanities for

work on Italian art and politics in

the 1930s.

71
Mark Kaufman, Class

Correspondent, 28 Devens Road,

Swampscott, MA 01907-2014

Thomas S. Crowe, Jr. is a member
of the San Francisco Republican

County Central Committee and
agitates for civil rights with his

political writings and cartoons.

Diana Valderrama Simpkins is the

first secretary, political section, of

the Embassy of the United States

of America in Mexico City. She is

married to Roy Simpkins,

minister/counselor for science and

technology, also at the U.S.

Embassy in Mexico City. They
have two children, Alex and

Lauren. The family will be at the

State Department in Washington,

D.C, before reporting to their new
post at the American Embassy in

Brasilia, Brazil in 1992. Rabbi

Michael J. Strassfeld, coeditor of

the first, second and third volumes
of The Jewish Catalog and the

Jewish Calendar and author of The
Jewish Holidays, was graduated as

a rabbi from the Reconstructionist

Rabbinical College. He is the

founding chairperson of the

National Havurah Committee and

a former member of Havurat

Shalom. As chairperson of

Concerned Jewish Students, he

organized a demonstration at their

General Assembly in Boston. He
also was a vice president of the

Abraham Joshua Heschel School

Rabbi Michael ]. StrassfL:J

and a founding board member of

Beyond Shelter, a coalition of

synagogues that advocate for the

homeless. Harold A. Wortsman
had an exhibition of his sculptures,

drawings and oil pastels at Le

Poeme, a tea room, gallery and
performance space in the Soho
section of New York. He trained at

the New York Studio School of

Drawing, Painting and Sculpture

in New York City and worked
there with sculptor George
Spaventa and painter George
McNeil. He has exhibited at

Brandeis and BACA Dov^mtown in

Brooklyn. His drawings and

collages have appeared on
numerous book and record covers.

'72
Mark and Elaine Heimburger
Tulis, Class Correspondents, 21

Gray Rock Lane, Chappaqua, NY
10514

Mark your calendars for our 20th

Reunion, May 22-24, 1992! We're

looking forward to seeing you
there.

Rochelle E. Abell and Dan Weisz
have been married for 15 years and
have two daughters, Sarah, age 9

and Deborah, age 6. She is a deputy

county attorney for child support

services of Pima County and he is

a special education administrator

for the Tucson, AZ Unified School

District. Marcia Meizel Binder

works part-time at the New
England Rehabilitation Hospital as

supervisor of the movement
therapy department and has a

small private psychotherapy

practice in Arlington. She has two
daughters, Meryl Cecelia, age 4

and Dana Rachel, age 1. Lisa S.

Braun-GIazer, Ph.D. practices

psychology in La |olla, works with

ceramics — primarily Judaica —
has been married for 10 years, has

two daughters and, despite turning

40 on the ski slopes of Utah, she

shows "no sign of middle age yet."

Madeline R. Cohen is education

director at Symphony Space m
New York City and (or the last
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Marriages

Class Name Date

1975 loseph A. Reiman to Cynthia Good
1977 Rabbi Robert M. Dobrusin to

Ellen M. Berman
Emily I. Kirshen to Louis Peter

Susan L. Remer to Paul Ryan
Philip J. Schlossberg to Karen Alper

1978 William M. Levinson to

Carrie Ann Goldstein

1979 Rena A. Gorlin to Raymond Plante

1 98

1

Karen S. Cutler to Walter Bril

Michael D. Eggert to Carolyn B. Schultz

Lois C. Krupnick to Edward C. McCarthy
Marilyn Y. Nadelhaft to fay Hirsch

1982 Mitchell S. Friedman to Arete Nicholas

Beth A. (acobson to Barry N. Machlin
1983 Marian R. Garber to Keith Marlowe

Stefanie M. Singer to Michael Axelrod
1984 Lois A. Yurow to Rick Botos

1986 Lori B. Bernstein to Ephram Caflun

Emily R. Isaacs to Stephen Samuels
1987 Gary M. Feller to Toby Heller

Kalman J. Fishbeim to Susan Spector

Deborah R. Schatz to Glen S. Rosenfeld

Heidi E. Siegcl to Jon Oletsky

Stuart A. Spencer to Debra Wacks
1 988 Robin F. Bachin to David Coppola

Diane I. Cohen to fason L. Madfes '86

Lisa B. Cohen to leffrey Klein

Joann L. Friedman to Jonathan Magasanik
Jacqueline Glantz to Charles Geschwind
Rachel M. Gubitz to David Feingold

Barry S. Ross to Michelle H.

Finkelstein '89

Elissa L. Simon to Daniel Morrissey

Jacqueline H. Simons to Kenneth S. Fink

Dawn M. Sziabowski to

Michael J. Nathanson
Sarah A. Tobin to Jeffrey R. Artzi '87

1989 Janette R. Elman to William M.
Mandell '82

Andrea L. Goldolf to Brian M.
Dorlester '87

Stephanie J. Katz to Daniel J.

Goldstein '87

Elizabeth W. Roth to Craig Mondschein
1990 Hayley A. Cagan to Alan N. Kamis '89

Julie E. Fink to Gons Nachman '89

Engagements

March 16, 1991

December 9, 1990

Mays, 1991

June 2, 1990

October 28, 1990

May 4, 1991

March 22, 1991

December 30, 1990

March 23, 1991

September 21, 1991

September 28, 1991

Septembers, 1990

April 7, 1990

October 27, 1991

October 7, 1990

April 13, 1991

October 27, 1991

October 14, 1990

August 19, 1990

June 27, 1991

June 2, 1991

June 2, 1991

August, 1991

June 3, 1990

May 25, 1991

October 27, 1990

July 27, 1991

April 13, 1991

June, 1989

October 12, 1991

May 28, 1989

April 14, 1991

August 19, 1990

December 30, 1990

May 25, 1991

June 23, 1991

May 23, 1991

January 19, 1992

June 9, 1991

January 6, 1991

Class Name

1978

1981

1984

1988

1989

1990

Neil J. Kressel, Ph.D. to Dorit Fuchs
Lois C. Krupnick to Edward C. McCarthy
Allan J. Pressel to Beth Cowan
T. (Tg) Lawrence Glazer to Julie Mittman
Cindy L. Kalb to Jonathan M. Golub '85

Alan |. Reinach to Dana B. Perlman '89

Mara Rosenthal to Gary B. Friedman '86

Jodi I. Weiss to Steven Halper
Francine N. Genu to David Saperstein

Craig E. Fielding to Tina Kessler

three years has designed costumes
for the North Carolina

Shakespeare Festival. Lea C. Dann,
M.D. was graduated from Mt. Smai
School of Medicine in 1976 and
appointed as police surgeon at the

New York City Police Department
in 1982. She and her husband,
Reiwen Sandyk, celebrated their

fourth anniversary and have a 3-

year-old son. Michael Freemark,

M.D. was appointed chief of the

Division of Pediatric

Endocrinology at Duke University

Medical Center and was elected to

the Council of the Society for

Pediatric Research. His wife, Anne
R. Slifkin '73, is a plaintiff

attorney and partner in her law
office in Raleigh, NC. They have a

daughter. Samara, age 10 and a

son, Yonah, age 4. Murdock "Doc"
Gibbs owns Doc's Entertainment,

which promises quality

entertainment for all occasions,

and has a newly-released album.

Lawrence V. Greenblatt works as a

comedian and accountant in Los

Angeles, CA, and does some work
as a talk show host on radio.

Steven L. Gutstein is vice

president of sales for Time
Electronics, a nationwide

distributor of electronic

components and a division of

Avnet, Inc. He and his wife, Ellen,

celebrated their 16th anniversary

and have two sons, Danny, age 13

and David, age 10. Ross N. Halper

made his opera debut in San
Francisco in September singing

two roles in Prokofiev's War and
Peace. He is a free-lance singer,

director and writer. Peter P. Hine
is a social worker in Boulder, CO,
where he lives with his three

children. He would be pleased to

hear from old friends. Julia M.
Hollins accepted a fellowship for

doctoral studies at the English

department of Yale University and
IS living in Hamden, CT, with her

three children, a 10-year-old and 4-

year-old twins. Nancy Katzen
Kaufman left state government,

after eight years in the Dukakis
administration, and is executive

director of the Jewish Community
Relations Council of Greater

Boston. She and her husband,

Mark Kaufman '71, have a 10-year-

old daughter, Sandra. Barbara E.

(Keena) Keel, a member of the

Screen Actors Guild and the

American Federation of Television

and Radio Artists, is aired on a 30-

second public service

armouncement for Rosie's Place, a

homeless shelter in Boston. A
graduate of the New England
Conservatory of Music's piano

technology department, she is a

piano tuner/techmcian in the New
England area. Hillel J. Korin is

director of Campaign and
Development for the Combined
Jewish Philanthropies of Greater

Boston and chairs a national

institute for the Council of Jewish
Federations for Campaign
Directors. Randy Glasser Kovacs
continues her graduate work at

Towson State University, Towson,
MD, finished her second draft of a

full-length play and expanded her

writing skills in the summer
through the study of public

relations campaigns, primarily in

the fine arts, and in an intensive

film workshop. Her major interest

continues to be raising her four

boys and two girls. Sarah Gordon
Krakauer completed her doctorate

in clinical psychology. Her
husband, Henry Krakauer, Ph.D.
'75, is both professor of physics at

the College of William and Mary
and a regular consultant at the

Naval Research Laboratory in

Washington, D.C. They celebrated

their 20th anniversary and have

three children, ages 10 to 17.

Arthur Levine has been associated

with Digital Equipment
Corporation for 15 years and lives

)ust a few miles from the Brandeis

campus in Carlisle, MA, with his

wife, Ellen, and their two children.

Karen Giguere Louie, M.D. is in

the private practice of cancer

medicine and teaches one month a

year at Northwestern Medical

Center. Her husband, Eric, is a

cardiologist at Loyola, teaching

and doing research. They have two
sons, ages 7 and 6, and enjoy

tennis and cross-country skiing.

Jane E. Marke has a private

practice as a psychiatrist in

Manhattan, teaches and does

research at Beth Israel Medical
Center and teaches psychotherapy

at postgraduate institutes. Her
husband, Anthony Pisciotta, M.D.
is a physiatnst in Momstown, NJ.

They have a son, Beryamu, age 7

and a daughter, Rebecca, age 3.

Laura B. Mersky loves her position

as administrative assistant to the

president of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Marlene
C. Mitunsky works in real estate

and loves life with her two great

kids and her husband, Cyril.

Robert F. O'Brien teaches and
coaches at St. Benedict High
School m Chicago, IL, and has

been married to Terry Russo for 10

years. Barbara Colnes Quinn lives

in Cabin John, MD, with her

husband. Gen, and daughter,

Alexandra, They run a graphic

design and illustration business

from their home. Eugene K.

Robbins married Bonnie Broderson

in 1982 and has a 7-year-old

daughter, Emily. He spent seven

years as a dentist in the Indian

Health Service and has had a

private dentistry practice in
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'76

Ashland, OR, since 1989. Joseph

M. Rothenberg notes that as liberal

as his education at Brandeis was, it

did not prepare him for donning
gas masks and tape-sealing rooms.

Back from the Army, he works as a

family practitioner in lerusalem.

Eileen Carton Samberg has a part-

time engineering job at Digital

Equipment Corporation and lives

in Southborough, MA, with her

husband and two children, Leah
and Matthew Eve C. Shapiro,

M.D. works in a university-

affiliated pediatric practice in

Tucson, AZ, specializing in

adolescent medicine. Her husband,

Paul Gordon, is on the family

medicine faculty at the University

of Arizona. They have two
children, Ben, age 8 and Miriam,
age 5 Jenold A. Siskin practices

immigration and nationality law.

His wife, Pamela Reed, is cantor at

Temple Net Tamid in Bloomfield,

NJ, having earned a master's

degree in sacred music from
Hebrew Union College. Prior to

that she was a principal mezzo
soprano at Israel National Opera,

Tel Aviv, and sang in the chorus at

Covent Garden, London. Because

his wife hails from London, their

children have dual citizenship.

Kenneth H. Still is director of

Balfour Academy at Northeastern

University and a guidance

counselor at Boston English High
School. Lisa Stryer is a strategic

planner with Digital Equipment
Corporation, Andover, MA. She

and her husband, Michael
Vainshtein, have been married for

13 years and have three sons, ages

4 through 10. She earned an M.A
in Russian literature and an

M.B.A., both from Cornell

University. Jordan E. Tannenbaum
is deputy director of development
for Georgetown University and
does some consulting in his

previous field of historic

preservation law. He serves on the

board of his local temple and the

Washington Jewish Historical

Society. He is an Army reserve

officer and is assigned to the 10th

Military Law Center, Washington,

D.C., and lives in Alexandria, VA,
with his wife, Fran, a lawyer

specializing in litigation, and their

two children, Michael, age 4 1/2

and Rebecca, age 2. Diana R.

Wasserman, M.D. is director of the

child advocacy program at

MetroHealth Center and assistant

professor at Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, OH. Her
husband, John Glazer, is chief of

the division of child psychiatry at

University Hospital of Cleveland.

Irene Y. Wong is group human
resources manager for printed wire
boards and human resources

planner for worldwide
manufacturing for Digital

Equipment Corporation. She lives

in Greenville, SC, with her

husband. Merlin Reid. Jason J.

Worth, Esq. was sworn in as a

ludge of the Civil Court of the City

of New York, Housing Port, on
October 16, 1990.

'74
Elizabeth Sarason Pfau, Class

Correspondent, 60 Monadnock
Road, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

Mark D. Gershenson became a

partner in the law firm of Katten,

Muchin, Zavis and Weitzman in

Los Angeles, CA.

'75
Leslie Penn, Class Correspondent,

Marshall Leather Finishing, 43-45

Wooster Street, New York, NY
10013

Jay S. Pepose, M.D., Ph.D.,

associate professor of

ophthalmology at Washmgton
University School of Medicine,

was elected to receive the David C.

Cogan Award for his contributions

to the understanding of eye

liiv S Pcposf

diseases. He, his wife, Susan
Feigenbaum '74, associate

professor of economics at the

University of Missouri, and their

son David, age 5 live in St. Louis.

Joseph A. Reiman and his wife,

Cynthia, a CBS anchorwoman in

Atlanta, spent IS days of their

honeymoon on horseback traveling

the Masas Mara in Kenya. Richard
K. Sherwin was promoted to the

rank of full professor of law with

tenure at New York Law School,

where he has taught torts, criminal

procedure and-iurisprudence since

1988. He lives in Brooklyn, NY,
with his wife, Gilda, a psychiatrist

in private practice, and their son,

David Alexander. Terrie M.
Williams, president of the Terrie

Williams Agency, received a

Matrix Award for career excellence

in public relations from New York
Women in Communications, Inc.

Beth Pearlman Rotenberg, Class

Correspondent, 2743 Dean
Parkway, Mirmeapolis, MN 55416

Harvey P. Blank received a Special

Achievement Award from the U.S.

Department of the Interior for his

work as an environmental attorney

specializing in surface mining
regulation. Marilyn Golden is a

policy analyst for the Disability

Rights Education and Defense
Fund. In this capacity, she played a

pivotal role in the development
and passage of the Americans with

Disabilities Act of 1990, a

landmark civil rights law. Alan L.

Mittleman, Ph.D., assistant

professor of religion and professor

of Jewish studies at Muhlenberg
College, Allentown, PA, received

the Robert C. Williams Faculty

Award at the college's annual

honors convocation. He is the

author of the report, "Between
Kant and Kabbalah: The Thought
of Isaac Breuer," which was
published by the State University

of New York Press. He has also

published numerous articles on
Jewish political behavior and
Christian-Jewish relations. Richard

A. Zucker has joined the law firm

of Gallagher and Gallagher in

Boston.

'77
Randall Rich, Class

Correspondent, 6620 Ivv Hill

Drive, McLean, VA, 22101-5206

Looking forward to seeing many of

voLi and your families at our 1 5th

Reunion. Save May 22-24, 1992 for

this memorable milestone.

Bari Stauber Adelman has left her

position as senior staff writer for

the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey's Port Department
to be a full-time mother for her 2-

year-old daughter, Nikki Lee, and
work part-time on KIDStoday, a

New Jersey parentmg publication.

David M. Barnert, chair of the

Department of Anesthesiology at

the Samaritan Hospital in Troy,

NY, spent two weeks in January

1991 volunteering his anesthesia

services to a third world hospital

m the Caribbean. He is also very

busy as music director of the

Capital English Country Dancers
and the Pokingbrook Moms
Dancers, member of the Board of

Directors of L' Ensemble, a

professional chamber music
ensemble, and cellist with

Albany's Capital Philharmonic.

Mark (Dan) IJerger is co-owner of

the Malmberg Travel Group in

Harvard Square. Rabbi Sandra

Rosenthal Berliner, director of the

Jewish Hospice Care Program of

the Jewish Chaplaincy Service of

Philadelphia, loves singing in her

synagogue choir. She is married to

Roy Berliner and is the mother of

two sons, ages 7 and 1 1/2 years.

Pearl S. Berman, Ph.D. and
Michael Vaporis '76 will celebrate

their 16th anniversary in

December. Marilyn Newman
Buchenholz lives in Newton, MA,
with her husband, Dennis, and
their children, Michael, age 6 and
Jessica, age 3. She works part-time

as a psychiatric social worker at

the New England Deaconess
Hospital m I3oston. Debra
Goldberg Butler and her husband,
Steven H. Butler (M.A.'83, Ph.D.
'84), live in Seattle with their two
boys, Eric, age 3 1/2 and Gil, age 1.

Leslie Juceam Cimino left the

glamorous, madcap world of media
after seven years at NBC-TV and
local TV producing and writing for

the equally madcap (if slightly less

glamorous
I
world of motherhood

and part-time work as a

coordinator/counselor for AuPair
Homestay USA. She and her

husband, lames, have three girls,

Sara, age 5 and 2-year-old twins,

Rachel and Rebecca. Karen A.

Cmar received her M.B.A. from
Harvard University in 1986 and is

a management consultant at

McKinsey i*i. Company. She enjoys

her beach house, her work in the

community, Jewish life m New
York and good friends. Ira L.

Cohen celebrated his 13th year as

senior vice president at ARCS
Mortgage, Inc. as well as his 12th

wedding anniversary to his wife,

Jeri, last summer. Whenever they

get a chance, they travel to foreign

cities and even to dude ranches in

Wyoming. Norman A. Cohen
received his M.B.A. from Rutgers

University in 1987 and is plant

director for Central Steel Drum
Company. Valerie Gordon Cohen
has happily "retired" from the

practice of law (for at least a few

years) to the casual, sunny
Southern California lifestyle on
the "Westside" of Los Angeles in

order to raise her son, age 3 1/2

and infant daughter. Bonni Levine

Curran is taking time off from her

residency to be with her 18-

month-old twins, Jessica and
Cody. Shaun C. Deane married

Kathleen Smit in 1985, has two
children, Travis, age 5 and
Gretchen, age 4 and is director of

media integration product

marketing for Apple Computers.
Kirk D. DenicoH is a psychiatrist

at the National Institute of Mental
Health in Bethesda, MD. Brian K.

Dennis was graduated from Loyola

Law School, CA, in 1984 and ran

for the California legislature in

1986, wrnnmg the contested

Republican primary, but losing the

general election to the incumbent.

He holds chartered life underwriter
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Births

(CLU) and certified financial

planner (CFP) designations and is

proprietor of the Dennis Financial

Services in Los Angeles, which
markets life and disability

insurance, pension/profit sharing

plans and investments. William J.

Donelan, a sales executive for

Sequent Computer Systems in

Boston, lives m Andovcr, MA,
with his wife, Pat, and their

children, Sarah, age 4 and Michael,

age 1. M. Elliot Familani, Ph.D.

received his doctorate from

Syracuse University in 1986, is

happily married and is working as

a human factors psychologist for

Bell Communications Research.

Alan M. Forrest, a lifelong city

dweller, has moved with his wife,

Wendy, and 2-year-old Matthew to

a house in a quiet little village on
the north shore of Long Island.

They are both attorneys. Robin
faffee Frank is assistant curator of

American Paintings and Sculpture

at the Yale University Art Gallery.

She delivered a lecture on Charles

Demuth at the 14th Annual
Symposium on American Art at

the Whitney Museum. Her
husband, Robert S. Frank '76, is

vice president of trade and finance

at Deutsche Genossenschafts Bank
in New York City. They have one

wonderful son, fared, age 7. Sara N.

Grollman is manager of an

American Airlines program for

fearful flyers, AAir Bom. Marcia
Hammerschmidt Harris is married

to architect William S. Harris and
is taking time off from her retail

career to be a mom to 16-month-

old Samuel Joseph. Sara Hurwitz-

Cohn coordinates and runs student

support groups and conducts peer

leadership training as school

psychologist at the Highland Park

High School in the Chicago area.

She is married to Stanley Cohn
and has a 3-year-old daughter,

Rachel. Emily I. Kirshen received

her doctorate in clinical

psychology from the

Massachusetts School of

Professional Psychology, Lori

Lefkowitz, Ph.D. was promoted to

associate professor of English at

Kenyon College, where she teaches

courses in critical theory and the

novel. She is the author of The
Character of Beauty m the

Victorian Novel as well as

numerous journal articles. Fredda

Letter, M.D. began her residency at

Mount Auburn Hospital in

Cambridge, MA. Steven R. London
is a corporate lawyer with special

emphasis on corporate finance,

mergers, acquisitions and
securities and a partner at the

Boston law firm of Brown,

Rudnick, Freed, and Gesher. He
and his wife, Paula, have a son,

Andrew, age 5 and a daughter,

Caroline, age 3. Glenn B. Manishin
is a partner in a small law firm in

Washington, D.C. specializing in

telecommunications, antitrust and
litigation. He and Lourdes Sabi are

expecting their first child. Jerry

Muller and Sharon Sachs Mullcr

live in Silver Spring, MD, with

their three children. He is an

associate professor of history at the

Catholic University of America;

his second book, on Adam Smith,

will be published by Free Press in

1992. She is an archivist at the

United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum. Marc S. Nelson is an

emergency physician on the

faculty at Stanford Medical School,

where he continues to work on his

Ph.D. Jaime O. Perez is working
on the repatriation of native

American treasures such as the

return from Vienna of the feather

crown of Motekuhzoma
Xokoyotzin, an American Indian,

to the native people. Elizabeth

Fioffman Perry teaches middle-

school mathematics m Carlisle,

MA, and her husband, Michael C.

Perry, is associate admissions

counselor at Northeastern

University. Paula L. Petti, Ph.D.

finished her doctorate in physics at

Harvard in 1985, did postdoctoral

studies at the Joint Center for

Radiation Therapy at the Harvard
Medical School and moved cross-

country to California with her

husband and two children where
she works at Lawrence Berkeley

Lab. Her husband, Lawrence,

works at the University of

California, Berkeley; they have
two sons, Geoffrey, age 4 and
David, age 2 Ellen Pollack is

deputy news editor at the Wall

Street Journal and has written a

hook about the transformation of

the legal profession in the 19H0s,

The book is entitled Turks and
Brahmins and is published by

Simon and Schuster. Stephen B.

Pollack and his wife, Sharon, have
been married and living in

WilliamsviUe, NY, for 10 years.

Their 6-year-old son, Adam, is the

lead-off hitter on his teeball team;

Scott, age 4 is swimming without

a bubble, and Rebecca, age 1 1/2 is

finally growing some hair. Randall

S. Rich, a partner m the

Washington, D.C. office of

Bracewell & Patterson, represents

natural gas producers, marketers
and users before the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission. He and
his wife, Debra, have two sons,

Adam, age 3 1/2 and Cory, age 2.

Lynn Podell Robinson is executive

director of the American Society

for Medical Technology in

Washington, D.C. Ruth Rosenberg,

Ph.D. IS still practicing as a

psychologist and living m
Brookline, MA. Susan Remer Ryan
has been with Air Products and
Chemicals for nearly seven years
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'79

has opened an in-home dental

practice. He has vacationed in

Florida for the past six winters,

Judith D. Waksberg is a founder of

Interns for Peace, a program for

cooperation between fewish and
Arab citizens of Israel, and is now
a member of the board. She also

works in the appeals bureau of the

juvenile rights division of the

Legal Aid Society in New York
City.

'78
Avion A. Boretz won a prestigious

Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral

Dissertation Fellowship which
permits him a final year of

uninterrupted writing of his

doctoral dissertation in

anthropology, "Martial Gods and
Magic Swords; History, Myth, and
Ideology in Chinese Popular

Religion," at Cornell University.

He is also producing a

documentary film as part of his

research. He has a second-degree

black belt in Uechi-ryu Karate and
has taught martial arts in Boston

and New York. Roberta R. Franks

received a Ph.D. in microbiology

and cell science from the

University of Florida, and from
1984-90 was a postdoctoral

research fellow at the California

Technological Institute. She is

now senior staff fellow at the

National Institute for Dental

Research Institute, NIH. Neil J.

Kressel, Ph.D. was granted tenure

m the Department of Psychology
at William Paterson College of

New lersey and teaches at New
York University and Stevens

Institute of Tecfmology. His

articles have appeared recently m
the American [ournal of Sociology,

Journal of Social Psychology,

Teaching of Psychology and the

New York Daily News. William
M. Levinson became a partner in

the national law firm of McKenna
&. Fitting wh?re he continues his

practice in corporate and
municipal finance. Serena E. Sara

is teaching a course on nutrition at

Miami-Dade Community College.

She has been a chiropractor for

eight years in the South Miami
area. Her husband, Ed Zaslow, is

an attorney who specializes in

estate planning and tax law. They
have two children, Naomi and
Aaron. Chaye Zuckerman Shapot
became a partner in the law firm of

Schultz, Roth and Zabel in New
York City, where she specializes in

corporate and commercial
litigation. Bernard A. Srayle, M.D.
has been practicing pediatrics with
the Buenaventura Medical Clinic,

Ventura, CA. He, his wife, Sheree,

and 3-year-old Jacob welcome all

visitors and correspondence. IVlark

A. Surchin is a partner in the law
firm of Goodman, Freeman,
Phillips & Vineberg.

Ruth Strauss Fleischmann, Class

Correspondent, Eight Angler Road,

Lexington, MA 02 173

Kenneth S. Kaplan, M.D. is

completing his fourth year in the

private practice of obstetrics and
gynecology in New York City. He
IS on the staff of the New York
University Medical Center and his

wife, Alisa, is an associate at the

law firm of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,

Wharton and Garrison. Evan J.

Krame has been selected as a new
meinber of the Washington, D.C.,

Evan I Krame

Estate Planning Council, a group
whose goals include activities

designed to help its members
render the highest possible estate

planning services to the public. He
is a partner in the law firm of

Marx, Krame and White, with
offices in Washington, D.C., and
Bethesda, MD. His practice

includes estate planning, probate,

litigation, trademarks, federal

taxation and real property law. He
and his wife celebrated their 10th

wedding anniversary in May 1991.

They have two children, Zachary
and Sarah.

'80
Leslie Griesbach Schultz became
an instructor in the Lawyering
Process Program at New York
University Law School after seven

years in private practice.

'81
Matthew B. Hills, Class

Correspondent, 318
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,

MA 021 15

Thanks to all who came and
contributed to our 10th Reunion.

Please stay in touch by sharing

news through the column.

Karen Cutler Bril is a civil

litigation attorney working for

Dickson, Carlson and Campillo in

Santa Monica, CA. Her husband,

Walter, owns his own business in

Westlake Village. Steven L. Kalt,

D.D.S. and his wife, Robbi, live in

New Hyde Park, LI, Lois C.

Krupnick works in her family's

import/export business and her

future husband, Ed McCarthy,
runs a hedge fund. Jeffrey L.

Menkin has joined the U.S.

Department of [ustice in

Washington, D.C., where he works
m the Criminal Fraud Unit. He
would like to hear from other

alumni in the area. Joyce L. iVIiller

was one of only two Americans
who witnessed the year-long plight

of the Ethiopian Jews. She lived

and worked in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia, as a staffer for the

American Association for

Ethiopian Jewry and a reporter for

Independent News Network.

'82
Ellen Cohen, Class Correspondent,

5098 Pacees Station Drive,

Atlanta, GA 30339

Can it be that we're closing in on
10 years since graduation: Save

May 22-24, 1992 for a great

Reunion at Brandeis!

iVlichael R. Bilkis, M.D. was
graduated from Chicago Medical
School in 1986 and completed his

training in dermatology at Emory
University last year. He has

opened a practice of dermatology
and dermatologic surgery in

midtown Manhattan. Karen J.

Bookchin is business manager for a

small publishing company. She is

studying for her MB.A. in

accounting at Baruch College.

Gabriel E. Feldman, M.D. received

his M.P.H. degree last lune. He
says he is in debt, but finally

happy as a full-time public health

M.I)., who makes home visits to

the poor and homebound. Mitchell

S. Friedman is a public relations

manager with the Scientific

Certification Systems, Inc. in

Oakland, CA, overseeing media
relations, client communications
and trade shows. He launched a

second career as a professional

public speaker and trainer, having
led a two-day media training

seminar for employees of the

California fob Traming
Coordinating Council. He also

founded Bay Area Street Hockey
(BASH) in time for the return of

professional hockey to the San
Francisco Bay Area. Beth A.

Jacobson is legal counsel to

Lehman Brothers International.

She and her husband, Barry N.

Machlin, an associate at White and
Case, a New York-based law firm,

moved to London, England.

William M. Mandell and his new
wife, Janette R. Elman '89, are

living m Brookline, MA. She is

completing a master's of

journalism from the University of

/9'
Mitchell S Friedman

Michigan and spent the summer of

1991 as an intem reporter at the

Patriot Ledger, Qumcy, MA. He
has practiced health care law at

Widett, Slater &. Goldman since

1986. He is a recipient of the Anti-

Defamation League's Krupp Young
Leadership Award. Rabbi Andrew
F. Straus visited lews in Warsaw
and Budapest as a participant in

United Jewish Appeal Rabbinic

Cabinet Mission. Last year he was
named associate rabhi at Temple
Beth Shalom in New City, NY.

'83
David E. Lewis has been named
advisor on Caribbean affairs to the

Department of State of the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Diane Cohen Nataf and her

husband, Francis, are living in

Indiana where he is assistant

principal of the Hebrew Academy
of Indianapolis High School.

Ronald L. Rubin received his

M.B.A. from the University of

Chicago Graduate School of

Business in 1985 and his l.D. from
the University of Pennsylvania

Law School this year. He is a

deputy district attorney in the

Office of the District Attorney of

Los Angeles County. Stefanie M.
Singer is co-owner of Beadesigns, a

boutique and custom iewelry shop,

and folk music director for WRUR,
the University of Rochester radio

station. She and her husband,
Michael Axelrod, a software

engincer/artist, live in Rochester,

NY.

'84
Marcia Book, Class Correspondent,

98-01 67th Avenue #I4N,
Flushing, NY 1 1374

Robert F. Barsky, editor of

Discourse Social/Social Discourse

and a professor at the comparative

literature at McGill University,

recently edited a special issue on
the work of Mikhail Mikhailovich

Bakhttn, with Professor Michael
Holquist of Yale University.
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Michael E. Eisenberg opened his

full-service law firm in Horsham,
PA. Allan J. Pressel received an

M.B.A. from the University of

California at Los Angeles and is

manager at First Consulting

Group, specializing in health care

information systems. He still

competes around the country in

master's diving. Alan D. Schlein,

president of Astor Limousine, has

been nominated for consideration

to receive the Small Business

Leader of the Year Award by the

Business Council of the Greater

Hartford Chamber of Commerce.
David P. Tracer completed his

Ph.D. in biological anthropology at

the Umversity of Michigan,

studying maternal nutrition and
infant mortality m Papua, New
Guinea. He is an assistant

professor at the University of

Washington, Seattle. He and his

wife, Naomi L. Kirshner,

celebrated their fifth anniversary.

'85
Debra Radlauer, Class

Correspondent, 4755 Country
Club Road, #1 13F, Winston-Salem,

NC 27014

Terry A. Adirim, and her husband,

Ernie, moved to Philadelphia

where she is a resident in

pediatrics at the Children's

Hospital of Philadelphia. Before

graduating from medical school,

she spent a year at the Harvard

School of Public Health, working
toward a master's degree in public

health. John D. iVlcLaughlin

received his M.B.A., with honors,

from Columbia University and is

workmg for the Dutch firm of

Pierson, Heldring, and Pierson as

an account manager on the

beautiful island of Curagao in the

Netherlands Antilles. J. Ira

Perlmuter is managing the HP
Physician's Fund, a new venture

capital fund specializing in

advanced medical technology. Lee

A. Surkin received a Master of

Science degree in human nutrition

from Columbia University College

of Physicians and Surgeons and
was graduated from Hahnemann
University School of Medicine.

Currently she is a house officer in

internal medicine at Yale-New
Haven Hospital.

'86
Ulyse Shindler Habbe, Class

Correspondent, 58 Lancaster

Terrace #8B, Brookline, MA 02146

Lori B. Bernstein received her

master's degree in applied

psychology from New York
University and is seeking a job in

the suburbs as a guidance
counselor after four years of

teaching junior high school m the

South Bronx. Stephanie Harte

received her M.B.A. from New
York University in 1989 and works
as a financial analyst. Her
husband, |oey Ankus, is an

attorney in Miami. Janice K.

Hunter, a second-year student at

The Dickinson School of Law, has

been elected comments editor of

the Dickinson Law Review for

1991-92. Richard S. Klein, vice

president of the Wild Goose
Brewery in Maryland, has joined

the office of Senator Frank

Lautenberg as a special assistant,

working on foreign policy issues

and writing speeches. Emily Isaacs

Samuels is head equity trader and
research analyst for Beacon Capital

Management, a subsidiary of the

Bank of New York.

'87
Christopher Becke, Class

Correspondent, 2401 Arlington

Boulevard, #77, Charlottesville,

VA 22903

It's almost five years since we
graduated and so much has

happened to us all. Be sure to come
to our Reunion May 22-24, 1992.

Russell I. Abrams was graduated

from the Sackler School of

Medicine at Tel Aviv University

and began his residency in internal

medicine before changing to

neurology. Michael Busnack
received his MA. in American
studies from the University of

Maryland, College Park, with a

concentration in film. His thesis

was titled "The Psychokiller Film

in America: 1978-1986." Second
Lieutenant Daniel S. Gordon
received his M.D. degree with

highest honors from the

Uniformed Services University of

the Health Sciences, F. Edward
Hebert School of Medicine and
was promoted to Captain. In May
he received a loint Services

Commendation for founding a

student organization that provides

AIDS education for both the local

public schools and the Department
of Defense. He also received the

National Defense Service medal
for work with wounded soldiers

during Operation Desert Storm.

Melissa A. Neumann was awarded
the Doctor of Osteopathy degree

from Philadelphia College of

Osteopathic Medicine (PCOM) and
will begin an internship at its

hospital. Deborah L. Noah is

pursuing a master's degree in

social work from Tulane
University. Heidi Siegel Oletsky

was graduated with special

distinction in research from the

Albert Einstein College of

Medicine and received her doctoral

\

Melissa A. Neumann

hood from her husband, Jon

Oletsky, also an Einstein alumnus.
Deborah Schatz Rosenfeld and her

husband. Glen Schatz, moved to

Baltimore after an incredible

honeymoon m Alaska. He started

his residency training in

anesthesia at Johns Hopkins and
she is searching for a job. Stephen

M. Scheinthal received his Doctor
of Osteopathy degree and the

psychiatry department award for

outstanding achievement from the

University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey, School of

Osteopathic Medicine. He is an

intern at |ohn F. Kennedy
Memorial Hospital's Umversity
Medical Center in New Jersey. He
and his wife, Michelle Butensky
'86, "are living happily ever after"

in Marlton, N]. Stuart A. Spencer

has been working for American
Express for two years and has

recently been promoted to

marketing manager in the

executive corporate card group.

Jeffry T. Waldman was graduated

from the University of

Connecticut School of Medicine
and is doing his residency at York
Hospital in York, PA. His wife,

Barbara Nackman, is a software

product specialist at a company in

Baltimore, MD.

'88
Susan I. Tevelow, Class

Correspondent, 268 Grove Street,

#5, Aubumdale, Ma 02166

Arianna Licet Ariza is a press

assistant at the National Cable

Television Association in

Washington, D.C. Her press

relations job requires traveling

around the country, coordinating

conferences and conventions,

acting as a press spokesperson for

the cable industry and writing

releases. She would like to return

to school for a master's degree in

English. She visited Europe for the

first time last summer. Sarah

Tobin Artzi moved to San Diego
after her marriage to Jeffrey K.

Artzi '87 Bhaskar Banerjee works
at Progress Software as a project

leader in the Development Group
in Bedford, MA, and is domg a

part-time master's degree program
at Boston University. He has been
busy canoeing, biking and playing

tenniS; he shares a house with

three other Brandeis graduates.

Edward L. Benjamin was graduated

from the New York University

Graduate School of Journalism and
works as a production assistant in

the sports department at News 12,

Long Island. Adam Brauer has

landed a sports call-in radio show
on WNYE 91 .3 and works for an

entertainment law firm. Sheryl L.

Bregman was graduated from the

Benjamin N. Cardozo School of

Law and is working for the law

firm of Warner and Joselson, a

commercial litigation practice in

New York City Linda Brennan is

on the faculty of the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, West,

where she teaches phonetics,

dialects and accents. She also

coaches actors in the industry.

Linda has been helping classmate

Mari J. Cattagenova get

accustomed to life in Los Angeles

with Its traffic, glitz and sunshine.

Neil S. Bromberg was graduated

cum laude from the University of

Peruisylvania Law School where he

was an editor on the Law Review.

He joined the law firm of Arnold
and Porter in Washington, D.C.

Joelle L. Brookner works as a

substance abuse specialist at

Williams College and is

coordinator of the alcohol and

other drug abuse prevention

programs in Williamstown, MA.
Marietta K. Calisto received her

master's degree in medical

biochemistry from Hahnemann
University where she is a first-year

medical student. Kathleen J.

Caproni has finished her third year

of a Ph.D. program in counseling

psychology at the State University

of New York, Buffalo and plans to

specialize in work with children

and families. Peter D. Carmen was
graduated magna cum laude from
Syracuse University College of

Law, where he was editor-in-chief

of the Syracuse Law Review and
was selected to the National

Appellate Team, the Moot Court

Board and the Justinian Honor Law
Society. He is clerking for Chief

ludge Neal McCum, U.S. District

Court for the Northern District of

New York. The wedding party of

Diane Cohen and Jason Madie '86

included Brandeisians Bonnie

Guth '87 and Fred Aase '89 Paul

A. Cohen is in his third year of

medical school at New York
College of Medicine and is also

vice president of a sales

corporation in New York. Evan L.

Cohn finished his third year of

medical school at George
Washington University and is
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planning to get married. Robin

Bachin Coppola is attending a

Ph.D. program m American
cultural history at the University

of Michigan. Carolyn S. Corn
received her |.D. from Boston

University and is moving to New
York City. Kevin M. Costello

accepted a judicial clerkship in

New Jersey after graduation, is

employed at Coopers & Lybrand

and took the New Jersey bar exam.

Kevin and his wife, Marissa

Weinstein Costello '87, celebrated

their second anniversary. Andrea

S. Epstein is working hard as

managing editor of three

educational magazines. She served

as a judge of a national computer
software contest and wrote a guest

column in the summer issue of

Pennsylvania School Library

Association. Rachel Gubitz

Feingold has a free-lance editing

business in Cleveland. She and her

husband, David, a medical student

in his last year at Case Western

Reserve University, had their first

baby in luly and hope to move
south for David's residency.

Kenneth S. Fink and lacqueline

Simons live in Manhattan. He
finished his third year at Cardozo

School of Law and she finished her

third year at Columbia University

Dental School Beth Fleiscbman

earned a master's degree in

counseling psychology from Tufts

University. Robert T. Fleisher is

attending Columbia Business

School in New York City. David
IH. Giagrando is an areawide

campaign director at United Ways
of Eastern New England. Theater

is still a big part of his life; he was
in two shows and had a great time.

T. (Tg) Lawrence Glazer is

completing his M.F.A. in film/

video at Columbia College,

Chicago. He works as a free-lance

producer/director of films for Steve

Dahl & Co. Scott S. Glickman is

attending Mt. Sinai School of

Medicine and hopes to get married

in June 1992. Paul (. Goldberg is

producing videos for the National

Basketball Association. Aaron M.
Greenberg is regional director of

the South Jersey B'nai B'rith Youth
Organization at the Jewish

Community Center m Cherrs' Hill,

NJ. He received a Jewish

Community Center Association

Scholarship and is in his second

year of an M.S.W. program at the

University of Pennsylvania SchooJ

of Social Work. Michael B.

Greenstein was graduated from the

University of Pittsburgh School of

Law, where he was marshal of Phi

Alpha Delta law fraternity and
editor-in-chief of the Pittsburgh

Law Chronicle. He is an active

performer and member of the

board of trustees of the Pittsburgh

Savoyards, the Gilbert and

Sullivan Society of Pittsburgh.

Laurie J. Greenwald graduated

from the MediU School of

Journalism at Northwestern
University, Jives in Staten Isiand,

NY, and is searching for an

editorial/writing spot on a

magazine staff William f. Greiner

is a stockbroker with Boettcher

and Company, a division of

Kemper Securities Group. Jodi D.

Grobman is a pediatric

occupational therapist in the

Bronx and lives in New York City.

David R. Guillen has started his

fourth year of medical school and

hopes to train in general surgery

after graduation. He loined an

urban Mennonite community that

seeks to integrate the pursuit of

faith, peace and justice. Brenda P.

Haas received her master's degree

in counseling and consulting

psychology from the Harvard

Graduate School of Education and

is an intervention counselor,

giving both individual and group

sessions at LaCuardia High School

for Performing Arts, Music and
Art, the "Fame" school, in New
York City. Esther R. Harris

finished her third year at the

Medical College of Pennsylvania.

Faye M. Hollander has been

producing videos for a television

production company in Princeton,

NJ, and is collecting ideas for an

independent film project.

Chingching Hua works for Tidwell

&. Tishman in Dallas, TX, and her

husband, Tie Luo '87, teaches

mathematics at the University of

Texas, Arlington. Deborah Beyer

Jablon was graduated from law

school Karyn Leigh Jagoda is

working on her master's degree in

social work and lives in Los

Angeles. Ellen A. Jawitz started

her second year at the University

of Pennsylvania Law School after

spending two years in Israel. Cindy
L. Kalb received her master's

degree in nutrition education from
Teachers College, Columbia
University. Randy J. Kass was
graduated from Harvard Law
School and started work as an

associate at the New York law

firm of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,

Wharton, and Garrison in

September. Roy S. Kaufman was
graduated from Columbia Law
School and is working in the

litigation department at the New
York law office of Milgrim,

Thomajan and Lee. Steven J. Kaye
started his second year of an

MBA. program at the University

of Southern California. Mindy S.

Kerker was graduated from the

George Washington University

Law Center and moved back to

New York. Lisa B. (Cohen) Klein is

pursuing a master's degree in

elementary education. She and her

husband, Jeff, moved from Albany
to New York City, where he is an

intern at St. Lukes/Roosevelt

Hospital. Sonia Weyl Levy and her

husband, Daniel, a Wesleyan
graduate, live in Philadelphia,

where he is a M.D./Ph.D. student

at the University of Pennsylvania,

and she is a M.A. student. Jennifer

Lurie Lombardi was graduated

from Hofstra Law School. Adam L.

Moskowitz completed his second

year of medical school at the

Sackler School of Medicine, Tel

Aviv University, Israel. Daniel A.

Nestel finished his first year of law-

school at Ohio State University

and is also pursuing a master's

degree in sports management.
Upon graduation, he hopes to work
in the field of intercollegiate

athletics, especially NCAA
compliance issues. Kenneth A.

Osherow started an M.B.A.

program at Northeastern

University. Cinzia J. Pangherz is

assistant to the CEO at Braun

Italy, a part of the U.S. Gillette

Group Alise Young Fanitch was
graduated from law school and
joined the law finn of Cohen,
Shapiro, Polisher, Shiekman and
Cohen in Philadelphia. Her
husband. Ken, was graduated from
medical school and began his

residency m family medicine at

Thomas Jefferson University. They
plan to settle in Cherry Hill, Nf.

Gary V. Pave is trying to maintain

his sanity at Columbia Business

School, where he is in his second

year. He spent his summer in

Budapest, Hungary, on a finance

internship with Proctor &. Gamble,

learning Hungarian along the way.

Mark A. Petersen received his

master's degree from the

University of Southern California

Annenberg School for

Communication and accepted a

position with a marketing/

commtmications firm that

specializes in social and
environmental issues. Sami
Plotkin finished her first year of an

M.F.A. degree program m film at

the Film Division, Columbia
University School of the Arts. Eva

Poliin IS assistant director for

special needs at the lewish

Community Center of Greater

Washington. She and her husband,

Lee Cowen '86, a Washington
attorney, live in Rockville, MD.
Mara A. Posner served in the Peace

Corps for two years in Mauritania

and continues to work at the Peace

Corps headquarters, Africa Region,

in Washington, D.C. James M.
Reichman finished his third year

at George Washington University

Medical School and he chairs the

United Jewish Appeal Federation

campaign. Alan J. Reinach finished

his second year at Jefferson

Medical College in Philadelphia.

Colette B. Resnik was graduated

from Emory Law School in

Atlanta, GA, where she is working
as a criminal defense attorney.

Peter S. Rinl is working on his

master's degree in acting at New
York University after spending

nine months in Europe performing

the role of Bernardo in West Side

Story. Peter H. Rogovin is an
M.B.A. candidate at the Kellogg

School of Management at

Northwestern University, after

resigning from the corporate

finance department at Chemical
Bank, NY Dahlia M. Ronen is

studying at Northwestern
University Law School, Chicago,

IL. David M. Rosenblum was
graduated from Villanova

University School of Law, where
he had been an active member of

the Public Interest Law Society

and the Court Jesters, a musical

theater group. He took the

PermsyJvania and New Jersey bar

exams and expects to work at the

Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission in Philadelphia. His

article, "Custody Rights of Gay
and Lesbian Parents," was
published in the ViUanova Law
Review. Karen B. Rubenstein

worked as a network buyer in the

New York City advertising world

for three years and will be

pursuing her M.B.A. at Indiana

University, Bloomington,

specializing in client-side packaged

goods marketing. Todd B.

Rubenstein was graduated from
the University of California at Los

Angeles Law School, took the

California bar exam and practices

corporate/entenainment law at

Pillsbury, Madison and Sutro in

Los Angeles, CA. He is m
partnership with Fredrick R. Licht

'89 in Back East Management
where they manage a rapper, a

hard rock band and a singer/

songwriter. Leslie A. Rubin was
graduated from New York
University School of Law where

she was editor-in-chief of the

Review of Law and Social Change.

She is working as an associate at

the New York law firm of Schulte,

Roth and Zabel. David I. Salter is

studying filmmaking at the

University of Southern California

and is living in Hollywood,

enjoying the weather. He has

worked on a number of films but

found being a production intern on
the Danny DeVito film. The War
of the Roses, the most interesting.

He will be shooting his thesis film

in the summer of 1992 in Boston.

Donna B. Segal received a Master

of Science degree with distinction

in criminal justice from
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'90

Northeastern University and a

master's degree in school

counseling, with additional

certification for school adjustment

counseling, from the Department

of Youth Services. She was
selected as a memher of Phi Delta

Kappa, an honorary professional

fraternity in education. She has

worked in the Boston Juvenile

Court Department of Probation

and IS currently employed at

Shrewsbury High School in

Shrewsbury, MA, as a school

adjustment counselor. She

completed her second season as a

New England [unior Olympic boys

volleyball coach and returned to

Brandeis as assistant coach of the

1990 Women's Volleyball Team.
Robert M. Simon was graduated

from the Washington College of

Law of the American University

where he is pursuing his master's

degree in international legal

studies, while working at a law

firm in Washington, D.C. Elissa L.

Simon-Morrisscy is in vascular

medicine at the Brigham and

Women's Hospital doing

molecular biology research on
heart disease. David A. Stern was
graduated from Hofstra Law
School. Adam Stone recently sold

his first short story. Olivier S.

Sultan plans to enter Yale Law
School next September. Michelle

S. Tamkin was graduated from

Boston University School of Law
and moved to Los Angeles. |odi I.

Weiss started her fourth year at

Columbia University School of

Dental and Oral Surgery. Amy
Messer Wildes was graduated from

the Beniamin N. Cardozo School of

Law and passed the New York bar

exam. She and her husband,

Michael, a special assistant U.S.

attorney at the New York Hilton,

live in Forest Hills, NY. Janet M.
Zipin was graduated from the

University of Virginia School of

Law and began work as an

associate at the law firnr of Palmer
and Dodge Steven L. Zweibel
completed his third year at the

New York University School of

Medicine.

'89
Micliele E. Becker earned an MA.
in education from the University

of California, Los Angeies, taught

sixth grade in San Diego and
relocated last summer to

Sunnyvale, CA Stephanie J. Katz
finished her third year at Cardozo
School of Law where she is an

editor of the Law Review. Her
husband, Daniel J. Goldstein,

started his residency at Columbia
Presbyterian Hospital. Jill

Postelnek is in her final year of a

doctoral program in clinical

psychology at Yeshiva University.

Eric J. Rosenberg is beginning his

third year at Mt. Sinai School of

Medicine, NY.

Hayley A. Cagan is senior research

associate at the Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic

and is working towards a master's

degree in speech-language

pathology at the University of

Pittsburgh. Her husband, Alan N.

Kamis '89, works as a paramedic in

Washington, PA, and is an

associate instructor of medical

education at the Center for

Emergency Medicine. Craig Ellis

Fielding completed his first year at

Case Western Reserve University

School of Law. Jodi S. Freedman
works in the public information

and quarterly office at Radcliffe

College, Cambridge, MA.

'91
Allen M. Karon began his studies

at the Northeastern University

School of Law this fall. Shen Tong
continues his activism for the

Democracy for China Fund and
issues pertaining to the most
favored nation trade status while

he is a graduate student in social

and political theory in the

University Professors Program at

Boston University.

Grad
Susan A. Basow |M.A., '72, Ph.D.,

'7.3| was promoted to full professor

of psychology at Lafayette College

and was honored as Advisor of the

Year by the students. She is a

licensed clinical psychologist with

a special interest m gender roles

and stereotypes. In 1986, she was
named Outstanding Academic
Woman of the Year by the Lehigh

Valley Association for Academic
Women. Dot Ben-Amotz (MA,
'82), assistant professor of

chemistry at Purdue University,

has been selected to receive a 1991

Presidential Young Investigator

Award from the National Science

Foundation. Larry W. Bowman
(Ph.D., '71), professor and head of

the Department of Political

Science at the University of

Connecticut, published Mauritius-

Democracv and Development in

the Indian Oeean. The book
explores the historical background,

the society and culture, the

politics and the economy as well

as the international relations of

the country. He is also general

editor of the Nations of

Contemporary Africa series.

Virginia Ridley Ellis (Ph.D., '691

published a book entitled Gerard
Manley Hopkms and the Language

of Mystery, in which she

investigates the complexity of

Hopkins' language. She is the

Emma B. Kennedy Professor of

English at Mount Holyoke
College, South Hadley, MA. Judy

A. Feierstein (M.A., '75) and her

husband, David IVl, Epstein '71,

Dor Ben-Amntz

have relocated from Jerusalem. He
IS representing the Israel desk at

the American Joint Distribution

Committee in New York City.

Vincent G. iVlace (M.A., '76) has

been elected senior vice president

and group actuary of Chubb
LifeAmerica. He is a fellow of the

Society of Actuaries as well as a

member of the American Academy
of Actuaries. Norbett L. Mintz
(Ph.D., '57), recipient of Brandeis'

first Ph.D. degree, received honors

this year from four institutions

affiliated with his work: the

Massachusetts Psychological

Association gave him the annual

Psychological Services Award for

"his outstanding contributions to

the enhancement and acceptance

of psychological services and

programs in Massachusetts";

McLean Hospital and Harvard

University each honored him for

25 years of meritorious service,-

and the board of trustees of the

Massachusetts School of

Professional Psychology gave him
a special citation for his devoted

and untiring leadership in service

to the school Julian Papier

(M.M.H.S., '82), proprietor of

Julian Papier and Associates

Consultants that deals in

publishing and corporate strategy

marketing and sales management,
is relocating to Toronto, Canada,

with his family. Jo Anne Preston

(Ph.D., '82) was appointed an

honorary visiting scholar at the

Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger

Library on the History of Women
in America at Radcliffe College.

She has been a visiting research

scholar at the Wellesley Center for

Research on Women and will be

completing a book. Feminization

of an Occupation: Teachmg
Becomes Women's Work m 19th-

century New England- She has

taught at the University of

Southern Maine, Colby College,

the University of Massachusetts,

Boston, and Tufts Universitv. Jack

M. Sasson(M.A., '65, Ph.D. ,'66),

professor and chair of the

Department of Religious Studies at

the University of North Carolina,

has been named one of five

William R. Kenan, Jr. professors.

His scholarly work investigates

the Old Babylonian period and the

shorter narratives of Hebrew
scripture. He is past president of

the Society of Biblical Literature

and chair of the ancient Near
Eastern and Bible studies sections

of the American Oriental Society.

He was editor of the Journal of the

American Oriental Society for

eight years and is chief editor of

the three-volume Civilizations of

the Ancient Near East, scheduled

for publication by Scribner's in

1993. He has served on numerous
editorial boards and his latest book
IS an Anchor bible commentary on
the book of Jonah. His honors

include being named a fellow of

the Institute for Advanced Studies

in Jerusalem. Linda Simon (Ph.D.,

'83) published "William James at

Stanford" in California History,

Winter 1991.

Obituaries
Sholom Comay '60, national

president of the American Jewish

Committee and a leader in a wide
variety of communal acitvities,

died on May 18, 1991, at the age of

53. He had just been reelected to

his third one-year term as

American Jewish Committee
president. An attorney and
business man, he was a President's

Coucilor at Brandeis and active

participant m class activities.

Stuart Forster, M.D. '68 passed

away suddenly of cardiac failure in

January 1991, leaving his wife,

Carol Rothman Forster, and two
young children. An internist, he

had been affiliated with Columbia,

Presbyterian, St. Luke's and
Roosevelt Hospitals. Judy B.

Levine '79, director of

development at the Drama League,

New York City, passed away on
August 19, 1990. Michael
Christopher Lewis '77 died on
February 7, 1991. Word has been

received of the death of Marissa

Scharf '91 in Ft. Lee, NJ, in

August.



Symbolizing a tradition of excellence for the home or office.

Solid Marble; Ht. 22"; Wt. 8 Lbs.; Solid Brass

The Brandeis

University Lamp
Sirrica, LTD. is proud to announce the

availability of the Brandeis University Lamp.

The distinctive Brandeis University Seal is

vividly re-created in gold on the black parchment

shade. This classic desk lamp is hand-polished

and hand-assembled of the finest solid brass and

features a solid black marble base and

centerpiece. Indeed, the lamp makes an

impressive statement of quality about the owner.

You can also have your lamp personalized with

an engraved brass plate affixed to the marble

base. The Brandeis University Lamp is a

tremendous value as you are able to purchase

direct from Sirrica, Ltd.

Of course, you must be completely satisfied with

the quality of your lamp or you may return it

within fifteen days for exchange or refund.

Whether selected for your personal use or as an

expressive, thoughtful gift, the Brandeis

University Lamp is certain to command attention.

For faster service, credit card orders may be
placed by dialing toll free

1-800-346-2884.

All callers should request to speak with

Operator 81 8B.

NOTE: For Christmas delivery, all orders

must be telephoned or postmarked by

December 10.

REPLY FORM BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY LAMP
Please accepi my order for the following Brandeis University Lainp(s)

Brandeis University Lamp(s) @ $159.00 each.
QUANTITY (Include $8.00 for insured shipping & handling charges.)

I wish to have my lamp personalized @ $20.00.
PERSONALIZED

*On shipments to North Carolina, add b'Jn sales tax

1 wish to pay for my lamp(s) as follows:

Year of

Graduation

Degree

CH By a single remittance of S
which 1 enclose

I I By charging the amount of S_

_made payable to Sirrica, LTD.,

D\'
to m\ credit card indicated below

Full Account Number;
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Louis D. Brandeis:
Supreme Court Justice

A Louis Brandeis scholar paints a

modem portrait of the justice

Melvin I. Urofsky 8

Brandeis at Ciiatham Brandeis's love for Chatham reveals Brenda Marder
much about Brandeis the man

14

Louis D. Brandeis:
Zionist Leader

"The work for Zionism has seemed Jonathan D. Sama 75, M.A. '75 22
to me, on the whole, the most
worthwhile of all I have attempted."

—Louis D. Brandeis

Canny Managers Lured
Abroad



Around the University New Sports
Complex

President's
Inauguration

The Inauguration of Samuel
O. Thier as the sixth

President of Brandeis is

scheduled for 10:30 am on
Friday, April 10, in the new
Gosman Sports and
Convocation Center, part of

the Joseph F. and Clara Ford

Athletic and Recreation

Complex.

The entire Brandeis

community—students,

faculty and staff—as well as

alumni and friends of the

University is invited to

attend the Inauguration.

Invitations are also being

extended to presidents of

other universities and
colleges, representatives of

learned societies and state

and local officials, and a

block of tickets is being held

for residents of Waltham.
Following the Inauguration,

the entire Brandeis

community will gather to

greet President and Mrs.

Thier at a reception in their

honor.

The Inaugural festivities

begin on Thursday, April 9,

with the dedication of the

new athletic and recreation

complex. An academic
symposium will follow. The
public will be on campus
throughout the week
attending the many
performances organized for

the Creative Arts Festival.

"With all the activities

taking place on campus, it

will be a real family affair. In

keeping with President

Thier's wishes, every effort

will be made to encourage

and facilitate participation by

students, faculty and staff,"

said David Rosen, vice

president for public affairs,

who is chairing a 24-member
Inaugural planning

committee named by Thier.

In addition, an honorary

Inauguration committee has

been established under the

chairmanship of Louis

Perlmutter '56, chair of the

Board of Trustees.

Thier was named President

of Brandeis by the Board of

Trustees on May 5, following

a nationwide search. He
assumed office on
September I, succeeding

Evelyn E. Handler.

At the time of his

appointment, Thier was
president of the Institute of

Medicine of the National

Academy of Sciences. Prior

to that he served as a faculty

member and chair of the

Department of Internal

Medicine at Yale University

School of Medicine.

Thier attended Cornell

University and received his

medical degree from the

State University of New
York at Syracuse. A
specialist in kidney disorders

and internal medicine, he has

taught and conducted

research at a number of

universities. In addition,

during his six years at the

Institute of Medicine, he

gained a national reputation

for leadership in the areas of

national health policy and
biomedical education and
research.

In January, Brandeis vaulted

into the list century with

the opening of the new
Gosman Sports and
Convocation Center,

becoming a leader in

athletics among Division HI

institutions with its ability

to host national

championship events.

Housed in the Joseph F. and
Clara Ford Athletic and
Recreation Complex, which
also includes the Red
Auerbach Arena, the

renovated Abraham Shapiro

Athletic Center and the

Joseph Linsey Sports Center,

the Gosman Center is one of

the largest multipurpose,

Reinharz Named
Provost

President Tiller has named
Jehuda Reinharz — a scholar

of Zionism and the history of

European Jews, a Brandeis

alumnus and a University

faculty member since 1982
— to the newly reorganized

position of provost and

senior vice president for

academic affairs. The
appointment follows a three-

month search conducted by a

faculty committee chaired by

Professor David Eisenbud

(mathematics). Reinharz will

succeed Arthur H. Reis, Jr.,

who has been acting provost

and dean of the faculty since

Robert Sekuler '60 resigned

from that post last summer.
Reis will resume his previous

duties as associate provost.

Reinharz is currently the

Richard Koret Professor of

Modem Jewish History and

director of the Tauber
Institute for the Study of

European Jewry. While a new
director of the Institute is
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An inside view of the

new facility

indoor athletic facilities in

the East and will

accommodate
Commencement, athletic

tournaments, cultural events

and major conferences. The
new facilities are linked to

the main campus by the new
Patricia Squire Bridge over

South Street.

Tipping off the January

schedule was a men's and

women's basketball

doubleheader against

University Athletic

Association rival, the

University of Chicago. The
first weekend of action

continued with a second

basketball doubleheader

against Washington
University of St. Louis.

expected to be named,
Reinharz will remain active

in its academic programs and
governance. In selecting him
to serve as the University's

chief academic officer, Thier

said, "The University is

fortunate to have in Professor

Reinharz a distinguished

scholar, an acknowledged
leader of the faculty and a

man of sound judgment to

help direct the academic
programs of this institution."

Three special athletic events

highlighted the winter

season. The Brandeis Winter

Festival returned after a

year's absence on the

weekend of February 7-9.

The festival featured a pair of

varsity basketball games
with Emory on February 7

and NYU on February 9. On
February 8, men's and
women's alumni basketball

games were played and a

reception followed for

everyone.

Track athletes at Brandeis

finally have an indoor home
as the perimeter of the field

house forms a 200-meter, six-

lane track. Alumni are

Jehuda Reinharz

As provost and senior vice

president for academic

affairs, Reinharz, under

recently enacted faculty

legislation, will be "the chief

academic officer of the

University (with)

administrative authority

under the President for

setting academic policy for

the University." Reporting to

him will be the current deans

of the college and the

Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences (who will be

succeeded by a single dean of

arts and sciences on July 1 ),

and the deans of The Heller

School, admissions and
financial aid, and student

affairs.

In accepting his new
responsibilities Reinharz

said, "As a member of the

faculty I have always insisted

that all constituencies

within the University,

invited to get a running start

at a special invitational track

event on February 15.

Brandeis is hosting the UAA
Fencing Championships
on the weekend of

February 21-23 and has

planned a banquet for the

competing athletes and all

fencing alumni on Saturday

evening in the Charlie

Napoli Trophy Room.

Also during February, a series

of special open houses are

scheduled to highlight the

especially the faculty, play a

role in the making of major

decisions that affect their

work. As provost and senior

vice president, I intend to be

guided by that same
principle."

Reinharz earned concurrent

bachelor's degrees in 1967

from Columbia University

and the Jewish Theological

Seminary, a master's degree

from Harvard in 1968 and his

doctorate from Brandeis in

1972. He was a faculty

member m the history

department at the University

of Michigan from 1972

through 1981.

A prolific writer, Reinharz

has authored, coauthored or

edited 17 books and more

various venues of the new
facility. The open houses

feature squash, volleyball,

aerobics, tennis, golf and
weightlifting clinics.

In April, the culminating

event is the Inauguration of

Samuel O. Thier on April 10

as the sixth President of

Brandeis, held in the

Gosman Sports and
Convocation Center.

than 70 articles. The second

volume of his widely

acclaimed biography of the

Zionist leader Chaim
Weizmann wall soon be

published in both Hebrew
and English. In 1990, he was
the first recipient of the

President of Israel Prize,

which is awarded annually

by the Israeli Knesset for

outstanding scholarly work
in the field of Zionism.

Reinharz has served on a

number of major University

committees, including those

dealing with academic and
strategic planning, tenure

and the selection of academic
department heads, deans and
the President. Born in Israel

in 1944, Reinharz is married

to Shulamit Reinharz,

professor of sociology and

director of the Women's
Studies Program at Brandeis.

They have two daughters.
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Fuchs Honored Hall of Fame for

Sports Complex
Waltham Group
TUrns 25

The American Studies

Association honored
Lawrence H. Fuchs,

Brandeis's Meyer and Walter

Jaffe Professor of American
Civilization and Politics,

with its John Hope Franklin

Prize for writing the best

book published in American
studies in 1990. Acclaimed
in reviews in the United

States and Europe as

"masterful and magisterial,"

The American Kaleidoscope:

Race. Ethnicity, and the

Civic Culture also has been

widely praised by elected

officials throughout the

country.

An internationally

recognized expert on
immigration and ethnicity,

Fuchs has lectured at

universities in dozens of

foreign countries, including

France, the Soviet Union,

Chma and Japan. Author of

seven books and dozens of

essays and journal articles,

most of which deal with
immigration and/or

ethnicity, Fuchs also has

been active in politics, state

and local government and
civic life for many years. He
is a founding member of the

Massachusetts Board of the

Congress on Racial Equality

and has served on the board

of directors of the Mexican-
American Legal and
Education Defense Fund.

Appointed by President

Kennedy as the first overseas

director of the Peace Corps,

Fuchs served in the

Philippines from 1961-63. He
was also chosen by President

Carter and the Congress as

executive director of the

Select Commission on
Immigration and Refugee

Policy. The Commission's
report became the basis for

the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986, the first

major reform of U.S.

immigration policy since

1965, and the Legal

Immigration Reform Act of

1990.

As an educator, Fuchs has

pioneered in multicultural

education. He conceived and
helped to create a national

television program for high

school students in 1968

titled "One Nation
Indivisible?" He also served

as principle scholar in the

early 1970s for the full-

volume text. Black in White
America, and a curriculum

for colleges used widely in

the late 1970s and early

1980s, The American
Experiment: E Pluribus

Unum.

The American Kaleidoscope

addresses the tough issues of

ethnic and racial tension and
conflict in American society,

but Fuchs believes that the

United States manages those

issues better than do other

countries. "The United

States," he asserts, "is in the

process of dismantling our

older systems of coercive

pluralism. Racial, ethnic and
religious boundaries are more
easy to cross than ever. The
headlines deal with hate and
conflict. Historians must
record the profound progress

made in dealing with both."

The University will establish

a hall of fame in honor of its

outstanding athletes and
athletics contributors.

Housed in the Gosman
Sports and Convocation
Center, the hall will feature

plaques, photographs and
other memorabilia. It will be

inaugurated with a banquet

in the spring of 1993.

The criteria for eligibility

and selection will be set by

the Hall of Fame Committee
of Friends of Brandeis

Athletics (FOBA). William

Orman '57, president of

FOBA, will chair the

committee. Nominations
will be solicited during the

summer and fall of 1992.

The University's

distinguished teaching

awards, the Michael L.

Walzer Award for Teaching

and the Louis D. Brandeis

Prize for Excellence in

Teaching, were presented to

Brandeis alumnus Marc
Brettler, assistant professor

of Near Eastern and Judaic

studies, and Peter Heller,

professor of physics.

Brettler won the Walzer

Award for inspirational

teaching and superlative

scholarship, while the

Brandeis Prize recognizes

Heller's overall superb

teaching. Both awards—

a

certificate and a $1,000

check—were presented by

Dean of the College Steven

L. Burg at the October 31

faculty meeting and resulted

from student nominations

1991 marks a quarter-

century of service for the

Waltham Group, Brandeis's

nonprofit, student-run,

community service

organization. Since the

Group's founding in 1966,

thousands of students have

volunteered in outreach

programs, which benefit the

Waltham community.

With more than 300
volunteers, the Group has

one of the highest

percentages of involved

students among all

university community
service programs. Whether it

be helping children, the

elderly, the physically and
mentally challenged or the

homeless, Waltham Group
volunteers have touched the

lives of Waltham residents;

collectively the students

provide 19 thousand hours of

service to the community
each year. Students make
time in their busy schedules

Professors Garner
Teaching Awards

and evaluation of the

professors' contributions to

the University.

Brettler has taught at

Brandeis since 1986. He also

received his bachelor's and
master's degrees (1978) and

Ph.D. (1987) from the

University. "In addition to

his serious and prolific

scholarship, he was singled

out by one of his students as

being the ideal liberal arts

professor' because he

embodies the meaning of a

liberal arts education: an

intellectual journey,

embarked on without a

destination, done for the

sheer enjoyment of it, but

with the hope that somehow
the world will be a better.
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Genetic
Counseling
Program Launched

to visit hospitals and nursing

homes, help at the local soup

kitchen and family shelter,

organize blood drives for the

Red Cross and coordinate

recreational activities at two
housing projects and at the

Boys and Girls Club.

Students also act as Big

Brothers and Big Sisters,

tutor school-age students in

Waltham and participate in

the English as a Second
Language program by
bringing Waltham middle-

school students to Brandeis

each Saturday for group
projects and tutoring.

The Waltham Group funds

Itself primarily through an

annual spring auction that

raises over $8 thousand by

selling donated articles to the

highest bidder. This year's

auction will be held Sunday,

April 5. Other sources of

more meaningful place with
the scholarship that results,"

said Burg.

Heller has been at Brandeis

since 1965. He received his

undergraduate degree from
MIT and his Ph.D. from
Harvard. Milton Komfeld,
associate dean for

undergraduate academic
affairs, said one expression of

Heller's dedicated and
inspirational teaching is his

practice of giving students in

his classes an individual oral

examination, encouraging

them to think on their feet

and probing their real

understanding of the

experiments they have done.

Komfeld, who coordinated

the search for this year's

winners, relayed the

comments of a colleagtie of

Heller's who said Heller "has

revenue include coffeehouses

in Cholmondeley's, Stein

Nights and donations from
the Student Senate and
alumni. All donations are tax

deductible.

The efforts of the Group have

not gone unnoticed by

members of the Waltham
community. Waltham
Superintendent of Schools

John Daddona has been with
the Waltham School System
for 37 years, serving as

superintendent since 1978,

and has followed the Group's

activities from its inception.

He said its impact on
schoolchildren, through

tutoring and mentoring
programs, has been
extremely positive. "They
really have made a difference

in the students—we notice

it. They have turned around
a lot of kids," Daddona
remarked.

set a standard for intellectual

honesty and concern for the

education of students that

serves as a benchmark for

how I evaluate my own
teaching."

Brettler and Heller were
chosen from a field of 42

nominees. The committee of

faculty, students and
administrators who selected

this year's winners singled

out four other faculty

members for recognition,

based on nominations,

teaching evaluations and
supporting letters: Mary
Campbell, English; Judith

Tsipis, biology; Stephen
Whitfield, American studies;

and Palle Yourgrau,

philosophy.

In cooperation with several

Boston-area hospitals and
genetics laboratories,

Brandeis is launching New
England's first master's

degree program m genetic

counseling. "What this

ultimately will provide," said

Brandeis Professor of Biology

Judith Tsipis, director of the

new program, "is someone
who is trained in both

medical genetics and
counseling who can at once
be the informed, sensitive

listener and the expert

advisor to individuals and
families confronted with
genetic problems that

science may be able to help

them with.

"Advances in biochemistry,

cytogenetics and molecular
biology, and most recently

the initiation of the Human
Genome Project, have
produced a revolution in our

understanding of human
genetic diseases and a

dramatic increase in the

number of individuals

utilizing genetic services,"

Tsipis said. "As more people

seek out these services

genetic counselors, well-

versed in DNA technology

and able to communicate
complex genetic information

in an effective and
compassionate way, will be

needed in increasing

numbers."

Today there are an

insufficient number—about

one thousand—of genetic

counselors practicing in the

United States, according to

Tsipis. An important goal of

the interdisciplinary Brandeis

program is to help increase

that number.

Beginning in the fall of 1992,

the two-year program will

train genetic counselors who
can then work as members of

medical teams and provide

information and support to

families who are affected by
or may be at risk for a

genetic disorder such as

Tay-Sachs disease, cystic

fibrosis or sickle cell disease.

Such counselors interpret

information about the

disorder, advise families

about the risk of its

occurrence or recurrence and
describe the various testing

and/or treatment options

available to them. Genetic
counselors also work in

diagnostic laboratories as

resource people for

physicians and their patients

and in public health agencies

as genetics educators for the

public at large.

Brandeis is an ideal site for

training the needed genetic

counselors with its scientific

expertise m the biology and
biochemistry departments
and the strength of the Heller

School faculty. Faculty from
several other departments,

with expertise in legal

studies, health policy, ethics,

developmental disabilities

and medical sociology, will

add to this base by providing

students with a broad

overview of the complex
issues facing genetic health

practitioners today.

In addition to coursework in

molecular biology, human
and medical genetics,

reproductive biology, genetic

counseling theory and
techniques, biomedical law
and ethics, and health policy,

the program provides

students with extensive

clinical experience. Students

will participate in clinical

internships under the

supervision of genetic

counselors and clinical

geneticists at many hospitals

and clinics in the Boston
area. They can also choose

from a large number of

fieldwork and clinical

laboratory placements in

many hospitals as well as the

Center for Human Genetics

at Boston University School

of Medicine, Integrated

Genetics, Collaborative

Research and New England
BioLabs.
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Gralla Journalism
Seminars

Lawrence K. Grossman, the

former president of both

NBC News and PBS, and
David Broder, Puhtzer Prize-

winning columnist, spoke at

Brandeis in October and
November, respectively, as

part of a series of journalism

seminars supported by the

Shirley and Milton Gralla

Endowment in Journalism.

Cosponsored by the Justice,

Brandeis's school newspaper,

the Gralla Journalism

Seminars explore the role of

the press in encouraging the

free expression of ideas in a

democratic society. Two
additional speakers will

lecture in the spring

semester.

Mihon Gralla (left) and
David Brodei

In his talk, "Television and
the Future of the First

Amendment," Grossman
stated that democracy in

21st-century America will

best be served by "returning

to the 18th-century idea of a

totally free and unregulated

press, a press owned by many
different voices—whether
print or electric, delivered via

satellite, cable, FAX,
soapbox, computer or paper."

He called for removal of

government controls over

broadcast programming.

including those that address

issues of fairness and equal

access, which he argues are

unnecessary and impractical

given the proliferation of

media outlets and the

emergence and convergence

of new technologies. At the

same time, Grossman called

for more stringent

government enforcement of

Campaign for

Brandeis Succeeds

antitrust laMfS to prevent

concentration of media
ownership and the

imposition of taxes and fees

on commercial broadcasters

to help finance public

broadcasting.

Discussing the upcoming
1992 presidential election,

Broder told the Brandeis

audience that the news
media should set the

campaign agenda and not let

the candidates and their

consultants frame the debate.

He added that campaign
consultants have become

The five-year Campaign for

Brandeis has exceeded its

goal of raising S200 million.

Its accomplishments include

the establishment of a dozen
endowed professorships,

building of major new
facilities, establishment of

new academic programs and
ongoing financial support for

students, faculty and the

Library.

The successful completion of

the Campaign was
announced February 9 at

Brandeis's annual Palm
Beach Brunch by Louis

Perlmutter '56, chair of the

Board of Trustees. He said

that as of December 31,

1991, the last day of the

Campaign, more than $210
million in cash and
confirmed pledges had been
received. "Thanks to the

generosity of many people

and the hard work of

volunteers and professional

staff, we have exceeded our

goal despite a national

recession and intense

competition among
charitable and educational

institutions," Perlmutter

said. "Those who
participated in the Campaign
have kept the dream of the

Brandeis founders alive and
enabled the University to

maintain its margin of

excellence."

President Samuel O. Thier,

who came to Brandeis during

the closing months of the

Campaign, said, "We owe a

tremendous debt of gratitude

to the individuals and groups

that have enabled us to

attain our goal. As a result of

their efforts, Brandeis has

continued to make steady

progress. But as we gear up
for the challenges of a new
century, our needs have

never been greater. We must
be prepared not only to meet
pressing current needs but to

build and secure the future."

Among the academic chairs

endowed during the

Campaign were ones in

computer science,

international finance,

American Jewish history,

Hebrew literature, creative

arts. Christian studies and
Latin American history. In

addition, nearly 330 milhon
in corporate and foundation

gifts were received in support

of graduate fellowships in the

humanities and international

studies, library endowment
in the humanities, new
conference and dining

facilities, scientific

instrumentation, laboratory

facilities, undergraduate

scholarships and faculty

salaries.

Major corporate and
foundation funding was also

received to support the core

curriculum in the

Department of English and
American Literature and the

writing program,- renovations

in the Spingold Theater Arts

Center; library

computerization; and
community-based health

projects involving the

Florence Heller Graduate

School for Advanced Studies

in Social Welfare. Gifts from
private individuals have

helped support new sports

and convocation facilities,

new professorships,

undergraduate courses in

journalism, a 330-bed

undergraduate residence

facility and major increases

m undergraduate and
graduate financial aid.
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Sports Notes

"the new political bosses,"

replacing once powerful

party officials and causing

the focus of campaigns to

shift from such important

issues as jobs and health care

to "wedge" issues—such as

mandatory pledges of

allegiance for schoolchildren

and pollution in Boston

Harbor—that are not the

public's primary concerns.

He also proposed that

reporters ask voters what is

on their minds and then

"press the candidates on
these issues." In his opinion,

"The press can no longer let

the candidates set the agenda

when the agenda is not

responsive to the public."

Squire Appointed
Chair of Heller
Overseers

Brandeis University Trustee

David F. Squire has been
appointed chair of the board

of overseers of the Florence

Heller Graduate School for

Advanced Studies in Social

Welfare, succeeding the late

Sol C. Chaikin. The board of

overseers, which meets
semiannually, acts as a

sounding board for the dean
and faculty of The Heller

School.

A former Brandeis vice

president and entrepreneur

who crafted a successful

business before devoting

himself to public service.

Squire traces his Brandeis

service back to 1969, when
he began as vice president for

student affairs. From 1973

until his retirement in 1980,

he was vice president for

administration.

Ken Still '72 Named Men's
Basketball Coach

Ken Still '72 was named the

ninth men's varsity

basketball coach in

Brandeis's history in

October. He succeeds Kevin

O'Brien, who resigned after

five seasons as head coach
with the Judges and was
named an assistant coach at

Harvard University. With his

appointment. Still now has

the unique distinction of

having coached at his two
alma maters, English and
Brandeis.

As head basketball coach at

Boston English High School

since 1983, Still, 42, amassed
a 123-46 overall mark. His

teams qualified for the

Ken Still 72

tfl

Squire holds several public

service posts, including chair

of the Wien International

Scholarship Program at

Brandeis; vice chair of the

Massachusetts Industrial

Finance Agency; member of

the Statewide Welfare

Advisory Board; director of

The Philanthropic Initiative;

director of the Para-Educator

Foundation, New York; and
member of the Board of

Governors, American Jewish
Committee. Before coming
to Brandeis in 1969, Squire

served as senior advisor for

Economic, Social and
Human Rights Affairs at the

United States Mission to the

United Nations.

Massachusetts State

Tournament seven times. He
led English to four Boston

City North Division titles

and one All City

Championship. In

tournament play, his teams
reached the semifinals of the

State Sectionals three times

in the past four years.

A 1967 graduate of English,

he captained the basketball

team and led them to a city

championship and also

competed in track and field.

For his athletic and coaching

accomplishments, he was
inducted into the Boston
English High School's Hall of

Fame in October.

"I've been pretty involved

with Brandeis basketball ever

since I graduated. Brandeis

was and is an important part

of my life. As a kid, you
never think you'll have a job

at your high school, and you
never think you'll be

coaching at your college. It

was never something I was
going after, but in a way it's a

dream come true," said Still.

O'Brien, 32, compiled a 70-60

record during his five years at

the helm. His 1990-91 team
finished with a record of

17-10 and earned a

postseason tournament berth

in the ECAC Division III

New England tournament,

its second in the past three

years. The 17 victories were
the fourth highest win total

in Brandeis basketball

history. Brandeis's other

recent appearance in the

ECAC'scamein 1988-89

when the Judges went 16-10.

Although Brandeis was
forced to practice at a local

junior high and play most of

its home games at Babson
last year because of the

construction of the new
athletic facilities, O'Brien led

the Judges to an ECAC
Division III tournament bid.

Last season's success was
highlighted by a stretch run

of 11 wins in the last 13

regular season games,
including a one-point victory

over the defending NCAA
Division III champions, the

University of Rochester.

Still is also the founder and
director of the Balfour

Academy, an enrichment
course for mner-city

students, grades 7-12, that

has been in operation for the

past nine years. The summer
program, with an enrollment

of 140, stresses academics in

the morning and athletics in

the afternoons, with a field

trip every Friday. All

graduates of Balfour are

awarded a one-year

scholarship at Northeastern
University.

A former history teacher, he
has been a guidance

counselor at English for the

past eight years. He received

a master's in psychological

counseling from Boston
University in 1978. At
Brandeis, Still will inherit

three seniors (David Brooks,

Steve Harrington, Andre
lames) who reached the

1,000 career point mark last

season.
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Louis D. Brandeis: Supreme
Court Justice

r

by Melvin I. Urofsky
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Justice and Mis. Brandeis

wheeling aiound Washington

in their favorite form

of transportation (1919)



In the concluding chapter of his biography of

Louis D. Brandeis, Alpheus T. Mason wrote:

"Brandeis deserves to be saved from his

friends as v^'ell as his foes. Both blur his sharp

reality." That is still true today, and before we
can begin to deal with Mr. Justice Brandeis on
his own terms, we have to get past the

distorted portraits painted by both his

admirers and his critics. We need to correct

the austere, passionless icon that Felix

Frankfurter erected on an altar of judicial

restraint, and we have to put in context the

alleged scandal of Brandeis's extrajudicial

behavior in Bruce Murphy's supposed expose.

Felix Frankfurter had grown close to Brandeis

during the heady days of World War I, serving

as his lieutenant in the American Zionist

movement. After the war. Frankfurter became
the justice's surrogate in various reform

measures as well as his confidant, one of the

few people with whom the normally
circumspect Brandeis could freely discuss the

Court's business.

During the 1920s we begin to receive

"Frankfurter's Brandeis," a public portrait of

the man, one that Frankfurter deliberately

distorted by emphasizing only certain aspects.

Frankfurter, appalled at how conservative

judges struck down reform legislation, praised

Brandeis for his "judicial restraint," for

refusing to place his own beliefs above the

judgment of the people's duly elected

representatives.

Judicial restraint became the hallmark of

Frankfurter's own judicial thought, both as a

professor at Harvard Law School and later as a

justice on the Supreme Court. To promote
this idea and to attack the conservative bloc.

Frankfurter exalted Brandeis and placed him,
along with Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., at the

top of his judicial pantheon. In both popular

and scholarly articles. Frankfurter praised

Brandeis's opinions, pointing to the justice's

seemingly narrow view of the Court's power
as a barrier against judicial abuse.

Even after Franlcfurter went on the Court, he
continued to orchestrate a symphony of praise

to Brandeis and to judicial restraint, which
Frankfurter had now appropriated in his own
fights against the activists on the Court. He
controlled Brandeis's Court papers and
allowed only certain people access, people

whom he believed would elaborate on his

portrait of Brandeis; Alexander Bickel's study

of Brandeis's unpublished opinions, a case in

point, carried on Frankfurter's cmsade for a

Court of limited jurisdiction, peopled by

judges practicing restraint.

The iconographic school of Brandeis

scholarship that Frankfurter promoted lasted

until 1971. Until then, nearly all of the

writers had echoed Frankfurter's refrain.

The publication of the first volume of the

Brandeis Letters in 1971, according to scholar

Nelson Dawson, triggered the contemporary,

dynamic period in Brandeis scholarship. In

addition to the Letters, since then, there have

been several biographies and dozens of law

review and popular articles. Not all of them
have been laudatory, and although many of

them still rank Brandeis as one of the great

figures in American judicial history, at least

we are getting away from the hagiographic

interpretation of Frankfurter's Brandeis.

There is no question that Brandeis on many
occasions strictly adhered to what he

considered the Court's proper jurisdictional as

well as jurisprudential limits, but it is far

from clear that he was a slave to judicial

restraint. When it came to civil liberties, he

often crusaded passionately for what he

believed to be right. "Brandeis was a liberal in

his result orientation," G. Edward White
claims, "only to the extent that liberalism

endorsed Brandeisian social policies; he was a

liberal in methodology only to the extent that

judicial self-restraint fostered results he

thought sensible."

Brandeis was a great justice, one of the giants

of this century, and to see him whole, judicial

warts and all, does not detract from his

greatness. Nothing but warts, on the other

hand, also distorts a portrait.

Mason knew of some of the justice's off-the-

bench activities, but for the most part he

either condoned what Brandeis had done or

pointed out how discreetly he had acted. The
first serious criticism of Brandeis's

extrajudicial activity came in 1971 in a

discussion of "The Document," a political

platform that Brandeis helped Woodrow
Wilson draft in 1923. In my analysis of this

event, I considered the justice's role improper
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The Brandeis brief in

Muller in many ways

changed the practice of

law as it related to

defending or attacking

public policy. Lawyers

could no longer evade the

responsibility of

instructing and advising

the courts about the

relevant facts. A half-

century later the NAACP's

Brandeis-style brief

detailing how segregated

schools affected Negro

children certainly played a

key role In the Brown

decision.

and wrote: "The country would have heen

rightly upset if it had discovered a Supreme
Court Justice working to draft a party

platform in order to get Democrats in power."

The storm really broke, however, with Bruce

Allen Murphy's expose of the alleged

"Brandeis-Frankfurter connection." Oxford
University Press promoted the book. The
Brandeis/Fnmkfurter Connection: The Secret

Pohtical Activities of Two Supreme Court

Justices, in a sensational manner, the sort of

publicity campaign, one observer remarked,

"usually associated with blockbuster novels."

The New York Times considered the

revelations so important that it ran a front-

page story and also excerpted parts of the

book. In an editorial on the alleged

"connection," The Times declared, "The
Brandeis-Frankfurter arrangement was
wrong. ...The arrangement violate[d] ethical

standards."

There are really two parts to this whole
episode. One deals with the manner in which
Murphy and Oxford made the charges,- the

second, unfortunately often obscured by the

first, is the critical issue of what limits should

surround judges in regard to their nonjudicial

activities. Murphy, in fact, did address the

second issue, once in a temperate scholarly

article he wrote with David W. Levy, and
even earlier in his doctoral dissertation at the

University of Virginia. But the vitriol of the

book, the "gee whiz, look-what-I-found-

under-the-rock" style, seems to have turned

many reviewers into either appalled or

sanctimonious ethicists or knee-jerk

defenders of Justices Brandeis and Frankfurter.

Recent studies of Brandeis show somewhat
more restrained and balanced judgments,

especially that by David J. Danelski, who
points out that the standards of judicial

conduct that we follow today are relatively

new; the American Bar Association did not

adopt its first Code of Judicial Ethics until

1924. Nonetheless, Brandeis and his

colleagues subscribed to those canons, and the

justice, perhaps more than any other figure on
the Court in this century, seemed to stand for

the strictest standards of judicial conduct.

By his own standards, then, Brandeis could be

said to have violated proper judicial behavior,

and I believe there is no blinking this fact. But
there is also the question of the degree of

impropriety and the more basic question of

whether any of these activities in any way
affected, one way or the other, the justice's

decision making on the bench. There the

evidence, as Danelski summarizes it, does not

support the charges that these extrajudicial

activities in any way affected the ultimate

business of the Court, the rendering of

impartial decisions.

Brandeis's place in American judicial history

remains firm, and his influence, unlike that of

Holmes's, does not seem to diminish over the

years. Let us examine briefly two aspects of

Brandeis's judicial thought, areas in which the

allegedly passionless Brandeis felt strongly

—

education and free speech.

Even before he went onto the Court, Louis

Brandeis believed strongly in the necessity of

educating both judges and the public to the

connection between law and life, so that one
might have, to use the title of his most
famous essay, a "Living Law." Brandeis

frequently quoted the old maxim, ex factor

jus orhitur, that "out of the facts grows the

law," and he insisted that only when judges

knew the facts could they hope to interpret a

living, developing law.

Brandeis's most famous contribution in this

area, of course, is the "Brandeis brief," which
he first used to defend an Oregon hours law in

1908. "A judge," Brandeis had once declared,

"is presumed to know the elements of law,

but there is no presumption that he knows
the facts."

In his Muller brief, Brandeis proceeded to

instruct the Court; after two pages of legal

citation, he piled on over one himdred pages

of labor statistics showing the world's

experience in relation to excessive working
hours for women. Years later he commented
that the brief might properly have been titled,

"What Any Fool Knows!"

The Brandeis brief in Muller in many ways
changed the practice of law as it related to

defending or attacking public policy. Lawryers

could no longer evade the responsibility of

instructing and advising the courts about the

relevant facts. A half-century later the

NAACP's Brandeis-style brief detailing how
segregated schools affected Negro children

certainly played a key role in the Brown
decision.

Once on the Court, Brandeis continued to

educate not only his colleagues, but the

American people as well. In his massively-

documented dissents, he attempted to show
not just the law, but the facts that had led the
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Biandeis with

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

legislature to enact the statute. He
established the pattern early on, beginning

with his first dissent, a case in which the

majority held that a federal employer's

liability case had preempted the field from
the states. "The importance of the question

involved" induced him to state his reasons

for dissenting, and he then bolstered his

position with extensive citations to past

decisions as well as a disquisition on the

nature, origin and purpose of the federal act,

and "world experience in dealmg with
industrial accidents."

Some people mistakenly believed that

Brandeis just could not drop the habits of the

advocate in order to assume the mantle of a

dispassionate, neutral judge. "If you could

hint to Brandeis," Harold Laski prodded

Holmes, "that judicial opinions aren't to be

written in the form of a brief it would be a

great relief to the world." Holmes agreed,

but there was little he could do. Both Laski

and Holmes, however, misunderstood that

in fact the aggressive practitioner had "cast

off the partisan robe." In its place, he

adopted a strategy of patient and endless

education.

By the time Brandeis came to the bench in

1916, his colleague and longtime friend,

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., had served for

15 terms. During that time. Holmes had
won the affection and admiration of

progressives for his biting dissents and his

willingness to let reform-minded legislatures

try their remedies, even though he

personally thought most reform measures
useless. Progressives loved to quote the

pithy Holmes, but while quotable, Holmes's
dissents did not give legal reformers the

guidance they needed to win cases.

Brandeis's did.

Because his colleagues often masked their

ideological choices behind such words as

"reasonable" and "relevant," Brandeis

would, as he had done m the MuUer brief,

show through a massive marshalling of facts

how particular legislation was reasonable

and relevant, and therefore a legitimate

exercise of the state's police power.

There seemed little chance, however, that

Brandeis would win over his conservative

colleagues, but he spoke only in part to the

men with whom he labored; his real

audience lay outside the courtroom, in the

public, the universities, the bar, and above

all, in the law schools.
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Melvin I. Urofsky, a guest

contiibutoT to this issue

of the Brandeis Review, is

a professor of history at

Virginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond
and a leading scholar on

Louis D. Brandeis. Before

moving to Richmond in

1974, he taught at the

Ohio State University

from 1964-67 and at the

State University ofNew
York at Albany from
1967-74. He has also

lectured in Canada,
France, Yugoslavia and
Israel.

He received his

undergraduate degree and
his doctorate in history

from Columbia
University; he also holds

a juris doctor from the

University of Virginia.

Over the years he has

received grants and
fellowships from the

Mershon Foundation, the

National Endowment for

the Humanities and the

American Council of

Learned Societies.

The author or editor of

more than two dozen
books and over a hundred
articles, he has
concentrated in recent

years on American
constitutional and legal

issues. Together with
David W. Levy, he has
edited the multivolume
Letters of Louis D.

Brandeis. In addition,

Urofsky has written

extensively on Brandeis,

including A Mind of One
Piece: Brandeis and
American Reform (1971)

and Louis D. Brandeis and
the Progressive Tradition

(1980).

His newest books are A
Conflict of Rights: The
Supreme Court and
Affirmative Action (1 991)

and Felix Frankfurter:

Judicial Restraint and
Individual Liberties

(1991). He is currently at

work on an examination

of death, dying and the

law.

During the 1920s and 1930s he peppered Felix

Frankfurter with suggestions that either he or

his students write articles on particular cases

exposing the fallacies of the majority

reasoning. "Glad to see the Harvard Law
Review performing in May issue its function

of enlightened public opinion on U.S.S.C.," he

told Frankfurter. "With 20 such organs, & the

service continued throughout 10 years, we
may hope to see some impression made.

There must be persistence." Brandeis then

used these pieces to bolster future opinions,

becoming the first justice to cite law review

articles, as well as a host of other

nontraditional materials, in a Court opinion.

Paul Freund, who as a young man clerked for

Brandeis, recalled that after laboring for weeks
in the research and revision of an opinion,

Brandeis would often say: "Now I think the

opinion is persuasive, but what can we do to

make it more instructive?" The clerks played

a key role in Brandeis's educational strategy in

two different ways. First, they did the research

that provided him with the facts he needed to

educate bench or bar. Dean Acheson, also a

Brandeis law clerk, recalled the work he had
done on a minor prohibition case, resulting in

footnotes covering 15 pages.

The clerks also constituted another part of

Brandeis's educational strategy. Although
Frankfurter had carte blanche in picking the

students he would send each fall to serve as

Brandeis's secretary, the justice noted that

"other things being equal, it is always

preferable to take someone whom there is

reason to believe will become a law teacher."

Brandeis took great delight when one of his

clerks did, in fact, wind up as a law teacher, as

half of them did. Through his clerks-become-

teachers, Brandeis knew his message would be

carried to another generation.

A second area in which Brandeis had a major

impact on modem constitutional thought

concerns free speech. Brandeis came onto the

Court at a time when it had not yet developed

a comprehensive jurisprudence regarding the

First Amendment. When the first case testing

the Wilson administration's restrictions on
speech during wartime reached the Court in

1919, Holmes spoke for all of the brethren in

upholding the restrictions. The proper judicial

inquiry, he said, was "whether the words used

are used in such circumstances and are of

such nature as to create a clear and present

danger that will bring about the substantive

evils that Congress has a right to prevent."

Because Brandeis voted with Holmes in

Schenck, and because the two of them
consistently dissented during the 1920s in

other cases restricting freedom of expression,

it is often assumed that the two men shared

the same view of free speech, and that view

the one articulated by Holmes. For Holmes,

free speech was an abstract value, and he once

commented that "I see no meaning in the

rights of man except what the crowd will

fight for." But it had value in a democracy

because it allowed the peaceful substitution
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of one majority by other majorities; truth

would win out in the marketplace of ideas.

Brandeis later told Felix Frankfurter that he

regretted going along with the majority to

uphold the conviction in Schenck. "I have

never been quite happy about my
concurrence....! had not then thought the

issues of freedom of speech out—I thought at

the subject, not through it." In subsequent

speech cases, while still nominally adhering

to the "clear and present danger" test,

Brandeis began to fashion a far more coherent

jurisprudence, one that has been at the core of

modem First Amendment theory.

Without going into details of all the cases, let

me suggest that Brandeis, far more than

Holmes in these early cases, implicitly

understood the broad blanket of protection

the First Amendment spread over unpopular
speech. The problem with "clear and present

danger" is it assumed that speech, while

important, was not an absolute right, and that

government could, under appropriate

conditions, restrict expression. The First

Amendment obviously set limits on just how
far the legislature could go in infringing on
speech, but the test itself is more than a little

subjective. If beauty is in the eye of the

beholder, clear and present danger is in the ear

of the listener.

It is apparent that when it came to civil

liberties issues, Brandeis advocated exactly

the opposite of what he had supposedly stood

for in economic cases: judicial restraint and
deference to legislative will. Here Brandeis

called for judges to limit legislative discretion,

to use their own judgment about what is

reasonable and fair and to nullify legislation if

in fact it went too far in restricting free

speech.

But why this passion for speech? For the

answer to that we have to turn to one of

Brandeis's most famous and eloquent

opinions, his concurrence in the case of Anita
Whitney, convicted of helping to organize and
assemble with the Communist Labor party, at

that time a felony in Califomia.

What immediately catches one's attention is

Brandeis's passionate language. As one scholar

has noted, Brandeis showed no less sensitivity

to free speech in his earlier opinions, but they
are all written "in a careful, measured fashion,

shorn of rhetoric, and dominated by points of

statutory construction and evidentiary

insufficiency."

Here Brandeis focuses almost entirely on the

critical contemporary questions in First

Amendment jurisprudence: under what
circumstances, if any, may the government
prohibit advocacy of a particular course of

action? Why do we value speech so highly? Is

it just for the sake of the marketplace of ideas,

as Holmes suggested, or is there another issue

of such great value to us that we are willing to

protect even speech highly critical of our

society and its institutions? Holmes never

answered that question, and without an

answer there can be no systematic

development of a free speech jurisprudence.

Brandeis did, in a lengthy passage that has

often been quoted, and is worth quoting again,

even briefly:

Those who won our independence beheved
that the final end of the State was to make
men free to develop their faculties; and that

in its government the deliberative forces

should prevail over the arbitrary. They
valued liberty both as an end and as a

means. They believed liberty to be the secret

of happiness and courage to be the secret of

liberty. They believed that freedom to think

as you will and to speak as you think are

means indispensable to the discovery and
spread of political truth; that without free

speech and assembly discussion would be

futile: that with them, discussion affords

ordinarily adequate protection against the

dissemination of noxious doctrine; that the

greatest menace to freedom is an inert people;

that public discussion is a political duty; and
that this should be a fundamental principle

of the American government.

Here we do not have Brandeis the man of

facts, nor Brandeis the man of law. This is not

the voice of a dispassionate, disinterested

bystander, not the pen of a man of whom it

was frequently said that even his personal

letters read like Brandeis briefs. Rather we
have here the philosopher of freedom, a man
who provided, for the first time in American
jurisprudence, a coherent rationale for the

relationship of free expression to democratic

society.

We don't need the sterile icon of Frankfurter's

Brandeis, nor the overly magnified warts of

Mui-phy's Brandeis, to understand and
appreciate Brandeis on his own terms—a man
who used his considerable intellectual

abilities to make the law a partner in

mankind's eternal seeking after liberty.

Once on the Court,

Brandeis continued to

educate not only his

colleagues, but the

American people as well.

In his massively-

documented dissents, he

attempted to show not just

the law, but the facts that

had led the legislature to

enact the statute.
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Brandeis at Chatham

Alice Bnindeis

sitting by the

boathouse on

Oyster Pond River

by Brenda Marder

14 Brandeis Review

On Cape Cod, a hook of land that thrusts 65 miles into

the Atlantic, almost everyone can discover his or her
own vision of paradise. Even today, tucked beyond the

stench of car fumes and pressures of overpopulation,

parts of Cape Cod remain breathtaking—long reaches of

sand dunes and sky vk'here a solitary visitor can loll for

hours and watch the heaving waves strike the shore.

Anchored in the elbow of Cape Cod, iust where the

peninsula veers north, sprawls one of the oldest Cape
Cod settlements, Chatham, "a veritable town at sea,

lying farther oceanward than any other town in the

United States," wrote a 19th-century inhabitant.

Mapped by Samuel de Champlain in 1606 and settled

since colonial times, Chatham possesses a varied

architecture style, with many houses that are gems of

the colonial and Victorian era.

In the early 1920s, lustice Louis Brandeis chose

Chatham for his summer residence: so great a part of

his life was spun out there that in 1973 his summer
cottage, which remains essentially unchanged from his

time, was made a National Historic Landmark. His

purchase of the cottage and enduring attachment to it

reveal much about Brandeis the man.

With the opening of the Chatham Branch Railroad in

1887, the town, a whaling center in the colonial period,

and later, a fishing port in Louis Brandeis's day, became



Alice and Louis

Brandeis in their

. later years still

enjoying Chatham

accL^Mhlc to vacationers. Then in 1911 with the .itKcnt

of the automobile and the building of roads to

accommodate the swelling traffic, scores of visitors

motored to the Cape. The public had discovered one of

the most exquisite spots on Cape Cod.

By early 1 920, Chatham offered a total of 460 hotel

rooms within the confines of its 12 square miles and an
expanding number of tennis, beach and golf clubs,

places the justice avoided, preferring the privacy of his

own property. Yet, in the decade when Brandeis

purchased his summer house, the year-round

population was still small, having risen only slightly

from 1,737 in 1920 to 1,931 in 1930. During this same
period, in the summer, the population ballooned to

5,000. By 1925, of the 785 dwellings, 206 were owned
by summer residents. By 1940, the year before he died,

the year-round population increased to 2,138, about
one-quarter of what it is today.

After renting the rambling cottage, situated on a remote
section of what was then called Skunk's Neck,
Chatham, now, more antiseptically. Stage Neck, for at

least one or perhaps two summers, in 1923 Brandeis
bought the weathered, clapboard dwelling and its 19

acres of land. For some 20 years, he and his family—his

wife, Alice, their two daughters, Susan and Elizabeth

—

migrated from Washington to summer there. In the 70

years since its purchase, the old homestead has been

occupied every summer by the family—after his and his

wife's death, by his daughter, Elizabeth, and now his

grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great-great-

grandchildren. Currently, the house is owned by his

gi'andson, Walter Raushenbush, who has summered
there for over 60 years.

As much as Louisville, Kentucky, where he was bom in

1856, Massachusetts was Brandeis's home. From his

student days, when he travelled north to Cambridge in

1875 to study law at Hai-vard, he was entranced with

Boston. In letters to his parents, he enthused over his

social contacts and the stimulating atmosphere

surrounding that great institution. "For me, the world's

center was Cambridge," he once said.

After law school, in 1878, he moved to St. Louis,

Missouri, to start his legal career but found the place

culturally arid compared to the heady intellectual

climate of Massachusetts. When his former Harvard
Law School classmate, Samuel Warren, ]r., invited

Brandeis back to Boston in 1879 to open their own law

firm (its heir today is Nutter McClennen & Fish,

Brandeis's name having been removed when he joined

the Supreme Court), he rejoiced in his return with the

enthusiasm of a man who had been in exile. In the
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Brandeis built this addition

to the cottage as a study

where he could review the

Supreme Court's writs of

certiorari over the summer
(left); The Louis D. Brandeis

House in Chatham (right)

Boston area, he extolled, "One can enjoy living.. .and

nature is so beautiful. Oh, how beautiful are heaven and
earth here, hills and water, nature and art." One
observer noted that he had even grafted the famous
Massachusetts diction onto his southern drawl: "his

low voice kept the softness of Kentucky, with the broad
'a' and lost 'r' of Boston."

In Massachusetts, he spent the feistiest period of his

legal career, earning the sobriquet of "the people's

attorney" as he battled big corporations in the name of

the common people. In this state, he developed a highly

successful law practice, acquired his fortune and forged

for himself a national reputation. Hobnobbing with the

Boston Brahmins and affected by the indigenous Puritan

tradition, he absorbed the values and Yankee ethos that

formed his world outlook. From these contacts, many of

his biographers believe, he took his enduring notions of

frugality and his hatred of ostentation. From the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, he was appointed to

the Supreme Court by Woodrow Wilson in 1916. When
it counts the number of justices it has sent to the

highest court in the land, Massachusetts lists Brandeis
along with such other native sons as Bostonian Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Jr., Brandeis's close friend and
companion, in dissent.

Toward the end of his life as Brandeis reflected on his

remarkable career, he told a family member that his

most worthwhile years were when he was in his fifties,

referring nostalgically to the last decade in Boston
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before his appointment to the Supreme Court. This is

an extraordinary remark considering his later

attainments on the Supreme Court and his influential

relationship with President Franklin Roosevelt during

the New Deal. Once he relocated to Washington, he
cherished his summer residence in Massachusetts all

the more as a tie to his adopted state.

Among his accomplishments in the Massachusetts
period was the creation of savings bank life insurance,

inaugurated in 1907 and still in operation today. He was
also involved in railroad rate regulations, labor

management relations and wage and hour laws, where
he gained his reputation for fighting "bigness." Ln 1914,

his name spread nationally with the publication of his

work. Other People's Money and How Bankers Use
It—a scathing attack on corporate power. His views
were instrumental in the passage of the Clayton Act
and the Federal Trade Commission Act, both antitrust

measures that remain central features of American
corporate legislation.

When exactly Brandeis started to visit Cape Cod, we
don't know. In 1879, he spent a weekend as a guest of

the Holmeses in Mattapoisett, at the gateway to the

Cape. Mentions of towns on or at the gateway to the

Cape appear early in the Brandeis family

correspondence. His mother wrote to him in 1882 that

"I did not dream that I should be with all of you so



soon,—you and sea and land and that sweet idyllic

peace. Mattapoisett.. .grows upon you." And there is a

picture of him in bathing gear in 1904 with his two
little daughters at Manomet, also at the gateway.
According to his grandson, Frank Gilbert, he began
renting houses on the Cape in about 1902 at the village

of Bass River, over 10 miles from Chatham by water. He
loved to canoe, relishing the challenge of open waters
and sometimes paddled from Bass River, a course that

swomg him out into the choppier seas of Nantucket
Sound, before he hove into the protected Oyster Pond
River that flows into Chatham.

In 1922, the Brandeises began to stay in Chatham,
where they finally purchased the cottage in 1923,

influenced perhaps by his law partner, Edward
McCleimen, who owned a house on Chatham's north
shore. His close friend Jacob deHaas has described
Brandeis in his element there, "In an old sweater under
his heavy tweed jacket, cap on head, he saunters
through the berry paths that lead from his Chatham
home to the river inlet."

Spread on a bluff above Oyster Pond River, the
extensive and still relatively remote property
commands a spectacular view. Below is Oyster Pond
River, a salt-water inlet streaming east into town and

west and south into Stage Harbor and the sparkling

immensity of Nantucket Sound. Simple and almost
spartan, the no-nonsense house, neatly integrated into

its natural setting, would have appealed to Brandeis

immediately. Not that he wanted to own property. All

his life he eschewed ownership, although he had bought
residences in Boston and Dedham, Massachusetts (for

weekends and vacations when the children were very

young). His granddaughter, Alice Popkin, said recently

that he had a deep sense of nature and of man's relation

to the simple things of life. "He didn't want to own
things, because to own things meant that it took time
to take care of them. He didn't want to take the time.

Time was the most important thing to him," she

remembers. One biographer claimed that only when the

owner of the cottage in Chatham tired of renting it and
decided to sell it, did Brandeis buy it to keep the

property from being sold out of his grasp.

Unadorned now as then, the cottage retains its

attraction: its charm lies in its weathered shingles, its

plain frame and the natural phenomena that surround
it. Separated from the hubbub and frivolous

amusements of tourists, here Brandeis could spend his

leisure rusticating with his family or conversing with
selected friends, canoeing with his wife, reading Greek
literature and medieval history, restoring himself from
the press of work in the capital.
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Brandeis Symposium

On October 3, the 50th

anniversary of the death of

its namesake, the University

paused to remember
Associate Supreme Court

Justice Louis Dembitz

Brandeis with lectures and
the opening of a Louis

Brandeis exhibit at the

American Jewish {Historical

Society Library on campus.
The symposium, "The
Legacy of Louis D.

Brandeis: A Symposium
Marking the 50th

Anniversary of His Death,"

which was presented by the

Office of the Dean of the

College and the Helmsley

Public Lecture Fund,

offered four lectures on
different aspects of

Brandeis's life. Morton
Keller, Samuel J. and
Augusta Spector Professor

of History at Brandeis,

spoke on "Brandeis:

Progressive Reformer and

Social Visionary." Another

Brandeis professor,

Jonathan Sarna, Joseph
H. and Belle R. Braun
Professor of American
Jewish History, lectured

on "Brandeis: Zionist

Leader and Jew." Philippa

Strum, professor of

political science at

Brooklyn College, spoke
on "Brandeis: People's

Lawyer" and Melvin

Urofsky, professor of

history at Virginia

Commonwealth
University, discussed
"Brandeis: Supreme Court

Justice." Special guests at

the Legacy Day were
members of Louis

Brandeis's family, his

granddaughter, Alice

Popkin, and five of his

great-grandchildren. Louis Brandeis's

descendants gather on

campus to attend the

symposium marking the

50th anniversary of

Brandeis's death: (left to

right) Brandeis's great-

grandchildren, Caila

Raushenbush, Paul

Raushenbush, Ann Popkin

Kahn, Louisa Popkin.

Richard Raushenbush and

Alice Popkin, Brandeis's

granddaughter

Leisure for Louis Brandeis was a conscious activity: it

formed a vital part of his life and he alvvays reserved

time for recreation. About his work ethic, he wrote in

1893, "A bookkeeper can work 8 or 10 hours a day, and
perhaps 12, year in-year out, and always be good (tho' 1

doubt it). But a man who practices law, who aspires to

the higher places of his profession must keep his mind
fresh. ...There must be time for that unconscious

thinking which comes to the busy man in his play." He
insisted that "The American standard of living demands
not only a high minimum wage, but a high minmium
of leisure because we must meet also needs other than

material ones. The welfare of our country demands that

leisure be provided for." In Brandeis's mind, leisure was
a synonym for freedom. "He believed in freedom as the

guarantor of social justice and economic justice

—

freedom as the only condition in which men and
women could speak for themselves, do for themselves
and thrive," said former Attorney General Dick
Thomburgh last year when lecturing on Louis Brandeis.

Thus Brandeis's purchase of the cottage was not the

product of a self-indulgent, rich man's whim, but a

conscious choice that responded to his world outlook.

Of Brandeis's life at Chatham, Rabbi Philip Bernstein of

Rochester, New York, who also owned a place on the

Cape, wrote, "It was typical of the man's deep love of

simplicity and reflected the universal element of

greatness—the capacity to stand alone, to be

independent of the activities and judgments of the rest

of mankind."

The house, now shingled, is located southwest of the

town's center at the end of an unpaved driveway,

surrounded by 1 1 acres of pines and scrub timber of the

sort one sees all over Cape Cod. (Some eight acres were
sold in recent times.) A tall privet hedge over 12 feet

high obscures most of the building from the road except

for the gable roof peering above the hedge. In Brandeis's

day, though, the hedges were trimmed low and most of

the house was visible. Representative of the area's

vernacular architecture, the main part of the house

stands one and one-half stories high, with six over six

sash windows flanked by blue shutters; it is rectangular

in shape, with a steeply pitched roof pierced by a central

chimney.
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The living room of the

Brandeis cottage in

Chatham with some of the

original pieces of furniture.

Note print of the justice by

Warhol (left): Brandeis with

his daughters at the beach

at Manomet {1904} (bottom)

Reports in Chatham's town archives suggest that the

shed dormers on both slopes of the roof were probably

added a short time before Brandeis's purchase of the

property, as was the two-story rear kitchen. Also

constructed right before his purchase is the single-story

dependency, sited at right angles to the main stmcture

and now set up as laundry room, four bedrooms and

bathroom with only slight modifications since

Brandeis's day. A detached outbuilding a few feet

behind the dependency provides an extra room for

guests.

Until 1944, when a hurricane wrecked it, a windmill,

towering between the outbuilding and the main
structure, not only pumped water for the house but

gave the grandchildren an exciting superstmcture to

climb on. After the hurricane, it was torn down and
replaced with an electric pump.

Although one local historian judges the main part of the

house to date back as early as 1786-1800, others have

dated it to the mid- 1800s. The early deeds have not

been searched, but it is generally agreed that it is the

same property that was once called "The Old
Nickerson Farm" after a family who once owned it and

trace themselves directly back to the first inhabitants of

Chatham. The person who sold the house to Brandeis

was Charles Ashley Hardy, head of the Chatham
Associates, a tum-of-the-centui7 real estate

development company.

Brandeis made only two structural changes. One was a

glassed-in porch (approxuTiately 6 x 20 feet), added to

the east side of the house, that he used as an office

during the summer. Here he pondered the writs of

certiorari, requests sent from attorneys all over the

country petitioning the Supreme Court judges to hear

their cases. In this room, on plain bookcases stood 300

volumes of the United States Reports (decisions of the

Supreme Court). At summer's end, the grandchildren

were enlisted "Hke a bucket brigade," says Walter

Raushenbush, to pass the volumes through a window
into Brandeis's adjacent, more protected bedroom, so

they would not get damp during the winter. On this

porch, the justice would sit at a round table, pouring

over his papers and books. At one end of the small

porch he had put a wooden bench for visitors.
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The four grandchildren at

Chatham in the late 1930s:

(left to Tight) Alice Popkin,

Frank Gilbert (front). Louis

Gilbert (rear) and Walter

Raushenbush

The grandchildren in the

summer of 1991 at

Chatham: (left to right)

Walter Raushenbush, Frank

Gilbert and Alice Brandeis

Gilbert Popkin

The other structural change he made was the addition

of a small area (10x4 feet) that led off the dining room
on the west side of the house. Lined with bookcases,

the space has windows to catch the afternoon sun. Here
the family would sit and watch the brilliant red Cape
Cod summer sunsets. In his last years, Brandeis would
ensconce himself on a couch in this comfortable comer
and read or rest in the early morning hours.

In Brandeis's time a screened wooden porch stretched

across the front and southwest side of the house. After

his death, the porch's wooden floor and roof

deteriorated and was removed by Raushenbush. The
frame—square wooden posts and the plates that top

them—was left intact and today encloses a brick-paved

patio, keeping the original proportion and function of

the open porch. Pink roses, the ubiquitous Cape Cod
climbers, cover the frame.

If you leave the house and descend toward the river

through the scrubby path, you arrive at the boathouse

that Brandeis built in 1937 to store his canoe and his

children's sailboats and skiffs. The canoe lies there at

rest, green canvas stretched over its wooden frame,

which has the polished richness of mahogany. Painted

roughly on an interior wall is a date— 1939—with the

names and nicknames of Elizabeth and her husband
Paul Raushenbush, Susan and her husband Jacob

Gilbert, and the names of the grandchildren, lending a

poignant reality to the scene. It is not hard to imagine

the justice dragging the canoe down the few yards to the

river and paddhng off on a humid August day.

Through the main entrance of the house, an

unimposing six-panelled door, poured a constant stream

of visitors. Harold Putnam of the Boston Daily Globe,

remembering the door, wrote in 1941: "For years, the

great of the nation paid a summer pilgrimage to the

Brandeis home, driving up the sandy lane, stopping

beside the weather-beaten porch, meeting the Justice

—

always ready on the dot—at the door." Once inside, the

visitors find themselves in a central passage: doors lead

left to the living room and right to Brandeis's bedroom.

In this small bedroom he hosted his friends. The room
still holds many of his personal items—his bed, dresser

and photos. On the wall was a photo of a group of adult

Danish students (he admired Danish institutions,

which he considered good examples of democracy); a

clipping of his good friend, editor of Harper's Weekly,
Norman Hapgood; a picture of Samuel Warren, Jr., his

first law partner, at the helm of a sailboat; and a photo
of Benjamin Cardozo, also an associate justice of the

Supreme Court and his close friend.

Putnam, who remembered every article in that

bedroom, wrote a few days after the justice's death, "a

visit with Brandeis was an event in anyone's life. A talk

with him in his simple bedroom was a memory journey

back through the struggles of generations of Americans

who believed in the democratic ideal." Putnam recalled

how he had visited him a year before: "I sat with him,

took in the. ..bed, the painted table piled high

with. ..clippings and notes, the yellowed pictures on the

old walls. Here the justice was at home."

On the opposite side of the central passage, the living

room, dominated by a fireplace with a plain wooden
mantel, is as unpretentious as the rest of the house.

Encircled by a white chair rail, it is uncomfortably

furnished for contemporary bodies, which seek a more
sprawling position than the wooden benches and stiff-

backed chairs allow. A small television set the

Raushenbushes have installed on a table, their

condescension no doubt to guests who need this

modem Imk to the outside world, rings a dissonant

note. On the wall, the Raushenbushes have hung a

colorful print of Brandeis, done by Warhol (1981). It is

just these touches, signs of inhabitation and
immediacy, that keep the house a living testimony

rather than a stilled museum.

One can picture the great visitors of the day—Felix

Frankfurter, Brandeis's loyal stalwart and associate

justice to the Supreme Court; John Lord O'Brian,

famous constitutional lawyer; David Ben-Gurion, first

prime minister of Israel; Cardozo; and others sitting

ramrod straight on unyielding furniture, engaged in

lively conversation with then host.

The dining room, which is directly behind the living

room, is the largest of those described so far. The
handsome, oval table is frequently expanded today, as it

was in Brandeis's time, by six leaves to accommodate
14 people. The room also has a fireplace and, of course,

is open to the sunny addition (discussed earlier) in the

southwest comer of the room. On a sunny day in

August, we gathered round the table with the three

grandchildren and their spouses and one of the great-

grandchildren, Louisa Popkin, a graduate student at

Tufts, to enjoy a delicious clam chowder, the ambrosia

of Massachusetts, prepared by our host, Walter

Raushenbush, and to discuss Brandeis's life in

Chatham.

A concealed stairway leads from the dining room to the

upstairs where there are five small bedrooms, one of

them used by Mrs. Brandeis. She died m 1945 four years

after her husband's death on October 5, 1941.

Behind the dining room is the spacious kitchen made
homey by the wide, old floor boards and the exposed
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Louis Dembitz
Brandeis's Descendants

pipes. The Raushenbushes remodeled it only slightly

with the installation of the usual kitchen appliances

and a modem sink to replace the old soapstone sink.

From here, a door opens to steep steps leading down to a

small circular cellar.

Biographers have described vividly how Brandeis

detested such modem contrivances as the car and the

telephone and drove his horses around Washington long

after others had availed themselves of the automobile.

Not until years after he died, did the family replace the

icebox for a refrigerator: they were among the last

summer residents to make this leap into the

technological world. The cottage was not electrified

until the 1930s, and around the same time a phone was
installed. I assumed that the justice would not have

taken kindly to the television set in the living room,

but Raushenbush disagreed, remembering how eagerly

his grandfather had hooked up a radio to listen to the

1936 Democratic and Republican nominating
conventions and his rapt attention in September 1,

1939, to the German invasion of Poland.

Today, Chatham is an even greater magnet to the

summer crowd: more than 25 thousand tourists surge

in for the season to join the 6,600 year-round residents.

The town is not the same quaint byway that Brandeis

knew. In fact, those of us who loved the Cape before the

War decry what has happened there in the last few
decades. But in places, gulls, tems, egrets, pipers and
herons still hold dominion, swooping above the water

or pecking along the shore, where Brandeis and his wife

once sat for hours lost in the spectacle.

And if you stroll the sandy paths that wind around
Brandeis's property, you can dream of another time
when men like Louis Brandeis, Holmes and Cardozo
graced the bench of the highest court in the land.

For the preparation of this article, the author wishes to thank
Norman Pacun. chair of the Chatham Historical Commission,
for sending me historical documents relating to the history of

the town and the Louis D. Brandeis House: Walter Raushenbush
(Louis D. Brandeis's grandson and current owner of the Louis D.

Brandeis House) and his wife. Marylu. for inviting me to visit

the house; and Frank Gilbert and Alice Brandeis Popkin
(grandson and granddaughter of Louis D. Brandeis) for their

suggestions m helping me reconstruct the historical background
of life at Chatham as they remembered it from their childhood
in the 1930s and early 1940s. Charles Cutter of Brandeis
University Library's Special Collections facilitated my search for

photographic material housed in the Library.

Frank Gilbert, son of

Susan Brandeis Gilbert

and Jacob Gilbert, grew
up in New York City and
now lives in Maryland. A
graduate of Harvard

College and Harvard Law
School, he works for the

National Trust for Historic

Preservation, aiding cities

throughout the country to

develop laws and
programs that protect

landmarks and historic

districts. Before joining

the National Trust, he

helped New York City

establish its program for

historic buildings. He
served as executive

director of the New York

City Landmarks
Preservation Commission
and was a leader in the 12-

year battle to save Grand
Central Terminal In New
York City, a controversy

that ended with a major

United States Supreme
Court decision upholding

the constitutionality of

historic preservation laws.

He is married to Ann
Hersh.

Alice Popkin, daughter of

Susan Brandeis Gilbert

and Jacob Gilbert, has
been practicing law since

1987 in Chatham,
Massachusetts, where she

concentrates in trusts,

estate planning and
probate administration.

Before relocating to

Chatham, she worked in

Washington as a

practicing attorney,

consultant on
international

environmental issues and
juvenile justice. From

1 977-79, she was an

associate administrator,

Office of International

Activities at the

Environmental Protection

Agency. Early in her

career she held positions

in the Peace Corps as

acting chief of private

agency relations and
director of international

programs. She is married

to Jordan Popkin and has
three adult children:

Susan, Louisa and Anne.
She grew up in New York

City and received her B.A.

from Radcliffe College and
her law degree from Yale.

Frank, Alice and their

brother Louis, who lives in

upstate New York, spent

their childhood summers
in Chatham. In 1936-37

their parents built a house
across the fields from the

Brandeis cottage, which
was sold recently.

Walter Raushenbush, son
of Brandeis's younger
daughter, Elizabeth

Brandeis Raushenbush
and Paul Raushenbush,
grew up in Madison,

Wisconsin. He attended

Harvard College and
earned his law degree at

the University of

Wisconsin Law School,

where he is currently

professor of law. His

primary teaching area is

property and real estate

and he is the author of

numerous books and
articles. He is the owner of

the Brandeis House in

Chatham, which he

inherited from his mother.

He is married to Marylu de
Watteville, a

photographer, some of

whose photographs
appear in this article. They
have four adult children:

Lorraine, Paul, Richard

and Carla.
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Louis D. Brandeis: Zionist Leader

by Jonathan D. Sama 75, M.A. 75

"The work for Zionism," Justice

Louis D. Brandeis wrote to his

mother-in-law on December 20,

1917, "has seemed to me, on the

whole, the most worthwhile of all 1

have attempted." The justice

penned these words at a moment of

great rejoicing. The British army
had just captured Jerusalem from
the Turks and His Majesty's

government had, only a few weeks
before, issued the Balfour

Declaration promising to "view
with favour the establishment in

Palestine of a national home for the

Jewish people." Brandeis, who had
devoted three eventful years to

leading the American Zionist

movement, derived "great

satisfaction" from both of these

developments. Zionism, as he

understood it, was "a movement to

give the Jews. ..the land of their

fathers where the Jewish life may be

lived normally and naturally, and
where the Jews can govern

themselves and may in time hope to

constitute a majority of the

population and look forward

to. ..home rule." The events of 1917,

he believed, pointed toward the

realization of these hopes.

Brandeis was a relative newcomer to

the Zionist movement. Until he
was well into his fifties, he had been

far removed not only from Zionism

Brandeis during his only trip

to Palestine m 1919

but from most other forms of active

Jewish life. He maintained a few
business associations with Jews, but

did not live near other Jews, did not

belong to any synagogue, gave only

perfunctory gifts to Jewish charities

and socialized largely with non-Jews.

As a boy growing up in Louisville, he

had experienced traditional Judaism

at the home of his mother's brother,

Lewis Dembitz, whom he revered

and whose last name he adopted for

his middle name. Yet he never

himself took up any traditional
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Jewish practices, and he remained, by

his own admission, extraordinarily

ignorant about Judaism's rites and

precepts.

Why Brandeis came to "convert" to

Zionism so late in life has been

described, quite appropriately, as "an

enduring mystery." True conversions

are usually somewhat inscrutable,

and in Brandeis's case all that can be

said with absolute certainty is that

the shift resulted from a complex
series of remote and proximate

causes, some of them conscious,

some of them undoubtedly

unconscious.

Brandeis's uncle and mentor, Lewis

Dembitz, was an early supporter of

Zionism; his wife, Alice Goldmark
Brandeis, at least according to some
family sources, likewise influenced

him in a Zionist direction.

Burgeoning anti-Semitism in Boston

and Brandeis's own encounters with

prejudice may also have affected his

worldview, but to what extent is

uncertain. Brandeis claimed in 1914

that his concern with Zionism
stemmed from his role "in the

adjustment of the great strike among
the garment workers of New York in

1910." This mediation, which
resulted in the signing of a famous
"protocol of peace," brought him into

contact with the East European
Jewish masses, Jews of a type he had
never encountered before. He was
deeply impressed with their values

("within them there was a true

democratic feeling and a deep

appreciation of the elements of social

justice"), and gradually they began to

take the place in his mind of his

former ideal, the Brahmins of Boston,

with whom he had become
disenchanted.

Already in a 1910 interview with

the Jewish Advocate, Brandeis

declared his warm sympathy for the

Zionist cause, although he had yet

to study the subject in depth. This

he accomplished over the next few

years, under the tutelage of such

leading Zionists as Aaron
Aaronsohn, Horace Kallen, Shmarya
Levin, Bemard Rosenblatt, Nahum
Sokolow, Stephen S. Wise and,

above all, Jacob deHaas. The latter,

whose August 13, 1912 meeting

with Brandeis is so often seen as

pivotal in transforming his Zionist

predilections into a full-scale

ideological commitment, became
Brandeis's personal guide to

Zionism and helped to propel him,

on August 30, 1914, to the

chainnanship of the Provisional

Executive Committee for General

Zionist Affairs.

When he did, finally, give his heart

and soul to Zionism, Brandeis's

leadership brought about an historic

turning point in the movement's
fortunes. Where before it had been

restricted to a narrow circle of true

believers, now it emerged as an

effective political force. Brandeis

helped to bring order into the

Zionist camp, and, in good
progressive fashion, he promoted
the virtues of organizational

efficiency, symbolized by the time

clock that he had installed in the

Zionist offices. He also helped the

Zionist movement raise an

unprecedented amount of money,
including substantial sums from his

own pockets. To the cause,

he donated $171,538 between 1914

and 1921 and a lifetime total

(including half of his residual estate)

of more than $1.6 million.

Brandeis's importance, however,

extended far beyond these

administrative and charitable

contributions. What really

promoted the Zionist movement in

America was his persona and

mystique, his charm, fluency,

sincerity and passion, the thrill of

being part of a movement that he

headed. Jacob deHaas captured the

spirit of this personality cult (a cult

that deHaas did much to encourage)

in a sycophantic passage in which
he described Brandeis as "a Jew who
is keen to feel and think with his

people and who the world over, has

come to be known as Israel's

greatest spiritual guide and most
practical adviser in this

generation. ..whose private office in

Washington is a temple to which
men and women make pilgrimages

from all the ends of the earth."

When Brandeis travelled on behalf

of Zionism, his presence alone was
usually sufficient to attract an
audience. His prestige was such that

when he appeared at the annual

Zionist conventions, members of

the audience spontaneously rose to

their feet. They looked up to

Brandeis as their prophet, compared
him to Isaiah and pledged to him
their abiding devotion and
faithfulness.

Brandeis's formal leadership of the

Zionist movement in America
extended through seven memorable
years, 1914-21. During this period,

he barnstormed the country

speaking out on Zionism's behalf,

won for Zionism a host of

significant new supporters, oversaw

a dramatic if temporary rise in

Zionist movement memberships
and fund-raising, played a behind-

the-scenes role in formulating and
winning American acceptance of

the Balfour Declaration (1917-18),

helped to author what became the

official program of the American
Zionist movement, the so-called

Pittsliurgh Program (1918),

undertook his first (and only) tour of

Palestine (1919) and was elected

honorary president of the World
Zionist Organization (1920).

Early m his term, in July 1916, he
officially stepped down from all of

his positions in Zionist and Jewish

organizations to avoid embarrassing

the Supreme Court, of which he had

]ust become a member. He
continued, however, to serve in an

honorary capacity and henceforward

exercised overall authority from
behind-the-scenes.
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Jonathan Sarna 75, M.A.
'75 attended the Hebrew
College in Boston and
Merkaz HaRav Kook in

Jerusalem and obtained

his doctorate in history

from Yale University in

1979. From 1979-90, he
taught at Hebrew Union
College-Jewish Institute

of Rehgion in Cincinnati,

where he became
professor of American
Jewish history and
director of the Center for

the Study of the American
Jewish Experience. He has

also taught at Yale

University, the University

of Cincirmati and the

Hebrew University in

Jerusalem. In 1990, Sarna

returned to Brandeis to

assume the new Joseph H.

and Belle R. Braun
Professorship in American
Jewish History in the

Department of Near
Eastern and Judaic

Studies. At Brandeis he
directs the Joint Seminar
in American Jewish

Studies with the

American Jewish

Historical Society and
edits the new series

entitled Brandeis Studies

in American fewish

History, Culture and Life

with the University Press

of New England. He has
written, edited or

coedited 12 books,

including The American
Jewish Experience, a

reader-. People Walk on
Their Heads, a volume
dealing with Jewish

immigrant hfe in New
York; Jacksonian Jew, a

biography of Mordecai
Noah that was nominated
for the National Jewish

Book Award; JPS, a

history of the Jewish

Pubhcation Society; and,

with Nancy Klein, The
Jews of Cincinnati, a

community history. Sarna

is currently working on a

documentary history of

rehgion and state issues

affecting American Jews,

an interpretive history of

American Judaism and an
illustrated history of the

Jews of Boston.

This arrangement continued imtil

1921. In that year, a long-simmering

policy dispute between Brandeis and
Chaim Weizmann, the great

European Zionist leader, broke into

the open. On the surface, the

dispute focused around the

European proposal to create a

central financial agency for

Palestine development, the Keren
Hayesod, on a basis that Brandeis

believed to be financially

irresponsible. At a deeper level,

however, the dispute highlighted

far-reaching ideological and cultural

differences between American and
European-bom Zionists and
reflected both personal mistrust and
sharp disagreements over Zionism's

mission, priorities and
administration. It also brought to

the surface long-standing

complaints against Brandeis's covert

form of leadership and lack of full-

time devotion to the Zionist cause.

When delegates to the Zionist

Organization of America
convention, meeting in Cleveland

in Jime 1921, sided with Weizmann
on the Keren Hayesod issue,

Brandeis and 37 of his chief loyalists

resigned. "Our place is as humble

workers in the ranks," he declared

in a subsequent letter.

Brandeis, of course, never did take

his place as a "humble worker in

the ranks." Instead, he and his

stalwarts promoted the economic
development of Palestine,

supporting large and small projects

designed to strengthen the

industrial and agriculture base of

the country. He became particularly

close to young and in some cases

radical Labor Zionists associated

with Ha-Shomer Ha-Tzair in

Palestine. Whatever he thought of

the Marxism that some of them
espoused, he was strongly drawn to

their idealism. He also continued to

follow developments within the

American Zionist movement, and
in the wake of the 1929 Hebron
riots, the untimely passing of the

great American Jewish leader Louis

Marshall and the almost total

collapse of the Zionist Organization

of America under the

maladministration of Louis Lipsky,

he reemerged as a significant.
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behind-the-scenes player in Zionist

affairs. While he declined the

official responsibility of leadership,

pleading old age, he was generally

consulted about major actions and
decisions.

Chaim Weizmann, watching from
abroad, was dismayed. "Brandeis is

old," he wrote, "and remains

enshrined in Washington like an
ikon and waits for the worshippers

to come and kneel before him. He is

not in a position to do anything or

to inspire anybody in such difficult

times." The religious metaphor was
apt, but the conclusion proved wide
of the mark. In fact, Brandeis did

inspire American Zionists—more
so, indeed, than any other American
Jewish leader. Being in Washington,
he was also able to carry on
important assignments for the

Zionist movement, while his

associates kept him constantly

informed of developments
elsewhere. As late as 1941, the last

year of his life, more than half of the

significant letters that he wrote (at

least those that have been
published) concemed Zionist affairs.

One of these, a letter to President

Franklin Delano Roosevelt,

expressed alarm over "the danger

threatening the Jewish community
in Palestine" and pleaded for "a

word. ..to the British manifesting

your desire to be assured that the

Jews in Palestine will be afforded

the necessary means for self-

protection."

During his three decades as an
American Zionist leader, Brandeis

helped to transform the

movement's image and identity.

This may have been, in retrospect,

his most important contribution to

the cause: his success in ( 1

)

legitimating, (2) Americanizing and
(3) idealizing Zionism's message. To
be sure, his ideological approach to

Zionism was not original. Such
thinkers as Israel Friedlaender and
Horace Kallen had anticipated him.
Instead, it was his formulation of

American Zionism—his emphases,
allusions, nuances and, above all,

his memorable epigrams—that

sounded so fresh and creative. This,

along with the magic already

associated with the Brandeis name,
proved tremendously influential in

spreading Zionism's gospel. As a

result, some of the aura that already

surrounded Brandeis in American
circles now came to envelop

Zionism as well.

Before Brandeis, Zionism had faced

substantial opposition from those

who claimed that it was un-

American. The Union of American
Hebrew Congregations, for example,

had declared in 1898 that "We are

unalterably opposed to political

Zionism. ..America is our Zion...The

mission of Israel is spiritual, not

political." Its members and others

feared that Zionism would raise

embarrassing questions of dual

loyalty and undennine the gains

that American Jewry had achieved

through the 19th century.

Brandeis did much to allay these

fears. The fact that a person of his

stature and prestige stamped
Zionism with his seal of approval

gave it instant legitimacy. His
activities also set off something of a

chain reaction, bringing to Zionism
a coterie of distinguished American
Jews—including Julian Mack,
Nathan Straus, Mary Pels, Louis

Kirstein, Felix Frankfurter, Bernard

Flexner, Robert Szold and the

brothers Walter and Eugene
Meyer—many of whom numbered
themselves among Brandeis's

friends and came to Zionism at his

personal urging.

Non-Jews too became interested in

Zionism thanks to Brandeis, most
notably his friend Norman
Hapgood, the editor of Harper's

Weekly, and so for the first time,

the movement gained access to

major journals of opinion. One
veteran Zionist leader recalls that,

thanks to Brandeis, "Zionism
became 'fashionable' almost
ovemight."

While the dual loyalty issue did not

disappear quite so quickly, it

certainly lost much of its

credibility—the more so once
Brandeis, as a Zionist, became
America's first Jewish Supreme
Court justice. Brandeis interpreted

his nomination to the Court as a

vindication of his stance; he cited it

as evidence that "in the opinion of

the President there is no confhct

between Zionism and loyalty to

America."

The key to Zionism's legitimacy, as

Brandeis understood it, lay in its

link to Americanism. This echoed a

favorite theme of tum-of-the-

century American Jews, who
delighted in uncovering Jewish

aspects of the nation's past, the so-

called "Hebrew mortar" that

provided the cement for the

foundations of American
democracy.

For most Jews, however, these links

had up to then justified a sense of

America as Zion. Brandeis

employed them instead to win
support, by Americans, for Zion. He
thus described Zionism in language

redolent of Thanksgiving Day
orations, peppering his speeches

with references to the "Jewish

pilgrim fathers" and to standard

progressive goals. He also identified

Zionism with America's own
highest ideals: "By battling for the

Zionist cause," he told delegates to

the I9I5 Zionist Convention, "the

American ideal of democracy, of

social justice and of liberty will be
given wider expression."

On one occasion, Brandeis candidly

admitted that Zionism represented

for him a natural extension of his

Americanism, which, in the spirit of

the times, he traced back to the

Hebrews of old. "I began gradually

to realize," he explained, "that

these 20th-century ideals of

America, of democracy, of social

justice, of longing for righteousness,

were ancient Jewish ideals. ..that

that which I was striving for as a

thing essentially American, as the

ideals for our country, were the

Jewish ideals of thousands of years."
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Ein Ha Shofet.

meaning Spring of

the Judge, was

founded by the

American Jewish

community and
named for Louis

Brandeis. He
supported the

pioneering

conimunity and

followed its

development with

admiration.

Shown here are

the tents that

went up for

temporary shelter

for the first

settlers and the

barricaded houses

that followed

This same equation of Judaism with
Americanism—an equation,

ironically, that anti-Zionists like

Rabbi David Philipson of Cincinnati

might heartily have seconded

—

appears, albeit somewhat more
enigmatically, in Brandeis's most
famous and oft-quoted Zionist

pronouncement: "To be good
Americans we must be better Jews,

and to be better Jews, we must
become Zionists."

Critics have pointed out that this

much vaunted relationship between
Americanism, Judaism and Zionism
is actually something of a non
sequitUT, and that the power of

Brandeis's pronouncement lies

largely in the fact that Brandeis

himselt said it. It has also been
observed by Jerold S. Auerbach in

his recent book. Rabbis and
Lawyers, that Brandeis's Zionism
was much more American than

Jewish, drawing less from the Bible

and rabbinic sources than from
progressive idealism. Given
Zionism's need to attract

supporters, however, these

ideological weaknesses turn out to

have been brilliant marketing
stratagems. By associating Zionism
with the glories of Americanism,
Brandeis effectively pulled the rug

out from under the movement's
opponents and placed them on the

defensive. Suddenly, the tables were
turned. Zionists, quoting Brandeis,

could hold their heads high, while

opponents squirmed uncomfortably,

not certain quite how to respond.

The Zion that Brandeis so proudly

championed and actually saw in his

mind's eye was very much an
idealized Zion, a Utopia, a projection

of America as he wished it to be,

without the "curse of bigness" and
the other evils that he thought
America had fallen prey to. hi his

words, it was "a country in which
all is possible which we had
pictured to ourselves as desirable."

Earlier, he had set forth what was
desirable—for America—in a

memorable Independence Day
address (1915) where he identified

life, liberty and happiness with
education, industrial liberty and
financial independence, and then
spoke out boldly on behalf of "equal

opportunity" for all. Zion was
simply an extension of this vision.

The 19 18 Pittsburgh Program of the

Zionist Organization of America, a

statement of Zionist principles that

Horace Kallen drafted and Brandeis

refined, embodies many of these

ideals. More of a sacred agenda than

an ideological platform, it called for

"political and civil equality" in

Palestine; "irrespective of race, sex

or faith"; public ownership of land,

natural resources and pubhc
utilities; the application of "the

cooperative principle," where
feasible, to "all agricultural,

industrial, commercial and financial

undertakings"; free public education

embracing all grades and subjects;

instruction m Hebrew, "the

national language of the Jewish

people"; and in at least one draft,

protection "from the evils of land

speculation and from every other
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form of financial oppression."

Elsewhere, Brandeis associated the

Jewish homeland with related

virtues: democracy, social justice,

agrarianism, smallness. He boasted,

in early speeches, that "in the

Jewish colonies of Palestine there

are no Jewish criminals." Later,

during the Depression, he identified

Palestine as the "only land in which
there is no unemployment." Still

later, according to his friend and
former law clerk, Professor Paul

Freund, he exclaimed with obvious

emotion, "Palestine is the one place

in the world today where the people

are truly happy."

Thus conceived, the Jewish

homeland represented American
liberal intellectuals' fondest and
most romantic visions of a better

world, a world influenced by the

postwar dreams of Woodrow Wilson
and made only more attractive, in

Brandeis's case, by his first (and

only) visit to the Holy Land in 1919.

"It is a wonderful country, a

wonderful city," he raved to his

wife from Jerusalem, "It is a

miniature California, but a

California endowed with all the

interest which the history of man
can contribute and the deepest

emotions which can stir a people.

The ages-long longing, the love is all

explicable now. It has also the great

advantage over California of being

small."

Horace Kallen, a significant

influence on Brandeis in these years,

understood that this was all

utopianism, a term, significantly,

that derives from two Greek words
meaning "good place" and "no
place." The blueprint that he and
Brandeis drew up for Zion

responded not to the realities of the

Middle East, but to the decline of

Jeffersonian liberalism and to the

problems of an economically

changing America. What the

Pittsburgh Program sought to bring

about in Zion was, mutatis

mutandis, what its authors also

hoped in time to bring about in

America. The Zion of their

imagination reflected the America
of their dreams. Kallen soon lost

hope; Brandeis never did.

Thanks in part to his enduring faith,

Brandeis came to function as

something of a high priest in

Zionist circles. Activists made what
they called "pilgrimages" to his

doorstep, seeking inspiration, advice

and sometimes money. The magic
associated with the great man's
name also won Zionism continuing

legitimacy: if Zionism was good
enough for Brandeis, the argument
went, it should be good enough for

every American Jew. In addition,

Brandeis's name was invoked
whenever the question of dual

loyalty arose, for he was recognized

as the ultimate authority proving

that Zionism and Americanism
were thoroughly compatible.

Indeed, next to Theodor Herzl, the

father of modem Zionism, Brandeis

became the most revered figure in

the whole American Zionist

pantheon. This is no small irony,

considering how remote he was
from Jewish tradition, yet it is also

fitting for Zionism functioned, in

Justice (center

with white cap)

and Mis. Brandeis

hosting American

Zionists at his

summer home in

Chatham

his life and in the lives of many of

his Zionist followers, as a form of

religion. It was, to be sure, a Jewish

nationalist faith—we might today

call it a form of civil Judaism—but a

faith it was, complete with

transcendent goals, sacred symbols,

venerated texts, holy days,

pilgrimages, doctrinal debate and, of

course, prophets and priests. God
played almost no role in this faith,

but Brandeis was His prophet, and
the awe in which he was held in

Zionist circles was a manifestly

religious awe,- indeed, he was
honored in much the same way that

an esteemed rabbi or a Hassidic

rebbe might have been honored in

equivalent Orthodox circles.

Brandeis in his day filled a spiritual

void in the lives of those who
honored him. Young Jewish

idealists felt particularly drawn to

his majestic aura for they saw in

him, as one put it, "a leader of

gigantic spiritual proportions and
genuine moral qualities. ..a

prototype of the unblemished
character and an exemplar of the

prophetic tradition." Half-a-century

later, we may reasonably wonder
whether Brandeis was quite as

perfect as his followers professed

him to be, and we may smile

indulgently at some of the more
extravagant tributes paid to his

memory. But professional

skepticism, in this case, mingles

with feelings of regret, even

yearning. For would that such an

Isaiah stood among us today.
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Canny
Managers
Lured

Abroad

by Jane Hughes

A small company's first foray into

international markets often makes a

story worth telling over and over

again—sometimes for its inspirational

message, sometimes for its pathos and

not uncommonly for its humor. A group

of Brandeis students and professors

has directed its efforts to collecting just

such a set of stories, documenting in

the process the exploits of small New
England companies abroad. While the

trend to expand abroad is a trickle

rather than a flood, recession at home
plus market and technological

opportunities overseas are finally luring

small U.S. businesses out of their

traditional insularity. Small companies
have been especially buffeted by the

winds of recession, and canny

managers are recognizing more and
more that broader markets may be at

least part of the remedy.

Funded by a grant provided by the U.S.

Department of Education in 1990,

graduate students and professors from

the Lemberg Program in International

Economics and Finance initiated a
project aimed at studying and
improving the international

competitiveness of small New England
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companies. Among the participants

were economics department chair,

Anne Carter, an expert in technology

and change in business, and Adjunct

Professor Jack Wolf, a well-known

consultant to small businesses in New
England for several decades. Students

involved in the project hailed from

India, Austria, Japan and China as well

as the United States and included

exchange students from European

business schools. The project offered

new course offerings and modules:

seminars on topics ranging from textile

trade to markets in Eastern Europe:

consulting services for small

companies just beginning to attack

export markets: and the development

of case studies analyzing the

expehences of area businesses in their

early ventures abroad. Students

prepared case studies and consulting

reports as part of a new class.

Laboratory in International Business.

that was taught by professors Jack

Wolf, Paul Horn and myself.

The lessons gleaned from these case

studies can be especially valuable

when conveyed to small businesses

approaching the export field. The vast

majority of small U.S. companies do

not engage in exporting at all. and

studies show that over 90 percent of

nonexporting firms have never even

considered selling abroad. The great

majority of U.S. firms (92 percent) do
not export, and for years more than 85
percent of U.S. exports have come
from 250 top multinationals. One study

for the National Federation of

Independent Business in 1986 found

that only three companies in

Massachusetts account for 50 percent

of the state's exports, while about two-

thirds of the Bay State's companies do

no exporting at all.

This insularity reflects. In large part, the

U.S. tradition of relying on a large and

thriving domestic market rather than

looking abroad. Moreover, smaller

firms tend to view international trade as

the exclusive domain of large

multinationals. These attitudes, of

course, stand in stark contrast to the

internationalist approach of most small-

and medium-sized companies in

Europe. However, it is also fair to note

that small businesses do confront a



formidable array of obstacles when
they approach export markets,

particularly with regard to financing, as

commercial banks are generally wary

of such low-profit, high-risk

transactions. A partial list of the

problems, both perceptual and real,

that young exporters face includes

language, differing business practices

and cultures, foreign exchange

fluctuations, tax and import laws and

phcing issues.

Thus it is not surprising that small

businesses tend to shy away from

internationalization. However, it is

equally clear that globalization poses
vast opportunities as well as risks for

the small company. In fact, smaller

firms can be markedly successful as

exporters because of their innovative

nature and ability to be more flexible

than larger companies in response to

market demands. Small manufacturers

are usually niche players, whose sales

of specialized products can grow

rapidly overseas. Also, export sales

can help to insulate a company from

domestic economic recession, as in

1990-91 when the U.S. economy fell

into recession while other parts of the

world continued to grow at a rapid

pace. If these world economic linkages

continue to decline and business

cycles become less simultaneous, then

the opportunity for exporters

increases—an especially important

point for small businesses that are

often most vulnerable to an economic

downturn.

Another set of advantages in exporting

derives from the impact on firm

profitability. Foreign buyers are often

more loyal than U.S. buyers to

suppliers, and the sellers' average cost

per sale is reduced when they can

depend more and more on repeated

business. Foreign sales also help to

increase total sales volume, of course,

resulting in longer production runs and

a lower average cost per unit. And
companies can often benefit from the

U.S. technological advantage in many
areas, selling lower-tech products

overseas after they have been edged

out in the U.S. market, thus extending

the product's life cycle.

Perhaps most important, small

businesspeople are learning that

whether they export or not, they are

entwined in the global marketplace.

According to William Archey,

international vice president of the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce, "You can't

protect your home market unless you

are also in the fray overseas. If your

first experience with foreign

competitors is right here at home, you

might not survive." A foreign presence

can benefit, even save, a small

company in more ways than one.

Overseas experience helps companies

to fend off foreign rivals in the U.S.

market, by teaching the strengths and

weaknesses of foreign competitors.

Selling overseas can also provide

advance warning of competitive

changes and technological advances in

the company's industry, as well as

among its suppliers and customers.

As small companies venture abroad,

however, they encounter people and

situations that do not fit neatly in a

textbook exposition on how to export.

Thus, the Lemberg group set out to

document the experiences of small

New England companies in a group of

case studies. Case studies teach the

art of decision making under uncertain

conditions, when information is

imperfect, misleading, even downright

wrong.

Surveys of small U.S. businesses cite a

lack of market information and data in

general as the single greatest obstacle

to entehng export markets. Thus the

study of cases can be invaluable in

helping businesspeople move fonward

despite a lack of information, although

at the same time these studies may
make readers profoundly

uncomfortable. We all tend to prefer

clearly defined, controllable situations

(This is especially true of economics

students!). This attitude is immortalized

in the story of the economist who is

marooned on a desert island with no
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The Lemberg
Program in

International

Economics and
Finance

The Lemberg Program in

International Economics
and Finance offers a

unique two-year M.A. that

combines economic
theory, practical skills in

business and finance, and
international experience.

The students, who come
from 26 countries, are

required to spend a

semester at one of a

dozen affiliated foreign

universities. A five-year

B.A. M.A. track is available

for Brandeis

undergraduates.

Lemberg alumni are now
well represented in

banks—Citicorp, Deutsche

food. Eventually he finds a crate full of

tin cans, but nothing to open them with.

"No problem, " he says, "I'll just assume
a can opener."

In real life, of course, our New England

businesspeople could not assume a

can opener, so the group of Brandeis

graduate students and professors set

out to explore and document how these

companies dealt with the many
problems surrounding their first export

ventures. I led one group that included

graduate students Barri Berk '87.

M.A. '90 from Canada and Saw Lin

Ang, M.A. '90 of Singapore; we studied

the celebrated success story of

Econocorp. The company president

and founder, Richard Lee. capitalized

on the niche position of his small, low-

tech firm and never faltered from his

commitment to exporting. Founded in

1956, Econocorp filled a void in the

industry for inexpensive, moderate-

speed cartoning equipment that was
simple to operate and service. A small

but growing company. Econocorp did

not have a large budget to market

products overseas. In fact, most of its

success was "product-driven

"

according to corporate management,

resulting from word-of-mouth as

satisfied customers spread the news.

Bank and the Industrial

Bank of Japan—and
policy-making agencies

such as the central banks
and finance ministries of

the United States and
other countries. While still

at Brandeis, Lemberg
students manage and
operate LINC, a nonprofit,

professional consulting

company. A Lemberg
Student Association and
chapters of a Lemberg
Alumni Association are

active in Boston, New
York and cities in Europe.

The Program has

sponsored major

international conferences

on the rise and fall of the

dollar in the 1980s, the

transition from Marx to

markets and world textile

trade. Nobel Prize winners
and young stars including

Paul Krugman, Jeffrey

Sachs and Larry

Summers, and the chief

economists of the World
Bank and GATT have
attended Lemberg-
sponsored conferences on
the Brandeis campus.
Every January the

Program hosts a reception

at Brandeis House in New
York on the topic of U.S.

and world economy in the

year ahead. The Brandeis

community is welcome.

Nevertheless. Lee felt from the very

beginning that entering the

international arena was necessary and

Important to insulate against U.S.

economic downturns. Econocorp

began exporting in 1976. Although just

35 percent of the company's marketing

budget is allocated to overseas sales.

Econocorp participates actively in

international trade shows. Such diverse

marketing efforts have resulted in

distribution in 69 countries with about

one-half of total sales revenues coming

from overseas. In recognition of its

achievements, the company has

received several Presidential awards

for exporting excellence. The

company's fledgling export efforts were

hard hit in the early 1 980s by the

appreciation of the U.S. dollar, which

made its products much more

expensive in foreign currency terms.

Lee made a critical decision at this

point, choosing to remain committed to

overseas markets despite the

temporary setback. He implemented a

unique program designed to ease the

effects of a spiralling dollar on foreign

buyers, which effectively gave up to a

25 percent discount on Econocorp

phces based on prevailing exchange

rates. The strategy was costly in the

short term, reducing the company's

profit margin, but succeeded over the

long term in retaining overseas

customers.

Econocorp's successes have not come
without other costs as well. Recent

efforts to penetrate the South American

and West African markets have been

problematical, as Econocorp machines

compete directly with manual labor,

and in countries where wages are low,

the machine's competitive advantage

disappears. Another issue in some
countries has been product piracy,

because Econocorp's equipment is low

tech and can be easily copied. In one

country, the company's distributor

himself set up shop selling pirated

products! Worries about the future

focus on whether Econocorp's products

are becoming too low tech for many
existing markets, and whether product

modifications may be necessary to

compete in Europe especially after

1992. Lee has set an ambitious goal of

exporting to 80 countnes, and serious

questions may be asked as to whether

this goal is worthy and or accessible

given Econocorp's limited resources.

Nonetheless, the importance of Lee's

commitment to exporting is brought into

intense focus by comparison with

another company that was explored by

Brandeis Professor Bob Evans, an
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expert on the Japanese economy, and

graduate students Udaibir Das,

M.A. '91
, an ex-official with the Indian

central bank, and Paula Spencer, M.A.

'91. Harbor Sweets (HS) is based in

Salem, Massachusetts, and makes
handmade, premium chocolates boxed

with a personal note from company
president, Ben Strohecker, whose goal

is "to make the best piece of chocolate

in the world, no matter what the price."

HS chocolates are distributed to an

exclusive set of boutiques (Strohecker

has rejected Neiman-Marcus, Saks

Fifth Avenue and Bloomingdale's

because "they treat Harbor Sweets as

just another Godiva in their boutiques

and their credit is not the best") and

through mail-order catalogs.

Strohecker became interested in

exporting in 1988. when he attended a

food fair in Tokyo. He realized that his

chocolate would do best in an upscale

environment where it was bought

essentially for gifts and special

occasions. He did not see any need to

develop a new product for the export

market or to carry out product

adaptations, nor was he prepared to

enter into any special distribution

arrangements overseas.

In 1989 Strohecker drew up an export

plan for HS with the aid of officials from

the Massachusetts Office of

International Trade (MOITI), which

called for exports to reach 50 percent

of total sales by 1993. MOITI advised

Strohecker to locate the "best

representative" possible in Japan and

abandon the "hands-on" approach

toward distribution followed by

Strohecker domestically. MOITI further

advised him that while the product did

appear to have a market in Japan, a

marketing study was needed to

understand the right product,

packaging and pricing policies. By mid-

1989, however, Strohecker had neither

explored distribution channels nor

undertaken further research. Guided by

the success of his direct marketing

efforts in the United States, Strohecker

decided to do some direct mailings to

Japan. He sent out a set of gift

catalogs, which cost slightly over

$6000 to produce and mail. The
catalogs resulted in nine direct mail

export orders for a total value of

approximately $1250. In the meantime,

a MOITI official had shown the

chocolates to officials of the Marui Imai

department store in Japan, who

surprised the MOITI representative by

faxing MOITI the following month to

express interest in placing an order

with HS.

Strohecker, however, believed that the

direct mail effort had been a dismal

failure compared to his normal

response rates in the United States. He
reminded himself of what an old

Canadian fishing guide had told him,

"You just don't force nuthin."

Strohecker abandoned his export

initiative and decided to return to

concentrating on domestic sales.

Virtually the opposite approach to

foreign distribution was taken by

Aviation Simulation Technology (AST),

a small Bay State company that was
investigated by European exchange

student Tore van Rooij and Lemberg
student Li Jing, a graduate of Beijing

University who will receive her master's

in May 1992, under the direction of

Professor Jack Wolf. AST makes flight

simulators used in training pilots,

primarily for government institutions,

universities, flight schools and

sometimes corporations with their own
fleets. Lacking resources and expertise

overseas, AST has generally followed

a very passive export strategy although

export revenues constitute half of total

sales. The active sales and marketing

function is left entirely to dealers and

distributors abroad. Management at

home believes that a local, country by

country approach is necessary to sales

since this effort requires knowledge of

local culture, language and markets.

The selection of local agents is a

critical process for AST, since the

distributors all have exclusive rights to

sell in their own country. Most of the

dealers or agents working for AST in

Europe are also first-time buyers, who
bought originally from AST in the

United States and subsequently

became AST's dealer in the countries

of their origin. AST selects its dealers

on a country by country basis because

the product needs to be demonstrated

by a knowledgeable person in order to

be sold. The best possible distributor is

one who can demonstrate and use the

simulator himself.

This philosophy, however, has

occasionally led AST into some
troubled waters. In 1980 the company
began exporting to the United Kingdom

and selected as its distributor there an

owner of flight schools who was a first-

time buyer of AST's product. However,

it turned out that the distributor's

reason for wanting to be a distributor

Richard Lee. president.

Econocorp (top): Ben

Strohecker. president. Harbor

Sweets (bottom)
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Anne Carter, economics

department chair, and Nitin

Manchanda, M.A. '90 review

case studies done by Lemberg

students and faculty

•IS V, WW!
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had to do with his interest in acquiring

simulators at low cost for his own flight

school. Coincidentally, the only

salesperson left quickly, leaving behind

an aircraft school with no one

interested in the marketing or sales of

simulators. Moreover, the dealer

insisted on a very high markup, making

the simulators' U.K. price much higher

than the U.S. list price. However, AST
was not allowed to sell directly to

customers in the United Kingdom
because of its exclusive contract with

the disthbutor. AST eventually

managed to break the contract after

lengthy legal proceedings, but in the

meantime it had to pay the distributor

commissions for several simulators

sold by AST itself in the United

Kingdom. Even worse, a key

competitor moved into the United

Kingdom and found a knowledgeable

distributor, so that by the time AST
could retry the U.K. market it had to

play catch-up instead of leading the

way.

Lemberg students Stephanie Schear
'89, M.A. '90 and Nitin Manchanda,
M.A. '90, a native of India, also studied

the case of a biotech startup company
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that they christened "Cytokine" (names,

data and product information have

been disguised to respect the

company's request for confidentiality).

This work was done under the

guidance of economics department

chair and high-tech expert, Anne
Carter. Cytokine also followed a

passive export strategy in marketing its

product, which was essentially a kit

used in medical research and

diagnostics, but with remarkable

success. In this field, since scientific

research is done internationally, these

companies almost get pulled into

exporting. Success is based on

technology and availability rather than

price or superior marketing techniques.

These factors have benefitted

Cytokine, which has a specialized,

high-quality product and is associated

with impressive names in the medical

research community.

The company was founded in the early

1 980s by two researchers who were

doing experiments on goats in

someone's apartment. By the middle of

the decade they had moved up to

rabbits and signed their first contract

with an established biotech firm. A key

manager in the company admits that its

export history can be summed up by

Paula Spencer, M.A. '91,

Stephanie Schear '89, M.A. '90

and Professor Bob Evans (left

to right) reunite on campus to

discuss possibilities for New
England companies to exploit

overseas market

saying that "Cytokine really fell into

exporting." In 1986 the company did a

direct mailing to four thousand

researchers in the United States, but

orders mysteriously came in from the

United Kingdom and Germany, where

researchers had heard about its

products through word-of-mouth. The

following year the company decided to

contact and select international

disthbutors. For the most part though,

distributors have contacted Cytokine

thanks to its reputation for product

quality. Cytokine's selection of markets

has been similarly erratic. According to

the same manager, "You know you

want to export, so you go after the

biggest markets first and add less

important ones when you get requests

from these countries." When asked

why Cytokine exports to certain

countries like Venezuela where

contribution margins are low, he

responded, "It is like someone said to

you, why did you climb Mt. Everest?

And you answer, because it was there."

Cytokine illustrates one of the more

inspirational lessons learned from this

set of case studies: the fact that its

export sales are made without any
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effort at all should indicate that small

U.S. firms often do have quite a bit to

offer the world marketplace. Cytokine

also demonstrates, however, the

tendency of small companies to

stumble into exporting rather than

entering the field as part of a well-

plotted game plan. According to

researchers, this is typical of small

companies that often begin to export as

a result of an unsolicited order from

abroad. Small companies that fall into

exporting in this way tend also to trip

into a certain trap: no serious thought

went into exporting at the beginning,

and no serious thought follows.

Companies that develop and

implement a sophisticated marketing

strategy at home fall down on this job

overseas. Without a coherent export

strategy, companies tend to sell abroad

on a scattershot basis, selling to

countries simply because they are

'1here." Also, companies are often

unable or unwilling to make even minor

product modifications (HS is not the

only offender here; remarkably,

Econocorp still does not translate its

user manuals) in order to enter a

foreign market. This implies that small

companies are not making the best use
of their limited resources and are

almost certainly not taking advantage

of economies of scale. Econocorp's 80-

country goal is a case in point.

A more specific subset of this problem

Is the markedly insufficient use of

pricing strategy in selling abroad. Many
companies, such as Cytokine, simply

set arbitrary markups for export pricing

while AST actually leaves the

responsibility for price setting abroad to

its distributors. Distribution networks

emerge as another crucial element in

the export mix. Most companies appear

to make a conscientious effort to

choose the right agent, but the cases

make it clear that this is a chancy effort

at best. Econocorp saw its Italian

distributor steal its processes and set

up shop himself; AST's U.K. distributor

simply lost interest in selling.

Perhaps most important, these cases

highlight with great clarity the crucial

role played by a top executive in the

company who is committed to the

export process. Every small company
export success, it seems, can be

traced to one person who was
dedicated to this process and insisted

on seeing it through, such as Dick Lee

at Econocorp. On the other side of the

coin is Harbor Sweets, whose export

project collapsed when the chief

executive lost interest. It becomes clear

that exporting requires a major

commitment of time and energy on the

part of a senior executive, as well as a

long-term orientation.

Thus, the lessons to be gleaned from

these tales are both inspirational and

discouraging. Small U.S. firms have the

products that can compete successfully

in global markets. Given the right mix

of management commitment, solid

export strategy and product

differentiation, small companies can

score dramatic successes in export

markets. On the other hand, the same
companies can flounder indefinitely

without a coherent export strategy and

dedicated managers. The Lemberg

students and professors developed this

body of case studies in order to help

propagate these messages throughout

the business community. To this end, I

am readying the full-length case

studies for publication and hope that at

the end of this process, they will be

generally available to exporting

companies.
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Reform Starts

at the

Dinner Table

by Linda Simon, Ph.D. '83

John D. Rocl<efeller did it and so did

William James. J.H. Kellogg did it in

Battle Creek, Michigan, and Henry

James in Rye. England. In the decade

before World War I, thousands upon

thousands of Italians. Belgians,

Germans, Spaniards, Hungarians.

Poles and Russians — and especially

Americans — enthusiastically

dedicated themselves to the practice of

Fletcherism.

"Fletcherism has become a fact,"

publisher Frederick Stokes wrote in

1913. "A dozen years ago it was
laughed at as the 'chew-chew' cult:

today the most famous men of Science

endorse it and teach its principles."

"Chew-chew" only partly describes the

self-help movement that radically

changed the way men and women
thought about the food they ate, and

more important, thought about their

own capacity for controlling their lives.

Simply put. Fletcherism required the

thorough chewing of each mouthful of

food. But the pnnciples and

implications of Fletcherism were not so

simple at all.

Self-help books, past and present,

have one theme: control. For all of our

troubles, woes, depressions and crises,

there is a book to tell us that we can

take charge, exert our willpower,

maintain our autonomy and improve

our lot in life if only we follow a few

simple steps to gain control of the
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seemingly controllable: our weight, for

example, or our relationships with the

opposite sex.

In the early years of the century, a

period of energetic striving toward

reform, self-help books were surely as

popular as they are now, and their

authors — just as they do now— came
from various callings: philosophy,

religion, science, business and the

newly-developing fields of the social

sciences. Readers — then, as now—
were dissatisfied with themselves or

their lives and found few sources of

help.

People went to their physicians

complaining of headaches, poor

appetite and trouble with their memory.

Although some physicians

experimented with "the talking cure," a

precursor of psychoanalysis, and some
advocated bolstering the patient's

willpower, most physicians resorted to

methods they had used since the Civil

War. Patients suffering from

melancholy, lethargy or the popular

turn-of-the-century malady,

neurasthenia, most often were treated

by physical intervention: a stay at a

European spa, seclusion and over-

feeding or, in many cases, electric

galvanization — the administering of

electric shocks. But none of these

treatments seemed to effect lasting

changes, and troubled men and

women looked for help outside of their

doctor's offices.

Many were attracted by self-help books

generated by what was known as the

"mind-cure movement." "The mind-cure

principles." William James noticed, "are

beginning so to pervade the air that

one catches their spirit at second-hand.

One hears of the 'Gospel of

Relaxation,' of the 'Don't Worry

Movement,' of people who repeat to

themselves 'Youth, health, vigor!' when
dressing in the morning as their motto

for the day." While James saw that

much of the mind-cure literature was
"moonstruck with optimism." he did not

deny its value for many readers. Mind-

cure, after all, mitigated against

pessimism and anxiety and inspired,

instead, the conviction that everyone

was capable of personal change and

self-control.

Many authors of self-help books used

language that reflected the popular

infatuation with efficiency and

technology. Luther Gulick, a physician

and director of physical training in the

New York City public schools, found a

helpful analogy in the newly popular
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automobile and suggested that men
and women think of themselves as

machines, sit firmly in the driver's seat

and steer decisively.

Home economist Ellen Richards in The

Art of Right Living urged "the attention

of the more thoughtful throughout the

country ... to the perfection of the

human body as a machine. " In the

service of efficiency, many self-help

books focused on personal hygiene:

eating, sleeping and exercise. But

Richards, and her fellow self-help

authors, cautioned against
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Several physicians began

a regime of Fletcherizing,

and they, too, were tested.

lost weight, added muscle

and regained a sense of

youthfulness that they

with amazing results. They believed was lost forever.

Fletcher tests his

strength on the

Kellogg Mercurial

Dynamo Meter as Dr.

W.G. Anderson,

director of the Yale

Gymnasium, looks on

self-centeredness. "Life to be rightly

lived," she wrote, "requires a personal

aim, a resolute purpose, incentive to

exertion, to self-culture, to self-sacrifice

— all tending to health." Self-sacrifice,

of course, meant that individual desires

very well might be subjugated to the

needs of the community. What could

one do to help humankind? For many
years self-help authors struggled to

reconcile the need for personal

satisfaction with society's needs —
until Horace Fletcher came along with

an interesting proposition.

William James, in his Varieties of

Religious Experience, considered with

genuine intellectual curiosity writers

who purported to help men and women
achieve fulfillment, personal equanimity

and power in the community. Twice in

that book he commented favorably on

Fletcher, whose name, in the early

1900s, already had become a

household word, even among the

households of William and Henry

James.

Horace Fletcher was a 40-year-old

businessman when, in 1890, he

applied for life insurance and was
turned down as a poor health risk. At

217 pounds (and at 5 feet, 6 inches),

the hefty Fletcher had chronic stomach

trouble, shortness of breath, frequent

fatigue and came down with influenza

every few months. "I was an old man at

40," he confessed later, "on the way to

rapid decline." Like many of his

contemporaries, he experimented with

popular cures— rest, European spas,

baths — but felt no better. Depressed

and hopeless, Fletcher retired from

business and withdrew from a world in

which, until then, he had been

extremely active.

Fletcher's peripatetic career was
notable for its lack of focus. He
attended Dartmouth for a year, then left

to sign on to a whaler bound for Japan,

the one country, he said later, to which

he always longed to return. Other

voyages took him around the world to

such exotic destinations as Mexico.

Central America, India and the Dutch

East Indies. He is said to have crossed

the United States 36 times while he

held jobs in as many business firms.

He studied art in Pahs, managed an

opera company in New Orleans and

worked for awhile in San Francisco. He
made money — enough to live

comfortably in a Venetian villa and

collect art and books— but his
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busyness, he admitted, gave him no

sense of usefulness. Instead, his

practical life was as dissipated as his

body: he had nothing to contribute

toward the betterment of society. He
was, in short, an unhappy man.

During his years of retreat from the

world, Fletcher searched for a way to

establish control over his bloated body

and, somehow, achieve the serenity

that he had admired in the samurai and

Bushido of Japan. The Orientalist

Ernest Fenellosa, whom Fletcher had

befriended, believed that one must rid

oneself of anger and worry to achieve

the admirable self-discipline of the

Japanese. The notion that these

mental plagues could be eradicated

through willpower came as a revelation

to Fletcher. But he resolved to try.

At the same time, in the mid-1 890s,

Fletcher learned of a dietary

innovation, popularized by Prime

Minister William Gladstone in England,

that stressed the thorough chewing of

food. Gladstone, who looked to

"mechanical rules" as a way of ordering

the complexities of his life, counseled

his own children to think, while eating,

"of four bars of common time written in

quavers": that is, to chew each

mouthful 32 times. Many Englishmen

and their families took to emulating the

famous statesman.

Something in Gladstone's advice

attracted Fletcher. Why not begin self-

control with the simple act of eating:

slowly masticating his food until it was
completely liquid, and only then

swallowing it. He achieved remarkable

results.

Within five months, he lost 60 pounds.

"My head was clear," he exclaimed,

"my body felt springy, I enjoyed

walking, I had not had a single cold for

five months, 'that tired feeling' was
gone!" On his 50th birthday, he

bicycled nearly 200 miles. A few years

later, he rapidly ascended and

descended the 854 steps of the

Washington Monument: the following

year, he tested the endurance of his

right leg muscles on a weight machine

at Yale by raising 300 pounds 350
times, twice the record of Yale athletes

less than half his age. Physically, he

had never been in such fine shape.

More important, however, he found that

he could say no. finally, to worry and
anger. He could, if he willed it, become
optimistic, cheerful and serene merely

by acting that way: the emotion would

follow the behavior, Horace Fletcher at

last found his vocation. He called

himself a dietary expert and spent the

rest of his life publicizing his theories of

self-control. He was an astounding

success.

Part of the reason for that success was
his own ebullient personality. He was,

according to one admiring writer, "a

chubby little man with skin of almost

infantile pinkness and whiteness, a

cherubic smile and a pair of twinkling

blue eyes framed in a pair of big, round

spectacles, looking for all the world like

a sort of spiritualized Santa Claus

without the whiskers." He was warm
and welcoming to reporters, who
responded by spreading the news of

Fletcherism in daily newspapers and

such popular magazines as World's

Work. McClure's, Harper's Bazaar and

The Ladies Home Journal.

But as adorable as Fletcher may have

been, his program would not have

spread with such alacrity if it did not

respond to the needs of his

contemporaries. Fletcher's own
problems — with weight, fatigue and a

general feeling of being out of control

— were shared by many others. In a

society where adult males were

advised to consume over 3,500

calories and 110 grams of protein a

day, indigestion, especially among the

sedentary, was persistent. Literary

types especially were prone to stomach

troubles, complaining to their

sympathetic friends and exchanging

remedies.

William Dean Howells resorted to

morphine for indigestion. Mark Twain

told William James about Plasmon, a

white powder allegedly extracted from

skim milk and recommended to him by

a Swedish physician. The powder

could be dissolved in any liquid: Twain

preferred it in cold milk and used it as

the staple of his diet. Two ounces of

Plasmon, he said, was equal to two

pounds of beef. "I take it," he wrote to

James, "largely because it had kept me
clear of indigestions.. ..I was weary of

indigestions, as I had had one every

night for two years. I have skipped

Plasmon only one day — and I had an

indigestion that night. But I got up and

cured it with a spoonful. ...I think it will

digest any food it comes in contact

with."

The Jameses, however, took to

Fletcherizing. "I Fletcherize — and

that's my life," Henry wrote to Horace

•€«««^
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Horace Fletcher

Fletcher. "I mean it makes my life

possible, and it has enormously

improved my work." Although he

admitted to a tendency to be fat and

still suffered periodic attacks of gout,

he repeatedly praised Fletcher's

regimen.

His brother was even more effusive.

When Fletcher came to lecture at

Harvard in 1905 (he spoke widely,

invited to such erudite forums as

Groton, St. Mark's and Yale). William

James sent a message to be published

in the Harvard Crimson:

Permit me to express a wisii ttiat no

member of the Union will miss the

opportunity of heanng Mr. Horace

Fletcher's address to-night. The subject

on which he will speak is of

fundamental importance both to the

individual and to the State. If his

observations on diet, confirmed already

on a limited scale, should prove true on

a universal scale, it is impossible to

overestimate their revolutionary import.

The "revolutionary import" to which

James referred was a new perception

of the human body and a new way of

thinking about the relationship of food

to energy and well-being. Portliness, in

James's time, reflected wealth and

power. Now Fletcher was telling his

readers that a slim, muscular body

reflected true power — willpower,

which was the quintessence of power.

Fletcher also contradicted the

commonly-held belief that whatever

was pleasurable was not good, and

whatever was good should not be

pleasurable. "Get all the good taste

there is in food out of it in the mouth,"

Fletcher urged. "Enjoy the good taste

for all it is worth and do not allow any

depressing or diverting thought to

Intrude upon the ceremony." Fletcher

saw eating as a sensuous experience,

and for a culture just emerging from

VIctorianism, this idea, too. was
revolutionary. "I have never been

satisfied with anything less than the

creme de la creme of everything...,"

Fletcher admitted. "Because I have

always known that the best was none

too good for me and that the fact that I

wanted a thing was the surest sign that

that was the thing I ought to have, I

have always been happy. The gist of

my philosophy is that we must learn to

trust our desires in spiritual as well as

material things. Just as the appetite is

the only true guide to the food we

should eat, the desires of the heart are

the only true guides to our conduct of

life." Refusing to eat what society

prescribed was only the first step in

refusing to behave as society

prescribed.

The potential for improved health also

attracted the attention of the scientific

and medical community, attention that

greatly enhanced Fletcher's reputation.

In 1901 . Fletcher met a Dutch

physician. Ernest Van Someren, who
was suffering from influenza and

assorted ailments. Van Someren tried

Fletcherizing and improved so

dramatically that he recorded his

experiences in a scientific paper and

delivered it to a meeting of the British

Medical Association. Sir Michael

Foster, professor of physiology at

Cambridge University, was in the

audience and was so impressed that

he invited Van Someren to deliver the

paper again at the International

Medical Congress in Turin.

Physicians were intrigued with the idea

that superior physical condition could

be sustained by Fletcher's

recommendation of a low protein, high

carbohydrate diet consisting of a third

of the calories then consumed by

adults. They had Van Someren's

testimony, but they wanted more —
specifically, they wanted to examine

Fletcher himself.

For several years, Fletcher

enthusiastically made himself available

to researchers in Cambridge. England,

and at Yale University. He ran, swam,

climbed stairs and exerted himself on

such contraptions as the Irving Fisher

Endurance Testing Machine, which

measured the ability to lift weights.

Several physicians began a regime of

Fletcherizing, and they, too, were

tested, with amazing results. They lost

weight, added muscle and regained a

sense of youthfulness that they

believed was lost forever.

Beside the publicity that Fletcher

received from reports of these

examinations and experiments, his

ideas were affirmed by the research of

Ivan Pavlov, the Russian scientist who
won a Nobel Pnze in 1904 for his

experiments on digestion in dogs.

Pavlov proved what Fletcher had

guessed: that digestion can be

stimulated by the mind. If dogs salivate

at the sound of a bell, then digestion

begins not as a response to food in the

stomach but as an idea in the mind.

Pavlov's work generated a new
understanding of hunger and appetite.



Hunger and appetite, though, were not

Fletcher's main concerns. He saw
Fletcherizing as one stage in a larger

reform movement, and he wanted to go

beyond teaching the rudiments of

nutrition and "the anatomy of the

alimentary apparatus" in the lecture hall

and the schoolroom. Like Gulick.

Richardson and others, Fletcher

wanted individuals to take responsibility

for their own bodies. "Every individual

is perforce the chauffeur of his own
bodymobile." he once told an

interviewer. But he had a broader

message to impart to the world. "I feel

like a man with a life preserver

surrounded by thousands of drowning

people." he said. "I've just got to do

what I know will save them." What
could save them. Fletcher offered, was
Modern Meliohstic Optimism and

Menticulture.

Fletcher never was interested in sound

digestion as an end in itself. Even good

physical health was secondary to the

larger issue of good mental health. And

the healthy individual necessarily could

lead to a healthy society. Chewing was
only a small part of a larger scheme;

"nothing less," said Fletcher, "than a

cultivation and demonstration of

progressive human efficiency."

Melioristic optimism involved control

over any potential enemy of the body's

efficiency. Food might be the closest

enemy, but it was not the only one to

be conquered. The melioristic optimist

"accepts the situation of the moment
and the equipment which has been

drawn in the lottery of life as the 'best

in the world.' 'the only one for me.'...

Shattered health and pull-back family

relations may hang over one and seem
heavy indeed, but nothing incurable or

unameliorable has ever existed or can

exist. This is the dictum of Modern

Melioristic Optimism."

Fletcherizing one's food would be the

first step toward Mental Emancipation.

Progress, then, would be inevitable.

After emancipation is achieved, said

Fletcher, "each of us can w/// himself to

act as he would like to have a beloved

friend or relative act in any given

situation." Universal altruism would

obliterate greed, and therefore poverty.

People would act for equality, justice

and morality. Whereas an overfed or

underfed person would tend to be

"morbid.. ..with violent passions, in

essence, not a good citizen, " a person

in control of his feeding would be

moral, calm and generous. With

Fletcherism, he said, there would be

"no slums, no degeneracy, no

criminals, no policemen, no criminal

courts and yet a whole world of people

all expressing differences — but

constructively, not destructively. In a

single generation," Fletcher told a

reporter, "the whole social problem

would be solved."

After he reformed his diet, Fletcher

boasted about his new-found energy.

Now, he told his audiences, the energy
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must be put to profitable use — not for

his own aggrandizement, but for the

good of society. This channeling of

energy was the basis for what he called

menticulture. Fletcher's exuberant

followers were persuaded. It seemed
logical, they thought, that mental and

emotional progress would be as

inevitable as technological progress: it

seemed logical that "spiritual evolution"

would be as inevitable as biological

evolution. "Humanity, " noted one

reviewer of Fletcher's works, "grows

constantly finer, truer, nobler. The next

step is to clearly perceive that faults,

errors, effects of conduct are not

necessary; that it is not more

necessary to be angry or irritable than

it is to steal or tell falsehoods...."

So Fletcher brought the reform

movement home to the dining table

where anyone, through the simple act

of chewing, could find personal

happiness and begin to change the

world,

So Fletcher brought the

reform movement home to

the dining table where

anyone, through the simple

act of chewing, could find

personal happiness and

begin to change the world.
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From Passivity to

Interactivity:

by Pamela Allara

On November 21 , "Sonata,"

a work of interactive cinema

by the New York-based

artist Grahame Weinbren,

had its premiere at the Rose
Art Museum. Over the

following six weeks, visitors,

who had the fun of changing

the sequence of images on

the monitor while viewing

the piece, also had the

occasion to ponder whether

this new visual medium
changes their notions of

artistic creation and

interpretation.

A hybrid art that makes use

of film and video, interactive

cinema is an outgrowth of

the video art movement that

emerged in the 1970s but

had its roots in the

Performance Art and

Happenings of the 1960s.

Over the past 20 years,

however, as artists have

explored the potential of the

medium, video has achieved

the status of an independent

art. With the development of

interactive technologies.

^^ ^;^ --n-

artists like Weinbren are

exploring one of its most

compelling aspects:

audience participation.

Weinbren's artworks begin

with film, which is

transferred first to

videotapes and then to

videodisks. To accentuate

the cinematic program, the

diskplayers are connected to

a monitor made interactive

by a network of infrared

beams embedded in the

screen. Depending on where

they touch the screen,

viewers can condense or

amplify a given story line or

switch to a different narrative

altogether. Because of the

large number of images

stored on the videodisks, it

is unlikely that "Sonata" will

ever "play" the same way
twice. In effect, each viewer

creates a unique version of

the arUJork.

For the past 10 years,

Weinbren has been one of a

handful of artists possessing

the technical command of

film and videotape, as well

as the computer expertise

necessary to explore the

artistic potential of recent

technologies. His first

interactive artwork, "The ErI

King," was completed in

1986 after five years' effort.

The critical acclaim

accorded this work, which

traveled to major museums
throughout the United States

and Europe, established

Weinbren as the leader in

this emerging field. "The ErI

King" has two core

elements: a performance of

the Schubert lied

"Erikoenig," based on the

poem by Goethe, and a

dramatization of Freud's

narrative of the "Burning

Child" dream. The two

diverse sources are

connected thematically: both

concern a father's neglect of

his son. These core

narratives are layered with a

welter of images from the

contemporary world, more

than 90 minutes of filmed

material, that are stored in

numbered frames on three

videodisks.

When the viewer touches

the television monitor, the

computer authoring system,

"limousine." is activated, and

the scene switches from one

narrative line to another, e.g.

from the performance of the

lied to the "Burning Child"

dream. The visual

juxtapositions resulting from

such cuts seem jarring and

arbitrary, and so in order to

make sense of the piece, the

viewer forms associations

between them in the same
way one might when
watching a Surrealist film or
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contemplating the enigmatic

juxtaposition of a bull's-eye

and plaster casts in Jasper

Johns' painting Target With

Four Faces (^ 955).

Over the course of the

"sitting," the viewer

constructs meaning by

connecting the fragmented

narratives to personal

experience. There is no

specified endpoint; when the

viewer decides to leave, the

piece is completed,

assembled in the mind.

Weinbren's new work,

"Sonata," is structured in the

same way but furnishes a

more stringent exploration of

the parallels between artistic

interpretation and a

Freudian model of the mind.

In his article, "An Interactive

Cinema: Time, Tense and

Some Models," Weinbren

has discussed two aspects

of the creative process that

are most profoundly affected

by interactivity: viewer

response and narrative

structure. The viewers'

"control" is in fact limited to

switching from or expanding

upon a given image; they

cannot call up a particular

image. Nonetheless, the

ability to change what is on

the screen is itself

sufficiently powerful that

each viewer becomes
personally invested in the

images that appear as a

result of individual decisions.

But each choice cuts two

ways. In deciding to stop a

sequence of images, the

viewer becomes aware that

every choice made

represents a route not taken.

For every image that

appears, something else

does not. This tension

between the known and the

unknown makes the

experience of interactive

cinema particularly intense,

as it parallels the experience

of decision making in our

own lives. Interactive cinema

does not cede creative

control to the viewer: but it

does open up a

"conversation" between the

artwork and the receiver,

and like any conversation, it

can go in unexpected

directions.

The viewers' decisions

modify the sequencing and

of course affect the way the

narratives unfold.

Mainstream literature, film

and television have

conditioned us to stories that

follow a formulaic linear

development. However,

Weinbren's narratives have

no beginning, middle and

end, an approach that stems

from his background in

filmmaking and film theory.

Avant-garde film from Maya
Deren to Jean-Luc Godard

has explored the medium
not as a vehicle for telling

stories, but as a model of

the mind, where thoughts,

perceptions and emotions

are all present

simultaneously. According to

Weinbren:

In mental activity a single

state or process Is

foregrounded while one Is

aware of others that can be

brought to the forefront of

consciousness by a shift of

attention. The screen of an

Interactive cinema operates

In a similar way: while one

Image is present, a complex

of related Images is

available. ..And so a broader

paradigm of Interactive

cinematic structure

emerges: the modelling of a

mind In operation—not the

mind of the viewer, nor that

of the artist, but a fictional

mind created In the work.

This "fictional mind" expands

the viewer's mental space.

Weinbren asserts that

interactive technology's

potential resides in its ability

to create a "site of

exploration [which] can be a

narrative, musical, poetic,

psychological or

philosophical landscape."

"Sonata" explores all of

these landscapes or rather

offers the viewer the

possibility of such

explorations.

The installation of "Sonata"

consists of two parts,

exhibited in two adjacent

galleries in the museum.
The first gallery is a sort of

anteroom that partially

introduces viewers to the

work's themes and

processes while they wait

their turn at the interactive

monitor in the main gallery.

In the center of the

anteroom is a tall, wooden,

prow-shaped structure from

which two 37" television

monitors protrude. Standing

before either monitor, the

viewer can watch passively

the stream of images and

sounds being produced in

the next room. If positioned

to see both monitors at the

same time, the viewer

discovers that there are

different images and sound

tracks on each, the one

monitor competing with the

other for attention. To

resolve this visual and aural

conflict, the viewer must

move into the interactive

installation.

On the anteroom's walls

hang copies of Old Master

paintings depicting the

subject of Judith and

Holofernes from the

Apocryphal Book of Judith.

These objects immediately

confound expectations of

what should be displayed in

museums: the paintings are

by students, not by great

artists, and they are neither

original paintings nor

reproductions; rather, they

are unique copies. Viewers

are bound to question

whether they are merely

props, since in most

museum exhibits, the

anteroom is filled with

information to fortify visitors

before they experience the

artwork. Here, no
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educational material is

provided: no introductory

panels, no biographical

intormation on the artist, no

acoustoguide, no words or

reassuring voices of

authority to tell us what the

art "means"—just video

images, sliced in half, and

five gruesome paintings of a

woman (Judith) slicing off a

man's (Holofernes's) head

with a sword.

Passing into the main

gallery, the viewer finds

another triangular wooden
structure and a built-in seat

in front of the interactive

monitor inviting the viewer to

sit down. Again, no signs

from above, no information

about what the system is or

how it works. On the

monitor, disconnected

images of snowy
landscapes, abandoned

barns, closed doors

suddenly swinging open and

scenes from the two

narratives appear

intermittently. The viewer

finds that by touching the

screen during one narrative,

the image will jump to a

parallel moment in the other

story.

Viewers unfamiliar with

Russian literature and the

Bible will not recognize that

one narrative partially

dramatizes Leo Tolstoy's

short story, "The Kreutzer

Sonata" (1889), the other,

the Apocryphal Book of

Judith. However, the actors'

stilted delivery makes it

evident that they are quoting

from some literary source.

On the other hand, viewers

with a solid background in

sacred and secular literature

will notice that the two

narratives are presented

both incompletely and

inconsistently: scenes and

dialogue are added that are

not in "the original," and the

sets are either anachronistic

(How can Judith be swinging

from a set of overhead pipes

while mentally preparing

herself for Holofernes's

beheading?) or impossibly

arcane. (Pozdnyshev's

bedroom is a replica of

Sonia Tolstoy's at the family

estate in Yasnaya Polyana,

but some of the artworks on

Sonia's walls have been

replaced by paintings of

Judith and Holofernes.)

Because Weinbren filmed

the two narratives so that

each scene in one would

have a comparable moment
in the other, the disparate

plot lines of "The Kreutzer

Sonata" and "Judith and

Holofernes" come both to

oppose and to mirror each

other: in one a man stabs

his wife to death in a fit of

insane jealousy, in the other

a beautiful Israelite widow

seduces, then beheads an

Assyrian general in order to

save her people. One
murder is a horrible crime,

the other an act of heroism,

at least as portrayed in their

sources. But the

juxtapositions of the

dramatic elements, in

particular the stabbings, as

well as Weinbren's use of

the visual devices of mirrors

and paintings within

paintings, cause the two

stories to become
embedded in one another.

One of the most riveting

images of "Sonata" suggests

a psychological link between

the two stories otherwise so

separate in space and time.

In this scene, French doors

open to reveal five "wolves"

sitting on the branches of a

large, leafless tree, while, on

split screen, a mouth

(Weinbren's), tilted on its

side, iterates Freud's

retelling of the Wolfman's

dream from his Notes Upon
an Obsessional Neurosis

(1909):

/ dreamt ttiat it was night

and ttiat I was lying on my
bed. ..Suddenly the window

opened of its own accord,

and I was terrified to see

that some white wolves were

sitting on the big walnut tree

in front of the window. There

were six or seven of them.

The wolves were quite

white, and looked more like

foxes or sheep dogs, for

they had big tails like foxes

and they had their ears

pricked like dogs when they

pay attention to something.

In great terror, evidently of

being eaten up by the

wolves. I screamed and
woke up.

The image of the wolves

perched on the tree is

irrational, threatening and

finally hypnotic, providing

vivid illusion of seeing into

one's own unconscious.

Enclosed within the

installation and absorbed by

its images, the viewer

experiences what Weinbren

has called "a psychologically

mediated view of the world."

The wolves force the

viewers to confront

something unknown and

threatening within

themselves, and the link

they provide with the

narratives is the

acknowledgment, forced

from the viewer, that one is

capable of these heinous

actions.

Strongly influenced by

Freud's vivid descriptions of

his patient's dream images,

if not by Freud's diagnoses,

Weinbren bases the

structuring of nonlinear

narratives in his interactive

cinema on Freud's

conception of the dream as

a visual condensation of the

viewer's most emotion-laden

thoughts. As one watches,

one becomes increasingly

aware that the images that

are not seen, but are stored

on the disk, are in effect the

"fictional mind's

unconscious." Weinbren

feels that if this awareness

"...can be transformed into

the sense that the

underlying images somehow
constitute the on-screen

images, then we will have a

nonlinear narrative that

corresponds to the Freudian

dream narrative."

Because the new medium
engages the viewer

psychologically, it transports

"historical" art, literature and

music to the realm of private

thought. Whether or not one

is familiar with Tolstoy or the

Bible, the literary and biblical

themes are experienced as

moral issues. 'Sonata" is in

part a meditation on

Tolstoy's moralizing

philosophy of art. In "The

Kreutzer Sonata," Tolstoy

takes what he knows to be a

lunatic-fringe position and so

places his beliefs in the

mouth of a madman. His

diatribe, recreated in

"Sonata," assumes that all

art, but especially music,

has the potential to unleash

violence. Pozdnyshev

blames his murderous

actions on the first

movement of Beethoven's

Sonata, as performed by his

wife and a violinist (lover?).

In general music is a

dreadful thing... They say

music exalts the soul.

Nonsense, it is not true... it

produces agitation. I^usic

makes me forget myself, my
real position. . . carries me
immediately and directly into

the mental condition in

which the man was who
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composed it. ..How can one

allow anyone who pleases to

hypnotize another, or many
others, and do what he likes

with them?

In "The Kreutzer Sonata,"

Pozdnyshev's passionate

monologue so absorbs us

that we begin to "see" his

point. One of the

achievements of "Sonata" is

that in transforming this

story cinematically.

Weinbren has retained the

urgency of Tolstoy's ethical

argument.

The story of Judith provides

oblique confirmation of the

Tolstoy/"Sonata" argument.

In the art of Catholic Europe

between 1400-1900, Judith's

slaying of Holofernes was
given a variety of allegorical

readings from Christ's

victory over death to the

Virgin's victory over lust. The

popularity of this story,

despite the fact that it was
excluded from both the

Hebrew and Christian

canon, amounts to a cultural

obsession. Why the

obsessively repeated

depiction of a male being

decapitated by a woman'?

The art historian Mary

Garrard argues that like

Salome and Delilah, Judith

was "perceived as typical of

(her) sex in (her) crafty and

fatal deception of men."

"Sonata" layers Tolstoy's

philosophical question of

art's potential for moral

corruption over the thematic

one; are male/female

relationships inherently

problematic and potentially

violent?

"Sonata" does not try to

answer the questions that it

raises. Rather, by presenting

images that are likely to be

in conflict with our received

ideas about art and human
relationships, Weinbren
arranges a mental wrestling

match between the

"evidence" before our eyes

and our beliefs. The
meaning that each person

constructs for "Sonata"

results from this conflict.

The "fictional mind" created

during the viewing of

Weinbren's work prompts

each viewer to try to come to

terms with psychological

conflicts found thematically

throughout Western

literature and art. His

rethinking and reformulation

of artistic tradition allies his

work with 20th-century

modernism, from Joyce to

Godard, while his

undermining of concepts of

authorship and his originality

belongs to the postmodern

period.

Pamela Allara. assistant

professor of fine arts and
Petrie Term Assistant

Professor of University

Studies for 1991-93. teaches

20th-century art and the

history of photography at

Brandeis. A graduate of

Brown University, she

earned her Ph.D. in art

history from Johns Hopkins

University. Before coming to

Brandeis. she taught at Tufts

University and served as

associate dean for museum
school programs. She is the

author of numerous
exhibition catalogs, including

one for "Cross/Currents/

Cross Country: Recent

Photography from the Bay
Area and Massachusetts,

"

an exhibit by the San
Francisco Camerawork
and the Photographic

Resource Center, Boston.

Last fall, she curated the

inaugural exhibition at

Tufts University Art

Gallery, "Exterior/Interior:

Alice Neel, " which included

paintings, watercolors and
drawings by the American

realist artist. For that

exhibition catalog, she

wrote the essay, "Object as

Metaphor in the Non-

Portrait Work of Alice

Neel, " and is now writing a

book about the artist. Her

latest exhibit, "Grahame
Weinbren: Sonata, " a work

of interactive cinema that

she coorganized with the

Rose Art Museum, is the

subject of this article.

Carl Belz. director of the Rose

Art IVIuseum, and Pamela Allara

meet with Grahame Weinbren

(seated) during the installation

of "Sonata"
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Bookshelf

Faculty

Jane Hughes
adjunct professor of

economics, Scott B.

MacDonald and Uwe Bott,

eds.

Latin Ameiican Debt in the

1990s: Lessons from the Past

and Forecasts for the Future

Praeger Publishers

In the 1980s, Latin America
was swept by two waves: one
political and the other

economic and financial. The
first was "democratic

evolution," which brought

with it a sense of euphoria

and hope for the future. The
latter was the debt crisis,

which brought in most cases

a sense of gloom and
frustration. This book
examines the

interrelationship betv/een

the external debt problem
and the consolidation of

democracy in Latin America
in the 1990s. It considers the

interplay of actors and
environment in the new
decade, focusing on whether
or not Latin America's
political regimes can
strengthen and democratize

their respective economies
while continuing to

guarantee the country's

democratic politics.

Robert Kuttner
adjunct professor of

economics and finance in the

Lemberg Distinguished

Visitors Program

The End of Laissez-Faiie:

National Purpose and the

Global Economy After the

Cold War
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.

In this first book to analyze

what American economic
policy should and can be m
the 1990s, the author offers

an interpretation of the

relation between domestic

economic health and
international politics, and of

how we should set priorities

to maintain our economy
and competitive vigor. The
United States has been the

guardian of the world

economic order since World
War n. Kuttner dissects the

reasons why we must discard

the imperatives of the past,

and he suggests a different

set of national strategic

goals. He sets forth what the

new goals and policies

should be, paying due
attention to commerce and
global trading order, the

breakdown in the world
monetary system, the vexed

issue of just what modem
economic sovereignty is, the

challenges of export strategy,

employment, judicious

technology policy and
national purpose.

Irwin B. Levitan
professor of biochemistry and
director, center for complex
systems, with Leonard K.

Kaczmarek, eds.

Neuromodulation: The
Biochemical Control of

Neuronal Excitability

Oxford University Press

Neuromodulation is defined

by the authors as the ability

of neurons to alter their

electrical properties in

response to intracellular

biochemical changes
resulting from synaptic or

hormonal stimulation.

Defined this way,

neuromodulation is one of

the most important intrinsic

properties of individual

neurons. This text focuses on
the properties of ion

channels and biochemical

mechanisms of protein

phosphorylation, the most
thoroughly studied form of

cellular neuromodulation.
Following an introduction to

these topics, specific

examples of modulation are

presented including the

modulation of potassium and
calcium currents and how
such modulation alters the

lifestyle of a cell. Drawing
together findings from the

fields of biochemistry and
neurophysiology, the book is

written in a manner that is

comprehensible to students

and investigators from both
disciplines.

Alumni

Charles Bazerman '70

and lames Paradis, eds.

Bazerman is professor of

hterature, communication
and culture at the Georgia

Institute of Technology.

Textual Dynamics of the

Professions: Historical and
Contemporary Studies of

Writing in Professional

Communities
The University of Wisconsin
Press

How do discursive

differences between legal

professionals and jurors

affect courtroom decisions:

How do conflicting problem-

solving strategies within a

community contribute to

technological disasters like

Three Mile Island and the

Shuttle Challenger- This

collection of 15 essays

examines the real effects ot

texts on professional

practices—m academic,

scientific and business

settings. The editors describe

textual dynamics as an

interaction in which
professional texts and
discourses are constructed

by, and in turn, construct

social practices. Written by
authors from a variety of

disciplines, the essays

investigate a wide range of

professional texts, such as

case studies, student papers,

medieval letters and product

instructions.

Richard Burgin '68

Burgin is a Drexel University

professor and editor of

Boulevard, Drexel's literary

magazine.

Private Fame
University of Illinois Press

In his second collection of

stories, the author explores

the human soul: its fears and
desires, its pathos and
comedy as it struggles to

make sense of the world and
determine how one should

best live. His stories are

populated by a cast of largely

solitary individuals who the

reader will care about and
recognize, perhaps gratefully,

as members of someone
else's family. In "Silver

Screen," a man tries to get

money from his widowed
mother but settles for a kiss

instead; in "The Horror

Age, " a woman finally

confronts her incestuous

father with his crime; and in

"Song of the Earth," an

inspiring composer searches

for fame while a famous
composer searches for love,

or "private fame."
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GIRLS WHO
WENT
WRONG

Prostitutes
in American

Fiction

Laura Hapke '67

Gills Who Went Wrong:
Prostitutes in American
Fiction 1885-1917

Bowling Green State

University Popular Press

From the mid- 1880s to 1917,

Americans expressed

concern about prostitution in

fervent reform movements.
In fiction, however, most
serious novelists of that

period refused to

acknowledge the prostitute.

The exception was one group

of male authors who placed

the prostitute center stage. In

this first book on the subject,

Hapke examines how they

attempted to turn an outcast

into a heroine in a literature

otherwise known for its

puritanical attitude toward

the fallen woman. She also

reevaluates Stephen Crane's

famous Maggie: A Girl of the

Streets, discusses neglected

prostitution fiction by late

19th-century authors,

Joaquin Miller, Edgar

Fawcett and Harold Frederic,

and surveys progressive

white slave novels. By
drawing on a number of

period sources, among them
urban guidebooks and
medical treatises, she places

the fiction in its cultural

context.

David Kraemer, B.A. '77

Kraemer is associate

professor of Talmud and
Rabbinics at the Jewish

Theological Seminary of

America and a program
associate at the National

Jewish Center for Learning
and Leadership.

The Mind of the Talmud:
An Intellectual History of
the Bavli

Oxford University Press

The Mind of the Talmud
traces the development of

the literary forms and
conventions of the

Babylonian Talmud, or Bavli,

and analyzes those forms as

expressions of emergent
rabbinic ideology. The Bavli,

which evolved between the

third and sixth centuries m
Sasanian Iran (Babylonia), is

the single major document to

emerge from this Jewish

community during that

period. The author presents a

comprehensive examination
of the Bavli's characteristic

preference for argumentation

and process over settled

conclusions. He traces the

evolution of the

argumentational style from
the replication of the

Mishnaic form to the

discursive, argumentational

form of the final Talmud and
also describes the distinct

eras m the development of

rabbinic Judaism in

Babylonia.

Jason Sommer '71

Sommer is chair of the

English department and poet-

in-residence at Fontbonnc
College.

Lifting the Stone

Forest Books

Using his Jewish heritage as

a source for his poetry,

Sommer presents age-old

folklore and bible stories in

20th-century style. In

"Samuel," he relates a

childhood experience of

hearing a voice in the dark of

night. He wonders "if it was

a kind of test, and something
in myself, then at my purest
— stubborn and afraid—
refused the summons, denied

the voice which would
reduce the world to perfect

sense." In "Amnesia," he
recreates the moment when
an awakening sleeper, like

some daily Adam, does not

know the name or use of

anything. Mythic heritage,

personally felt, and personal

experience, informed by
tradition, interact in

Sommer's poems. Bespeckled

with quotes, this array of

poems is divided into four

sections and concludes with
a section of author's notes.

Scott A. Travers '83

Travers is president of the

New York-based Scott

Travers Rare Coin Galleries,

Inc.

The Investor's Guide to Coin
Trading: Secrets for Profit in

Corns and Precious Metals

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Over the past two decades,

investments in rare coins

have outperformed all other

major investment vehicles.

Written for people interested

in trading and investing

coins, the author covers the

breadth and depth of this

field, from ancient Greece to

present-day America, from
bullion coins to numismatic
rarities, from technical

analysis of marketplace

performance to aesthetic

evaluation of rare coins as

objects of art. Numerous
photos, depicting coin

grading intricacies in detail,

are also included to illustrate

the impact of grading on the

market value of any
collectible coin.

David Weisburd '76,

Stanton Wheeler, Elin

Waring and Nancy Bode
Weisburd is assistant

professor and director of the

Center for Crime Prevention

Studies, School of Criminal
Justice, Rutgers University.

Crimes of the Middle
Classes: White-CoUar
Offenders in the Federal

Courts

Yale University Press

This book provides a

radically different portrait of

convicted white-collar

offenders in America, often

perceived as wealthy and
powerful individuals

receiving lenient treatment

from the courts. The authors

argue that the majority of

white-collar criminals come
from the middle class and
that judges often punish
wrongdoers of higher status

with stricter sentences than

less socially-privileged

criminals. Drawing from a

large research project that

had special access to

confidential federal

presentence investigations,

the authors provide a

detailed view of white-collar

crime from securities fraud

and antitrust violations to

embezzlement and tax fraud.

They blame the vast middle

of our increasingly

bureaucratic society for

promoting more
opportunities for financial

wrongdoing and more
susceptibility to it.
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Edwin M. Yamauchi, M.A.
'63, Ph.D. '64

Yamauchi is professor of

history at Miami University,

Oxford, Ohio

Persia and the Bible

Baker Book House

Persia is the ancient name
for the area found in the

modem country of Iran,

though at its height under

the Achaemenid rulers

(sixth-fifth centuries B.C.),

the Persian Empire also

included territories now
found in Egypt, Israel, (ordan,

Syria, Turkey, Russia, Iraq,

Pakistan and Afghanistan.

The ancient Persian empire
was one of the grandest. No
excavations have taken place

since the Islamic revolution

of 1979. By incorporating the

latest archaeological

information from Iran, the

author paints a portrait of

Persia's role m Old
Testament history. He
analyzes the peoples who
constituted the old Persian

confederation as well as the

important cities (e.g., Susa,

Pasargadae, Persepolis) and
kings (e.g., Cyrus, Darius,

Xerxes) who played a

dominant role in the

Achaememan era. Woven
into the text are over 100
photos, maps and diagrams
of archaeological sites.

Written for students of the

Bible and pastors, it provides

historical background
surrounding the Books of

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,

Esther, Ezra and Nehemiah.

Laurence F. Abbott
professor of physics,

delivered invited talks at the

workshop on "Neural
Networks: From Biology to

High-Energy Physics" on the

island of Elba and at the

International Conference on
Complex Systems m Trieste.

Pamela Allara
assistant professor of fine

arts and Petne Term
Assistant Professor of

University Studies, curated

the inaugural exhibition at

Tufts University Art Gallery,

"Exterior/Interior: Alice

Neel," which included 54

paintings, watercolors and
drawings by the American
realist artist. She also wrote

an essay in the

accompanying catalog,

"Object as Metaphor in the

Non-Portrait Work of Alice

Neel," and delivered two
lectures. With the Rose Art

Museum, she coorganized

the interactive cinema
installation, "Grahame
Wembren: Sonata," funded
in part by a "New Works"
grant from the

Massachusetts Cultural

Council (see page 40), and
moderated a panel, "Visual

Narrative and Interactive

Cinema," funded by the

Massachusetts Foundation
for the Humanities. Her
article, "Inside Looking Out:

The Tonement Cityscapes of

Alice Neel," appeared in the

Journal of Urban and
Cultural Studies, winter
1991-92.

Martin Boykan
Irving Fine Professor of

Music, had his symphony
premiered by the New
Hampshire Symphony
Orchestra at Symphony Hall,

Boston, and the University of

California at Davis

premiered "Eclogue," a work
it had commissioned. The
Aequalis Ensemble, while

touring the country,

performed "Nocturne"
during some 30
performances, and the

Composer's Guild of New
York is featuring his music

this season by including one
work in each of its concerts.

A concert of Boykan's music,

in honor of his 60th birthday,

was performed at Brandeis

and Merkin Hall in New
York.

Marc Brettier

assistant professor of Near
Eastern and Judaic studies,

published two articles: "The
Structure of I Kings l-ll" in

the Journal for the Study of

the Old Testament and
"Rabbi Simeon ben Lakish at

the Gladiator's Banquet:

Rabbinic Observations on
the Roman Arena," which he

coauthored with Michael
Poliakoff, m the Harvard
Theological Review.

Karl F. Canter
professor of physics,

presented invited talks at the

International Workshop on
Positron Scattering in

Gasses, Sydney, Australia, on
"Low Energy Positron

Scattering from Atoms on
and m Solids as Seen in Low
Energy Positron Diffraction

and Positron Reemission
Holography" and at the

Ninth International

Conference on Positron

Annihilation, Szombathely,

Hungary, on "Surface

Stmcture Studies with High
Brightness Positron Beams."

Kate Carney
artist-in-residence in acting,

presented a paper and
workshop on "Space

Awareness for the Actor" at

the Convention of the

Association for Theatre in

Higher Education, Seattle.

She performed a collage of

pieces on women, health and
aging for the Massachusetts

Department of Public

Health's conference, "Living

Longer, Living Better."

Peter Conrad
professor of sociology,

presented a talk on
"Medicalization and Its

Discontents" at the New
England Medical Center,

Boston, and "International

Health and Third World
Emergency Medical
Services" at Bentley College.

He published "The New
Corporate Health Ethic:

Lifestyle and the Social

Control of Work" in

International Journal of

Health Sen'ices.

Sandra Dackow
artist-in-residence m music,

received a second American
Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers

Award for her arrangements

for young orchestras.

Robert Evans, Jr.

Atran Professor of Labor
Economics, researched

industrial wage differentials

in Japan and presented a

seminar on his research

while he was a visiting

professor at the Keio

Economic Observatory, Keio
University, Tokyo. His

chapter, "The Contribution

of Education to Japan's

Economic Growth,"
appeared in Windows on
Japanese Education, and his

essay, "The Japanese Labor
Market" in the Joint

Economic Committee's
Japan's Economic Challenge,

was reprinted in Japanese in

Nippon Keizai no Chosen.

Gerald D. Fasman
Louis and Bessie Rosenfield

Professor of Biochemistry,

delivered an invited lecture,

"A Natural Deconvolution of

Circular Dichroism Curves

of Proteins," at the 15th

International Congress of

Biochemistry, Jerusalem. He
lectured on "Metal Ion

Induced Conformational

Changes in Phosphorylated

Fragments of Human
Neurofilaments (NF-M)
Protein (Alzheimersl" at the

Mt. Sinai Medical School,
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New York. He also spoke at

the Peptide-Protein Bridge

Symposium, Toronto; The
American Peptide

Symposium, Cambridge,

Massachusetts; Etvos

University, Budapest; the

EMBO Laboratory,

Heidelberg; The Max-Planck
Institute of Molecular

Genetics, Berlin; The Freie

University, Berlin; and The
Institute of Molecular

Biology, Berlm-Buch,

Germany.

Margot Fassler
assistant professor of music,

presented the scholarly

papers, "The Western Facade

of Chartres Cathedral and
the Twelfth-Century Trope
and Sequence Repertory," at

the National Meeting of the

College Art Association,

Chicago, and "Music: A
Missing Dimension in

Religious Studies" at the

Yale Institute of Sacred

Music, Worship and the Arts.

Gordon Fellman
associate professor of

sociology and chair of the

Peace Studies Program,

presented "The Gulf War and
a Possible Paradigm Shift" in

a refereed, roundtable

discussion of "Sociologists

and the War in the Gulf" at

the annual meetings of the

American Sociological

Association. He has been
appointed a faculty associate

of the Center for Middle East

Studies, Harvard University,

and he published "The
Truths of Frankenstein:

Technologism and Images of

Destruction" as the lead

article in the winter 1991

issue of The Psychohistory

Review.

Ira Gessel
professor of mathematics and
computer science, was
appointed to the editorial

board of the Jouina] of

Algebraic Combinatorics.

David Gil

professor of social policy,

The Heller School, spoke on
"Counting the

Unremunerated Work of

Women in the Gross

National Product" at a panel

chaired by Congresswoman
Barbara-Rose Collins of

Michigan, at the Legislative

Weekend of the Black

Congressional Caucus. His

essay, "Children and Work:
Rights to Become Creative

and Productive," was
published in School

Psychology Review and
"Pursuing a True Peace"

appeared in American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry.

Ruth Gollan
adjunct associate professor of

Near Eastern and Judaic

studies and director, Hebrew
and Oriental language

programs, presented two
papers, "The Teaching of

Modem Hebrew at the

University Level in the

U.S.A." and "The
Development of the

Guidelines for the

Assessment of Hebrew
Proficiency," at the Fifth

International Conference in

Jewish Education, Melton
Center, Hebrew University,

Jerusalem.

Andrew B. Hahn
lecturer and human services

research professor, The
Heller School, joined the

advisory board of the W.T.
Grant Foundation's

Commission on Work,
Family and Citizenship. The
commission concentrates its

efforts on the "forgotten

half" of American high

school students who do not

pursue postsecondary

education. He was invited to

join the board of directors of

the Steppingstone

Foundation, a new Boston-

based initiative that helps

Boston children prepare for

rigorous education in private,

independent schools.

Michael Henchman
professor of chemistry,

retumed from a sabbatical at

the Physical Chemistry
Institute of the University of

Gottingen, on a Senior

Award from the Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation.

During the year, he lectured

at the Gordon Conference on
"Clusters," Volterra, Italy;

the First European Workshop
on "Fourier Transform Ion

Cyclotron Resonance
Spectroscopy," Bielefeld,

Germany; and the

Pentagonale Workshop on
"Elementary Processes in

Clusters, Lasers and
Plasmas," Kiihtai, Austria.

He also presented colloquia

at the Free and Technical

Universities, Berlin; the Max
Planck Institute for Fluid

Dynamics, Gottingen; and
the Central Research

Institute for Isotopes,

Leipzig.

Ray Jackendoff
professor of linguistics,

presented colloquia on
"Spatial Language and
Spatial Cognition" and
"Parts and Boundaries" at

the University of Illinois and
gave a plenary lecture "What
Does Conceptual Structure

Have to Do with Syntactic

Theory?" at the Eastern

States Conference on
Linguistics, Baltimore. The
journal Nous published his

paper, "The Problem of

Reality."

Kenneth Kustin
professor of chemistry,

chaired a session and
delivered a paper on "A
Mechanism for the Iron-

Promoted, Magnesium-Water
Reaction" at the Fourth

Chemical Congress of North
America, New York City.

Leora Lev
lecturer in Spanish,

presented a paper, "Self-

(M)other Relations in Valle-

Inclan's Sonatas: Variations

on a Necrophilic Theme," as

part of a panel concerning

"Gender and Society in

Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian

Narrative" at the Modern
Language Association

convention, San Francisco.

Norman E. Levine
associate professor of

physical education, was
elected president of NCAA
Division III Cross-Country

Coaches Association,

1990-93.

Mary Lowry
artist-in-residence in voice,

was company voice/text and
dialects coach with the New
Jersey Shakespeare Festival's

productions. The Tempest,

The Skin of Our Teeth, A
Midsummer Night's Dream,
Dark of The Moon and
Twelfth Night, and she

performed with the above

company in Dark of The
Moon. She was an invited

panelist for the 1991 New
Jersey Shakespeare

Colloquium, discussing

"From the Page to the Stage,

or What Does a Voice Coach
Do?" She also was appointed

to the board of directors of

the newly-formed Actors'

Action Theatre, Boston.

Lydian String Quartet
artists-in-residence in music,

were the featured ensemble
of the Twenty-fifth Annual
Contemporary Music
Festival, Indiana State

University, Terre Haute. The
group gave a concert and
masterclass in contemporary
music for students, faculty

and participants.

Michael W. Macy
assistant professor of

sociology and Manheimer
Term Assistant Professor of

University Studies, published

his paper, "Chains of

Cooperation: Threshold

Effects in Collective Action,"

in the December 1991 issue
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of the American Sociological

Review. His paper, "Learning

to Cooperate, Stochastic and
Tacit Collusion in Social

Exchange," appeared m the

November issue of the

American Journal of

Sociology and was also

presented at the annual

meeting of the American
Sociological Association,

Cincinnati.

Sally McBrearty
assistant professor of

anthropology, received a

research grant from the

National Geographic Society

in support of her field project

at the Pleistocene site of

Simbi in western Kenya.

Charles B. McClendon
associate professor of fine

arts, delivered a paper, "The
Art of Farfa, Rome, and
Monte Cassino in the Age of

Monastic Reform," at the

18th New England Medieval
Conference, the University

of Vermont. He was also

named an assistant editor of

Speculum, a journal

published by the Medieval
Academy of America in

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Robert B. Meyer
professor of physics, was an

invited lecturer at the Second
Rutgers Conference on
Theoretical Mechanics,

Rutgers University. The
topic of this meeting was
"Equilibrium of Liquid

Crystal Phases," and he

spoke on "The Splay

Frederiks Transition,-

Uniform and Periodic

States." He also delivered the

Physics Department
Colloquium at Brown
University. His lecture was
entitled "Solitons and
Pattern Formation in a

Nematic Liquid Crystal in a

Rotating Magnetic Field."

Phyllis Mutschler
lecturer and senior research

associate, The Heller School,

was invited by the National
Institute on Aging to present

a paper, "Patterns of Work

Accommodation among
White, Pink and Blue Collar

Workers," based on her

research on the effect of

caregiving on employment,
at a conference sponsored by

the National Institute on
Aging and the New York
Business Group on Health.

Alfred Nisonoff

professor of biology and
Rosenstiel Basic Medical

Sciences Research Center,

delivered the presidential

address on "Idiotypes:

Concepts and Applications"

at the annual meeting of the

American Association of

Immunologists, Atlanta.

Benjamin C.I. Ravid
Jennie and Mayer Weisman
Professor of Jewish History,

delivered an invited lecture

on "A Tale of Three Cities

and Their Raison d'Etat:

Ancona, Venice, Livomo and
the Competition for Jewish

Merchants in the Sixteenth

Century" at the International

Conference on "The
Mediterranean World after

1492: Jews, Muslims and
Christians," Tel Aviv
University. His article,

"Ghetti, Moneylenders and
Merchants," with translation

into Dutch, is the first article

in The Ghetto in Venice:

Ponentini. Levantini and
Tedeschi, 1516-1797,

published in connection with

the exhibition of that name
at the Jewish Museum of

Amsterdam. Another article,

"Daniel Rodriga and the First

Decade of the Jewish

Merchants of Venice,"

appeared in Exile and
Diaspora: Studies in the

History of the Jewish People

Presented to Professor Haim
Bemait.

Shulamit Reinharz
professor of sociology and
director. Women's Studies

Program, gave a talk at

Boston College on her new
book, Feminist Methods in

Social Research. She was
also invited to deliver the

keynote address at the

Annual Conference of the

American Society for Higher

Education. Her chapter on
the life and work of

sociologist, Mirra

Komarovsky, appeared in a

new reference work. Women
in Sociology, A Bio-

Bibliographic Sourcebook.

She serves as cochair of the

Boston-area Sociologists for

Women in Society and has

been invited to serve as guest

of the German Historical

Institute at its conference on
"Women in the Emigration

After 1933."

Rhonda Rider
artist-in-residence in music,

performed a solo recital by

the International Society for

Composers of Music in New
York's Weill (Carnegie)

Recital Hall. Joined by
pianist Lois Shapiro of

Wellesley College, her

program featured works by
Brandeis composers, Arthur

Berger (in celebration of his

80th birthday) and Jon

Christopher Nelson,

Ph.D. '91.

Nicholas Rodis
professor of physical

education, represented the

United States at the General

Assembly of the

Lntemational University

Sports Federation and
attended the World
University Games in

Sheffield, England.

Jonathan D. Sarna
Joseph H. and Belle R. Braun

Professor of American Jewish

History, published American
Jewry: An Annotated
Bibliography of Publications

in Hebrew, with Janet Liss.

His article, "Seating and the

American Synagogue,"

appeared in Belief and
Behavior: Essays in the New
Religious History.

John Schrecker
associate professor of history,

presented a paper, "German
Imperialism in Shandong
Reconsidered," at an
international conference on
Sino-German Relations,

Berlin.

Susan Staves
Paul Prosswimmer Professor

of Humanities, serves as

national chair of the English

Language and Literature

Discipline Advisory

Committee for the Fulbright

Scholar Program of the

Council for the International

Exchange of Scholars. She
lectured on "The
Professionalization of Female
Scribbling, 1660-1763" at the

Research Institute on
Women's Writing,

University of Alberta,

Canada.

Serge N. Timasheff
professor of biochemistry,

presented a symposium talk,

"Protein Stabilization by
Low Molecular Weight
Cosolvents," at the Society

of Cryobiology International

Meeting, Leuven, Belgium.

John F.C. Wardle
professor of astrophysics,

presented two invited talks

at a workshop on "Radio

Jets," organized by the Max
Planck Institute in

Tegemsee, Bavaria.

Harry Zohn
professor of German,
cotranslated Letters of

Martin Buber, published by
Schocken-Pantheon Books,

and contributed two articles

to The Art of Literary

Translation, University Press

of America. He played the

role of Mozart in Stationen

einer Reise, a bicentennial

dramatization, at the Goethe
Institute, Boston.
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Alumni

Paula Apsell '69:

The Star behind
NOVA

Paula Apsell '69 is the

executive producer of

NOVA, the longest-running

science documentary series

on American television, and
director of the WGBH
Science Unit. We spoke with

Apsell, a veteran television

producer and science

journalist, at her office at

WGBH in Boston, the same
station where she began her

broadcasting career 23 years

ago. She had just returned

from London, a frequent

place of business for Apsell,

where she met with BBC and
other foreign producers to

discuss possible NOVA
shows.

Incisive, articulate and often

times blunt, she is

informally dressed in a teal,

knit pantsuit. Decorating her

modestly-sized office are

NOVA promotional posters,

shelves packed with books,

magazines, journals and

photos of her children.

Chuck Yeager and
"Glamorous Glennis, " the

speed machine he piloted

through the sound barrier in

1947. On "Fastest Planes in

the Sky, " NOVA explored

the lure to fly ever faster—
from the GeeBee racer of the

1930s to theX-30 "National

Aero-Space Plane, " planned

for the next century

family and friends. Almost
out of sight, standing on the

highest shelf near the ceiling,

are four Boston Emmy
Awards that NOVA won
under Apsell's leadership.

Apsell's career in

broadcasting began when,
after graduating cum laude

with honors in psychology,

she accepted a job as an

assistant in the WGBH
scheduling office because she

failed to find a job as a social

worker. In her spare time and

without additional pay, she

created the award-winning

radio series for children,

"The Spider's Web." She was
subsequently promoted to

producer/director for the

popular National Public

Radio series, a position she

held until 1973.

From 1973-75, Apsell served

as a news producer for

WGBH radio until she joined

the production staff of

NOVA, advancing from

production assistant to

associate producer and
finally to staff producer. In

that position, she produced

eight films before leaving in

1980 to join a nearby ABC-
affiliate station, WCVB-TV,
Channel 5 as senior producer

for medical programming. At

WCVB-TV, she produced the

critically-acclaimed

documentary on Alzheimer's

disease, "Someone I Once
Knew," which received an

Ohio State Award, and
worked with Dr. Timothy
Johnson as senior producer of

"Faces of Medicine," a five-

part series profiling

physicians and medical

researchers that aired

nationally on PBS in 1983.

While employed by WCVB-
TV, Apsell gradually tired of

the extensive travel and
demanding schedule

required of documentary
producers. The mother of

two young children, she

needed some time to

evaluate her career path.

From 1983-84, she attended

the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology as a Vannevar
Bush Fellow in the Public

Understanding of Science.

One of eight experienced

science journalists chosen

for this prestigious

fellowship program, Apsell

studied evolutionary

biology, cancer and
behavioral biology, as well

as health policy and law.

This leave of absence

granted her time to recharge

her battery and polish up
her academics. "In

journalism," she says,

"you're trying very hard to

be nonacademic and to

translate technical language

into something the general

public can understand. As a

fellow, I could be a student

again and concentrate on
learning."

Feeling refreshed in some of

the basics of science and
ready for a new, challenging

job opportunity, in 1984

Apsell accepted the
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executive producer position

at NOVA. "When the

executive producer position

came up, I was really ready

for it because the fellov\fship

had given me an opportunity

to look at the big picture.

Executive producers, unlike

producers who dwell on
individual programs, must
look at the overall sweep of

the series," she explains.

Apsell IS committed to

producing programs that

meet NOVA's journalistic

standards. "The most
important part of my job is

journalism—deciding what
shows we are going to do,

working with the producers

to ensure that our shows are

informative, appealing and

meeting the standards of the

series," she says. Although

Apsell tries hard not to

interfere with producers'

work, she is not afraid to ask

them to change something

that she finds journalistically

wrong—an unsubstantiated

idea or an element of bias or

unfairness. In those

instances, producers' tempers

are apt to flare in the editing

room. "I think Paula is really

fair but she is a tough boss. I

have seen her say that

something has to go back to

the drawing board and start

over," states Don Lessem
'73, the author of adult and

children's books on
dinosaurs and a contributing

writer to The Boston Globe,

Omni, Smithsonian, The
New York Times and
Atlantic Monthly, who
worked with Apsell as host,

consultant and writer on
three 1991 NOVA episodes,

"The Case of the Flying

Dinosaurs," "T. rex

Exposed" and "The Hunt for

China's Dinosaurs."

Not given to holding big staff

meetings, Apsell prefers to

meet with NOVA producers

informally. Her office door is

always open to producers

wishing to discuss ideas.

"Television producers are

pretty individualistic people

and I try to work with them
as individuals," Apsell notes.

Lessem agrees. "Paula likes

strong personalities. She is

not intimidated by very

idiosyncratic, creative

people. That is an advantage

for her because she employs
really talented, independent-

minded people," he says.

Aside from the producers on

staff, NOVA hires numerous
independent producers.

One does not have to be a

nuclear physicist or a

scientific genius to watch
NOVA; It appeals to wide
audiences. In fact, show ideas

are often suggested by the

public as well as the

scientific community.
Education, entertainment,

need for public awareness

NOVA accompanied Soviet

scientists on their dangerous

assignment inside the

sarcophagus that entombs the

Chernobyl nuclear reactor,

searching for tons of missing

radioactive fuel on "Suicide

Mission to Chernobvl"

and expense are factors that

Apsell weighs heavily in the

selection process.

Distinguished scientists in

medicine, physics, geology,

engineering and other fields

serve on NOVA's advisory

board and meet regularly to

evaluate new projects and set

long-term goals. Once a

subject is chosen, a six- to

eight-week research period

normally follows during

which producers interview

between 30 to 40 scientists,

gather background
information and conduct

actual filming. Producers

also seek out conflicting

expert opinions on
controversial issues, ensuring

that material is current,

accurate and balanced. A
show is completed roughly

eight months later at a cost

of $350,000 on average.

However, Apsell stresses that

a carefully-selected topic

does not always make an

interesting program. The key

to success is deciding how to

present the topic in a way
that will catch the public's

eye. According to Apsell,

"Films are not made of

subjects. They are made of

stories. That's the whole
essence of this enterprise

—

NOVA examined the

causes and reputed cures of

baldness on "Sex, Lies and
Toupee Tape. " Shown are

(left to right): two members
of the Bald Headed Men of

America, Don Henderson
and Kippy Kizkland
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Apsell (middle) overseeing

the editing of a NOVA
episode with producers

good storytelling." NOVA's
knack of telling riveting

stories is demonstrated in

the numerous awards it has

garnered: in its 17 years of

production, NOVA has

received nearly every major

broadcast industry award,

including nine Ohio State

Awards, three duPont-

Columbia loumalism
Awards, three George Foster

Peabody Awards and seven

NATAS/News and
Documentary Emmys,
prompting one writer to label

It the "New Yorker of

documentaries."

NOVA's success contradicts

the networks' assumption
that science is too boring or

difficult for television

viewers. Expensive to

produce, documentaries,

particularly science

documentaries, are

extremely rare on network
television, replaced by "real-

life" dramas such as "Top
Cops" and "Unsolved
Mysteries" that continually

top the Nielsen polls.

Science is also poorly

covered on nightly

newscasts, which address

such public interest topics as

AIDS research, the space

shuttle or the Hubble
telescope in 30-second
updates, depriving the

viewers of detailed

background information.

NOVA answers viewers'

pleas for more explanation.

"The networks are

concerned with maintaining

high ratings and they

probably feel that shows
dealing with science won't

attract an audience of that

size. Now everything has

switched to a magazine-style

format. I'm not sure if that's

their commentary on what
they think the concentration

span of a typical audience

is," she says.

The idea for NOVA
originated in 1972 when
WGBH-Boston sent one of its

producers, Michael
Ambrosino, to England to

evaluate science

programming on the British

Broadcasting System with an

eye toward creating a science

series on American
television. Billed as "science

adventures for curious

grown-ups," NOVA first

aired in March 1974.

Currently, each season

comprises 26 weekly
episodes—20 original

productions and six repeat

broadcasts. Every episode is

either an original production,

a coproduction with a foreign

broadcaster or an occasional

straight-out acquisition,

which the NOVA staff edits,

rewrites and reshapes by
adding additional film

footage for NOVA and PBS's

editorial and technical

requirements. NOVA is

carried by over 300 PBS
stations in the United States

and watched in some 30
countries, including England,

Sweden, France, Italy and
Germany.

Providing top-quality

programming without going

over budget is a challenge for

every producer and Apsell is

no exception: NOVA is

totally dependent on outside

funding. She must monitor
all expenses closely,

particularly travel, as

NOVA's production crew
ventures all over the world

filming and investigating

new scientific discoveries.

Approximately two-thirds of

NOVA's annual funding

comes from individual public

television shows who
purchase the show, and the

remainder consists of grants

from such corporations as

lohnson &. lohnson Family of

Companies, Lockheed, the

Corporation for Public

Broadcasting and donations

froiTi public television

viewers.

NOVA has proved useful in a

variety of communities,
especially among scientists

in higher education. Brandeis

Professor of Chemistry
Kenneth Kustin incorporates

NOVA episodes into his

classroom lectures. He
admires NOVA's ability to

humanize the subject by
talking to the people behind

the scenes, the scientists in

the laboratory who devote

their lives to research, and by

presenting both sides of a

theory, showmg the audience

that not everybody agrees

and that investigators do not

accept every theory

immediately. He also

respects NOVA's coverage of

pure and applied science. In

his opinion, most shows on

the networks and cable only

cover applied science. "They
(the networks) talk about the

use of a new drug to cure a

disease, but they never

explain to you that it is not a

physician who invented that

drug. It's a chemist or a

biochemist working in a

laboratory who then takes

the drug to be tested. They
only present the applied side

of the story and NOVA deals

with both," he claims.

Kustin fits the mold of a

typical NOVA viewer. Men
are the largest segment of the

audience comprising 32
percent of all viewers. Fifty

percent of NOVA's audience

mainly consists of adults

between the age of 18-49;

adults over the age of 50
account for an additional 42
percent. Currently only eight

percent of students under 18

watch the program.

Recognizing this factor,

Apsell says that efforts are

underway at NOVA to

produce science programs for

viewing in the elementary
and middle schools.

Like many other working
women, Apsell leads a very

busy schedule juggling her

responsibilities as a producer,

mother and wife. Both she

and her physicist husband,

Sheldon Apsell, Ph.D. '72,

are very supportive of their

two children's activities and
try to synchronize their work
schedules accordingly. "I

really feel that when you
send your kids to public

schools as I do, you have to

put in a lot of time. School is

more than ever a partnership

with parents," she says. In

her opinion, it is possible to

be both a good parent and
still be a good employee. "I

don't think people can live

on one income anymore. We
need to restructure the work
place to accommodate
people," she notes. In

addition to serving on the

PTA, Apsell is active in her

synagogue and other

community activities.

Christina Aicardi
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Minority Network
Plans Reunion

Alumni Leadership
and Achievement
Recognized at
Founders' Day

The Brandeis University

Minority Alumni Network
has planned a reunion for its

members the weekend of

October 2-4, 1992. Chaired

by Ralph Martin 74 and
Barbara Waters 77, the

weekend will feature a

keynote address, a dinner

dance and awards

presentation, a reunion of

gospel choir alumni and a

panel on career prospects for

current undergraduates.

Anyone interested in

assisting the committee with

programming plans or

outreach efforts may contact

Evelyn Tate 77 at

617736-3517.

Six alumni received special

awards in recognition of their

achievement, leadership and
service at the annual

Founders' Day reception and
dinner. President Samuel O.

Thier presented University

Alumni Achievement
Awards to Drew Altman 73,

Evelyn Fox Keller '57 and

Joel D. Schwartz '69, Ph.D.
'80 who have won
recognition for exceptional

accomplishment in their

professions, community
service or other endeavors.

Altman, the former

commissioner of human
services for the state of New
Jersey, moved from a career

in public service to

foundation management,
serving first as assistant vice

The Official

Brandeis University

Watch

^^^^^^^Q



Alumni College '92

Features Discovery
Theme

Alumni May
Nominate Teaching
Prize Winners

1992 Ballot for

Members-at-Large

Alumni College '92 will

explore a variety of academic

topics from several academic

disciplines under the title of

"nOO Years of Discoveiy" on

May 22, 1992. This day-long

academic exploration

provides the kickoff for

Reunion and will include

leading members of the

Brandeis faculty discussing

such topics as "The Other

1492 Story," "Appreciating

the Natural History of the

New World," "The
American Kaleidoscope:

Unity, Diversity and the

Multicultural Question,"

"Scholarly Discovery and the

Media" and "New Looks at

Old Cities." To receive a

registration brochure or for

more information, contact

the Office of Alumni
Relations at 617-736-4100.

Alumni are mvited to

nominate their former

professors for two special

prizes for excellence in

teachmg. The Michael

Walzer Award, named for

Michael Walzer '56, is given

to a nontenured faculty

member who combines
superlative scholarship with

inspiring teaching. The Louis

Dembitz Brandeis Prize for

Excellence in Teaching,

established by the Standing

Committee on the

Development and Evaluation

of Teaching and modeled on
the Walzer Award, is open to

all members of the faculty.

Each prize carries a stipend

of $1,000. The 1992 prizes

will be awarded in the fall.

Nominations should be

forwarded no later than June

1, 1992, with supporting

materials, to Milton

Komfeld, Associate Dean,

Academic Affairs, Brandeis

University, P.O. Box 9110,

Waltham, MA 02254-91 10.

Reunion '92

Celebrates First-

Time Happenings
May 22-24, 1992

Reunion '92 will celebrate

many first-time events — the

first 40th Reunion for the

first graduating class of 1952,

the first time that eight

quinquennial Reunion
classes will return to campus
at one time, the first

Reunion under the

Presidency of Samuel O.

Thier and the first

Commencement to be held

indoors at the Gosman
Sports and Convocation
Center.

Leadership from all eight

Reunion classes have been
meeting to set attendance

and gift goals for the

weekend. Class leadership

for Reunion '92 includes

Sanders and Phylis Levins

Acker, Gus Ranis, Ed Stavis

and Carl and Audrey Wine
Werner, 1952; Barbara Krasin

Kravitz, Philip Lieb and Sy
and Debbie Lewis Raboy,

1957; Benjamin and Barbara

Bleeker Appelbaum, Sidney

Boorstein, Ann Leder Sharon

and William Singer, 1962;

Constance Lowenthal,

Howard Scher, Ellen

Globman Sklar and Jane Sills

Teitler and Stanley Teitler,

1967; Marc Eisenstock,

Michael Hammerschmidt
and Hillel Korin, 1972;

Kwabena Akufo, Fred Berg

and Steve London, 1977;

David Cotton, Seth

Mininsohn and Stephen

Waisgerber, 1982; and Joy

Brovrei Levin, Deborah
Schatz Rosenfeld and Sara

Vickers Shapiro, 1987.

Questions concerning

Reunion '92 may be directed

to the Office of Alumni
Relations, 617-736-4100.

The March issue of the

Biandeis Alumni
Connection will feature a

first-page ballot listing the

credentials of candidates for

member-at-large positions on
the Alumni Association

Board of Directors. Charles S.

Eisenberg '70, chair of the

Alumni Association

Nominating Committee,
encourages all alumm to vote

in the election m order to

ensure the broadest possible

participation in leadership

selection for the Association.

Ballots must be signed and
returned to the Office of

Alumni Relations no later

than May 1, 1992, to be

considered valid.

Nominations in

Order for Alumni
Term TVustee

Lenore Edelman Saltman '56,

chair of the Alumni Term
Trustee Nominating
Committee, invites members
of the Brandeis community
to nominate qualified alumni

for a five-year term of service

to the Umversity as an

Alumm Term Trustee. Any
individual nominated for this

position must have a record

of outstanding contribution

to Brandeis as well as their

respective communities.
Service on the Brandeis Board

of Trustees requires

dedication and commitment
and is considered a most
prestigious opportunity for

Nominations accompanied
by evidence of prior service,

capacity for sustained

contribution to and
leadership for Brandeis and/

or exceptional civic and

UNIVERSITY
MAGAZINE
NETWORK
I^ACHING AMERICA'S
EDUCATED ELITE

Brandeis Review

Carnegie Mellon !\4aga2ine

CWRU: The Magazine of

Case Western Resewe

Duke Magazine

Johns Hopkins Magazine

New York University Magazine

Pitt Magazine

Rutgers Magazine

Washington University Magazine

Our 809,550 subscnbers

1.5 million readers

have a median age of

42.8, an average

household income of

$81,200, and are loyal

readers of their alumni

magazines.

To inquire about advertising

please contact:

FOX ASSOCIATES, INC.

347 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1307

New York, NY 10016

New York: (212) 725-2106

Chicago: (312) 644-3888

Detroit: (313) 543-0068

Atlanta: (404) 252-0968

Los Angeles: (213) 487-5630

San Francisco: (415) 989-5804

community leadership

should be directed to Lenore

E. Saltman '56, chair,

Alumni Term Trustee

Nominating Committee,
c/o Office of Development
and Alumni Relations,

P.O. Box 91 10, Brandeis

University, Waltham, MA
02254-9110. Deadline for

Alumni Term Trustee

nominations is July 1, 1992.
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Class Notes

'54

Miriam Femgold d'Amato, Class

Correspondent, 62 Floyd Street,

Winthrop, MA 02152

Arnold Razin reports that he

received a call from Ralph Norman
and they talked for an hour and a

half. They discussed Harriman
[ones and Claude Vigee and the

good times at Brandeis.

'57
Carole Wolfe Herman, Class

Correspondent, 5 Heritage Lane,

Lynnfield, MA 01946

Ruth Porter Bernstein, a Winthrop

High School counselor and

member-at-large of the Alumni
Association, was invited to be one

of 13 counselors from across the

nation to visit Moscow, St.

Petersburg and Budapest as part of

the Citizen Ambassador Program
of People to People International.

Robert N. Brooks has retired from
the U.S. Army Reserve (colonel.

Medical Service Corps! after 35

years of service. Susan Levine Gold
is newly divorced and retains her

position as educational consultant

for special needs children. She
spent summer 1991 traveling

through California, Oregon,

Washington and rafting in Idaho to

see the grandeur of the United

States. Esther Osborne Herman
continues her work at the Brandeis

Psychological Counseling Center

and says that she enjoys her work
with Brandeis students as much as

ever. Rita Roth Levine is director

of development for St. Luke's

Community Services Inc., a

Stamford-based, nonprofit, secular

organization that serves the needy
and homeless of lower Fairfield

County, CT Deena Posy Metzger,

Ph.D., who attended Brandeis from
1953-55, received a B.A. in

literature and philosophy from
Brooklyn College, an M.A. in

English and American literature

from UCLA and a Ph.D. in creative

writing and education from
International College. She is the

author of several books and has

many published articles. In

addition, she is a member of P.E.N.

American, International P.E.N./

U.S.A Center West, the National

Writer's Union and the Author's

Guild. She is married to Michael
Ortiz Hill, has two sons. Marc and
Greg Metzger, and lives and works
in a cottage in Topanga, CA.

'58
Allan W. Drachman, Class

Correspondent, 115 Mayo Road,
Wellesley, MA 02181

My thanks to those of you who
have sent in your class notes for

our 35th Reunion in 1993. We are

richly diverse! Those of you who
have not yet responded, please join

in and add luster to our listings.

Allan W. Drachman continues to

practice law in Boston. He and his

wife, ludith, a mental health

therapist, enjoy long summer
weekends on the Cape as well as

their two grown children, Neil, a

banker, and Amy, a lawyer. Eden
Force Eskin still enjoys writing

and editing her nonfiction

textbooks in social studies and
reference books, while remaining

active in Manhattan civic

organizations. She received an

Outstanding Science Book of 1990

Award from the Children's Book
Council for her biography of lohn

Muir and acclaim for her book on
the Sixth Amendment, part of a

10-book series on the Bill of

Rights. She has been married to

her husband, Robert, since 1967;

they have two children in college.

Ruby Weinstock Fajer, M.A. is

working for the Tracer Technology
Group in the environmental

chemistry division at the

Brookhaven National Laboratories

and says that she is still doing

aerobics, enjoying the empty nest

and filling its empty closets. loan

Kameny Gelch is a speech/

language pathologist in the

Providence school system and is

serving as president of the board of

directors of Dorcas Place Parent

Literacy Center. She and her

husband, Melvyn, have four

children and live in the Providence

area. Marjorie Greenfield

continues her 27 years as a

librarian and her activism in the

peace, feminist, lesbian/gay,

lewish and ecological movements.
Marcia Bialick Grossman is still

teaching elementary-school

English in Israel while her

husband, David, is a professor of

geography at Bar Ilan University.

Elaine Heumann Gurian, Ed.M.

has accepted the position of deputy

director of the United States

Holocaust Memorial Museum in

Washington, DC, which is set to

open on its Mall location in April

1993. She previously worked at

the National Museum of the

American Indian. Bernard

Kempler, Ph.D. and his wife,

Diane Solomon Kempler '59, are

living in Atlanta, where he teaches

in the graduate clinical psychology

program at Georgia State

University, chairs the

psychotherapy doctoral specialty

department and directs a clinic.

He also has a private practice and
does some consulting for small

businesses. Jeremy D. Lamer, a

screen writer best known for his

Academy Award-winning script,

The Candidate, won praise for his

first East Coast poetry reading at

the Stephen Rosenberg Gallery in

New York City last fall. He lost

his Berkeley home in the October

fire Alan M. Laulman has

"retired" from his 22 years of

teaching in independent schools to

run the Organ Clearing House, a

business that has found a home for

old pipe organs in more than 1,700

in churches and schools

throughout the United States,

Canada, and as far away as Brazil,

Germany and |apan. He has five

foster sons and is one of three

selectmen in the town of

HamsviUe, NH, where he serves

on the local planning board. David
Lehrman, M.D. is chief of

orthopedic surgery at St. Francis

Hospital, CEO of Human
Performance Tech Inc., a national

employee back screening program,

and medical director and founder

of the Lehrman-Baxter Back
Center, a rehabilitation and
treatment center for orthopedic

injuries. He lives in Miami Beach

with his wiie, Linda, and reports

that his sons, Michael Lehrman
'82 and Richard Lehrman '79, are

both practicing attorneys. Amy
Miklowitz Leinwand is a

psychotherapist in general private

pratice with subspecialties in

retirement and hospice-related

issues. She has three children and

enjoys music, books, travel and the

beach. Bruce Marks signed a five-

year contract as artistic director of

the Boston Ballet, was
instrumental in founding the

National Choreography Project for

the National Endowment for the

Arts and was appointed chair of

the jury for the 1990 IV USA
International Ballet Competition.

Highlights of his extensive

performance career include the

Metropolitan Opera Ballet in 1956,

principal dancer with the

American Ballet Theatre in 1 96

1

and the first American principal

dancer with the Royal Danish
Ballet in 1971 Aimette Liberman
Miller continues her acting career

with recent pert'ormances as Mrs.

Bimbaum in the feature film, The
Imported Bridegroom, Amanda in

the on-stage production of The

Glass Menagerie and Mrs. Glass m
A Matter of Degree. Martin J. Raff,

M.D. continues to serve as chief of

infectious diseases at the

University of Louisville. As a

lawyer, he does consulting and

writing about medicine and the

law. His wife, Patricia, is also an

academic physician; together they

have six children, one of whom,
Lori Raff '89, is a senior at Boston

University Law School. Sue Mack
Rudin received a master's in

history in 1 96 1 and a master's in

social work in 1983 from

Columbia University. She has

been married 28 years, has a son

and a married daughter and is

working as a medical social worker
in a physical rehabilitation

hospital. Alice Miller Sheffet,

M.D. IS a site manager for a

National Institute of Health-

funded study on heterosexual HTV
transmissions in the department of

medicine at the New Jersey

Medical School. She is still

teaching piano and playing

chamber music as part of an

ongoing series at the New Jersey

Medical School in Newark.
Edward I. Snyder finds his position

highly satisfying as director of

massage therapy at Orchards in

Williamstown, MA. Eugene L.

Speck, M.D. IS an associate

professor at the University of

Nevada Medical School and an

infectious diseases specialist in

private practice. Alan J. Ward,

Ph.D. is director of internal

research for the institute for

juvenile research and the

department of psychiatry at the

University of Illinois. He
continues his ongoing work in the

field of clinical child psychology

and has a private practice in

Chicago. Paula Gordon White
teaches law students in a clinical

program at Indiana University, is

certified as a family law mediator

and was designated the Owen
Circuit Court Small Claim and

Misdemeanor Court Referee.

'60
Abby Brown, Class Correspondent,

4 Jeffrey Circle, Bedford, MA
01730

Richard Rosen is director of the

radiology department at the Bronx-

Lebanon Hospital Center while his

wife, Phyllis Mandell Rosen '59, is

an administrator for medical

osteoporosis diagnostics at a new
center that determines the extent

of osteoporosis in women through

bone density tests. Photographs by

Lee Snider were featured on the

cover of the luly 1991 Delta

Airlines SKY Magazine, the TWA
Ambassador Magazine: Europe

lulv 1991, luly Touis and Resorts,

and both the 1991 and 1992

Beautiful Lancaster Calendars.

'63
Minam (Mimi! Osier Hyman,
Class Cortespondent, 140 East

72nd Street #16B, New York, NY
10021

Roslyn Laufgraben Bernstein is a

professor of English and director of

the journalism and business

journalism programs at Baruch

College. Laurel Frank Brake is a

lecturer in literature at Birkveak

College, University of London,

where she went three years ago
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from a post in the English

department at the University ot

Wales, Aberystwyth. She is writing

a book about the lite of Walter

Pater, is active in the University's

teachers' union and has completed

an eight-year stint as editor of The
Year's Work in English Studies for

the English Association. Lawrence

S. Goldman is practicing criminal

law with the firm of Goldman 6*.

Hafetz in New York City. He was
elected to the board of the

National Association of Criminal

Defense Lawyers and is a member
of the New York State

Commission on ludicial Conduct.

He is former president of the New
York State Association of Criminal

Defense Lawyers and the New
York Criminal Bar Association.

He has been married to Kathi

Schleifer Goldman '64 for 26 years

and has a daughter, Carolyn, and a

son, lonathan. Lawrence Harris

and his wife, Laura, have moved to

the Hartford area where he has

accepted a new position as a

managing director and division

Lawrence Haiiis

head for the public fixed income
division of Cigna Investments, Inc.

Jonathan Kamin, Ph.D. will have

five or six new books published by
the end of 1991 with two
additional scheduled for 1992. He
and his wife, Nancy, have two
sons, laron, age 11, and lordan, age

7 Jewel Naxon Klein celebrated

her 25th wedding anniversary to

Steven Klein. She has given

speeches in New Orleans, Tucson,

Columbia, and Arcadia, CA, on
subjects relating to administrative

due process in the regulated racing

industry. In addition, she has

spoken at several conferences on
the topic of comparative

negligence and the freedom of

information acts. Nancy Rosenfeld

Miller was graduated from

Teachers' Institute at Hebrew
College. She and her husband,

Herbert, enjoy their careers in

education Jason S. Roussos, Ph.D.

continues his work as a professor

at Sophia University in Japan. A
former Wien Scholar, he has

worked for the Embassy of Greece

and as a music cntic for a Japanese

newspaper. He has received

decorations from the King of

Thailand and from the Irish

government. Selwyn K. Troen,

Ph.D. is the Lopin Professor of

Modem History at Ben-Gurion
University in Israel. In addition, he

spends three months a year in

Oxford, England, as a Visiting

Fellow of the Oxford Centre for

Postgraduate Hebrew Studies. He
has published two books in the

last two years — one on the Suez-

Sinai crisis of 1956 and another on
national Jewish solidarity in the

modern period. He has six

children and two grandchildren,

Judith Secunda William is still

teaching English as a second
language for adults. Her son, Paul,

was graduated from college and her

daughter, Lisa, is studying at the

University of Buenos Aires for a

year.

'64
Rochelle A. Wolf, Class

Correspondent, 113 Naudain
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19477

Peter L. Osnos, vice president and
associate publisher of Random
House Adult Trade Books, has also

been appointed publisher of Times
Books. In addition to leading major
restructuring of Times, he has

been instrumental in building an

important and innovative public

affairs publishing company.

Can a gift to

Brandeis

pay you income ?

As a participant in one of Brandeis's life

income plans, you and your spouse will receive

four checks a year— for life.

That income could actually be higher

than what you are realizing from passbook

savings or stock dividends. And you

will be supporting our outstanding programs,

faculty, libraries and students.

Shouldn't you benefit from this way of giving

to Brandeis?

Yes!

For confidential information on gifts that benefit you and

Brandeis, please call or write Lori Goldstein or

Katharine Umer in the Office of Planned Giving, Brandeis

University, P.O. Box 91 10, Waltham, MA 02254-9110,

(617) 736-4030. CoUecl caUs are welcome.
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./^

Maurice M. Roumam

Maurice M. Roumani, Ph.D.,

director of the Elyachar Center for

Studies of Sepliardi Heritage at

Ben-Gurion University of tlie

Negev, Israel, teaches Middle East

politics and conducts research on
military and social changes in

Israel and the Sephardi role in

Israel's foreign policy. He is active

in peace movement groups in

Israel and looks forward to

teaching summer school at George
Washington University and the

University of Maryland in 1992.

'65
Daphnah Sage, Class

Correspondent, 1435 Centre
Street, Newton Centre, MA 02159

Susan Abramowitz Rosenbaum
was appointed vice president of

development and public affairs at

the Corcoran Gallery of Ait,

Washington, D.C.

'66
Carol R. Kempner, director of

Middlesex Opportunities Corp.,

New Brunswick, NI, received a

Head Start-Iohnson & lohnson
Management Fellows Program
certificate from advisory board
members during the first annual
program held at the lohn E.

Anderson Graduate School of

Management at the University of

California, Los Angeles, CA.
Richard M. Serkey, Esq. is an
attorney concentrating in real

estate law. He lives in Plymouth,
MA, with his wife, Pauline, and
their 8-year-old son, Ethan. Mary
Anne Landfield Winig continues to

chair the San Francisco Bay Area
Alumni Admissions Council for

Brandeis. Her daughter, Heidi, is a

senior at Harvard University; her
son, Adam, is a first-year student
at Brandeis; and her younger son,

Ben, IS in high school.

'68
Richard Burgin has published his

second book of short stories.

Private Fame. His first book, Man
Without Memory, was published
in 1989 and was widely praised for

its powerful realism as well as its

Richard Burgm

fantasy. In addition, he has won
two Pushcart Prizes for his past

works of fiction. He is residing in

Philadelphia and is an associate

professor of humanities in the

College of Arts and Sciences at

Drexel University. Kay Mathews is

an arts consultant who also does
Central Amenca solidarity work
with other cultural

contemporaries Phillip A. Saperia

has been appointed executive

director of the New York
Metropolitan Region of the

American Jewish Congress.

Previously, he served as assistant

executive vice president for the

Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society

where he was also director of

planning and government relations

and director of administration and
government relations. Mark Simon
and his partners in the firm of

Centerbrook, Architects and
Planners of Essex, CT, received the

1991 Domino's 30 Award for

excellence in architecture. In

addition to the Domino's 30

Mark Simon

award, which is given to the top 30
architects in the United States,

Simon and his partners were
among the 100 world's foremost

architects chosen by Architectural

Digest- Lesley Straley is pursuing a

Master of Education degree in

foundations of education for

experienced educators at Antioch
New England Graduate School,

Keene, MA. She is a teacher at

Townshend Elementary School in

Townshcnd, VT, and has been
teaching violin for 20 years. Gila

Schwartz Svirsky retired from her

six-year post as director of The
New Israel Fund in order to devote

more time to her fiction writing

and her activities with Women in

Black, the Israeli peace movement.
She is living in Jerusalem and has

two daughters, Mieka, age 19, and
Derma, age 15.

Gila Schwartz Svnsky

'69
Jo Anne Chemev Adlerstein, Class

Correspondent, 76 Glenview Road,

South Orange, N] 07079

Donald E. Segal joined Baker &
Hosteller as partner in their

Washington, D.C. office. He served

as associate chief counsel for

medical devices in the Food and
Drug Administration from 1986-91

and as associate chief counsel for

endorsement from 1979-86. His
practice with the agency involved

diverse matters such as labeling,

import, export, recalls and civil

penalties with emphasis on
legislative matters and
enforcement activities such as

inspections, seizures and
injunctions.

'70
Carol Stein Schulman, Class

Correspondent, 7 Stonehenge,

Great Neck, NY 11023

Old friends John (Jay) Peters and
Ellen (Sue) Shapiro held their own
mini-reunion in Washington, D.C.
last September. After years of

professional furniture making in

Maine, he is now a

psychotherapist living in

Riverdale, NY, with Diedre Sklar.

She is an attorney with the

Department of lustice and lives in

Bethesda, MD, where she has

written her first book, a murder
mystery.

Mark L. Kaufman, Class

Correspondent, 28 Devens Road,
Swampscott, MA 01907-2014

Deborah Tellennan Berkowitz was
appointed chair of the 1992 South
Florida Chapter of the Justice

Brandeis Society Steering

Committee. She is an attorney in

Miami, past president of the South
Florida Alumni Association and a

President's Councilor. Thomas S.

Crow, Jr. will enter the Master of

Fine Arts degree program in

pnntmaking at the Academy of

Art College in San Francisco, CA.
Matthew D. Rifkin, M.D., an
affiliate with Jefferson Medical
College, Thomas Jefferson

University, also became chair of

the department of radiology at the

Albany Medical College m New
York, and has published his fifth

textbook. Ultrasonography of the

Urinary Tract. He and his wife,

Susan, celebrated their 20th

anniversary this year. Adele
Wolfson, Ph.D. was granted tenure

and promoted to associate

professor in the department of

chemistry at Wellesley College.

'72
Mark and Elaine Heimburger
Tulis, Class Correspondents, 21

Gray Rock Lane, Chappaqua, NY
10514

Anna Balas lives in New York City
with her husband. Woody
Waldron, and their 6-year-old son
and practices adult and child

psychiatry and psychoanalysis in

Manhattan Robert Levin

completed his doctorate in history

at Carnegie Mellon University in

1990 and is writing on curriculum
history and the historical

development of teacher education.

He is an associate professor of

education at the California

University of Pennsylvania; his

wife, Carol, tutors Soviet

immigrants as a Jewish Family
Services volunteer director of

English as a second language.

They live in Pittsburgh, PA, with

their sons, Joel, age 6, and Samuel,
age 4. Henry H. Osborne was
named director of business

development for WRC-TV,
Channel 4, the NBC-owned station

in Washington, D.C. He received a

J.D. from the National Law Center
at George Washington University

in 1975, and previously he was
manager of local programs for

WRC-TV, manager of community
services and broadcast standards

and manager of program
marketing. He was one of 1 16

nationwide recipients of a coveted

Black Achievers Award.
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News Notes

'73

Paula L. Schecr, Class

Correspondent, 133 Park Street,

Brookline, MA 02146

What a privilege to get a sneak

preview of your lives through your

class notes responses. Don't wait

for another mailing—just drop me
a few hues. Your friends will be

glad you did.

Anne Anninger is the Philip Hofer

Curator of Printing and Graphic

Arts at Harvard University. She

reports that one son, Stefan, is a

senior at the University of

Michigan while his older brother,

William, IS in the Peace Corps.

Jean Simon Bendon is an attorney

living m Cincinnati, OH, with her

husband, Robert Bendon, M.D., a

perinatal pathologist, and their

four daughters, ages 14 months to

17 years. Paul j. Block is in his

seventh year as a practicing

cardiologist after completing a

cardiology fellowship at Stanford

University. He lives in Lunenburg,

MA, with his wife, Lois Block, and

their two children, ages 6 and 10.

Lee |. Brooks, M.D. is the first

pediatric pulmonologist certified

by the American Board of Sleep

Medicine and is director of the

Sleep Disorders Center at

University Hospitals of Cleveland

and assistant professor of

pediatrics at Case Western Reserve

University. John E. Edison, a

member of the Seattle King

County Bar Association, is active

with the Volunteer Attorneys for

Persons with AIDS. He has spent

his past summers in the Arctic

exploring Northern Alaska and
Canada. Lewis EtcoK, Pli.D. is in

private practice as a clinical

neuropsychologist in Las Vegas.

He is enjoying the best years of his

life with wife, Marilyn, and
daughters Jennifer, age 4 1/2, and
Allison, age 6. Frank Fama is

forming several minority/female-

owned firms. One offers

investment service to tax-exempt
organizations and another is

designed to acquire small

companies in "enterprise zones."
He hopes that aggressive

marketing will help the companies
grow, thereby increasing

employment opportunities. He is a

divorced single parent of two girls,

ages 10 and 1 1 . Helaine C.

Goldstone has been promoted to

senior tax manager in the New
York office of Grant Thornton, an
international accounting and
management consulting finn.

Barry Harsip is a partner in the law
firm of Graham & Harsip, P.C.

where he specializes in divorce. He
lives in Acton, MA, with his wife,

Lisa, and their children, Adam, age

3, and Jamie, age 1 . George M.
Kalin had the world premiere of

his new composition, "Screen

Songs," with text by A.A. Milne
from When We Were Very Young
at Santa Monica College. His wife,

Diana Zaslore Kahn, sang the

soprano role in the performance.

He works for Security Pacific Bank
in the home loan department

during the day, and with a jazz trio

in Los Angeles in his spare time.

Debra Kay was sales manager at

the Paramount Theatre in

Oakland, CA, operations manager
for a professional sound
reinforcement company and

received her M.B.A. in 1986 from
St. Mary's College. She and her

husband, Joel Kushino, have

happily started a family through

open adoption of Elysia Anna in

July. Allen E. Kerne joined nine

other Peace Corp volunteers in

aiding the government of Fiji in

the area of computer technology.

The Fiji education permanent
secretary welcomed the group m a

ceremony attended by the

American ambassador. Francine

Koslow, Ph.D. teaches art at

Massachusetts College of Art, is

writing about art history, and will

be curating an exhibition, "The
New Transcendency," this winter.

Ellen Beth Lande sold her

business. The Great Kid Co., Inc.,

in 1990 and is writing her first

novel.She lives in Lexington, MA,
with her husband, Detlev Suderow
'70, and their sons, Alexander, age

9, and Max, age 4. Donald Lessem
hosted and wrote NOVA
documentaries for public TV last

year and authored Dinosaurs
Rediscovered and T. Rex Exposed,

two forthcoming adult books from
Simon and Schuster. Don has

written for Spy, The
Smithsonian, The New York

Times and The Boston Globe, and
has traveled to Mongolia, the

Arctic and Montana in search of

dinosaur remains. He is also

writing several children's books
about dinosaurs and has founded
the nonprofit Dinosaur Society for

which he writes Dino Times. He
lives in Waban, MA, with his wife,

Paula Hertstein, a reading

specialist, and daughters, Rebecca,

age 10, and Erica, age 7. Janet

Lewis received an M.A. in

dramatic arts from the University

of California, Berkeley, and an
M.F.A. from the University of

California, Los Angeles. She
received a fellowship from the

National Endowment for the Arts,

has been a stage actress, and is

literary manager at the Odyssey
Theatre in Los Angeles, where she

directed a new play entitled

Among the Vipers. In addition to

teaching script analysis at UCLA
and playwriting at the Odyssey

Home

Theatre, she is also a panelist for

the California Arts Council and
the Nevada State Council on the

Arts. Barbara Golden Liebhaber

still resides in New Jersey with her

husband, Louis Liebhaber '72 and
their two children, Sarah, age 10,

and David, age 8. She earned an

M.A. in music at Teacher's

College, Columbia University in

1989, IS teaching music and
conducting piano lessons in her

private studio. Carol Manning is a

physician who is board certified in

internal medicine, board eligible in

emergency medicine and in

practice doing urgent care work in

a large multispecialty clinic in Name
Minneapolis. Nancy Nager, Ph.D.

continues to teach child

development at the Bank Street

College of Education. She and her

husband, Mark Sadoff, celebrated Address

Benjamin Nager-Sadoff's first

birthday on Nancy's 40th birthday

in July. Their older son, David, is 4

years old. Barbara Gline Pearlman Plione
and her husband, Rob, are enjoying

raising their 2-year-old son,

Daniel Susan O'Keefe Pollock and

Dale Pollock '72 are happily living

in Santa Monica with their three

children, Owen, Leo and Zoe.

Deborah Posin has been practicing

law for 17 years, 10 of which have

been spent as m-house lawyer for

the General Cinema Corporation
involving matters concerning the

Neiman Marcus Group. She and

her husband have three sons, Ben,

age 8 1/2, Sam, age 6, and Alex,

age 2. Naomi Cohen Sacks works
in Belmont, MA, as a part-time

quality assurance manager and
technical writer for a small

software company called Credit

Technologies. She and Susana, the

newest addition to her family who
IS now 9 months old, enjoy

Belmont community life. Paula

Scheer-Mayer studied and
performed opera through the

Conservatory of Rome after

graduation. In 1977 she earned a

master's degree from Columbia
University, in 1980 she married

Daniel Mayer, and in 1983 earned

a J.D. She has a private practice in

Brookline, MA, focusing on
personal iniury, criminal and real Address
estate law. She also volunteers

with the Massachusetts Head
Injury Association. Elliot

Schoenberg is director of Phone
Rabbinical Service for the

Rabbinical Assembly of the Home
International Professional

Organization of Conservative

Rabbis. He and his wife, Cathy,

live in New York, NY, with their

three boys, Daniel, age 8, Ari, age

5, and Gabe, age 3. Susan Sneider

earned a J.D. from Boston College

in 1976 and resides in Florida with

her husband, Jonathan L. Mills,

Esq. '78, and their three children.

What have you been doing

lately? Let the alumni office

knowr. We invite you to

submit articles, photos (black

and white photos are preferred)

and news that would be of

interest to your fellow

classmates to:

Office of Alumni Relations

Brandeis University

P.O. Box 91 10

Waltham, MA 02254-91 10

Brandeis Degree &. Class Year

Work

I I

Please check here if address is

different from mailing label.

If you know of any alumni who
are not receiving the Brandeis

Review, please let us know.

Name

Class

Work

Due to space limitations, we
usually are unable to print lists

of classmates who attend each

other's weddings or other

functions. News of

engageinents, marriages and
births are included in separate

listings by class.
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'79

Kimberly, Jessica and Samantha.

Mary Davis Thompson was
graduated from the University of

North Carohna, Chapel Hill Law
School in 1988 and is an attorney

in education law at the North
Carolina General Assembly. Her
two sons are Sam, age 1 1, and

Benjamin, age 7. Paul Trusten lives

in New Hampshire and says, "I

rejoice in continuing to be true to

myself, and to continue to advance

in the direction of my dreams, free

of all encumbrances." Lisa Tulin-

Silver lives in Ann Arbor, MI, with

her husband, Jeffrey Tulm-Silver

'68, and their two children, Shana,

age 12, and Noah, age 8. She is a

clinical social worker at the

University of Michigan
Counseling Services and has a

private practice counseling psycho-

therapy patients. Deborah Feith

Tye is president of the Auxiliary of

Albert Einstein Medical Center,

vice president of the Friends of

Samuel Paley day-care center, a

house member of the Federation

Women's Leadership Board and a

board member of both Federation

Day Care and Friends of the

Ronald McDonald House. She is

married and has an 8-year-old

daughter and 4 1/2-year-old twins,

a boy and a girl.

'74
Elizabeth Sarason Pfau, Class

Correspondent, 80 Monadnock
Road, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

Leslie Grayburn Charbonnel has

been living in Pans for four years,

where she works in the finance

department of a French perfume
company and enioys her new baby.

Jonathan B. Imber was selected to

be a 1991-92 Fellow at the

Woodrow Wilson International

Center for Scholars in Washington,
D.C., to continue his research on
authority and vocation in

American medicine. David R.

Kittay is a partner in the New
York office of Liddell, Sapp,

Zivley, Hill &. LaBoon. He was
successful in representing the

plaintiff in a series of civil

litigations. After three weeks of

trial before the New York Supreme
Court, he won a $1.5 million

settlement, one of the largest in a

civil rights zoning case. Ellen Jaffe

McClain lives with her husband,
Spencer, m West Hollywood, CA.
She teaches junior high school

English IS Los Angeles, CA, and is

writing her second novel for young
adults. She also recruits high

school seniors for Brandeis, is

active in the struggle to maintain
abortion rights and is vice

president of Congregation Beth

Chayim Chadashim in L.A.

Michele Manning Mendelson is a

psychotherapist, attends modem

dance classes with the Rochester-

based dance company. Garth Fagan

Dance, has become unmarried,

and has two children, Rebecca, age

10, and Jonathan, age 7. Steven T.

Ruby was promoted to associate

professor of surgery at the

University of Connecticut School

of Medicine and elected president

of the Greater Hartford Vascular

Society. He lives in Farmington,

CT, with his wife, Gail, and their

sons, Matthew and Jordan.

'75
Leslie Penn, Class Correspondent,

Marshall Leather Finishing, 43-45

Wooster Street, New York, NY
I00I3

Wesley J. Cotter received his

M.B.A. from Assumption College

and is director of administration

and finance for the Key Program,

Inc. He is living in Worcester, MA,
with his wife, Nancy, and
daughters, Kathy, age 8, and
Christine, age 5.

'76
Beth Pearlman Rotenberg, Class

Correspondent, 2743 Dean
Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55416

Victoria J. Kanrek has returned to

New York City after 19 (count

'em!| years and is a candidate for

an L.L.M. in taxation at New York
University School of Law.

Rebecca E. Olshan joined the NMB
Postbank Group in the commodity
derivatives division where she

originates and structures

commodity-indexed fmancial

transactions.

'77
Randall Rich '77, Class

Correpondent, 6620 Ivy Hill Drive,

McLean, VA22I0I-5206

Pearl S. Herman, Ph.D. celebrated

her 1 6th wedding armiversary with

her husband, Michael Vaporis '76,

in December. They live in

Indiana, PA, with their 2-year-old

daughter, Rachel, and newborn
infant, Irene. After 7 years in the

full-time congregational rabbinate,

Rabbi Steven R. Chatinover is

teaching at the local Soloman
Schechter Day School and is

director of Beit No'ar, the new
combined reform supplementary

high school program of the Greater

Hartford area. His wife, Leah, after

7 years in private practice, is now a

lawyer with the Federal Deposit

Insurance Company. Their boys

are Levi, age 7, and Jacob, age 3.

Hal S. Davis is in Tokyo working
for Salomon Brothers for a year or

two. Julie Rosenbaum Fischer is an

attorney with Bickel and Brewer

and lives in Manhattan with her

husband, Richard, a clinical

psychologist, and her two
wonderful daughters, Ashley, age

4, and Alexa, age I. Carolyn J.

Greene is living in Manhattan,
where she is assistant director of

the Conference of Presidents of

Major American Jewish

Organizations. Carin Roth Medvin
has completed a Master of Science

degree in clinical nutrition. Rabbi

Laurence E. Milder is associate

rabbi at Indianapolis Hebrew
Congregation and has completed

his doctoral dissenation at

Brandeis. For fun, he recorded his

second album of Jewish folk

music. On Mv Block. Elizabeth

Hoffman Perry is married to

Michael C. Perry and has two
young sons, David, age 4, and
Ethan, a newborn. Lynn Podell

Robinson is married to Richard

Robinson, an environmental
attorney, and lives in Maryland
with Richard's two children,

David, age 1 1, and Amy, age 8.

Aime D. Schwartz is executive

editor at Knopf Books for young
readers and lives in Brooklyn, NY,
with her husband and two
children. Robert B. Shuman, M.D.
is still in St. Louis with his wife.

Sherry, a rheumatologist, and their

tfiree children, Jeremy, age 6, Joel,

age 2, and Jeffrey, age I . He
describes himself as a

gastroenterologist, blues guitarist,

avid jogger and party animal. Patti

F. Stuckler received a master's

degree in art history from the

University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, and has worked at the

Washburn Gallery in New York
and the Metropolitan Museum of

Art as a free-lance lecturer. She is

now attending New York
University Law School. Maxine
Mermes Winerman married Marc
Winerman IS years ago and has

three children. Lea, Andrew and
Evan. She was graduated from
New York University Law School

in 1980 and is employed as an

attorney with the Department of

Health and Human Services in

Washington, DC. Rabbi Deborah
E. Zecher is acting director of the

American University Hillel and
rabbi of Congregation Or Chadash
in Germantown, MD.

'78
Don Loeb and Barbara Rachelson

and their toddler, Issac, are

relocating to Burlington, VT. He is

assistant professor of philosophy at

the University of Vermont, and

she IS director of outpatient

services for the counseling center

of Addison County in Middlebur>',

VT. Lawrence R. Robinson, M.D.
is assistant professor of

rehabilitation medicine at the

University of Washington in

Seattle and director of

electrodiagnostic services at

Harborview Medical Center.

Ruth Strauss Fleischmann, Class

Correspondent, 8 Angler Road,

Lexington, MA 021 73

Pamela K- Anderson is area

manager of Chicago recruitment

for The United States Peace Corps
where she focuses on minority and
scarce skill recruitment. She also

was elected to a three-year term on
the National Black M.B.A.

Association's board of directors.

Brian G. Hart, Esq., a law>'er at the

New York City law firm, Simpson,

Thacher &. Bartlett, has been
awarded a Fulbright grant to

lecture on American law, legal

systems and American
environmental law in Tashkent,

the capital of the Soviet Republic

of Uzbekistan in Soviet Central

Asia. Miriam Siegel Klepner lives

in Kings Point, NY, with her

husband, Philip, and their son,

Jeremy. She is an attomey
specializing in corporate law with

the New York City firm, Dewey
Ballantme Philip M. Maurer, M.D.
has been appointed instructor in

anesthesiolog>' and a member of

the medical staff at Jefferson

Medical College of Thomas
Jefferson University. Stephen A.

Rubin works at Bank Leumi and
liis wife, Susan, is a nurse at Mt.

Sinai Hospital. They have two
children, Yoni, age 8, and Racheli,

age 3. David J. Waksberg traveled

to the Soviet Union were he

delivered a paper on anti-semitism

at a conference in Vilnius,

Lithuania, two weeks after the

failed coup.

Correction: The fall 1991 issue of

the Brandeis Review inconectly

listed fudy B. Levme '79 as

deceased. She is, in fact, alive and
well and living in New York. She

has been in publishing for 10

years. For the past three years she

has been m marketing for Sports

Illustrated, fudith R. Levine 82

died after a brief bout with cancer

in 1 990. She had been director of

development for the New York

Drama League.

'80
Elizabeth M. Champlin, Class

Correspondent, 5083 Westminster

Place, St. Louis, MO 63108

Andrew S. Herman and Maria

Kreiman Herman are both

attorneys living in the Miami area.

He IS a partner in the North Miami
Beach litigation firm of Young,

Franklin, and Berman, P.A. while

she IS an assistant counsel for

Consolidated Bank, N.A. in

Miami. After 8 years in the army,

Elizabeth A. Champlin is in the

total asset department at A.G.

Edwards brokerage firm. She will

enter an M.A. nursing program at

St. Louis University and hopes to

go into pediatric oncology, Janis

Boyarsky SchiH has joined the law
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Marriages

Class Name Date

1974 Ellen Jaffe McClain to Spencer G. Gill III

1979 Miriam Siegel to Philip Klepner

1981 Marilyn Y. Nadelhaft to Clifford |. Hirsch

1982 Karen Axelrod to Bruce Blumberg
Amy B. Cohen to Peter Cattaneo

Lisa Fialkow to Michael Levine

Nancy Goldberg to Alfred Mendelsohn
Audrey Hemmat to Gary A. Taffet '80

Tela Moehs to William Begley

Alison Sands to Alan Rodan
Philip Schuiz to Lonnie Zuhkoff

Michele I. Singer to Jonathan Horn '76

Mary Waddick to David Rosen

1983 Daniel S. Kern to Judith Ganley
Luigi Pacifico, M.D. to Monica
Przislomski, M.D
Donna S. Tucker to Ray Butler

198.S Lyone S. Fein to Dan O'Connell

lames Meisel, M.D. to Ellen F.

Snyder M.A., '92

Gail F. Pomerantz to Bruce Shapiro

Shari D. Rosen to Neil Ascher-Hamiton
Ilene K. Taback to Michael B. Graff

1986 Jennifer Bollinger to David Goosenberg
Corinnne E. Gelfand to Jesse A. Lipnick

Amy I. Wasscrman to Michael Homer
1987 Lisa Curran to Kevin P. R. Crimp

Adam Deutsch to Francine Esrig

Pamela Flaum to Matthew Weinberg '86

Stephen Hamelburg to Helyne Hander
Lisa Beth Lewis to Jeremy Randolph
Kumin '89

Laurie Millender to Bruce Levine

Deborah Morse to Ronen Aharoni

Linda R. Nathan to Elliot B Rosen

Jay Scott Newman to Lynn Green
Justine Reiss to David Watts

Beth A. Sperling to Dr. Mark ). Landau
Pamela M. Stern to Howard Braun

1988 Polly Flaum to David Zieper '89

Emily Kaufman to David Wildman
Craig Lis to Erin Robinson
Peter K. Moroh to Abigail Aloni '90

Lori Siegel to Joel Freedman '86

1989 Paula J. Bader to Adam J. Fein

Lauren Veit to Michael Resnikoff '88

1990 Kerith Stern to Philip J. Rudnicki

Engagements

March 10, 1991

June 3, 1990

September 28, 1991

May 1990

June 1991

September 1, 1991

September 2, 1991

Augusta, 1991

April 1991

August 25, 1991

October 14, 1990

September 1, 1991

November 1990

June 28, 1991

July 6, 1991

Junes, 1991

Junes, 1990

August 17, 1991

June 1991

March 10, 1991

March 1990

July 28, 1991

Iune.3, 1990

August 11, 1991

September 5, 1992

May 31, 1992

November 10, 1991

August 17, 1991

August 18, 1991

September 1, 1991

August 11, 1991

June 2, 1991

May 27, 1990

May 26, 1991

August 25, 1991

Julys, 1990

August 18, 1991

July 6, 1991

September 14, 1991

August 4, 1991

August 11, 1991

October 6, 1991

September 1, 1991

July 27, 1991

Class Name

1985

1987

1989

1990

1991

Linda Brenner to Herbert Wong '84

Beth L. Goldstein to Michael Werner
Jonathan M. Golub to Cindy L. Kalb '88

Andrea E. Birnbaum to Paul Lewis
Robin Kurtz to Jeffrey Lendner '88

Todd B. Katz to Cheryl R. Rubin '90

Abigail D. Krain to Marvin Sasson
Marni Schultz to Andrew Schwartz
Karen A. Splansky to David A. Farbman '90

Michelle Weisberg to Robert R. Cohen '88

Helen Davidolf to Mark Tanchel
Daniel Rosen to Julie Cardonick '92

firm of Robins, Kaplan, Miller &
Ciresi as Of Counsel, practicing

commercial real estate in their

Washington, D.C. office. Rabbi
Susan G. Warshell has been called

to a pulpit of her own at Temple
Ahavath Shalom in Brooklyn, NY,
after serving as an assistant lor 6

years.

'81
Matthew B. Hills, Class

Correspondent, 318
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston,

MA 021 15

Deborah E. Gallant was graduated

with marketing honors from the

Colimihia Lfniversitv Graduate
Sth'Mil i>l Hu-.niL-,s in Mav l^''-'!

Deborah E. Gallant

and has been named network
manager for the ABC-FM Radio
Network. She previously worked
in market research/affiliate affairs

for Dow lones Broadcast Services.

She credits her advancement to her

experience at WBRS and hopes the

station will help others consider a

career in broadcasting. Michael
Weintraub was named senior vice

president for MediQual Systems
Inc., a firm specializing in

healthcare information systems.

He received an M.B.A. from
Harvard Business School in 1988.

He and his wife, Leslie, have
moved into a new home in

Sudhurv, MA.

'82
Ellen Cohen, Class Correspondent,

2004 Crestlane Drive, Smyrna, GA
30080

David Abelman and his wife,

Marilyn Weil Ahelman, live in the

Greater Boston area where he is an

assistant United States attorney

for the state of Massachusetts.

Peter Allen and his wife, Rhonda
Zingmand '83, live m Moiristown,

Nl. He IS making bronze and
wood sculptures and exhibiting at

the Ben Shahn Galleries at

William Peterson College; she is

chief psychologist at Morristown
Memorial Hospital. Edwin B.

Andrews completed his master's in

June 1990 and is working as an
operations coordinator in the

oncology npatient unit at

Massachusetts General Hospital.

Leslie Bier Ariel lives with her

family in San lose, CA, where she

works part-time as a free-lance

writer/editor. She previously lived

in Portland, OR, writing for

newspapers and magazines. Karen
Axelrod lives with her husband in

Brookline, MA, where she works
for Chadwick's of Boston, and he is

a legal and financial publisher.

Ivan J. Basch lives in Arlington,

MA, with his wife, Ellen Shagan
Basch '83, and his two young
daughters, Sarah and Hilary. He is

a software release manager for

FASTech Integration, a small

factory automation software

company in Lincoln, MA. Teta
Moehs Begley works for Digital

Equipment Corporation in

Frankfurt, Germany, and regrets

that she will not be able to attend

the reunion Cindy Hoffman
Bergman lives outside Philadelphia

with her husband, Marty, a

physician at the Medical College

of Pennsylvania. Cindy spent eight

years working in television

(including three as a producer for

CNN and two as a producer for an

NBC affiliate in Phillyl. She is

director of public relations for

Thomas lefferson University. She

started graduate school at the

University of Pennsylvania in

September and is looking forward

to reunion. Alexa Shabecoff

Bertling and her husband, Roger,

work for Legal Services of Eastern

Missouri. Both are enioying their

new son, Adam,- she returned to

work after a three-month

maternity leave and he began a

three-month paternity leave. Barry

Bloch earned his law degree from
Pitt University m 1985, joined the

Navy for a four-year stint during

which he served aboard the USS
Coral Sea ICV-43). He married Lt.

Vickey Vanda in 1990 and they

moved to Raleigh where he

practices with Teague, Campbell,

Dennis and Gorham. They were

both recalled to active stateside

duty in January 1991, but he

returned to civilian life in

November. George E. Booth is

director of business affairs for

Cablevision of Boston. Betsy Boms
is a television comedy writer, who
wrote and edited Interview

Magazine in 1986, and wrote a

book. Comic Lives, published by

Simon and Schuster in 1987. She

produced NBC's "Later with Bob
Costas" in 1989 and was also a

network executive lor Fox

Broadcasting in 1990. Reva
Gittelson Braham received her

M.B.A. from the City University of

London in 19S7 where she lives

with her husband, Robert. She is
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Births

the regional personnel manager at

Rank Xerox (the UK subsidiary of

Xerox Corpl. (on Braverman is

living in Denver, practicing

ophthamology at Eye Care

Professionals, and is director of the

division of ophthamology at

Cambridge Memorial Hospital in

Cambridge, NE. Mindy Willner

Breyer vs'as graduated from
Hahnemann University in

Philadelphia in 1988 with a

doctorate in clinical psychology

and is now in a private group

practice in Holmdel, NI. Four

years ago she married Wayne
Breyer, a chemical engineer and
1991 law school graduate.

Randolph Calvo is pursuing a

graduate degree in religion and
biblical literature from Smith
College. He is a pastor at Holy
Name of lesus parish in South
Deerfield, MA. Dana Casher has

been married for three years, is an

associate with the law firm,

Gargill, Sassoon &. Rudolph, and is

concentrating in commercial
litigation. She spoke at the New
England Convention of the

Commercial Law League of

America and is on the faculty of a

commercial litigation seminar.

Andrea Casson has been working
steadily on her Ph.D. in Italian

children's literature at New York
University and has been teaching

Italian at the Fashion Institute of

Technology. She plans to spend six

months in Italy doing source

document research. Hal L. Chadow
is a second-year cardiology fellow

at Downstate Medical Center in

Brooklyn, NY. Sandra Sobel

Chenkin is in private practice as

an Obstetrician/ Gynecologist in

Lewiston, ME, where she lives

with her husband, Laurance. Amy
B. Cohen is writing a Ph.D.

dissertation on the history of

grassroots participation in

community organizing in the

United States. She runs an

interdisciplinary social science

seminar at the University of

Pennsylvania while her husband,

Peter, works as a musician and
self-employed screen printer. Ellen

B. Cohen is assistant regional

counsel for Amdahl Corporation
and a certified mstructor in

aerobics, personal training and
fitness counseling. She has a

monthly column, "Trends in

Aerobic Exercise," in the Atlanta

Health and Fitness magazine. She
is studying both French and
German and dreams of living

abroad! She is active in the Atlanta

chapter of the Brandeis Alumni
Admissions Council. Michael
Colbum is a vascular surgeon at

the University of California, Los
Angeles Medical Center. Robert

Cohin earned his law degree from
Stanford University and moved to

his wife's hometown of Phoenix,

Arizona, where he practices

corporate and real estate law with

the firm of lennings, Strauss &.

Soloman. Catherine Rineke

Coumans is living in Canada and
pursuing a Ph.D. She received her

master's in anthropolgy from the

London School of Economics and
spent a significant amount of time

in the Philippines preparing for her

dissertation on "Philippine

Liberation Theology' and
Progressive Religious Grassroots

Movements." Helene Cweren, her

husband, Paul Goldstein, and their

infant daughter, Elana Beth, live in

San Diego. She works for the city

as program development
coordmator for transportation

demand management, trying to

reduce traffic congestion and
improve air quality. Trudy Kalman
Deutsch and her husband, Shmuel,
live in Israel, where she has been

since graduating from Brandeis.

She IS the mother of a daughter,

Noa. age 4, and a son, Lior, age 3.

Samuel Faith received his MA.
from Columbia University in

1984, his M.F.A. from George

Mason University in 1991, and is

poet-in-residence at Emory
University. He lives with his

domestic partner, Oscar de Leon,

in Atlanta. Arlene Feldman is

looking forward to the reunion and
hopes that everyone plans to

attend! Mark S. Ferriero has a

general dentistry practice on Cape
Cod where he teaches oral

pathology at Cape Cod
Community College and is also a

church cantor and musician. Lisa

Suzanne Field opened her ov/n

catenng company, "Catering by
Field," which does catering, party

plarming, staffing, decorations and
entertainment. We know who's

the party girl! Uene Klecknet

Friedman and her husband just

moved to Newton, MA, where she

is an attorney. Mignon Froom-
Benjamin is a resident in family

practice at Duke, having earned

her medical degree from the

University of Rochester School of

Medicine. After graduating from
college, she spent four years in

New York City as an actress. She

IS married to Brian Benjamin, a

fellow medical student and family

practice resident; they have a I-

year-old daughter, Abigail. Lindsay

Gardner and his wife, Karen, live

in New York City. He received his

M.B.A. from the Wharton School

at the University of Pennsylvania

in 1989 and is director of sales and
market planning for Viewer's

Choice, the pay-per-view network.

Caryn Gilbert has been living in

the East Village neighborhood of

New York City for the past 8 1/2

years and is editorial business

manager of Vamty Fair. She has

also completed her M.B.A. from

Class



Class Brandeis Parent(s) Child's Name Date

Sharon Lupcher Kasman
Betty Ann Waite Lockhead
Marcia Halpern Meyer and
Mark S. Meyer
Miriam Grub Morse and
Daniel Morse
Jody Naimark and
Miles Unger '81

Cynthia Cooper Saper

Dan Schneider

Nancy Title Slade and
Mark Slade

Alan Solinsky

Edward A. Stewart

Mindy Frankel Strauss

and Raphael Strauss

Michael A. Weinstein

1983 Uene Polly Dulman
Debra Friedman Gustavson
Caryn Gosset Nadler

Sharon RalaloK

Marlene Fassberg Zarrow

1984 Denise Silber Brooks and
Lewis Brooks '80

Hilary Markowitz Machlis
Dina Grossman
Markowitz, Ph.D and
Gary D. Markowitz, Ph.D.

Carin Goldschmidt
Muhlbaum

1985 leri Ganz Balenson

Steven R. DeLott
Lisa Ekingren Towie
Jacqueline Wolfman and
Michael Shapiro

1986 Janice Hochster Martin
1987 Alejandra Jinich de Meyer

Emily Alison

David Warren
Shana An

Michael Loren

Emily Sarah

Daniel

Paul

Ryan Matthew

Brian Mark
Ethan Jacob

Emily Danielle

Jenny

Aliyah

Russeil Scott

Ian Michael
Adam Douglas
Arielle Nicole

Samantha Elyse

Melanie Sage

Carly Elyse

Melanie Hannah
Eddie

Carly Hana

Richard Samuel

Adam Noah

Lauren

Joshua Fiske

Arlo Anders
Zachary Joseph

Jamie Elayne

Michelle

January 19,1991

December 9, 1990

June 1991

Augusts, 1990

May 24, 1991

January 1991

June 1990

November 7, 1990

August 19, 1991

March 11, 1991

March 11, 1991

November 24, 1990

December 22, 1990

September 30, 1991

October 15, 1991

April 7, 1990

September 4, 1991

September 4, 1991

April 8, 1991

December 12, 1990

May 1, 1991

June 24, 1991

November 29, 1990

Mays, 1991

May 2, 1991

March 27, 1990

October 25, 1990

June 17, 1991

October 30, 1989

July 18, 1991

Jewish Outreach Project of Greater

Miami, a Jewish-sponsored

homeless services provider. Sharon
Lupcher Kasman is working on her

master's in public adminstration at

Marist College while her husband,
Robert, is an associate rabbi at

Temple Beth-El in Poughkecpsie,

NY. Meredyth Feldman Kelman
and Howard Kelman were married
in 1987. She is in graduate school

working toward a doctorate in

psychology. He was graduated

from Boston University Law
School m 1985 and has been

practicing corporate law in

Plymouth, MA, where they live

near the ocean. Anne and Dennis
Kille bought a home in Voorhees,

Nl. Michael Klofas is director of

corporate finance in the private

placement group at Mass. Mutual
Life, Springfield, MA. He earned an
M.B.A. from Babson College and
became a certified public

accountant in 1985. In 1990, he
completed the three-year chartered

financial analyst program (CFA) as

well. He and his wife, Barbara,

live in Enfield, CT, with their

2-year-old daughter, Lindsay. Beth
Kneller is dean for special

academic programs at Barnard

College, Columbia University. She
and her partner, Lisa Morgan
Bowstead, celebrated their eighth

anniversary. Richard Lee is a

chiropractor who lives on Long
Island with his wife (also a D.C.|

and their 3 1/2-year-old child.

Leora Lev has been appointed

lecturer at Brandeis in the romance
and comparative literature

department. She received her

master's in romance literatures

and languages from Harvard
University in 1984, her Ph.D. in

fall 1991 and is completing her

doctoral dissertation on French
and Spanish literature. She was a

teaching fellow at Harvard's Core
Curriculum program as well as

Harvard Summer School and
Harvard extension division. She
has spent summers researching in

Spain and France and has

presented papers at several

academic conferences. Warren
Levenson has been teaching guitar

and is starting a master's degree

program at the New England

Conservatory of Music. Ann
Schlciffer Levin lives in Phoenix,

AZ, with her husband, Gary, an
electrical engineer for Motorola,

and her two children, Rena, age 3,

and Chava, age 1. In between
diaper changing, she attempts to

practice law! Rika Levin works on
Long Island, lives in Brooklyn and
plays in Manhattan. Some people

really get around! Yuan-Lin Mao
received her master's degree in

visual studies from MIT in 1985.

She works for IBM in Rockville,

MD, where she lives with her

husband, Robert Mollitor. David B.

Marcu, his wife, Rona, and their

daughter, Aviya, live in Israel but

are temporarily residing in

Philadephia with plans to return to

Israel in August 1992. He is

assistant executive director of

Jerusalem Elv^^n. David Margolius

has been living in Israel since

1983, was a member of Kibbutz

Moron for three years and served

one year in the IDF in a combat
infantry unit (Nachal). He was
married to Ins, an Israeli woman
from Tel Aviv, in 1990 and is

employed by Avred Information

Company as a technical writer.

Linda Meltzer was graduated from
the University of Texas School of

Law in 1987 and married "a nice

Jewish boy" from New Jersey in

1989. She is an assistant county
attorney for Travis County in

Austin, and her husband, Jeff, is an

administrative Jaw judge. The two
became Texas homeowners in

1990 and Linda abandoned her

motorcycle for a Miata. (What a

conformist!) Marcia Halpern
Meyer and Mark S. Meyer live in

Portland, OR, where she works for

Wieden and Kennedy Advertising

as an associate media director on
the Nike and Subaru accounts, and
he is a corporate product manager
for First Interstate Bank. Both arc

active in the Jewish Federation and
he is the 1992 Super Sunday
Telethon cochair. John Miller was
married and received his M.B.A.

from Adelphi University m 1985.

He is a local area network
specialist with Union Bank of

Switzerland Secuntes, has spoken
frequently at national trade shows
and moderated several panels.

Judith MuUer received her B.F.A.

m communication design from

Parson's School of Design in New
York City. She is a senior designer

at Redgate Communications
Corporation, a marketing
communications agency, in San

Francisco. Christopher Munnelly
and his wife, Laurie, have three

children, Patrick, Kelley and
Steven. Christopher is leading the

software quality group at Xylogics,

Inc., a communications equipment
firm in Burlington, MA. Jody

Auson Naimark is a family

practitioner in Tewksbury, MA,
and her husband. Miles Unger '81,

is a writer and teacher of art

history at Framingham State

College, MA. They live in

Winchester, MA, with their

daughter. Ari Namon was
graduated from Rutgers Medical
School in 1986, is in his last year

of E.N.T residency at the

University of Chicago and is

applying for a fellowship in head
and neck oncology and facial

plastic surgery. He plans to

relocate to the East when he

completes his training. Jeffrey

Nemeroff is in his third year of a

four-year radiology residency at

Baystate Medical Center in

Springfield, MA. He plans to enter

a one-year fellowship program in

nuclear medicine in Boston. Robin
Novick-Amster is a manager of

business development for

Guardsmark, a security company.
Last June, she manied Daniel

Amster, president of Kay-Dee Auto
&. Speed. Stacey Meltzer was a

bridesmaid in her wedding. Lauren
Simon Ostrow, her husband, Rick,

and daughter, Charlotte Rose, live

in San Diego, CA. She published

her first book. The Miracle Year:

An Expectant Parents' Guide to

the Miraculous Six Months Before

and After the Birth of Their First

Baby, soon to be released in

paperback. Monica Pats works as

an engineering specialist for the

bridge department of the Maryland
State Highway Administration.

Anne T. Picker is a senior trial

attorney with the Camden Public

Defender's Office in New Jersey.

Eric Pomerantz and his wife, Sally

Michael-Pomerantz '83, live in

Sharon, MA, where he is a

supervisor at Brown & Brown
Certified Public Accountants, and

she is an associate of the Boston

law firm, Peabody &. Brown. Dina
Shargcl Projansky married her

Brandeis sweetheart, David
Projansky '80, and they have a son,

Yoni, who was born in 1980. She is

teaching piano and giving

occasional solo recitals. Lev David
Rabinowitz completed his last

semester at Washington
University Law School, clerked in

Washington, D.C. for Senator

Bradley and is an associate with

Baker &. Botts, a Houston law firm.

Richard Robbins is running a

financial advisory/consulting firm

that specializes in financing

alternative energy/projects. He
finances and advises on
cogeneration, recycling and other

major projects. He has also been

involved in the rehabilitation of a

building in the Bronx for the New
York City School Board and in

managing an organization that

runs homes for the handicapped.

Jeffrey Rockman is an associate

attorney at Berger & Montague in

Philadelphia. He was graduated

from Dickinson School of Law in

1986 where he was a member of

the Law Review. Mary Waddick
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'85

Rosen is an ERISA attorney

employed by Pension and Welfare

Benefits Adminstration. Alison

Sands received an M.S.W. from

Simmons College in 1986 and is a

child and family therapist at the

Harborview Sexual Assault Center

in Seattle, WA Cindy Cooper
Saper and her husband, Mark, live

in Ann Arbor, MI, with their two
sons, Eli and Daniel. Pamela L.

Scheinman is an assistant

professor of dermatology at George
Washington University Medical

Center- Eyal Schejter and his wife,

Marjorie Hodes Schejter '81, and

their two children, Adi, age 6, and
Jonathan, age 3, live in Princeton,

NI. He earned his Ph.D. in biology

from the Weizmann Institute in

Israel and is pursuing a career in

academia as a research fellow at

Princeton's department of

molecular biology. Daniel

Schneider received his master's

degree in business administration

from Boston College in 1987 and is

a consultant with George Beram &
Co., an actuarial and benefits

consultmg firm in Newton, MA.
Despite all his success, he still

misses The Stein! Philip M. Schulz

and his wife, Lormi, honeymooned
in San Diego and now live in

Groton, CT. Barbara Sennett is an

associate with the Los Angeles law

firm, Pregerson 6*. Richman, and
works in the area of real estate.

Previously, she served as staff

attorney for the commission to

draft an ethics code for the Los

Angeles City government. She

serves on the board of the

Southern California Brandeis

Alumni Chapter and was involved

in forming the Southern California

Brandeis Lawyers group. In

addition to Pennsylvania and
California exams, she passed the

Oregon bar Timothy D. Shafman
was graduated from Harvard
Medical School in 1985 and is a

resident in radiation oncology at

the Joint Center for Radiation

Therapy at Harvard Medical

School. William T. Sherry and his

wife, Diane Brooks-Sherry '84,

have two children, ages 7 and 8.

He works for Massachusetts

Electric as a commercial and
industrial consultant and is two
courses away from completing his

M.B.A. in management at Bentley

College. She is a part-time

professional in the publishing field

and copresidcnt of the Association

of Part-Time Professionals. Anne
Tucker Shulman and Leon
Shulman live in north central New
Jersey where he has joined an
endocrinology practice. Kenneth
Silber is an applications

programmer at Princeton

University's plasma physics lab

working on the Tokamac fusion

test reactor. He is also an assistant

baseball coach at the University.

He and his wife, Linda, have a

3-year-old daughter. Nancy Title

Slade and Mark Slade live in Park

Slope, Brooklyn with their son,

Ryan. She received her license to

sell real estate and he is a vice

president of Silver Knit Hosiery, a

division of Sara Lee. Susan Sokol
and her husband, Glenn
Rubenstein '83, live in Brooklyn,

NY. She IS a court attorney with
the New York City Housing Court
and is working on her first novel

about homelessness in the city.

Alan E. Solinsky is a physician

with the Litchfield Hills Eye

Physicians in Torrington, CT. He
and his wife, Susan, have two
infants, Brian and Lara. Alice

Solomon was graduated in 1985

from ViUanova Law School where
she was an associate editor on the

Law Review. She clerked for a

Boston law firm and a New Jersey

Superior Court Judge, and is

assistant general counsel at a large

New York City nonprofit hospital.

David Spector and his wife, Eileen

Appel, live m Stoughton, MA. He
recieved his L.L.M. in taxation

from Boston University School of

Law in 1988 and has his own
practice in Newton, MA. Nancy
Lerner Stein, her husband, David,

and 3-year-old daughter, Rebecca,

moved to a large house in

Bellmore, Long Island. She still

works in New York City while her

husband practices law in Mineola.

Edward A. Stewart works for

Chiquita Brands, where his job

involves scheduling refrigerated

ships. He has just returned from an

18-month posting in Belgium.

Mindy Frankel Strauss is a part-

time associate with the law firm

Bracken & Margolin in Islandia,

NY. Her husband, Raphael Strauss,

has completed a fellowship in

allergy and immunology at Long
Island Jewish Medical Center and

has joined a practice in Rockville

Center Audrey Hemmat Taffet

married Gary A. Taffet '80 in

August and among the guests were
12 fellow Brandeis alumni who
still manage to stay in touch after

almost 10 years. They are looking

forward to seeing each other at

their next reunion. Lori Lobel

Underberger is living in St. Louis

where she practices law part-time

with Suelthaus & Kaplan, P.C. in

the ERISA/Retirement plan area.

Her husband, Dan, is an

anesthesiologist with St. Louis

Anesthesia Associates. They have
a 2-year-old daughter, Shira. Susan
Burnley Upham, M.D. was
accepted into the University of

Massachusetts occupational

medicine fellowship and is

medical director of Prohealth, a

family planning clinic in

Fitchburg, MA. Sue Ann
Wasserman was assistant rabbi at

The Temple in Atlanta and has her

first, solo pulpit at the Brooklyn

Heights Synagogue in Brooklyn,

NY. Michael A. Weinstem lives in

Tinton Falls, NJ, with his wife,

Robin, and daughter, Aliyah. He is

a telecommunications analyst at

AT&T Bell Laboratories in

Holmdel, NJ Stephanie Zonis

received an M.S. in foods from
Virginia Tech and is hoping to

work in recipe and food research

and development. In the interim,

she has been traveling m the West
and doing lots of baking with

chocolate.

'83
Donna Tucker Butler has moved
from Bethesda to New York City

where she practices law, and her

husband, Ray, is senior circulation

manager for the Wall Street

Journal. Lance Kawesch is a

director at Interactive Data, a Dun
& Bradstreet subsidiary, in

Lexington, MA. He also began law

school this fall at Boston

University. Daniel S. Kern is vice

president of the asset management
division of Wells Fargo Bank and
lives in San Francisco, CA, with

his wife, Judith. Phillip Lerner,

M.D. completed an occupational

medicine residency at the

University of Michigan and is

employed as an occupational

health physician for the Dow
Chemical Company. Luigi

Pacifico, M.D. is a senior medical

resident at St. Vincent Hospital in

Worcester and has been accepted

to the cardiology fellowship

starting in July 1992. In addition,

he is a captain in the

Massachusetts Army National

Guard Department of Medicine
and was awarded the Army
Achievement Medal for

outstanding performance in

training exercises at Camp
Edwards. His wife, Monica
Przlslomski, M.D., is a neurologist

at the Fallon Clinic. Sharon M.
Rafaloff, M.D. opened a podiatry

practice in Bavside, NY.

'84
Marcia Book, Class Correspondent,

98-01 67th Avenue #14N,
Flushing, NY 1 1374

Heidi Smith Hyde teaches Sunday
School at Temple Emeth in

Chestnut Hill, MA, where she

makes her permanent home with

her husband, Martin Hyde, and

their 2-year-old son, Andrew.
Allan Spitzer moved to Baltimore,

MD, where he is director of

finance and strategic planning at

ICOMNETSA in Washington, DC.
He IS responsible for raising the

funds required to set up a global

digital telecommunications
network.

Debra Radlauer, Class

Correspondent, 101 West 90th

Street #19F, New York, NY 10024

The bridal party of Shari Rosen
Ascher and her new husband, Neil

Ascher, included Robyn L. Rosen
'86, Meredith H. Greenfield '86,

Jill E. Strauss '86 and Corey L.

Goldstein '83. Neil and Shan work
in the media department of an

advertising agency and reside in

Brooklyn Heights. Marcos Dantus
was awarded the 1992 Nobel
Laureate Signature Award of the

Marcos Dantus

American Chemical Society for

graduate education in chemistry.

The award is made
annually to the outstanding

graduate student in physical

chemistry and chemical physics in

the United States. He was chosen
for his development of super-fast

"photographic" techniques

employing lasers that can record

chemical events as they occur.

Deanna M. Davis received an

MBA. in finance from Rutgers

University. After six years with

the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, she will assume an assistant

vice presidency with First Fidelity

Bancorporation. Steven R. DeLott
was graduated from Columbia Law
School and has been an associate

at the New York law firm of

Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett tor

three years. Maria L. Ellis, M.D.
was graduated from the University

of Massachusetts School of

Medicine, Worcester, MA, and
begins a residency at St. Francis

Medical Center in Hartford. Lyone
S. Fein is moving from
Binghamton, NY, to Iowa City, lA,

to be with her husband, Dan
O'Connell, while he continues

graduate studies in philosophy at

the University of Iowa. Armie
Newman Goldish and her husband
of five years, Dan B. Goldish, have

a 2-year-old son and bought a

condo. She is staying at home to

care for her son. Beth L. Goldstein

has received an M.B.A. from
Boston University and has moved
to Bethlehem, PA, where she is

regional marketing manager for

New Medico Healthcare
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Company. Ilcne Taback Graff is a

law associate working tor a law

firm in White Plains, NY. Randall

M. Kessler opened his own law

practice in Atlanta, GA,
specializing in the area of divorce

and domestic relations, as well as

general civil litigation and

criminal misdemeanor cases. Amy
E. Mager and Daniel E. Garfield '84

tied a double knot! Married once

in Safcd, Israel under the watchful

eyes of Kenneth White '83 and

Gall S. Glickman, the second time

the huppa was raised under the

wedding tree in Oyster Bay, NY.
They are currently practicing

chiropractic and acupuncture in

Santa Cruz, CA. James L. Meisel,

M.D. is a medical resident at New
England Deaconess Hospital. Gail

Pomerantz is working in the

Criminal Defense Division of The
Legal Aid Society in New York
City. Samuel Ramer was graduated

from the Boston University School

of Law in 1988, lives in

Manhattan, and is an assistant

district attorney for the special

narcotics prosecutor of New York
City, (onathan G. Seidenfeld has

just returned to the United States

after spending several years in

Japan teaching English and

managing a nightclub.'live music
venue in Tokyo. Lisa Ekingren

Towie has started a home-based
publishing business and is busy
with her three boys.

'86
niyse Shindler Habbe, Class

Correspondent, 89 Turner Street,

Brighton, MA 02135

Jill M. Dietz completed a Ph.D. in

mathematics at Northwestern

University and has accepted a

position at the University of

Washington, Seattle. Jennifer

Bollinger Goosenberg was
graduated from the University of

California at Los Angeles Law
School in 1989 and is a third-year

lawyer in the Los Angeles area.

Amy Wasserman Horner and her

new husband, Michael, are both m
Emory University's clinical

psychology program working
toward their doctorates. Robert S.

Kamanitz joined the new Boston-

based business valuation firm of

Gordon Associates, Inc.

Previously, he had worked for a

Boston investment banking firm

and the city of Baltimore's

Department of Finance. Jesse A.

Lipnick, M.D. was graduated from
the Washington Medical School,

St. Louis, MO. He will begin his

residency at the Bronx Municipal
Hospital Center in July. His wife,

Corinne Gelfand Lipnick,

continues to pursue a doctoral

degree in clinical psychology at the

Ferkauf Graduate School of

Cotiine and Jesse Lipnick

Psychology in New York. Janice

Hochster Martin is a

polysomnographic technologist

employed at the Sleep Disorders

Center of Rhode Island Hospital.

'87
Christopher Becke, Class

Correspondent, 2401 Arlington

Boulevard, Apt. #77,

Charlottesville, VA 22903

Josephine Baiamonte returned

from Italy, has earned an M.A. in

international relations and a J.D.

Along with everyone else, she is

looking for a job either in law or

consulting, and is looking forward

to our reunion. Daphne Barak,

M.D. has an internship in

pediatrics at the Kaiser

Permanente Medical Center in Los

Angeles, CA, and her fiance is a

fourth-year medical student at the

Sackler Medical School, from

which she was graduated in May.
Sondra Baron was graduated with

an M.B.A. from The Wharton
School, University of

Pennsylvania. She has moved to

London to join the project finance

department at Barclays Bank. She

will miss all her Brandeis buddies

and hopes to have lots of visitors.

Christopher Becke, after returning

from a hot summer working for

PepsiCo Food Systems in Dallas, is

finding the second year of the

M.B.A. program at the Darden
Business School, University of

Virginia, is much less grueling

than the first. He's unwisely
spending too much of his new-
found free time this year working
on his golf game (his most recent

obsession) instead of looking for a

job. When he gets around to it,

he'll search for a position with a

top management consulting firm.

Jodi Berman lives and works in

New York City for Movie-Fone.

She IS not seeking her I.D., M.B.A.,

Ph.D., M.D. or Mrs. (but she does

get P.M.S.). Andrea E. Birnbaum
continues her work for NASA as a

management consultant and is in

her fifth year of a Ph.D. program in

industrial/organizational

psychology at George Washington

University. Sheryl Bleich received

her M.B.A. at Emory Business

School and is working as a pricing

analyst for United Parcel Service

in Atlanta, GA Karen M. Borges

withdrew from Indiana University

School of Medicine to pursue an

international business career. After

working for two years as a

consultant at the New Zealand

Trade Development Board m New
York, she entered the Wharton
School of Business, University of

Pennsylvania. Christine Brace is

working in Microsoft's

International Division as a

production quality specialist and

lives in Redmond, WA. Pamela M.
Stern Braun is a caseworker for

Shalva, a lewish agency in Chicago

that helps survivors of domestic

abuse, while in a part-time M.S.W.
program at Loyola University of

Chicago. Phyllis Burd-Bendell

celebrated her second wedding
anniversary in August and is in her

fourth year as a science teacher in

the Cambridge, MA public

schools. Michael Busnach earned

an M.A. in American studies with

a concentration in film from the

University of Maryland at College

Park and is a field editor/

marketing representative for

Wadsworth Publishing in

Baltimore, MD. Susan Frost Byrnes

was graduated from Suffolk

University Law School and has

begun a general law practice in

Putnam, CT. Michele Bythrow,

surprised at how quickly our

reunion is arriving, says her lucky

fiance, Steven Steinberg, is the

brother of Susan Steinberg '88. Lisa

Curran is engaged to Kevin P. R.

Crimp and plans to honeymoon in

Jamaica. Together, they are in the

process of restoring their old

colonial house. Alexandra Jinich de

Meyer is completing a graduate

program in Judaic studies at the

University Iheroamericana in

Mexico. She was assistant director

of the Anti-Defamation League in

Mexico City and was married in

1988. Adam Deutsch is in his

fourth year of medical school at

the Albert Einstein College of

Medicine, Bronx, NY. Jonathan S.

Edelman was deployed with

NMCB 133 to Northern Iraq in

support of the Kurds after Desert

Storm. He reports that it was
exciting as well as hot, dusty and,

at times, boring. His most
memorable experience was riding

in a Spanish helicopter (CH-57)

with the battalion medical team
on their way to visit a Spanish

field hospital near the Iraqi/Iranian

border. Bonnie Effros passed her

doctoral exams in medieval

European history at the University

of California, Los Angeles, is living

in Munich and using a grant to

begin work on her dissertation.

Francine Esrig is in her fourth year

of a Ph.D. program in industrial/

organizational psychology at the

University of Connecticut in

Storrs and works part-time at IBM
in Purchase, NY. Judith Feinson is

in her first year at the University

of California at Berkeley, pursuing

a master's degree in city and
regional planning. Dina Fields is

teaching high school math in East

Providence, RI. Her husband,

Warren Fields, began his medical
internship at Miriam Hospital in

Providence, Rl. Howard S.

Fishkoff, D.O. was graduated from
Kirksville College of Osteopathic

Medicine in June 1991 and is a

resident for family practice at

Albany Medical Center, Albany,

NY. Jessica Black Fishman is

assistant director of publicity at

Carol Publishing Group and
received her master's degree in

publishing from Pace University in

June 1 99 1 . She and her husband
Doug went on a much-needed
vacation, driving down the coast of

California in September. Benjamin
M. Gamm, D.D.S. was graduated

from the University of California

at the San Francisco School of

Dentistry in 1991 and is an

orthodontic resident at Tufts

University through 1993. Stephen
Garber is enrolled in a master's

program at the University of

Pittsburgh's Graduate School of

Public and International Affairs.

Rina Glatzer Glickman lives with

her husband, Steven, in their new
house in East Clark County, WA.
She teaches first grade in Gresham,
OR. while he works as a carpenter;

they spend their spare time hiking

in the mountains. Gary Golden is

vice president of International

Marine Insurance Services, an

insurance brokerage he cofounded
with his father in October 1987.

He met someone during the

'Bimini or Bust' 1990 cruise whom
he loves very much and promises

to advise us of further

developments. Jay Gordon is

entering his fourth year as an on-

air personality at Oldies 103 Radio

in Boston, a CBS-owned station.

He is in the process of nationally

syndicating his weekly Elvis

Presley tribute program, "Elvis

Only," and no, he hasn't seen him!

Stephen Hamelburg and Helyne

Bander both graduated from Tufts

Dental School in May. She is at

Boston University specializing in

periodontology, while he is

practicing as a general dentist in

Weymouth, MA. Joshua Kagan is

in his third year of New York
University Law School. Following

graduation, he will join the New
York law firm of Donovan,

Leisure, Newton and Irvine. He
celebrated his first wedding
anniversary with Joan Levitan

Kagan '90. Rachelle Kalinsky

worked at Long Island Jewish
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Medical Center in Psychiatric

Research, married Larry Birnbaum
in June 1989 and has embarked
upon a Ph.D. program in

educational psychology at the

CUNY Graduate Center in

Manhattan [ill Lenett Keller left

her job in the Brandeis

development office upon receiving

a full scholarship to pursue her

master's in literature at Boston

University. She and her best

friend, Paul Keller, celebrated their

first wedding anniversary, and he

coauthored a National Regulatory

Research Institute study offering

policy implementation guidelines

to state regulators of

telecommunications services.

Prior to her marriage, Maria Baker

Kidd was working as an

accounting manager. She married

Randie Kidd of Waltham and is

now staying home to be a full-time

mom to son, Dylan Matthew.
Geoffrey Kirschbaum and Ruth
Levanoni Kirschbaum have come
to realize that they inevitably will

be living out their golden years

within five miles of Brandeis. She
is teaching at Lexington High
School and he is at Boston

magazine Mark A. Lebowitz and
his wife, Rachel Zuckerman
Lebowitz '89, have moved to a new
apartment in Somerville, MA. She

began her first year of study in the

Homstein Program at Brandeis. Joy
Brown Levin got her M.B.A. from
Boston University in May and has

moved to the Washington, D.C.
area. Lisa Beth Lewis was
graduated from the Ringling

Brothers and Bamum and Bailey

Clown College in Venice, FL, and
is a clown with the Clown Care
Unit of the Big Apple Circus m
New York. Her husband, Jeremy
Randolph Kumin '89, is a

theatrical lighting designer and
video director in New York. Jesse

A. Lipnick, M.D. was graduated

from Washington University

Medical School in St. Louis, MO,
and began his residency at the

Bronx Municipal Hospital Center.

His wife, Corinne Gelfand Lipnick,

is pursuing her doctoral degree in

clinical psychology at the Ferkauf

Graduate School of Psychology in

New York. Janet Lyons has been
involved with early childhood
education, first as a teacher and
later as a day-care director. She is a

research assistant for the child

study laboratory at Harvard
University where she hopes to

take courses toward an advanced
degree. Solomon R. Mangolini
reports "I am well." He is a

litigation associate at the Los
Angeles office of the Wall Street-

based law firm of Milbank, Tweed,
Hadley and McCloy. He graduated
from the University of

Pennsylvania Law School in May
1990. Bronwryn R. McFailand is

pursuing a Ph.D. in modem

European history at the University

of Chicago, where she received her

master's degree in 1989. In

addition to dissertation research,

she is working part-time as an

editorial assistant for the journal

of Modern History. Fredric J.

Meltzer and his wife, Michele,

have moved to Atlanta to attend

Emory Business and Law Schools,

respectively. They will be there

for at least the next three years.

Melinda Miller is a strategic

analyst for Eastern Utilities

Associates while completing her

M.B.A. at Bentley College. She has

been traveling along the eastern

seaboard and to Arizona visiting

her family. William C. Miller

recently received his Chartered

Life Underwriter |CLU|
designation and is working to

become a Chartered Financial

Consultant |ChFC). He continues

to work as an account executive at

Sepers & Wellack Insurance

Agency in Cambridge, MA. Paula

Gleed Minter has married an

Englishman whom she met while

traveling through Africa in 1987-

88. She spent her first year abroad

after graduation (India, Europe,

then Africal, worked for a year,

then traveled to Australia, New
Zealand, Indonesia, Southeast

Asia, and back to India. She has

now settled in New Hampshire
and IS getting certified as a teacher.

Deborah Morse and her husband,

Ronen Aharoni, live in Fresno, CA,
where she is working on her Ph.D.

in clinical psychology. Jay Scott

Newman was graduated from the

University of Pennsylvania Law
School in May and is a corporate/

communications associate at

Ginsburg, Feldman & Bress,

specializing in 900 telephone

number-related issues. His wife,

Lytm Green Newman, is a

litigation attorney at the United
States Department of the Treasury.

Both have been admitted to the

bar. Vanessa B. Newman was
graduated from Brooklyn Law
School with an award for

outstanding leadership as a

delegate of the Student Bar

Association. She is an associate at

a Manhattan law firm in its civil

litigation department. Rachel

Kenyon Perkel was graduated from
Stanford Business School last June

and spent an exciting summer in

the Greek Islands with Jennifer

Kresch who is working in software

marketing in San Francisco.

Justine Reiss-Watts is happy to say

that she has been a working actor/

entertainer since graduation. She

has toured, worked in Renaissance

Fairs and presently performs at the

Disney-MGM studios in The
Indiana Jones Epic Stunt

Spectacular, doing stunts and all

other female roles. Lucy E. Reyes
was graduated from Boston

University School of Law, passed

the Massachusetts Bar

Examination, and is working with

the Legal Services Center in

Boston as a housing and
bankruptcy attorney. Lisa A.

Rosenmertz is a first-year associate

with Willentz, Goldman & Spitzer,

a Woodbridge, NI, law firm. She
was graduated from Georgetown
Law Center in May 1990. Hope
Ross, along with a good showing of

the Mod 16 Alumni Association,

got together to celebrate the

engagement of Stephanie Lubtoth

and Elliot Fox and hid "Bon
Voyage" to Sondra Baron before

she left for London. They all

practiced parenting with lessica

Grace Johansson, daughter of Julia

Haggerty Johansson, the first

alumni baby of the group and
member of the Class of 201 1. Dena
Citron Samuels and her husband,
Steven Samuels '86, live in

Mountain View, CA, where she is

a graphic designer for her home-
based business. Graphic Artistry,

and he is working toward a Ph.D.

in social psychology at Stanford

University. Michael Schram lives

on Manhattan's upper west side

and is an advertising executive at

Hensley and Albert, a small agency

in SoHo. Beth Seltzer-Gelman,

M.D. was married in May, was
graduated from Albert Einstein

Medical School in June and is a

resident in pediatrics at St.

Christopher's Hospital in

Philadelphia while her husband is

a resident at the University of

Pennsylvania Hospital. Botmie
Shapiro works in New York City

as an account executive for Fleet

Street Ltd. She is still single, but

happier than ever, and looking

forward to the day that she returns

for some more education. Jessica

Kim Shimberg was graduated from
the Ohio State University College

of Law in May, received the Dean's
Award for Outstanding Service to

the College as president of the

Student Bar Association, and gave

remarks on behalf of the Class of

1991. She IS a staff attorney for

the Ohio Court of Claims. Lisa

Silverstein is happy to be back in

Miami, although she misses her

Brandeis buddies in New York. She
is planning medical conferences

and conventions at South Miami
Hospital and is studying for a

master's in health services

administration. Ari Sky got

married in 1989 to Eve

Grossmarm, a graduate of the

University of Permsylvania. He
received his M.B.A. in 1990 from
American University and is

currently employed in Arlington

County, VA, as the management
and budget analyst for the

Department of Public Works.
Ivette Rodriguez Stem received her

M.S.W. in August and is

conducting social science research

on the youth gang problem in

Hawaii at the University of

Hawaii. Michelle Felice Strum
received her I.D. in May 1991 from
the Touro Law Center in

Huntington, NY. Bret Taback,
M.D. was graduated from the Tufts

University School of Medicine
where he received the George L.

Howland Prize in Surgery. He
began his surgery residency in

Chicago at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital in June.

Kenneth W. Taylor, M.D. is a

resident in the orthopedic surgery

program at Montefiore/Albert

Einstein Hospital in the Bronx.

Christine C. Tomasello was
graduated from Syracuse

University College of Law in May
1990, has passed the New York
and Massachusetts bar exams and
is an associate with the firm of

Twining, Nemia, Hill &. Steflik in

Binghamton, NY. Frances M. Vega
was graduated from The
University of Puerto Rico Medical
School and began her residency in

pediatncs at lackson Memorial
Hospital in Miami, FL. Aggi Walsh
is in Davis, CA, working on a

Ph.D. in environmental

toxicology Pamela Flaum
Weinberg is public relations

manager at Restaurant Associates

in New York City. Gregg Willsky

completed a summer internship at

Merck &. Co., in the corporate

financial systems and
programming department, and
expects to graduate from Boston

University with an M.B.A. in

general management in May.

'88
Susan Tevelow, Class

Correspondent, 268 Grove Street,

Apt. 5, Aubumdale, MA 02166

Jed K. Bamum is an assistant

publicist for the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, responsible for writing

press releases, arranging interviews

and communicating with critics

and various press and media
contacts. Yes, he has met Seiji

Ozawa and John Williams. His

father died of AIDS in 1989 after a

year-long struggle, which was both

a tragedy and a learning

experience. Jill Brownrout is a

first-year student at the Harvard

University Business School.

Marietta K. Calisto completed a

master's degree in medical

biochemistry at Hahnemann
University in Philadelphia where
she published her first journal

article in Biochemistry as well as

began her first year as a medical

student. Maxim B. Cantor
completed a master's degree in

logic and philosophy of science at

Cambndge University. Along with
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Grad

some friends, he has started a

financial services company, Euro

Devises, m Geneva, Switzerland.

Robert T. Fleisher is due to receive

his M.B.A. from Columbia
University in the spring.

Previously he was an employee

benefits consultant for Kwasha-

Lipton in Fort Lee, N|. Elliot B.

Herman was promoted to senior

associate at Coopers and Lybrand

in Boston Deborah Heyer (ablon

received her J.D. degree in May
1991 from the Touro Law Center

in Huntington, NY. Peter K.

Moroh received his J.D. degree

from U.C. Davis School of Law.

Erin Robinson-Lis is the benefits

manager at the Berklee College of

Music in Boston and lives in

Newton with her new husband,

Craig Lis, a meeting planner for

Inc. magazine, (ody M. Rubel

performed as lead guitarist with a

band called "Searching for Alice's

Realifee." She continues to work
as a volunteer program coordinator

and promotion assistant for Artists

for Mental Health, a nonprofit

corporation in Paterson, NJ,

dedicated to bringing public

recognition to artistically-talented

individuals with mental illness.

Patti F. Stockier received her

master's degree in art history from
the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor. She has worked at the

Washburn Gallery in New York
and has also been a free-lance

lecturer at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. This fall she

began her first year at the New
York University Law School.

Emily Kaufman Wildman received

an M.S. in psychology from Yale

University and is living in

Rockville, MD, with her new
husband, David. Polly Flaum
Zieper and her husband, David T.

Zieper '89, are living in Sturbridge,

MA, while he completes his last

year at Boston College School of

Law. He plans to clerk at the

Connecticut Court of Appeals
while she continues as a fourth

grade teacher in South
Windsor, CT.

'89
Hedy R. Cardozo earned a Master
of Social Work degree from the

University of Pennsylvania

specializing in health care and
aging and received a certificate in

Jewish communal studies from

Gratz College. She has loined the

social service department staff at

the Hebrew Home for the Aged at

Riverdale in New York City. Todd
B. Katz is a group representative at

Met Life while his fiancee, Cheryl
R. Rubin '90, is a financial market
economist at Lehman Brothers.

They plan to reside in Fair Lawn,
N], after a March wedding. Lisa A.

Lebow is a science teacher at the

Browning School in New York.

Lauren Veit Resnikoff received her

M.A. m Jewish education from

Hebrew Union College m May and

IS serving as director of education

at Temple Beth David in

Commack, NY. Her husband,

Michael, was graduated from

Hofstra Law School and is working

for a law firm in Garden City, NY.
Marni Schultz is studying at the

Emory University Business School

in Atlanta, GA, and will receive

her MBA. this year. Her fiance,

Andrew Schwartz, is a second-year

student at The Emory University

School of Law.

Shown left to right are Renana
Miller Abrams '86, Michael
Abrams '88. Marni Schultz 89.

Andrew Schwartz '89, Robert

Cohen '88 and Michelle Weisberg
'89 at Emory Law School's

Barrister's Ball.

'90
Judith Lihhaber, Class

Correspondent, 33 Third Avenue
#16ia, New York, NY 10003

Andrew D. Gans made his New
York cabaret debut at Danny's
Skylight Room. Angela M. Rollet

is serving in the Peace Corps in the

Kingdom of Lesotho and working
as an agricultural advisor with the

School Self-Reliance Project

sponsored by the World Food
Program. Kerith Stern Rudnicki is

a second-year student at the

Mount Sinai School of Medicine in

New York City while her husband,

Philip J. Rudnicki, works at the

Industrial Bank of Japan. Alyson B.

Tarr is an associate in investment

research with the Weston
Financial Group, a financial

planning firm in Wellesley, MA.

'91
Jonathan C. Hamilton is a

graduate student at the University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

where he studies oral history and
doctumentary film and is involved

with television production and
free-lance communications
projects. The documentary on race

relations in the rural South, which
he produced at Brandeis, was aired

as a newshour special on
Mississippi television over the

summer. Jason Levine is a first-

year student at Harvard Law
School and has been named an

editor of the Harvard Journal of

Law and Public Policy.

John Benjafield (Ph.D. '68) is a

professor of psychology at Brock

University, St. Catharines,

Ontario. He has written an

undergraduate text entitled

Cognition and has contracts for

two other books. Lynn Davidman
(Ph.D. '76) published Tradition iii

a Rootless World: Women Turn to

Orthodox fudaism, a book
examining an emerging trend of

young women converting to

Orthodox Judaism and how two
groups — Modem Orthodox and
Hasidic — are attempting to

recruit and resocialize them. Debra
Entine (MA. '82) was named
director of The Workmen's Circle

of Southern California. Prior to her

appointment, she worked for the

Los Angeles Hillel Council as an

assistant director at The
University of Southern California.

Ruth Jacobs (Ph.D. '69| conducted

a workshop entitled "Growing
Older Bolder: Surviving and
Thriving" in November at the

Conference Center in Rowe, MA.
She is a sociologist, gerontologist,

counselor, poet and author of six

hooks on midlife and aging issues,

a visiting professor at Wellesley

College and former chair of the

sociology department at Clark

University. Leslie Lamport (Ph.D.

'72) was inducted into the

National Academy of Engineering

in Washington, D.C., one of the

highest professional distinctions

awarded an engineer. He is senior

consulting engineer for the

Systems Research Center of

Digital Equipment Corporation

and was chosen by his peers for

Debra Entine

Dimitri) Rupel

contributions to the theoretical

foundations of concurrent and
fault-tolerant computing. Dimitrij

Rupel (Ph.D., '76) is minister of

foreign affairs of the Republic of

Slovenia, Yugoslavia. A former

Wien Scholar, he is also founder

and first president of the Slovene

Democratic Union, a member of

the executive council of the

Republic of Slovenia and
republican secretary for

international cooperation.

Formerly senior lecturer of

sociology and assistant dean of the

faculty of sociology, political

science and journalism at

L)ubljana University, he has

lectured in Canada and the United
States and is the author of over 20

literary and professional books and
numerous articles. Helene
Zimmerman-Hill (Ph D., '64)

received the Alumnae Life

Achievement Award from the

Baldwin School. She has worked
full-time as an associate professor

and subsequently full professor of

biochemistry at Marshall

University and professor of

radiology at the New Jersey

Medical School in Newark,
devoting most of her time to the

problem of melanoma.

Obituaries
Burton Berinsky, first president of

the Brandeis Alumni Association,

died on September 30, 1 99 1 . He
managed Jay Lord Hatters, a New
York hat shop that boasted

prestigious clientele, and won the

Coty Fashion Writers Award for

design excellence in 1982. He was
a photographer for Time magazine

and was Robert Kennedy's and
Edmund Muskie's respective

presidential campaign
photographer. In 1978, he donated

approximately 30 thousand

photographs of John F. Kennedy
and family to the JFK Library at

the University of Massachusetts,

Columbia Point campus. He is

survived by his wife, Helene, and

children, Adam and Rachel.

Michael Alan Freiberg '55 died on
September 12, 1991, in Perth

Amboy, NJ, of congestive heart

failure. Word has been received

that Nawa Likotola Lifanu (Heller

Ph.D., '78) died last year. Robert

M. Weiss died June 26, 1991, after

an apparent heart attack. He was a

professor of education at West
Virginia State College as well as a

founder and continuing board

member of Great Oak Farm Inc., a

summer camp and youth center for

low-income youth. He was also a

project officer with the West
Virginia Humanities Council and a

youth specialist on the juvenile

justice committee of the West
Virginia Supreme Court. He is

survived by his wife Christine,

sons Adam and Noah, and
daughter, Margaret.



XNot just another

Brandeis
Summer Odyssey

a program for

high school students

Remember when you were in yourA
midteens, even before you got to

Brandeis? You were bright with a lot on
your mind. The prospect of making
important decisions loomed large.

^ Wouldn't it have been helpful F
to enjoy a summer with equally

bright, motivated peers learning about

things that mattered to you, while still

having fun?

Please send more information

on Brandeis Summer Odyssey to:

D Student, Grade

n Parent/Guardian

Academic Study Courses

July 5 - August 1, 1992 (4 weeks)

Science Research Internships

June 21 - August 14, 1992 (8 weeks)

Close proximity to Boston and New
England's almost limitless cultural,

scientific and environmental
resources

How often do you wish now that you

could have learned about something just

because it interested you? Here's a

chance for you to give a high school

student the benefit of your experience.

And you'll probably even be thanked!

Please return to:

Brandeis Summer Odyssey

P.O. Box 9110

Waltham, MA 02254-91 10

(617)736-2111

Name

Address

Cit>', State. Zip

Telephone
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Sixth President of
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It is with great pleasure that I

accept the Presidency of Brandeis

University. I do so, in behalf of the

faculty, students and staff, who,

functioning according to our

mission and our ideals, are the

University. Today we celebrate

the continuity of the University,

not the discontinuity of its

administrations

.

Universities, as estabhshed in the

great medieval cities of Europe, are

among society's most enduring

creations. While the universities

of today differ in significant

respects from those at Bologna,

Montpellier or Oxford, the

founders of those institutions

would have little trouble

recognizing that Brandeis, as it

exists today, is a university. Of
course, the concept of what
constitutes an ideal university has

changed continually over the

years, and those early scholars

might have trouble recognizing

our late 20th-century ideal of a

university.

I would describe that ideal as a

center of intellectual activity

carried out by a commtmity of

scholars committed to advancing

knowledge and educating the next

generation of academics and

citizens. It is open to all on the

basis of merit alone and tolerates

unorthodox as well as orthodox

ideas. It is an autonomous
institution, but one that enjoys a

symbiotic relationship with the

society around it. Surely elements

of this idealized institution have

existed at various times in history,

but societal intrusions and near

destruction are also part of that

history. In addition, for all of their

theoretical openness, universities



have over time excluded

individuals on the basis of gender,

religion, race, social class and

ideas. Actually it is the modem
research university that comes

closer to the ideal than almost any

other in history. It is the American

version of the modem research

university that we celebrate today.

This is not an easy time to

celebrate higher education.

Universities, along with most of

society's established institutions,

are falling from public favor. They
are being challenged as never

before in our lifetime. If some of

our critics and the media are to be

believed, universities are

expensive, inefficient,

mismanaged or worse. You might

think that we are a drain on

society. But that is sheer

nonsense. Quite the opposite is

true, and we should not hesitate to

say so. This is not to suggest that

we are perfect or that we should be

immune from public scrutiny.

External challenges are good, even

necessary, if they keep us from

becoming self-satisfied or self-

protective. But they are harmful

when they proceed from half-

truths and misinformation and

lead to pohcies that risk inflicting

serious harm on the very

institutions that have driven so

much of our nation's progress in

modem times.

The American research university

has for the past 50 years conducted

much of the fundamental research

in this country. It has given us the

intellectual capital to lead in the

development of innumerable

fields, most recently, for example,

in biotechnology. For the past half

century, this nation has been, at

least for some period of time, the

leader in almost every research-

based field. That leadership was to

a great degree a function of the

excellence of our universities. The
United States had a number of

failures in translating research

rapidly through development into

products, but they were due more
to problems with industry and

government policies than to

universities.

Now, as we approach the twenty-

first century, our quality of life,

our nation's economic viabihty,

and the availability of a

technologically sophisticated

workforce depend more than ever

on the effectiveness of our higher

education. Legitimate criticisms of

the clearly unacceptable

mismanagement by some
universities of pubhc support of

research can only be understood in

the perspective of a full balance

sheet, one that shows the return

on investment, not just waste or

abuse. Viewed from that

perspective, the credit side of the

research ledger is orders of

magnitude greater than the debit

side. We must inform the public

about the central role our

universities play in generating the

intellectual capital upon which

the future of this nation depends.

In addition, we have fulfilled our

educational responsibilities. Our
population now has greater access

to higher education than at any

time in our history, and a higher

percentage of our citizens partake

of higher education than in any

other nation.



We continue to produce leaders of

society and leaders in the

development of science and

technology. We do all of this with

a wonderful mix of large and

small, public and private,

nonsectarian and religious, single

gender and historically black

institutions. True, our overall

educational system is in difficulty.

But much of that difficulty sadly is

concentrated in K- 1 2 education.

Our universities and particularly

our graduate programs are the

envy of the world. The measure of

that envy is the number of

graduate students who come to us

from abroad, even from the most
economically advanced nations.

If we look so good, why do we feel

so bad? For one thing, the same
society that criticizes the

operation of universities,

paradoxically, is pressuring them
to assume more responsibihty for

intractable societal problems. For

another, available resources to

address these issues are

constrained and do not seem
poised to grow, at least in the

short run. The punitive approach

to the expenditure of pubhc funds

for research, which calls for

arbitrary formularistic reductions,

threatens the aheady-weakened

infrastructure of the universities.

And society does not yet fully

realize that weakening the

research universities is a direct

threat to the social and economic

future of this country. These and

other external pressures, though

important, are in fact only

modifiers of the environment in

which universities must address

the internal stresses that are the

real threats to their futures.

Let us examine the internal

threats. After decades of rapid

expansion, universities find

themselves with educational and

research programs that have

grown by accretion, almost always

overreaching available resources.

Now, when difficult choices and

pnining of programs are necessary,

the collegial community of

scholars finds itself in disarray

largely because of the growth and
specialization of scholarship and

the competitive funding system.

The excessive separation of

disciphnes has been stabilized and

perpetuated by external

professional societies. Teaching

has been devalued in comparison

to research, further dividing the

faculty.

Thus, educational and financial

decisions are being made with ever

increasing difficulty in more of an

adversarial than a collegial

framework. We hear much these

days of how ideas of political

correctness distort debates on
campus and threaten the heart of

the university. Consider the

arguments between those who
maintain the educational

centrality of Western civilization

and those championing

multiculturalism. I am convinced

that the extremes of these

arguments will, under careful

examination, collapse of their owm
weight and the more rational

middle groimd will carry the day.

Issues such as political correctness

seem to me much less threatening

to the future of the university than

the intellectual isolation of its

scholars, the separation of the

humanities from the sciences, and

even of one science from another.

Add to these concerns tensions

between graduate and

undergraduate education, as well



as between scholarly isolation and

responsiveness to the external

community, and one has the basis

of a fundamental challenge to the

modem university.

Let me comment further on the

issue of isolation versus

community responsiveness. By

this I mean the tension between

the university's desire to do

fundamental research and

society's wish for policy relevant

research. Frequently defined as the

difference between basic and

applied research, this distinction

has been the subject of endless,

improductive debate. Those who
understood this issue are reluctant

to draw rigid distinctions. One
such person was the well-knowm

French scientist Louis Pasteur

who said, "No category of sciences

exists to which one could give the

name of applied sciences. There

are science and the applications of

science, linked together as fruit is

to the tree that has borne it." And
the fact is, that in the public's

mind basic research and its

apphcation are merged. If

universities fail to merge them,

there will be serious difficulty.

For, while the public accepts our

explanation of the need for basic

research, they support that

research because they anticipate

that the results will be applied to

their benefit. Neither they nor I

perceive that there are institutions

other than the universities

organized and supported for the

objective application of that

research to complex societal

problems such as health,

education, aging and the

protection of the environment.

So far I have spoken in general

terms about the institution knovim

as the university. What then of the

University named for Supreme
Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis?

Founded 44 years ago by the

American Jewish community,
Brandeis, the only major, private

research university founded in this

century, was initially as much an

idea as a physical entity. Many
people around the country cared

deeply about Brandeis without

ever having seen it, in some cases

without even knowing where it

was. It had a meteoric rise from

idea to excellence, meeting

external benchmarks of

performance in record time. It

enthusiastically accepted Justice

Brandeis's idea that a great

university "should have goals that

though seemingly attainable are

beyond immediate reach."

It attracted risk-taking faculty and

students, individuals with a

serious commitment both to

educational excellence and to the

concept of social justice

personified by Louis Brandeis. It

quickly became a paradigm of a

young, intellectually adventurous

institution, and, over the years, a

very fine university. At the same
time, however, it also became
more and more like other

institutions and developed many
of the same problems that they

had. This is not the time for

Brandeis to lose its risk-taking

attitude. It must avoid matching
Rene Dubos's observation that

"Official academies are more
likely to exhibit enthusiasm over

the improvements of the

commonplace than to recognize

the unexpected when it is first

brought to them."



Now, Brandeis must mobilize the

creative energies of its faculty to

elicit the unexpected. It must
capitalize on its youth, its size, its

tradition and its collegiality to

serve again as a model for

addressing the stresses on

universities in general and

Brandeis in particular. With vision

and energy, we can set an example

for other institutions.

Brandeis provides a university

education on a very human scale.

It has a relatively small but

talented student body and a

research and teaching faculty of

uncommon productivity. The
ratio of students to faculty is

highly favorable, and this

encourages frequent and

significant interactions. We are

not interested in faddish

experiments nor are we prepared

to join the rush toward narrow

professional education. We remain

committed to the liberal arts and

sciences, to the kind of education

that produces independent

thinkers and leaders in our

society. Within this context our

curriculum now includes

programs that place the

professions in their broader

historical, political and social

context. This allows students to

combine a liberal education with

exposure to the ideas and

approaches of selected professions.

Brandeis has begun to expand its

interdisciplinary programs in

teaching and research as

exemplified by our Humanities

Center, our Women's Studies and

Judaic Studies programs and most
recently, by the combination of

nevirosciences, computer sciences,

chemistry and physics, in the new
National Center for Complex
Systems. In this center, the brain

and particularly its functions of

memory and learning will be

studied by faculty from seven

departments and two schools.

They will apply lessons from

understanding how the brain

works, to computer science and

lessons from how machines think,

to understanding the brain. This

center is a prototype of

interdisciphnary work combining

research with graduate and

undergraduate education. The
traditional departments are being

challenged to think of themselves

still as the protectors of

disciplinary excellence, but also as

participants in a changing set of

intellectual and educational

federations.

A small university such as ours

can't do everything well, so it

shouldn't try to do everything. We
will strengthen our best programs

and those central to our

educational mission. We will trim

other programs and make them
available to our students through

consortial relations with the other

fine schools in our region. These

consortial relations will broaden

the opportunities for our students

without disrupting our own
institutional culture based on size.

All of this will have to be

underpinned by teaching students

that the sciences of arts and

sciences are an essential part of a

modem liberal education. It seems

inconceivable that a well-educated

citizen at the end of this century

would not at least understand the

processes by which science and

technology advance. And it seems

equally inconceivable that



scientists and engineers would be

educated without a clear sense of

where they fit historically, how
they function in society and how
to discern and address the ethical

dilemmas that their work
produces. We will continue to

teach students to manage growing

amounts of information, to reason

quantitatively and to express

themselves clearly after thinking

critically. Thinking critically

means constantly questioning, or

as a well-loiown rogue named
Wilson Mizner said, "I respect

faith but doubt is what gets you an

education." All of this is likely to

mean a streamlined, better focused

curriculum, a reorganization of the

faculty and to some extent a

restructuring of the institution.

Any such reorganization must
occur through a reinvigorated

community of scholars

functioning collegially. It surely

means taking risks, which leads

me to reflect on our founders.

Imagine a small group in the

American Jewish community in

1948, demoralized by the

knowledge of the Holocaust,

beginning the only secular

university the American Jewish

community would found.

Brandeis, the dream of the

founders, was meant to reflect

thousands of years of Jewish

commitment to learning and

reverence for education and it was
meant to deplore restrictions and

quotas. To quote founding

President Abram Sachar's

inaugural address, "This will be an

institution where opportunity is

offered to all, regardless of race, or

creed or color. Neither student

body nor faculty must ever be

chosen on the basis of population

proportions, of genetic, or ethnic,

or economic distributions." He
went on to say that "America is

not a melting pot at all, it is a

symphony. The precious groups

that have come to these shores

must not disappear into an

assimilative cauldron; they must
retain their uniqueness which has

come out of their special

heritage." Not even the founders

could have imagined what
Brandeis has become so quickly.

But in closing, it is to them that I

turn my attention as I recall one of

Justice Brandeis's favorite quotes

from Goethe: "You must labor to

possess that which you have

inherited."

We have inherited a small gem of

a university, intellectually robust,

but fragile in many ways. As a

new millennium approaches, we
must labor not only to possess

what we have inherited, but to

keep sharp its definition as a

small, nonsectarian, private

research university founded by the

American Jewish community;
we must return to a risk-taking,

innovative course. We must
continue the dream.
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Around the University

Mansoor Picked as
Development Vice
President

Daniel J. Mansoor, fomicrly a

senior development officer at

Cornell University, became
senior vice president for

development and alumni
relations at Brandeis

University, on March 30.

The director of development

and public affairs for

Cornell's College of Arts and
Sciences since 1990,

Mansoor served as director of

development for that

university's Johnson
Graduate School of

Management from 1984 to

1990. In both positions, his

Daniel J. Mansoor

responsibilities included

capital campaign
management, alumni
relations, annual giving and
corporate and foundation

relations.

A native of Madison, WI,

Mansoor earned a bachelor of

science degree from Comell's
College of Engineering and
an M.B.A. from the Johnson
Graduate School of

Management.

From 1980 to 1984 he held

positions with Proctor and
Gamble Manufacturing
Company. A former board

member of Cornell Hillel,

Mansoor has done volimteer

fund raising for the United

Jewish Appeal and
participated in the national

Jewish Federation's Young
Leadership Program. He has

also been active in Planned
Parenthood.

Mansoor filled the position

last held on a permanent
basis by Laurence

Rubinstein, who left

Brandeis in 1988. Since then,

the position has been
filled, successively, on an

intenm basis by Susan

Paresky and John Hose.

Natan Sharanslcy
Joins Brandeis

Naian Shaiansky

Natan (Anatoly) Sharansky,

internationally-known

advocate for Russian and
East European Jews, will join

the Brandeis University

faculty in the fall as a

visiting professor. His

appointment was announced
at the University's annual

Palm Beach fund-raiser,

where Sharansky delivered

the keynote address. The
occasion marked the sixth

anniversary of Sharansky's

release from prison and labor

camps in the former Soviet

Union, where he had been
held on charges of treason.

The gathering also marked
the first anniversary of a

Brandeis initiative to expand
Its efforts on behalf of

students who have emigrated

to America from Russia and
Eastern Europe. As a result of

that initiative, this year's

freshman class reflects a

four-fold increase in the

number of such students

compared to last year, and
most of them are receiving

financial aid.

As a visiting professor,

Sharansky will participate in

lectures and seminars, with

an emphasis on interaction

with undergraduates, during

one week in both the fall and
spring semesters. He will

also deliver two public talks,

one prepared and the other

less formal, with a question

and answer session. In

addition, Sharansky has

agreed to meet with Brandeis

students studying in Israel.
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1 992 Festival of

the Arts

The Festival of the Arts took

place at Brandcis March 28 -

April 1 1 and encompassed
approximately 40

performances, lectures and
exhibits m music, dance,

theater, poetry and the visual

arts. Although the focus of

the festival was on the talent

at Brandeis, with faculty,

staff, undergraduate and

graduate students

participating, world-renown
conductor Gunther SchuUer,

a I960 recipient of the

Creative Arts Awards m
music at Brandeis, conducted

the Brandeis Contemporary
Chamber Players. Included

in the festival was a concert

of original composition by
graduate music students, a

movement piece about

women in 19th-century

poetry by dance instructor

Susan Dibble and her

students, and fine arts

associate professor Gerald

Bernstein's annual
architectural symposium.
Among the other events

were a concert by the Lydian

String Quartet, performances

of Guys and Dolls, a reading

of creative writing by faculty

and students and an exhibit

at the Rose Art Museum of

landscape photographs by
David Akiba.

Tamar Hajian
Named General
Counsel

Tamar Hajian

Susan Tamar Hajian has

been named vice president

and general counsel for the

University. The appointment
was announced by President

Samuel Thicr on April 9,

following approval by the

Board of Trustees.

Hajian succeeds Greggory
Keith Spencc, who left the

University last year for a

position with a private

company. She has been at

Brandeis since 1988 and has

served as acting general

counsel since Spence's

departure.

As vice president and general

counsel Hajian serves as

primary legal officer to the

President, senior officers of

the University and the Board
of Trustees, with
responsibility for providing

legal assistance to all areas of

the University. She advises

the administration in

policy-making in all major

administrative and
management activities and
supervises the affirmative

action office.

A graduate of Wellesley

College, she holds a J.D. from
Boston College Law
School and an L.L.M. in

taxation from Boston

University School of Law.
She is licensed to practice

law in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts and before

the United States District

Court for Massachusetts and
the United States Supreme
Court. Before coming to

Brandeis, she was an attorney

with Gray &. Wendell,

Boston.

Hajian is a member of the

Boston Bar Association, the

American Bar Association

and the National Association

of College and University

Attorneys. In addition, she

chairs the board of governors

of the Armenian Bar

Association and serves pro
bono as a legal consultant to

the new Republic of

Armenia.
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Women's Month
Celebration

Brandeis Awarded
Pew Grant to
Research Minority
Religions

The I'cw CharitablL' Tmsts
has awarded Brandeis's Lown
School of Near Eastern and
Judaic Studies a three-year,

$83,000 grant for the

research project titled

"Minority Faiths and the

American Protestant

Mainstream." Jonathan

Sama, the Joseph H. and
Belle R. Braun Professor in

American Jewish History,

will direct and coordinate the

project, which will focus on
strategies that Jews,

Catholics, Mormons and
African-Americans employed
to maintain their identity in

the face of the Protestant

mainstream.

Sama's research team will

include three other

recognized scholars in

American religion and they

are planning to commission
10 essays on the experience

of minority faiths. The
findings will fill a void in

reUgious research by

determining how different

minority religions responded

to majority challenges.

The collaboration is the

second between Holy Cross

and Brandeis. In September

1990, Jacob Hiatt and his

daughter and son-in-law,

Myra and Robert Kraft,

endowed a joint program for

the schools in comparative

religion. That program,

which established a

professorship at each

institution, is aimed at

exploring shared values of

Christians and Jews,

fostering scholarship and
dialogue, and helping to

overcome societal prejudices.

A lecture by the highly

acclaimed West Indian writer

Jamaica Kincaid kicked off

Women's Month at Brandeis.

The month-long celebration

in March also included a

round-the-clock film festival,

a women's history fair, and
discussions on women's
health issues, peasant

women in Central America,

women in the workforce and

a reading by Maxine Kumin,
Pulitzer Prize-winning

author. Dr. Frances Conley,

The Institute for Health

Policy at the Heller School

has received a three-year $1.4

million grant from The
Henry J. Kaiser Family

Foundation to launch the

Center on State Services for

Dependent Populations. The
grant was awarded to address

the issues of people who are

dependent on state

governments, such as

substance abusers, the

elderly, the mentally ill and
the disabled, in order to

provide them with services.

The Institute for Health

Policy will be collaborating

with the Portland, Maine-
based National Academy for

State Health Policy on the

project.

of Stanford University

Medical School, spoke on her

successful battle with

Stanford over sexual

harrassment.

Kmcaid is the author of At
the Bottom of the River, a

collection of stories

nominated for the Pen/

Faulkner Award; Annie John,

which tells the story of a

young girl coming of age in

the West Indies; A Small
Place; and Lucy.

institute for Health
Policy Grant

The Institute for Health

Policy Director Stanley

Wallack will serve as the

project's principal

investigator, along with

Trish Riley, executive

director of the National

Academy for State Health

Policy. An advisory

committee of state officials

will direct the center and
identify key policy issues. In

turn, the center will conduct

research and policy analysis

for state health policy-

makers to utilize in

improving services. Through
its research, the center will

address four specific policy

issues including the role of

institutions; the

development of community
service systems; target

populations; and financing

services. States, which spend

more than S60 billion

annually on services for

dependent populations, are

primarily responsible for

The Womyn's Coalition Film
Festival ran 24 hours in Ziv

Commons. A discussion of

"Current Controversies in

Women's Health" was held

with Elaine Wong, associate

dean of the college. A Sister

Celebrations Spirituahty

Service, a self-defense

workshop and "She Walks in

Beauty," a dance and theater

production, rounded out the

month.

providing and financing care.

As the trend toward

deinstitutionalization

continues, states are

grappling with the problem

of developing viable

community-based, cost-

effective and efficient

alternatives.
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Black History
Month at Brandeis

Black History Month was
celebrated at Brandeis in

February with concerts,

forums, lectures and movies
chosen to help the entire

Brandeis community learn

about black history. Among
the prominent speakers

were Ibrahim Sundiata,

associate professor of African

and Afro-American
Studies, and Louis Elisa,

president of the Boston

chapter of the NAACP.

Elisa and Sundiata spoke

about civil rights and the

struggle of African-

Americans to survive. They
stressed that although

conditions have improved for

blacks m America since the

1950s, they still have a long

way to go before achieving

equal rights. Both men
warned against allowing civil

rights bills to lull people into

a false sense of security.

Luuis Elisd



Intercultural
Center Opens at
Brandeis

The dedication of the

Intercuhural Center took

place in March with a

mukicukural presentation in

the first step toward the

center's goal of educating the

Brandeis community about

the cultures of people of

color. The ceremony began

with a student donning a sari

and acting out an old Indian

folk ritual by smashing a

coconut to the ground to

bring good luck to the

facility, followed by African

and Afro-American Studies

Chair Ibrahim Sundiata

offering a West African

greeting. An African-

American spiritual, a

Hebrew song, a traditional

Haitian dance and
ceremonial African music
highlighted the cultural

diversity among the

students. Members of the

Korean Students

Organization demonstrated

Tac Kwan Do martial arts

and a giant bowl of

Caribbean punch and a

sampling of foods from the

Middle East, Cuba, China,

India, Mexico and the

Caribbean was served. The
keynote speaker was
Elizabeth Ahn Toupin,

associate dean of

undergraduate education at

Tufts University.

Students of color at Brandeis

had long seen the need for a

center that would promote
multiculturalism on campus.
In the fall of 1990, students

formed the Intercultural

Center Push Committee,
which presented a proposal

to a student/staff space

Obituary

Marshall Sklare of Newton
Centre, an authority on the

sociology of Amencan Jewry,

died March 1. He was 70

years old.

Sklare, the Klutznick Family
Professor of Contemporary
Jewish Studies and Sociology

(emeritus) at Brandeis, served

as director of the Cohen
Center for Modem Jewish

Studies from 1980 to 1986.

He also chaired the

University's Near East and
Judaic Studies department
from 1982 to 1983. He
retired m December 1990.

Bom in Chicago, Sklare

wrote numerous books and
essays that changed the way
the conservative Jewish
movement looked at itself.

allocation committee.
President Samuel O. Thier

approved the center's

creation.

A student programming
board will be established to

plan initiatives ranging from
social and cultural events to

more political forums that

will encourage people to

debate and think about
issues that divide people.

The center also plans to

develop educational

programs that will

strengthen the academic
experience of students of

color.

During the 1950s and 1960s,

Sklare taught and lectured at

several universities,

including Yeshiva
University, Hebrew
University of Jerusalem and
Princeton Theological

Seminary. He joined the

Brandeis faculty in 1969 and
was one of the driving forces

behind the creation of the

Cohen Center. He said he
wanted the center to serve

the communal needs of

American Jews, advance

scholarship and attract new
students.

lleft Wright) iVi.-LL

Bradshaw, Jeiene Cruse.

Nadine Cuffe. Petal

Martindale

Sklare was known for

writing insightful and
intellectual books focusing

on American Jewish identity.

These include America's

lews, which is widely used as

an introduction to the

sociology of American Jewry,

and Conservative fudaism:
An American Religious

IVlovement. He has edited

many volumes of readings

including Understanding
American Jewry and
American Jews: A Reader.

He was a senior fellow for

the National Endowment for

the Humanities and a fellow

for the American Academy
of Jewish Research. He
served as an officer of the

Association for the

Sociological Study of Jewry.

He received his Ph.D. in
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National Women's
Committee

World's Largest Used
Book Sale Benefits
Brandeis Libraries

Selling "old books for new"
has been a tradition of the

Brandeis University National

Women's Committee for

more than 30 years. Through
their used book sales,

Women's Committee
chapters across the country

raised a record-breaking

$445,641 in 1991 for the

Brandeis Libranes. The total

Women's Committee gift to

the University, from all of its

fund-raising efforts last year

was $2,864,699.

sociology from Columbia
University, earned a master's

degree from the University of

Chicago and a diploma from
the College of Jewish Studies

in Chicago.

Services were held at Temple
Emanuel in Newton.
Remembrances may be made
to Temple Emanuel or

Combined Jewish

Philanthropies of Greater

Boston, One Lincoln Plaza,

Boston, MA 021 11.

Although 37 chapters

conduct book sales, the nine-

day extravaganza each June

presented by the North
Shore, Illinois chapter at the

huge Old Orchard Shopping
Center in Skokie, Illinois, is

by far the biggest and most
profitable. In fact, it is the

largest used book sale in the

world.

The North Shore sale, now
in its 34th year, is nirvana for

book dealers and bibliophiles

alike—500,000 bargain books
under one roof—make that

three tents. The diehards line

up 24 hours m advance of the

6:00 pm Saturday opening
and willingly pay the $5

admission fee on opening

weekend. Having traveled

from as far as New York and
California, they walk briskly

through the supermarket-

style displays, pushing one or

more shopping carts and
often walk out with more
than $1,000 worth of books.

This festive frenzy of bargain

hunting is the culmination of

one solid year of hard work
on the part of a dedicated

army of National Women's
Committee volunteers.

During the course of the

year, 12 truckloads of

donated books are taken to

the sale's 5,000 square-foot

warehouse where they are

sorted, marked and packed

by a core group of 30
volunteers. The books are

gathered through a process of

well-publicized

neighborhood pickups and
donations from stores going

out of business.

The North Shore chapter

becomes a beehive of activity

in Apnl when a phonathon is

conducted to recruit

volunteers. Notices are sent

in May to the 40,000 people

on the mailing list and a

professional publicity

campaign gets underway. In

addition to being featured on
Chicago radio and television

shows and in the city's

newspapers, several

billboards promote the sale,

at no charge to the chapter,

on the Kennedy Expressway,

in downtown Chicago and
other high-traffic areas.

As opening day approaches,

the hard work and tight

organization of the past year

pay off. First, the 32,000

square feet of tent goes up
and the lighting is installed.

One week before the sale

begins, 5,000 carefully sorted

and marked cartons of books
start filling the tent to be

arranged on tables in 40
categories.

A highlight of the early days

of the sale is the silent

auction where such books as

a signed, illustrated 1920s

golf book by Chuck Evans

net an average of $100.

Uncovering first editions and
signed books has become

Eager hook buyers at the

National Women's
Committee's used book sale

The sale's 33-year history is

rich with stories of special

"finds." One of the most
remarkable involves a

veteran volunteer who, while

pricing art and music books
two days a week, found a

book of photographs of

China taken by her father

when he was in the export

business in 1921. Her father

had died when she was an
infant, and her family had
not known of the book's

existence.

Although the 1991 North
Shore book sale broke all

records, nettmg $125,000 for

the Brandeis Libraries, it has

not always been smooth
sailing for this nine-day

outdoor sale. The 1990 sale

was a near disaster, as high

winds whipped through the

tents, shutting down the sale

twice. The volunteers did

their best to mollify the

crowds and tried to save the

shopping carts and boxes of

books that buyers had
selected. Despite their

irreversible losses, these

valiant volunteers sent

$75,000 to the Libraries

when the sale closed the

following weekend.

The 1992 North Shore Book
Sale will be held this

year at the Old Orchard
Shopping Center from
June 13-21. For information,

call 708-724-9715.
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Brandeis Celebrates

President Samuel O. Thicr

delivers his

Inaugural Address

photography by Marvin Lewiton,

Julian Brown and Brandeis staff
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Rena /. Blumberg '56, a

member of the Board of

Trustees, checks to see that

her mortarboard is in place;

to her right stands fane

Spencer, executive secretary

to President Thier

Paula Thier watches her

husband's investiture with
daughter Stephanie Thier

Kremens

Chancellor Emeritus Abram
L. Sachar, founding
President of the University

Provost fehuda Reuiharz,

Ph.D. 75 talks with

two marchers before the

procession
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David Casty, a member of

the Board of Trustees and
trustee of the Joseph F. and
Clara Ford Foundation,

receives recognition from
President Samuel O. Thier

for his cooperation in

making the Joseph F. and
Clara Ford Athletic and
Recreation Complex and the

Gosman Sports and
Convocation Center a reality

Abraham D. Gosman (above),

the benefactor of the new
Gosman Sports and
Convocation Center, is

honored at the dedication

A panel discussion.

"Knowledge for What? The
University, Scholarship and
Society. " featured:

moderator Lawrence H.
Fuchs. Meyer and Walter

faffe Professor in American
Civilization and Potties,

and panelists foyce Antler,

associate piotcssur ut

American studies: Marvin
Fox, Philip W. Lown Professor

of fewish Philosophy and
director, Lown School: fack S.

Goldstein, professor of
astrophysics: Deborah Stone,

David R. Pokross Professor of
Law and Social PoUcy:
Ibrahim Sundiata, associate

professor of African and Afro-

American studies: Thompson

F. Williams, fr.. director and
coordinator of instruction.

Transitional Year Program;
David Wong, professor of

philosophy.

Pictured here are:

Ibrahim Sundiata (top)

Joyce Antler and
Jack S. Goldstein (bottom)
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Remie Calalang '92, an
outstanding athlete, offers

her remarks at the

dedication about the role of
athletics in students' lives

Michael Sandel. B.A., M.A.
'75, professor of government
at Harvard University,

discusses domestic and
foreign policy concerns in a

lecture titled "What Should
America Do in the World
Now that the Cold War is

Over!" for students, faculty,

staff and guests

David F. Squire,

a member of the Board of
Trustees, emcees
the dedication ceremony
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An Interview with !^j||

President Samuel O. Thier "^•^l

by Brenda Marder

On April 10 Samuel Thier, sixth

President of Brandeis University,

was inaugurated. Although he had
assumed the Presidency on
September 3, 1991, his Inauguration

was scheduled eight months later

to take advantage of the completion

of the new Gosman Sports and
Convocation Center, the only

facility on campus that can

accommodate the entire Brandeis

community.

On March 10, he talked with the

editor of the Brandeis Review
about the University's future and
the context in which it will

evolve, as he leads it toward the

new millenium.

Marder: You have mentioned often that you view
teaching as a multidisciphne enterprise. Would you
restructure the curriculum in a formal way to

accomplish this? What actually do you mean when you
say this?

Thier: I mean that I would like to see the faculty

explore ways to think across disciplinary boundaries:

they might decide to offer new courses; they might offer

new programs; they might engage more in team-
teaching in subject matter that can't be covered by one
of them alone. I have no firm commitment to any single

way of doing it. I am interested in seeing people begin to

think about how to do it, and to see them experiment.

Marder: Do you think eventually you would expect a

restiTJCturing of academic departments?

Thier: To the extent that we have traditional

departments composed of their faculty members,
teaching their courses to undergraduate and graduate

students, departments that stay within strict

boundaries and don't work across other departments in

tenns of offerings—that I would like to see changed.

That doesn't necessarily mean doing away with
traditional departments like English, mathematics,
history or anything of that sort. It means having the

members of departments cooperate in a more federated

system rather than m very clearly defined borders that

exist in the usual structure of academics now. So, I'm
interested in developing processes so that the

institution doesn't actually block people from doing
that, and where we don't take two years to make
changes to offer new courses.

Marder: You've recently altered the University's top

academic administration. The new dean of Arts and
Sciences will be in place for the next academic year and
Jehuda Reinharz has already assumed his new position

as provost. How will these new positions streamhne the

academic administration?

Thier: Well, first of all, two deanships will be converted

to one. The dean of the Graduate School and the dean of

the College will become the dean of Arts and Sciences.

The provost has become the senior academic officer,

responsible for all academic policy and all resources

that support academic policy. He oversees the

implementation of that policy. The dean of Arts and
Sciences will have in his or her office for the first time
both the staffing and curriculum capacity, and can
begin to make decisions where staff is matched to

curriculum and research. Now, as the dean oversees

those activities, he or she may be able to accomplish
some economies. The hope is that the entire process of

academic administration will be simplified, made more
efficient.

Marder: The Academic Planning Group will be

reporting to you m the course of studying a

restructuring within the departments. Some courses

eventually will be added, others will be cut. What
problems will this create for the University? How will

the University benefit?

Thier: The current academic program will remain in

place one more year. What we will begin to do is study

the targets, goals and recommendations of this

committee over the summer and the fall and make
changes in the curriculum over the next two to three

years. The group will make recommendations for
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targets regarding personnel and economic savings,

revenue enhancements and new programs that v^ill be
projected out over a four-year period.

Marder: The university is not the most flexible

instrument. Change could be joltmg to the faculty

member v^^ho has developed expertise in a certain

subject and can't continue to exercise that expertise

under the new conditions. Will this create problems?

Thier: Sure, but I think that most people will adjust.

Some people won't. It's the incapacity to make these

adjustments that has given most of American higher

education the problems we have. If people had been
capable of making those adjustments, we would have
made them as we went. Now one has to approach them
a bit more cataclysmically than one would like. There
will be some dislocations, but there will also be some
exciting new ideas that'll get implemented.

Marder: Other universities are having to restructure

their curricula too, so Brandeis is simply foUowing a

national pattern.

Thier: I think we could play a leadership role in this

—

not just follow a national trend. If you think that we are

going to have problems with flexibility, imagine what
older and larger institutions are going to experience" So
I have a sense that we may be capable of playing a

leadership role because Brandeis is smaller, and hence,
more flexible. I hope we can sustain a collegial

atmosphere that will let us make some tough choices.

Marder: One way to streamline, in a macro way, is to

join efforts with other universities. Brandeis already has
done this on a small scale.

Thier: We have a new arrangement with Wellesley
whereby faculty from Brandeis's Department of

Philosophy will teach at Wellesley and Wellesley

faculty will come here to teach. The underpinning idea

in our arrangement with Wellesley, for instance, is that

both schools are small enough that their respective

philosophy departments—to cover the breadth of

philosophy—might be spread thin, with no depth in any
area. With our new arrangement we can each develop
depth in complementary areas, and then exchange
faculty. Universities can also share scarce resources. We
already are involved in consortial relationships with
libraries. And there are areas where one institution has

excess capacity, and the other does not. Again, for

example, a fine college like Wellesley doesn't have a

graduate program with the Icind of breadth of science

that we possess. Our science programs might be opened
up for Wellesley's students. They may have other areas

with special strengths that we could use for our

students. We'll expand this type of collegial interaction

to other schools.

Marder: Would you like to see major changes in the

curriculum at Brandeis? For instance, some think that

more professional-type programs are in order at this

time.

Thier: Let's clarify that. We have programs like Legal

Studies or Joumalism. But students are not learning the

skills of a lawyer, or the skills of a journalist, as much
as they are learning where joumalism fits in politically,

sociologically, historically, etc. They may leam
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something about how joumahsm is practiced, and
certainly the program is not devoid of practicaHty, but

the focus isn't to produce joumahsts or lawyers. It's to

produce liberally educated individuals who understand,

in context, where journalism or law fit in society. We'll

continue to develop those kinds of approaches.

Marder: Let's turn to finances. All universities in the

United States, including private research universities,

are facing awesome financial problems. A few weeks
ago, in a talk to students, you mentioned that

Brandeis's alumni and donors were not givmg at high

enough levels. What kind of a problem is that? Can
donor and alumni participation be improved simply by
more cultivation, by drawing alumni closer to the

University? Or, does the problem lie essentially in the

small size of the alumni body, the age and certain other

demographics?

Thier: We do not have an adequate tradition of alumni
giving here. It doesn't matter whether we have 23,000
or 5,000 alumni. The fact is that only 30+ percent give.

If we had the kind of giving that Holy Cross or

Dartmouth have in terms of percentages—even if

Brandeis alumni gave no more per person, we would be

significantly better off.

Marder: Dartmouth alumni giving, of course, is about

60 percent. It claims the highest in the country.

Thier: And ours is 30+ percent. And the per donor
giving is more modest among our alumni despite the

fact that the profile of our alumni is very high. I think

that alumni have got to begin to think of Brandeis as a

mature mstitution, and I know of no mature, private

institution that can survive without the enthusiastic

support of its alumni.

Marder: That our alumni do not do better in terms of

giving could be put purely to the fact that they have not

been approached as vigorously as possible.

Thier: I would start with the assumption that it's the

fault of the institution. I think Brandeis needs to do the

utmost to involve and interest the alumni in the

institution. If we do that and don't get a response, then
I'd be prepared to say it's the alumni's problem.
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Marder: We have x number of alumni, x number of

community people that will help. Is there anyway to

widen that base?

Thier: No. I think you saw in the newspapers a couple

of weeks ago descriptions of institutions and their

giving per undergraduate student: it tabulated how
much the alumni gave, factored for the size of the

student body. Brandeis has a small undergraduate body.

The amount of support we need is not enormous—we
don't have a huge machine like Harvard to fuel. We just

have to keep Brandeis running. I believe if our alumni
were giving on a par with what their profile indicates,

giving on a par with other premier institutions, a very

significant part of our economic problem would be

alleviated. I think it is a hopeful situation. There's been

a very significant improvement in the last 3 or 4 years.

It's almost tenfold to what it was a few years ago. But
it's still modest.

Marder: Do you anticipate another capital campaign?
What is the strategy?

Thier: We must develop an improved annual giving

program over the next two to three years because we
very much need funds for current operations—the most
important is financial aid and student scholarship. We
give very large sums toward financial aid, and we have
maintained—perhaps against our own economic
wisdom a bit—the commitment to full financial aid.

That's a tough policy to sustain. Brandeis turns 50 years

old in 1998, the Golden Anniversary. And it would not

be inappropriate to structure a campaign around that

milestone, but we have not reached that level of

planning yet.

Marder: You stated in that same discussion with
students that Brandeis has done well in generating

funds in the field of science from government funding.

Thier: We've done well in the sciences.

Marder: What problems are universities facing in

connection with allegations of abuse of indirect costs

for research?

Thier: Well, I think the issue of indirect costs is a

terrible distraction. Some universities did mismanage
indirect costs charged to the government, and such



abuse should be corrected. But to clobber the university

research system, which has been so productive for the

country, to put it at risk without evaluating alternatives

is not very good national policy. So, I think that whole
topic needs to he addressed very openly and clearly.

Marder: With government sources now switching from
defense to a peacetime footing, do you think that

science grants from the government will increase?

Thier: As for the peace dividend, it's hard to say. The
country is strapped by a major deficit: if there is a

dividend in one area, it doesn't seem reasonable to

spend it in another area, thereby maintaining the same
size deficit. You can reduce the deficit. So, it's possible

that the dividend would not translate into grants for

funding. But it's also possible that it'U convert to

further investment in peacetime science and technology

because the future economic viabihty of the country
depends on it. So, the decision depends on how much
clarity or vision comes out of Washington.

Marder: It is possible to fund a good percent of research

and development in science through government
grants? But how generous are foundations in giving to

the humanities at Brandeis?

Thier: Well, from foundations that do give money to the

humanities, we do quite nicely. But a fairly modest
number of foundations offer grants. Something that

foundations should consider is that if they remain in

health and science and other areas in which
government and industry provide major support as well,

then their incremental impact is limited, whereas, their

influence could be enormous in the humanities. Given
that the humanities don't demand the same kinds of

facility and equipment investments, a foundation could
support an enormously productive and flowering

humanities program with relatively few dollars. If I

were starting a new foundation, I'm not sure I'd add
money to areas that are already well-funded. I would
look for places like the humanities that need it. Or, the

creative arts, which are wonderful parts of the
university campus, and they could really use economic
nourishment.

Marder: What can you university presidents do to

stimulate this emphasis?

Thier: Beg.

Marder: Can you outline the most crucial financial

problems at Brandeis and then give some solutions to

them?

Thier: I think the most crucial problem is the structural

deficit in the budget, which is in the range of 5 percent.

We really must have it under control, doing it

incrementally, over the next four years. It involves debt

service on buildings that were built and other monies
that were borrowed; it involves deferred maintenance,
which all universities face; it involves evaluating the

number of academic programs we have for the size of

our student body, and saying that maybe Brandeis offers

too many for its 3,000 undergraduates. We need to look

at the faculty size and concentrations, and see what can
be done there; we need to examine revenue-enhancing
programs, the things that will bring additional tuition

or bring in additional research.

Marder: What goes in that category?

Thier: We will explore master's level programs like the

new one in genetic counseling, which appear to match
our undergraduate and graduate programs where we
might either introduce or expand new features. Other
revenue enhancement will have to come through fund-

raising, and through competing for sponsored research.

We'll consider the student numbers: the plan for the

1990s might well include increasing student numbers.

Marder: But not to change the cohesiveness on campus.

Thier: No, I'm talking about somewhere between 25

and 100 students annually.

Marder: So for most of these financial problems you
envision solutions, and you're rather optimistic they'll

work.

Thier: I'm always optimistic. Otherwise, what would I

be doing here?

Marder: Need-bUnd admissions poUcy is standard

procedure at many schools. However, some of the best

colleges and universities such as Smith and Columbia
are reassessing that pohcy. WUl you reassess too?
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Thier: Oh, yes, we just did. We just reviewed it and

made a commitment for another year to stay with it.

But we'll look at it each year because if tuition goes up
six to seven percent and financial aid goes up 20 percent
— that's an unhealthy situation. In some institutions,

they've kept the admissions need-blind, but they have

limited the growth of financial aid and they distributed

it proportionately, so everybody took the same kind of

loss. There are various approaches.

Marder: The board of trustees plays a primary role in

the health of an institution. Can you describe the

composition of an ideal board for Brandeis? What kind

of role do you think Trustees ought to play?

Thier: I think Trustees should play the role of being

Trustees—not acting as part of the administration. This

means that they should oversee the functions of the

administration and make certain fiduciary judgments
for the institution. A good board has people who
understand the institution. Of course, you need people

who know business, and I would like to see maybe one
or two university presidents or deans on the Brandeis

Board of Trustees. Until his death, we had Bart

Giamatti, former president of Yale, and we have Bob
Pollack, Ph.D. '66, who was the dean of Columbia
College. And we need the kinds of people who have

traditionally supported the institution, people with

great resources, who have an intellectual and emotional

commitment to the institution, who will give of

themselves and provide financial resources to the

University. And I'd like more alumni to serve on the

Board. As we reach maturity, we surely have people

who are distinguished and capable, and I would like

them, not only through alumni election, but as direct

appointments to the Board.

Marder: Are there other sectors?

Thier: Sure. We are building up a population of women
on the Board now. It's significantly increased over

several years.

Marder: That's another issue, the diversity of the Board.

People have commented very often on that.

Thier: Yes, and I think we certainly need minority
members on the Board.

Marder: In your first academic year at Brandeis, you've
made changes in the academic administration; you've
certainly engaged m fund-raising and gotten acquainted
with alumni and donors. And you'll also be building a

budget this spring. Let me ask you to evaluate yourself

as President. What do you think your accomphshments
are for your first academic year?

Samuel Osiah Thier

brings to the presidency of
Brandeis University a

career of achievement in

medicine, research, higher

education and public

policy.

He was born June 23,

1937 in Brooklyn. New
York, received his

undergraduate education

at Cornell University and
earned his medical degree

from the State University

ofNew York at Syracuse

in 1960. From 1960 to

1 962. and again from
1964 to 1969, he served on
the medical staff of

Massachusetts General
Hospital, first as an intern

and a resident and later

as chief resident in

medicine and chief of the

Renal Unit. He spent the

period from 1962 to 1964
in the U.S. Public Health
Service, National

Institutes of Health.

From 1966 to 1985 he
served on the faculties of

the medical schools at

Harvard University,

University of

Pennsylvania and Yale

University, where he was
chairman of the

Department of Internal

Medicine from 1975
through 1985.

In 1985 he was named
president of the Institute

of Medicine of the

National Academy of

Sciences in Washington,

D.C.. a privately-hmded

national resource for

interdisciplinary, policy-

relevant research and
expertise in the areas of

health care and
biomedical education and
research.
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Thier: Well I'm pleased that I now have the senior team
in place—that is I appointed Stanley Rumbaugh to

executive vice president for finance and administration,

then Jehuda Reinharz to provost and senior vice

president for academic affairs, and recently Daniel

Mansoor to senior vice president for development and
alumni relations. Those are the three senior vice

presidents in the structure. I think I accomplished that

in reasonable time. And I think the reconnecting to a

lot of the Brandeis community around the country is

something I've derived satisfaction from. I've done it by
travelling. I've done it by sending out letters.

Marder: What about things that you thought you could

have accomplished when you first came, but they've

remained problems, other than the obvious things such

as tummg around finances, because that's a long-term

project.

Thier: It sounds like PoUyanna to say it, but I keep
waiting for the bad part. I'm sure there will be those

days, but thus far it's been very pleasant to be so openly

received and listened to with consideration.

Marder: What goals have you set for yourself for the

next academic year?

Thier: I want to finish the restructuring of the academic
administration; I want to begin to put into place a four-

year plan for balancing the budget with actual pieces to

it, not just goals and targets; I want to see the

development operation kick into gear in a major way.

For the development plan, Dan Mansoor, who starts on
March 30, will draw up a general plan for how he would
like to organize that operation. I am interested in his

projections as to what he thinks he might be able to

accomphsh over the next few years.



His appointment as a

University professor and
President of Brandeis

University was approved

by the Board of Trustees

on May 5. 1991. and he
assumed office in

September 1991.

The author of numerous
articles and book chapters

on renal physiology and
coauthor of a textbook on
pathophysiology, he has

also written many
articles on national

health policy and other

issues of public concern.

He has served as

president of the American
Federation of Clinical

Research and chairman of

the American Board of

Internal Medicine, and is

a Master of the American
College of Physicians,

Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and
Sciences and Member of

the Institute of Medicine.

His many honors and
awards include honorary
doctorates from the State

University of New York,

Tufts University. The
George Washington
University, Rush
University. Mount Sinai

School of Medicine of the

City University ofNew
York and Hahnemann
University and the UCSF
Medal of the University of

California. San Francisco.

Samuel Thier is married
to the former Paula Dell

Finkelstein. The Thiers

have three daughters,

Audrey, Stephanie and
Sara.

Marder: When I interviewed you for the summer issue

of the Brandeis Review last year, you mentioned
engaging in medicine in Boston, your old stomping
grounds.

Thier: I have a faculty appointment at Tufts, and I make
rounds at New England Medical Center on the

weekends. Massachusetts General Hospital has now
given me an appointment, and I may do something
there.

Marder: You are pretty energetic. That takes quite a bit,

doesn't it?

Thier: Part of it is psychotherapy; it keeps me involved
in medicine, something I spent 30 years gaining

expertise in.

Marder: Has anybody so far said to you, "As a doctor,

why are you the president of a university?"

Thier: People always say that to me and my answer to

them is a question. What is your idea of who should be
a university president—lawyers, historians, physicists?

What's wrong with an academic physician? And the

general sense that a physician would necessarily be
functionally illiterate outside of medicine is sort of

silly. I think people's breadth of education is a function

of the individual, not their field. In many ways I think
the way in which physicians have been trained to think
is just exactly what the university needs: to think in

terms of problem solving in an ongoing fashion.

Marder: It seems to be that you would be an excellent

person, with your medical and educational background,
working in institutions, and your work in Washington
in the field of medical policy, to play a vital role at this

time in educational policy in the United States. You'd
bring to it some very interesting perspectives as well as

experience. Do you have anything that you'd like to

offer as an educational policy adviser?

Thier: I'm not sure there's anything that one can do at

the policy level at this stage. I thmk the solutions to our
higher-education problems are not at the policy level;

rather they are at the institutional level. The major
threats to the future of the research university are not

the kind the federal government will solve. American
institutions have grown, have governed themselves
well, having made tough choices, and as we head into

the decade, we'll see how those choices play out.

There's no way policy changes can do that. Institutions

will continue to make choices and develop a series of

models and examine each other's models and see what
works.

Marder: And Brandeis can make the necessary changes
on the institutional level?

Thier: One of the things I learned in Washington is you
can make all the pronouncements in the world, but if

you're not operating on the ground where the

monitoring and the implementation are going on, you
don't have any effect. If you really want to have policy

work, you've got to get the people who are responsible

for carrying it out to respond. Brandeis has every

intention of responding.
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Diversity in

Higher

Education

by Lawrence H. Fuchs

As one who has spent much of his

career working for civil rights and new
approaches to multicultural education, I

see ethnic diversity as offering exciting

opportunities for liberal arts universities

and colleges. But diversity brings

problems as well.

There are four major challenges to

higher education resulting from the

spread of diversity, each of which will

intensify in the 1990s: how to provide

hospitality to students from diverse

backgrounds without encouraging

social separatism and ethnic conflict;

how to incorporate diversity into the

curriculum without encouraging a
narrow-minded particularism; how to

recruit and retain students of diverse

backgrounds while maintaining and

even enhancing competitive standards;

and how to promote civil discourse that

discourages hateful and intimidating

expression while protecting freedom of

speech and stimulating healthy

discussion of controversial issues.

The Idea that universities are

responsible for providing special social

support for members of ethnic groups
is a new one. As late as the 1950s,

Jewish students were made
unwelcome at Princeton; but in the

1980s, Princeton published a special

pamphlet about Jewish life on its

campus to encourage the matriculation

of Jewish students. African-Americans,

including W.E.B. DuBois, who went to

Harvard, have written about their

loneliness and estrangement while

studying at universities where almost

everyone was white. Now, Harvard has

several programs to give social and

intellectual support to black students.

Founded by American Jews as a

nonsectarian university open to all,

Brandeis tried from the first to make
non-Jewish students feel welcome on

campus by building Catholic and
Protestant chapels. As a result.

Catholic and Protestant students

formed their own associations, and in

the 1950s, the Catholic Newman Club

was one of the most vigorous

organizations on campus.

In 1968-69, Brandeis established a
Transitional Year Program for high

school graduates from economically

and educationally impoverished

backgrounds, who were given a year of

social and intellectual support in

preparation for matriculation at

Brandeis or some other college or

university. Most of the students have
been black, although many in the early

days were Ihsh Catholics from South
Boston, and in recent years several

have been Russian refugees. Now, it is

commonplace for major universities to

hire deans, assistant deans,

counselors and others who are

particularly attuned to the sensibilities

and needs of students from African-

American, Latino and Asian

backgrounds, and within the last two

years, three major foundations—Phillip

Morris, Ford and Lilly—initiated grant

programs to enhance hospitality for

such students at colleges and

universities.

One response to the challenge of

providing genuine hospitality to

nonwhite students at predominantly

white universities and colleges has
been to establish centers for social and

intellectual activities that appeal

especially to them, and to this end

Brandeis inaugurated its Intercultural

Center this year. At best, multicultural

centers provide hospitality and also

enrich campus life through intercultural

understanding. But I am told by

colleagues at other institutions that

such centers also can stimulate racial

and ethnic divisiveness and actually

impede the learning of the students

they are intended to help.

The main objective of any physical

arrangement or program should be to

help students learn. That point was
made to me in 1970 by Brandeis

Professor Pauli Murray (American

studies). Lawyer, poet, civil rights

activist and granddaughter of a slave.

Professor Murray feared that the

location of the African and African-

American studies department in a
building of its own would inhibit the

intellectual and emotional growth of

students who congregated there. When
universities encourage social

segregation in the name of hospitality,
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The efforts of many high schools to promote
ethnic consciousness have bred resentment and
conflict and left many students bereft of any
sense of what it is they share as members of the

human family and as Americans.

she thought, they run several risks:

black (in this case) students might

confine themselves to a few/ majors;

they might avoid contact with students

and professors outside of their circle;

they might feed on each other's

anxieties about the challenges of the

academy: and politics on campuses

might become polarized around race.

While these negative outcomes have

not been pronounced at Brandeis in

many years, they are real issues that

require serious thought by educational

leaders today. Those who are planning

programs for the Brandeis Intercultural

Center seem well aware of these

cautions. Brandeis should seize the

opportunity to ensure that its center not

only provides hospitality for nonwhite

students but, by acknowledging

diversity in the ethnic and cultural

backgrounds of white students as well,

helps all students to learn more about

the experiences of others.

The second major issue engendered

by diversity concerns the call for

changes in the curriculum. Such

demands are usually couched in an

attack on Eurocentrism and the need

for universities to overcome their

neglect of non-European cultures.

Many universities, including Brandeis,

gave insufficient attention to

civilizations other than European and

North American. Although Brandeis

was always strong in Near Eastern and

Mediterranean studies and was one of

the first universities to establish a

department of African and African-

American studies, it was slow to deal

with Latin America and Asia in a

systematic and thorough manner. Now,

it has a chair and a program in Latin

American studies and at a recent

faculty meeting established a new
program in East Asian studies to begin

next year.

Gaps in the Brandeis curriculum still

exist. For example, courses on native-

American Indians are taught in the

anthropology department and one in

history, but not in other departments

despite the proliferation of scholarship

on the subject in recent years. The key

question in considering such courses is

whether they will strengthen a liberal

arts education. They should not be

introduced in response to guilt or

political pressure for representation

(proportionality), but because they are

right educationally.

There are two criteria for rightness. Will

they deal with significant questions

about the human experience in a way
that encourages searching inquiry? Are

they taught by competent scholars in a

rigorous fashion? A liberal arts

education aims at opening minds and

helping students to appropriate areas

of knowledge that enlarge their

sensibilities, spirit and intellect. One is

reminded of Robert Louis Stevenson's

remark, "How well do they know
England who only England know?"

It is precisely the challenge to

understand the unfamiliar and to

recognize what is excellent in it that

leads to highly creative work. Pietro di

Donate, whose novel Christ in

Concrete is arguably the best of all

Italian-American immigrant novels, said

that he learned to write when, during a

strike in the building trades (he was a

bricklayer), he wandered into a library

and discovered French and Russian

novels. Maya Angelou has told of

growing up in an impoverished

southern town and wandering into the

library to read Shakespeare, who
inspired her earliest literary ambitions.

What the experiences of di Donate,

Angelou and others tell us is that an

attack on the common core curriculum

solely in the name of multiculturalism is

misguided. It leads neither to an

understanding of others or of oneself

and neglects coming to terms with

standards of excellence that transcend

the boundaries of one's ethnic

background. A liberal education at any

level that challenges students to cross

those boundaries has led blacks to

write sensitively about whites, as

James Baldwin did in Giovanni's

Room, and whites about blacks, as

Dan McCall did in The Man Says Yes.

Some whites have also written

perceptively about Mexican-Americans

as Daniel James did in Famous All

Over the Town, a novel set in a Los

Angeles barrio, praised widely by

Latino critics for its authenticity (James

had a Ph.D. in classical Greek.) It has

led to the remarkable portraits of Indian

culture in the detective stories of Tony

Hillerman, nearly all of which are set in

Navajo country, and which have been

praised by native-American literary

critics.

The attack by some multiculturalists on

core curricula in the humanities,

history, social sciences and the arts as

being overly Eurocentric may still be

justified in some cases. But the more

generalized attack on core curricula by

extreme particularists on the ground

that there are no common human or

even Western or American experiences

worth studying is a fundamental and

dangerous assault on liberal arts. It is

particularly dangerous now that the

efforts of many high schools to promote

ethnic consciousness have bred

resentment and conflict and left

students bereft of any sense of what it

is they share as members of the

human family and as Americans. The

celebration of diversity in the United

States is only possible because of a

common civic culture, which

emphasizes rights of individuals, rule of

law, separation of church and state,

representative government and civil

debate. Our civic culture keeps

diversity from erupting into the kind of

violent conflict that characterizes many
other pluralistic societies. With this in

mind, educators should pay at least as

much attention to what holds

multiethnic nations like our own
together as they do to the particularistic

claims of ethnic groups themselves.

Fortunately, many groups in the United

States, including those now clamoring

for more representation in the

curriculum, have played significant

roles in shaping both its national civic

and popular cultures. Many curriculum

changes, like diversity itself, enhance

the learning environment for all, and

universities have taken affirmative

action seriously out of a sense of public

responsibility to open their doors to

students who have been excluded

historically and also to enrich their

learning environments.

Institutions face serious problems in

recruiting students of diverse

backgrounds, particularly with respect
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to blacks and Latinos. Atrican-

Americans made enormous progress in

the 1960s in coiiege-going, when more
of them attended college than in all

previous American history: and African-

Americans have shown large increases

in SAT reading scores over the past

twenty years, but there has been little

progress in math, at the advanced

levels particularly. The reason

recruitment has become more difficult

recently is that although the combined

number of blacks who achieved over

600 in both math and verbal doubled

between 1981 and 1988, that group still

totaled only 695: yet, recruitment

efforts at selective universities

intensified.

The question of standards is a red flag

to many political activists and

proponents of affirmative action, who
argue, as did a professor of sociology

from the University of Florida in a

recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher

Education that neutral standards

cannot exist, at least not as long as

racial bias persists in society. But

strong entrance standards are

necessary for students, not only for

admission, but to ensure that they have

the background to receive their

degrees. It does no favor to bring

students to a campus where there is a

good chance that they will fail. College

administrators should not apologize for

affirmative action recruiting efforts for

students from minority backgrounds,

any more than for attempts to recruit

musicians, artists or scientists to enrich

the learning environment: but they

should maintain a base line of

competitive standards for all of them.

and for athletes and "legacy" (children

of alumni) students, too.

How to enlarge the pool of qualified

applicants depends on one's analysis

of the problem. L. Scott Miller, the

senior vice president of the Council for

Aid to Education, in his recently

published book. Accelerating the

Educational Advancement of

Minorities, shows conclusively that

poverty is an overwhelming problem

among African-American and Latino

(especially Puerto Rican) applicants. In

the late 1980s, virtually 50 percent of

black youngsters were living in poverty.

Studies show the enormously

deleterious effects of infant and
childhood poverty on educational

achievement in elementary and high

schools and in large differences in

average SAT scores.

There also are gaps between whites

and Asians who score well, and blacks

and Hispanics who do less well, even
within middle and upper family income
and education categories. A possible

explanation is that most middle class

African-Americans and Latinos

(compared to whites especially) belong

to the first generation to attend college.

In a recent interview. Miller was asked

about the importance of

intergenerational advantage in

predicting college success, and

answered: "Think about what it's worth

to have parents who were 'A' students

at Brandeis. It's not just their education.

They are probably both holding jobs in

knowledge-intensive industries, so they

are continuing to develop their

analytical abilities on the job. Think

what they have to invest in their

children, compared with the single

mother who got her general

equivalency degree at age 25, who is

reading at the 9th grade level, and who
is under great economic duress.

"

Poverty also encourages a negative

self image on the part of African-

Americans and Latin Americans,

retarding their educational motivation.

In a 1990 Ethnic Images Survey (part

of the general social survey conducted

annually by the National Opinion

Research Center in Chicago), about

one-third of the black and Hispanic

respondents said their own group was
less intelligent than whites, a response

that correlated significantly with

poverty. Research shows that black

children adopted by middle-class black

or white families score, on the average,

about twenty points above the national

average for black children on IQ tests.

Having books in the house, reading to

children, sending them to summer
camps and taking advantage of a

myriad of special programs available

for youngsters make a big difference in
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Our civic culture keeps diversity from

erupting Into the l<lnd of violent

conflict that characterizes many other

pluralistic societies, f—

-

school achievement. People working in

higher education who wish to

encourage diversity at our universities

and colleges in the future have a stake

in supporting policies that invest in

infants and small children by helping

their adult caregivers (especially

families) overcome the nutritional and

other deficits that stop those children

from becoming candidates for higher

education later.

Despite the difficulties in recruiting

black and Latino students, their

presence, and that of Asian students, is

likely to pick up in the 1990s due to

middle-class gains and to immigration.

Diversity, we have learned in recent

years particularly, has tended to erupt

in open expressions of hostility on

campuses, utterances that include

hateful speech. One response to

promote civility has been to adopt

codes against virulent hate speech,

including penalties against those who
use it. All such codes are vigorously

opposed by the American Civil

Liberties Union, which sees them as a

threat to free speech. Typical was the

code of the University of Wisconsin

calling for penalties against students

who created a "hostile learning

environment" for someone because of

race, sex, religion, sexual orientation,

disability or ethnic origins. A federal

district court recently ruled that code in

violation of the First Amendment,
saying that students at public

universities do not lose their

Constitutional right to say nasty things

just because they say them on

campus. But, in the interest of

discouraging hateful speech, private

universities can adopt such codes, and

Brown University recently expelled a

student for making racist and anti-

Semitic remarks in a dormitory

courtyard.

In defending well drawn codes, Robert

M. O'Neil, former president of the

University of Virginia and currently

director of the Thomas Jefferson

Center for the Protection of Free

Expression, has pointed out that it is

possible to maintain high free speech

standards and, under due process,

dismiss students or faculty members

whose speech clearly marks them unfit

for participation in a community of truth

seekers, at least at private institutions.

Regardless of what they do about

adopting codes against hate speech,

universities have no Constitutional

obligation to invite hateful speakers to

campus. It is not a suppression of free

speech to refuse to invite the ex-Klu

Kluxer David Duke or racist City

College Professor Leonard Jeffries, Jr.,

to speak. Nor does it violate anyone's

First Amendment rights for student

newspapers to refuse ads like one that

recently appeared in some college

papers claiming the Holocaust never

occurred. Advertisements often lie

about perfume, automobiles and many
other things. But when advertisements

not only violate facts universally

accepted by a community of scholars

but also inflict terrible wounds on

members of an ethnic group, it is a

grievous and gratuitous injury to

publish such things.

Another kind of speech creating

problems for universities is intimidating

bombast. In the 1950s, one heard

students and professors labeled

communists if they supported national

health insurance. Calling people

"racists" because they oppose

affirmative action, or "anti-Hispanic"

because they oppose bilingual

education, or "xenophobic" because

they think it is sound public policy to

make it illegal to hire illegal aliens

poisons the atmosphere of free civil

discourse. Codes are not at all

appropriate in dealing with intimidating

speech. The best answer from

educators is a rejection of name calling

as a form of argument and a vigorous

defense of rational, civil discussion.

Codes may not even be needed

against hate speech if universities

conscientiously conduct workshops

and seminars to educate students

against this venom.

Brandeis University, perhaps more

than any other institution, should

welcome the challenges of diversity,

even with its problems. A university

created by the people of the Book and

nourished by Jewish traditions is also

informed by the frequently repeated

admonition of that Book: "... you know
how the stranger feels."

"^
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Lawrence H. Fuchs, Meyer
and Walter Jaffe Professor

of American Civilization and
Politics, has written dozens
of articles and several books
on ethinicity, including the

prize-winning The American
Kaleidoscope: Race,

Ethnicity, and the Civic

Culture. A former dean of

faculty and chairman of the

politics and American

studies departments at

Brandeis, Fuchs was elected

by his colleagues three

times to the Brandeis Board
of Trustees. As chairman of

the Executive Committee of

the Social Studies

Curriculum Project at

Education Development
Center in the 1960s and
1970s, he played a major

role in the national

movement for curriculum

reform in the social

sciences, particularly in the

area of multicultural

curriculum. He was also the

principal scholar of the four

volume texf Black in White

America and a national

curriculum. "The American

Experiment: E Pluribus

Unum."

In 1976, Fuchs made a

speech to the National

Association of Social

Studies Teachers about the

failure of social science and
history texts to address the

issues raised by the

Holocaust. That talk led to

the creation of the Facing

History and Ourselves

Foundation by two of the

teachers in the audience,

resulting in a curriculum that

has helped more than four

and a half million students

and their teachers to

confront questions of evil in

history and in contemporary

society. He served as a

member of President

Kennedy's campaign civil

rights advisory committee in

1960 and participated in the

march from Selma to

l\/1ontgomery in support of

the Voting Rights Act in

1965. He also served on the

National Advisory

Committee of the

Commission on Law and
Social Action of the

American Jewish Congress
and the boards of directors

of the t\/lassachusetts

Congress on Racial Equality

and the t^exican-American

Legal and Education

Defense Fund.

In recent years he has been
best known for his work on
immigration policy, a subject

he addressed by writing

speeches for Senator and
f^resident John F. Kennedy
in the 1950s and 1960s

(Kennedy appointed Fuchs
as the first overseas director

of the Peace Corps in the

Philippines from 1961 to

1963). He served as

Executive Director of the

Select Commission on
Immigration and Refugee
Policy, 1970-1981. whose
report became the basis for

the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986 and the

Immigration Act of 1990. In

January of 1991. he was
named by the United States

Senate as one of four

Senate appointees to the

nine-person U.S.

Commission on Immigration

created by the 1990 Act At

Brandeis, Fuchs introduced

the first course on the

African-American

experience and a course in

race and ethnicity in

American history, which he

continues to teach. Next

spring, he will teach the first

course ever offered at

Brandeis on the Asian-

American experience.
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Can Christianity

Shed Its

Anti-Judaism?

by Krister Stendahl For a Christian theologian the issue of

Christianity shedding anti-Judaism is a

serious question—one infinitely intensified

after the Holocaust. The record of anti-

Judaism is clear and overwhelming and allows

for no excuses. I shall not rehearse it here.

Perhaps I could refer to Marc Saperstein's

Moments of Crisis in Jewish-Christian

Relations, which actually grew out of our

joint seminars at Harvard IDivinity School on
"The Perception of the Other," a course

I plan to offer at Brandeis next fall.

Two things make the record of Christian

anti-Judaism especially serious. While bigotry

and hatred always exist as an underbiTish,

Christian contempt for the Jews in its most
virulent form is found among some of the

greatest figures of the Christian tradition:

John Chrysostom, Augustine and—worst of

them all, Martin Luther—from whom I have

learned such great insights in other respects.

In a time when many churches have taken
serious steps to face up to this record and
make amends m thought and deed, the virus

of anti-Judaism in Western secular culture

plays havoc, unchecked by the theological

critique that has begun in the churches. Ever

since Voltaire, Christian anti-Judaism has

been transmuted into "enlightened" secular

contempt for the Jews.

How to account for this venomous tradition?

How did it begin- What happened in the

decades before and after the fall of Jerusalem's

Second Temple in the first century of the

Common Era?

These were years of great rehgious diversity

among Palestinian Jews—not to speak about

the Jewish Diaspora. The Dead Sea Scrolls

have confirmed and sharpened our

understanding of the wide spectrum of Jewish

thought from intense apocalyptic

expectations to the first steps of the

consolidation of Judaism that becomes
codified in the Mishnah, the central part of

the Talmud.

Similar to the ethos of the Qumran
community of the Dead Sea Scrolls, both the

movement around John the Baptist and the

ministry of Jesus from Nazareth were closer

to the apocalyptic end of that spectrum—with

the expectations of God's Kingdom, the

Messianic Age, around the comer.

As a part of that wing of late Second Temple
Judaism, Jesus spoke the musty language of an
eschatological messenger, in the style of the

prophets of old. It is in the teachings of Jesus,

not of Paul, that we find the words about

"gnashing of teeth in hell" and "ye brood of

vipers," and heavy words about Satan and the

Devil. Even so, his cutting and scathing

critique of the foibles of his people and their

leaders does not reach quite the decibels of

some other groups. But the discussion is all

within Judaism. As the prophets of old, their

lambasting of the people is from within the

people, identifying with Israel.

Think of the famous lament of Jesus over the

city: "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, killing the

prophets and stoning those who are sent to

you! How often would I have gathered

your children together as a hen gathers her

brood under her wings, and you would not!

Behold, your house is forsaken and desolate"

(Mt 23:37). It was spoken within and it was
first heard within Israel, Jesus identifying

with Israel in the spirit of the prophets.
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Krister Stendahl

Let the others define

themselves. We all

tend to define or

describe the other in

negative contrast

to ourselves. Hence
our descriptions

of the other often

are a breach of

the commandment,
"You shall not

bear false witness

against your

neighbor."

Krister Stendahl is Myra
and Robert Kraft and
Jacob Hiatt Distinguished

Professor of Christian

Studies at Brandeis

University. He was born

and raised in Stockhohn,

'Sweden, and educated at

Uppsala University.

Ordained in 1944, he
served as parish pastor

and chaplain. He finished

his Th.D. degree in 1954

with a thesis on the

-rospel of Matthew and
'he Dead Sea Scrolls and
came to Harvard Divinity

School, where he
remained for 30 years,

serving as dean from
1968-1979. In 1984 he left

as Andrew W. Mellon
Professor of Divinity

emeritus to serve as

bishop of the Church of

Sweden in Stockholm
until his retirement in

1988. He then returned to

Harvard Divinity School

where he was chaplain

until 1991. In his writings

on Biblical studies he has

addressed various issues

of theology, history, the

arts of ministry.

redefining the relation

between fews and
Christians and
contemporary problems
in church and society. His

books include The School

of St. Matthew, The Bible

and the Role of Women,
Holy Week, Paul Among
the Jews and Gentiles,

Energy for Life and
Meanings, a collection of

essays. In 1 988 he
received the first

Distinguished Service

Medal from the

Association of

Theological Schools and
the Second Ladislaus

Laszt International

Ecumenical Award from
the Ben-Guiion
University in Israel. He
and his wife, Brita,

became citizens of the

United States in 1967 and
now reside in Cambridge.
He received an honorary'

D.H.L. from Brandeis in

1981.
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llie liiglicst and
indispensible stage

of dialogue is what I

like to call Holy
Envy: to see

something in the

other that one
finds beautiful, but

it is not one's own,-

But when Church and Synagogue had parted

ways, words hke that were hurled hke
missiles from a mainly gentile Church toward

the Synagogue across the street, from which
now those Jews who followed fcsus had heen
excommunicated. And by that shift Christian

anti-Judaism was bom. The gentile Church
inherited the language and sentiments of an

intra-Jewish conflict and projected it on "the

Jews," once the identification with Israel was
lost. As Christianity gathered political power,

name-calling grew into contempt, and
contempt into pogroms and worse.

Much has been written and more can be said

about why and how that parting of the ways
happened. No one factor was decisive. No one
action or doctrine did it. As only a small

number of Jews but an ever-increasing

number of gentiles joined the Jesus

movement, the outcome was Christian

Churches, which, for all practical

purposes,were gentile communities.

At the same time, Judaism, having lost its

center in Jerusalem and its temple, found a

new identity in the leadership of its sages and
their interpretation of Torah. Major parts of

the literary works of Judaism from the time of

the Maccabees to the time after the fall of the

Temple became part of the Christian tradition

rather than of Rabbinic Judaism. Jewish

writings like Ben Sira, Wisdom of Solomon,
Enoch, 4 Ezra, 2 Baruch, Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs, etc., became part of the

Christian tradition and reached posterity

to want to iearu;

to want the

other to tell more
about it, tell us so

that we get

enriched, warmed,
fascinated.

through the Church's transmission. The
Rabbinic consolidation of Judaism and the
increasingly gentile constituency of

Christianity transformed what had begun as a

division withm the Jewish community into

two distinct communities, the Synagogue and
the Church.

Once established, these two entities felt the

necessity to define themselves by sharpening

their differences. These differences appeared
even greater once the Greek-speaking Jewish

communities all over the Roman Empire
partly died out and partly were absorbed into

Christianity, while at the same time the

language and thinking of Christianity was
enlivened by Greek and Roman culture. Yet it

was when Christianity became the official

religion of the Roman Empire in the fourth

century that Christian anti-Judaism first

became a serious threat to Jewish existence.

PoUtical power plus religion was and is a

dangerous brew.

But enough of description and of the shameful
miseries of the past. What can be done? Can
Christianity free itself from anti-Judaism?

I said there are really no excuses. The most
common form of excuse is perhaps to declare

Christianity blameless and put the blame
on imperfect Christians who did not

live up to the ideal of loving their neighbors.

But that analysis underestimates the

problem and forgets that, for example,

St. Augustine saw love as the motivation for

his recommendation of chastising yet not

killing the Jews in the Roman empire. The
Christian contempt for Jews and Judaism has

to be faced more squarely.

The first Christian theologian who perceived

and was hon-iiied by the specter of Christian

anti-Judaism was the apostle Paul. The first of

all major Christian theologians saw it coming
and tried to counteract it. In his letter to the

Christians in Rome in the late 50s CE, only

25 years after Jesus' last Passover, he
addresses gentile Christians in Rome who
display contempt toward Israel and feel

superior in their Christian faith and status

(Rom 1 1:1 1-36). In a series of metaphors and
in a style that shows he is agitated, he tried to

quench that sentiment. Finally he says: "I'll

tell you a secret lest to be conceited: the

whole of Israel will be saved..." He does not

say how, he does not say that they will accept

Jesus as the Messiah. His only aim is to

counteract the contempt that gentile

Christians seemed to have shown already

toward Israel. And it upsets him: Paul, the

great missionary had discovered how religious

zeal could lead to attitudes and actions alien

to God's will and purpose. Actually he had
been burned once. It was out of religious zeal
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The gentile Church
inherited the

language and
sentiments of an

intra-Jewish conflict

and projected it in

"the Jews, "once the

identification with

Israel was lost.

As Christianity

gathered pohtical

power, name
calHng grew into

contempt, and
contempt into

pogroms and worse.

that he once had persecuted the Christians

(Acts of the Apostles 8:3). And he was not to

let it happen again. But it did and it has. Oh,

that we had heeded his warning.

Paul's warning actually implies a critique of

the most common habit of thinking about

other religious communities: we seek our

identity by stressing how we differ from

others. They say

—

we say. Definition by

contrast has been the rule of the game. The
more distinct the difference, the stronger our

convictions. But how would it be if we
defined ourselves and our tradition by what
makes us glad, by what nurtures and

energizes us? It is not as important to be

different as it is to be right. And it may be

possible to be right together with others, not

only in sharp contrast to others. Of course our

egos may feel prouder if we and no one else is

right. But that may be why religious divisions

sometimes are more important to human
pride than to God.

"I will tell you a mystery...." said Paul. In

contemporary language, he might have said:

religion is not governed by the rules that

apply to zero-sum-economics. To recognize

the beauty and the truths of another tradition

does not deduct from my own faith. I need not

hate all other women to prove that I love my
wife. Therefore one way for Christians to shed

their anti-Semitism is to practice the three

rules of all religious dialogue:

1.

Let the others define themselves. We all tend

to define or describe the other in negative

contrast to ourselves. Hence our descriptions

of the other often are a breach of the

commandment, "You shall not bear false

witness against your neighbor."

Compare ecjual to equal. If you compare the

ideal of your own with the average of the

other, not to say the best of your own with

the worst of the other, you will score false

victories and truth will suffer. Christian love

and Christian crusades both have their

analogues in all religions.

3.

The highest and indispensable stage of

dialogue is what I like to call Holy Envy: to

see something in the other that one finds

beautiful, but it is not one's own,- to want to

learn; to want the other to tell more about it,

tell us so that we get enriched, wanned,
fascinated.

Perhaps one could add a fourth point. Once
there is sufficient trust and mutual respect

between partners in dialogue, not least

between Jews and Christians, there comes the

time when Jews can tell what troubles them
in Christianity and Christians feel free to ask

their questions. For Christian anti-Semitism

will never be overcome just by repentance but

by building new relationships. And
relationships mean mutual esteem. As I come
to Brandeis, I come for that conversation that

will engender Christian conversion from
contempt. I believe it can be done. I know it

must be done. The apostle Paul already told

me that it must be done. He even hinted how:

by a deeper understanding of God's mystery

rather than by self-serving theological

definitions.
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Toward a More
Gentle Night:

by Brenda Marder

Seeking a Cure for

Alzheimer's

Americans who put great stock in

aerobics and health food to stave off

the grim reaper will not want to hear

the sobering prick from Texas

psychologist Thomas Cole: "No matter

how good our hygienic regimen or our

medical care, our place on the

biological continuum between 'normal'

aging and disease is only partly

controllable.. ..We are all vulnerable to
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chronic disease and deatii," he writes

in his new book, The Journey of Life : A
Cultural History of Aging in America.

Of the devastating diseases that

ravage people in their twilight years,

and one over which we have no

control, looms Alzheimer's, the terrible

stalker. Currently, approximately 4

million Americans suffer from it, and

the statistics for the future are

alarming. Health officials estimate that

the disease will hit 1 in 12 over the age
of 65, 1 in 3 over the age of 80, and by

the middle of the new century 1

4

million people will be stricken.

With dire statistics flowing from Europe
and as far east as China, Alzheimer's

could become the greatest socio-

medical problem facing the

industrialized nations, and perhaps

beyond.

Even though researchers aided by

government funding have made
dramatic advances in their

understanding of this dementia over

the last decade, they have not yet

found the cause or a therapy for halting

or reversing its devastation.

Government funds for Alzheimer's

research for 1992 administered through

the National Institutes of Health are

estimated at $252.4 million dollars, but

constitute only a fraction of the amount
for, say, AIDS, which is estimated at

$841 .4 million.

At Brandeis, this past September,

Gerald Fasman, the Louis and Bessie

Rosenfield Professor of Biochemistry,

joined the national struggle against

Alzheimer's when he received a grant

for $454,297 from the National Institute

for Aging to pursue his research. For

the next three years he and his team
will be using that grant to decipher the

protein structure and function that is

peculiar to Alzheimer's.

So far Fasman and his team, mostly

chemists from Hungary, have made
news by presenting the first model of

the mechanism involved in the

development of neurofibrillary tangles,

the heavily phosphorylated proteins

found in autopsies of Alzheimer's

sufferers. Fasman described the details

of this work in an article he published in

the February issue of the prestigious

Journal of !\/lolecular Biology. The
results of his investigation, since it

involves aluminum, should stir

animated discussion among his fellow

scientists and strengthen lines of

inquiry that pinpoint aluminum and
calcium as possible culprits.

Gerald Fasman

As a biochemist, Fasman is working in

a branch of science that is undergoing

a revolution, a field that, along with

medicine, molecular biology and
neuroscience, promises many of the

breakthroughs in relentless diseases

like Alzheimer's: biochemistry has

made quantum leaps in such areas as

protein structure and function, nucleic

acid synthesis, enzyme mechanisms,
receptors and metabolic control,

vitamins and coenzymes and
comparative biochemistry, all of which

play a role in deciphering diseases of

the brain. State-of-the-art research

technology that aids researchers in

penetrating the basic processes of life

has placed biochemistry on the frontier

of medical research. The biochemistry

department, founded at Brandeis in

1956, has always been regarded as

one of the best in the country.

About five years ago, Fasman, whose
specialty is proteins, read that

autopsies done on Alzheimer's victims

revealed that their brains were marred

by characteristic pathological changes
involving proteins in the nerve cells,

particularly in those regions essential to

memory and thought process. In 1906.

Alois Alzheimer, the German
neurologist, had been the first to

describe the hallmarks of the disease,

among them, Fasman noted, the

neurofibrillary tangles. But it wasn't

until the 1970s, when Alzheimer's

disease became a serious problem

because of the country's burgeoning

aging population (the most common
variant of Alzheimer's occurs among
people over 65) that research began in

earnest. Fasman has fastened his

inquiry so far on the protein

abnormalities in the tangles.

In the case of Alzheimer's, inside and
outside of the neurons (nerve cells) of

the brain, two abnormalities stand out:

tangles and plaques. Plaques,

composed of dying cells mixed with

beta-amyloid protein, lie outside of the

neurons, while tangles, thick clots of

insoluble protein, are clustered inside

the damaged neurons. What is not

certain is whether tangles and plaques

sabotage the neurons or whether they

result from the destruction.
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Recently, scientists made some
progress in tine laboratory when they

showed that beta-amyloid can be toxic

to neurons. Now, whoever makes

strides to unravel the mystery of the

tangles will push the riddle further

toward solution. Only a short while ago

did they learn that tangles actually

consist of coiled bits of the neurons

own structures. Because tangles have

proved impossible to dissolve,

researchers confront nearly

insurmountable problems in

investigating them. The synthetic

polypeptides that Fasman and

colleagues synthesized are water

soluble and therefore open up great

opportunities for study.

Fasman was drawn to the challenges

of Alzheimer's in 1987 when he read

that scientists had discovered the

amino acid sequence in the abnormal

protein deposits in the brain. The 13-

amino acid sequence is part of a much
larger neuropolypeptide, a polypeptide

being a chain of amino acids. "Once I

learned that the tangle structure

comprises a sequence of 13 amino

acids that is repeated six times, I could

synthesize it in a test tube," he

explains. "Then I could predict what

shape they fold into under various

conditions—that is I could predict their

structure."

In a normal brain, as nerve impulses

move along the neurons, enzymes

phosphorylate two amino acids on the

protein and then a short time later other

enzymes remove the phosphorylation.

However, autopsies on Alzheimer's

victims show that the amino acids are

heavily phosphorylated—that in fact the

phosphorylation is not neatly removed

by the enzymes as in normal brains,

"I found the whole conundrum

intriguing," says Fasman, "and decided

that I'd like to investigate the chemical

aspects of the proteins. We took these

13-mer series of amino acids and

hooked the phosphate on chemically. I

wanted to see what structure would

develop if I added aluminum to the

heavily phosphorylated amino acids."

Among the suspected causes of

Alzheimer's—genetic defects, viral

infection, faulty blood vessels, head

traumas, autoimmune failures and

environmental problems—many
scientists, looking to the latter category,

have tabbed aluminum as one of the

chief miscreants in this dementia. Yet,

as many others have argued against

that theory. In the past, researchers

have claimed higher than normal levels

of aluminum in autopsies but recently,

convincing proof came by way of

Daniel Perl, director of psychiatry at Mt.

Sinai Hospital in New York, with whom
Fasman is now in touch. Using a

special laser tool purchased in

Germany, Perl has actually measured

large amounts of aluminum in

Alzheimer's victims' brain cells, laying

to rest once and for all the debate as to

whether or not aluminum can pass the

formidable brain barrier and penetrate

the brain. When Perl heard through the

scientific grapevine that Fasman, too,

had findings to report on aluminum, he

reacted with elation and invited the

Brandeis biochemist to Mt, Sinai to

lecture on his experiments.

What Fasman reported to the eager

listeners was the results of his having

added aluminum or calcium to the

heavily phosphorylated 13-mer series

of amino acids. "The addition of

aluminum caused the polypeptides to

form into beta-pleated sheets, the very

structure that is found in the tangles of

Alzheimer's disease, " he explains. "The

beta-pleated sheets also occurred with

the addition of calcium, but in amounts

1 0-fold greater than aluminum. It was

known that the tangles had a beta-

pleated sheet structure. But no one

knew what caused the polypeptide

chain to take up that structure," he

adds. "Now with our results, we have a

model."

The purely chemical explanation for

this event is that aluminum and calcium

possess positive charges that bind

easily to phosphate, an ion with

negative charges. But while the

aluminum experiment offers an

interesting clue. Fasman says the

essential question is "Why do the

tangles become overphosphorylated?

Mind you, aluminum is not the cause of

the disease, but is simply found in

extraordinary amounts and that makes
it a suspicious element." Many
scientists prefer to state the dilemma

concerning aluminum this way:

aluminum may be an effect of the

disorder rather than its cause.

Ralph Nixon, Brandeis Class of 1968,

is associate professor of

psychiatry(neuroscience) at Harvard

University, associate neuropathologist

at McLean Hospital and director of

laboratories for molecular neuroscience

at McLean. He claims, "it is becoming

increasingly clear that there are a

number of things that can be

considered potential risk factors for

Alzheimer's disease, Gerry Fasman's

experiments are important because

they show how aluminum neurotoxicity

may manifest itself as a risk factor,"
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Abnormal protein

structures seen at

autopsy clearly

establish a

diagnosis of

Alzheimer's

disease. Two of

these

neuropathalogic

signs, a neuritic

plaque (or senile

plaque) and

neurofibrillary

tangles are seen in

a photomicrograph

made by Daniel P.

Perl

.

Paired helical

filaments are

resolved when the

fibers of a

neurofibrillary

tangle are further

enlarged. Each fiber

is seen to be

composed of two

filaments which are

twisted into a helix.

V

Although the Canadian-born Fasman is

a seasoned and accomplished

scientist, he goes about his work on

Alzheimer's with an enthusiasm that is

fairly contagious—no matter that he is

engaged with equal commitment in four

other major projects for which he is

receiving government funding, and also

teaching Brandeis undergraduates the

basics of biochemistry. A voluble talker,

with a penchant for anecdote and irony,

he is endowed with energy and a zest

for life. He is thrilled to be working on

Alzheimer's because he sees a

desperate need to make progress on a

disease that wreaks such catastrophe

on the human spirit.

For the kind of work he does, his

education is flawless. After earning his

bachelor's in chemistry in his native

Canada, he came to the United States

to continue his studies at California

Institute of Technology, where he

received the Ph.D. in organic chemistry

n 1952. There he studied under the

direction of a star-studded faculty.

(Linus Pauling, one of his mentors,

received the Nobel prize a few years

later for the work he was doing on

protein structure when Fasman was
working under him.) As the young

chemist watched Pauling's

nvestigations. he became fascinated

by proteins. But before he specialized,

he decided to broaden his area of

study.

"I have an old-fashioned idea," claims

Fasman, "that you should know more

than a narrow area, so I applied for a

post-doc fellowship in Cambridge,

England, to study nucleic acids." After

Cambridge, he did another fellowship

in Zurich in alkaloids and then on to the

Weizmann Institute in Rehovoth. Israel,

to study under Ephraim Katzir (later,

president of Israel), who was
developing polyamino acids as protein

models. From 1 956-61 . he worked with

Elkan Blout at Harvard Medical School

where he continued work on polyamino

acids and also acted as tutor in

biochemistry at Harvard University. He
came to Brandeis in 1 961

.

Kalpana White
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In the course of his career he was

fortunate to have worked in the

laboratories of seven scientists who

went on to receive the Nobel Prize—

Linus Pauling. Lord Alexander Todd.

Gobind Khorana. Vladimir Prelog.

David Baltimore. Chris Anfinsen, Sir

Aron Klug. But his academic

background was not the stuff of mere

fortune. Obviously he applied to and

was accepted by some of the best

teams in the world.

After a career at Brandeis of 32 years

in the biochemistry department,

Fasman still can't praise the

department enough. He credits Nathan

Kaplan and Martin Kamen. both brilliant

scientists, for getting the fledgling

department on its way.

His colleagues agree with his

assessment. Professor John

Lowenstein. an internationally

recognized authority on regulation of

purine and fat metabolism, came to the

biochemistry department in 1958. "We

began as a graduate department and

then we started teaching

undergraduates in the late 1960s.

There was a survey made during the

same period of all the biochemistry

departments in the country and

Brandeis was among the top ten— an

amazing feat since ours was the only

one on the list that was started after

World War II." he recalls with pride.

From the beginning, talented students

were drawn to biochemistry here

because of the great faculty who were

willing to throw in their lot with

Brandeis, he remembers.

And the status of biochemistry today at

Brandeis? Dagmar Ringe. Lucille P.

Markey Associate Professor of

Biochemistry and Chemistry, teaches

undergraduate and graduate students

and does research at Brandeis's

Rosenstiel Basic Medical Sciences

Research Center. An expert on the

structure of proteins, she came here

from MIT two years ago. She notes that

"Brandeis's biochemistry department

rates among the top five in the

country." She bases her opinion on the

status of faculty achievements and the

caliber of students it attracts.

While biochemistry at Brandeis,

because of Fasman's findings, will be

credited with advances in Alzheimer's,

the biology department is also involved

with significant research in the area.

Kalpana White, professor of biology,

widely known for her investigations of

fruit fly genes, came to Alzheimer's as

a result of her work on a fruit fly gene

that encodes a protein similar to one

intimately involved in Alzheimer's. "I am
now working with a homologue—

a

beta-amyloid precursor protein, a

portion of which accumulates in the

plaques. I can look at the problem with

a different perspective than people who

are studying mammalian systems."

explains White. She was initially funded

by the Alzheimer's Foundation, but last

year she obtained a four-year grant

from the National Institute of

Neurological Disorders and Stroke for

approximately $437,433.

White says that she draws no strict

distinction between her work as a

biologist and Fasman's as a

biochemist. "All of these investigations

are interdisciplinary. My interest is in

the normal function of the protein. I

focus more on the genetic aspects of

the problem— I do use molecular

biology in my approach and

biochemistry too—but Gerry Fasman's

interest is more in understanding why

you get certain structures in the

diseased protein," she explains.

Fasman and his Hungarian

colleagues—M. Hollosi, L. Urge, A.

Perczel, J. Kajtar. I. Teplan and L.

Otvos., Jr.—who began their research

by using computer analysis to predict

the structure of the heavily

phosphorylated protein, are of course

drawn to the larger questions

surrounding this investigation: if the

proteins are abnormal, what is their

origin: do abnormal genes direct their

synthesis: or are the genes normal and

are the proteins later subjected to

deviant changes perhaps by abnormal

enzymes, damaged by toxins?

One of the interesting aspects of his

work on proteins, remarks the

peripatetic Fasman (he and his wife,

Jean, have just returned from a trip to

Australia, New Zealand and Indonesia),

Cerebral blood flow

diminishes in

Alztieimer's

disease: images of

a normal brain (top)

and of the brain of a

patient with the

disease (bottom)

are compared.
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is the collegiality he shares with his

Hungarian colleagues." The
Hungarians are brilliant people—they

are excellent mathematicians,

computer scientists and are especially

known for their accomplishments in

organic chemistry. Under this new
grant, I'll be able to support a post doc

here and two people in Hungary with a

supervisor at Etvos University in

Budapest. Andras Perczel, who has

been doing research here for the past

three years under the terms of another

grant, will come to Brandeis every

summer for three months under this

new grant. I will travel to Hungary as I

have annually for the past three years

to spend two weeks in Budapest."

As the international team presses on

with its research, the members hope

their findings will lead to the

identification of a drug that can prevent

the onset of Alzheimer's by blocking

the flow of aluminum across the brain

barrier, if indeed aluminum is a chief

causative factor. "Eventually," says

Fasman, "we hope it might even be

possible to reverse the process of

Alzheimer's by reversing tangles and

plaques in brain cells."

Thomas Cole's bleak words, " We are

all vulnerable to chronic disease and

death," are of course irrefutable. But if

a cure for Alzheimer's can be found, at

least we might go more gently into that

dark night.

xy-'f-giff-f pit'^fx^^^s^s^?^}!^^
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Given the intensity of the rhetoric surrounding the

issue of national health-care refonn and the fact that

every major Presidential candidate has designated

reform as one of the top priorities for legislative change,

it would seem that finally the United States will join

every other major industrial country to create some
form of national health insurance. But not so fast.

Behind the candidates' reform plans are wide differences

in philosophy and in the degree to which they address

the same problems. Nor does there appear to be the

willingness to compromise among the camps to develop

a plan that could become the law of the land.

Unfortunately, too many signs point to a repeat of the

legislative stalemate that developed in the 1970s.

In 1974, President Nixon urged a reluctant Congress to

pass a national health plan that guaranteed every

American some form of insurance, hi his

Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan, every employer

was required to provide basic health benefits to all full-

time employees; all others were guaranteed coverage by

government.

Nixon was not alone. Every major interest group had a

plan, as did many members of Congress. So what
happened? Nothing. The major players decided if they

couldn't get their version of reform, the status quo was
an acceptable second best.

But today the stakes are much higher, the problems far

more severe. The core of the problem is that the cost of

good health care is high and that it is needed by most
individuals at some time in their lives. Other countries

have dealt with this dilemma by emphasizing access to

all, while limiting to varying degrees the types of care

available and its expense. In the United States, we have

backed into a system that has the potential to provide

high quality and very expensive care to all, but we have
not created the financial structure to protect all

individuals against the cost of this care. In addition, we
have not restrained the delivery system from developing

expensive duplication of services and excesses in the

services provided. Thus, our health-care services are the

most expensive in the world (chart I) and generate the

spiral effect of high-cost insurance that pushes more
and more people into the abyss of the uninsured.

The interconnectedness of the high cost of health care

and inadecjuate financial protection demands a solution

that solves both problems. Unfortunately, many of the

refonn proposals of the past did not do this. Instead they

advocated a remedy that stressed access to care for all,

but they left the more difficult and politically explosive

issue of controlling the cost of care to a later date. This
brought to center stage a third issue: who will bear the

extra burden of paying for the health care of those who
can't afford it? A middle-income family already pays

dearly for its protection and for the Medicare and
Medicaid programs (which pay for the care of senior

citizens, the severely disabled and many low-income
persons). To add to their tax bill the cost of providing

care for the uninsured is to say the least not politically

attractive.
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The goal of true health-care reform then is to devise a

plan that creates a financing system to protect us all

against the high cost of health care and restructures the

delivery system to bring the total cost more in line with

our ability to pay for it. While easy to say, this plan

would require substantial changes in the way
physicians and other health professionals provide care,

slow the entrepreneurial high-flying health-care sector

(the major growth area of the stock market) and perhaps

limit all of us somewhat in our access to care. Is it any
wonder that faced with this array of problems most
politicians in the past have stared this issue in the face

and then ducked for cover?

Can we continue to ignore the problem? Not for long.

The current economic downturn has exacerbated the

situation to the point where the very core of our

financing and delivery systems is in jeopardy. For most
non-aged families, protection against high-cost illness

comes from employer-based medical insurance. Until

recently, the availabiUty of such protection was not a

concern for most Americans. Because unemployment is

rising, particularly among white collar professionals,

and because new entrants into the work force are

increasingly joining small firms that often offer no
health insurance, more and more middle-class families

are joining the ranks of the uninsured. The number of

uninsured is estimated to have grown to more than 40
million (up from 15 million in the mid-1970s|, (chart E)

with more than 70 million individuals experiencing no
coverage at some time during the previous two years.

Upwards of 33 percent of these uninsured persons are

children and 60 percent are persons who are working or

part of a family with a working member.

While the economic climate is pushing more of the

middle class into the ranks of the uninsured and our
total national income is almost stagnant, health care

expenses continue to grow at several times the rate of

general inflation. As a consequence, health-care

spending consumes a larger and larger proportion of our

national income. As shown in Chart III, the growth line

in the percentage of GNP spent on health care has
soared far above its long-term trend line. Two years ago,

when our health-care spending was 1 1 .5 percent of the
GNP, estimates suggested that health-care spending
would, at most, reach 15 percent of the GNP by the

year 2000. These estimates now have been scrapped and
new projections put the turn of the century rate at 18

percent. Total health-care spending is already over $800
billion, which is 14 percent of the GNP.

With fewer and fewer of us well-insured and tough
pressures on state and national budgets leading to

cutbacks in what government will pay providers to care

for the elderly and poor, another problem has emerged
called "Shift the Burden." Increasingly, those who are

privately insured are being asked to pay for the care of

those patients who have no insurance and to make up
for the shortfall in govemment payments. In 1990,

about 30 percent of the increase in the premium of the

average private health insurance policy went to pay for

those unreimbursed expenses.

As the number of the uninsured grows, pressure to pass

more and more of their expenses onto the privately

insured also will grow thus continuing the spiral. At
what point will this swelling burden break the private

health insurance system? At what point will our private

insurance refuse to pay the bill for the care we received?

There are more than a few signs that the disintegration

has already begun. More people are being asked to pick

up a bigger share of their health expenses: more bills are

being denied payment and more individuals are finding

that insurance will no longer cover certain illnesses.

Frustration is also growing among the provider

community. Uncompensated claims for hospital care

has grown to over $10 billion a year. Physicians are

hassling with insurance companies and govemment
payers; and those with serious medical problems are

finding fewer and fewer institutions to care for them.

Chart n
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Another issue concerning the rising cost of health care

and its growing dominance as a proportion of our

national income is what we, as a country, are giving up

for such uncontrolled growth. Many countries have

managed to develop systems to insure all their citizens

and yet keep their total spending as a proportion of their

national income to less than nine percent. This permits

them to spend more of their resources on other national

priorities. In a five plus trillion dollar U.S. economy, it

is extremely difficult to pinpoint the trade-offs between

growth in one sector and declines in another.

Nevertheless, it is instructive to compare the relative

spending trends of two of the most important human
service investments—health care and education.

In 1970, the United States spent the same proportion of

its GNP on health care and education: about 7.5

percent. By 1980 (chart IV), whereas health care had

grown to 9.1 percent of GNP, spending for education

had fallen to 6.7 percent. In the decade of the 1980s,

while spending for education was held to about the

same level as growth in our national income, health-

care spending continued on its long-term growth and

reached over 1 1 percent. Today, the relative spending

rate for health care is double that for education. Similar

comparisons can be made between the growth in

relative health spending and spending for other

important national priorities including research and

development and even monetary wages.

After a decade, problems that had been swept under the

rug in the late 1970s erupted. The business community
got the message when spending for health care exceeded

total corporate profits. And when Harris Wofford, who
put national health insurance at the center of his

campaign, recently won the senate seat from

Pennsylvania, the national political agenda changed

dramatically. Americans sensed that added to the day-

to-day confusion of living with a crazy quilt insurance

system, loomed the real possibility that when they

needed their health insurance, it would not be there.

Chart rV
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The various proposals for reform can be summarized
under three basic approaches for the financing system

and two differing approaches to controlUng health-care

spending (see Table).

Before proceeding it is important to make clear that

none of the plans being discussed calls for nationalizing

the U.S. health-care delivery system and turning all

doctors, nurses and other health professionals into civil

servants. The most radical proposals calling for the

largest role for government would still maintain the

independence of most health professionals and private

institutions. Although there is no question that an

expansion of governmental involvement would have an

impact on the structure of the health-care system, the

changes would be far less severe than if the system were
nationalized as in Great Britain.

As indicated in the Table, the three major approaches to

national reform are: a Single Payer system. Play or Pay
approach and Market Reform. Under the Single Payer

approach, government would collect the funds through

taxes and pay the bills for services provided. A similar

system has been used in several other industrialized

countries and has worked to provide health insurance

protection to all. It has a growing following among
those who believe that the current employer-based

system should not or cannot be repaired. Advocates
point to the high administrative costs of the current

system and the bewildering complexity of hundreds of

insurance companies and thousands of differing plans.

They also believe a taxed-based system would pay for

care on a more equitable basis and that govemment
would have a better chance of halting the runaway
growth in health care spending.

Critics of the Single Payer approach counter that such a

system would move hundreds of billions of dollars onto

the govemment tax roles thereby politicizing most
health financing issues and substantially changing the

structure of who bears the burden of paying for health

care. Further, they believe that the political climate

would not allow govemment to control total spending

for health care. But, the Single Pay approach would
change the distribution of the spending toward
politically acceptable areas, which may or may not be

the best for patient care. Critics also assert that because

of the degree of change resulting from the imposition of

a Single Payer system and the strong lobby of special

interests that will marshal forces against it, this option

is the least likely to happen. By zealously promoting
this change, critics believe that advocates for the single

payer approach could prevent any type of reform from
occurring.

At the other end of the spectrum are those who want to

restructure the private insurance market to make it

accessible to all and structured in a way to constrain

health-care spending. Advocates believe that the market
has broken down in two important ways. More and
more Americans lack the income or purchasing power
to buy private insurance, and the selection process for

buying insurance has made it difficult for small firms

and individuals with medical problems to purchase
insurance. To combat these problems. President Bush
and other advocates of the Market Reform approach

want to provide medical vouchers or tax credits for low-
income individuals to buy private insurance and to

restructure the small-group insurance market so that

policies will be available for all who want to buy them.
These plans would have lower administrative expense
and would have to accept all individuals regardless of

their medical condition. The Bush plan would count on
the forces of privately-operated managed care plans to

control medical inflation.

Critics of that approach believe that the dollar amounts
of the vouchers (tax credits) are far below the cost of an
adequate insurance plan and that most of the uninsured
still will be left uninsured. They believe that small

employer market reform would still require small and
often low-wage firms to pay more for insurance than
large firms and that many would continue to leave their

workers uninsured. Critics further contend there is very

little likelihood that the cost control approaches in

these plans would really control total spending for

health care.

In the middle of these philosophical opposites sits the

Play or Pay approach. Designed to rely on private health

insurance for the bulk of working Americans, Play or

Pay would require firms either to provide an acceptable

insurance plan or, if they cannot afford to provide

coverage, to help support govemment insurance for

their workers through an earmarked payroll tax. The
uninsured-not-working and those not covered by
Medicaid would pay a sliding scale premium into the

fund based on their income. The shortfall of the fund
would be made up by other tax monies to guarantee

coverage to all Americans. Cost containment under the

various Play or Pay proposals would rely on
governmental regulation and/or managed care market
competition.

Critics of this approach, depending on their orientation,

believe it either keeps in place too much of the wasteful

private insurance market or leads to too many
individuals being insured in the public system. The
most vocal of the critics are small businesses that argue

this approach will bankrupt many small companies or

force them to cut back their work force. Similar

criticisms are leveled at its cost containment features,

again depending on the ideology of the critic—either too

much govemment regulation or too much rehance on
market competition.

I have been a strong advocate of the Play or Pay
approach to assure health insurance coverage for all

Americans and a combination of market-based managed
care at the firm level and system-wide national

regulation to control the growth of total health-care

spending. This country does not have a history of
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radically changing its institutions and the single payer

system would require a radical change. On the other

hand, the Bush proposal is just too limited; it would

neither eliminate the uninsured nor put serious

constraints on spending.

The current line-up of sponsors of the three approaches,

however, assures that unless there is meaningful

compromise, no single plan has sufficient political

support to secure passage. In a recent Washington Post/

ABC News poll shown below (chart V), when asked to

give their preference for the type of plan they preferred,

the largest proportion of Americans chose the Single

Payer approach (44 percent). While substantial, it was a

far lower number than would be needed to support a far-

reaching change. While the Democrats might be able to

broker a compromise within their party between the

Single Payer and Play or Pay proposals, and maybe even

manage to pass a plan through the Congress, a

Presidential veto would easily be sustained. A
compromise in the other direction. Play or Pay and

Market Reform, while technically feasible to develop,

would require moderate Democrats to work with the

President against the opposition of sizeable numbers of

their colleagues and much of organized labor. This

outcome is unlikely, at least until after the election.

The most optimistic time sequence for passage of

meaningful reform is after the election of the next

President. If George Bush is reelected and he agrees to

compromise, it is possible to link his voucher (tax

credit) system with a stricter requirement that all

individuals have some form of acceptable coverage and

that all firms exceeding a profitability cut-off either

provide coverage or help pay for coverage for their

employees. The workers in firms below the profitability

cut-off would use the vouchers and tax credits to join

the government fund. To minimize the administrative

role of government, the fund could contract with a

limited number of private carriers to offer the coverage.

The core of the cost containment plan would probably

rely on managed care market competition. I would,

however, expect the Democrats to push hard to include

a National Health Care Expenditure Board. As I have

advocated, the board would operate independently from

the day-to-day activities of government, similar to the

Federal Reserve Board. Its powers could be limited, at

least initially, to monitoring expenditures and

recommending programs to increase the efficiency of

the health system. If market competition is not

successful in slowing total spending, the Expenditure

Board could be given regulatory powers in later years.

Of course, if a Democratic challenger is elected,

particularly one who has campaigned on a platform for

fundamental reform and there is a shift of even a few

votes in the Congress in the same direction, a much
more substantial change in our system becomes a real

possibility.

Is real reform wishful thinking? Or will current

explosive trend lines continue, resulting m a health-care

system that consumes more than one-fifth of our total

national income while leaving more than 50 million

Americans with no financial protection against the high

cost of health care? At this point, it's too hard to predict

which path we'll follow.

Chart V
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Finances in the

Universities:

Pointing to the Year 2000

by Thomas P. Glynn Although only in its third year, the decade of the

1990s already has demonstrated it will represent

a dramatic change from the 1 980s. As they

point to the year 2000. college presidents of

America's private colleges and research

universities will be judged not only on their ability

to balance budgets but also on their talents as

innovators and change agents in guiding their

institutions. Tuition increases, financial aid needs,

compliance with the Americans with Disabilities

Act. retirements and curriculum restructuring will

be some of the forces of change on America's

campuses.

The 1980s were kind to America's private four-

year colleges and research universities,

particularly to its top tier. Endowments grew 13

percent per year, tuition increased 1 1 percent per

year, revenues grew faster than inflation allowing

for an era of program expansion and financial

catch-up. Faculty salaries also improved and

buildings were constructed. And as the federal

government shifted its financial aid commitment
from grants to loans, many individual institutions

were able to pick up the difference. If one number
typifies the past decade of financial health, it is 10

percent—the annual growth of budgets for these

institutions, a figure roughly double the inflation

rate.

Turning to the 1990s, we can observe three years

of budgets or proposed budgets that are growing

at approximately five percent. Ten percent vs.

five percent. Think of any organization

accustomed to growing 10 percent per year

and order it to cut its growth in half immediately.

Ouch! This comparison of annual budget growth

perhaps best represents the difference between

the 1980s and the 1990s—and also the

challenge.

This article, forecasting what the most competitive

private four-year colleges and research

universities will face in the 1990s with respect to

their finances, is not about Brandeis or Brown,

but about the new financial realities in which they

and their peer and competitor institutions must

function. For most of these institutions

total charges to students are in the $20,000
plus range.

To discuss the 1990s, it is important to

understand the 1980s. How was it possible to

grow budgets at 10 percent per year? Ten percent

annual growth is a healthy increase by any

measure. Keep in mind that research universities

have four basic sources of revenue:

Tuition and student fees (room, board, health)

Income from investments, endowment and cash

management

Federal research grants

Annual giving from alumni

And while we typically think of universities as

somewhat removed from the hustle and bustle of

both Main Street and Wall Street, their budget

revenues are tied very directly and immediately to

the economy.

One of the biggest sources of revenue for most

colleges is tuition and student charges. This sum
in turn is constrained by parents' prosperity and

their ability to pay. During the boom years of the

1980s, tuitions rose dramatically.

The stock market and interest rates dictate how
universities will do on income from investments

—

both endowment and cash management. For

example. Federal Reserve chair Alan Greenspan

has recently lowered interest rates. This is good

news to American consumers but bad news in the

short-term for higher education budget directors

who balanced their budgets by assuming the

income from investing short-term cash at higher
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interest rates. And investment performance can be

split as we hiave seen recently—the stock market

has been up, but interest rates have been down.

Economic prospenty also dictates alumni giving

and tax revenues, which affect federal research

dollars. And development offices can often

provide an early warning signal of a recession as

gifts in the $25 range diminish. So while the

classrooms of American universities are distanced

from the day-to-day ups and downs of the

economy, the budget offices feel that when Alan

Greenspan sneezes, they catch a cold.

So, in the 1980s, the national economic growth

fueled significant expansion in the four major

sources of revenue available to the research

universities as revenue sources shot up an

average of 10 percent per year, and inflation

remained relatively low, with a decade average of

five percent for consumers and slightly more for

higher education. Ten percent revenue growth

provided net real growth of five percent per year

or over 60 percent when compounded for the

decade: it is hard not to conclude that the 1980s

were good to higher education.

A budget director sitting down to prepare a budget

for fiscal year 1 980 would have faced a

significant number of gaps that had opened up in

the 1970s; faculty salanes had not kept up with

inflation; students were requiring more services to

support them through their education; energy

costs were eating up discretionary income; and

annual building maintenance had been cut back.

And spending pressures were exacerbated by the

inflation rates for 1 980 and 1 981 , which were

13 percent and 12 percent respectively.

In the 1980s administrators began to address

some of these gaps, by funding numerous

innovations and programmatic expansions, and

facing up to a number of new or expanding

demands on the budget, such as the cost of

health care for faculty and staff and financial aid.

In addition, many campuses launched building

programs that increased the size of their physical

plants and improved their facilities. Three areas

that received added resources were computer

technology, new technology for research, and

internationalization of the curriculum at most

private institutions. When the decade ended,

expenditures had risen 10 percent per year and

higher education was healthier and more stable

financially.

In 1991 the slumbering topic of how to finance

American higher education became front-page

news. Stories unfolded on the indirect costs of

research, budget cutbacks, downsizing, layoffs.

The 1980s VS. 1990s
for a Typical

University

in each instance,

1980s is actual and

1 990s is forecast

1980s 1990s Tuition Growth
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Where a University

Gets Its Revenues
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At Brandeis University's

Heller School, he was
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at the U.S. Department

of Education and a position

at the White House,

where he served as

executive director of the

Vice President's Task Force

on Youth Employment,

which proposed a series of

education and training

reforms. Most recently, he
served as general manager
of the Boston subway
and bus system—the MBTA
with 7.000 employees
and a $750 million budget—
where his top priorities

were improving customer
service and employee
morale. Glynn has a Ph.D.

from the Heller School

and a B.A. in economics

from Tufts University.

the justice department probe of financial aid

practices and growing sticker shock of

middle-income parents at the price of tuition and

student fees. The combined impact of these

issues raised a host of questions about how
higher education is financed.

Alumni rightfully wonder now whether their

institutions are financially well-managed. Yet

ironically, since these problems are taking place

across-the-board throughout the nation, we can

assume the financial problems of the 1 990s are a

function of the financial successes of the 1980s,

much more so than the result of management
shortcomings. After all. university endowments did

grow an average of 13 percent per year over a

10-year period: that is hardly mismanagement.
And last year when they grew only 7.2 percent,

they were only slightly below the Standard &
Poor's 500 Index return of 7.4 percent.

It is worth mentioning that some of the fiscal

issues of 1991 are the result of the unusually

profound recession. For an example, look at one

state—Massachusetts—and compare the

recessions of 1 974, 1 982, 1 991 , In the recession

of 1974. the Massachusetts economy lost 75,000

jobs. In the recession of 1982. Massachusetts lost

30,000 jobs. In the current recession,

Massachusetts has so far lost 350,000 jobs.

Massachusetts is only one state, but it is home to

over 100 institutions of higher education.

The recession has had an impact on expenditures

with respect to student need for financial aid. As

students returned to school last September,

financial aid officers discovered that more

students needed aid than the previous year and

those already receiving aid needed larger
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amounts of assistance. So while better planning

mighit have helped on the margins, the magnitude

of this recession was not forecast, and in that light

it is fair to say that university officials have done a

credible job at campus after campus considering

the suddenness of the adjustment they have had

to make.

This era of economic constraints has led to a

review of operating practices on many campuses.

Not satisfied with simply balancing budgets by

deferring expenditures, many institutions are

reviewing what is central to their mission, how
they are structured and how they can be

innovative in the use of resources.

As institutions conduct a review of their academic

programs, they ask: where are we strong and

where can we mobilize resources for growth in the

future? This effort at review is taking different

forms on different campuses. Some of the

approaches being used are:

Strategic Planning - where a campus reviews its

environment, mission and opportunities and lays

out specific action items. The University of Miami

recently published a 150-page strategic plan.

Total Quality Management- where a university-

wide group develops a plan and then implements

a continuous improvement process focusing on

customer services and employee involvement.

This approach has tended to be applied more

often to the administrative side of universities. The
University of Pennsylvania and the Fordham
Graduate School of Business have been two of

the leaders in this approach.

Priority Setting - where a campus goes through a

budget review with an eye to deciding where to

focus resources during the lean years and where

to constrict. Bryn Mawr and Yale are examples.

What all of these approaches have in common is

a university-wide group getting together to

prepare a budget forecast of available resources

and an action plan that requires changing the old

ways of doing business.

One example of a policy that is being reexamined

at some campuses like Wesleyan, Amherst, Smith

and Columbia is need-blind admissions. This

policy has two elements. First, students are

admitted without regard to their need for financial

aid. Second, in many schools any student who is

admitted will have a package of financial aid

sufficient to meet his or her family's need. Need-
blind admissions has a long tradition and seems
like a good tool to promote further campus
diversity. But the new economic reality of the

1990s dictates its reexamination.

Another issue receiving attention is more
cooperation among schools, particularly those

with geographic proximity. Rather than having two

institutions offer the same highly-specialized

course offerings, one school could take the lead in

a particular area and let the other take the lead

elsewhere. This kind of planning is not totally new
to higher eduction. Brown and the Rhode Island

School of Design have been cooperating for

years.
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Perhaps no issue symbolizes better the rethinking

in higher education in the 1990s that the setting of

tuition. On the one hand, public opinion and

parent voices complain "enough is enough." On
the other hand, tuition is the first or second

biggest source of revenue for most colleges and

universities. With health-care costs rising at 20

percent per year, and the need for financial aid

escalating, it is difficult to limit tuition increases to

inflation only.

An analysis of tuition setting at the most

competitive schools produces four lessons:

During the 1980s, tuition rose almost twice as fast

as the Consumer Price Index. This fueled the

sticker shock experienced by parents.

Approximately 40 percent of students do not pay

the full sticker price because of financial aid.

No student pays the true full cost of his or her

education because tuition typically pays for

approximately half of the cost of a student's

education.

Because decision makers at colleges and

universities are sensitive to the plight of parents

during a recession, double-digit tuition increases

are history.

What then can college or university presidents

look forward to in the 1990s as they prepare the

budget? The budget, often a misunderstood

feature of management, consists not simply of

spread sheets or a collection of numbers; in a real

sense it constitutes a statement of policy, priority

and philosophy. While incremental on an annual

basis, a one percent incremental change over 10

years can represent a 10 percent philosophical

shift. So the budget is where the philosophy,

priorities, programs and dollars come together.

Let me step out on a limb to make some
predictions that span the next five years.

Prediction No. 1:

Student charges increases will be in the five to

seven percent range.

As discussed earlier, because of the sticker shock

on tuitions and the recession, universities have

already moderated their increases, and for the

foreseeable future, five to seven percent is a likely

range.

Prediction No. 2:

Endowments will increase at single-digit rates.

The average annual increase for all endowments
in the 1980s was 13 percent per year. For last

year, despite the strong performance of the stock

market, this is already down to 7.2 percent; and

1990s results will probably continue in this lower

range.

Average Annual
Budget Growth in the

1990s vs. the 1980s
for a Typical

University

10%
1

9%



Prediction No. 3:

Federal research dollars will remain static and

become a smaller share of university budgets.

For the major research universities, federal dollars

and their annual increases had become a

dependable source of support each year. Federal

commitment should continue, but it is not likely to

grow at the eight percent rates universities had

become accustomed to in the 1980s.

Prediction No. 4:

Alumni will hear from their alma mater more often.

It tuitions, endowment income and federal

research dollars are growing more slowly, that will

put more pressure on alumni and charitable giving

to help make up the difference. Charitable giving

is the third largest funding source for higher

education. For private colleges and universities,

private gifts, grants and contracts represent about

12 percent of annual budgets. Here too the

recession plays a role. While big gifts have

continued to arrive, development offices report a

decline in the small gifts of $25 to $100. But as

the larger classes of the baby boom generation

mature, their giving should increase; and that

should help institutions over the long haul.

Prediction No. 5:

Revenue will grow in the five to seven percent

range over the course of the decade.

In several areas, expenditures are likely to grow

faster than inflation, faster than single digits and

faster than anyone would like.

Prediction No. 6:

Health care costs for faculty and staff will continue

to rise at double-digit levels and will be the fastest

growing area of many university budgets.

While national health care costs have been
growing at 15 percent per year, many colleges

and universities have experienced health care

cost increases in the 20 to 35 percent range.

Health-care costs have been doubling every three

years at some institutions.

Prediction No. 7:

Universities will put more resources into deferred

maintenance or literally see their campuses fall

down around them.

Deterred maintenance is recognized by university

presidents as the sleeping giant of balancing their

budgets in the 1990s. It is hard to picture a few

old roofs as posing a major financial trend for the

1990s, but maintenance of buildings is expensive.

Another challenge facing universities in the 1990s
is making campus more accessible to those with

disabilities. The recent passage of the Amehcans
with Disabilities Act places a new emphasis on

the removal of physical barriers on campuses as

well as other responsibilities. While recently

constructed buildings are more likely to be in

compliance, older buildings that characterize

many college campuses are less likely to be

accessible.

Prediction No. 8:

With some exceptions, salaries will keep pace
with inflation—but no more.

Higher education is a labor-intensive business.

Salaries and benefits usually constitute 60
percent of an institution's annual budget, so salary

policy is a key to balancing budgets. But with

health-care costs, financial aid and deferred

maintenance eating into discretionary income,

salaries will go up only incrementally, with the

exception of the most sought-after faculty, whose
services are in demand at more than one campus.
Layoffs have been adopted by some schools,

although usually with a fair amount of controversy.

Attrition or hiring freezes are more common but

layoffs may result at more than a few campuses.

Prediction No. 9:

Expenditures overall will grow five to seven

percent a year.

Why? See prediction No. 5. And remember,
expenditures must equal revenues.

Prediction No. 10:

University presidents will

budget woes.

triumph over their

Managing from a 10 percent expansionary mode
to five percent inflation driven mode will test every

university and college president. But institutions

are responding creatively. Business as usual and
the status quo are under review. Growth through

substitution is already a catch phrase. Today's

presidents are not deferring expenditures: they

are not sweeping structural problems—like the

shrinking of weaker programs or deferred

maintenance—under the rug. They are tackling

them head on. And they are working with faculties

to evaluate their programs carefully.

Thus, even if every numerical prediction in this

review turns out to be correct and resources are

scarce, it is probably safe to say that America's

colleges and universities will emerge from the

1990s more focused, stronger and offering a high

quality of education to American youth as they

enter the new millennium.
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Bookshelf

Brandeisiana

Melvin I. Urofsky and
David W. Levy, eds.
Urofsky is professor of

history at Virginia

Commonwealth University

and Levy is the David Ross

Boyd Professor of American
History at the University of

Oklahoma.

"Half Brother. Half Son ":

The Letters of Louis D.

Brandeis to Felix Frankfurter

University of Oklahoma
Press

No American has had a

greater impact on the legal

profession, the Supreme
Court, Zionism and the

entire course of liberal

reform from the turn of the

century to World War 11 than

Louis D. Brandeis. And no
one enjoyed a closer

friendship with him than

Felix Frankfurter. The 671

letters in this volume were
written by Brandeis to

Frankfurter between 1910
and 1941. Until recently,

they have been unavailable

to scholars and never before

have been published. The
letters form their own
context of steadily advancing
trust, confidence and
friendship, as well as steadily

decreasing restraint and
inhibition. They also reveal

the intimate views of a

perceptive observer of

American life and
demonstrate how two
determined and tireless

fighters played their parts in

shaping the course of

American history for more
than two decades.

Faculty

Gordon Fellman and
Morris Schwartz
with William A. Schwartz,

Charles Derber, William
Gamson and Patrick

W. Withen
Fellman is associate

professor of sociology and
Schwartz is professor

emeritus of human relations.

The Nuclear Seduction:

Why the Arms Race Doesn 't

Matter—and What Does
University of California

Press

This book is a warning to all

concerned about the future of

our planet. The authors

recount how surprisingly

often Soviet and American
leaders have risked nuclear

catastrophe, almost always
in the Third World. They
also indicate how today, as in

the past, violence and
intervention m Lebanon, the

Persian Gulf, Cambodia,
Afghanistan, Angola,

Nicaragua and other Third
World flash points are the

most likely triggers for a

final cataclysm. Instead of

paying attention to these

dangers, the nuclear debate

focuses on nuclear weapons
systems (i.e., MX missile and
Star Wars) and arms control

treaties (INF and START)
that have little to do with
nuclear peril. Even stopping

the arms race, the authors

show, would not change the

dangers we face. They urge

political leaders, journalists,

scholars and particularly the

peace movement to chart a

new course if they want to

help avert a cataclysm.

The Neuron

Eugene Goodheart
Edytha Macy Gross Professor

of Humanities and director.

Humanities Center

Desire e) Its Discontents

Columbia University Press

Is "desire" enough? Does it

really signify emancipation
as contemporary theorists

and critics have argued?

Goodheart challenges this

widely held view of

illimitable desire as a

liberating force. He takes

issue with Herbert Marcuse,
Norman O. Brown, Gilles

Deleuze and Felix Guattari,

Julia Kristeva and Leo
Bersani and presents an
alternative conception of

desire that is alert to its

political and moral
implications. Throughout, he

proposes a conception of

desire that can be realized in

life. In examining key
modem literary and
theoretical works, he
discovers the self-destructive

tendencies in the career of

imperial desire. Among the

texts he discusses are

Proust's Remembrance of

Things Past, Conrad's Heart

of Darkness, Mann's Death
in Venice, Ford's The Good
Soldier, Bronte's Wuthering
Heights and works by D.H.
Lawrence, Freud, Foucault,

Lacan, Roth and DeLillo.

Irwin B. Levitan
and Leonard K. Kaczmarek
Levitan is professor of

biochemistry and director.

Center for Complex Systems.

The Neuron: Cell and
Molecular Biology

Oxford University Press

Written for advanced
undergraduate, graduate and
medical students, this book
studies the unique
biochemical and

St

IKWIN B.LL\I[.A\

LEONARD K. KACZMAREK

physiological properties of

neurons, emphasizing the

molecular mechanisms that

generate and regulate their

activity. The text begins

with a chapter describing the

basic structure of neurons
and the special roles they

play in the nervous system.

It continues by examining
neuronal electrical activity

—

focusing on how ion

channels shape this

activity—and shows how
changes in the degree of

electrical excitability allows

neurons to control behavior.

Next, the authors treat the

molecular mechanisms that

govern the way messages are

transmitted both within

single neurons and among
the complex neural networks
they comprise. Then the text

addresses the forces that

shape a neuron during its

development and explains

how these forces continue to

shape the properties of

neurons in the adult,

providing the brain with its

remarkable flexibihty to

adapt to a changing
environment.

Nancy Levy-Konesky
and Karen Daggett

Levy-Konesky is lecturer in

Spanish and director, French,

Italian and Spamsh language

programs.

Asi es

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

College Publishers

Asi es provides a complete
first-year Spanish language

and Hispanic culture

program that strengthens

students' communicative
competence while building

cultural awareness.

Accompanied by a text-

specific two-hour videotape

produced by the authors, it
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Bridging

ThreeWorlds
HUSCARUN-JEWISH AMERICASS. 184J-191J

Alumni

ROBERT PERLMAN

offers interviews and
performances by such well-

known Hispanic

personalities as Gloria

Estefan and the Miami
Sound Machine, The Gipsy

Kings, Chicano poet Tino
Villanueva, the Three

Amigos of the Boston Red
Sox and others. Video-

dialogues filmed on location

with native speakers

enhance the students'

learning experience, and
guided study sections

develop students' language-

leammg skills and maximize
instructors' classtime.

Robert Perlman, Ph.D. '61

professor emeritus of social

planning and admimstration.

The Heller School

Bridging Three Worlds:

Hungarian-Jewish

Americans. 1848-1914

The University of

Massachusetts Press

Between 1848 and 1914,

approximately 100,000 Jews

emigrated from Hungary to

the United States. In the

literature on lewish

immigration to the United

States, virtually nothing has

been written specifically

about the Hungarian-Jewish

experience. Bridging Three

Worlds chromcles the

immigrants' history from

their political and cultural

roots in the Old Country to

their acculturation as

citizens in a newly adopted

land. Based on primary

archival material, oral

histories and secondary

sources, the book is also

informed by the author's

own experiences as an

American of Hungarian-

Jewish ongins.

Lawrence I. Sternberg,

M.A. '80, Gary A. Tobin
and Sylvia Barack
Fishman, eds.

Sternberg is adjunct assistant

professor, Homstein
Program; Tobin is associate

professor of Jewish

community research and
planning and director, Center

for Modem Jewish Studies;

and Fishman is adjunct

lecturer, Homstein Program.

Changing Jewish Life:

Service Delivery and
Planning in the 1 990s

Greenwood Press

The Jewish community in

America is undergoing

profound changes and
American Jews are

experiencing personal and

communal realities that

differ markedly from those of

their parents and
grandparents. To meet the

needs of the community, a

complex human service

deUvery system has evolved

with a vast array of agencies

and organizations. The
editors have brought together

a collection of essays that

explore the nature of these

services, their implication for

the Jewish community and

the planning issues that

confront today's American
Jews. Among the book's

contributors are Brandeis

faculty members: Assistant

Professor Joseph Reimer,

Professor Bernard Rcisman
and Adjunct Assistant

Professor Susan L. Shevitz, as

well as Gabriel Berger, a

research fellow at the Cohen
Center for Modem Jewish

Studies.

Raymond Arsenault,

M.A. '80, Ph.D. '81, ed.

Arsenault is professor of

history at the University of

South Florida.

Crucible of Liberty: 200
Years of the Bill of Rights

The Free Press

The adoption of the Bill of

Rights in 1791 marked the

creation of a uniquely

innovative mechanism for

constitutional change by
which Americans have

continued to renew and
redefme their govemance
over the past 200 years. In

this book, seven

distinguished scholars, one of

whom is Stephen Whitfield,

Max Richter Professor of

American Civilization,

explore the history and
contemporary meaning of

these first 10 amendments to

the Constitution.

Lynn Davidman, Ph.D. '86

Davidman is assistant

professor of sociology and
women's studies at the

University of Pittsburgh.

Tradition in a Rootless

World: Women Turn to

Orthodox Judaism
University of California

Press

The past two decades in the

United States has seen an

immense liberalization and
expansion of women's roles

in society. Some women,
however, have turned away
from the variety of complex
choices presented by modem
life and chosen instead a

Jewish Orthodox tradition

that defines women's roles

primarily in terms of their

duties as wives and mothers
in nuclear families. Focusing

her attention on two
communities, Hasidic and
modem Orthodox, the

author explores orthodoxy's

appeal to young, middle-

class, educated women.

Virginia Ridley Ellis,

Ph.D. '69

Ellis is the Emma B.

Kennedy Professor of

English at Mount Holyoke
College, South Hadley,

Massachusetts.

Gerard Manley Hopkins and
the Language of Mystery
University of Missouri Press

In this study, the author

reveals, explores and
appreciates the complexities

of Hopkins, a poet of

strenuous consistency of

vision but multiple

complexity in language.

With detailed readings of

major poems and analysis of

manuscript revisions, she

examines how Hopkins's

vision of "mystery"
pervasively affects not only

his own language but a

reader's approach to that

language. Part I establishes a

context of theory,

inheritance and terminology,

both theological and literary;

Part n offers a detailed

reading of The Wreck of the

Deutschland; Part IE

explores major poems from

1877-89; and Part IV

examines the "terrible

sonnets."

Merrill Joan Gerber,

M.A. '80

Gerber teaches fiction

writing at Caltech and
UCLA.

Chattering Man: Stories and
a Novella
Longstreet Press

In this collection of short

stories, the author uses her

characters to explore the
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f
The Current of

l^mantic Passion

perplexing stages that define

us. The women m
Chattering Man face tenuous

love affairs, dying friends,

bickering parents, the

inevitable avi'kwardness of

being a teenager, a

constrained young wife or a

heroic child. Anna Goldman,
the central character of Part

II, which IS a novella in eight

stories, IS the symbolic

mother of all the women in

Part I and the emblem of

what awaits them. The
scenes span the country from
Brooklyn and Miami to

Pasadena and Berkeley, with

a sidetrip to Las Vegas.

Sanford Lakoff '53

and Herbert F. York
Lakoff is professor of

political science, University

of California, San Diego.

A Shield in Space>

Technology. Politics, and the

Strategic Defense Initiative

University of California

Press

In 1983, Ronald Reagan
instructed the nation's

scientists and engineers to

develop a defensive shield so

impenetrable that nuclear

weapons would become
"impotent and obsolete."

This book provides the first

comprehensive review and
evaluation of the Strategic

Defense Initiative or "Star

Wars," the project launched

to implement the President's

announcement. Explaining

technical issues in terms
accessible to nonspecialists,

the authors—a political

scientist and a physicist who
has played a key role in

developing military

technologies—reveal how
political rather than

technical judgment led to the

initial decision. They also
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Faculty Notes

Laurence F. Abbott
professor of physics,

delivered a lecture, "Firing

Rate Models of Neural

Populations," at a meeting

on "Cable Theory" at the

Santa Fe Institute. He also

spoke at Dartmouth College

on "Modeling Neural

Systems" and Harvard on
"Cable Theory and Firing

Rate Models."

Erika Batdorf
artist-in-residence in theater

arts, performed her solo

movement theater piece. The
Watcher and the Watched,

for the Fine Arts Museums of

San Francisco in association

with the Costume Society of

America, for the Minerva
Lecture Series at Union
College in Schenectady, New
York and for the Boston

Conservatory, where she also

performed her piece. Waiting

for the Dawn. She performed

both pieces for a conference

on "Alternative Futures" at

Landegg Academy, Institute

for International Education

and Development,
Switzerland and was a guest

instructor in the mime
department of the

Amsterdamse Theaterschool,

Amsterdam.

Seyom Brown
Wien Professor of

International Cooperation,

spoke on "Order and
Disorder in the Emerging
Patterns of World Politics" as

the 1991 Distinguished

Annual Speaker of Drew
University's Program in

International Affairs. He also

addressed the Canadian
National Defense College in

Kingston, Ontario, on "The
View of the World from the

United States."

James Callahan, Jr.

acting dean and director of

the Policy Center on Aging
at the Heller School, served

as guest editor of the spring

1992 issue of Generations,

the journal of the American
Society on Aging. He was a

visiting scholar in

gerontology at the University

of Minnesota, where he
lectured in a public health

course, met with faculty,

community professionals

and students and gave a

public presentation on health

care policy and aging.

Peter Conrad
professor of sociology,

presented a series of lectures

at Macmaster University as

the Hooker Distinguished

Visiting Professor. He also

delivered a paper, "Helmets,

Injuries and Cultural

Definitions: Motorcycle

Safety and Injury in Urban
Indonesia," at the meetings

of the Midwest Sociological

Society, Kansas City.

Joseph Cunningham
lecturer with rank of

assistant professor of

psychology, was appointed

editor of the Boston Institute

for the Development of

Infants and Parents

Newsletter. He presented

research, with lennifer

Brenner '91, on "Sex

Differences in Eating

Attitudes, Body Concept and
Self-Esteem Among Models"
to the 1991 meetings of the

American Psychological

Association, San Francisco.

Their findings were
highlighted in Psychology

Today, lanuary 1992. With
loan Leviton '90, he

presented research on
"Preschoolers'

Understanding of Emotional
Meaning in Music" to the

1991 meetings of the Society

for Research in Child

Development, Seattle.

Sandra Dackow
artist-in-residence in music,

conducted the Alaska All-

State Orchestra in Fairbanks

and festival groups of student

musicians in New Jersey,

Kansas, Texas, Mississippi

and Ontario.

Stanley Deser
Enid and Nathan S. Ancell

Professor of Physics, lectured

this fall at the University of

Gothenburg, Sweden; Ecole

Normale, Paris; the Joint

Theoretical Seminar, Boston;

and UCLA. He also was
invited to lecture at the

European Symposium on
Relativity, Amsterdam and
at a conference honoring L.

Witten at the University of

Cincinnati. He was elected

to the Steering Committee of

the National Institute for

Theoretical Physics and
appointed to the editorial

board of the Journal of

Geometry and Physics.

Irving Epstein
Helena Rubinstein Professor

of Chemistry, served as guest

editor for a special focus

issue on nonlinear chemical

dynamics for the journal

CHAOS. He gave invited

talks on "Coupled Chemical
Oscillators" at the

University of Minnesota and
an American Mathematical
Society meeting, Seattle; on
"Turing Patterns" at the

Army High Performance

Research Center,

Minneapolis and a NATO
Advanced Research

Workshop, Brussels; on
"Oscillating Chemical
Reactions" at the Fast

Reactions in Solution

Conference, Banff, Canada;

and on "The Crustacean

Stomatogastric Ganglion: A
Simple Oscillatory Neural

Network" at the Gordon
Research Conference on
Chemical Oscillations,

Newport, Rhode Island. He
also delivered the VoUmer
Fries Lecture on "Chaos" at

Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute.

Gerald D. Fasman
Louis and Bessie Rosenfield

Professor of Biochemistry,

received a S4,S4,000 grant

from the National Institutes

of Health to conduct studies

on synthetic models of

Alzheimer proteins over a

three-year period. (See

page 28.)

Margot Fassler
assistant professor of music,

presented the paper, '"Ave

Gratia Plena' and 'Adoma
Thalamum': Two
Processional Antiphons for

the Purification in the East

and the West," in the music
department of Princeton

University. She chaired and
was the respondent for the

session, "The Use of

Computers in the Analysis of

Medieval Melodies," at the

International Congress of

Medievalists, Kalamazoo.

Sylvia Fuks Fried
lecturer in Yiddish and
acting director, Tauber
Institute, was a conference

coordinator of "The Final

Solution: Origins and
Implementation," an
international conference in

London marldng the 50th

anniversary of the Warmsee
Conference.

Lawrence H. Fuchs
Meyer and Walter Jaffe

Professor in American
Civilization and Politics, was
appointed by the U.S. Senate

to the newly created, nine-

person U.S. National

Commission on
Immigration. He completed
his analysis of U.S. policy

immigration research for the

Ford Foundation. He served

as a referee in the awarding

of fellowships for the

Woodrow Wilson Center for

Scholars and the National

Endowment for the

Humanities.

Eugene Goodheart
Edytha Macy Gross Professor

of Humanities and director.

Humanities Center, had his

book. The Skeptic

Disposition: Deconstruction.

Ideology and Other Matters,

reprinted in paperback by

Princeton University Press,

fall 1991. The book includes

a new afterword by

Goodheart.
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Judith Herzfeld
professor of biophysical

chemistry, received a Faculty

Award for Women Scientists

and Engmecrs. Sponsored by

the National Science

Foundation, the award
provides $50,000 annually

for a period of five years. It

recognizes her significant

achievements as a researcher

and teacher and her potential

for future contributions to

American science. She is one

of 100 awardecs selected

from 601 nominees in all

areas of science and
engineering nationwide.

Edward Kaplan
professor of French and
comparative literature and

research associate, Tauber
Institute for the Study of

European Jewry, published

an article, "Dialogue ou
aporie: Les Poemes en prose

de Baudelaire," in a volume
published in France honoring

Professor Paul Viallaneix. He
presented a paper at the

American (ewish Historical

Society on "Abraham Joshua

Heschel in America: A
Zaddik for the 1950s and a

Prophet for the 1960s." He
also received a grant from the

Littaucr Foundation toward

his research on the biography

of A.J. Heschel, which he

will write during his spring

sabbatical.

Ann O. Koloski-Ostrow
adjunct assistant professor of

classical studies, was elected

to the eight-member steering

committee of the Women's
Classical Caucus, a 400-

member organization

affiliated with the American
Philological Association and
involved with issues

concerning women in

classical studies. She also

was elected to the board of

trustees of the Vergilian

Society of America at the

annual joint meetings of the

American Philological

Association and the

Archaeological Institute of

America, Chicago.

Norman E. Levine
associate professor of

physical education, was
selected 1991 New England

Division III Cross Country
Coach of the Year.

Nancy Levy-Konesky
lecturer in Spanish and
director, French, Italian and
Spanish language programs,

presented a paper,

"Perspectives on Spanish

Instructional Materials," at

the American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign

Languages Annual Meeting
and Exposition, Washington,

D.C. She spoke on methods
of integrating print and video

components to help students

acquire proficiency in

Spanish and a deeper

understanding and
appreciation of Hispanic

cultures.

Robert L. Marshall
Louis, Frances and Jeffrey

Sachar Professor of Music,

was the featured speaker at a

colloquium on
psychoanalysis and music at

the Mount Sinai Hospital,

New York. The title of his

talk was "Bach and Mozart:

Styles of Musical Genius."

The colloquium was
sponsored by the Academy
for the Humanities and
Sciences, The City

University of New York and
the Department of

Psychiatry, Mount Sinai

School of Medicine.

Sally McBrearty
assistant professor of

anthropology, delivered two
invited lectures: "Tools

Underfoot: Human
Trampling and
Nondeliberate Stone Artifact

Retouch" at the Center for

Materials Research in

Archaeology and Ethnology,

M.I.T. and "Sex, Food, and
Human Origins" at the

University of Connecticut,

Storrs.

Charles B. McClendon
associate professor of fine

arts, presented a lecture,

"The Farfa Phoenix and Its

Monastic Context," at the

1992 Annual Conference of

the College Art Association,

Chicago.

Rachel McCulloch
Rosen Family Professor of

Economics, delivered an

invited lecture, "The Impact

of Foreign Ownership on
U.S. Business," at the John F.

Kennedy Institute for North
American Studies, Free

University of Berlin. Her
presentation was part of the

Institute's 1991-92 Ernst

Fraenkel lecture series on
American politics, economy,
society and history.

Karen Oakes
lecturer with rank of

assistant professor of

women's studies, was named
a finalist for her poetry

submitted to the Individual

Artist Fellowship

competition sponsored by

the New Hampshire State

Council on the Arts. She
delivered an invited lecture

on "Native American
Women's Myths" at Suffolk

University.

Benjamin C.I. Ravid
Jennie and Mayer Weisman
Professor of Jewish History,

delivered an invited paper,

"Iberian Jewry in Sixteenth

Century Italy," at the

international Expulsion 1492

Conference, sponsored by the

Sephardic Education Center,

Los Angeles. He also chaired

a session, "Jewish Social and
Religious Life in the

Thirteenth to Seventeenth

Centuries," at the Twenty-
Third Annual Conference of

the Association for Jewish

Studies, Boston. His article,

"The Golden Age of Iberian

Jewry from the Vantage

Point of Venice," appeared in

Society and Community:
Proceedings of the Second
International Congress for

Research of the Sephaidi and
Oriental Jewish Heritage.

Jehuda Reinharz
provost, senior vice president

for academic affairs and
Richard Koret Professor of

Modem Jewish History, was
a conference organizer of

"The Final Solution: Origins

and Implementation," an

international conference in

London marking the 50th

anniversary of the Wannsee
Conference. He also chaired

the first session, "Euthanasia

and Ethnography."

Shulamit Reinharz
professor of sociology and
director. Women's Studies

Program, coorganized, with

Professor Menahem Rosner

of Haifa University, a one-

day symposium at the

Project on Kibbutz Studies,

Harvard University. The
topic was "The Impact of the

Collapse of Soviet

Communism on the Ideology

of the Kibbutz."

Nicholas Rodis
professor of physical

education, was elected to the

Commission for Sports

Regulations by the

International University

Sports Federation, which is

responsible for the

regulations that govern the

World University Games and
World University Sports

Championships.

Silvan S. Schweber
professor of physics and
Richard Koret Professor in

the History of Ideas, was a

visiting professor in the

Department of the History of

Science at Harvard

University during his one-

year leave of absence. He also

gave invited lectures to the

Department of Physics and
the Department of the

History of Science at the

Umversity of Maryland,

lectured at the Hebrew
University, Jerusalem and
visited the Niels Bohr
Institute, Copenhagen.
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Donald Straus
assistant professor of biology,

delivered invited lectures on
genomic subtraction, a new
method for isolating genes

corresponding to mutant
phenotypes, at the American
Society for Microbiology

conference on biotechnology

and at several institutes of

the Soviet Academy of

Sciences. He authored a

chapter in the book, PCR
Strategies, and received

grants from the U.S.

Department of Agriculture

("Cloning Plant Genes Using
Genomic Subtraction") and
the National Science

Foundation ("The Regulation

of Totipotency in Volvox"|.

Maureen Heneghan Tripp
associate professor of

costume design, organized

and led the biannual Brandeis

Costume Studies I^rogram

last summer in Great Britain,

Students, teachers and
curators from the United

States, Canada and Asia

attended special lectures and
seminars at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, the

National Portrait Gallery of

London and the Costumes
Archives in the cities of Bath

and Manchester.

Leslie A. Zebrowitz
Manuel Yellen Professor of

Social Relations, is spending
her sabbatical year as a

visiting scholar at the Henry
Murray Research Center for

the Study of Lives, Radcliffe

College.

Harry Zohn
professor of German,
delivered the opening address

at the Stefan Zweig
Conference, Salzburg,

Austria and lectured on Karl

Kraus at Boston University.

His translation of Richard

Beer-Hofmann's "Memorial

Address on Wolfgang Amade
Mozart" appeared in Cross
Currents: A Yearbook of

Central European Culture.

The first six volumes of the

Peter Lang series, Austrian
Culture, which he edited,

have been printed.
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Alumni

The Making of a
Great Scientist

when Marcos Dantus '85

was 10 years old, most boys
his age were more interested

in throwing rocks than

coUecting them. Not Marcos.

He would study the rocks'

composition and ponder why
they were different colors. So
began his early fascination

with chemistry, a field that

has recently brought him
national recognition.

Last month, Dantus, along

with his advisor. Professor

Ahmed Zewail of California

Institute of Technology,

received the 1992 Nobel
Laureate Signature Award for

Graduate Education in

Chemistry. (Designation of

the award as the Nobel
Laureate Signature Award is

made with acquiescence of

the Nobel Foundation.)

Presented annually by the

American Chemical Society

to the outstanding graduate

student in chemistry in the

United States, the award
recognizes Dantus's

contributions to real-time

chemistry on the

femtosecond time scale and
his doctoral thesis,

"Femtosecond Transition

State Spectroscopy of

Chemical Reactions." In

June 1991, Dantus received

his doctorate in chemistry
from Caltech, which he
attended after Brandeis.

In November 1991, the

Biandeis Review interviewed

Dantus, 30, in Los Angeles

after he learned that he
would receive the Nobel
Laureate Signature Award.
Leaving his labcoat behind,

he arrived for the interview

dressed in typical California

attire: windbreaker, shirt and
worn jeans. Expressive and
voluble, he answered each

question at length, often

anecdotally, admitting at one
point his love for talking. His

face beamed with excitement

as he discussed his research

that has made him one of the

brightest young scientists in

the country.

The making of great

scientists like Marcos
Dantus, it seems, is

dependent on two key
ingredients: natural scientific

aptitude and key influences

along one's career path, both
of which are clearly evident

in Dantus's Irfe. Since the

days of his rock collection,

he has always been curious

about the world around him
and how it functions. As a

youngster in Mexico City,

where he was bom, Dantus
attended a Montessori school

where he learned to study

without pressure or

competition. Upon entering

the ninth grade at Hebreo
Tarbut, one of the top Jewish

high schools in Latin

America, he failed his first

science exam and decided to

study chemistry and physics

on his own as the Montessori

school system had taught

him. At the end of the

academic year, he surpassed

all of the other students in

their knowledge of math,
physics and chemistry, and
was excused from his final

examination.

In the 10th grade, Dantus's

family moved to Israel.

While there, he made a

pivotal decision in his

educational career: he chose

to study chemistry. A two-

month teachers' strike

during his senior year forced

him to return to Mexico only

to realize that the Mexico
school system would not

credit him for studies that he
did not complete in Mexico.

After he found a job, he
slowly made up his classes,

graduated and enrolled in the

Metropolitan University in

Mexico City, where he
studied chemical engineering

for two years.

Those two years were a

source of great frustration for

Dantus. Citing Mexico's
limited opportunities for

quality research, formal

boundaries between student

and faculty and limited scope

for student creativity,

Dantus knew he would have
to attend college m the

United States to receive a

better education.

Following his father's advice,

he stayed with his sister,

who was living in Boston,

and visited Brandeis and the

other top research

institutions in the area.

Immediately impressed by
the warm reception he
received at Brandeis and the

faculty and research

facilities, Dantus returned

home and told his parents

that he intended to enroll at

Brandeis.

In Brandeis, Dantus claims,

he found a university where
he could not only grow
academically and socially,

but also where people cared.

As an advisee to Professor lu-

Yam Chan, Dantus had his

first encounter with laser

research, which he would
later use in his award-

winning doctoral thesis.

Brandeis was, according to

his doctoral thesis

acknowledgments, the place
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President Bush presents

Dantus the Milton and
Francis Clauser Doctoral

Prize at Caltech's 1991

Commencement. The
annual prize of $1,500 is

awarded to the Ph.D.

candidate whose research is

judged to exhibit the

greatest degree of originality.

where he "reaUzed that

science would be a very

important part of my Ufc."

Chan played a key role in

this realization by serving as

Dantus's mentor and
providing him the

encouragement that he

needed to grow.

Soft spoken and modest,

Professor Chan has taught

chemistry for 20 years. He
speaks fondly of Dantus,

both as a person and an

experimentalist. "In my 20

years, I have only seen one

other student like Marcos
Dantus. If Marcos somehow
got inspired by his Brandeis

experience, I am very happy

to have been a small part of

it," Chan remarks. Dantus is

Galloping Horse Motion
Studies by Eadweard
Muybridge

t^malional Museum of Photography

.j: George Eastman tHouse

grateful to Chan for sparing

time every Friday during a

whole semester to teach him
such basic skills as

machining, electronics and

glass blowing that have been

invaluable to him in the

laboratory. "Because I

acquired those skills at

Brandeis, I can reduce the

amount of time wasted in

the laboratory when I need to

replace a broken part. While

other scientists' work may
come to a standstill, I use my
ingenuity to construct a

similar part with the

resources around me,"

Dantus states. This type of

creative thinking, in

Dantus's opinion, is one of

the keys for success in

experimental science.

As a graduate student at

Caltech, Dantus has

witnessed the high burnout

rate among undergraduates, a

common problem at many
umversities. "They spend so

much time cramming
information that they don't

develop creativity," he says.

To help prevent burnout,

Dantus strongly advocates

having fun during one's

college career.

Undergraduates must grow
socially, as well as

intellectually, if they wish to

be prepared for the outside

world after they graduate.

Balancing his social activities

and studies never seemed to

be a problem for Dantus,

according to Professor Chan.

Smiling as he reflects on
Dantus's years at Brandeis he

says, "Marcos is a swinger:

he played as hard as he

worked. While he attended

Brandeis, he somehow
managed to put 20,000 miles

a year on his car from just

travelling into Boston. To
me, that is an incredible

amount of mileage." Despite

his active social life, Chan is

amazed that Dantus's work
never suffered. On the

contrary, he excelled at

Brandeis, graduating magna
cum laude with highest

honors in chemistry and

_.-^ ..-«ji.* ^-
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becoming a member of Phi

Beta Kappa. In three years, he

earned both his B.A. and
M.A. in chemistry and was
ready to enter graduate

school.

Before Dantus decided to

attend Cakech, he conducted

a methodical search,

characteristic of his research

methods in the laboratory.

"Marcos went about

choosing a graduate school in

a way that I have never seen

a student conduct a search,"

says Michael Henchman,
professor of chemistry at

Brandeis, who taught

Dantus. After spending one
month in California visiting

the top schools and meeting
with potential preceptors, he

eventually selected Zewail
for his outstanding work in

developing femtosecond and
picosecond chemistry in

molecular beams. In applying

to Zewail, Dantus displayed

keen judgment. "We have
many problems surrounding

us that need solutions,- some
of them are extremely

difficult to solve. It is crucial

for a scientist who wants to

make a creative contribution

to pick a problem that is not

impossible to solve," says

Henchman. Many people

believe that Zewail is a sure

bet for a Nobel Prize and
Dantus has clearly played a

very important role in

helping Zewail with his

research. Their work has
attracted international

attention among scientists

and in the press.

Dantus, Zewail and Mark
Rosker, a postdoctoral

fellow, have developed super-

fast "photographic"

techniques, using lasers and
molecular beams, that can

actually record in real time

the motions of molecules as

they collide, interact and
give birth to molecules with
a time resolution better than

a tenth of a tnllionth of a

second (10 ") or 100

femtoseconds. In his article,

"The Birth of Molecules,"

{Scientific American,
December 1990) Zewail

compared their techniques,

for illustrative purposes, to

that of photographer

Eadweard Muybridge's, who
solved a similar problem in

1872 by proving that a

galloping horse, at some
point in its stride, lifts all

four hooves off the ground.

Muybridgc invented a

camera with a shutter speed

that opened and closed for

only two thousandths of a

second and succeeded in

photographing the horse

flying through the air.

Dantus's "photos" are as

important to the tracking of

molecules in chemistry as

Muybridge's photos were to

tracking the horses.

Until December, Dantus will

continue working as a

postdoctoral fellow in

Zewail's laboratory, along

with Chuck Williamson, a

graduate student, and Scott

Kim, a postdoctoral fellow,

on a research project that he
says "promises to be much
more exciting and important

to the scientific

community." Unlike the

first "photographic"

technique, which traced

molecular motion using an

indirect probe, involving

another laser beam, this

project will follow the

molecular motion directly by
"photographing" it using

electron diffraction on a

femtosecond time scale.

Dantus speaks very highly of

Egyptian-bom Zewail, who
obviously has played a key
role in his career. A member
of the National Academy of

Sciences, Zewail has received

numerous awards and honors
including the National

Science Foundation Award
for especially creative

research (1984-86 and 1988-

90), the 1989 King Faisal

International Prize in Science

and the 1990 Hoechst Prize.

Dantus describes Zewail as

being both charismatic and
bold with a great vision. "If I

can learn how to run a

research team with his

brilliance, I will be all set

when I become a professor

some day. He never loses

sight of the big picture, a

strength that a lot of people

don't have," Dantus
remarks. Dantus speaks

passionately about his desire

to become a university

professor, in order to follow

in the footsteps of professors

like Zewail and Chan, who
have set fine examples.

As we listened to Dantus
express his love for his career

as a scientist, the obvious

question came to mind: if

science is such an interesting

field, why is there such a

dearth of scientists in the

United States today? One
explanation, he feels, is the

way that teachers cover

science m the classroom. For

example, when most people

think of chemistry they

remember memorizing the

Periodic Table instead of

understanding its importance
in our everyday lives.

Teachers must invent

creative ways to stimulate

student interest, and in turn,

must be compensated for

their efforts with higher

salaries.

Dantus's busy schedule does

not leave much time for

outside activities. When he is

not in the laboratory, he
devotes his free time to his

wife and baby son. As a

hobby, he does some
inventing and has also tested

his luck on the stock market
trading palladium futures. In

the meantime, he anticipates

an offer to teach at a top

research university, an
opportunity he cannot wait

to explore.

Written by Christina Aicardi

Interviewed by Brenda Marder

Videotape
Celebrates
Inauguration of
President Thier

A colorful 18-minute
videotape of the Inauguration

of President Samuel O. Thier

and the dedication of the

University's new athletic and
recreation facilites is

available to members of the

Brandeis community for

S13 (includes S3 for postage

and handling).

To order videos, send check
payable to Brandeis

University (S13 per tape) to

"Inauguration Video," Public

Affairs Office, Brandeis

University, P.O. Box 9110,

Waltham, MA 02254-91 10.
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Alumni Term
TVustee
Nominations
Sought

Alumni are encouraged to

forward the names and

credentials of nominees for

Alumni Term Trustee to

Lenore Saltman '58, chair of

the Alumni Term Trustee

Nominating Committee c/o

the Office of Alumni
Relations, Brandeis

University, P.O. Box 9110,

Waltham, MA 02254-9110.

Alumni Term Trustees serve

on the Board of Trustees of

the University for a five-year

term. Nominees should have

a record of leadership, service

and commitment to

Brandeis, as well as in their

respective commmunities.
The deadline for nominations

for the 1993 election is

September 1, 1992.

Nominations in

Order for

Association Board

Nominations for officers and
members-at-large of the

Alumni Association board of

directors are being sought for

the 1993 ballot by the

Nominating Committee,
according to Charles

Eisenberg '70, committee
chair. Two-year vacancies

exist for president and four

vice presidents and three-

year vacancies exist for four

members-at-large.

Letters endorsing candidates

should include evidence of

interest and prior service to

Brandeis. Nominations
should be forwarded by
September 1, 1992 to Mr.

Eisenberg c/o the Office of

Development and Alumni
Relations, Brandeis

University, P.O. Box 9110,

Waltham, MA 02254-91 10.

'Our challenge is to take the

bold risks of our founders,

and also to interact

with society. We will not

serve our founders well

by being the same as,

or as good as, any other

university; we will be

true to our founders only

by leading.'"

President Samuel O. Thier

Our founders' foresight and financial investment

created a truly exceptional university. By contributing

to Brandeis University's endowinent, you can join the

ranks of these esteemed men and women.

Bold vision and careful planning have built a

university that excels and endures. The same building

blocks— life income trusts and bequests— can

enhance your family's financial secuiity while helping

to ensure a bright future for Brandeis.

Won't you embrace a noble tradition and become a

founder of the future?

For more information on gifts that benefit you and Brandeis, please

call or write Lori Goldstein or Katharine Umer in the Office of

Planned Giving. Brandeis University, P.O. Box 9110. Waltham.

MA 02254-91 10. 617-736-4030. Collect calls are welcome.
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Class Notes

'52 '60

Phylis Levins Acker, Class

Correspondent, 205 Everit Avenue,

Hewhtt, NY 11557

Helen Peirez Abrams has sold

some ot her hction, but is still

working on her "one of a kind"

children's book about the tropics.

Her husband, Monty, has retired

three times and each of their three

children is married and has a

child. Tamar Soloff Brower lives

in the southern California coastal

city of Corona Del Mar with her

husband, Martin; they have four

children and one grandchild. She

is on the board of a new Jewish

home for the aging and publishes a

business newsletter called Orange
County Report. Shayna Patkin

Gochberg has had a social work
career, primarily in private

practice, for the past 40 years. She

has four children and seven

grandchildren, and is looking

forward to retirement with her

husband, Sumner, in Tarpon
Springs on the west coast of

Florida June Saftel Goldman is in

her 26th year of teaching in the

Lynn, MA school system as a

reading specialist in an elementary

school. She still cnioys creative

cooking and travel, especially trips

to France. Her husband, Robert, is

retired. Judith Marks Kass is chair

of the Fellowship m Israel for

Arab-fewish Youth and a trustee of

the Albert E, Marks Charitable

Trust. The fellowship is an

interfaith board that raises money
for innovative activities that bring

Israeli and Arab children together,

and the Albert E. Marks Charitable

Trust donates funds in support of

Jewish education and culture

while promoting cooperation

between Israelis and Arabs.

Marvin March has been a feature

film set director since 1964 and
was nominated four times for an

Academy Award for his work in

Sunshine Boys, Turning Point.

California Suite and Annie. He
has a daughter, Keira '94, and a

son, Daniel, at the University of

Wisconsin. His "significant

other," Rita Sacks '64, has a

daughter, Daria '93. Larry Shotz is

president of RAIR NOR-CAL, a

distributor that markets a line of

cooking equipment that uses

rotating air to produce healthy,

low- calorie, low-cholesterol foods.

Previously he was president of an

executive search firm Married to

Judie Butman Shotz '54 for ^9

years, they have three grown
children and two terrific

grandchildren. Their main hobby
is boating and he teaches a piloting

class for the U.S Power Squadron.

Caroline Shaffer Westerhof, Ph.D.
has had a varied career, including

broadcast ioumalism, writing.

retail and corporate management,
and as a college professor and dean.

She also worked for the

Department of Defense, the C.I.A.

and as a White House special

advisor and a candidate for State

Senate. She married Gilbert

Westerhof in October 1973; they

have a daughter. Barn Lynn, and
two grandchildren.

'54
Miriam Feingold d'Amato, Class

Correspondent, 62 Floyd Street,

Winthrop, MA 02152

Hannah Goldberg was named
acting president of Wheaton
College, Norton, MA, in

November 1991. Previously she

served as provost and academic
vice president, and as academic
dean at Antioch College, where
she also taught history from
1979-83.

'57
Carole Wolfe Berman, Class

Correspondent, 5 Heritage Lane,

Lynnfield, MA 01946

Richard Bergel was named CEO of

Montgomery Ward Direct, a

premier specialty catalogue

company that merges Montgomery
Ward & Co., Inc. with Fingerhut

Companies, Inc. The new
partnership is located in

Minneapolis. William C. Orman
was appointed president of the

Friends of Brandeis Athletics.

'58
Allan W- Drachman, Class

Correspondent, 115 Mayo Road,

Wellesley, MA 02181

Lea Kanner Bleyman, Ph.D. is a

professor at Baruch College in

New York and was elected to a

three-year term as secretary of the

Society of Protozoologists, an

international organization of about

1,000 members with primary

research interests in protozoa.

Sheila Cheimets was appointed

executive director of the

Massachusetts Municipal

Association, a statewide, nonprofit

organization providing political,

educational and technical

representation as well as direct

services to all Massachusetts cities

and towns. In addition, she is

president of the Massachusetts

Interlocal Insurance Association,

the largest municipal insurance

company in the state, and the

sixth largest in the country. She

was also honored with a 1991

"Wonder Woman" award by the

Massachusetts Women's Political

Caucus, in recognition of her

accomplishments in muncipal
government. David E. Cohen,
M.D. and his wife, Bernice,

continue to live in Roslyn, NY,
where he is an internist.

pulmonary physician and golfer.

They are proud of their four

children and enjoy being

grandparents. Adele Umans
Epstein and her husband, Paul,

reside in Pennsylvania and travel

avidly. She is still working in

state government, primarily

concerned with the issue of

subsidized childcare. Bernard

Fields, M.D. is in his 18th year at

Harvard Medical School where he
studies viruses and serves as

Lehman Professor and chair of the

Department of Microbiology. He
lives in Newton, MA, with his

wife, Ruth, and is taking advantage

of the "empty nest" years. Ira S.

Kleinman is general manager of

WXPS-FM, a White Plains, NY
rock station, while his wife tutors

Japanese students; they have two
daughters. Donald J. Orkin, a

senior partner with Mills, Orkin ^
Kaplan, lives in Sharon, MA, with

his wife, Dolores, who sold her

bridal shop and is retired Their

son, Jeffrey Orkin '86, is studying

to be an orthodox rabbi at Yeshiva

University, New York. Helaine A.

Simmonds became regional

attorney for the National Labor

Relations Board, Region 1, Boston.

Joel S. Spiro is in his final year as

economic minister counselor at

the U.S. Mission to the European
Community in Brussels. Next
summer he and his wife, Leigh,

will either be at another foreign

post or back in Washington, D.C.,

at the U.S. State Department.
Between them, they have six

children and three grandchildren

and are looking forward to seeing

old friends at the 35th Reunion.

'59
Sunny Simshine Brownrout, Class

Correspondent, 87 Old Hill Road,

Westport, CT 06880

ludith Bograd Gordon, Ph.D. is an

associate professor in the sociology

department of the University of

New Haven and a lecturer in the

psychiatry department of Yale

University. She is a United
Nations Non-Governmental
Organization (NGO) representative

for the International Social Science

Council, chair of the executive

committee and a member of the

NGO Committee on the Status of

Women at the United Nations.

She IS also convenor for the

working group of the United
Nations Institute for the Training

and Advancement of Women. Neil

H. Messinger, M.D. is chief of

radiology at Baptist Hospital of

Miami, which was recognized by
Coping magazine, a national

publication for cancer patients, as

the top-rated cancer center in

Florida and one of the top 50 in the

country.

Abby Brown, Class Correspondent,

4 Jeffrey Circle, Bedford, MA
01730

Allen Grossman, Ph.D., who
remains an adjunct professor at

Brandeis, has been appointed to

the Andrew W. Mellon
Professorship in the Humanities at

The Johns Hopkins University. He
received the Bassine Citation of

the Academy of American Poets

and was also the recipient of a five-

year MacArthur Foundation
fellowship in 1989. He is the

author of a half-dozen collections

of poetry and numerous influential

works of criticism.

'62
Arm Leder Sharon, Class

Correspondent, 13890 Ravenwood
Drive, Saratoga, CA 95070

Joyce Abrams-Greenberg is

director of three psychiatric

programs at Beth Israel Medical

Center m New York. She and her

husband, Morton, own a home m
the Poconos, where they enioy

tennis, sailing and other

recreational sports- David

Bernstein has been named the

Esther Raushenbush Professor of

Humanities at Sarah Lawrence
College where he teaches English

and European history, as well as

art history. His wife, Toni Bodes
Bernstein '60, continues to teach

European and Middle Eastern

history at the Fieldston School,

where she is head of the history

department. They have traveled to

Thailand, the Jazz Fest in New
Orleans, and last summer David
lectured on a cruise to Ireland and
Scotland. Linda Amiel Burns runs

a five-session training course

called "The Singing Experience."

An actress who loves to sing, she

has taught more than 3,000

vocalists to belt it out in

Manhattan nightclubs. She also

brings singers and new talent to

her segment of "The Joe Franklin

Show" on WOR-TV. In 1989, she

opened Symphony Cafe, a

restaurant/bistro on 56th Street

and 8th Avenue in New York City,

which houses memories of Tin
Pan Alley Barbara Ballis Lai and

her husband, Professor Deepah Lai,

are spending two years at the

University of California at Los

Angeles in the departments of

sociology and development
economics, respectively. Their

permanent home is m London,

England. Esther Gerson Levine is

a literary escort in Atlanta,

Georgia. Over the years she has

escorted Erma Bombeck, George

Will, Alice Walker, the Rev. Ralph

David Abemathy, Colleen

McCullough and Pearl Bailey. Her
business combines the three things

she loves: people, books and

Atlanta Linda G. Marks, a work
options consultant in San
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Francisco, received a Bar

Association of San Francisco

Award of Merit for her work on a

model alternative work schedule

policy for lawyers, She is the only

nonattorney ever to receive this

award Evelyn Grcenbaum
Mitchell IS chair of the science

department at Mercy High School

in Omaha, Nehraska, where she

has been teaching hiology and

chemistry for more than 15 years.

She is a master teacher in both

fields, leading workshops for high

school and elementary school

teachers. Her husband, Stanley, is

educational director of United

Talmud Torah of Omaha; they

have three grown daughters.

Robert A. Richman has recently

been awarded a NIH research

grant. His son, Peter Richman '89,

is a medical student in Syracuse,

NY. Jonathan Shear has recently

published a book entitled Tilt'

Inner Dimension: Philosophy and
the Experience of Consciousness.

David C. Tierney is the senior

litigation partner with Sachs,

Tiemey, Kasen ^ Kerrich in

Phoenix, Arizona. Martin J.

Wiener was appointed chair of the

history department at Rice

University and published

Reconstructing the Criminal
Cuhure, Law and Pohcy in

England 1830-1914, His youngest

daughter entered kindergarten and

his oldest entered graduate school,

'66
Stephen C. Cooper was elected by

his colleagues to serve as chief

judge of Michigan's 46th District

Court. He was the 1992 recipient

of the Distinguished Service

Award of the Oakland County Bar

nhen C. Cooper

Association for his efforts in

educating the public about legal

rights and responsibilities. He was
also selected for the Martin Luther

King, Jr. Award, given to a citizen

whose life exemplifies the ideals of

community service and
brotherhood. Cooper was a trial

lawyer from 1969 until his

election in 1986 as district judge,

and previously served on the

Southfield City Council as city

council president pro-tem. He is

also the past president of the

Southfield Bar Association, a third-

term elected representative from

Oakland County to the Assembly
of the State Bar of Michigan and

president of the Southfield-Lathrup

AM Optimist Club, a community
youth service group. Esther

Seidman Rome testified before

several Food and Drug
Administration advisoi-y panels as

a representative of the Boston

Women's Health Book Collective

on the possible dangers of silicone

gel-filled breast implants. Paul

Solman has been MacNeil/Lehrer
NewsHour's special business

correspondent since 1983, is

coauthor of the best-selling Life

and Death on the Corporate

Battlefield and producer of the PBS
series "Enterprise." He speaks

about America's pressing

economic issues at various

journalism and business schools,

using video excerpts and hands-on

media demonstrations to illustrate

American business problems.

'67
Judith Allen reports that her stiue,

Moondog Traders, in Katonah, NY,
has moved into larger quarters and
that business is brisk. She has

joined her husband's Cajun dance

band, "The Swamptones," as a

singer; together they play

weddings, parties and benefits in

the tristate area. Arlene Cohen
Bandes presented a workshop
entitled "Beyond the Fruit Bowl:

The Still Life" at the New England

Art Education Association

conference. She is still teaching

art in Newton, MA, and had her

monotypes included in the show,

"The Transferred Image," at the

Starr Gallery. Jeffrey Civins is

heading up the environmental law
section and Austin, TX office of

the Fort Worth law firm Kelly,

Hart &Hallman. David M. Cohn
IS retired from the practice of law

and Still enjoying life m New York
City after living there for 22 years.

He remains active in the

protection of civil liberties,

including gay rights, and longs for

the "liberal ideology that seemed
so promising" when he was at

Brandeis. Lynn Karen Cooper
continues to practice clinical

psychology and says that life still

revolves around family, work and
friends "with a cellar renovation

and some hobbies thrown m."
Howard Freed, M.D. is an

emergency room physician and
active participant in

environmental/Democratic
politics. He edited the book, Case
Studies in Emergency Medicine,

while serving as campaign
manager for a local candidate who
defeated the incumbent chair of

the county board of supervisors in

White Creek, NY. He also serves

on the executive committee of the

board of directors of the New York
State Environmental Planning

Lobby. Carol Wodinsky Ghatan is

a first grade teacher at Solomon
Schechter Day School in Newton,
MA, and a busy mother of four.

She says that she is reentering the

education world by returning to

school this spring. Marlys Moses
Harris is a columnist for Monev
magazine, a once-a-week
commentator on CNN and a free-

lance writer. Her husband,

Norman H. Harris '66, is a

copywriter with Lois/USA, an

advertising agency in Manhattan.
They have two sons. Max, age 18,

and Ezra, age 6, and moved into a

new home in Westport, CT.
Chester W. Kessler, M.D. is a

family practitioner, married to his

childhood sweetheart and lives in

suburban Washington, D.C.

William S. Kornrich has been
director of the Rose Center and
Council for the Arts since 1983

and serves as chair of the Folk Arts

Panel of the National Endowment
for the Arts m 1990-91. Leonore
Kublin Linsky is database manager
at the Minuteman Library

Network consisting of 24 public

and academic libraries in suburban
Boston. She reports that her

daughter, Marran, had her bat

mitzvah and that she and her

husband have finished putting a

new addition on their house.

Constance Lowenthal, Ph.D. lives

in New York City where she is

executive director of the

International Foundation for Art

Research (IFAR), a nonprofit

organization that works against art

forgei7 and theft. She writes an

"Art Crime Update" column for

The Wall Street Journal, lectures

on the subject and supervises a

staff of three. Rose V. Mroszczyk-
McDonald lives in Woodstock, VT,
with her husband, William, a

dentist, and their three boys,

Dylan, age 13; Alex, age 10; and
William, age 8, She is a guidance

counselor at the Hartford Middle
School in White River Junction,

VT Susan Rabinowitz is directing

a family literacy program in

Somerville, MA, and living with

her 7-year-old daughter. A single

mother-by-choice, she would like

to speak to people seeking

information about this form of

parenting. Patricia Rosen is a

practitioner of the healing arts

applying native American tools

and techniques, while living in

Long Beach, CA. Joel Ross,

D.M.D. lives m Westford, MA,
with his three children, Rebecca,

age 16; Darlene, age 6; and Lee,

age 1. Jeffrey W. Rubman, M.D. is

looking forward to the 2.Sth

Reunion, especially since his
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daughter, Amy B. Rubman '92,

will bu attending The University

of Vermont College of Medicine in

the fall Michael Howard Segal is

a government affairs and political

campaign consultant and director

of The Advance Research Group,

specialists in opposition research.

He has also been a political

columnist, editor, publisher and
author of Dukakis: The Man Who
Would He ['resident. In 1986, he

married Dr. Catherine Mann
Dunham who was chief policy

advisor in Health and Human
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Services to Massachusetts
Governor Michael Dukakis and is

novif special advisor to the

president of the Robert Wood
lohnson Foundation. Richard M.
Serkey is an attorney

concentrating in real estate law.

He enioys living in historic

Plymouth, MA, with his wife,

Pauline, and 9-year-old son, Ethan.
Ina B. Weitzman, Ph.D. has moved
with her three daughters, ages 5, 7

and 11, from San Diego, CA, back
home to New lersey. She
continues her private practice in

clinical psychology. Marilyn
Lishnoff Wind was elected to the

board of directors of United
Synagogue of Conservative
Judaism. Mary Anne Landfield
Winig remains active in Brandeis
affairs by chairing the Alumni
Admissions Council for the San
Francisco Bay Area while her son,

Adam Winig '95, is a freshman at

Brandeis.

'68
Jay Kaufman, Class

Correspondent, One Childs Road,
Lexington, MA 02 173

Jonathan Brant published his

comprehensive treatise. Law and
Mental Health Professionals:

Massachusetts, for use by both
therapists and attorneys. He is

practicing law in Boston as a

partner in the firm of Rollins,

Moschella, Fowlkes & Brant.

Durmg the fall 1990, he served as a

Guberman Fellow in legal studies

at Brandeis Samuel Heilman has
written Defenders of the Faith, an
inside view of the world of ultra-

Orthodox Jews.

Samuel Heilman

'69
Jo Anne Chcmev Adlerstein, Class
Correspondent, 76 Glenview Road,
South Orange, NJ 07079

Patricia Hill Collins received the
1991 C. Wright Mills Book Award
for Black Feminist Thought:
Knowledge. Conciousness and the
Politics of Empowerment.
Stephen F. Coyle accepted the
position as director of the Housing

Investment Trust of the AFL-CIO
in Washington, where he
continues his drive for responsible

development and affordable

housing. He previously served as

director of the Boston
Redevelopment Authority for 7 1/2
years and was featured in several

January Boston Globe articles for

his accomplishments in that

position. Emily R. Greenspan,
M.D. has a part-time dermatology
practice and is looking forward to

picking up her cello again. She
Uves m Brooklyn, NY, with her

Conrad fohnson
Amitai Schwartz

husband, Alan Shapiro, and
children, David, age 4, and
I leborah, age 1 . Conrad D.
Johnson was promoted to vice

president of Borah Associates, a

I'rovidence-based employee
cnefits consulting firm. He

I II ned the firm in 1 984,

specializing in the 401 |kl area and
computer processing. Amitai
Schwartz received the American
Bar Association's 1991 Pro Bono
Publico Award for providing legal

services to the needy. He
continues as an attorney in private

law practice at his firm m San
Francisco. Ira S. Shapiro was
elected partner in the New York-
based law firm of Winthrop,
Stimson, Putnam & Roberts,

where he has served as counsel in

their Washington, D.C. office since
1988. His practice is focused on
legislative and regulatory matters
with an emphasis on international

trade policy. Previously, he had 12

years of service in senior staff

positions in the United States

Senate including minority staff

director and chief counsel for the
Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs, counsel to

the Senate Majority Leader and
chief of staff for Senator John D.
Rockefeller IV.

'70
Carol Stem Schulman, Class
Correspondent, 7 Stonehenge,
Great Neck, NY 11023

Norman J. Abtams was elected
vice president and counsel in the
real estate division of Equitable's
law department. Abrams is a

member of the New York State
and American Bar Associations.

He and his family reside in

Brooklyn, NY. Joshua Mostel
appeared in two movies last

season—City SUckers. with Billy

Crystal, and Little Man Tate, with
Jodie Foster. Lawrence H.
Schiffman, Ph.D., a professor of

Judaic studies at New York
University, was featured last fall in

a PBS film on the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Cheryl Lawson Walker, Ph.D. is

professor of English and Richard
Armour Professor of Modem
Languages at Scripps College in

Clarcmont, California. Her latest

book. Masks Outrageous and
Austere: Culture. Psyche, and
Persona in Modern Women Poets,

explores the forms of self-

representation used by American
women poets from 1910-45. Poet
Alicia Ostriker '59 wrote the
introduction to her book. Brenda
Wineapple, author of a critically

acclaimed biography of New
Yorker writer, Janet Planner,

Genet: The Life of /anet Planner,
has been awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship to complete a

biography of Gertrude and Leo
Stein. She has also been named
the Donald C. Gallup Senior
Fellow in American Literature at

Yale's University's Bemecke
Library, a repository for much of

the Steins' work.

'71
Mark L. Kaufman, Class

Correspondent, 28 Devens Road,
Swampscott, MA 01907-2014

Warren J. Hurwitz is a partner in

his law firm, Feldman, Gamerman
&. Hurwitz, in Boston, MA. He
lives in Newton with his wife,

Judith, and their two children.

Mark A. Stevens is an associate

with Ballard Spahr Andrews &.

IngersoU. He loined the firm's

litigation department and
concentrates on environmental
law, counseling and litigation at

their Philadelphia office. He is a

member of the Pennsylvania and
New Jersey bars, the Water

Pollution Control Federation and
is a registered professional

engineer with the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania.

'72
Mark and Elaine Heimburger
Tulis, Class Correspondents, 21
Gray Rock Lane, Chappaqua, NY
10514

Kenneth Browne, through his

production company. Ken Browne
Productions, has been
instrumental in the development
of new video technologies and
learning aids. The company
completed the first "inservice
video newsletter" for Optical Data
Corporation, publishers and
distributors of "Windows on
Science," the videodisc-based
science curriculum that was
adopted as the first "electronic"

textbook in 65 percent of Texas
elementary schools. Michael E.

Goldman, back from Africa and
retired from management
consulting, has launched a

gourmet product from the
ramforest called Toucan
Chocolates. The company uses
recycled packaging and gives part
of Its proceeds to Cultural Survival
for their work in the Brazilian

rainforest. He has been featured m
the Boston Globe and several

environmental magazines. Dennis
Shulman, Ph.D. is a clinical

psychologist practicing

psychoanalysis and psychotherapy
with individuals and couples m his
Manhattan and Demarest, NJ
offices. He was awarded tenure as

an undergraduate psychology
professor at Fordham University's
College at Lincoln Center. He lives

in New Jersey with his wife,

Pamela Tropper, who is director of

perinatology at Saint Joseph's

Hospital and Medical Center in

Paterson, NJ, and their two
daughters. Holly, age 9, and
Juliana, age 4. Rabbi Jeffrey

Summit, associate chaplam and
HiUel director at Tufts University,
was awarded the James T. Koettmg
Memorial Prize for the outstanding
graduate student paper presented
at the annual conference of the
Northeast chapter of the Society
for Ethnomusicology.

'73
Paula L. Scheer, Class

Correspondent, 133 Park Street,

Brooklme, MA 02146

Janet Besso Becker and her new
husband, Matthew, threw caution
to the wind and departed New
York City for St. Vincent in the
Grenadines where they are

partners of the Emerald Valley

Casino and Resort. Their partners

manage the casino and they run
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The Valley Restaurant. All

Brandeisians will receive a warm
welcome. The prior New York
City chapter president, she also

received the Ellen Mason Chapter

Service Award Joy Shalky Gross

and her husband, David Gross, are

celebrating their first anniversary.

They bought a house m the

country, but mamtam a pied-a-

terre in Manhattan. May A.

Ikokwu enjoys living m Nigeria,

where she heads petrochemicals

sales and marketing for Pipelines

&. Products Marketing Company, a

subsidiary of the Nigerian

National Petroleum Corporation.

Previously, she worked with
Monsanto in Connecticut and
Texas after receivmg her M.S. in

plastics from the University of

Lowell in Massachusetts. George
M. Kahn composes and performs

solo and with a trio m Los Angeles

while doing home loans for

Security Pacific Bank. His wife,

Diana Zaslove, sings with the Los

Angeles Master Chorale and the

Los Angeles Opera Company. She
performed the world premiere of

George's new composition, "Seven
Songs," (text by A.A. Milnel at her

recital in 1991. Allen E. Kerne

became a Peace Corps voltmteer in

Fiji last summer after 1 1 years m
California. He is a trainer in

computer skills while conducting

business workshops for village

women m conjunction with the

Peace Corps' Women in

Development program. In the

small world department, one of his

first acquaintances in Fiji was
Panagiotis S. "Panes"

Koutsoyannis '89. Stephen H.

Klionsky ]Oined the law firm of

Tillinghast, Collins &. Graham m
Boston and lives in Belmont, MA,
with his wife and two children.

Ellen S. Light is an associate at

Hisaka ik Associates, Inc., in

Cambridge, MA. She was the

architect for a Washington, D.C.,

midrise office building that was
featured in the May 1991 issue of

Aichitectural Record and won a

1991 Boston Society of Architects

design award. Rabbi Beverly

Weintraub Magidson has taken a

temporary break from her

congregation of eight years to

teach Hebrew to newly-arrived

Russian immigrant children at the

Bet Shraga Hebrew Academy of the

Capital District, Albany, New
York. She is also a part-time

Jewish chaplain at Albany Medical
Center Hospital, and says this

combination gives her more time
with her husband, Richard I.

Magidson '72, and children,

Shalom, age 9, and Sarah, age 3.

Daniel Meyers is city hall bureau
chief for the Philadelphia Inquuer,

while his wife, Sondra Lee, is a

landscape architect. Roberta K.

Mitchell, an associate dean and
assistant professor of ministry at

Meadville Lombard Theological, is

on maternity leave following the

birth of her new son, Nicholas.

Lome Prupas is living in

Vancouver, Canada, enjoying his

work as a counselor at Simon
Fraser University's counseling

service and pursuing a Ph.D. on a

part-time basis. Susan C.

Rotbaizer is an administrative

assistant for a Japanese

construction company in New
York City and a free-lance

photographer. She has worked
with the Inez Garcia Defense

Committee to raise people's

consciousness about the issue of

rape, administered a health survey

in the San Fransisco area and
traveled in Europe, staying in

women's country communes.
Barbara Wolff Watters "settled

down" by marrying Ralph Watters

in 1981, after the adventures of

extensive travel, romance and
graduate education. She enjoys

teaching, counseling at Dekalb
College and mothering Seth Jacob,

age 7, and twin daughters, Rebecca
Zara and Rachel Esther, age 5 1/2.

Peter Wortsman wrote A Modern
Way to Die. a book of short stories

based on responses from a journey

through Nazi concentration camps
in Poland and Czechoslovakia.

Among several awards and grants

he has received, he won the

Beard's Fund Short Story Award.
Shelley L. Wyam is teaching

maskwork on the faculty of the

National Theatre Institute,

Fordham University, Stella Adler

Conservatory, Circle in the Square

Theatre School and m a New York
University program. She also

started her own mask performance
company, Maskwork Etc., that has

performed at notable events such
as the 1991 Edinburgh festival.

'74
Elizabeth Sarason Pfau, Class

Correspondent, 80 Monadnock
Road, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

Joette Katz was appointed a

Superior Court judge in

Connecticut, making her the

youngest woman ever appointed to

the court there. She is the

associate admmstrative judge for

civil matters in the Superior Court

in Bridgeport. She also coauthored
a book on Connecticut criminal

caselaw. Joette is married to

Philip Rubin '71, a member of the

research staff and director of

computer facilities of Haskins
Laboratories, a Yale-affiliated

research laboratory in New Haven.
They have two children, Jason, age

8, and Samantha, age 6. Manuel J.

Rivera was appointed as

superintendent of schools for the

Rochester, NY city school district.

He previously served as northeast

district superintendent and acting

principal of Benjamin Franklin

High School. An NCAA Ail-

American in track and field while
at Brandeis, he received an NCAA
postgraduate fellowship to

Harvard's Graduate School of

Education. A doctoral candidate

there, he has completed a two-year

program in administration and
social policy while on leave from
the district and is writmg his

dissertation on Rochester's

education reform and efforts to

establish a system of

accountability. Stanley H.
Wakshlag is chair of the Miami
litigation section of Akerman,
Senterfitt & Eidson, a law firm

with offices throughout Florida.

Gary A. Zelierbacb is coowner of

the DZ Company, manufacturers

of hologram toys, gifts and jewelry.

'75
Leslie Penn, Class Correspondent,
Marshall Leather Fmishing, 43-45

Wooster Street, New York, NY
10013

Vali Buland is working part-time

as general counsel of the city of

Cambridge rent control board and
spending more time with her 3-

year-old son Benjamm. Michael
Steven Greene has a business law

practice in South Florida and was
appointed to the board of directors

of Gazit, Inc., a company publicly

traded on the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange. He has lectured on
current issues facing financial

institutions. Lauren Stiller

Rikleen, a partner in the law firm

of Bowditch & Dewey, was named
Woman of the Year by the

Middlesex News for her

professional and community
involvement including her role as

president of Metrowest Harvest, a

rehef organization that transports

liiitd to shelters and food pantries

throughout Boston's western

suburbs. She is also chair of the

firm's environmental practice area

and chair of the environmental
litigation committee of the Boston
Bar Association. In addition, she is

an appointee to the Department of

Environmental Protection's

superfund advisory committee and

the hazardous waste facility safety

council Beth Anne Wolfson was
appointed to the labor and
employment law section of the

Council of the Massachusetts Bar

Association for 1991-92 and is also

vice chair of the private sector

subcommittee of the labor and
employment law section. She is

an attorney with the National
Labor Relations Board, Region I,

Boston.

'76
Beth Pearlman Rotenberg, Class

Correspondent, 2743 Dean
Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55416

Janet E. Cohen is in her second
year of law studies at the Camden
campus of Rutgers University

School of Law. She received a

Charles Richter Memorial
Scholarship that supports law
students who manifest exemplary
scholastic achievement. Gary
Tinterow is associate curator of

19th-century European paintings

at the Metropolitan Museum of

Art in New York City and was a

Brandeis University fine arts

department guest scholar,

lecturing on Seurat (1859-911 in

November. He also lectured on
the Seurat exhibition for CBS
television.

'77

loetti:

Randall Rich, Class Correpondent,
6620 Ivy Hill Drive, McLean, VA
22101-5206

David M. Barnert, M.D. was
married in 1987 to Julie Raskin
and IS chair of the anesthesia

department at Samaritan Hospital

in Troy, NY Lisa Potischman
Bellin lives in Newton, MA, with

her husband, Jeff, and enioys being

at home with Daniel, age 4, and
Deborah, age I Robert I. Blau
completes a term with the United
States Foreign Service at the

Embassy in Brasilia, Brasil, in June
1992, when he plans to return to

the Washington, D.C. area and a

job with the State Department.
Chaim A. Caron opened a

consulting firm m New York City

that develops custom software for

the personal computer. He is

married to Colleen Johnson and
has a daughter, Laila. Linda
Casson-Nudell, Ph.D. spent the

past semester at Kean College in

New Jersey as an adjunct professor

of the chemistry department while

her husband, George Nudell, is a

rabbi in Scotch Plains, NI. They
have three children, Elazar, age 9,

Yoav, age 5, and Talia, age 2.

Abigail Pastor Cotler was elected

to a three-year term on the South
Orange-Maplewood Board of

Education in New Jersey. Susan C.

Gilman is married, living in

Moscow and eager for
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correspondence. Murray S.

Greenberg is a litigation partner at

the law firm of Certilman, Balm,

Adler Jk Hyman. His wife, Andrea
Dubin Greenberg '80, is vice

president of business affairs at

Ramhow Programming, the

programming subsidiary of

Cablevision Systems Corporation.

Leal (Lee) Dorman Hayward is

president of his own international

trading company while his wife,

Debra Lewis Hayward, is a child

and family therapist m private

practice. They reside m Dallas

with Melissa, age 1 1, and Leah, age

4. Gary D, Jones is still at Schatz

& Schatz, Ribicoff ik Kotkin in

Hartford, CT, while his wife is a

psychiatric social worker who
worked at the Connecticut Mental
Health Center in New Haven until

a year ago. Wendee Wolfson
Kanarek lives m Washington,

DC, with her husband, Larry

Kanarek '76, David, age 4, and
Robbie, age 1. He manages the

Washington office of McKmsey ik

Co., while she spends most of her

time with their children, loving

every minute of it. Dalia

Kaminetzky Lavon was elected

area vice president of the Nassau
region of Hadassah and is happy to

be in a new home m Great Neck,
NY Deborah Lowen-Klein and

her husband, Daniel Klein, Ph.D.

'78, live in Stony Brook, NY.
where she is a fund-raiser for

Planned Parenthood of Suffolk

County and he is an associate

professor of psychology and
psychiatry at the State University

of New York at Stony Brook. They
have two children, Benjamin, age 6

1/2, and Rebecca, age 2. David C.

Kraemer, Ph.D. is an associate

professor at the Jewish Theological

Semmary of America and is the

author of The Mind of the Talmud
and editor of The Jewish Family-

Metaphor and Memon'. His wife,

Susan Boxerman Kraemer, Ph.D.,

is a clinical psychologist in private

practice while completing a

postgraduate program in

psychoanalysis at New York
University. Together, they have
two children, Talia, age 7, and
Liviya, age3. Lori H. Lefkovitz,

Ph.D. is tenured in the English

department at Kenyon College,

working on a third book about

sisters in literature, caring for

daughter, Ronya, age 4, and
awaiting the arrival of a second

child. Her husband, Leonard

Gordon, will assume a faculty

position at Ohio State University

in the fall. After nearly a decade in

the fashion industry, Susan
Greenfield Lieb has traded the

hustle and bustle of New York
City for that of raising Kate, age 3,

and Rachel, age 1. In her spare

time, she and Holly Gehrie
Bernstein '76 cochair a bimonthly
Jewish education program for

preschoolers at the newly founded
Synagogue, Congregation B'Nai

Israel of the Somerset Hills, where
Steve Kraus '76 is first vice

president. Glenn B. Manishin is

an attorney in Washington, D.C.,

practicing antitrust,

telecommunications and complex
litigation at a small firm. Though
he enjoys parenthood, he still

en)oys two-seater sports cars and
says he has learned in the 90s that

there is more to life than work,

since "life can slip by while you're

making other plans." Carin Roth
Medvin has completed a master of

science degree in clinical nutrition

and the requirements for a

registered dietician IR.D.) license.

Scott F. Merlis is a stock analyst at

Morgan Stanley with an emphasis
on the auto industry while his

wife, Joan Laine Merlis '79, is on
leave from Salomon Brothers

where she is also a stock analyst.

They live in Westport, CT, wuth

liana, age 3, and Danielle, age I,

and say they have adjusted to

suburban life after 8 years in New
York City. Nancy Feldstein Miller

and her husband, Eric Miller, have
lived in Toronto since their

marriage in 1978, and have a 2-

year-old son, Nathan. For most of

the past 15 years, she has worked
as a graphic design consultant for

corporate and retail clients. She is

now a partner and vice president of

a direct mail advertising company,
while her husband remains a

tenured professor in the

department of civil engineering at

the University of Toronto. Marc S.

Nelson is finishing a Ph.D.

program in education at Stanford

University, where he remains on
the medical school faculty. He has
two children, Leigh, age 8, and
May, age 5. Ellen J. Pollack's

Turks and Brahmins, a nonfiction

account of a major New York law
firm, was released in paperback in

1991 Joseph M. Pomper was
graduated from Tulane Law School

and the Johns Hopkins School of

Advanced International Studies

before spending two years at the

Commerce Department. In 1984,

he joined the foreign service and

has served tours in Hong Kong, Tel

Aviv, Washington, D.C., and
London. He will remain in

London until 1993 when he
expects a new assignment. Todd
Royer is showing his company's
line of sculpted wooden furniture

again this year at the International

Contemporary Furniture Fair in

New York City. He and his wife,

Lorette Pruden, have been married
nine years and have two children,

Sebastian, age 7, and Grace, age 1.

Peter L. Schachter is the athletic

director at York Prep in New York
City and was last year's coach of

the Hunter College men's soccer

team. Brenda L. Schafer is a

lawyer and a tennis pro, juggling

both part-time jobs with the much
harder job of raising her three

children, ages 5 and 2 1/2-year-old

twins. Her husband, Jeremy, is an

artist and art teacher at a local

private school Stuart B. Taylor,

M.D. IS a pediatrician living in

Gaithersburg, MD, with his wife,

Sheila, and three children, Joshua,

age 8, Rachel, age 3, and David, age

2. Stuart J. Turkewitz, M.D. is

starting a seventh year practicing

internal medicine and geriatrics in

Greenbelt, MD, where he and his

wife, Molly, live with their

children, Julie, age 5, Noah, age 3,

and Ellen, age 2. Evelyn S.

Wolfson manages the tariffs

department for MCI
Telecommunications in

Washington, D.C. Her husband,

Joel Rothstein Wolfson, is an

attorney for the National

Association of Security Dealers

and specializes in high technology
law. They live with their sons,

Noah and Gabriel, in Chevy
Chase, MD.

'78
Marc Z. Brettler, Ph.D. was
presented the Michael L. Walzer
Award for excellence in teaching

at Brandeis, An associate professor

of Near Eastern and Judaic studies,

he has been teaching there since

1986. Judy Groner Havivi has

moved to Greensboro, NC, where
she lives with her husband, Eli,

and their two sons, Daniel, age 6,

and Nadav, age 2. She is American
coordinator of the Masorii
Movement Congregational

Twinning Program, and her

husband is rabbi of a conservative

congregation. Cheryl Levin was a

winner in a United States

Constitution photo contest

sponsored by Eastman-Kodak and
Parade magazine. Don Loeb and
Barbara Rachelson have moved to

Burlington, VT, where he is an

assistant professor of philosophy at

the University of Vermont, and
she is director of outpatient

services of the Counseling Service

of Addison County, a community
mental health agency.

'79
Ruth Strauss Fleischmann, Class

Correspondent, 8 Angier Road,

Lexington, MA 02173

Richard I. Jaffee is a vice president

at Goldman, Sachs and Co., an

investment banking firm in New
York City. He and his wife,

Nancy, have also bought a home in

Rye, NY. The creators of this

year's most honored cable

television program, "Dream On",
are Marta Kauffman and David
Crane '78, whose collaboration

began with Personals when they
were at Brandeis. "Dream On"
was nominated in 13 categories

and won five ACE Awards for

Cable Excellence for best comedy
series, actress in a comedy series,

art direction, comedy series

direction and writing. Jonathan J.

Lerner is a partner in the Roseland,

NJ law firm of Gem, Dunetz,
Davison &. Weinstein, P.C. where
he specializes in corporate,

commercial and tort litigation. He
and his wife, Fem Wolkin, who
teaches elementary school, have a

son, Geoffrey. Judy B. Levine is

alive and well and living in New
York. She has been working in

marketing for Sports Illustrated

for the past three years.

'80
Lisa Gelfand, Class Correspondent,

144 Winchester Place, Brookline,

MA 02146

Janet S. Domenitz served as maid
of honor at the wedding of her

sister, Louise Domenitz, who
married Jeremy I. Silverfine '79 at

a ceremony attended by several

Brandeis alumni. Janis Boyarsky
Schiff is a frequent lecturer on
leasing and general real estate

transaction topics. Orrin Star has

branched out from his initial

career in folk music to a second

one in stand-up comedy.
Performing professionally since

1988, he recently completed a

week at Boston's Improv Ithe

newly-opened franchise of the

famous L.A. club) and has started

an agency to book Jewish

comedians for Jewish

organizations called Rye Humor.

Orrin Star

Clare T, Tully was named director

of business affairs for NBC
Entertainment in New York. In

her new capacity, she will

negotiate and oversee distribution

of NBC programs worldwide and
work with NBC Productions and
NBC International on foreign

acquisitions and coproduction.
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'81 '86

Matthew B. Hills, Class

Correspondent, 16 Harcoun, Apt
3E, Boston, MA 021 16

Donna Bojarsky works in

Hollywood, CA, directing the

charitable and political activities

of actor Richard Dreyfuss. Yehuda
C. Cohen is the president of

Amquest Residential Leasing and

Sales. He lives in Chicago, IL,

with his bride, Ellen Bette Cropp,

director of admissions for the Art

Institute of Chicago and former

director of the Brandeis Alumni
Admissions Council. Eileen

Merker Schneider and Marc D.

Schneider are living in Teaneck,

NI, where he is director of

planning and analysis at Children's

Television Workshop in New York
City and she is a psychotherapist

in Englewood, NJ, specializing in

children and adolescents. Tamar
Lange Schriger is on maternity

leave from her )ob as a dietician in

lemsalem following the birth of

her daughter, Yonah. Bruce S.

Wollman is a physical therapist in

Jerusalem, Israel at the Alyn
Pediatric Orthopedic Hospital.

After about a year there, he plans

to return to the United States for a

short time on his way to a trek in

the Himalayas.

'82
Ellen Cohen, Class Correspondent,

2004 Crestlane Drive, Smyrna, GA
30080

Francisca N. Araiza opened her

own law practice in May 1991,

practicing in the area of business

litigation, bankruptcy, personal

injury and general civil litigation.

Lisa N. Brun and her new husband.

Rabbi Ira L. Rohde, have moved to

New York's West Side where he is

Hazzan at the Spanish and

Portuguese Synagogue. Laurence

D. Dobosh practices corporate law

with the New York City firm of

Baer, Manks 6< Upham and lives in

Manhattan with his wife, Gail, and
their baby daughter, Sara. Ricardo

A. Guarnero, an associate with thu

Seattle law firm of Preston

Thorgrimson Shidler Gates &
Ellis, was elected to a three-year

term on the American Civil

Liberties Union national board of

directors. He is a member of the

board of trustees of the ACLU of

Washington and also serves on the

ACLU Legal Committee. In

addition, he is vice president of the

board of the People of Color

Against AIDS Network, a mediator

in the Washington Lawyers for the

Arts program and a participant in

Leadership Tomorrow. Joel

Lutterman received a master's

degree in neuro-pharmaeology
from Boston University and is a

resident in pediatrics at Brown
University/Rhode Island Hospital.

Lauren Simon Ostrow continues to

work as a free-lance writer

specializing in health and
medicine. Michael Sisselman

works for MenuFax, a company
that provides restaurant

information, menus and coupons

via fax to travellers, area residents

and businesspeople. He also

develops software for fax

machines, such as fax-on-demand

computer applications for

corporations and publishers. He
lives in New York City with his

wife, Karen Dahlman '84, who is

working toward a Ph.D. in clinical

psychology at the New School for

Social Research, and their two
children, Jeremy, age 6, and

Rebecca, age 1. Alan T. Slepian,

M.D. is a surgeon in private

practice in Plainview, NY, after

completing a residency at Mt.

Sinai Hospital. He is married to

his childhood sweetheart, Karyn.

chief investigative producer.

David Zinn is an Anderson
Consulting manager specializing

in financial systems development.

He lives in Manhattan with his

wife, Eileen, an account executive

with Lintas: New York, and their

daughter, Dana.

'85

'83
Eileen Isbitts Weiss, Class

Correspondent, 456 9th Street #30,

Hoboken, NJ 07030

Joseph A. Eviatar, M.D. finished

his residency in ophthalmology at

the New York University Medical

Center. He is completing a

fellowship m ophthalmic plastic

and reconstructive surgery at the

Manhattan Eye, Ear, and Throat

Hospital and is hoping to develop a

private practice next fall. Mark S.

Feinberg, Capt. USAF is chief of

the medical recruiting branch of

the 3513th United States Air Force

recruiting squadron in Syracuse,

NY. Forrest Scott Freedman is a

partner m the firm of Ehrlich tk

Freedman in their new Florida

office for corporate, estate and
personal financial planning. Mark
E. Healy is pursuing an M.B.A. m
marketing and international

business management and
economics at the University of

Chicago Graduate School of

Business and plans to attend the

Katholicke Universiteit Leuven in

Belgium.

'84
Maicia Book, Class Correspondent,

98-01 67th Avenue #I4N,
Flushing, NY 11374

Bruce M. Decter, M.D. is a first-

year fellow in cardiology at North
Shore University Hospital, Cornell

University Medical Center, after

completing a three-year residency

m internal medicine. Karen
Kolbor Ersted and her husband,

Richard, reside in the San

Francisco Bay Area where she is a

vice president in the asset-based

lending group at Union Bank.

Steven Goldstein, M.S. has loinud

WJLA-TV, the ABC affiliate in

Washington, D.C., as the station's

Debra Radlauer, Class

Correspondent, 101 West 90th

Street #I9F, New York, NY 10024

Anaya E. Baiter received her

M.S.N, from Yale University

School of Nursing in May 1991

and passed the nurse-midwdery
boards in June. She is now
practicing as a certified nurse

midwife at St. Margaret's Ht)spital

for Women in Boston. Merrill

Becker and her new husband,

Aaron Spicker, have relocated to

Redondo Beach, CA, and would
like to thank Danielle Klainberg
'86 and Mark Rosenberg '85 for all

their help Rhonda L. Falk was
named development director at

MossRehab, Inc., corporate parent

of Moss Rehabilitation Hospital in

Philadelphia. She is a member of

the National Society of Fund
Raising Executives and the lewish

Communal Professionals

Association of Greater

Philadelphia. Michael S.

Gliedman received an M.B.A. from
Columbia University and is

working in Manhattan for Booz
Allen ^ Hamilton, a management
consulting firm. Garry Kitay is a

resident m orthopedic surgery at

the Hospital of the University of

Pennsvlvania while his wife,

Debbie Banks Kitay '87, is a

graduate student m the sociology

department at Temple University.

Sharon S. Kleinman is celebrating

the third anniversary of Mill Street

Associates, her concert production

and musician management
company that produces cutting

edge acoustic music concerts

throughout New England. Shelly

Lenkin enjoys her position as

youth director at Congregation Har
Shalom m Bethesda, MD. Joshua
Spero is a national security analyst

at the Washington, DC. Institute

for National Strategic Studies at

the National Defense University

and a Ph.D. candidate at Johns

Hopkins University. His wife,

Ellen Rowse Spero '86, is a special

education teacher m English

literature for emotionally

disturbed and learning disabled

teenagers at the Different Dioim

School in Alexandria, VA. Beth
Goldstein Weiner received an

M.B.A. from Boston University

and IS marketing manager for New
Medico Neurologic Rehabilitation

System. She resides in Bethlehem,

PA, with her husband, Michael, an
industrial engineer with Roadway
Express.

Illyse Shindler Habbe, Class

Correspondent, 89 Turner Street,

Brighton, MA. 02135

Dawn Weisenberg LaFontaine

married Chris LaFontaine, a public

relations administrator, and has

begun a new |ob as manager of

software development for a

management consulting firm in

Boston Michelle Butensky
Scheinthal is teaching second

grade at Kcllman Academy in

Cherry Hill, NJ, and at Beth

Tikvah Religious School m
Marlton, NJ. Karla M. Scares took

an extended vacation in France and
spent a summer in intensive

language study at Middlebury
College before returning to Tufts

University where she accepted a

position as administrative

assistant to the dean of Liberal

Arts and Jackson Colleges. She is

also taking courses at Tufts in

preparation for a Ph.D. in French

literature. David J. Strachman has

joined the Providence, RI law firm

of Lipsey i^ Skolnik and the staff

of WALE 990-AM as a permanent
weekend talk show host.

'87
Christopher Becke, Class

Correspondent, 2401 Arlington

Boulevard, Apt. #77,

Charlottesville, VA 22903

Christopher Becke completed his

M.B.A. at the University of

Virginia in May. As part of the

degree requirement he travelled to

Santiago, Chile, for a Citibank

proiect. He reports that he. Jay

and Lisa Escovitz Kerness, Hope
Ross and the newly-engaged
Stephanie Lubroth and Elliott Fox,

all members of the Mod 16

Alumm Association, gathered for

their annual New Years Eve Bash

at Oprah Winfrey's Restaurant,

The Eccentric, in Chicago. Lisa

Curran works for NYNEX as a

telecommunications systems

consultant while her fiance, Kevin

Crimp, IS a civil engineering

student. Lesley P. Fox received her

M.B.A. from Boston College in

May and is working for Barry

Controls in Brighton, MA. Daniel

S. Gordon is completing a

transitional internship and was
accepted for a radiology residency

at Walter Reed Army Medical

Center in Maryland. Bonnie L.

Gracer received an M.S.W. from
Catholic University and is seeking

employment in the Washington,

D.C. area Ivy M. Lashley was
graduated from Brooklyn Law
School and practices law in

Worcester, MA, while her new
husband, lonathan Mauser, M.D.,

has a fellowship in cardiology.

Lisa R. Lubofsky has changed

careers from higher education
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Engagements

development at Harvard

University to real estate. She has

loined Century 21 Fidelity Group

in Brookline, where she handles

apartment rentals. As proud as

Glen Rosenfeld was to have

Deborah Schatz take his name,

there was no mtention for it to be

a reciprocal exchange as implied in

Fall 1991 Class Notes. He is an

intern at Sinai Hospital in

Baltimore and she worked (or the

host city at the 1991 General

Assembly of the Council of lewish

Federations. Deborah A. Sussman
completed her M.B.A. from

Simmons College School of

Management in Boston and is

employed at The Fine Arts

Express, Inc., a Boston art

transportation company. Frances

M. Vega was graduated from the

University of Puerto Rico Medical

School and has begun her

residency in pediatrics at lackson

Memorial Hospital in Miami.

Jennifer C. Warren was graduated

from the University of Michigan

Law School in May 1990 and is an

associate at Brown &. Wood. Lori

Whynot is the regional case

worker for 40 towns in Greater

Boston for the Massachusetts

Commission for the Deaf and Hard

of Hearing. She also does free-

lance sign language interpreting at

Northeastern University. She was

elected to the board of the

Massachusetts State Association of

the Deaf and sits on an advisory

committee of the Massachusetts

Rehabilitation Commission as part

of her continued advocacy on
behalf of deaf and hard of hearing

persons.

'88
Susan Tevelow, Class

Correspondent, 268 Grove Street,

Apt. 5, Aubumdale, MA 02166

Mark A. Altman was promoted to

vice president of marketing for

Transcolor Corp. and is coauthor

of New Voyages: The Next
Generation Guidebook and The
Woody Allen Encyclopedia. He
will also be producing his first

feature-length motion picture,

Blood Money, this summer.
Susana Cielak Antebi lives with

her husband, Jacques, in Mexico
City, where she is an account

supervisor for the Bozell publicity

firm. Mitchel Applebaum has

begun practicing commercial and

bankruptcy law in Boston after

being admitted to the

Massachusetts bar in December
1991. Matthew Axelrod is cantor

at Temple Israel in Scotch Plains,

NJ, and a student at the Jewish

Theological Seminary. Robin F.

Bachin received a master's degree

in American history from the

University of Michigan in May
1991 and is working toward a

Ph.D. in American cultural

history. Her husband, David

Coppola, is attending chiropractic

school. Bhaskar Banerjee is

project leader in the development

group at Progress Software in

Bedford, MA, while pursuing an

M.S. degree at Boston University.

He enjoys flying and networking

with new and old friends. Melanie

E. Barron was graduated in May
1991 from Suffolk University Law
School in Boston where she

received her l.D. degree. She was
admitted to the Connecticut bar in

December 1991 and is working as

an assistant clerk at the Hartford

Housing Session in Hartford, CT.
Debra L. Blumenthal passed the

Massachusetts bar exam in

November and is employed by

Falbo, Solan &. Goldberg in

Winthrop, MA. Toby E. Boshak
was graduated with an M.B.A. in

marketing and public and

nonprofit management from

Columbia Business School. Seth

C. Brody was graduated in May
from Tufts University School of

Medicine and plans to begin his

residency in luly. Melanie Gay
Brown is in her fourth year of a

Ph.D. program in chemistry at the

University of New Hampshire.

Her research is concentrated in the

area of the controlled release of

nontoxic biofilm inhibitors from

environmentally-safe marine

plants. Mari J. Cartagenova moved
to Los Angeles and enjoys working

as a free-lance associate television

producer at KCOP TV 13. Aimee
L, Close has been living in

Brighton, MA, serving as the

executive director of the "Tremont
Street Shul," Temple Beth Shalom,

in Cambridge since August 1990.

Alyssa C. Cohen was graduated

from Hofstra University School of

Law in May 1991 Brian F. Cohen
was promoted to the position of

vice president of Transcolor Corp.,

one of the garment industry's

largest textile screenprinters. He
formerly served as director of

business development and is

credited with creating a popular

private label clothing line and

helping the firm grow into

profitable fields of the apparel

market. Evan L. Cohn and his new
wife. Amy Bogin Cohn, returned

from their honeymoon in Aruba.

He completed his fourth year as a

medical student at George
Washington University Medical

School. Hugh M. Cooper is in his

fourth year at the University of

Massachusetts Medical School,

and IS in the process of applying

for a residency in ophthalmology.

He has also been involved in the

area of laser surgery research.

Suzanne Feldstein is in her second

Class Name

1981 Pamela S. Kasenthal to Sinai Davis, M.D.

1983 Stuart N. Famielant to Kristen A. Petersen '85

1984 Julie F. Merkelson to Andrew Dermack
1985 Shelly Lenkin to Marc Gordon
1986 Slaci R. Clopper to Craig Berkson

Karia M. Soars to Thomas Linfield '88

1987 Andrea E. Birnbaum to Paul Lewis

Lisa M. Curran to Kevin Crimp
1988 Martin A. Abeshaus to Aviva L. Troobnick

Debra L. Blumenthal to leffrey Rubin
Alyssa C. Cohen to Bruce Glazar

Elizabeth DeLott to Steven 1. Reisman
Suzanne Feldstein to Roger H. Frankel

Stephanie G. Fine to Aly Maroun
Renee W. Kwait to David S. Rettig '87

Roni M. Left to Steve Kurtz

Craig A. Parish to lane Wiener

Alan I. Reinach to Dana Perlman '89

Eric Schnur to Andrea Cota

1989 Harold Belkowitz to Cheryl L. Grossman '91

David M. Erani to Diana Gershon
Sara A. Joseph to Mark P. Norian

Sandra L. Schilling to Robert Silk '90

Katherine D. Spivak to Dr. Mark D. Friedman

Michelle Weisberg to Robert R. Cohen '88

1990 Barbara E. Scharf to Adam M. Zeldes

Marriages

Class Name Date

1973 Janet G. Besso to Neil Matthew Becker December 8, 1991

George M. Kahn to Diana Zaslove May 26, 1991

1979 Eric D. Cohen, M.D. to Robin Katz September 22, 1991

1980 Bonnie R. Becker to lohn Krystal October 13, I99I

1981 Yehuda C. Cohen to Ellen Bette Cropp December 30, 1 99

1

1982 Lisa N. Brun to Rahbi Ira L. Rohde November 28, 1991

1985 James R. Felton to Rohm Abrams January 18, 1992

Garry Kitay to Debbie Banks '87 October 6, 1991

Bradd S. Robbins to .Syrene 1. Choos September 1, 1991

Beth Goldstein Weiner to Michael Weiner November 17, 1991

1986 Merrill S. Becker to Aaron Spicker November 30, 1991

Michael L. Resnick to Ellen Abrams November 2, 1991

Jodi B. Shendell to James Kaye October 26, 1991

1987 Elisa L. Brown to David Zuckerberg, M.D. October 13, 1991

Ivy M. Lashley to Jonathan Mauser, M.D. March 7, 1992

1988 Mitchel Applebaum to Meryl L. Ravech September 21, 1991

Matthew G. Axelrod to Tali V. Isaacs December 2, 1990

Seth C. Brody to Samantha Meltzerin June 17, 1990

Susana Cielak to Jacques Antebi June 8, 1991

Evan L. Cohn to Amy Bogen October 26, 1991

Ileen Epstein to Steven Rosenthal May 26, 1991

Jacqueline Glantz to Charles Geschwind April 13, 1991

Jennifer L. Lurie to Dante C. Lombardi '87 August 5, 1989

Beth A. MacDonald to Paul LeClaire June 22, 1991

Naomi L. Reiss to .\dam Wilkes '87 July 2, 1989

Erin R. Robinson to Craig F. Lis September 14, 1991

Mara Rosenthal to Gary Friedman '86 October 12, 1991

Donna M. Whitman to Apnl 22, 1989

William David Nettles

Monica A. York to Gregory Walker June 14, 1992

1989 Ita S. Dizcngol'f to Betsy W. Jassen August 24, 1991

1990 Jennifer Cohen to Wayne R. Kotzker December 29, 1991
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News Notes

What have you been doins

lately' Let the alumni office

know. We invite you to

submit articles, photos (black

and white photos are preferred)

and news that would be of

interest to your fellow

classmates to:

Office of Alumni Relations

Brandeis University

P.O. Box 9110
Waltham, MA 02254-9 110

Name

Brandeis Degree &. Class Year

Address

Phone
Home Work

n Please check here if address is

different from mailing label.

If you know of any alumni
who are not receiving the

Brandeis Review, please let

us know.

Name

Class

Address

Phone
Home Work

Due to space limitations, we
usually are unable to print

lists of classmates who attend

each other's weddings
or other functions. News of

engagements, marriages and

births are included in

separate listings by class.

graduate program in mechanical

enginccnng and teaching

kindergarten at the A.]. Heschel

School in Manhattan. Last

summer she founded and
codirected the Heschel Bakayitz

day camp program; in the fall she

plans to move to Pittsburgh, PA.

Thomas Linfield is proiect

assistant at the Massachusetts

College of Art for the exhibition

Seeing Through "Paradise":

Artists and the Terezm
Concentration Camp that

travelled to New York, North
Dakota, Texas, California and
Czechoslovakia. He traveled to

Czechoslovakia twice to courier

the artwork to Boston and return it

after the exhibition. Jennifer Lurie

Lombard! passed the New York bar

exam and her husband, Dante
Lonibardi '87, is an art director at

the New York City advertising

agency of Korey, Kay, and Partners.

Fabianna Lufschanowski is a

fourth-year graduate student

seeking a Ph.D. in clinical

psychology. She has begun her

dissertation on how parents adiust

to congenital heart disease in their

children. Howard Accan Matalon

was graduated from Boston

University Schoof of Law in May
1991 and is an attorney in New
Jersey. He is planning to put

together a guitar-based

professional band. JonatJian A.

Mclntyre was promoted to senior

industrial management and
training specialist at Digital

Equipment Corporation's Hudson,

MA facility where he has been

working for 3 1/2 years. He
supports Unix and some VMS
systems for the Semiconductor

Engineering Group at Digital.

Amy L. Memis completed her

fourth year as a rabbinical student

at the Hebrew Union College

Jewish Institute of Religion and

serves a monthly congregation in

Kitchener, Ontario. Eve E. Miller

was graduated from Cardozo Law
School where she was an editor on
the Moot Court Board and elected

to the National Order of the

Barristers. She is an assistant

district attorney in New York after

passing the New York and New
Jersey bar exams. Lisa

JVIoctezuma-Bender established a

business that distributes Latin-

American and Spanish books to

university bookstores and libraries.

Eric S. Nadler is producing

educational and documentary

fitms for a Boston area nonprofit

organization. The hills of Tuscany
and the city of Venice, Italy were

scenes of inspiration for the

feature film script he is

developing. He is also seeking

investment for a virtual reality.

interactive multimedia
entertainment center. Kenneth A.

Osherow is in his first year at

Northeastern University's full-

time M.B.A. program in Boston.

He IS planning a career in sales,

marketing and finance. Steven S.

Oxman received an M.F.A. in

dramaturgy and dramatic criticism

from the Yale University School of

Drama in May 1991 and is

working on his doctoral

dissertation. He is teaching in the

theater department at Southern

Connecticut State University and

the English department at

Wesleyan University, and writing

theater and film criticism for the

weekly newspaper. New Times
Connecticut. He also had one of

his essays published m Theater

magazine Craig A. Parish

completed his fourth year as a

graduate student m chemistry at

Harvard University. Marguerite A.

Pigott has performed in theaters

across Canada and extensively in

television and film, while writing

and conducting workshops. She

also plans to travel to Ireland to

research a proiect this summer.
Alan J. Reinach completed his

third year of medical school at

Thomas Jefferson University in

Philadelphia. His fiancee, Dana
Perlman '89, is studying to become
a nurse-midwife at the University

of Pennsylvania. Following a

honeymoon trip to Greece, Erin R.

Robinson-Lis and her husband,

Craig F. Lis, returned to Boston

where she is human resources

programs manager at Berklee

School of Music and he is the

meeting planner at Inc. magazine.

David M. Rosenblum passed the

Pennsylvania and New Jersey bar

examinations and is a trial

attorney at the Philadelphia office

of the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. Ileen

Epstein Rosenthal moved to Boca

Raton, FL, and imports marble

from Europe. Karen B. Rubenstein

is attending business school at the

University of Illinois and living m
Indiana. Leslie A. Rubin passed

both the New York and

Connecticut bar exams. Eric

Schnur is a C.P.A. and a senior tax

associate at Coopers & Lybrand in

New York City. Karen S. Seaton is

pursuing a master's degree in

nutrition from New York
University while working full-

time for a banking company in

their human resources department.

Amy E. Seidman received her J.D.

in May from Suffolk University

Law School in Boston and intends

to pursue a career in criminal law.

She was employed by the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court's Commission to study

racial and ethnic bias in the courts

and, as an authorized student

attorney, she represented criminal

defendants in the Quincy District

Court. Susan Kanarfogel Shapiro

teaches sectmd grade in Brookline,

MA, and is enrolled in a M.Ed,

program in media and technology

at Boston University. Robert M.
Simon passed the New Jersey bar

exam and became an attomey-at-

law in December. He plans to

practice law in Washington, D.C.

Galina Khess Singer received an

M.B.A. from New York University

and IS a financial controller at the

export trading company. Red
Square Consulting, Inc., in New
York City. Previously, she was a

financial analysis officer at J. P.

Morgan before going to work with

her husband, Wladimir Singer.

Ellen M. Stansky completed her

second year of law school at

Syracuse University, where she is

on the Law Review. Amy
Luksenburg Strachman was
graduated from Boston University

School of Law and is practicing

law in Providence, RI. Her
husband, David Strachman '86, is

also practicing in Providence with

Lipsey &. Skolnik. Alex Stewart

Tepper completed his third year at

Mt- Sinai Medical School in New
York Simcha T. Wachtel has

moved to Kew Gardens, Queens.

His wife, Sarah Tropper '85, is

starting a private practice in

psychotherapy. They plan to make
aliyah in a couple of years.

Deborah G. Weiss received a

master's degree from
Northwestern University's Medill

School of Journalism. Emily

Kaufman Wildman is working at

the National Institute of Mental

Health in Washington, D.C.

Naomi Reiss Wilkes completed

law school at the University of

Pennsylvania and is employed at

the New York law firm of Weil,

Gotshal & Manges. Her husband,

Adam Wilkes '87, completed

medical school at Thomas
lefferson University and is a

resident at Mt. Sinai Hospital in

New York. Darin L Zenov was
graduated from the University of

Miami Law School in May 1991

and passed the Florida bar exam.

He is seeking employment at a

Miami firm while providing legal

services on a volunteer basis to

indigent clients.

'89
Karen L. Gitten, Class

Correspondent, 35 Crosby Road
2nd Floor, Newton, MA 02167

Ira S. Dizengoff is finishing his

third year at Cardozo School of

Law where he is a member of the

Law Review. He plans to begin

work m the fall at the New York

law firm of LeBoruf, Lamb, Leiby

& MacRae. In addition, he reports

that several Brandeis alumni
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Grad

attended his marriage to Betsy

lassen, a teacher at George

Washington High School in

Manhattan David M. Erani is a

third-year student at the New
York University School of

Medicine. Sara A. Joseph

completed her third year at the

Cornell University Veterinary

School Katharine D. Spivak was
graduated from Boston University

Law School m the spring. Naomi
Takayesu is a first-year doctor of

pharmacy student at the

University of California, San

Francisco. Bronte Ward received

an M.B.A. from William and Mary
College last May and works for

CLOSE-UP, a nonprofit

educational foundation in

Alexandria, VA.

'90
ludith Libhaber, Class

Correspondent, 765 North Shore

Drive, Miami Beach, FL 33161

K. Vasken Babigian completed his

first year at the Massachusetts

School of Law in Andover, MA,
after working for a year as a

paralegal at the law firm of

Ashcraft ^ Gerel in Boston.

Geoffrey Giddings is a cochair of

the October 2-4,1992 Minority

Alumni Network Reunion, whose
theme is "Coming Together

Again." He was also a participant

in the Teach for America program.

Barak D. Kushner has been

studying lapanese in anticipation

of an upcoming trip to the Far

East. He is also hoping to begin an

acting career in the near future.

'91
Ira Goldberg, Class Correspondent,

7900 N. Kildare, Skokie, IL 60076

Amy Cohen, a 1991-92 Watson
Fellow, IS in Great Britain

researching how the elderly access

and accept aids that help make
daily activities easier. She also is

active in volunteer work with the

elderly and works on a hotline for

women who have experienced

domestic violence. Eric W.
LaPointe has begun studies toward

a luris Doctorate at Southwestern
University School of Law in Los

Angeles. Jason A. Levine entered

Harvard Law School in the fall and
became an editor of the Harvard
Journal of Public Policy.

Patricia Hill Collins (Ph.D. '84|

received the 1991 C. Wright Mills

Book Award for her book. Black

Feminist Thought: Knowledge.

Consciousness and the Politics of

Empowerment. Carol [. DeVita
(Ph.D. '85| is a demographer at the

Population Reference Bureau and a

coauthor of the report "The Baby

Boom • Entering Midlife" released

in lanuary. The report describes a

highly educated generation, bom
between 1946-64, whose low
savings and less stable family lives

may combine to tarnish their

golden years, (udith Eisen (Ph.D.

'82) is working at what is

considered the world's premier

zebra-fish laboratory at the

University of Oregon in Eugene,

OR. New knowledge of this small,

striped fish may offer an advanced

means for researching how a

fertilized egg develops into a

complex animal. She has been

involved with a series of

microtransplantation experiments

in which individual motor neurons

are shifted from one part of an

embryo to another and are tracked

as they hook up with their target

Linda Fetters

Ben Granger

muscle cells. Linda Fetters (Ph.D.

'86) was granted tenure and
promoted to associate professor of

physical therapy at Boston

University's Sargent College of

Allied Health Professions. A
specialist in motor development in

normal and abnormal infants, she

established the Motion Analysis

Lab in 1985 and has received

research support and funding from
the National Institute on Drug

Abuse, the National Institute on
Disability, Rehabilitation, and
Research and the Foundation for

Physical Therapy. Ben P. Granger

(Ph.D. '71) received the $2,500

1991 McCulloch Memorial Award
for his work with HABIT (Human-
Animal Bond in l^nnessee), a

community-based volunteer

organization that takes animals to

visit people in nursing homes,
retirement centers, mental health

facilities and hospitals. He is a

professor of social work, former

dean of the College of Social Work
at the University of Tennessee and

an executive committee member
of HABIT. David I. Kertzer (Ph.D.

'74) has coedited a new book with

Richard Sailer of the University of

Chicago, entitled The Family in

Italy from Antiquity to the

Present, which traces the history

of family life in Italy from the

Roman Empire to the present. He
IS the William R. Kenan Professor

of Anthropology at Bowdoin
College. David Lester (Ph.D. '68)

was elected president of the

International Association for

Suicide Prevention at their 1991

Hamburg Congress. A psychology

professor at Stockton State

College, he is an expert in suicide

prevention who recently published

Understanding and Preventing

Suicide. Diane Feeney Mahoney
(Ph.D. 'S9] has been awarded a

faculty grant from the University

of Massachusetts at Boston to

study restraint-free nursing homes.
She coordinates the graduate

program in gerontological nursing

at the University and is principal

investigator on three research

grants. In addition, she received

the Theta Alpha Chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau, honor society of

nursing, award for excellence in

research for 1991. Armand
Qualliotine (Ph.D. '86) composed a

solo percussion piece entitled

"Cryptogram B" that was
performed last winter at Columbia
University. He also has received a

Fromm commission from Harvard
University and teaches guitar at

Brandeis and Boston Universities.

leffrey C. Robinson (Ph.D. '72)

wrote The Current of Romantic
Passion, which explores the

problematic place of passion and
beauty in Romanticism's radical

sentiments and reformist policies.

He is a professor of English at the

University of Colorado, Boulder

and the author also of Radical

Literary Education and The Walk:
Notes on a Romantic Image.

Mark Sheldon (PhD '75) was
promoted to professor of

philosophy at Indiana University

Northwest and adjunct professor of

medicine at the Indiana University

School of Medicine in Gary, IN.

He also is a member of the section

of ethics at Rush-Presbyterian-St.

Luke's Medical Center in Chicago.

Merrill Gerber Spitzer (MA. '81)

published Chattering Man, a

collection of eight stories and a

novella that deal with life's

perplexing stages and the

indignities of old age. Her
previous book. King of the Wild,

won the eighth annual Pushcart

Merrill Gerber Spitzer

Editors' Book Award. In addition,

she has published stories in many
magazines and periodicals such as

The New Yorker and The Atlantic.

She lives in Sierra Madre, CA, and

teaches fiction writing at the

California Institute of Technology
and the University of California at

Los Angeles. Judith Stacey (Ph.D.

'79) was named a finalist for the

1991 C. Wright Mills Book Award
for her book Brave New Families:

Stories of Domestic Upheaval in

Late Twentieth Century America.

Obituaries
George R. Nemetz '54 passed

away on November 13, 1991.

Bayla Shusman Nochumson '74,

M.A. '75 passed away from
lymphatic cancer on December 7,

1991. She trained students for the

bar and bat mitzvah and was very

active in Hadassah. Friends will

remember her as a person of

extraordinary vitality, engagement,
earnestness and determination.

She is survived by her husband,
David; children, foshua, age 9, and
Marisa, age 6; her father and
mother, Maynard and Shirley

Shusman; and her brothers and
sister, Daniel Shusman '77, David
and Elizabeth. Word was received

of the sudden death of Martin

Weintraub, M.D. '69 who passed

away on November 8, 1991. He is

survived by his wife, Bari, and
three children.




